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ᐔᚑ㧞㧞ᐕᐲ CDM ᬀᨋ✚วផㅴኻ╷ᬺ

Σ. ᬺߩⷐߣᆔຬળ
㧝㧚ᬺߩ⢛᥊ߣ⋡⊛
CDM㧔ࠢࡦ㐿⊒ࡔࠞ࠾࠭ࡓ㧕ᬀᨋߣߪޔ੩ㇺࡔࠞ࠾࠭ࡓߩ㧙ᒻᘒߢࠅޔవㅴ࿖ߣ
㐿⊒ㅜ࿖߇หߢᬀᨋᬺࠍታᣉߒޔ㐿⊒ㅜ࿖ߩᜬ⛯น⢻ߥ㐿⊒ߦ⾗ߔࠆߣߣ߽ߦޔ
ߘߩᬺߦ߅ߌࠆๆಽࠍవㅴ࿖߇੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠߦ߅ߌࠆ⥄࿖ߩ᷷ቶലᨐࠟࠬᷫ⋡ᮡ㆐ᚑ
ߦ↪ߢ߈ࠆᐲߢࠆޕ
2008 ᐕࠃࠅ੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠ╙㧝⚂᧤ᦼ㑆ߦࠅ ޔCDM ᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩⓍᭂ⊛ߥታᣉ߇
ᦼᓙߐࠇߡࠆޕ࿖ㅪ CDM ℂળߢ߽ޔ᭽ߥޘᛛⴚⷙቯߩ╷ቯ߿⋥ߒ߇ⴕࠊࠇޔᓢߦޘ
ታᣉߩߚߩ᧦ઙ߇ᢛߞߡ߈ߡࠆޕᐔᚑ 23 ᐕ 3  1 ᣣޔ࿖ㅪߦᱜᑼ⊓㍳ߐࠇߚ CDM
ᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻✚ઙᢙߪ 21 ઙߦߥߞߚ߇ߦᦝޔᨋㅧᚑ㧔ᣂⷙౣᬀᨋ㧕ߦࠃࠅᬀᨋ
ᬺߩផㅴࠍ࿑ࠆߎߣ߇ᔅⷐߢࠆޕ
ޟലൻክᩏࠍฃߌࠆ㓙ߦෳ⠨ߣߥࠆኻᔕᜰ㊎ߩᚑߡߟߦޠ
ߎߩࠃ߁ߥ⁁ᴫࠍ〯߹߃ᧄޔᬺߪޔCDM ᬀᨋߩవㅴߣߒߡޔ࿖ㅪߦ⊓㍳ߐࠇߚ
CDM ᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㧔ክᩏਛᲑ㓏ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠍ㧕ߦߟߡ ޔPDD ߩⷐ⊓ޔ
㍳߹ߢߩ⚻✲߿ᓟߩข⚵ᣇะߦߟߡ⺞ᩏಽᨆࠍⴕ߁⚿ߩߘޕᨐࠍၮߦߒߡޔCDM ᬀ
ᨋᬺ߳ෳടࠍᬌ⸛ߒߡࠆᬺ⠪╬߇࿖ㅪ⊓㍳߳ะߌߚലൻክᩏࠍฃߌࠆ㓙ߦෳ⠨ߣ
ߥࠆኻᔕᜰ㊎ߩᚑࠍㅴࠆߚߦਅ⸥ߩ⺞ᩏࠍⴕߞߚޕ

㧔㧝㧕CDM ᬀᨋߩవㅴߣߒߡޔ᳇ᄌേߦ㑐ߔࠆ࿖㓙ㅪวᨒ⚵᧦⚂㧔United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change㧕ߦ⊓㍳ߐࠇߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㧔ክ
ᩏਛߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠍ㧕ߦߟߡ ޔPDD ߩⷐ⊓ޔ㍳߹ߢߩ⚻✲߿㗴ὐޔᓟ
ߩข⚵ߦߟߡ⺞ޔᩏಽᨆࠍⴕ߁ޕ
 ߎࠇࠄߩ⺞ᩏ⚿ᨐࠍၮߦޔPDD㧔ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻⸳⸘ᦠ㧕㧛VVM㧔DOE ↪ߩലൻክ
ᩏ߮ᬌ⸽ࡑ࠾ࡘࠕ࡞㧕ߩኻ⸶ᦠߩᚑࠍㅢߓߡޔ࿖ㅪ⊓㍳߳ะߌߚലൻክᩏࠍฃߌ
ࠆ㓙ߦෳ⠨ߣߥࠆኻᔕᜰ㊎ࠍᚑߔࠆޕ

㧔㧞㧕᳃㑆ߦ߅ߌࠆ⥄ਥ⊛ߥ VER ߩേะߥߤޔᶏᄖߩࡏࡦ࠲ߥࠞࡏࡦࠢࠫ
࠶࠻Ꮢ႐ߦ㑐ߒߡᐢߊᖱႎࠍ㓸ߒ⊓ޔ㍳᩺ઙ߿ᐲߦߟߡ CDM ᬀᨋߣᲧセಽᨆࠍ
ⴕ߁ޕ

1

㧞㧚ᆔຬળߩ㐿
㧔㧝㧕ᆔຬߩ᭴ᚑߣ㐿ᣇᴺ
ᐔᚑ 22 ᐕᐲ CDM ᬀᨋ✚วផㅴኻ╷ᬺߪޔ
ޟㅜ࿖ߩᖱႎ㓸ᢛᬺ␠ࠍޠ࿅ᴺ
ੱᶏᄖᨋᬺࠦࡦࠨ࡞࠲ࡦ࠷දળޟޔCDM ᬀᨋߩડ↹┙᩺ታᣉࠍᜂ߁ੱ᧚ߩ⢒ᚑ⽷ࠍޠ࿅ᴺ
ੱ࿖㓙✛ൻផㅴࡦ࠲ޟߡߒߘޔലൻክᩏࠍฃߌࠆ㓙ߦෳ⠨ߣߥࠆኻᔕᜰ㊎ߩᚑޠ
ࠍ␠࿅ᴺੱᶏᄖ↥ᬺᬀᨋࡦ࠲߇ฃ⸤ߒߚޕ㧟␠ߪ㧯㧰㧹ᬀᨋ✚วផㅴኻ╷ᬺߣ߁
ᨒ⚵ߺߩਛߢߩ⺞ᩏᬺߢࠆߎߣ߆ࠄޔᮮᢿ⊛ߦᆔຬળࠍ㐿ߒޔክ⼏ߒߡ㗂ߚᣇ߇
ല₸⊛ߢᗧ⟵ߢࠆߣ⠨߃ޔหߢ㐿ߔࠆวหᆔຬળߣߒߚޕૉߒ␠ޔ࿅ᴺੱᶏᄖ↥
ᬺᬀᨋࡦ࠲ߢߪޔᨋ㊁ᐡߣߩᄾ⚂✦⚿߇ᐔᚑ 22 ᐕ 8  30 ᣣߣߥߞߚߎߣ߆ࠄ ╙ޔ1
࿁ߩᆔຬળߪ 9 ߦන⁛ߢⴕ ╙ޔ2 ࿁㧔12 㧕ߣ╙ 3 ࿁㧔3 㧕ߦߟߡߪ 3 ␠ߩวห
㐿ߣߒߚޕวหᆔຬળߢߪ␠࿅ᴺੱᶏᄖ↥ᬺᬀᨋࡦ࠲ߪ ╙ޔ2 ࿁ᆔຬળࠍ㐿ോ
ዪߣߒߡኻᔕߒߚޕ
ᆔຬળߩ᭴ᚑࡔࡦࡃߪᰴߩߣ߅ࠅߢࠆޕ
  ᄤ㊁ ᱜඳ    ᣧⒷ↰ᄢቇੱ㑆⑼ቇቇⴚ㒮 ᢎ
  ᄢⷺ ᵏᄦ    (⽷) ࿖㓙✛ൻផㅴࡦ࠲ ਥછ⎇ⓥຬ
  ୖ ၮ⧷    రᣣષ⚕ࡄ࡞ࡊ⾗Ḯ㐿⊒ᩣᑼળ␠␠㐳
  ㋈ᧁ      (␠) ᣣᧄᨋᛛⴚදળ  ⅣႺㇱ࿖㓙ᬺㇱ ਥછᛛᏧ
  ᧻ේ ⧷ᴦ    (⁛) ࿖㓙ㄘᨋ᳓↥ᬺ⎇ⓥࡦ࠲ ㄘ㐿⊒⺞ᩏ㗔ၞ ⛔⺞ᩏᓎ
    ᓼౖ    (⽷) ࿖㓙✛ൻផㅴࡦ࠲ ਥછ⎇ⓥຬ
  ᷡ㊁ ཅਯ    (⁛) ᨋ✚ว⎇ⓥᚲ ᬀ‛↢ᘒ⎇ⓥ㗔ၞ㐳
  ጟ↰ ᳓    ₺ሶ⚕ᩣᑼળ␠ ⾗Ḯᚢ⇛ᧄㇱ ᬀᨋㇱࠣ࡞ࡊࡑࡀࠫࡖ
  ▘ᶆ ᱜᐢ    ᨋᬺᩣᑼળ␠ ጊᨋⅣႺᧄㇱ ⅣႺࡆࠫࡀࠬ㐿⊒ㇱ
           ࠣ࡞ࡊࡑࡀࠫࡖ
  Ꮉ 㕏     ᣧⒷ↰ᄢቇੱ㑆⑼ቇቇⴚ㒮 ᢎ
  ᧻የ ⋥᮸    () ࠢࠗࡔ࠻ࠛࠠࠬࡄ࠷ ઍ
  ᢧ⮮ ብ    రਃ㊀ᄢቇᢎ
  ਤਅ ஜ     ᧲੩ᄢቇᄢቇ㒮 ㄘቇ↢⑼ቇ⎇ⓥ⑼ ᢎ
  ⮮㑆      (⁛) ᨋ✚ว⎇ⓥᚲ ࿖㓙ㅪ៤ផㅴὐ ࿖㓙⎇ⓥផㅴቶ㐳
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Τ㧚ᬺ⚿ᨐ

㧔ലൻክᩏࠍฃߌࠆ㓙ߦෳ⠨ߣߥࠆኻᔕᜰ㊎ߩᚑ㧕

㧭. CDM ᬀᨋవㅴ⺞ᩏ ࡉࠫ࡞ㅪ㇌࿖ߢⴕࠊࠇߡࠆ CDM ᬀᨋޟᎿᬺ↪ᧁ᧚
ଏ⛎ߩߚߩౣ↢น⢻ߥ⾗Ḯߣߒߡߩౣᬀᨋᬺ
␠࿅ᴺੱ ᶏᄖ↥ᬺᬀᨋࡦ࠲ߪޔㄘᨋ᳓↥⋭ᨋ㊁ᐡ߆ࠄߩᆔ⸤ᄾ⚂ߦၮߠ߈ޔല
ൻክᩏࠍฃߌࠆ㓙ߦෳ⠨ߣߥࠆኻᔕᜰ㊎ߩᚑߚ࡞ࠫࡉޔㅪ㇌࿖ߩࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚ
ࠗࠬᎺߢⴕࠊࠇߡࠆ CDM ᬀᨋޟᎿᬺ↪ᧁ᧚ଏ⛎ߩߚߩౣ↢น⢻ߥ⾗Ḯߣߒߡߩౣᬀ
ᨋᬺޔߡߟߦޠ࿖ㅪ⊓㍳߹ߢߩ⚻✲ߩߘޔᵴേ⁁ᴫߦߟߡ⺞ᩏࠍታᣉߒߚޕ
એਅߪ⺞ߩߘޔᩏ⚿ᨐߢࠆޕ
 ᣣ⒟㧦2010 ᐕ 9  11 ᣣ㧔㧕㨪9  20 ᣣ㧔㧕
 ਥߥ㕙⺣⠪


Mr. Fabio Nogueira de Avelar Marques, Manager, PLANTAR CARBONN
LTDA.



Mr. Rodrigo M. V. C. Ferreira, Carbon Project Analyst, PLANTAR CARBON



Mr. Adriano Santhiago de Oliveira,  Deputy Coordinator, MINISRY OF
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY OF BRAZIL, Secretariat of Research and
Development Policies and Programs Coordination on Global Climate Change
(DNA)



Mr. Garo Batmanian, Amazon Cluster Coordinator Sustainable Development,
THE WORLD BANK
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࠾ࡉ㧔CENIBRA㧕

 ⺞ᩏ⠪
⁛┙ⴕᴺੱ ᨋ✚ว⎇ⓥᚲ ᬀ‛↢ᘒ⎇ⓥ㗔ၞ㐳 ᷡ㊁ཅਯ
ᶏᄖ↥ᬺᬀᨋࡦ࠲ ኾോℂ ↰ㄝ⧐స
ㅢ⸶㧦⿒ᧁ ᢥ㓶㧔ర㋕ળ␠ൕോ㧕
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1. ⺞ᩏᣣ⒟
ࡉࠫ࡞ㅪ㇌࿖ߦ߅ߌࠆ CDM ᬀᨋߩ⺞ᩏߪਅ⸥ߩᣣ⒟ߢታᣉߒߚޕ
㧙1. ᣣ⒟
ᣣ

ᐕᣣ

ᰴ

(ᦐᣣ)

1

2

⺞  ᩏ  ᵴ  േ

2010 ᐕ

ᚑ↰ⓨ᷼⊒ 12 ᤨ 20 ಽ㧔LH715㧕

9  11 ᣣ

ࡒࡘࡦࡋࡦ⌕ 17 ᤨ 35 ಽ

ᦐᣣ

ࡒࡘࡦࡋࡦ⊒ 21 ᤨ 35 ಽ㧔LH504㧕

9  12 ᣣ

ࠨࡦࡄ࠙ࡠ⌕ 5 ᤨ 10 ಽ

ᣣᦐᣣ

ࠨࡦࡄ࠙ࡠ⊒ 8 ᤨ 40 ಽ㧔JJ8097㧕

㧔ᯏਛᴱ㧕

ࡌࡠࠝ࠱ࡦ࠹⌕ 9 ᤨ 45 ಽ
࠾ࡉ␠ጊቁ↢᳁㧛ㅢ⸶ߩ⿒ᧁ᳁ߣᣣ⒟ߩ⏕
   㧔ࡌࡠࠝ࠱ࡦ࠹ᴱ㧕
3
4

9  13 ᣣ

ࡌࡠࠝ࠱ࡦ࠹⊒

ᦐᣣ

ᬀᨋ⺞ᩏ㧔 㕖 CDM ᬀᨋ㧔MG02㧕⺞ᩏ    㧔ࠢ࡞ࡌࡠᴱ㧕

9  14 ᣣ

Plantar ␠ CDM ᬀᨋ㧔MG03 & 04㧕⺞ᩏ

Ἣᦐᣣ
5

㧔ࠢ࡞ࡌࡠᴱ㧕

9  15 ᣣ

ࠢ࡞ࡌࡠ⊒

᳓ᦐᣣ

Plantar ␠㧔Pig Iron㧕㋕Ꮏ႐ⷞኤ
Plantar S/A ᧄ␠ߦߡ⡞ขࠅ⺞ᩏ㧔Mr. Fabio Nogueira de Avelar
Marques, Manager㧕           㧔ࡌࡠࠝ࠱ࡦ࠹ᴱ㧕

6

9  16 ᣣ

PLANTAR S/A ᧄ␠ߦߡ⡞ขࠅ⺞ᩏ

ᧁᦐᣣ

㧔Mr. Rodrigo M. V. C. Ferreira, Carbon Project Analyst ઁ㧕
  㧔ࡌࡠࠝ࠱ࡦ࠹ᴱ㧕

7

9  17 ᣣ

ࡌࡠࠝ࠱ࡦ࠹⊒ 9 ᤨ㧔JJ3850㧕

㊄ᦐᣣ

ࡉࠫࠕ⌕ 10 ᤨ 20 ಽ
MINISTRY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY OF BRAZIL
㧔⑼ቇᛛⴚ⋭㧕ߣ THE WORLD BANK㧔⇇㌁ⴕ㧕ߢ⡞ขࠅ⺞ᩏ
                   㧔ࡉࠫࠕᴱ㧕

8

9  18 ᣣ

ࡉࠫࠕ⊒ 11 ᤨ 50 ಽ㧔JJ3578㧕

ᦐᣣ

ࠨࡦࡄ࠙ࡠ⌕ 13 ᤨ 25 ಽ
ࠨࡦࡄ࠙ࡠ⊒ 18 ᤨ 25 ಽ㧔LH507㧕          㧔ᯏਛᴱ㧕

9

9  19 ᣣ

ࡈࡦࠢࡈ࡞࠻⌕ 10 ᤨ 50 ಽ

ᣣᦐᣣ

ࡈࡦࠢࡈ࡞࠻⊒ 13 ᤨ 35 ಽ㧔LH710㧕        㧔ᯏਛᴱ㧕
4

10

9  20 ᣣ

ᚑ↰ⓨ᷼⌕ 7 ᤨ 30 ಽ

ᦐᣣ
2㧚ࡉࠫ࡞ㅪ㇌࿖ߩ⥄ὼⅣႺ
ࡉࠫ࡞ߪ࿖㕙Ⓧ߇ 8,512 ජ km21ߣޔධ☨ᄢ㒽ߢߪᦨᄢߩ㕙Ⓧࠍߒߡࠆޕ㋕㋶⍹
ߥߤߩਅ⾗Ḯ߇⼾ንߢࠅ߇ࠇߎޔ࿁ߩ⺞ᩏኻ⽎ߢࠆ CDM ᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩࠠ
ࡐࠗࡦ࠻ߣߥߞߡࠆޕ
ࡉࠫ࡞ోߩ↪⁁ᴫߪᰴߩ-1 ߩߣ߅ࠅߢࠆࡦ࠱ࡑࠕޕᎹᵹၞ߇ 350 ⊖ਁ ha
ߣ࿖ߩ 41%ࠍභߡࠆ⨲’ޕ߇ 220 ⊖ਁ ha ࠆ߇ߜ߁ߩߎޔẜ⊛ߦᬀᨋߩኻ⽎
ߣߥࠅ߁ࠆഠൻߒߚ Degraded Land ߪ 40 ⊖ਁ ha ߢࠆޕᬀᨋࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߪ 5
⊖ਁ ha ߢߩ࡞ࠫࡉޔ࿖㕙Ⓧߩࠊߕ߆ 0.5㧑ߦㆊ߉ߥޕᬀᨋᄢߩน⢻ᕈߦߟߡ
ߪޔห࿖ߩᓟߩ㑐ㅪ╷ߩዷ㐿ߦࠃࠆޕ
㧙2. ࡉࠫ࡞࿖ߩ↪
㕙Ⓧ㧔⊖ਁ ha㧕

Ყ₸㧔㧑㧕

350

41.0

ഠൻߒߚ

40

4.7

ഠൻߒߡߥ

180

21.3

55

6.0

ᄢ⼺

23

2.7

ࠨ࠻࠙ࠠࡆ

6

0.7

㧝8

2.1

᳗ਭ‛

15

1.8

ㇺᏒㇱޔᴡᎹޔḓޔ〝ઁ

20

2.2

ᬀᨋ

5

0.5

ߘߩઁߩ↪

38

4.0

↪น⢻㧔㕖㐿⊒㧕

106

13

ว ⸘

856

100

࠲ࠗࡊ
ࠕࡑ࠱ࡦᵹၞ
’⨲

ⅣႺ⼔ၞ
৻ᤨ⊛‛

ߘߩઁ

ౖ: FAO, 2002/EMPBRAPA/MAPA
࿁ޔ࿁ޔCDM ᬀᨋߩ⺞ᩏߦߚࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺ㧔Minas Gerais㧕ߪࡉ
ࠫ࡞ධ᧲ㇱߦ⟎ߔࠆޕᎺㇺߪࡌࡠࠝ࠱ࡦ࠹㧔Belo Horizonte㧕Ꮢߢੱญ 240 ਁੱ
ߣࡉࠫ࡞ߢߪ 3 ⇟⋡ߩᄢㇺᏒߢࠆࠬࠗࠚࠫࠬ࠽ࡒޕᎺߛߌߢ߽㕙Ⓧߪ 5860 ਁ ha
ߣᣣᧄߩ 1.6 ߩᐢߐࠍߔࠆࠬࠗࠚࠫ ࠬ࠽ࡒޕᎺߩᬀᨋ 120 ਁ ha ߪหᎺߩ㕙Ⓧߩ

1

ᄖോ⋭ၮ␆࠺࠲ 8,512 ජ km2
5

2㧑ߦㆊ߉ߥޕ
㧔ࡉࠫ࡞࿖ౝߢߪޔ
ઁߩᎺߢⴕࠊࠇߡࠆᬀᨋ✚㕙Ⓧߪ 380 ਁ ha ߢࠆޕ㧕

CDMᬀᨋ
BELO
HORIZONTE
ᬀᨋ䈲ർർ200km
䈱ὐ䈮䉎䇯

࿑Ɇ㧝㧚ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߣ CDM ᬀᨋ㧔PDD ߩ 6 ࡍࠫࠃࠅ㧕
ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߦ߅ߌࠆᬀ↢ߪޔ᮸ᧁ߇⇹┙ߒߚᨋᐥߦ⨲ᧄ߿ἠᧁ߇ኒ↢ߔࠆࠨ
ࡃ࠽ᬀ↢ߢߪࠇߎޔ㔎ቄੇቄ߇⍎ߥᾲᏪ㨪ᾲᏪࠨࡃ࠽᳇ਅߦ⊒㆐ߔࠆ࡞ࠫࡉޕ
㜞ේߪࠗࡦ࠼ࠪ࠽ࡦࠞ࠺ޔ㜞ේࠞࡈࠕޔർㇱߥߤߣߣ߽ߦࠨࡃ࠽߇ఝභߔࠆၞߢࠆޕ
ࡉࠫ࡞㜞ේߩࠨࡃ࠽ߪࡐ࡞࠻ࠟ࡞⺆ߢࡂ࠼㧔cerrado㧕ߣ߫ࠇࠆޕᒻ⊛ߦߪ✭߿
߆ߥਐ㒺ߦߞߡᮡ㜞 500-1,000m ⒟ᐲ✚ޔ㕙Ⓧߪ 2 ⊖ਁ km2 એߦ㆐ߔࠆޔߚ߹ޕ10,000
⒳એߩᬀ‛߇↢⢒ߒޔ࿕⒳߇ 44%ߣ㜞ഀวࠍභࠆߎߣ߆ࠄޔߩ↢‛ᄙ᭽ᕈ
ߩࡎ࠶࠻ࠬࡐ࠶࠻㧔࿕↢‛⒳߇㓸ਛߒߡࠆၞ㧕ߩ 1 ߟߣߐࠇߡࠆ㧔Simon et al.
2009㧕ޕ
ࡂ࠼ߪ’߿ㄘߣߒߡࠊࠇߡ߈ߚ2࠹ࡦ࠱ࠝࡠࡌޕᏒㄭ㇠ߩࡂ࠼ࠍⷰ
ኤߒߚߣߎࠈޔ↪߿Ἣߩᓇ㗀ᐲߩ㆑ߦࠃߞߡޔᨋ㜞10ᢙ㨙ߦ㆐ߔࠆ㐽㎮ᨋ߆ࠄޔ
ࠗࡀ⑼⨲ᧄࠍᨋᐥߦᜬߟ⇹ᨋߦࠄߐޔ㜞ᧁࠍᰳߚࠗࡀ⑼⨲ේ߹ߢࠈࠈߥᲑ㓏ߩᬀ↢
߇ࠄࠇߚ⥄ߩࠄࠇߎޕὼᬀ↢ߣㄘ࡙ࠞᬀᨋߣߞߚੱᎿᬀ↢ߣࠍวࠊߖޔ

2

 ⿒ᧁ᳁߳ߩ⡞߈ขࠅߦࠃࠇ߫ߩ࠼ࡂޔߩᄙߊߪ⑳ߢޔ’ߪવ⛔⊛ߦ’
⇓ኅ߇⋧⛯ߒߡࠆߣߩߎߣߢࠆߩߎޔߚ߹ޕၞߢߪޔ㋕㋶⍹ࠍ↥ߔࠆߎߣ߆ࠄ㋕
㍑ᬺ߇⋓ࠎߢߩߘޔΆᢱ↪ߦ⍹ࠦࠢࠬ߿᮸ᧁ߇ࠊࠇࠆޕ㋕ߩᨉᧁΆᢱ↢↥ߩߚ
࡙ࠞ߇ 20 ♿ೋᦼߦࠝࠬ࠻ࠕࠃࠅዉߐࠇߚߪߢ࡞ࠫࡉޕ㋕ࠃࠅ߽⥄േ
ゞఝవߩ╷߇ขࠄࠇోޔ࿖ߦ〝✂ࠍలߒߚゞ␠ળࠍᒻᚑߒߡࠆޔߚ߹ޕਥⷐߥㄘ
‛ߪࠨ࠻࠙ࠠࡆޔዊ㤈ޔᄢ⼺ޔߢ✎ޔࡅࠦޔℂ⊛ߦ࡛ࡠ࠶ࡄ߇ਥߥᏒ႐ߢࠆ
߇ᦨޔㄭߪਛ࿖߳ߩャ߽ᕆჇߒߡ߅ࠅߦ․ޔᄢ⼺ߪᄙߊࠍਛ࿖߳ャߒߡࠆߣߩߎߣ
ߢࠆޕ
6

↪ߩᒻᘒᒝᐲߣ↢‛⋧㧔᮸ᧁ⋧㧕ޔ⚛⫾Ⓧޔ᳓ߩᶖ⾌ߣߩ㑐ଥࠍ⺑⊛ߦ␜ߒߚ㧔࿑
㧙2㧕ޕ

࿑㧙2. ࡂ࠼ߩੱὑᡬੂߩᒻᘒᒝᐲߣ↢‛⋧㧔᮸ᧁ㧕
ޔ⚛⫾Ⓧޔ᳓ᶖ⾌ߣߩ㑐ଥ
 ߕࠇ߽㕙Ⓧᤨ㑆ᒰߚࠅߩ୯
ࡂ࠼ߩᬀ↢᥊ⷰߦᒝߊᓇ㗀ࠍ߷ߒߡࠆ⋥ធߩⷐ࿃ߪἫޔ’ޔᩱၭ㧔ᄢඨ߇
ㄘᬺ↪ߢࠅ৻ޔㇱߪ࡙ࠞᬀᨋ㧕ߡߒߘޔ᮸ᧁߩબណߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕᏱ✛ᨋߪἫ߇ࠅ
ߦߊ⼱╭߿Ḩߦࠄࠇࠆޕᨋߪ㐽㎮ߒޔ᮸⒳߇⼾ንߢࠆޕḨߢߪ㜞ᧁᕈߩࡗࠪ
߽ࠄࠇࠆߩߎޕᏱ✛ᨋߩ࿐ߦߪޔἫߩᓇ㗀ࠍᒝߊฃߌߚᬀ↢߇ಽᏓߔࠆޔߜࠊߥߔޕ
᮸⊹߇ෘߥߤἫߦኻߒߡ⠴ᕈࠍᜬߟ㒢ࠄࠇߚ᮸⒳߆ࠄߥࠆඨ⪭⪲ᨋߢࠆޕ

౮⌀ 1㧦Ᏹ✛ᨋ㧔ᄤὼᨋ㧕 

౮⌀ 2㧦ඨ⪭⪲ᨋ㧔ᄤὼᨋ㧕

7

㤛⦡⧎ࠍດ߆ߖࠆߩߪࡉࠫ࡞࿖⧎ߩࠗࠛࡠࠗ࠶ࡍࠗ Tabebuia chrysotricha
㧔Bignoniaceae㧕ߪߎߩඨ⪭⪲ᨋߩఝභ⒳ߩ৻ߟߢࠆޕ

౮⌀ 3㧦Tabebuia chrysotricha㧔Bignoniaceae㧕



ඨ⪭⪲ᨋߪᨋ߇⇹㐿ߒޔᨋᐥߦߪࠗࡀ⑼⨲ᧄ߇ኒ↢ߒߡࠆߎߣ߇ᄙޕඨ⪭⪲ᨋߪ
ߒ߫ߒ߫’ߦォ↪ߐࠇޔ㓸⚂ᐲߩ㜞’ߢߪ‐ߩᣣ㒶ᧁߣߒߡᱷߐࠇߚ᮸ᧁ㧔⟲㧕
એᄖߦ㜞ᧁߪߥߊߥࠆޕ㜞ᧁࠍోߊᰳߊ’߽ࠆޕㄘߪਥߦࠨࡦࡄ࠙ࡠ㧙ࡉࠫ
ࠕ㑆ߩ㘧ⴕᯏ߆ࠄߚߛߌߢࠆ߇ޔ㓸ਛߒߡㅧᚑߐࠇ߫ߒ߫ߒޔἠṴᣉ⸳ࠍ߁ޕ

౮⌀ 4㧦’ Cerrado㧔ࡂ࠼㧕

౮⌀ 5㧦ἠṴㄘ

࡙ࠞᬀᨋߪડᬺ߇ⴕߞߡ߅ࠅߩߌߛ࡙ࠞޔᄢⷙᮨߥࡕࡁࠞ࡞࠴ࡖᬀᨋߢࠆޕ
ㄘߣ࡙ࠞߩᬀᨋߦㅢߒߡࠆ․ᓽߣߒߡߪߩࠄࠇߘޔⓠ‛㧔‛ߣᧁ᧚㧕ߩ
ࡠ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߇⍴ᦼ㑆㧔ࠦࡅࠍ㒰ߌ߫ 1 ᐕ↢߆ࠄ 7 ᐕ↢߹ߢ㧕ߢࠆߎߣ߿ߘޔ
ߩᧄ᧪ߩᯏ⢻߇⚻ᷣ⊛ߢࠆߎߣ߆ࠄ ᄤὼᨋߣᲧߴߡ㊁↢ᬀ‛߇ࠃࠅਲߒߣ߁ㅢ
ὐࠍ߽ߟޕㄘߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ㊂ߪࡂ࠼߿’ࠃࠅ߽ዋߥ৻ޕᣇ࡙ࠞޔᬀᨋߪબ

8

ᦼᐔဋߢߪࡂ࠼ࠃࠅ⚛⫾Ⓧ㊂ߪᄢ߈ߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆ3߇ޔᬀᨋߩ㕙Ⓧߪ࿖ߩ0.5㧑
ߦㆊ߉ߥޕ
᳓ᶖ⾌ߦߟߡߪߦ⥸৻ޔᨋ߇ࠆ⒟ᐲએ⇹㐿ߐࠇࠆߣ᮸ᧁߦࠃࠆ⫳⊒ᢔ㊂߇ᷫࠅޔ
㕙߆ࠄߩ⫳⊒㊂߇Ⴧ߃ࠆߎߣ߆ࠄޔ࿑1ߩࠃ߁ߥ㑐ଥ߇ࠆߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆ࡙ࠞޕᬀ
ᨋߣㄘߣߩᲧセߢߪޔㄘ‛ߦ߽ࠃࠆ߇᳓ᶖ⾌㊂ߦᄢ߈ߥ㆑ߪߥ (Scolforo 2008)ޕ
3. CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ⷐ
ࡉࠫ࡞ߩ Plantar ࠣ࡞ࡊߪ⇇㌁ⴕࡊࡠ࠻࠲ࠗࡊࠞࡏࡦࡈࠔࡦ࠼㧔⚛ၮ㊄㧕ߣ
ㅪ៤ߒߡ“ޔPlantar ࠞࡏࡦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻”ࠍታ〣ߒߡࠆޕਥߥ⋡⊛ߪ Pig Iron㧔㌉㋕㧕
ߩㅧߦ߅ߡޔㆶరߦ⍹ࠦࠢࠬࠍ↪ߔࠆઍࠊࠅߦޔᣂⷙㅊടߩᬀᨋ߆ࠄౣ
↢↥น⢻ߥࡃࠗࠝࠛࡀ࡞ࠡߢࠆᧁࠍ↪ߔࠆߎߣߦࠃߞߡޔ᷷ቶലᨐࠟࠬߩឃ
ᷫࠍⴕ߁ߎߣߦࠆ4ޕ㋕ᬺߩࠨࡊࠗ࠴ࠚࡦߦ߅ߡޔᬀᨋ߆ࠄᧁㅧߡߒߘޔ
㋕ᚲߦ߅ߌࠆൻ⍹Άᢱ㧔⍹ࠦࠢࠬ㧕ߦઍ߃ߡᧁࠍ↪ߔࠆ 3 ㇱ㐷ࠍ⛔วߒߚࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦࠃߞߡ 28 ᐕ㑆ߦਗ਼ߞߡ߅ࠃߘ 12.8 ⊖ਁ t CO2e ߩᄢ᳇ਛߩ᷷ቶലᨐࠟࠬࠍ
ᷫߔࠆ5ޕᬀᨋߢ᷷ቶലᨐࠟࠬࠍࠬ࠻࠶ࠢߒޔౣ↢น⢻ߥᧁ↢↥ߣ㜞Ἱߢߩ㋕㋶ㆶరࡊ
ࡠࠬߦࠃࠆ㋕↢↥ࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߦ߅ߌࠆ᷷ቶലᨐࠟࠬࠍシᷫߔࠆޕ
ࡉࠫ࡞ߢߪޔ᷷ߥ᳇⽎᧦ઙߣ⊒㆐ߒߚᨋᛛⴚߦࠃࠅޔ㋕ᬺߦ߅ߡౣ↢↥น⢻
ߥᧁߩ↪߇ᦼᓙߐࠇߚ߇ޔ㋕㍑↥ᬺ߳ᧁࠍଏ⛎ߔࠆߚߩᬀᨋߩ⏕߇⺖㗴ߢ
ߞߚޕ੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠ߇⊒ലߒߚߎߣߦࠃࠅޔPlantar ࠣ࡞ࡊߣ⇇㌁ⴕߪޔRabobank ߆ࠄ
ߩᡰេ߽ฃߌޔCDM ߦࠃߞߡᣂߒ㋕㋶⍹ㆶరࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߩਅߢᣂߚߥࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩࡊࡦ
࠹࡚ࠪࡦߦข⚵ᯏળࠍᓧߚޕ
3-1. ࡉࠫ࡞ߢߩࠛࡀ࡞ࠡ↪᭴ᚑ
ࡉࠫ࡞ߩ↪ࠛࡀ࡞ࠡߪൻ⍹Άᢱ㧔ේᴤޔᄤὼࠟࠬޔ⍹ࠦࠢࠬࡦ࠙ޔ㧕߇ 54㧑
ࠍභޔൻ⍹Άᢱࠍ↪ߒߥ㧔ౣ↢น⢻ߥ㧕ࠛࡀ࡞ࠡߣߒߡ᳓ജᧁ⮌ޔ࠙࠻ࠨޔ
ࠠࡆߥߤߢ 46㧑ߣߥࠆᧁ⮌ߢߎߎޕߩഀว߇ 12㧑ߣ㜞ߊߥߞߡࠆޕ

3⁛┙ⴕᴺੱᨋ✚ว⎇ⓥᚲ
4
5

ᬀ‛↢ᘒ⎇ⓥ㗔ၞ㐳 ᷡ㊁ཅਯవ↢ߩⷰኤ⚿ᨐߦࠃࠆޕ
⇇ߩ㋕ᬺߢߪߤࠎߣ߶ޔ⍹ࠦࠢࠬࠍ↪ߒߡ㋕ࠍ↢↥ߒߡࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ CERs/t CERS ߩ৻ㇱߪᣢߦ⇇㌁ⴕࡊࡠ࠻࠲ࠗࡊ⚛ၮ㊄ߦ⽼ᄁߐࠇߚޕ
9

䊑䊤䉳䊦䈮䈍䈔䉎䉣䊈䊦䉩䊷᭴ᚑᲧ₸䋨㪉㪇㪇㪎ᐕ䋩

㪈㪌㪅㪐

㪊㪅㪈
㪊㪎㪅㪋

㪈㪉㪅㪇
㪈㪋㪅㪐

㪈㪅㪋

㪍㪅㪇

㪐㪅㪊

⍹ᴤ
ᄤὼ䉧䉴
⍹䉮䊷䉪䉴
䉡䊤䊮
᳓ജ⊒㔚
⮌䊶ᧁ
䉰䊃䉡䉨䊎
䈠䈱ઁ

  ࿑㧙3. ࡉࠫ࡞ߦ߅ߌࠆࠛࡀ࡞ࠡ᭴ᚑ
Source: MINISTRY OF MINES AND ENERGY 2007 (Brasil㧕
CDM ᬀᨋߪਥߦࡂ࠼ߦㅧᚑߐࠇߡࠆޕ೨ᬀ↢߇’ߢߞߚᬀᨋߣߢ߁ߘޔ
ߥᬀᨋߣ߇ࠅޔCDM ᬀᨋᬺߪ೨⠪ߦ⸳ቯߐࠇߡࠆߪߢ࡞ࠫࡉޕ㋕ߦ߅ߌࠆ
⍹ߣᧁߩ↪ഀว߇⚂ 7 ኻ 3 ߢޔ⇇ోߢߩ 98 ኻ 2 ߣᲧߴߡᧁᲧ₸߇㕖Ᏹߦ㜞ޕ
ᧁߩᚲߪᄤὼᧁ㧔ౣ↢᧪ߥᧁ㧕ߣᬀᨋᧁ㧔ౣ↢น⢻ߥᧁ㧕ߩ࡙ࠞߢޔPlantar
␠ߩ⺑ߢߪޟޔᄤὼᧁߦߪ㆑ᴺબណᧁ߇⋧ᒰ㊂߹ࠇߡߚᧁޕ߁⸒ߣޠߪΆᢱߣߒ
ߡ߽↪ߐࠇࠆ߇ߩߘޔᄙߊߪ㋕ᚲ߇⾼ߔࠆޕ࿁ߩᒛߢ⸰ࠇߚࡌࡠࠝ࠱ࡦ࠹
Ꮢㄭ㇠ߦ߽㋕㍑ᚲ߇ᄙߊޔΆᢱ↪ߩᧁࠍⓍࠎߛᄢဳ࠻࠶ࠢ߇ᐙ✢〝ߢߚߊߐࠎࠄ
ࠇߚޕ
ᧁࠍ↪ߒߡㅧߒߚ㌉㋕ߪࠗࠝ࠙㧔S㧕߿ࡦ㧔P㧕ߩ₸߇ዋߥߊߪߡߟ߆ޔᣣ
ᧄߩᄢᚻ✚ว␠߇㍌‛Ꮏ႐ะߌߦ⾈ઃߌߡޔᣣᧄะߌߦャߒߡߚޕᎹญᏒߥߤߩ
㍌‛Ꮏ႐ߢߪࠠࡘࡐ㧔ṁ⸃Ἱ㧕ߢࡉࠫ࡞߆ࠄャߒߚ㌉㋕ࠍṁ߆ߒߡޔടᎿຠࠍ
ㅧߒߡߚޔߒ߆ߒޕߪޔ㋕㍑ᄢᚻࡔࠞߩຠ⾰ᡷ⦟ᛛⴚߩㅴᱠߦࠃࠅޔ⍹ࠦ
ࠢࠬࠍ↪ߒߡ߽ࠗࠝ࠙߿ࡦߩ₸ߪᄌࠊࠄߥߊߥࠅᧁޔ↪ߣߩຠ⾰ᩰᏅ㧔ଔ
ᩰᏅ㧕ߪߥߊߥߞߡࠆޔߚߩߘޕᣣᧄߩᄢᚻ✚ว␠߽ᧁࠍ↪ߒߚ㌉㋕㧔↢↥⠪
ߦߣߞߡࠦࠬ࠻߇ࠃࠅ㜞ߊߥࠆ㧕ߩ⾈ઃߌࠍਛᱛߒߡࠆޕ
ࡉࠫ࡞ߢߪޔౣ↢ߢ߈ߥᧁଏ⛎ߦࠃߞߡ↢↥ߐࠇࠆ㌉㋕ߪࠪࠬ࠹ࡓ⊛ߦ߽㒢ߐ
ࠇࠆᣇะߦࠆޕᎺ⼏ળߢᚑ┙ߒߚᴺᓞ(The State Forestry Law (Law n. 14.309/2002))ߦ
ࠃࠇ߫ޔᄤὼᧁߦࠃࠆߪ 2019 ᐕ߹ߢߦᓢߦޘᱛߐࠇࠆߪߢ߹ࠇߘޕᄤὼᨋ߆ࠄߩ৻
ㇱߩᧁ↪ߪ߹ߛᴺᓞ⊛ߦࠄࠇࠆޕ
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3-2. Plantar ␠ߩ⸳┙
CDM ᬀᨋߩᬺ⠪ߢࠆ Plantar ␠ߪ 1967 ᐕ 2 ߦ⸳┙ߐࠇࡦ࠱ࠝࡠࡌߪ␠ᧄޔ
࠹Ꮢߦࠆޕห␠ߩᓥᬺຬᢙߪ 9,000 ੱߣ㓹↪ᢙ߽ᄙ߇ޔ2008 ᐕ 9 ߩࡑࡦ࡚ࠪ࠶
ࠢ೨ߪ߅ࠃߘ 11,000 ੱߢߞߚޕ

౮⌀ 6㧦ᧄ␠

౮⌀ 7㧦Plantar ␠ደ߆ࠄߚࡌࡠࠝ࠱
ࡦ࠹Ꮢౝ

Plantar ␠߇⸳┙ߐࠇߚߩߪޔᰴߩࡉࠫ࡞ᐭ߇ᬀᨋଦㅴᬺࠍ㐿ᆎߒߚᤨᦼߢࠆޕ
ࡉࠫ࡞ᐭߪᬀᨋᬺࠍផㅴߔࠆߚߦޔ1966 ᐕ 9 ߦഥ㊄ઃ߈ߩᬀᨋଦㅴᬺ㧔⒢
㕙ߢ߽ఝㆄភ⟎߇ߞߚ㧕ࠍቯߒޔ1967 ᐕߦ⽷ఝㆄࡊࡠࠣࡓ㧔FISET㧕ࠍታᣉߒ
ߚޕ࿖ౝߩᬀᨋ㕙ⓍߪߘࠇߦᔕߒߡჇടߒޔ1992 ᐕߦߪ 650 ਁ ha ߦ㆐ߒߚᧄޕ╷ߪ
1988 ᐕ߹ߢታᣉߐࠇߚ߇ޔᬺ⚳ੌᓟ߽બណㅦᐲߪߘߩ߹߹ផ⒖ߒߡޔᬀᨋᬺߪᓟㅌߒ
ߚߎߣ߆ࠄᬀᨋߩ㕙Ⓧߪᕆㅦߦᷫዋߒߡߞߚޕ
ᰴߩࠣࡈߪࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߦ߅ߌࠆᬀᨋߩ㕙Ⓧផ⒖ࠍ␜ߒߚ߽ߩߢࠆޕห
Ꮊߦ߅ߡ߽ 1992 ᐕߦߪᬀᨋ㕙Ⓧ߇ 260 ਁ ha ߦ㆐ߒߚ߇ ߦࠢࡇࠍࠇߎޔ1998 ᐕߦߪ
170 ਁ ha ߳ᷫዋߒޔᣣߢߪ 120 ਁ ha ࠍਅ࿁ߞߡࠆޕ
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The
endBaseline
of the fiscal
incentives
Key
Figures
and the forestry blackout
3,000,000

Planted Área - MG (ha)

2,500,000
2,000,000
1,500,000
1,000,000
500,000
0

Source: AMS

࿑㧙4. ᬀᨋᅑബ╷ߩ⚳ੌߣ Forestry Blackout
㧔ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߦ߅ߌࠆᬀᨋ㕙Ⓧ㧕

3-3.

Plantar ␠ࠣ࡞ࡊߩᬺⷐ

Plantar ␠ࠣ࡞ࡊߩᧄ␠ࠍ⸰ߒޔળ␠ߩᬺߦߟߡਅ⸥ߩߣ߅ࠅ⺑ࠍฃߌߚޕ
x

⇇⊛ߦࡉࠫ࡞ߩ㋕㍑㔛ⷐߪߎߎᢙᐕߦਗ਼ߞߡჇടߒߡࠆޕ㋕Ꮏ႐ࠍߞߚ႐
วޔㆶరߣߒߡ⍹ࠦࠢࠬࠍ↪ߔࠆߩߢࠇ߫ޔ⍹ࠦࠢࠬߪߔߋߦ⺞㆐ߔ
ࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆߩߢᠲᬺน⢻ߣߥࠆ৻ޕᣇᧁޔࠍΆᢱߣߒߡ߁႐วޔᬀᨋ↪ߩ
ߩᚻᒰߡ߆ࠄᆎߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߕޔᬀᨋߒߡⓠ߹ߢ 7 ᐕ㑆ࠍⷐߔࠆޕ㋕ࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ߩ┙᩺߆ࠄᠲᬺ㐿ᆎ߹ߢߩᤨ㑆ߩᏅߣߘࠇࠄߩ㑆߹ߢߩขᒁࠦࠬ࠻ߪࠅߦ߽
ᄢ߈ޕ

x

ࡉࠫ࡞ߢߪᧁޔߪ⥄ὼᧁ߆ࠄߣᬀᨋᧁ㧔ౣ↢น⢻㧕߆ࠄࠄࠇߡࠆޕPlantar ␠
ߢߪ⥄␠߆ࠄ᧚ߒߚᬀᨋᧁߢᧁࠍ 100㧑ㅧߒߡޔPig Iron㧔㌉㋕㧕ࠍ↢↥ߔ
ࠆߎߣࠍታߒߡࠆޕᬀᨋߒߚ┙ᧁ߆ࠄⓠߐࠇߚౣ↢น⢻ߥࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬࠍᬺߦ
ࠃࠅ CO2 ࠍๆߒߡޔ߈┇ߢߪᣥ᧪ߩᣇᑼߣߪ⇣ߥࠆᦨᣂᑼߩᠲᬺߢᧁࠍ↢↥
ߒߡࠆޕࠍߊᎿ⒟ߢߪࡔ࠲ࡦࠟࠬ㧔CH4㧕߇⊒↢ߔࠆ߇ߩ⚛㉄ߩ߳┇ࠍࠇߎޔ
ᵹࠇࠍᓮߔࠆߎߣߦࠃߞߡ⊒↢㊂ࠍᷫࠄߔߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆ㧔ࠞࡏ࠽ࠗɆ࡚ࠪࡦ㧕ޕ
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౮⌀ 9㧦Plantar ␠ߩᓮߐࠇߚࠪࠬ࠹ࡓ

౮⌀ 8㧦ᓥ᧪ߩ߈┇㧔ࡉࠫ࡞ߩߊߟ
߆ߩၞߢ↪ߐࠇߡࠆ㧕

ߦࠃࠆ߈┇ߦࠃߞߡࡔ࠲ࡦࠟࠬߩឃ

㧔౮⌀ߪ Plantar ␠ឭଏ㧕

㊂ࠍᷫዋߐߖࠆ㧔ࠞࡏ࠽ࠗɆ࡚ࠪࡦ㧕ޕ
㧔౮⌀ߪ Plantar ␠ឭଏ㧕

x

㋕Ꮏ⒟ߢߪޔ⍹ࠦࠢࠬߩઍࠊࠅߦᧁࠍ↪ߔࠆߎߣߦࠃߞߡCO2ߩឃ㊂ࠍ
ᄢߦᷫዋߐߖࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆޕPlantar␠ߪޔޔ੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠߩCDMߦᴪߞߡታ
ᣉߐࠇࠆ3 ㇱ㐷ࠍ⛔วߒߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേࠍᜬߞߡࠆޕ

x

⍹ࠦࠢࠬࠍ↪ߔࠆ႐ว⸳ޔᛩ⾗ࠍߒߡຠ㧔㋕㧕ࠍ⽼ᄁߔࠆ߹ߢߩᦼ㑆ߪᄙ
ߊࠍⷐߒߥޔߒ߆ߒޕౣ↢น⢻ߥᧁࠍ↪ߔࠆ႐วߦߪޔߩ⾼߆ࠄᆎߥ
ߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߕᤨޔ㑆߽߆߆ࠆߎߣ߆ࠄ⾗㊄េഥߥߒߢࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠍ㐿ᆎߔࠆߎߣߪ
ߢ߈ߥޕ㋕ߩᶖ⾌㊂ߪ⇇⊛ߦჇടߒߡࠆޕPlantar␠ߪޔCDM߇ឭଏߔࠆᡰេ
ࠍฃߌߡᧁࠍㅧߔࠆߎߣߦࠃߞߡޔ㋕ߩ㔛ⷐࠍḩߚߔߚߩദജࠍߒߡࠆߎޕ
ߩࠃ߁ߦߒߡ⍹ࠦࠢࠬߩ↪ࠍ㒐ᱛߔࠆޕᄙߊߩ⟵ോ㧛⽿છߪޔCDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ࠍታᣉߔࠆߚߦ㊄Ⲣ߿ߘߩઁߩಣㆄ᧦ઙߣߒߡḩߚߐࠇࠆᔅⷐ߇ࠆޔߚ߹ޕ
Plantar␠ߢߪޔⅣႺNGOࠣ࡞ࡊ߆ࠄ࡙ࠞߩࡕࡁࠞ࡞࠴ࡖᬀᨋߦኻߒߡኻ
ᗧ߇ߡࠆߎߣࠍ⼂ߒߡࠆޕ

x

ߘߩ৻ᣇߢߩ࡙ࠞޔᜬ⛯น⢻ߥᬀᨋ߽ޔߚ߹ޔFSCࠍNGOࠣ࡞ࡊ߆ࠄࠨࡐ
࠻ߐࠇߡࠆ‛↢ޕᄙ᭽ᕈޔ㒠᳓㊂ߣ᳓ߩ㊂ߩᄌൻߦ߷ߔᓇ㗀ߦ㑐ߔࠆ⎇ⓥ߇ታ
ᣉߐࠇߡࠆ⥄ޕὼⅣႺߩታߪ㧔߃߫㒠᳓㊂ߣᨋߩਛࠍᵹࠇࠆ᳓ߩ㊂ߩᄌൻ╬㧕
ߩ㑐ଥ߿ᨋࠍߒߡ᳓ߩ㊂ߩᄌൻߥߤߩ୯ࠍ⸘▚ߔࠆߎߣߦࠃߞߡᓢߦޘࠄ߆
ߦߥߞߡࠆޕ

x

ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺᐭޔ⇇㌁ⴕ╬ߪޔCDM ߦᔅⷐߥ᧦ઙࠍᛒ߁ߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆ
ࡊࡠࠣࡓᵴേࠍ⸳┙ߔࠆߚߩࡉࠫ࡞ߢᦨೋߩ⹜ߺࠍⴕߞߡࠆޕᓐࠄߪߩઁޔ
ળ␠ߦ Plantar ␠ߩࠍෳ⠨ߣߔࠆߚߦޔ㋕㍑ㅧߦㆡ↪น⢻ߥࡊࡠࠣࡓࠍ⏕
┙ߒࠃ߁ߣߒߡࠆޕᰴߩᲑ㓏ߣߒߡޔCO2 ឃ㗴ߦ㑐ㅪߒߡᡰេࠍឭଏߔࠆࠃ߁
ߦޔ㌁╬ߣද⼏ߔࠆߎߣࠍ⠨߃ߡࠆޕ

x

Plantar␠ߢߪޔ㧙3ߩߣ߅ࠅޔ㋕ߩࠨࡊࠗ࠴ࠚࡦߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆ3ߟߩCDMࡊࡠࠫ
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ࠚࠢ࠻ࠍ㐿⊒ߒߡ߈ߚޕ
㧙3. Plantar ߩ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ᣇᴺ⺰
CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ

㧔UNFCCC

ㅴ  ⁁ ᴫ

ᛚᷣ㧕
1

CDMᬀᨋᎿᬺ↪ᧁ᧚ଏ⛎ߩߚ

ARAM 0005

࿖ㅪ⊓㍳
㧔2010 ᐕ 7  21 ᣣ㧕

ߩౣ↢น⢻ߥ⾗Ḯߣߒߡߩౣᬀᨋ
ᬺ
2

AM0041

ౣ↢น⢻ߥᧁㅧᎿ⒟ߦ߅ߌࠆ

ᧁㅧ㧔⚛࿕ቯ㧕ߦ߅
ߡല₸ࠍ㜞ࠟࡦ࠲ࡔޔ

ࡔ࠲ࡦឃ㊂ߩシᷫ

ࠬ╬ߩឃ㊂ࠍᷫࠄߔᣂߒ
ᣇᴺ⺰ࠍ㐿⊒ߒޔᣢߦ⊓
㍳߇ቢੌߒߡࠆޕ
ᬌ⸽ߪᷣࠎߢߥޕ
3

Pig Iron㧔㌉㋕㧕ㅧᎿ⒟ߦ߅

AM0082

PDD Ḱਛ

ߡޔ⍹ࠦࠢࠬߩઍࠊࠅߦㆶర
ߣߒߡౣ↢น⢻ߥᧁߩ↪
x

⇇㌁ⴕߣ Plantar ␠ߪද⺞ߒߡߢ࡞ࠫࡉޔೋߡ CDM ߩⷐ᳞ߦวߞߚࠪࠬ࠹ࡓࠍ
ࠅߍߡߊޕPlantar ␠ߪઁߩ㋕ޔ⚕ޔᬀᨋળ␠ߦ߽ᒰߡߪࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆ
ࠃ߁ߥ⠨߃ߢߡߞࠃߦ↹⸘ߩߎޕࠆߡߞ߿ߡߒߣࠕ࠾ࠝࠗࡄޔޔᰴߩᲑ㓏ߣߒߡ
⇇㌁ⴕ╬߇ CO2 ߩឃߦߟߡᡰេߒߡ㗂ߊࠃ߁ߦࠍㅴߡ߈ߚޕ

x

ࠬࠗࠚࠫࠬ࠽ࡒޔᎺ࡞ࠫࡉޔᐭߣ᳃㑆ળ␠߇৻ߦߥߞߡ CO2 ឃ▵ᷫ⸘
↹ࠍㅴࠆߎߣߦߥࠆౕߪߥ߁ࠃߩߎޕൻޔᬺᮡḰൻߒߡ႐ߦᩮઃ߆ߖߚ
ߣ⠨߃ߡࠆ↥ޕᬺᬀᨋ CDM ߩࡄࠗࠝ࠾ࠕߣߒߡ⥄ޔಽߚߜ߇ታᣉߒߡ߈ߚ⸘↹ߪޔ
10 ᐕߩᱦ߇ᵹࠇߡߎߎ߹ߢ߿ߞߡ߈ߚޕ
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㧙4.

Plantar ␠߇ CDM ᬀᨋߦขࠅ⚵ࠎߢ߈ߚ⚻✲

1998 ᐕ

Conception ᭴ᗐ⌕ᚻ

1999 ᐕ

Aspen Forum presentation (São Roque/SP)
ࠨࡦࡄ࠙ࡠᏒ São Roque ߢߩࡈࠜࡓߢࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ

2000 ᐕ

Received the non-objection letter from Brazilian government.
ࡉࠫ࡞ᐭ߆ࠄ⇣⼏↳ߒ┙ߡߒߥߣ߁⿰ᣦߩ࠲ࠍᓧࠆ

2001 ᐕ

Approved by the investment committee of the Prototype Carbon Fund of
the World Bank and the agreement were made with PCF.
⇇㌁ⴕࡊࡠ࠻࠲ࠗࡊࠞࡏࡦࡈࠔࡦ࠼ᛩ⾗ᆔຬળߩᛚࠍᓧߡ࠲࠻ࡠࡊޔ
ࠗࡊࠞࡏࡦࡈࠔࡦ࠼ߣหᗧᦠ߇ᚑߐࠇߚޕ

2002 ᐕ

ERPA between PCF was signed.
⇇㌁ⴕߩࡊࡠ࠻࠲ࠗࡊࠞࡏࡦࡈࠔࡦ࠼ߣឃᷫᄁ⾈ᄾ⚂ߦ⟑ฬ

2003 ᐕ

The agreement between Rabobank㧔the Netherland㧕was signed.
Before receiving the financial assistance from the World Bank, financing
from Rabobank started.
Rabobank㧔ࠝࡦ࠳㧕ߣߩวᗧᦠߦ⟑ฬߐࠇߚޕ
⇇㌁ⴕ߆ࠄ⾗㊄េഥ߇ࠆ೨ߦ Rabobank ߆ࠄⲢ⾗߇ᆎ߹ߞߚޕ

2006 ᐕ

The methodologies of planting and charcoal manufacturing (carbonization)
were approved by EB.
ᬀᨋߣᧁㅧ㧔ࠞࡏ࠽ࠗɆ࡚ࠪࡦ㧕ߦߟߡߩᣇᴺ⺰߇ CDM ℂળࠃ
ࠅᛚࠍᓧࠆޕ

2007 ᐕ

Charcoal manufacturing (carbonization) activity was registered.
ᧁㅧ㧔ࠞࡏ࠽ࠗɆ࡚ࠪࡦ㧕ᵴേߩ⊓㍳߇ቢੌߒߚޕ

2009 ᐕ

The validation of the planting project activity was carried out by DOE.
The methodology of utilizing charcoal in the process of manufacturing iron
was approved.
ᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩലൻክᩏ߇ DOE ࠃࠅⴕࠊࠇߚޕ
㋕Ꮏ⒟ߦ߅ߌࠆᧁ↪ߩᣇᴺ⺰߇ᛚߐࠇߚޕ

2010 ᐕ

CDMℂળߦࠃࠅᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇⊓㍳ߐࠇߚ (2010ᐕ 721ᣣ)ޕ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣႎ๔ᦠࠍߒߚ㧔2010ᐕ 928ᣣ㧕ޕ
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4㧚ᬀᨋ
4-1. ᬀᨋߩⷐ
ࡌࡠࠝ࠱ࡦ࠹Ꮢ߆ࠄർർ⚂ 200km ߦ Plantar ␠߇⚻༡ߔࠆᨋ㧔ᬀᨋ㧕߇ 3 ࡩ
ᚲࠆోޕ㕙Ⓧߪ 31,000ha ߢߩߘޔౝᬀᨋߪ 23,000ha ߢ 8,000ha ߪోၞߣߒߡ▤
ℂߐࠇߡࠆޕ23,000ha ߩᬀᨋߪ 11,000ha ߩ㕖 CDM ᬀᨋ㧔MG02㧕ߣ 12,000ha ߩ
CDM ᬀᨋ㧔MG03 & MG04㧕ߢ᭴ᚑߐࠇࠆޕMG02 ߪ 1989 ᐕߩᤨὐߢᣢߦᬀᨋߢ
ߞߚߎߣ߆ࠄޔCDM ᬀᨋߩኻ⽎ߣߪߥߞߡߥޕ
㧙5 Plantar␠ߩᬀᨋߩⷐ
  ಽ

㕙  Ⓧ

MG02㧔㕖 CDM ᬀᨋ㧕
MG03㧔ࡈࠚࠢࠬࡦ࠺ࠖࠕ㧕
ᬀᨋ㐿ᆎ㧦2000 ᐕ 11  10 ᣣ
MG04㧔ࡕ࠳ࡁࡃ࠺ࡒ࠽ࠬ㧕
ᬀᨋ㐿ᆎ㧦2003 ᐕ 8  6 ᣣ
ᬀᨋߩ 20%⋧ᒰߩ㕙Ⓧߪᴺ⊛ߦో
ၞࠍ⸳ቯߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥ
ోၞ

(ha)

11,300
6,4006

5,3007

4,600

ᴡᎹ㧛ḓᴧ╬

3,400

⸘

8,000
31,000

ว   ⸘

ᬀᨋߪᾲᏪ᳇Ꮺߦ⟎ߒߡࠆੇޕቄߣ㔎ቄߦಽ߆ࠇੇޔቄߪㅢᏱ 4 ߆ࠄ 8 ߩ
⚂ 5 ࡩ㑆ߢࠆ߇⸰ޔߒߚ 9 ਛᣨߪ߹ߛੇቄ߇⛯ߡߚޕߢߪޟ㑆߽ߥߊ㔎
߇㒠ࠅᆎࠆޔ߇ߚߞߢߣߎ߁ߣޠᢙࡩ㑆㒠㔎߇ߥ߆ߞߚߚੇ῎ߒ߽⨲ޔᨗࠇߡ
ᬀᨋߩᓔᓳߢ߽㊁Ἣ߿ߘߩ〔߇ࠄࠇߚߪߢ࡞ࠫࡉޔߚ߹ޕᾍ⨲ࠍᛩߍࠆߣ߁ࡑ࠽
㆑߽ᄙߊߥ⊛ੱޔ㊁Ἣ߽ዋߥߊߥޕ㔎ቄߪ 9 ਛᣨ߆ࠄᆎ߹ࠅ 3 ߹ߢ⛯ߊޕᐕ㑆
㒠᳓㊂ߪ 1,000mm㨪1,300mm ߢࠆޕᐔဋ᳇᷷ߪ 22͠㨪26͠ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏߒߚᤨᦼߪޔ
ᣣਛߩᄤ᳇ߪᣣᏅߒ߇ᒝߊ᳇߽᷷ 30͠ㄭߊ߹ߢ߇ߞߚ߇ߊోߚࠆߡߒ῎ੇޔ᳨ࠍ߆
߆ߥ߆ߞߚޕ

6

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳㕙Ⓧ㧔2010 ᐕ㧕㧦ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣႎ๔ᦠ㧦6,412.02ha㧔PDD ߢ
ߪ 6,388.19ha㧕
7 ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳㕙Ⓧ㧔2010 ᐕ㧕
㧦ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣႎ๔ᦠ㧦5,231.26ha㧔PDD ߢ
ߪ 5,323.18ha㧕
16

࿑㧙5 ࡌࡠࠝ࠱ࡦ࠹Ꮢߩ᳇
ౖ㧦World Climate http://www.worldclimate.com/
߹ߚޔᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩၞߪࠨࡦࡈࡦࠪࠬࠦᵹၞߦࠅ࠺ࡦࠬࠢ࠶ࠚࡈޔ
ࠖࠕߣࡕ࠳ࡁࡃ࠺ࡒ࠽ࠬᬀᨋߩ㑆ߦߪ Três Marias Water Dam ߇ࠅޔ᳓㊂߽⼾ንߢ
ߞߚޕᒰߢߪ㔎ቄߣੇቄߦಽ߆ࠇࠆ߇ޔᐕ㑆ߩ㒠᳓㊂ߪ Plantar ߩᜂᒰ⠪ߩࠦࡔࡦ
࠻ߢߪᐕ㑆 1,000mm㨪1,300mm ߢޔWorld Climate ߦࠃࠆࡌࡠࠝ࠱ࡦ࠹Ꮢߩᐕ㑆㒠
᳓㊂ߪ 1,500mm ߢࠆޕ

౮⌀ 10㧦ᬀᨋߩ㑆ߦ Três Marias Water

౮⌀ 11㧦࠳ࡓḓࠍᷰࠆߚߦࡈࠚࠍ

Dam ߇ࠅ ࠆࠊ⚳߇ᦼੇޔ9 ߢ߽⼾ንߥ

↪ߒߚ

᳓㊂ߢࠆޕ
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4-2. ᬀᨋߩ▤ℂ⚻༡
MG02 ߮ MG03 ߣ MG04 ߩᬀᨋߦߪߘࠇߙࠇോᚲ߇⸳⟎ߐࠇ▤ޔℂ⚻༡߇ⴕ
ࠊࠇߡࠆޕ

౮⌀ 12㧦␠ᨋౝߦࠆ Plantar ␠ോᚲ

౮⌀ 13㧦ോᚲౝߩࡒ࠹ࠖࡦࠣ࡞ࡓߢ

(MG02)

Plantar ߩ Mr. Rodrigo Ferreira ߆ࠄ⺑ࠍ
ฃߌࠆޕᓐߦ⺞ᩏߦߟߡኻᔕߒߡ㗂
ߚ( ޕMG02)

౮⌀ 14㧦Plantar ␠ࠣ࡞ࡊߩ ZANINI ߇

౮⌀ 15㧦ో⸥㍳ߩ␜ߣฝߪോᚲ

ᬀᨋࠍ▤ℂߒߡࠆ(ޕMG03)

(MG04)

4-3. ណⓄ
ណⓄߦߪ 30㨪40 ⒳㘃ߩ࡙ࠞ㧔࡙ࡠࠣࡦ࠺ࠖࠬ㧕߇ࠆ࡞ࠫࡉޕ࿖ౝߩฦડ
ᬺ㑆ߢఝ⦟ߥ⧣ߩ឵ࠍⴕ߁ߥߤޔᬺ⇇ࠍߍߡᧁ⧣⦟ޔࠅߦബࠎߢࠆᧁޕ߿
⚕↪ේᢱߥߤ߽ߡߞߥ⇣ߪ⊛⋡↪ߩ࡙ࠞޔᚑ㐳ߩఝࠇߚ࡙ࠞࠍ⢒ᚑߔࠆߚߦ
දജߔࠆࠃ߁ߦߒߡࠆޕᬀᨋߔࠆၞޔ㘑ޔ㒠᳓㊂㧔1,000mm㨪1,200mm㧕ޔფߦ
วߞߡຠ⾰㧔Ყ㊀㧕߇⦟ߊޔᚑ㐳߇ᣧ߽ߩࠍㆬᛮߒߡࠆޕEucalyptus Grandis ߪ㐳
ᚑ㐳߇⦟ߊޔEucalyptus Urophyla ߪᮮߦિ߮ࠆ㧔⢈ᄢᚑ㐳㧕․ᓽࠍߒޔਔᣇߩ․ᕈࠍ
18

ᜬߞߚ࡙ࡠࠣࡦ࠺ࠖࠬ Eucalyptus Grandis ࠍᬀᨋߒߡࠆޕ
ᢔᏓߔࠆ⢈ᢱߪਥߦ NPK ߢࠆޔߚ߹ޕબណᤨߦ⊒↢ߔࠆᨑ᮸⊹ࠍᨋߦᱷߒᄤ
ὼߩ⢈ᢱߦߔࠆޕ

౮⌀ 16㧦ណⓄ (MG02)

4-4.

౮⌀ 17㧦ណⓄߢߊᬺຬ (MG02)

⧣⇌

⧣⇌ߩ⊒ᩮቶ࠽࠹ࡦࠦޔ⢒⧣ᬺᚲࠍቇߒߚⴕޕ⒟ߪࠪࠬ࠹ࡑ࠹ࠖ࠶ࠢߢല₸⊛ߥ
ᬺ߇ᢛߞߡࠆߣᗵߓࠄࠇߚޕ2008 ᐕ 9 ߩࡑࡦ࡚ࠪ࠶ࠢ೨ߪᐕ㑆 35 ⊖ਁᧄߩ
⧣ᧁ߇↢↥ߐࠇߡߚ߇⚻ޔᷣਇᴫ߆ࠄోᨋࠢ࠲߆ࠄߩ⧣ᧁ㔛ⷐ߇ᄢߦᷫዋߒߚޕ
ߘߩߚળ␠ߩᧁ㔛ⷐ߽ᕆᷫߒޔᬀᨋᧁߩબណ߽ਛᱛߐࠇޔᬀᨋ㧔ౣㅧᨋ㧕߽⥄ߕߣᷫ
ዋߒߚᧁ⧣ޕ㔛ⷐߩᕆᷫߦࠃࠅ߽↥↢ߩߢ⇌⧣ޔਛᱛߦㅊㄟ߹ࠇߚޕᐕ߆ࠄࠃ߁߿ߊ
ౣ㐿ߔࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߡޔᐕ㑆 3 ⊖ਁᧄߩ↢↥੍ቯߢࠆޕ

౮⌀ 18 & 19 㧦ᬀᨋౝߦࠆ⧣⇌ (MG02)

19

౮⌀ 20 㧦⢒⧣ኈེߩᵞᵺ 㧔એਅ MG02㧕

౮⌀ 21 㧦ၭ㙃ࠍ◎ߦ߆ߌߡࠆ

౮⌀ 22 㧦⧣ࠍ㧝ᧄߕߟ⢒⧣ኈེߦᬀ߃ઃߌ

౮⌀ 23㧦᷷ቶౝߢ㙃⧣㧔ᦼ㑆 17㨪18 ᣣ㑆㧕

ࠆ

౮⌀ 24 㧦᷷ቶ߆ࠄߒߚ⧣㧔ᩮ߇㗅⺞ߦિ

౮⌀ 25 㧦ᦝߦ 90 ᣣ㑆㙃⧣ߔࠆ

߮ߡࠆޕ㧕

20

౮⌀ 26 & 27 㧦⧣ᧁ㧔ጊߒ೨ߩ⧣ᧁߢᩮ߽⦟ߊિ߮ߡࠆ㧕
4-5. ᬀᨋᬺ
ᬀᨋᬺߪᬀᩱᯏ᪾ࠍ↪ߒߡታᣉߐࠇߡࠆޕᯏ᪾ᬀᩱߦߪᬀᨋ߇߈ࠇߦᢛߐ
ࠇߡࠆᔅⷐ߇ࠆޕ


౮⌀28㧦ᯏ᪾ߦࠃࠆᬀᨋᬺ 㧔Plantar␠ឭ
ଏ㧕

21

౮⌀ 29 & 30㧦㧝࿁⋡㧦⧣ᧁᬀᨋޔ2 ࿁⋡㧦⪚⧘ᦝᣂޔ3 ࿁⋡㧦⪚⧘ᦝᣂࠍ㧝ࠨࠗࠢ࡞ߣߒޔ
ߘߩᓟࡈࠜࡓ㧔ജ࿁ᓳᬺ㧕ߣߒߡ⠹ㆇ߿⢈ᢱ㧔NPK㧕ᢔᏓࠍⴕ߁( ޕMG02)

4-6. ࡙ࠞߩᚑ㐳㊂
ᬀᨋߦ߅ߌࠆ࡙ࠞᬀᨋᧁߪޔ6 ᐕ↢ߢ᮸㜞 20m ࠍ߃ޔᏅߪዋߥޕPlantar
␠ߩ⺑߆ࠄߪએਅߩ⺑߇ߞߚޕ

x

ోߡ࡙ࡠࠣࡦ࠺ࠖࠬ Eucalyptus Urograndis㧔Eucalyptus Urophyla ×

Eucalyptus Grandis㧕ߢᾲᏪၞߦㆡߒߚࡂࠗࡉ࠶࠼ߢࠆޕ
x

6,000 ࠢࡠࡦ߆ࠄㆬᛮߒߚ 9 㨪10 ࠢࡠࡦࠍߪ↪ߒߡࠆޕ

x

NPK ⢈ᢱࠍ࡙ࠞߩ↢⢒Ბ㓏ߢ↪ޔ㊂ࠍᄌ߃ߡਈ߃ߡࠆޕ

x

ᬀᨋᧁߩᐙ᧚ߩᐕᐔဋᚑ㐳㊂ߪޔ1970 ᐕઍߦߪ 17 m3/ha ߢߞߚ߇ޔߪ 40 m3/haޔ
ㄭ᧪ߦ 46 m3/ha ࠍㄟࠎߢࠆޕ

ᤨઍߣߣ߽ߦᐔဋ㊂߇Ⴧ߃ߡࠆߩߪࠄ߆ߢޔఝ⦟♽⛔ߩㆬᛮޔㆡㆬᛯޔᬀᩱᣇ
ᴺޔᣉ⢈ߥߤޔଦᚑᩱၭᛛⴚߩะߩ⚿ᨐߢࠆߣᕁࠊࠇࠆޕ⇇ฦߢࠄࠇߡࠆ࡙
ࠞߩⓠ㧔࿖㓙✛ൻផㅴࡦ࠲ 1996㧕ߦࠃࠆߣޔ࠼ࡦࠗޔࡦࠗࡍࠬޔ࡞ࠫࡉޔ
ࡈࠖࡇࡦޔධࠕࡈࠞ╬৻ߩ࠳ࡦࠟ࠙ޔߢߪ 40 m3/haᐕ⒟ᐲߩᚑ㐳߇ᦼᓙߢ߈ࠆޕ
൩⺰ߩ࡙ࠞߩ࡞ࠫࡉޔᚑ㐳ߦ߽ᄢᏅ߇ࠅ߇࡙ࠞޔᔅߕᣧ↢ߣ߁ࠊߌߢߥޕ
ߒ߆ߒޔ࿁ߩ⺞ᩏߩࠤࠬߢߪߊߒ⪺ޔᚑ㐳ߩ⦟࡙ࠞᨋ߇ࠇࠆࠃ߁ߢߩߘޔℂ
↱ߪᤨὐߢߪࠃߊಽ߆ࠄߥ߇ࠍࠇߘޔࠄ߆ߦߔࠆߎߣߪઁߩ࿖߿ၞߢߩᬀᨋᬺ
ߦߣߞߡෳ⠨ߦߥࠆߢࠈ߁ޕ
Plantar ␠ߩ⺑ߦࠃࠆߣ࡙ࠞޔᬀᨋ߇ᚑഞߔࠆߚߦߪޔ
Ԙ

ფ߇ㆡߒߡࠆߎߣޕ
22

ԙ

߇ᐔࠄߢࠆߎߣ㧔ᬺࠦࠬ࠻ߦ㗀ߊ㧕ޕ

Ԛ

ߦวߞߚㆡಾߥຠ⒳ߢࠆߎߣޕ

ԛ

ャㅍߩࡠࠫࠬ࠹ࠖ࠶ࠢ߇⦟ߎߣޕ

ߥߤߩ⻉᧦ઙ߇ᢛ߁ᔅⷐ߇ࠆߪ࡙ࠞޔߚ߹ޕㄘߦㆡߒߚფߥࠄ߽ߞߣ⦟ߊ⢒ߟ
߇ޔㄘ’႐ߦะ߆ߥფߢ߽⦟ߊ↢⢒ߔࠆߩߢޔㄘ’⇓ᬺߦߪ᧦ઙߩᖡფࠍ
ㆬࠎߢᬀᨋߒߡ߅ࠅޔㄘ’⇓ᬺߣߩࠍߋࠆ┹วߪㆱߌࠄࠇࠆߣߩߎߣߢߞߚޕ
వߦㅀߴߚㅢࠅޔPlantar␠ߩCDMᬀᨋߩ೨ᬀ↢ߪㆡᩰၮḰߦㆡߞߚ’ߢࠆޕ

Plantar's Wood Productivity (m3/ha/year)
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Productivity volume (m3/ha/year)

࿑㧙6. Plantar ␠ᬀᨋߦ߅ߌࠆ࡙ࠞᬀᨋᧁߩᐕ㑆ᐔဋᚑ㐳㊂8

౮⌀ 31 & 32㧦ᨋ㦂 4.5 ᐕߩ࡙ࠞ (MG02)

8

ౖ㧦Plantar ␠ࠃࠅ㧔46m3*ߪ expected㧕
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౮⌀ 33㧦〝Ꮐߩ࡙ࠞߪ 4㨪4.5 ᐕ↢

౮⌀ 34㧦ᨋౝߩ࡙ࠞ㧔ᨋ㦂 5 ᐕ↢㧕

(MG02)

(MG02)

౮⌀ 35 & 36㧦࡙ࠞ㧔5 ᐕ↢㧕᮸㜞ߪ 20m ߦ㆐ߒߡࠆޕᬀᨋߪᐔမߢ࡙ࠞޔ
ߩ㑆ߩᏅ߽ዋߥߊޔ㜞ᚑ㐳ᕈࠍ␜ߒߡࠆ(ޕMG04)

౮⌀ 37& 38 ࡙ࠞ㧔5 ᐕ↢㧕 (MG04)

24

౮⌀ 39㧦࡙ࠞ 6 ᐕ↢ (MG04)

౮⌀ 40㧦࡙ࠞ 6 ᐕ↢㧔᮸㜞ߪ 25m㧕
(MG04)

౮⌀ 41㧦6 ᐕ↢ߩ࡙ࠞᨋಽ(MG04)

౮⌀ 42㧦7 ᐕ↢ߩ࡙ࠞᨋಽ(MG04)

౮⌀ 43㧦ോᚲ೨ߩ࡙ࠞ㧔7 ᐕ↢㧕ᬀᨋ

౮⌀ 44㧦ോᚲߩߘ߫ߦ┙ߞߡࠆ࡙ࠞ

ᓟߩᵴ⌕₸ߪ 95㧑㧔⧣ᧁߩ↢ሽ₸߇ࡕ࠾࠲

㧔ߤࠇߊࠄ߹ߢᚑ㐳ߔࠆ߆ࠆߚߦ

25

ࡦࠣߐࠇࠆޕૐߩ↢ሽ₸߇␜ߐࠇࠆߣߤޔ

ᱷߒߡࠆޕᨋ㦂ߪ 17 ᐕ↢ߢ᮸㜞 35m 

ࠎߥߦᣧᤨᦼߢ߽ߘࠇࠄߩࠛࠕߪౣᬀᨋ

ࠆޕ㧕(MG02)

ߐࠇࠆޕ㧕(MG03)

4.7 ࡙ࠞߩ⪚⧘ᦝᣂ
ᦨೋߩࡠ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩᓟߪ࡙ࠞ⧯ޔಾᩣ߆ࠄࠃߊ⪚⧘ߔࠆᦝ⧘⪚ޕᣂߩὐࠍ
ᵴ↪ߒߡౣㅧᨋ⾌↪ࠍᷫߔࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆޕPlantar␠ߪબᦼࠍ7ᐕߣߒޔᬀᨋߢߩ⺑
ߢߪޔೋ࿁ߪᬀᩱޔ2࿁⋡ߣ3࿁⋡ߪ⪚⧘ᦝᣂࠍ੍ቯߒߡࠆ9ߦߺߥߜޕCENIBRA␠ߢ
ߪ⪚⧘ᦝᣂߩ႐วޔᚑ㐳㊂߇ഠࠆߩߢ1࿁ߛߌⴕޔᰴߪ⧣ᧁᬀᩱߦߡᦝᣂߐߖࠆߣߩߎߣ
ߢࠆޕ
બߦ㊀ᯏࠍ߁႐วߪ⧘⪚ޔᢛℂࠍᣉߒߡਥબᤨߩᐙࠍᄥߊߒߚᣇ߇બല₸ߪ⦟
߇ߩ⧘⪚ޔᢛℂߦ߽ᚻ㑆߇߆߆ࠆ↢ޕᘒቇ⊛ኒᐲᴺೣ߆ࠄࠆߣ⧘⪚ޔᢛℂࠍߖߕޔᐙࠍ
㜞ኒߦ┙ߡߚᣇ߇⍴બᦼߢߪબᦼ㊂ߪჇ߃ࠆޔߒ߆ߒޕᐙࠍᄥߊߔࠆߦߪో㊂ࠍ
‶†ߦߒߡᐙߩᧄᢙኒᐲࠍᷫࠄߔᔅⷐ߇ࠆߪߣߎࠆߊߒޕ᧪ߥ߆ߞߚ߇ޔPlantar
␠ CDM ᬀᨋߦ߽⪚⧘ᦝᣂߩ⹜㛎ᨋ߇ߞߚޕ1 ha ᒰࠅߩㆡಾߥᧄᢙ▤ℂᣇᴺߪޔⓠ
ല₸ߣ⪚⧘ᢛℂߩᬺ㊂ޔߚ߹ޔᚑ㐳ㅦᐲߣબᦼߥߤࠍൊ᩺ߒߡ߹ࠆߩߢࠈ߁ޕ

౮⌀45㧦બណᓟ10ࡩߩ࡙ࠞ⪚⧘ᦝᣂ

౮⌀46㧦બᩮߩᮮ߆ࠄ⪚⧘ߒߡࠆ(MG02)

(MG02)

PDD ߦߪޔCENIBRA ␠ߣหߓߊޔ1 ࿁⋡ᬀᨋޔ2 ࿁⋡⪚⧘ᦝᣂߘߒߡ 3 ࿁⋡ߪᬀᨋࠍ
ⴕ߁ߣ⸥ㅀߐࠇߡࠆޕ

9
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౮⌀ 47 & 48 ⪚⧘ᦝᣂߩ 2 ᐕ↢ (MG03)

4.8 બㅧ᧚ᬺ
ᬀᨋᧁߩબណ߆ࠄ₹ಾࠅ߹ߢᯏ᪾ൻߐࠇޔല₸⊛ߥᬺ߇ⴕࠊࠇߡࠆޕ

౮⌀ 49 & 50㧦બୟᬺߪࡈࠚࡃࡦ࠴ࡖࠍ↪ߒߡⴕޔᯏ᪾ൻߦࠃࠆᬺ߇ㅴࠎߢ
ࠆ(ޕMG02)

౮⌀ 51㧦〝ߩฝߦ⟎߆ࠇߚબណߒߚ┙ᧁ

౮⌀ 52㧦બ〔 (MG03)
27

ᜂᒰ⠪ߩ⺑ߢߪ᧚㊂ߪ 366m3/ha㧔7 ᐕ
↢㧕ߦߥࠆߣߩߎߣߢࠆ߇ߣߛࠇߘޔ
MAI(Mean Annual Increment)ߪ 52m3/ha/
ᐕߣߥࠆޕᬀᨋࠍᐔဋߔࠆߣ 40m3/ha/ᐕ
ߩᚑ㐳㊂ߢࠆ(ޕMG02)

౮⌀ 53㧦႐ߦⓍߺߍࠄࠇߚේᧁ㧔

౮⌀ 54㧦ࠣ࠶ࡊ࡞࠰ߢ₹ಾࠅࠍⴕ߁㧔᧚

߈↪ߩේᧁ㧕(MG02)

㐳ߪ 2.2m㧕

౮⌀ 55㧦࡙ࠞේᧁߩᧁญ (MG02)

౮⌀ 56㧦ᬓⓍߐࠇߚ࡙ࠞߩේᧁߪᧁߢ
ߩΆല₸ࠍ㜞ࠆߚߦ 100 ᣣ㑆⒟ᐲ
႐ߦⓍࠎߢ⥄ޔὼੇ῎ࠍⴕ߁ޕ㧔⛘ੇ₸ 30
㨪35㧑⒟ᐲ㧕(MG03)
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౮⌀ 57㧦ᨋ㧔ጊᨋోߩფߪ⿒ߊޔ

౮⌀ 58㧦ේᧁ៝ㅍ↪ߩ࠻࠶ࠢ㧔35 ࠻ࡦゞ

࠹ࠗ࠻ߢࠆޕ㧕 (MG02)

ߛ߇ᄢဳߢߪ 45 ࠻ࡦゞ߽ⴕߔࠆޕᨋౝޔ
ᨋߦᐔမߢࠅᯏ᪾ൻޔᄢဳൻ߇ኈᤃ
ߢࠆޕ㧕(MG02)

5. ߈Ꮏ⒟㧔ࠞࡏ࠽ࠗɆ࡚ࠪࡦ㧕
Plantar ␠ߪޔᬀᨋߣᧁㅧޔ㋕ߩ৻ㅪߩᬺࠍޔCDM ߩᐲࠍലߦᵴ↪ߒޔๆ
ḮߣឃḮߦࠃࠆࠢࠫ࠶࠻ࠍࡌࠬߣߒߡ৻⊛ߦⴕߞߡ߅ࠅ࡙ࠞޔᬀᨋ
߆ࠄ↢↥ߐࠇߚේᧁߪᧁߡోޔൻߐࠇߡࠦࠢࠬઍᦧߣߒߡ㋕↪ߦࠊࠇࠆࠫࡉޕ
࡞ߢߪㆶరߩ⚂ 7 ഀࠍ⍹ࠦࠢࠬޔᱷࠅߪ᭽ࠄ߆ࠬ࠰ߥޘᓧࠄࠇࠆᧁ߇භࠆޕ
Plantar ␠ߢߪᬀᨋᧁࠍోߡᧁ↪ߦ㒢ቯߒߡࠆᧁߩߘޕࠍ㋕Ꮏ⒟ߢ⍹ࠦࠢࠬ
ߦઍ߃ߡࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆᢱߣߒߡ 100㧑↪ߔࠆߎߣࠍ․ᓽઃߌޔⅣႺ㕙߿␠ળ⽸₂ࠍᒝߊࠕ
ࡇ࡞ߒߡࠆޕ
Plantar ␠ߢߪ߈┇ࠍ 4 ࡙࠾࠶࠻ᜬߞߡ߅ࠅޔ1 ࡙࠾࠶࠻ߦߪ 160 ߩ┇㧔kiln㧕߇
ࠅޔᓮߐࠇߚࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߢᧁ߇↢↥ߐࠇߡࠆࠕࠖ࠺ࡦࠬࠢࠚࡈޕᬀᨋౝߦࠆ
߈࡙࠾࠶࠻ࠍⷞኤߒߚޕ
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౮⌀ 59㧦߈┇࡙࠾࠶࠻㧔Carbonization㧕 ౮⌀ 60㧦ේᧁャㅍ࠻࠶ࠢ߇ߞߡ᧪ߚޕ
㧔એਅ MG03㧕

౮⌀ 61㧦ේᧁャㅍߩ 35 ࠻ࡦ࠻࠶ࠢ㧔㊀㊂

౮⌀ 62㧦ේᧁߩ⩄㒠ࠈߒᬺ

ࠍ᷹ቯ㧕

౮⌀ 63㧦ᧁ┇߳ߩේᧁ៝ߪᚻᬺߢⴕ

౮⌀ 64㧦┇ߩਛߦⓍ߹ࠇߚේᧁ㧔᧚㐳ߪ

ߞߡߚޕ

2.2m㧕

౮⌀ 65㧦ේᧁࠍ┇ߦࠇ⚳ࠊࠆߣญࠍቢ

౮⌀ 66㧦ㅢ᳇ญߢ┇߳ๆߔࠆⓨ᳇ߩ㊂ࠍ

ోߦႧߢኒ㐽ߔࠆޕ

⺞ᢛߔࠆޕ
30

౮⌀ 67㧦⊕ᾍ߆ࠄᓢߦޘ㕍ᾍ߳ᄌൻߒ

౮⌀ 68㧦┇ࠍ㐿ߌࠆߩߪඦ೨ 6 ᤨߢߩ┇ޔ

ߡߊ

ਛߩ᷷ᐲ߇ 35͠એਅߦߥࠆߣ㐿ߌࠆࠇߎޕ
ࠍ߃ߚ᷷ᐲߢߪࠍ┇ޔ㐿ߌߚㅜ┵ߦߪΆ
߃ዧ߈ߡߒ߹߁ޕ
ᧁㅧᚲⷐᣣᢙ㧦ൻߦ㧣ᣣ㑆 ࠢ࡞࠳
࠙ࡦߦ 5 ᣣ㑆ߩ⸘ 12 ᣣ㑆

౮⌀ 69㧦┇߆ࠄߐࠇߚᧁ

౮⌀ 70㧦ᧁߩ☳ߪએ೨ߦᑄ᫈ߒߡߚ߇ޔ
ߪ㜞ߢἹߦ็߈ㄟߺ↪ߒߡࠆޕ
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6. ⅣႺ߳ߩኻᔕ
6-1㧚⥄ὼ⼔ၞߩ⸳ቯ
Plantar␠ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ࡙ࠞᬀᨋߪFSCᨋ⸽ࠍฃߌߡࠆߩ࡞ࠫࡉޕᴺᓞ
ߢߪޔේᬀ↢㧔ࡂ࠼㧕ࠍోၞߣߒߡ20㧑એᱷߔߎߣ߇⟵ോઃߌࠄࠇߡࠆߎޕ
ࠇߦᬀᩱߦㆡߐߥḨ߿Ꮉᴪߩࠍᬀᨋ߆ࠄ㒰ᄖߒోߦࠄߐޔၞࠍߟߥߋࠦ
࠼߽⸳ߌߡࠆߩߢޔታ㓙ߩోၞߩ㕙Ⓧഀวߪ⚂30㧑ߦߥࠆޕ
ߥ߅ޔ᳓࠲ࡦࠢゞࠍⵝߒߚ⛔วߐࠇߚᶖ㒐࿅ߩᵴ↪߿⋙ⷞႡߥߤἫἴ⊒↢ࠍ㒐ߋߚ
ߩળ␠ߩᣇ㊎߇ࠆޕἫἴߩෂ㒾ᕈࠍᦨዊ㒢ߦߣߤࠆߚߦ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉߪޔ
⸳⟎ߐࠇߚ㒐ἫႡߢᏱᤨἫἴ߳ߩ⼊ᚓᘒࠍᢝߡࠆޕ

౮⌀ 71㧦࡙ࠞᨋ㧔〝Ꮐ㧕ߣ⼔ᨋ㧔

౮⌀ 72㧦ᬀᨋౝߩḓᴧޔᄤὼᧁߩ⼔

〝ฝ㧕(MG02)

(MG04)

౮⌀ 73 & 74㧦ᬀᨋߩਛߦࠆోၞ
ᬀᨋౝߦోၞ߇⚂ 30%⏕ߐࠇߡࠆޕᬀᨋ᮸⒳ߪ࡙ࠞߩࡕࡁࠞ࡞࠴ࡖߣߥ
ࠆ߇ోޔߢߺࠆߣ⥄ὼᧁ߽ᱷߒߚᨋᣉᬺࠍⴕߞߡࠆ(ޕMG03)
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౮⌀ 75㧦FSC ߩ⸽ᦠ㧔Plantar ᧄ␠ߦߡ㧕 ౮⌀ 76㧦Ecological corridor㧔↢ᘒ࿁ᑈ㧕
࿁ᑈߩߪᦨૐ 50m એߢߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥ
(ޕMG04)

౮⌀ 77㧦MG4 ᬀᨋౝߩᦸᭈ
Ἣἴߩෂ㒾ᕈࠍᦨዊ㒢ߦߣߤࠆߚߦࡊޔ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߪߚࠇߐ⟎⸳ޔ㒐ἫႡߢᏱ
ᤨἫἴ߳ߩ⼊ᚓᘒࠍᢝߡࠆ(ޕMG04)
6-2. ᬀᨋߣ೨ᬀ↢
࡙ࠞᬀᨋߩ೨ᬀ↢ߪ’⨲ߢࠆߩߢޔኅ⇓ߩભߺ႐ߣߒߡ’႐ౝߦ㊁↢ߩ᮸ᨋ
ࠍᢔߐߖߡࠆ႐ว߇ࠆߚߒ߁ߘޕ㊁↢᮸ᨋࠍᬀᨋߩ㒰ᄖߣߒߡᬀᨋౝߦࠬࡐ࠶
࠻⁁ߦᱷߔߎߣ߽ⴕߞߡߚޕPlantar ␠ߩ⺑ߦࠃࠆߣޔ㊁↢᮸⟲ߩࠬࡐ࠶࠻㧔ඨᓘ⚂
20-30 m㧕ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ᄖߢᚑ㐳㊂ߪᬀᨋታๆ㊂ߦᤋߐࠇߥ߇ޔ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ࿃ߔࠆࠄ߆ߩࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ៊ᄬ㧔߃߫ߩ࡙ࠞޔ㘑ୟᧁߩㅪࠇߦ
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ߥߞߡᨗᱫߔࠆ㧕߇⊒↢ߒߚ႐วߪޔᬀᨋታๆ㊂߆ࠄᏅߒᒁߊߣߩߎߣߢߞߚޕ
ߎߩઁޔᣂⷙߦᬀᨋߒߚ࡙ࠞߩ㑆ߦቅ┙ߒߚᒻߢᄤὼᧁ߽ᱷߐࠇߡࠆޕᬀᨋ೨ߦ’
⇓↪ߣߒߡ↪ߐࠇߡߚ㧔’㧕ߦኅ⇓ߩᣣ㒶↪ߩ᮸ᧁ߿ࠛࠕ߇ࠆߎߣߪ㕖
Ᏹߦ⒘ߢࠆޕ
ᬀᨋߩਛߦ೨ᬀ↢᮸㧔ᨋ㧕ࠍᱷߔߎߣߪޔબណޔ㓸᧚ߩᬺ⠪߆ࠄߪ⋥ㅴߔࠆߎߣ߇
ߢ߈ߥߎߣߦ߽ߥࠅᡰ㓚ࠍ᧪ߔ߇ޔPlantar␠ߢߪᨋౝߦ⼔ᨋߣߒߡᱷߔᣇ㊎ࠍᜬ⛯
ߒߡࠆޕ

౮⌀78 & 79 ᬀᨋౝߦᱷߒߚ೨ᬀ↢᮸㧔࡙ࠞߪ6ᐕ↢㧕(MG04)
ⷰኤߦࠃࠆߣ࡙ࠞޔᬀᨋᧁߩ⋥ਅߩⓨ㑆ߦߪ࡙ࠞޔએᄖߩᬀ‛ߪᱴߤ↢⢒ߒߡ
ߥࠃ߁ߢࠆޕേ‛߽ዋߥߊߣ߽⋡ߢߡಽ߆ࠆࠃ߁ߥ߽ߩߪዋߥ߆ߞߚߩ⋧‛↢ޕ
ਲߒߐߪ࡙ࠞᬀᨋߣ߁ℂ↱ߛߌߢߪߥߊ⨲’ޔߩࠃ߁ߥၞߦ߅ߌࠆᱧผ⊛ߥ
↪ߦ߽ේ࿃߇ࠆߣᕁࠊࠇࠆޕ
Plantar␠ߢߪߘߩၞౝߢߪ20⒳㘃ߩേᬀ‛ࠍⷰኤߒߡࠆ⥄ޕὼ⼔ၞߣ࡙ࠞ
ᬀᨋߩਛߢޔ300⒳㘃એߩ㠽㘃ޔ100⒳㘃એߩູേ‛߇ࠄࠇࠆߣ⸥㍳ߐࠇߡࠆ
ߣߩߎߣߢࠆޕ7ᐕߣߞߚ⍴બᦼߢᨋ߇㐽㎮ߒ߇↥↢᧚ᧁޔᚑ┙ߔࠆᣧ↢᮸ᨋߥࠄޔ
ߤࠎߥ᮸⒳ߢ߽ᨋౝߩ↢‛⋧ߪਲߒߢࠈ߁ޕ⍴બᦼ࡙ࠞᬀᨋߩㅧᚑోߣߒߡ
േᬀ‛ࠍ↢⢒ߐߖࠆߦߪޔޔPlantar␠߇ⴕߞߡࠆࠃ߁ߦ⥄ޔὼᬀ↢߇৻ㇱߢᱷࠆࠃ
߁ߦޔࠍᬀᨋߣో10ߦ㈩ಽߔࠆߎߣ߇㊀ⷐߢࠈ߁ޔߒߛߚޕ㈩ಽᣇᴺߦߪ
߹ߛᎿᄦߩ߇ᄙߥ߁ࠃߩߤޔࠅޘ㈩ಽ߇⦟߆ߪޔ࿐ߩⅣႺߦ߽ࠃࠆߢࠈ߁ߒޔ
ᔅߕߒ੍߽ಽ߆ࠆߎߣߢߪߥߩߢࠍࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔㅢߒߡ㗅ᔕ⊛ߦᡷༀߒߡߊߩ߇
ታ⊛ߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
Plantar␠ߩᬀᨋᬺߪFSCᨋ⸽ࠍᓧߡ߅ࠅޔᜬ⛯น⢻ߥ⚻༡ߦߟߡޔኾ㐷ኅߦࠃ
ࠆ৻ቯߩ⹏ଔߪᓧࠄࠇߡࠆߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕფߦ㑐ߒߡߪᬀᨋ߇ᐔမߢࠆߎߣޔબ
10

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߩᄖߦߥࠆޕPlantar ␠ߢߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳㕙Ⓧ
ߪᬀᨋ㕙Ⓧߣߥߞߡࠆޕ
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ណ⋥ᓟ߿⧯ㅧᚑࠍ㒰ߡ࡙ࠞߩ⪭⪲߇ფࠍ߶߷ⵍߞߡࠆߎߣ߆ࠄᵹਅ᳓
ߦࠃࠆጀფߩଚ㘩ߩᔃ㈩ߪߥߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆߩ࡙ࠞޔߛߚޕଦᚑᩱၭߦࠃࠆ㙃ಽ
ᅓ߿Ფᐕߩᣉ⢈ߦࠃࠅޔფ߿ਅ᳓ߩᕈ⾰߇ᄌൻߔࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ࠆޕ᳓⾗Ḯߩᜬ⛯น
⢻ߥ↪ߦട߃ߡޔਥߥ㑐ᔃߪޔᲤᐕ࡙ࠞߣᣉ⢈ߦࠃߞߡ↢ߕࠆᩕ㙃⚛߇ᅓࠊࠇࠆޕ
⚿ᨐߣߒߡޔფ߿ਅ᳓ߩ․ᕈߦࡑࠗ࠽ࠬߩᓇ㗀ࠍ↢ߓߥߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆߚߦࠬ࠹
ࠢࡎ࡞࠳ߣߩ⏕ߥࠦࡒࡘ࠾ࠤ࡚ࠪࡦࠍⴕ߁ߎߣ߽㊀ⷐߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
6-3.

࡙ࠞߣ᳓ߦ㑐ߔࠆ⺞ᩏ⎇ⓥ

Plantar ␠ߢߪޔFSC ߆ࠄߩⷐ᳞ߦᓥޔᬀᨋߩ 8 ࡩᚲߦ㔎᳓ߦ㑐ߔࠆ⺞ᩏ↹ࠍ⸳
ߌޔ㒠᳓߿ᨋౝ㔎ޔ᮸ᐙᵹޔᵹਅ᳓ߩฦ㊂߿ਅ᳓ޔਅ᳓ߩႮಽ߿ᣉ⢈ᓇ㗀ߩⷰ
᷹ࠍ Viçosa㧔ࡆ࠶࠰ࠩ㧕ᄢቇߣหߢⴕߞߡࠆޕ7 ᐕࠨࠗࠢ࡞ߩબᦼࠍㅢߒߡߩ᳓Ḯ
ߩᄌൻࠍߡࠆޕ2 ᐕ⋡ߩ⚿ᨐ߇ߡ߅ࠅޔᣣᄌൻ߇ࠆߥߤࠍ⏕ߒߡࠆߣߩߎߣ
ߢࠆޕ
MG3㧔ࡈࠚࠢࠬࡦ࠺ࠖࠕᬀᨋ㧕ౝߦࠆ㒠᳓╬ߩᵹࠇࠍ᷹ቯߔࠆ⹜㛎ࠍ 1 ࡩᚲ
᩺ౝߐࠇߚޕ2 ᐕ↢⪚⧘ᨋߢ᮸㜞ߪ⚂ 9m ߢࠆޕᨋౝ㔎ޔᵹਅ᳓ߩฦࡈ࠶ࠢࠬ߿
ਅ᳓ߩᄌൻࠍ⸘᷹ߒߡࠆޕ᩺ౝߐࠇߚᨋߢߪ᮸ᐙᵹߪ⸘᷹ߒߡߥ߆ߞߚ߇ߪࠇߎޔ
ᧁ߇߹ߛ⚦߆ࠄߢޔᄥߣߎࠈߢ⺞ߴߡࠆߣߩߎߣߢࠆޕ

౮⌀ 80 & 81㧦᳓ߣ࡙ࠞߦ㑐ߔࠆ⹜㛎
࡙ࠞᬀᨋߣ᳓ߦ㑐ߔࠆ⺞ᩏࠍᜂᒰߒߡࠆ Plantar ␠ߩ Mr. Tiago Moraes ߇⺑ߒߡ
ࠆޕᓐߩ⿷߽ߣߩ᧼ߩ࿐㧔7m×7.1m㧩50m2㧕ߪ㔎᳓ߩᵹ㊂᷹ቯߢන㕙Ⓧᒰࠅߩ㒠
㔎㊂ࠍ⸘᷹ߔࠆ⹜ޕ㛎ߪ࡙ࠞ 2 ᐕ↢ߩ⪚⧘ᦝᣂߦࠃࠆᬀᨋౝߦ⸳ቯߐࠇߡߚޕ
(MG03)

 Plantar ␠ߩ␠ળⅣႺㇱߩ⺑ߢߪߩ߆ߟߊޔⅣႺ NGO ࠣ࡞ࡊ߇“࡙ࠞᬀᨋ߇
Ꮉࠍᨗࠄߔ”ߣਥᒛߒߡᛕ್ߒߡࠆޕᚒߢࡦ࡚ࠪࠤ࠾ࡘࡒࠦߣ࠳࡞ࡎࠢ࠹ࠬߪޘ
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߈ࠆࠃ߁ߦߦߢߔޔᢥ₂ߦࠃߞߡឭଏߐࠇߚ⸽ߦട߃ߡޔViçosa ᄢቇߣߩឭ៤ߢࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ౝߩ⹜㛎ߢ࠹ࠬ࠻ࠍⴕߞߡࠆߪߢߎߎޕ㒠㔎㊂߆ࠄ㕙ߦᵹࠇࠆ㔎㊂ߩ᷹ቯ
ࠍߪߓߣ࡙ࠞޔ᳓ߦ㑐ߔࠆታ⺞ᩏࠍⴕߞߡࠆ ߩߎޕPlantar ␠ߩታ⸽ታ㛎߇ᚑ
ഞߔࠇ߫⇇ߩ࡙ࠞᬀᨋ⠪ߦߪᭂߡലߥ࠺࠲ߣߥࠆߢࠈ߁ޕ

౮⌀ 82 & 83㧦ᨋౝߦ⸳⟎ߐࠇߚ᳓⸘ (MG03)

ߎߩ႐ᚲߢ᳓ߪ߆ࠄ 4m ߢࠆޕ㜞ߢߪ 20m ߦ߽㆐ߔࠆޕႮಽỚᐲ߽ㅢ
㔚ߩᐲวࠍ⺞ߴࠆߎߣߢ⸘᷹ߢ߈ࠆ⺞ޕᩏᨋಽߦ㓞ធߒߡޔᄤὼᨋߦᚯߔߣ߁ਅ᳓
ߩ㜞࡙ࠞબណ߇ࠅߩࡦࡊࠝߦߎߎޔ㔎㊂⸘߇⸳⟎ߐࠇߡߚޕ

౮⌀ 84㧦⥄േ᳓㊂ᬌེ

౮⌀ 85㧦 6 ࡩ೨ߦબណߒߚ▎ᚲߢ⧘⪚ޔ

Ⴁߩߦ⥄േ᳓㊂ᬌེ߇ࠅ࠹࠶ࡃޔ

߇ᄢ߈ߊߥࠇ߫ಾࠅขߞߡࠆ߇ᰴ⪚ߦޘ

ࠍ↪ߒߡ৻ቯᤨ㑆Ფߦ⊒ାߔࠆޕ㒠㔎㊂߇

⧘ߒߡߊࠆ(ޕMG03)

ዊᎹߦᵹࠇߡߊ᳓㊂ࠍᱜ⏕ߦᛠីߔࠆޕ
(MG03)
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ߥ߅ߡߞߣߦ࡞ࠫࡉߪ࡙ࠞޔᄖ᧪ᬀ‛ߢࠆޕᬀᩱᧁߩ⒳ሶ߆ࠄ⊒↢ߒߚᄤὼᦝ
ᣂߪ࿁ోߊߥ߆ߞߚߩߢޔዋߥߊߣ߽ⷰኤߦ߅ߡߪ࡙ࠞޔଚ⇛ᕈ㧔invasive
ߦߥࠆ㧕ߢߪߥߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
એߩࠃ߁ߦ߿⋧‛↢ޔ᳓⾗Ḯ߳ߩᬀᨋᓇ㗀ߦߟߡߪ߹ߛಽ߆ࠄߥߎߣ߽ࠆ߇ޔ
ታ⾰⊛ߦߪណ↪ߐࠇࠆࡑࡀࠫࡔࡦ࠻ߩ࠲ࠗࡊߦࠃࠆࠍ࠲࠺ޔߡߞⴕࠍࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޕ
⫾Ⓧߒޔẜ⊛ߦᡷༀߔࠆߎߣࠍ߃ࠆᲑ㓏ߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆ࡙ࠞࠎߚߞޕᬀᨋࠍㅧ
ᚑߔࠆߣࡂ࠼ߦᚯߔߎߣߪਇน⢻ߥߩߢޔኾ㐷ኅ್ᢿߦ߽ߣߠߚోᨋߩᱷሽഀว
ߩㆩߣ࡙ࠞޔᨋߩ⛯߇㊀ⷐߢࠆޕPlantar ␠ߩࡕ࠺࡞ࠍઁߩၞ߿࿖ߦᒛߔࠆ
ߣ߈ߦ߽ห᭽ߩߎߣ߇⸒߃ࠆޕ
Plantar ␠߇ឝߍࠆ␠ળ⊛ⅣႺ㕙ߢߩࡂࠗࠗ࠻
9

ቯᕈ⊛߅ࠃ߮ቯ㊂⊛ߥࡄࡔ࠲ࠍ↪ߒߚേᬀ‛ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣోޕㇱߢ⚂ 346 ⒳
㘃ߩ㠽㘃ޔ74 ⒳ߩູ㘃 ߡߒߘޔ200 ⒳એߩᬀ‛ߪޔᬀᨋߣ⥄ὼᬀ↢㗔ၞ߆ࠄߥ
ࠆᬺኻ⽎ၞߢ⏕ߐࠇߡࠆߩࠄࠇߎޕౝ⛘ޔṌෂᗋ⒳ࠍ⼔ଔ୯ߩ㜞 34
⒳ߦߟߡࠕࠛ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔౝߢᏱߦࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩታᣉ㧧

9

․ᕈ߅ࠃ߮ၞߩ⥄ὼᬀ↢ߢࠆࡂ࠼ߩਥⷐߥోၞߩ⼔;

9

ᬀᨋౝ᳓⾗Ḯߩ‛ℂޔൻቇ‛↢ޔቇ⊛ߥ㕙ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ;

9

Ἣἴ⋙ⷞႡޔޔᶖ㒐㓌ߩ⸠✵ߥߤἫἴ੍㒐ߩᚻ⛯߈ߩታᣉ;

9

ᬀᨋ㧔↢ᘒ࿁ᑈ㧕ޔേ‛ߩㅢⴕࠍഥߌ‛↢ߩ࡞ࠞࡠޔᄙ᭽ᕈࠍะߐߖࠆߚߩ⥄
ὼᬀ↢ߦࠃࠆ࿁ᑈߩታᣉ;

9

ߊߟ߆ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ⸽ࡔࠞ࠾࠭ࡓࠍߒߡၞߩኂ㑐ଥ⠪ߣ㗫❥ߥද⼏㧧

9

రߩዊਛቇᩞߣߦⅣႺᢎ⢒ࡊࡠࠣࡓߩታᣉ㧧

9

ၞ᳃ߩ㓹↪ࠍఝవߒߚㄘၞߦ߅ߌࠆජੱએߩ⋥ធ㓹↪ߩഃᚑ;

9

ၞߩࠨࡊࠗࡗࠍఝవߒߚಽᢔ⺞㆐ᣇ㊎ߩዉ㧧

9

ၞ␠ળߦㅊട⊛ߥࠍ㉯ߒߔߚߦ⽸₂ߔࠆߊߟ߆ߩ␠ળ⊛ޔᢥൻ⊛ޔၞ
⚻ᷣߩ⊒ዷࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩታᣉ㧔߃߫ᬀᨋౝߩⱎⱣߩ↢↥ޔᓥᬺຬߩ㓞ੱ߇ࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩᓥᬺຬ߳ㄘㇱߩຠࠍ⽼ᄁߔࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆ⽼ᄁߩᯏળ╬㧕

7. Plantar ␠㋕ᚲ
Pig Iron㧔㌉㋕㧕ࠍㅧߒߡࠆ Sete Lagoas ߦࠆ Plantar ␠ߩ㋕ᚲࠍ⺞ᩏߒߚޕ
Ꮏ႐⽿છ⠪߆ࠄએਅߩ߇ߞߚޕ
x

Pig Iron ࠍ↢↥ߔࠆߦߚߞߡᧁޔߩ⾰߇ోߡߦਗ਼ߞߡᓇ㗀ߔࠆߎߣ߆ࠄߒ῎ੇޔ
ߚຠ⾰ߩ⦟ᧁ߇ᔅⷐ ߪࠢ࠶࠻ޕ110m3 ߩౣ↢↥น⢻ߥᧁࠍⓍࠎߢ੍ޔቯߐࠇ
ߚᤨ㑆ߦ㋕ᚲߦ៝ߔࠆޕᐔဋャㅍ〒㔌ߪ 200㨪250km ߢࠆޕ
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x

Pig Iron ߩ↢↥⢻ജߪᐕ㑆 24 ਁ࠻ࡦ㧔 2 ਁ࠻ࡦࡌࠬ㧕ߢޔޔᎿ႐ߩ↢↥⢻ജ
߽ߍࠆ⁁ᴫߦࠆޕ

x

ᧁߩ☳ߪᠲᬺਇㇺวߢࠆߩߢࠍ☳ߡߌ߆ߦ◎ޔขࠅ㒰ߊᧁޕߪ 2 ࿁◎ߦដߌ
ࠆᧁޕ☳ߪ⋥ធౣ↪ߔࠆߚޔṁ㋶Ἱߦ็߈ㄟ߹ࠇࠆޕ

x

ߎߩઁޔᷝട‛ߣߒߡࠕ࡞ࡒ㉄ൻ‛ޔ⍹Ἧ⍹ޔ᳓᥏㉄ޔൻࠪࠦࡦߥߤࠍ↪ߔࠆޕ

x

㋕㋶⍹ߪ 100km ߩ〒㔌ࠍ࠻࠶ࠢߢㆇ៝ߒߡߊࠆޕ

x

ࡌ࡞࠻ࠦࡦࡌࡗߢේᢱࠍㆇ߮ޔṁ㋶Ἱߩ࠻࠶ࡊߢᛩߔࠆޕ7 ᤨ㑆ߩࠨࠗࠢ࡞ߢṁ⸃
ߐࠇߚ㋕ߩᵹߣߒߡṁ㋶Ἱ߆ࠄߡߊࠆޕᄖㇱ߆ࠄ㉄⚛ࠍ็߈ㄟߎߣ߽ࠆޕᾲ
឵ེߢ੍ᾲߐࠇߚⓨ᳇ࠍ็߈ㄟޕ

x

ṁ㋶Ἱ߆ࠄߪᾲḮߣṁቿ߇ߡߊࠆޕᾲḮߪ⥄ኅ⊒㔚ߦ↪ߒ৻ޔㇱߪ㔚ജળ␠ߦ߽
ᄁළߔࠆޕṁቿߪࡔࡦ࠻ળ␠߳⽼ᄁߒߡࠆޕ

x

ౣ↢↥น⢻ߥᧁߦ߆ࠄ↢↥ߐࠇࠆ㋕ߪ⍹ࠦࠢࠬߢࠄࠇࠆ߽ߩࠃࠅ⥄ὼߦ⎫㤛
㧔S㧕ߩ₸߇ዋߥޔߒ߆ߒޕਔ⠪㑆ߦᏒ႐ߢߩଔᩰᏅߪࠄࠇߥޕṁ㋶Ἱ߆ࠄ
ߚ㋕ߪ⣕⎫ޔ⣕ࡦᎿ⒟ࠍ⚻ߡޔຠ⾰ߩ⦟㌉㋕߇↢↥ߐࠇࠆޕ

x

ࡉࠫ࡞ߩ Pig Iron ↢↥㊂ߪ 38 ⊖ਁ࠻ࡦߢߩߘޔౝߩ 30%㧔11 ⊖ਁ࠻ࡦ㧕߇ᧁࠍ
ߞߡ↢↥ߐࠇߚ߽ߩߢࠆᧁޕߣ⍹ࠦࠢࠬࠍ↪ߒߚ႐วᧁޔࠍ↪ߔࠆ
ὐߪ⎫㤛ߣࡦߩ₸߇ዊߐ߇․ᓽߢࠆޕ⍹ࠦࠢࠬߣᲧߴࠆߣዋߥ
߇ᧁߪࡦޔߩਛߦ߽ᬀᨋᤨߩ⢈ᢱߩ㑐ଥߢ߹ࠇߡࠆޔߒ߆ߒޕଔᩰᏅߪߥ
ߩ߇ታᖱߢࠆޕPig Iron ࠍ 1 ࠻ࡦࠆߩߦޔᾲ㊂߿ࠞࡏࡦߩ₸߆ࠄᧁߢߪ
⚂ 600kgޔ⍹ߪ 500kg ᔅⷐߢࠆޕ

౮⌀ 86㧦ോᚲ₵㑐ߦዷ␜ߐࠇߡࠆ Pig

౮⌀ 87㧦Ꮏ႐᭴ౝߦⓍ߹ࠇߚ㋕㋶⍹㧔ࡒ࠽

Iron

ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߦߪ⼾ንߦࠅޔᎿ႐߆ࠄ
100km ߩᚲࠃࠅ៝ߐࠇߡࠆޕ㧕
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౮⌀ 88㧦Pig Iron ㅧᎿ႐ ฝߩᑪደߢߪ

౮⌀ 89㧦Ꮏ႐᭴ౝ

࠻࠶ࠢ߆ࠄᧁࠍ㒠ࠈߒߡࠆޕ

౮⌀ 90㧦 Pig Iron㧔㌉㋕㧕ㅧᎿ⒟

౮⌀ 91㧦ㅧߐࠇߡⓍ߹ࠇߚ Pig Iron

100㧑ᧁࠍㆶరߣߒߡ↪ߒߡࠆޕ
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8. ࿖ㅪ᳇ᄌേᨒ⚵᧦⚂㧔UNFCCC㧕ߢߩᛚ⊓ޔ㍳
UNFCCC߳ߩ⊓㍳ߦ߅ߡޔCDMℂળࡔࡦࡃ߆ࠄReview߇ⷐ᳞ߐࠇୃޔᱜౝኈ߇
ᤋߐࠇߚᦨ⚳PDD߅ࠃ߮ Validation Report߇UNFCCCߩ࠙ࠚࡉࠨࠗ࠻ߦឝタߐࠇࠆ߹
ߢޔലൻክᩏ㐿ᆎ߆ࠄ24ࡩએࠍⷐߒߚߦ࠻ࠗࠨࡉࠚ࠙ޔߚ߹ޕឝタߐࠇߡ߆ࠄ߽
Review Requestᓟ ߩᦼ㑆߇㐳߆ߞߚ߇ߪ✲⚻ߩߘޔᰴߩߣ߅ࠅߢࠆޕ
DOE㧔TUV-SUD㧕߇ࡄࡉ࠶ࠢࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߩ㐿ᦼ㑆ࠍ 45 ᣣ㑆ߣߔࠆߴ߈ߣߎࠈࠍ 2008
ᐕ 5  28 ᣣ߆ࠄ 6  26 ᣣ߹ߢߩ 30 ᣣ㑆ߢታᣉߒߡߒ߹ߞߚޕ
ߎߩߚࠅߩ⚻✲ࠍߨࠆߣޔPlantar ␠ߢߪߎߩߎߣߦ᳇ઃߡ DOE ߳วࠊߖࠍ
ߒߚ߇ޔ
ޟ㗴ߥߩߣޠ࿁╵ࠍ DOE ߆ࠄฃߌߚߩߢߘߩ߹߹ߦߒߚޔ߇ࠈߎߣޕUNFCCC
ߩ CDM ℂળࠃࠅᡷߡࡄࡉ࠶ࠢࠦࡔࡦ࠻ࠍ 45 ᣣ㑆ߢⴕ߁ࠃ߁ߦᜰ␜߇ߐࠇޔ2010
ᐕ 3  1 ᣣ߆ࠄ 2010 ᐕ 4  14 ᣣ߹ߢߩᦼ㑆ߢౣᐲታᣉߒߚ⊓ߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊ߇ࠇߎޕ㍳
߇ㆃࠇߚᦨᄢߩℂ↱ߢࠆޕ
ߎߩౣࡄࡉࠦࡔߩᦼ㑆ߦ⧷࿖߿࠼ࠗ࠷ߥߤߩⅣႺ NGO ࠣ࡞ࡊ߆ࠄޔലൻክᩏ⊓ޔ㍳
ߦኻߒߡኻᗧ߇ UNFCCC ߳ឭߐࠇߚᧄޕઙߦߟߡ Plantar ␠ߦⷐࠍ⡞߈ขߞ
ߚߣߎࠈޔએਅߩߣ߅ࠅߢߞߚޕ
Ԙ

Plantar ␠ߢߪ NGOs ߿ઁߩࠣ࡞ࡊ߇ኻᗧࠍࡄࡉ࠶ࠢࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߣߒߡޔ
ឭߒߡࠆߎߣߪ⏕ߒߡࠆޕ

ԙ

࡙ࠞߩᄢⷙᮨ↥ᬺᬀᨋߣ߁ CDM ᬀᨋߣߒߡߪޔ⇇⊛ߦ߽వ㚟⠪ߣߒߡߩ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ౝኈߦࠃࠅߩ࡙ࠞ߫߃ޔᜬ⛯น⢻ߥᬀᨋޔ⚛Ꮢ႐ߣ੩ㇺ⼏
ቯᦠޔ᳇ᄌേ╷ޔ࿖㓙ᯏ㑐߆ࠄߩᡰេ╬ޔᜬ⛯น⢻ߥ⊒ዷߩߚߩ৻ㅪߩ㊀
ⷐߥ㗴ࠍ⋧ធ⛯ߔࠆߚߦߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᄙߊߩᵈ⋡ࠍ㓸ߚޕ

Ԛ

᳃ਥ⊛ߥⷞὐ߆ࠄߪޔᚒߪޘᓐࠄߩ┙႐ࠍዅ㊀ߔࠆޔࠄ߇ߥߒ߆ߒޕᓐࠄߪၮᧄ
⊛ߦ࡙ࠞᬀᨋߛߌߢߪߥߊߪࠆޔࠕࡖ࠴࡞ࠞࡁࡕߩࡊࠗ࠲ࠆߥ߆ޔ
↪ߦၮߠߊᵴേ߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔߦ․ޔᄢⷙᮨߩᤨߪኻߩ┙႐ࠍขࠆޕ

ԛ

Plantar ␠ߪ㋕㍑ߩᄢⷙᮨߥ↢↥⠪ߢߪߥߊࡒࠔࡈࠈߒޔડᬺߢࠆߎߣࠍ
ᔃߦ⇐ߡ㗂߈ߚޕ

Ԝ

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪߢ߹ࠇߎޔ೨ߩߥஜోߥᜬ⛯น⢻ߥ㐿⊒ၮḰߦၮߠߡⴕߞ
ߡ߈ߚޕ

ԝ

߹ߚޔਛዊⷙᮨߩ㋕ડᬺߦ߽ㆡ↪ߢ߈ࠆࠃ߁ߦᜬ⛯⊛ߥࡕ࠺࡞ࠍឭଏߔࠆߎߣ
ࠍ⹜ߺߚޕ

Ԟ

Plantar ␠ߩ⸃ߢߪޔዊⷙᮨޔਛⷙᮨ߅ࠃ߮ᄢⷙᮨߥߤోߡߩ࠲ࠗࡊߩᵴേߦߣ
ߞߡᯏળ߇ߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥޕዊⷙᮨ CDM ᬀᨋߪฃߌࠇ߿ߔ߆߽ߒࠇߥ
߇ޔዊⷙᮨߛߌߢߪචಽߥᧁࠍ⏕ߔࠆߎߣ߽᧪ߕޔ᳇ᄌേߩ㗴ࠍ⸃
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ߢ߈ࠆࠊߌߢߪߥޕ
ԟ

ߊߟ߆ߩ NGO ߿ⅣႺࠣ࡞ࡊ߇ᧄᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ⇣⼏↳ߒ┙ߡࠍߒߡ
ࠆߦ߽㑐ࠊࠄߕ ߩઁޔNGO ߿Ꮢ᳃␠ળ࿅ߩᄢඨߪࡐࠨࠍ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊᧄޔ
࠻ߒߡࠆޕWWF ࡉࠫ࡞, SOS Mata Atlantica, AMDA, Friends of the Earth
– Brazilian Amazon, ࠕࡑ࠱ࡦ⎇ⓥᚲߥߤޔᄙߊߩᯏ㑐ߪߔߢߦᱜᑼߦࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ࠍᡰᜬߔࠆߎߣࠍߒߡࠆޕ

Ԡ

ᣇᐭ߅ࠃ߮ㅪ㇌ᐭ߽ࠍ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊᧄޔᒝߊࠨࡐ࠻ߒߡࠆࠚࠫࡠࡊޕ
ࠢ࠻ߩࡕ࠺࡞߽⛔ޔߚ߹ޔวߐࠇߡޔᨋ↥ޔᬺޔ᳇ᄌേߦ㑐ߔࠆࡉࠫ࡞ߩ
╷ߣ৻⥌ߒߡࠆޕ

ԡ

৻⸒ߢ⸒߃߫ޔᜬ⛯น⢻ߥੱᎿᨋ߇ߥߌࠇ߫ޔ㋕㍑ᬺߩߚߩઍᦧᚻᲑߪޔၮᧄ
⊛ߦൻ⍹Άᢱ߽ߒߊߪ㕖ౣ↢น⢻ߥࠛࡀ࡞ࠡࠍ↪ߔࠆߎߣߦߥࠆޕ

Ԣ

Plantar ␠ߪ⇇ߩਛߢ߽ᦨ߽෩ߒ⁛┙ߒߚᨋ⸽㧔FSC㧕ߦၮߠߡޔၞ
␠ળߣߩ㑐ଥࠍᄢಾߦ⠨߃ޔⅣႺ㗴ߦኻಣߒߡࠆ ߪࠇߎޕ800 એߩᏒ᳃␠
ળ⚵❱ߦࠃߞߡࠨࡐ࠻ߐࠇߡࠆޕ

ԣ

Plantar ␠ߪߎߩࠃ߁ߥࠪࠬ࠹ࡓࠍᜬߞߡߢ࠲ࠢߩߘޔታ㓙ߦⴕߞߡࠆ㕖Ᏹ
ߦዋᢙߩડᬺߩ৻ߟߢࠆޟޕᏒ᳃␠ળ߿Ꮢ႐ߪߩઁޔડᬺ߽ࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߦෳടߔ
ࠆߚߩࠗࡦࡦ࠹ࠖࡉࠍਈ߃ࠆߚߦᒝᓎഀࠍᨐߚߔᔅⷐ߇ࠆߣޠޕ⠨߃
ߡࠆޕ

Ԥ

ߊߟ߆ߩ NGO ߪ Plantar ␠ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩౝኈࠍ⦟ߊ⍮ࠄߥߩߢޔએ೨ߦ
ᓐࠄࠍᓙߒߚ߇᧪ࠆߎߣࠍᢿࠄࠇߚޕ

ԥ

᳓ᶖ⾌ߣ࡙ࠞߩ㑐ଥߪߎࠇ߹ߢ߽㐳㑆⼏⺰ߐࠇߡ߈ߚ⑼ޕቇ⎇ⓥᵴേ߇
ᐢߊⴕࠊࠇߡࠆ߇⺞ޔᩏߢߪ࡙ࠞߪ߶ߣࠎߤߩㄘ‛ࠃࠅ߽᳓ࠍᶖ⾌ߒߥ
ߪߣࠇߘޕㅒߦޔㅢᏱࠃࠅല₸⊛ߦឭଏߐࠇࠆᜬ⛯น⢻ߥ⚻༡ᘠⴕࠍណ↪ߒߡ
ࠆߩߎޕ㗴ߦ㑐ߔࠆ⺋⸃߿ᱧผ⊛ߥ ᔨߦኻಣߔࠆߚߦޔPlantar ␠ߪᬀ
ᨋߦ߅ߌࠆዊᎹߩ᳓㊂ᄌൻޔᬀᨋᧁߣ㒠㔎㊂᳓ߩᵹࠇߥߤࠍ⑼ቇ⊛ߦ⺞ᩏߒ
ߡࠆ⚿ޔࠈߎߣߩߢ߹ࠇߎޕᨐߪ࡙ࠞߦ࿃ߔࠆࡀࠟ࠹ࠖࡉߥᓇ㗀ࠍ␜ߒ
ߡߥޕ
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9. 㕙⺣⸥㍳
ࡌࡠࠝ࠱ࡦ࠹Ꮢߩ Plantar ᧄ␠ߢߪ ߩࡖࠫࡀࡑޔFabio Marques ᳁ߣߪ⚻༡
ో⥸ߦߟߡޔCarbon Project Analyst ߢࠆ Rodrigo Ferreira ᳁ߣᬀᨋߢߩ
ⷞኤࠍ〯߹߃ߡද⼏ߒߚޕ
ࡉࠫࠕᏒߢߪ DNA ߩോᚲࠍ⸰ߒ⑼࡞ࠫࡉޔቇᛛⴚ⋭ߩ Mr. Adriano
Santhiago ߣ Plantar ␠ߩ⊓㍳ᚻ⛯߈߿ DNA ߣߒߡߩ⸃ߥߤࠍޔ⇇㌁ⴕߢߪᬀᨋ
ߩᛛⴚࠨࠗ࠼ࠍਥߦᜂᒰߒߡࠆ Mr. Garo Batmanian ߦ Plantar ␠ߩ CDM ᬀᨋߦ
ኻߔࠆᗧࠍુߞߚޕ
9-1.
Ԙ

Mr. Fabio Nogueira de Avelar Marques, Manager, PLANTAR CARBONN LTDA
Plantar S.A. ߪࡉࠫ࡞ߢߪCDMᬀᨋߦ㑐ߒߡ₸వߒߡࠆߩߢ࡞ࠫࡉޕᬀᨋߩ
ታࠍቇߔࠆߎߣߪޔCDMᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩౝኈࠍℂ⸃ߔࠆߚߦ߽ᄢߢࠅ
᱑ㄫߔࠆޕ

ԙ

వߕࠍ⁁ޔ⍮ߞߡ᰼ߒޕ㌉㋕↢↥ߦ߅ߡᧁޔ↢↥ߦኻߔࠆౣ↢↥น⢻ߥᧁ᧚
ߩଏ⛎ਇ⿷߇ߎߩᢙᐕ⛯ߡߚޕ

Ԛ

㋕ߦ߅ߡ↪ߔࠆㆶరߣߒߡߪޔ⍹ࠦࠢࠬߣᧁ߇ࠆᧁޕߪᄤὼᧁߣ
ᬀᨋᧁ߇ࠆޕCDMߦၮߡޔPlantarߪ㌉㋕Ꮏ႐߳ㆶరߣߒߡ100㧑ౣ↢น⢻ߥᧁ
ࠍଏ⛎ߔࠆߎߣࠍቯߒߚޕ

ԛ

ᚒޔߪޘౣ↢น⢻ߥᧁߣߒߡ↪ߐࠇࠆ࡙ࠞࠍᬀᨋߔࠆߎߣߣᧁޔㅧߢߩ
ࡔ࠲ࡦឃߩシᷫߦࠃߞߡߣࡦࠚ࠴ࠗࡊࠨޔᎿ⒟ߦ߅ߡឃߐࠇࠆ᷷ᥦൻലᨐ
ࠟࠬߩ⇣ߥࠆ࠰ࠬߩߊߟ߆ߩ᭴ᚑⷐ⚛ߦߟߡ⸃ߒߚޕ

Ԝ

ౣ↢น⢻ߥᧁߪ⍹ࠦࠢࠬ߆ࠄߐࠇࠆ᷷ᥦൻലᨐࠟࠬࠃࠅ߽ዋߥឃࠟࠬ
ࠍߔޕ

ԝ

੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠ߇⼏⺰ߐࠇߡࠆᤨߜ┙ࠍ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔߍࠆߚߩ࡞࡞ߪᧂߛో
⊛ߦࠄ߆ߦߥߞߡߥ߆ߞߚޔߪߦ⊛⚳ᦨޔߒ߆ߒޕᚒߪޘᬀᨋᧁޔㅧߘߒߡ
Άᢱߣߒߡౣ↢น⢻ߥᧁߩ↪ߣ߁ಽ㊁ߢޔ3ߟߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠍ┙ߜߍࠆߎߣ
ࠍቯߒߚޕ

Ԟ ⍹ࠦࠢࠬߪ⍴ࠨࠗࠢ࡞ߢᚻߢ߈ࠆ߇ᧁޔߪ㐳ᦼ⸘↹߇ᔅⷐߢࠅ⾗ޔ㊄
㕙ߩᡰេ߇᳞ࠄࠇࠆޕ
ԟ ߪ㋕ߩᶖ⾌߇Ⴧ߃ࠆᤨઍߢࠅߦࠇߎޔኻᔕߔࠆ߇ᔅⷐߣ⠨߃ߡࠆޕ
Ԡ

CDM߳ߩⲢ⾗᧦ઙߣߒߡޔᚒ⟵ࠆࠇߐ⺖ߦޘോߪᄙ߇ޔ᳓Ḯᓇ㗀ޔ೨↢ᧁోߥߤ
ߩⅣႺኻᔕߦߟߡขࠅ⚵ࠎߢࠆ⥄ࠄࠇߎޕὼ߆ࠄߩⷐ⺧㗄ࠍ᷹ቯߒߡޔ㧔࡙ࠞ
ᬀᨋߦ㧕ߥ᷹ቯ⚿ᨐࠍᓧߡࠆޕ

ԡ

⇇㌁ⴕߣPlantar␠ߪࡉࠫ࡞ೋߩCDMᬀᨋߩࠪࠬ࠹ࡓࠍߞߚߩઁߪࠇߘޕળ␠ߦ
ߣߞߡᜬ⛯น⢻ߥࡕ࠺࡞ߦߥࠆߣ⠨߃ߡࠆޕᐭߣડᬺ߇৻ߢขࠅ⚵ࠎߢࠆޕ
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ߎߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦขࠅ⚵ࠎߢ10ᐕ㑆߇⚻ㆊߒߚޕ
Ԣ

ᚒࠆߡߞߥߦߚߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊߩޘਥⷐߥNGO߆ࠄޔᑼޔ㕖ᑼߩࠨࡐ࠻
ࠍᓧߡࠆޕFSCߪᬀᨋᬺࠍ⸽ߒޔ⇇㌁ⴕޔᣇߣㅪ㇌ᐭ߽߹ߚᚒࡠࡊߩޘ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠍᡰᜬߒߡࠆޕ

ԣ

⧷࿖ߩNGOߢࠆFERNߪౣਃᓙߒߡ߽᧪ߥ߆ߞߚߩ߆ߟߊޕⅣႺNGOࠣ࡞ࡊ
ߪޔᓐࠄ⥄りߩ⠨߃߆ࠄޔᄢⷙᮨߥࡕࡁࠞ࡞࠴ࡖࠕߩ࡙ࠞࠍㅧᚑߔࠆߎߣߦኻ
ߒߡࠆޕ

Ԥ

CDMᬀᨋߢߪtCERߩࠞࡏࡦࠢࠫ࠶࠻ࠍᄁළߒߡࠆ߇ޔႯߩ㗴ߢߪޔtCER
ࠍlCERࠆߪࠃࠅ㜞ଔߥCER߆ߩઁޔtCERsߢႯߔࠆߎߣߪน⢻ߢࠆޕ

ԥ

Plantar ␠ߩ3ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩCERsߪޔ᭽↢ߥޘᚑᲑ㓏ߦࠆޕᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߢ
ߪtCERࠍㆬᛯߒߡࠆޕ

Ԧ

ᚒߪޘᣢߦ⇇㌁ⴕߩࡊࡠ࠻࠲ࠗࡊࠞࡏࡦࡈࠔࡦ࠼߳ߘࠇࠄߩౝߩߊࠄ߆ࠍᣢߦ
⽼ᄁߒߚޕ

9-2.
Ԙ

Mr. Rodrigo M. V. C. Ferreira, Carbon Project Analyst
ᚒ࡙ࠞߩޘᬀᨋߪൻ⍹Άᢱઍᦧߩߚߩౣ↢น⢻ᬀᨋᧁ↢↥ߩߚߩ࡙ࠞ
ᬀᨋߢࠆޕ

ԙ

㋕㍑㔛ⷐߪߎߎᢙᐕ㑆Ⴧടߒߡࠆ߽ߒ߽ޕ㋕Ꮏ႐ࠍ┙ߜߍޔㆶరߣߒߡ⍹
ࠦࠢࠬࠍ↪ߔࠆ႐วޔ߽㗴ߥߊㆶరࠍ⺞㆐ߢ߈ࠆߎߣ߆ࠄߦߜ⋥ޔᠲᬺࠍ
㐿ᆎߔࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߚߒ↥↢ޔ㋕㍑ࠍ⽼ᄁߔࠆߎߣߦࠃߞߡ1 ᐕએౝߦᷣߔࠆߎߣ
߇น⢻ߣߥࠆޕ

Ԛ

৻ᣇޔౣ↢↥น⢻ߥᧁࠍ↪ߔࠆ႐วߦߪ↥↢ޔ⠪ߪᬀᨋ↪ߩࠍᚻᒰߡߒޔᬀ
ᨋᬺߩḰ߆ࠄ㐿ᆎߒߡⓠߔࠆߦߪ㧣ᐕ㑆ࠍⷐߔࠆߩߘޕ႐ߢᧁ᧚߿ౣ↢น⢻ߥ
ᧁ߇ᚻߦࠄߥ႐วߪޔforestry blackout㧔ᨋਇ⿷㧕ߣߒߡㅢᏱ⍮ࠄࠇߡࠆޕ

ԛ

㌉㋕ߩౣ↢น⢻ߥ↢↥ߩߚߩࡃࠕߪޔ⍹ࠦࠢࠬߦࠃࠆ↢↥ࠃࠅ߽ߪࠆ߆ߦ㜞
ߩ߆ߟߊޕNGO߽ߎߩὐࠍ⺋⸃ߒߡࠆޕ

Ԝ

ᚑ㐳㊂ߩ 40m3/haᐕߪᐙߩ᧚Ⓧߛߌߢࠆ⸘ޕ᷹୯ߪ↪᧚Ⓧߒ߆ߥޕCDMᬀᨋߢ
ߪᄢଥᢙߥߤដߌߡࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬࠍផቯߔࠆޕ

ԝ

⮎⨲ޔ⠌ᘠ㧔⑂ࠅߥߤၞኻ╷ᔅⷐ㧕ޕሶଏߩੱᮭߢ߽ࠨ࠹ࠖࡈࠖࠤࠗ࠻ߐࠇߡ
ࠆޕ

Ԟ

੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠ߇ណᛯߐࠇߚߎߣߦࠃࠅޔPlantarࠣ࡞ࡊߣ⇇㌁ⴕߩࡊࡠ࠻࠲ࠗࡊࠞ
ࡏࡦࡈࠔࡦ࠼ߪRabobank Internationalߩᡰេ߽ฃߌߡޔឃᷫߩ⽼ᄁ㧔೨ᛄ㧕
ࠍㅢߒߡవ㚟⠪ߣߒߡߩขᒁࠍ⏕┙ߒߚޕ

ԟ

CDMߦࠃߞߡޔળ␠ߪ⸥ߩࡃࠕࠍసߒޔᣂⷙߩ㋕ࠪࠬ࠹ࡓਅߢᣂߒࡃࠗࠝ
ࡑࠬࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦࠍㅧᚑߔࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߚޕ

Ԡ

㊄ߩᵹࠇߦ㑐ߒߡߪޔ⇇㌁ⴕߩPCFߪᓟ⊛ߦPlantar␠߳߅㊄ࠍᡰᛄߞߚޕ
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ԡ

RaboBankߪᜂߣߒߡឃᮭࠍ⠨ᘦߒߚ⾉ઃᄾ⚂ߦၮߠߚᡰᛄࠍⴕߞߚߩߎޕᣇ
ᴺߦࠃߞߡޔPlantar␠ߪᧁ᧚ࠍ↪ߔࠆ೨ߦ⾗㊄ࠍᓧࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߚޕ

Ԣ

ࡉࠫ࡞ߦ߅ߌࠆᬀᨋߪ1988ᐕ߹ߢ⽷ᡰេភ⟎ߦࠃߞߡჇടߒߚޕᡰេភ⟎ߦࠃ
ࠆࠗࡦࡦ࠹ࠖࡉ߇⚳ࠊߞߚᓟޔᄤὼᨋߩબណ߇ᒝ߹ߞߚޕᨋબណߩ80%߹ߢߪวᴺ
⊛ߢ⸵ߐࠇߡߚޕߩᴺⷙߪ߆ߥࠅ෩ߒޕ

ԣ

Plantar␠ߪ࡙ࠞ᧚ࠍ৻ಾ⾼ߒߥߢޕࠆߔ↥↢ߢ␠⥄ࠍߡోޔ㋕ᚲ߽ᄤὼᧁ
߆ࠄߩᧁߪᴺᓞ㆑ߢࠆߎߣ߆ࠄ⾼ߒߥޕ㌉㋕↢↥ߪ100㧑⥄␠ߩౣ↢↥น
⢻ߥᧁࠍ↪ߒߡࠆޕ

9-3.

Mr. Adriano Santhiago ࡉࠫ࡞⑼ቇᛛⴚ⋭ޔ᳇ᄌേߦ㑐ߔࠆ⎇ⓥ㐿⊒╷

ߣࡊࡠࠣࡓ㧔DNA㧕ߩോዪ
Ԙ

Plantar␠ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪNGO࿅ߩኻᗧ߽ࠆ߇ޔᚒߩޘᚲߪࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
࠻ߪ⦟ߊᢛߐࠇታᣉߐࠇߡࠆߣߡࠆޕ

ԙ

ᚒ߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊᧄߪޘ㧔UNFCCCߦ㧕ᛚ⊓ޔ㍳ߐࠇࠆߎߣ߇⋡ᮡߢࠆޕ

Ԛ

DNAߪPlantarߣㅪ៤ߒߡCDMᬀᨋᬺࠍផㅴߒߡ߈ߚޕ

ԛ

ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪࡉࠫ࡞ߢߪᦨೋߩCDMᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߢࠆޕ

Ԝ

߽߁৻ߟߩCDMᬀᨋߪᧂߛ࿖ㅪᧂ⊓㍳ߛ߇ޔAESߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߢ⊒ߩࡠ࠙ࡄࡦࠨޔ
㔚࠳ࡓ࿐ߦㇹ᮸⒳ࠍᬀᨋߔࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ࠆޕ
㧔ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪAR-AM0010ࠍ↪ߡPDD߇ᚑߐࠇޔ2011ᐕ17ᣣߦ࿖ㅪ⊓㍳
ߐࠇߚޕ㧕

ԝ

ᚒޘ㧔DNA㧕ߪPlantar␠ߩࡕ࠺࡞߇ෳ⠨ߣߒߡࡉࠫ࡞ਛߢ↢߆ߐࠇࠆߎߣࠍᦼ
ᓙߒߡࠆޕ

Ԟ

Plantar␠ߪDNAߦኻߒߡᧄޔCDMᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩᛚ↳⺧ࠍ2008ᐕ11ߦⴕߞ
ߚޕ㧔2008ᐕ11ߦPlanterߪPDDࠍޔDOEߪലൻክᩏႎ๔ᦠࠍDNA߳ឭߒߚޕ㧕

ԟ

DNAߪ2009ᐕ4ߦA/R CDM ߣߒߡޔPlantar ␠ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠍᛚߒߚޕ

Ԡ

ࡉࠫ࡞ߩDNA ߪ11⋭߆ࠄߥࠆICGCCߢࠆ⑼ޕቇᛛⴚ⋭ᄢ⤿߇Presidentߣߒߡᚲ
▤ߒޔോዪߪ⑼ቇᛛⴚ⋭߇ᜂᒰߒߡࠆޕ

ԡ

ߎࠇߪDNAߩ⟵ോߢߪߥ߇ޔDNAߪᛛⴚ⊛ߥⷰὐ߆ࠄMiguez㧔2006ᐕߦCDMℂ
ળߩ⼏㐳ࠍോߚޕ߽ᆔຬߩ৻ੱߢࠆޕ
㧕ߣ߽߁৻ੱߩኾ㐷ኅ߇Plantar␠ߩᬀ
ᨋࠍ⸰ߒߚޕ

Ԣ

6߆ࠄ㔎߇㒠ߞߡߥ߇ޔⅣႺ⋭ߢߪPlantar␠ߦ᳓ᓴⅣߥߤߩ⺞ᩏࠍࠢࠛࠬ࠻
ߒߚޕ

9-4.
Ԙ

Mr. Garo Batmanian ⇇㌁ⴕࠕࡑ࠱ࡦᵹၞ ⛯น⢻ߥ⊒ዷࠦ࠺ࠖࡀ࠲
⇇㌁ⴕߩBCF㧔ࡃࠗࠝࠞࡏࡦࡈࠔࡦ࠼㧕ߦߪ 2 ฬߩ࠴ࡓࡑࡀࠫࡖ߇ࠆޕ
৻ੱߪขᒁᜂᒰࡑࡀࠫࡖߢޔCDMขᒁᄾ⚂㑐ଥߩCER, t-CER,ERߥߤᄁ⾈ଔᩰ߿
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ᡰᛄߥߤࠍᜂᒰߒߡࠆޔߪࡖࠫࡀࡑߩੱ৻߁߽ޕᨋߩ▤ℂߩᧁޔᚑ㐳ߥߤ
ᬀᨋߩᛛⴚ⊛㕙ࠍᜂᒰߒߡࠆߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊߪ⑳ޕᛛⴚࠨࠗ࠼ࠍᜂᒰߒߡࠆޕ
ԙ

ࡄࡉ࠶ࠢࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߢߪޔⅣႺNGO߇ኻᗧࠍឭߒߡࠆ߇⾰ߡߟߦࠇߎޔ
ߔࠆߣޔᓐࠄߪ࡙ࠞߥߤߩࡕࡁࠞ࡞࠴ࡖࠕߩᬀᨋ߇ᅢ߈ߢߪߥޕᄢᚻߩᨋ
ᚲ⠪߽ኻߔࠆኻ⽎ߣߥࠅߦ␠ࠬ࡞ࠢࠕߩࠞࡔ⚕ࡊ࡞ࡄޔኻߒߡ߽ޔNGO
ߪ߆ߟߡ᛫⼏ࠍߒߚࠍ࡞ࠫࡉߪࠬ࡞ࠢࠕޕઍߔࠆࡄ࡞ࡊ⚕ࡔࠞߢޔ᰷
Ꮊ߳ᐢ⪲᮸ࡄ࡞ࡊ↪㊂ߩ2%⋧ᒰ㊂ࠍଏ⛎ߒߡࠆޕ

Ԛ

ⅣႺNGOߩኻㆇേߦኻߒߡޔᓐߪᭂߡᭉⷰ⊛ߥශ⽎ࠍฃߌߚޕⅣႺNGOࠣ࡞ࡊ
ߩേ߈ߪPlantar␠ ߦߣߞߡ㗴ߥࠬࠗࠚࠫࠬ࠽ࡒޕᎺߩᄙߊߩⅣႺ࿅ߪ
Plantar␠ߩᵴേߦ⾥ᚑߒߡࠆߪ⑳ޕPlantar ␠ߦࠃߞߡᒁ߈ߎߐࠇࠆ㗴ߪߥ
ߣᕁߞߡࠆޕ

ԛ

UNFCCCߩᛚ⊓㍳߇ㆃࠇߡࠆߩߪ࿖ㅪߩᜂᒰ⠪߇ᄐભߺߢભᥜࠍขߞߚߎߣ߆
ࠄክ⼏߇ㆃࠇߡࠆߪࡈ࠶࠲ࠬޕ9ߦߪ␠ߔࠆ߆ࠄ⊓ߊߥ߽߹ޔ㍳ߐࠇ߹ߔࠃޕ
㧔
ὼߛ߇ޔᓐߣ㕙⺣ߒߚᣣߦࡉࠫࠕߢ㐿ߐࠇߚUNFCCCߩCDMℂળߢPlantar
␠ߩCDMᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ᛚߐࠇߚޕ㧕

Ԝ

Plantar␠ߪޔ1989ᐕએ೨ߦߪ߇ഠൻߒߚ’⨲ߦᬀᨋߒߚ߽ߩߢࠆ࡙ࠞޕ
߇ࠍᖡߊߒߚߩߢߪߥߊޔ߇ഠൻߒߡߚ’⨲ߦ࡙ࠞࠍᬀ߃ߚޕᬀᨋ
೨ߦⅣႺ㗴ߪߞߚߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ

ԝ

Plantar␠ߢߪޔᴺᓞߦೣߞߡᬀᨋౝߦోၞ㧔20%⋧ᒰߩ4,600haࡊࠬ3,400ha
ߩ⸘8,000ha㧕߽⏕ߒߡᨋᣉᬺࠍⴕߞߡࠆޕ

Ԟ

⇇㌁ⴕߪPlantarߣߩࠞࡏࡦࠢࠫ࠶࠻ขᒁߢޔ1.5⊖ਁ࠻ࡦߩޟtCER ߣ CERޠ
ߩࠞࡏࡦࠢࠫ࠶࠻ࠍ⾼ߒߚޕ

ԟ

Planter␠߆ࠄ࡙࡙ࠞࡠࠣࡦ࠺ࠖࠬߩᐔဋᚑ㐳㊂㧔MAI㧕ߪ17߆ࠄ46m3/ha
ᐕߣ⡞ߚߎߣߦᗧࠍ᳞ࠆߣߩ࡙ࠞޟޔᚑ㐳㊂ߩჇടታ❣ߪㆡಾߣ⠨߃ߡ
ࠆޕ⇇㌁ⴕߪ45m3/haᐕߣߡࠆޕᣉ⢈߇᮸ᧁߩᚑ㐳ߦᄢ߈ߊᓇ㗀ߒߡࠆޠޕ
ߣߩ⺑ߢߞߚޕ
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ʊᒁ↪ᢥ₂
Jose Roberto Scolforo (2008) The world of Eucalyptus: facts and myths. MAR DE
IDEIAS, pp71.
Simon MF, Grether R, de Queiroz LP, Skema Cyhthia, Pennington RT, Hughes CE
(2009) Recent assembly of the Carrado, a neotropical plant diversity hotspot, by in situ
evolution of adaptations to fire. PNAS 106(48) 20359-20364
࿖㓙✛ൻផㅴࡦ࠲㧔1996㧕ⓠ
ᚻᢥ₂㧦Jose Roberto Scolforo (2008) The world of Eucalyptus: facts and myths. MAR
DE IDEIAS, pp71.
٧ෳ⠨㧦FERN㧔⧷࿖㧕߇ឭߒߚࡄࡉ࠶ࠢࠦࡔࡦ࠻㧔ⷐᣦ㧕2010/5/28
Ԙ

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩㅊടᕈ߇ਇㅘߢ⥸৻ޔᘠⴕߢߥߎߣߩ⏕࿕ߚࠆ⸽߇␜ߐࠇߡ
ߥޕ

ԙ

ታ㓙ߦଏ⛎Ḯ߇ᜬ⛯ߐࠇࠆߪߊߒ߽ޔᜬ⛯น⢻ߥ߽ߩߢࠆߣ߁⏕࿕ߚࠆ⸽ࠍ␜
ߐߕߦࠆࠃߦ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᜬ⛯⊛ߥࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ⾗Ḯߩ↢↥ࠍਥᒛߒߡࠆޕ

Ԛ

ࡀࠟ࠹ࠖࡉߥ␠ળ⚻ᷣޔⅣႺߦኻߔࠆᓇ㗀ߦ㑐ߔࠆᧄ⾰⊛ߥኻᔕ߇ߥ߆ߞߚޕ

ԛ

߽ዏޔPDD ߦ߅ߡᧁޔ↪ࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ⛽ᜬߩߚߩㅊട⊛ߥ⾗㊄ଏ⛎߇
ߥߐࠇߥ႐วߦޔ㌉㋕↢↥↪ᧁଏ⛎ߩߚߩ㆑ᴺߥબណ߇ߥߐࠇࠆน⢻ᕈߦߟ
ߡ⸒ߐࠇ⛯ߌߡࠆޕ

Ԝ

Plantar ␠ߪޔCDM ߩ⾗㊄߇ߥߌࠇ߫ޔ㌉㋕↢↥ߦ߅ߡ⍹ࠍ↪ߒߡߚߢࠈ
߁ߣਥᒛߒߡࠆޔߒ߆ߒޕPlantar ߇ᄢⷙᮨߥࠍᚲߒߢߎߘޔචᐕ㑆߽ᧁ
↪ߩ࡙ࠞᬀᨋࠍⴕߞߡߚߩߥࠄ߫ޟߗߥޔᬺ⇇ߩ࠻ࡦ࠼ ࠍޠPlantar ߦᒰߡ
ߪࠆߩ߆ࠍ⺑ߔࠆߚߩ⏕࿕ߚࠆ⸽߇␜ߐࠇߡߥޕ

ԝ

Plantar ␠ߩߩ⁁ᴫ߆ࠄߒߡޔ⍹ࠦࠢࠬ߳ේᢱࠍಾࠅᦧ߃ࠆߣ߁ਥᒛߪ
⺑ᓧജߦᰳߌࠆޕ

Ԟ

Plantar ␠߇ᄢ㊂ߩ⍹ࠍ↪ߡߚߣ߁⸽ߪߥߊޔPDD ߦ߅ߡ߽ᧁޔ↢↥
ߩߚߦ㆑ᴺߦબណߐࠇߚේᧁࠍ↪ߡߚߣ߁⸥タߪߥߩߤޔߚߩߎޕὐߢ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇“೨ߩߥࠃ߁ߥ”⽸₂ࠍߒޔߚ߹ޔᣢሽߩ࡙ࠞᬀᨋ߆ࠄߩᧁ
એᄖߩㆶరࠍߤߩ⒟ᐲ↪ߡߚߩ߆ߣ߁ὐߩ⸥ㅀߦ PDD ߪᰳߌߡࠆޕ

ԟ

ోߩࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩ৻ㇱ߇ᰳߌࠆߛߌߢޔࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺోߩᧁ
ࠍࡌࠬߣߔࠆ㌉㋕↥ᬺ߇㚝⋡ߦߥࠆ߶ߤߩᧁଏ⛎ߩ“ਇ⿷”ࠍ߈ᓧࠆߩ߆߽ℂ
⸃ߒ㔍╬ޕ
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10. ࠪࡦࠢߦࠃࠆ⚐ੱὑ⊛ GHG ๆ㊂㧔੍᷹୯ߣࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩ⚿ᨐ㧕
Plantar ␠ߢߪ CDM ℂળߩ⊓㍳߇ᷣࠎߛᓟޔ
2010 ᐕ 9  28 ᣣઃߌߩ MONITORING
REPORT ࠍ㐿ߒߚ ߢ߹ࠇߎޕUNFCCC ߩ A/R CDM ߢᛚ⊓ޔ㍳ߐࠇߚ᩺ઙߪ 21 ࡊ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ࠆ߇ࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔႎ๔ᦠ߇ឭߐࠇߚߩߪೋߡߩߢࠆޕ
CDM ࡊ ࡠ ࠫ ࠚ ࠢ ࠻ ⊓ ㍳ ᓟ ߩ ክ ᩏ ᯏ 㑐 ߦ ࠃ ࠆ ᬌ ⸽ (Verification) ߪ  ޔMONITORING
REPORT ߩ㐿ᓟߦ㐿ᆎߐࠇࠆޔ߅ߥޕᬌ⸽ᯏ㑐ߪ DNV㧔Det Norske Veritas㧕ߢࠆޕ
㧙6 ⚐ੱὑ⊛ GHG ๆ㊂11

㗄 

⋡

⊓㍳ߒߚ CDM ߩ

ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᦼ㑆

PDD ߦ߅ߌࠆ೨

12ߦ߅ߌࠆታ᷹୯

Ყ セ

(B)

(B)㧙(A)

(A)

ߩ⸘▚

᮸ᧁߩࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߦ߅ߌࠆ
ࠞࡏࡦࠬ࠻࠶ࠢ
⊒↢Ḯߦࠃࠆ GHG ឃ
ࠪࡦࠢߦࠃࠆታ⚐ GHG
ๆ㊂

tCO2e

tCO2e

tCO2e

2,824,328

5,263,659

2,439,331

145,155

142,729

ʆ2,426

2,679,173

5,120,930

2,441,757

3,453

1,494

ʆ1,959

234,753

234,753

0

2,440,967

4,884,683

2,443,716

ࠤࠫߦࠃࠆឃ
ࡌࠬࠗࡦ
ࠪࡦࠢߦࠃࠆ⚐ੱὑ⊛
GHG ๆ㊂

PDD ߢ੍᷹ߒߚ⚐ੱὑ⊛ GHG ๆ㊂ߣࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩ⚿ᨐߦߪᄢ߈ߥᏅ߇ߡ
ࠆ߇ޔ2 ߟߩᄢ߈ߥℂ↱߇ࠆޕ
Ԙ PDD ࠍᚑߒߚ㓙ߦߪ⊛ߥ┙႐߆ࠄ⸘▚ࠍⴕޔMAI㧔1ha ᒰࠅߩㅪᐕᚑ㐳㊂
ࠍ 35m3 ߢ೨ߩ⸘▚ࠍⴕߞߚ৻ޕᣇޔ2010 ᐕߦⴕߞߚࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩ⚿ᨐޔMAI
ߪ߅ࠃߘ 43m3 ߢߞߚ߇ࠇߎޕ᮸ᧁߩࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ㊂ࠍᄢ߈ߊߒߍߡࠆޕ
ԙ ੍ᗐߒߡߥ߆ߞߚ 2008 ᐕߩ⇇⊛ߥ⚻ᷣෂᯏߦࠃࠅޔ᮸ᧁߩࠞࡏࡦࠬ࠻࠶ࠢ
ࠍჇ߿ߒߚ߫߆ࠅߢߥߊࠆࠃߦࠫࠤޔឃ㊂߽ᷫࠄߒߚ⚻ޔߪࠇߎޕᷣෂᯏ
ߦࠃࠅ Pig Iron㧔㌉㋕㧕ߩᎿ႐߇↢↥ᱛߦㅊㄟ߹ࠇ⚿ߩߘޔᨐᧁޔߩ↢↥ޔ
ᬀᨋᧁߩબណ߽ᱛߒߚᦨߩߎޕೋߩᬌ⸽ᦼ㑆ߩબណ㕙Ⓧߪ 7,911.36ha ࠍ⸘↹ߒߡ
ߚ߇ޔታ㓙ߩબណ㕙Ⓧߪ⚂ 2,900ha ߢߞߚޕ

11
12

ోߡߩ࠺࠲ߣᇦᄌᢙߪ೨ߩ⸘▚ߣታ᷹ߢหߓࠃ߁ߦ↪ߒߡࠆޕ
2000 ᐕ 11  10 ᣣ~2010 ᐕ 11  9 ᣣ
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11㧚ലൻክᩏࠍฃߌࠆ㓙ߦෳ⠨ߣߥࠆᜰ㊎
ޟലൻክᩏࠍฃߌࠆ㓙ߦෳ⠨ߣߥࠆᜰ㊎ߩޠᬌ⸛ߦߚߞߡߪޔᐔᚑ 20 ᐕᐲ߆ࠄ
UNFCCC ߦ⊓㍳ߐࠇߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㧔↳⺧Ḱਛࠍ㧕ߩ߁ߜޔ5 ઙߩߦߟߡ
ߢߩ⡞߈ขࠅ⺞ᩏ╬ࠍⴕޔᖱႎ㓸ࠍⴕߞߡ߈ߚޔߪߢߎߎޕᓧࠄࠇߚᖱႎࠍၮߦޔ
ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ⠪߇⋥㕙ߒߚ⺖㗴ߣߘߩኻᔕߦߟߡᢛℂߔࠆޕ
㧔㧝㧕ࡑ࠳ࠟࠬࠞ࡞㧔ᧂ⊓㍳᩺ઙ㧕
㧔ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ⠪߇⋥㕙ߒߚ⺖㗴ߣኻᔕ㧕
Ԙ PDD ↳⺧ᤨߩࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߩ⸳ቯ㧦ኻ⽎߇ᐢ▸࿐ߦಽᢔߒޔ⊓⸥ᖱႎ߇ᧂ
ᢛߥ႐วޔᬺ⠪ߪࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ࠍ೨ߦ⸳ቯߔࠆߚߦ㐳ᦼ㑆ࠍⷐߒ߽↪⾌ޔ
Ⴧടߔࠆޕ
㧔ኻᔕ╷㧕 ޅCDM ߩᵴേࡊࡠࠣࡓ㧔PoA㧕ࠍ↪ߒޔCDM ᛚᓟޔ㗅ᰴ CPA
ࠍㅊടߔࠆߎߣߢኻᔕޕ
ԙ ᬀᨋߩታ❣߇ਲߒၞߢߪ࠻࠶ࠫࠢޔ㊂ࠍ೨ផቯߔࠆߚߩᬀᨋᧁߩᚑ㐳㊂
ߦ㑐ߔࠆ࠺࠲߇ᓧࠄࠇߦߊޔߚ߹ޕἫἴ߿ࠨࠗࠢࡠࡦߩࠬࠢ߇ᄢ߈ߊߩߘޔ
ቯ㊂ൻ߇㔍ߒޕ
㧔ኻᔕ╷㧕 ޅᬺ⠪ߪޔPDD ᚑߦᔅⷐߥฦ⒳ᖱႎ㧔⛔⸘߿ᣢሽᢥ₂ઁ㧕ߩ
㓸ߣᐔⴕߒߡ⹜ޔ㛎ᬀᨋࠍታᣉߒߡࠆ㧔2001 ᐕ 2 ⹜㛎ᬀᨋ㧦11haޔ2006 ᐕ 2
ࡄࠗࡠ࠶࠻ᬀᨋ㧦100ha㧕ߚߒ߁ߎޕᬀᨋ߇ࠇ߫ᚑ㐳߿ⅣႺ᧦ઙߩ࠺࠲ࠍ
㓸ߒᦼޔᓙߐࠇࠆᚑ㐳㊂߿ᬀᨋߩࠬࠢࠍᛠីߔࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆޕᢙᐕߩㅊ〔⺞
ᩏ߇ᦸ߹ߒޕ
Ԛ ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᛚߦଥࠆࡎࠬ࠻࿖ߩᚻ⛯߈߇ㅴ߹ߥࠫࡠࡊޔߪߢ࡞ࠞࠬࠟ࠳ࡑޕ
ࠚࠢ࠻ᛚߦଥࠆᚻ⛯߈߇ᢥൻߐࠇߡ߅ࠅޔᛚᦼ㑆ߪ 4 ㅳ㑆ߢࠆޔߒ߆ߒޕ
ታ⊛ߦߪ 4 ㅳ㑆ߢߩክᩏޔᛚߪ࿎㔍ߢࠅ৻ߩߘޔ࿃ߪᜂᒰ⠪ߩ⚻㛎߿⍮⼂ߩ
ਲߒߐߦࠆޕ
㧔ኻᔕ╷㧕 ޅታᖱߦහߒߡޔDNA ߩࠬ࠲࠶ࡈߦኻߔࠆ⊛ᯏ㑐ߩ⢻ജ㐿⊒ߩᡰ
េ߇ᕆോߢࠆޕ
ԛ CDM ᬀᨋߩ⸘↹ߩઁߦߩઁޔᄖ࿖ડᬺߩᄢⷙᮨߥㄘ㐿⊒ᬺ߇ߡ߈ߚޕ
߿ഭജࠍߋࠆࠗࡃ࡞ߣߥࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ࠆߣޔᚲ⠪߿᳃ߩࡑࠗ
ࡦ࠼߇ࠁࠇࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ࠆޕ
㧔ኻᔕ╷㧕 ޅᚲ⠪ߣ᳃ߩ⚊ᓧ߇╙৻ߢࠆߎߣ߆ࠄޔᬀᨋ߇ࠃࠅ㝯ജߩ
ࠆ↪ߣߥࠆࠃ߁㑐ଥ⠪߳ߩㆡಾߥ߈߆ߌޔⅣႺᢎ⢒╬߇ᔅⷐߣߥࠆ߹ޕ
ߚޔၞ㐿⊒ߦ߅ߌࠆኂ㑐ଥࠍ⺞ᢛߒޔ↪ߩࠣࡦ࠼࠺ࠩࠗࡦࠍࠆᓎഀ
ࠍᜬߟ⚵❱߳ߩ߈߆ߌࠍⴕ߁ޕ
Ԝ CDM ᬀᨋࠍⴕ߁ߚߦߪޔPDD ᚑޔലൻክᩏ⊓ޔ㍳ߥࠄ߮ߦ⊓㍳ᓟߩࡕ࠾࠲
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ࡦࠣᬌ⸽ߦⷐߔࠆ⾌↪╬㧔ᚻ⛯߈⾌↪㧕߇ㅢᏱߩ↥ᬺᬀᨋߩ⾌↪ߦട▚ߐࠇࠆޕ
߹ߚ⺞ޔᩏᒰᤨ㧔2008 ᐕ 12 㧕ߪᛚߐࠇߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᢙߪਛ࿖ߩޟᐢᵹၞ
▤ℂߩߚߩౣᬀᨋଦㅴࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ޠ1 ઙߒ߆ߥߊߩ࠻࠶ࠫࠢޔᏒ႐ଔᩰ߽ਇ
ㅘߢߞߚޔߚߩߎޕ⚛ࠢࠫ࠶࠻ߩᄁළ߇ CDM ᬀᨋߩᚻ⛯߈⾌↪ࠍ
࿁ࠆㄟߺ߇ߥߌࠇ߫ޔㅢᏱߩ↥ᬺᬀᨋࠍ CDM ൻߦߔࠆߎߣߦࠃߞߡޔណ▚ᕈ
ߪㅒߦૐਅߒޔㅊടᕈߪࠄࠇߥ⚿ᨐߣߥࠆޕ
㧔ኻᔕ╷㧕 ޅ⍴ᦼᦼ㒢ઃ߈ CER㧔Temporary CER, tCER㧕ߩ႐ว⚂ߚߒⴕ⊒ޔ
᧤ᦼ㑆ߩᰴߩ⚂᧤ᦼ㑆ᧃߢᄬലߔࠆޕᄬല೨ߦ tCER ߽ߒߊߪઁߩࠢࠫ࠶࠻ߢ
Ⴏߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥߎߣ߆ࠄ⾗߉ߥߟޔ㊄╬ߩ⏕߇ᔅⷐޕ
㧔㧞㧕ਛ࿖㧔ᐢ࠴ࡢࡦᣖ⥄ᴦ㧕
㧔ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ⠪߇⋥㕙ߒߚ⺖㗴ߣኻᔕ㧕
Ԙ CDM ᬀᨋߩታᣉ㕙Ⓧߪߦ↹⸘ޔኻߒߡ 78.5%ߩታᣉ₸ߦߥߞߚޕℂ↱ߪޔㄘ᳃߆
ࠄࠍ୫ࠅߡᬀᨋࠍⴕ߁੍ቯ߇ߩઁޔᬀᨋળ␠╬߆ࠄ᭽ޔߡߞ߽࠴ࡠࡊࠕߥޘ
৻ㇱߩㄘ᳃߇⠨߃ࠍᄌ߃ߡࠍ⾉ߐߥߎߣߦߥߞߚޕ
㧔ኻᔕ╷㧕 ޅCDM ᬀᨋߩࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ࠍቯߔࠆ೨ߦޔᚲ⠪ߣචಽߥ
ࠦࡒࡘ࠾ࠤ࡚ࠪࡦࠍࠊߒߡℂ⸃ࠍᓧࠆߎߣ߇ᔅⷐߢࠆߚߒࠍࡘࡆ࠲ࡦࠗޕ
ㄘ᳃ߪ CDM ᬀᨋࠍ᱑ㄫߒߡߚ߇ߩઁޔ⠨߃ࠍᜬߟᚲ⠪߇ዬࠆߎߣࠍ㌏⸥
ߔߴ߈ߢࠆޕᬺታᣉߢߪޔᬀᨋ㕙Ⓧߩታⴕ₸ࠍߍࠆߚߦޔᬀᨋߒߡߥ
ߩਛߢദߡᬀᨋߒߡ߈ߚߣߩߎߣߢߞߚߦ↹⸘ޕኻߒߡታⴕ₸ 90㧑
ࠍ⋡ᮡߦߒߡߚޕ㧔ታ❣ߢߪ 80㧑ߦߥߞߚߣߩߎߣߢࠆޕ㧕
ԙ ᬀᨋߩᢙߪ Huanjiang ߢ 47 ▎ᚲޔCangwu ߢߪ 18 ▎ᚲߣᄙߊޔฦ
႐߇㔌ࠇߡࠆߚ▤ℂ߽ኈᤃߢߪߥޕᬀᨋળ␠ߪ߇ᶏᛮ 1,100m એߩ
ᮡ㜞ߩ㜞႐ᚲ〒ޔ㔌߇㆙ߊߡណ▚߇วࠊߥ႐ᚲࠍᢘ㆙ߔࠆะ߇ࠄࠇߚ߹ޕ
ߚߢߤߥ╭⼱ޔᬀᨋߢ߈ߥ႐ᚲޔਇㆡ߽߹ࠇߡߚޕ
㧔ኻᔕ╷㧕 ޅᬀᨋߩㆬቯߦᒰߞߡߪޔߩ㕙Ⓧ⏕ࠍᦨఝవߣߥࠅ߇ߜߢ
ࠆ߇ޔᬺࠍⴕ߁ᬀᨋળ␠ߩᗧ߽ෳ⠨ߣߒߥ߇ࠄޔᬺ㕙▤ޔℂ㕙ࠍ✚ว⊛ߦ್
ᢿߔࠆޕ
Ԛ ኻ⽎ߦㆬࠎߛHuanjiang County (2,000ha)ߣCangwu County (2,000ha)ߩ2▎
ᚲߪޔ㜞ㅦ〝ࠍ↪ߒߚゞߩ⒖േߢ߽⚂8ᤨ㑆ࠍⷐߒߚޕධካᏒߦࠆᐢ࠴ࡢ
ࡦᣖ⥄ᴦᨋᬺዪ߆ࠄ▤ޔℂਇଢߢࠆᣦߩ⺑ࠍฃߌߚޕ
㧔ኻᔕ╷㧕 ޅᨋᬺዪߢߪᬀᨋߔࠆߩㆬቯߦߪޔᓟ⇐ޔᗧߔࠆߣߩߎߣߢ
ߞߚޕᰴߩCDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠍ㔕ධ⋭ߦㄭ⊖⦡Ꮢߢⴕ߁ߎߣࠍࡅࡗࡦࠣߒߚ߇ޔ
ߘߩ㓙ߦߪߎߩ⚻㛎ࠍᵴ߆ߒߡޔᬀᨋ੍ቯߪㄝ3߆ࠄᚑࠆ8,000haࠍ੍ቯߒ
ߡߚޕ㧔ᣂⷙߩᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪ2010ᐕ915ᣣߦ࿖ㅪ⊓㍳ߐࠇߚޕPDDߦ⸥タ
ߐࠇߡࠆ㕙Ⓧߪ8,671haߢࠆޕ㧕
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㧔㧟㧕ࡕ࡞࠼ࡃ
㧔ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ⠪߇⋥㕙ߒߚ⺖㗴ߣኻᔕ㧕
ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ․ᓽߣߒߡޔਥⷐ᮸⒳ߪ࠾ࠕࠞࠪࠕߣߒߥ߇ࠄ߽ߩઁߩߘޔᐢ
⪲᮸ޔ㊎⪲᮸߽ᬀᨋߐࠇߡߚޕᬀᨋᧁߩᚑ㐳ᕈ߿᳓ኂ߿ᣫ㝭ߦኻߔࠆᛶ᛫ജߩ㕙
ߢߪߣࠕࠪࠞࠕ࠾ޔᲧߴߡߩઁߩߘޔ᮸⒳ߪ߆ߥࠅⵍኂࠍฃߌߡࠆᬀᨋ߽
ࠄࠇߚޕVerification㧔ᬌ⸽㧕ߩ㓙ߦ㗴߇ߥ߆ࠍ⾰ߒߚޕ
㧔ኻᔕ╷㧕ޟ ޅㇹ᮸⒳ߩ⛽ᜬߪ㊀ⷐߢࠆ߇ޔ⚛ࠢࠫ࠶࠻ߦ⋥ធ㑐ଥߔࠆ
ߎߣߢߪߥޠޕ㧔PIU㧦CDM ᬀᨋታᣉㇱዪ㧕ߩߺߩࠕࠪࠞࠕ࠾ޟޔᚑᨋߢ
ߞߡ߽ᨋ߇ߥࠃࠅߪ߹ߒߢࠅ߽ߢߌߛࠕࠪࠞࠕ࠾ޔḩ⿷ߔߴ߈ߣ⠨߃ߡ
ࠆޠޕ㧔⇇㌁ⴕࡕ࡞࠼ࡃോᚲ㧕ߣߩ⸃ߢޔ㊀ⷐߢߞߡ߽ᔅⷐߢߪߥߣ⠨
߃ߡࠆࠃ߁ߢࠆߩࠕࠪࠞࠕ࠾ޔࠅࠃߣߎߩߎޕᚑ㐳ജߦᦼᓙߔࠆߣߎࠈ߇ᄢ
߈ߎߣ߇ಽ߆ࠆޕ
㧔㧠㧕ࠗࡦ࠼㧔ࡂࡗ࠽Ꮊ㧕
㧔ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ⠪߇⋥㕙ߒߚ⺖㗴ߣኻᔕ㧕
ዊⷙᮨ CDM ᬀᨋࠍ↳⺧ߒޔᛚࠍᓧࠆߚߩⷙቯ᧦ઙߣߒߡޔ
⚂✦࠻ࠬࡎޟ࿖ߩ
ⷙቯߔࠆૐᚲᓧห߅ࠃ߮ੱߦࠃࠅ㐿⊒ߐࠇࠆ߆ޔߪߐࠇࠆ߽ߩߢࠆߎߣޠ
ࠍ␜ߔߎߣ߇ᔅⷐߢࠆ߇ޔૐᚲᓧጀ⽺ޔ࿎ጀࠍⷙቯߔࠆቯ⟵ߪߥ႐วߦࠇߎޔ
ࠍߤߩࠃ߁ߦಣℂߔࠆ߆ߣߩ⺖㗴߇ߞߚޕ
㧔ኻᔕ╷㧕ߩߎ ޅߢߪޔߕ߹ޔૐᚲᓧ⠪ጀ㧔⽺࿎ጀ㧕ߩၮḰࠍ⏕ߔࠆߎߣ
߆ࠄᆎߚ߇࠼ࡦࠗޔᐭߩⅣႺᨋᬺ⋭ߩ᳇ᄌേㇱዪ㧔Department of Climate
Change㧕߿࿖⺞ᩏࠍᜂᒰߔࠆㇱዪ߳วࠊߖࠍߒߚߣߎࠈ࠼ࡦࠗޔ࿖ౝߢߪૐ
ᚲᓧጀ⽺ޔ࿎ጀࠍⷙቯߔࠆቯ⟵ߪߥ߆ߞߚޔߢߎߘޕ࿖㓙⊛ߥၮḰߦࠃࠅޔ㧝ኅᣖ
㧝ੱᒰࠅޔ1 ᣣߩ߇ US$㧝ߦ㆐ߒߥ㓏ጀࠍ⽺࿎ጀߣߒߚޕㄘ᳃ߩᚲᓧߦ㑐ߔ
ࠆ⸽ᦠࠍฦ⥄ᴦ㧔㧕߆ࠄขᓧߒޔⅣႺᨋᬺ⋭߳ឭߔࠆߎߣߦࠃߞߡޔෳ
ട⠪ߪૐᚲᓧ⠪ጀ㧔⽺࿎ጀ㧕ߢࠆߎߣߩၮḰࠍࠢࡗߒߚ⚿ߩߘޕᨐޔLow
Income Communities and Individuals ߦ 㑐 ߔ ࠆ  ᐭ ߦ ࠃ ࠆ  ቯ ߦ 㑐 ߒ ߡ ޔ
DNA(Ministry of Environment and Forest)߇ᚑߒߚ࠲ࠍ⊓㍳↳⺧ᤨߦ
UNFCCC ോዪߦឭߒߚޕ
㧔㧡㧕ࡉࠫ࡞㧔ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺ㧕
㧔ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ⠪߇⋥㕙ߒߚ⺖㗴ߣኻᔕ㧕
Ԙ ᬺታᣉߪᬀᨋ߆ࠄ㋕ᚲ߹ߢࠍ৻ㅪߒߡ⚻༡ߒߡࠆ߇ޔㆶరߣߒߡ⍹ࠦ
ࠢࠬࠍ↪ߔࠆઁߩ㋕ᚲߣᲧセߔࠆߣޔᠲᬺ㐿ᆎ߹ߢߩࠦࠬ࠻㕙ߢᄢ߈ߥਇ
߇ࠆޕ
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㧔ኻᔕ╷㧕࡙ࠞ ޅᬀᨋᧁޔㅧߡߒߘޔ㋕Ꮏ⒟ߢߩൻ⍹Άᢱ㧔⍹ࠦ
ࠢࠬ㧕ߣߩઍᦧߣޔCDM ߩᐲࠍᵴ↪ߔࠆߎߣߦࠃߞߡ┹ജ㧔ណ▚ᕈ㧕ߩᒝൻ
ࠍ࿑ࠆ⺑ࠍߺ⚵ߩߎޕߒߥ߇ࠄޔPDD ࠍᚑߒޔA/R CDM ߣߒߡ⊓㍳ޕ
ԙ ⅣႺ NGO ࠣ࡞ࡊ߆ࠄ࡙ࠞߩࡕࡁࠞ࡞࠴ࡖᬀᨋߦኻߔࠆኻᗧ߇ࠅޔ
“࡙ࠞᬀᨋ߇Ꮉࠍᨗࠄߔ” ╬ߩᛕ್߽ߡߚޕ
㧔ኻᔕ╷㧕 ޅᬺታᣉߢߪޔⅣႺࠣ࡞ࡊ߆ࠄߩᗧߦߪ⌀ߦኻᔕߒߚ࡙ޕ
ࠞߩࡕࡁࠞ࡞࠴ࡖᬀᨋߦ㑐ߒߡߪޔᴺ⊛ߥ㕙Ⓧߦട߃ߡ⥄ὼ⼔ၞࠍ⸳ቯ
ߒ‛↢ޔᄙ᭽ᕈߩ⛽ᜬߦദߡࠆߣ࡙ࠞޕ᳓ߩ㑐ଥߢߪޔFSC ߆ࠄߩⷐ᳞ߦ
ᓥޔᬀᨋߩ 8 ࡩᚲߦ㔎᳓ߦ㑐ߔࠆ⺞ᩏ↹ࠍ⸳ߌޔ㒠᳓߿ᨋౝ㔎ޔ᮸ᐙᵹޔ
ᵹਅ᳓ߩฦ㊂߿ਅ᳓ޔਅ᳓ߩႮಽ߿ᣉ⢈ᓇ㗀ߩ᷹ⷰࠍ Viçosa㧔ࡆ࠶࠰ࠩ㧕
ᄢቇߣหߢታᣉޕ
Ԛ CDM ᬀᨋࠍⷰኤߔࠆߣ࡙ࠞޔᬀᨋᧁߩ⋥ਅߩⓨ㑆ߦߪ࡙ࠞޔએᄖߩᬀ
‛ߪᱴߤ↢⢒ߒߡߥࠃ߁ߢࠆޕേ‛߽ዋߥߊߣ߽⋡ߢߡಽ߆ࠆࠃ߁ߥ߽ߩ
ߪዋߥ߆ߞߚޕ
㧔ኻᔕ╷㧕 ޅᬺታᣉ߇ⴕߞߡࠆࠃ߁ߦޔᬀᨋ೨ߩ⥄ὼᬀ↢߇৻ㇱߢᱷࠆࠃ
߁ߦޔࠍᬀᨋߣోߦ㈩ಽߔࠆߎߣ߇㊀ⷐߢࠈ߁ޕ
ԛ ᚻ⛯߈ߩਇߦࠃࠅޔA/R CDM ߩ⊓㍳ክᩏߦᤨ㑆ࠍⷐߒߚࡄߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޕ
ࡉ࠶ࠢࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߩᦼ㑆ࠍⷙޔቯࠃࠅ⍴ᦼ㑆ߢታᣉߒߡߒ߹ߞߚߎߣߢࠅ߿ޔ
⋥ߒࠍߔࠆᔅⷐ߇↢ߓߚ߽ߩߢߞߚޕ
㧔ኻᔕ╷㧕 ޅലൻክᩏࠍⴕߞߚ DOE ߪ CDM ℂળߩᜰ␜ࠍฃߌޔㅦ߿߆ߦ
ⷙቯߦᴪߞߚࡄࡉ࠶ࠢࠦࡔࡦ࠻ࠍౣᐲታᣉߒߚޕ
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11-1㧚 ᣇᴺ⺰ߣㅊടᕈߦߟߡ
11-1-1. ᣇᴺ⺰
ᒰࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߢ↪ߐࠇߚᣇᴺ⺰ߪޔᒰ⠪ߢࠆࡉࠫ࡞ߩ Plantar S/A ߣ⇇㌁ⴕ
߇ᚑߒߚ↥ޟᬺᬺ↪ߩߚߩᣂⷙౣᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߢࠆޕ
ߎߩᣇᴺ⺰ߪਅ⸥ߩ᧦ઙߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦㆡ↪ߢ߈ࠆ㧦
ᬺ߹ߚߪ↥ᬺ㔛ⷐߩߚߦⴕࠊࠇࠆ▤ޔℂߐࠇߡߥ߹ߚߪ☻ߥ▤ℂਅߦࠆޔ
ფ⨹ᑄޔߪߚ߹ޔფ߿᳇⊛᧦ઙߦࠃࠅ⭯ߊ∳ߖߚޔფ⚛㊂߇ૐ㧔ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ᵴേߢᦼᓙߐࠇࠆߩߦᲧセߒߡ㧕⨲ߢߩA/Rᵴേ
ߎߩᣇᴺ⺰ߪ㧞ߟߩࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝࠍᗐቯߒߡࠆ㧦
1. ߩߩࡔࡦ࠹࠽ࡦࠬߪ☻ߥ⨲ߩ▤ℂ߇ⴕࠊࠇߡࠆޕ
2. A/RCDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ೨ߦA/Rᵴേ߇ዊⷙᮨߦᢿ⛯⊛ߦታᣉߐࠇߡߚޕ
ߎߩᣇᴺ⺰߇ㆡ↪น⢻ߥ᧦ઙߪ㧦
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߩⵍⷒߪ▤ޔℂߐࠇߡߥ⨲☻ޔߥ▤ℂߩ⨲ߢ
߽ቯᏱ⁁ᘒߦࠆޕ
ᬀᨋ߿⒳ߦࠃࠅA/Rᵴേ߇ⴕࠊࠇࠆޕ
ᄤὼᦝᣂߪߩࠬ࠰࠼ࠪޔᰳᅤ߿↪ߩᘠߣߒߡ᮸ᧁᬀ↢ࠍᚑ┙ߐߖߡߥ
ߚᦼޔᓙߢ߈ߥޕࠆߢ╬ޕ
11-1-2.  ㅊടᕈ
ㅊടᕈߦߟߡߪޔᰴߩ 2 㗄⋡ࠍ⸽ߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥޕ
Ԙ A/R CDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦࠃࠆ⚐ੱὑ⊛ๆ㊂߇ߚߞ߆ߥࠇࠊⴕ߇ࠇߘޔ႐วߦᲧߴ
ߡჇടߔࠆߎߣࠍߣࠝ࠽ࠪࡦࠗࠬࡌߣࠝ࠽ࠪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊߪࠇߎޕᲧセߔࠆߎ
ߣߢ⸽ߔࠆޕ
ԙ ឭ᩺ߔࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ޔA/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߣߒߡᛚ⊓ޔ㍳ߐࠇࠆߎ
ߣߦࠃߞߡ㧔ߪߓߡ㧕ߘߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ታᣉน⢻ߦߥࠆߎߣޕńޟᛩ⾗ಽᨆ and/or
ࠕࡃޟಽᨆࠍޠㅢߒߡ⸽ޕ
11-1-2-1. ⚐ੱὑ⊛ๆ㊂ߩჇട
ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩCDMᬀᨋߪਥߦࡂ࠼ߦㅧᚑߐࠇߡࠆޕ೨ᬀ↢߇’ߢߞߚ
ᬀᨋߣߥߢ߁ߘޔᬀᨋߣ߇ࠅޔCDMᬀᨋᬺߪ೨⠪ߦ⸳ቯߐࠇߡࠆ࠼ࡂޕ
ߪ᮸ᧁ߇⇹┙ߒߚᨋᐥߦ⨲ᧄ߿ἠᧁ߇ኒ↢ߔࠆࠨࡃ࠽ᬀ↢ߢࠣࡠ࡙ߩ࡙ࠞߦߎߎޔ
ࡦ࠺ࠖࠬ߇ᬀᨋߐࠇޔMAI߇40m3ࠍ␜ߔᬀᨋߢߩ⚐ੱὑ⊛ๆ㊂ߪޔᬀᨋ߇ⴕࠊࠇߥ
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߆ߞߚ႐วߦᲧߴߡჇടߔࠆߎߣߪࠄ߆ߢࠆޕ
PDDߦ⸘▚ߐࠇߚࠪࡦࠢߦࠃࠆࡌࠬࠗࡦߩGHGๆ㊂ߣ⚐ੱὑ⊛GHGๆ㊂ߩᏅ
ߪᰴࡍࠫ㧙5ߩߣ߅ࠅߢࠆޕ
 㧙7 ࠪࡦࠢߦࠃࠆ⚐ੱὑ⊛ๆ㊂

11-1-2-2. ᛩ⾗ಽᨆߣࡃࠕಽᨆ
“A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦ߅ߌࠆㅊടᕈߩ⸽ߣ⹏ଔߩߚߩ࠷࡞ ” ߆ࠄޔᛩ⾗
ಽᨆ߆ࡃࠕಽᨆߩዋߥߊߣ߽ߤߜࠄ߆ߩಽᨆࠍⴕ߁ᔅⷐ߇ࠆ߇ޔPlantar ␠ߪࡃࠕಽ
ᨆࠍㆬᛯߒߚޕ
A) ᛩ⾗ࡃࠕ
Ԙ

ᦨૐߢ߽ 7 ᐕએߩᡰᛄ₈੍ᦼ㑆ߣ 10 ᐕ㑆ߩⲢ⾗ᦼ㑆ߩࠆᏂ㗵ߩవⴕᛩ⾗ߣߥࠆ
ߚޔㆡಾߥ୫ࠅࠇ߇ߢ߈ߕޔਛ㐳ᦼߩᵴേߩߚߩⲢ⾗߽ฃߌࠄࠇߥޕ

ԙ

⇇ߢᦨ߽㜞ࡉࠫ࡞ߩታ⾰㊄߇⁁ᴫࠍᖡൻߐߖߡࠆޕ

Ԛ

ᒰߔࠆࡠࡦߢߪ⾗Ⲣޔฃ⛎ⷐઙࠍḩߚߔߎߣ߇㔍ߒߊࠍ⾗Ⲣޔฃߌࠆᣇᴺ߇ߥޕ
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ԛ

ࡉࠫ࡞ߩ᳃㑆㌁ⴕ߆ࠄߪ୫ࠅࠇ߇ߢ߈ߥߚޔ㒢ࠄࠇߚᐭߩ⾗㊄ߦᄢ߈ߊଐ
ሽߒߡࠆޕ

Ԝ

࿖㓙⊛ߥ⾗㊄⺞㆐߇ߢ߈ߥߎߣ⊒ޕዷㅜ࿖ߦ߅ߌࠆᬀᨋ߳ߩࠬࠢ࿁ㆱߩᓇ㗀ࠍ
㔖⚦ડᬺ߇ฃߌߡࠆޕ

ԝ

ᄖ࿖Ꮢ႐߆ࠄ⾗㊄⺞㆐ࠍⴕ߁ᣇ╷߇ߥ㧔ᄖ࿖ᩣᑼᏒ႐ߦ႐ߒߡߥ㧕ޕ

Ԟ

࿖ౝߩᏒ႐߽หߓߊߢ߈ߥ࡞ࠫࡉ(ޕᩣᑼᏒ႐BOVESPAߦ႐ߒߡߥ㧕

B) ᘠߦࠃࠆࡃࠕ
Ԙ

⇇ฦ࿖ߢߪޔ㋕↢↥ߦ⍹ߣൻ⍹Άᢱߦᄢ߈ߊଐሽߒߡࠆޕ

ԙ

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ⠪ߪ CDM ᬺߩ⚿ᨐޔ⇇ߢೋߡ 100%ౣ↢น⢻ᧁࠍ↪ߒߚ
㋕↢↥ࠍน⢻ߦߒߚޕ

Ԛ

ᄖ࿖ᛩ⾗ኅߣᩣᑼ⠪ߩㅧᨋ߳ߩ㐳ᦼ⊛ߥᛩ⾗ࠍ࿁ㆱߔࠆޕ

ԛ

ᄢⷙᮨߥ㧔⾼㧕߳ߩᛩ⾗ࠍ࿁ㆱߔࠆޕ

Ԝ

ㄘၞߦ߅ߡᄢ㊂ߩഭജࠍࠦࡦ࠻ࡠ࡞ߔࠆߎߣࠍ࿁ㆱߔࠆޕ

ԝ

↪ߩᴺ⊛⚂߳ߩኻᔕࠍ࿁ㆱߔࠆޕ

Ԟ

ࠣࡠࡃ࡞Ꮢ႐߆ࠄ⺞㆐ߢ߈ࠆଏ⛎㊂ߩ⼾ንߥ⾗Ḯ㧔⍹㧕ߦଐሽߒߚࡆࠫࡀࠬ߇ᘠ
ⴕߒߡࠆޕ

ԟ

ࡉࠫ࡞Ꮢ႐ߩャຠ߳ߩ㐿߇ޔડᬺࠍ⍹߳ଐሽߐߖࠆ⚿ᨐߣߥߞߚޕ

C) ▤ℂ߮ᐲߩࡃࠕ
Ԙ ㅧᨋଦㅴߩߚߩ╷ߩലᨐ߇㒢ቯ⊛ߢࠆ ޕ
㋕↢↥ߩߚߩౣ↢น⢻ᧁߩਇ⿷߇ᄢ߈ߊߥߞߡ߈ߡࠆߎߣ߆ࠄޔ1980 ᐕઍᓟඨߦ
⽷ఝㆄ╷߇⚳ੌߒߡ߆ࠄߩᐭߩᛂߜߔ╷(ᴺ᩺⾗ޔ㊄⚻ᷣ╷㧕߇㋕ኾ↪ߩࡊ
ࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩㅧᚑࠍଦㅴߔࠆߦߪਇචಽߢࠆߎߣ߇┍߃ࠆޕ
ԙ

 ᴺ⊛ⷙ߮╷ޔᴺᓞߩᄌᦝߦ㑐ㅪߒߚࠬࠢ߇ࠆޕ
ⶄ㔀ߥㅪ㇌ޔᎺߩⅣႺޔᬀᨋᴺ㧧ᬀᨋ߳ߩᛩ⾗ߦ㑐ߔࠆⷙቯߩਇቯߐ㧧
ࡉࠫ࡞ᨋᴺߩలᒰⷐ᳞㧔ዋߥߊߣ߽ 20㧑એࠍోߩߚߦ⏕ߔࠆ㧕
ߎࠇࠄߩᴺ⊛ߥⷐ᳞ߦࠃࠅޔ㋕ะߌࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩㅧᚑߦ߅ߡޔㅊട⊛ߦ⪺
ߒߊ⽶ᜂ߇Ⴧ߃ޔ⍹ࠦࠢࠬߩ↪ߣᲧセߒߡᬀᨋߦࠃࠆᧁ↪ߦଥࠊࠆ⾌↪߇
Ⴧ߃ࠆޕ

Ԛ

ౝ⊛ߥᏒ႐ࠬࠢ
ㅧᨋߦᔅⷐߥ㐳ᦼ⊛ߥᛩ⾗ߦ㑐ㅪߒߚࠬࠢߪᧁޔ᧚ᧁޔߩ‛ขᒁߩᄌേᕈߩ
ࠬࠢߩᲧߢߪߥޕ
ᧁࠍ↪ߔࠆ㋕㍑ળ␠ߩㆶరߩㆊ߆ࠄ߹ߢߩ↪⁁ᴫߩᄌൻߦޔᬀᨋߩ
ჇᷫߪᲧߒߡߥࠅࠃߦߣߎߩߎޕᬀᨋ߳ߩᛩ⾗ߩࠬࠢ࿁ㆱ߇ᦝߦᒝ߹ࠆޕ
㋕㍑↢↥ߩߚߩㆶరߩᐕ㑆↪㊂ߦኻߒᧁޔ↢↥ߩߚߩᐕ㑆ߩㅧᨋ㊂ߪᏱߦ
ਇ⿷ߒߡࠆޕ
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ߎߩࠃ߁ߥਇ⿷߆ࠄߩ࡞ࠫࡉޔౣ↢น⢻ᧁ᧚߮ᧁߩ‛Ꮢ႐߇ሽߒߥߎߣ
߇ߡขࠇࠆޕ
11-1-2-3. CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߣߒߡ⊓㍳ߐࠇࠆߎߣߦࠃࠆࠗࡦࡄࠢ࠻
ߎߩࠃ߁ߦᄢ߈ߥࡃࠕߪ⽷㕙ߩ㗴ߢࠅޔPlantar ␠ߩᧁࠍ↪ߒߚ㌉㋕↢↥߳
ߩࠛࡀ࡞ࠡଏ⛎ߩߚߩᬀᨋㅧᚑ⢻ജࠍ㒢ߒߚޕ
ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߢߪޔCDM ߩࠗࡦࡦ࠹ࠖࡉ߇ᜬ⛯⊛ߥᣇᴺߦࠃࠆㅧᨋߩ߈ߞ߆ߌߣߥ
ߞߚޕCDM ߇ࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߆ࠄߩᧁࠍ↪ߒߚ㋕↢↥ߩ㝯ജࠍ㜞ᧁޔߩଏ⛎ਇ
⿷ࠍォߐߖޔ2007 ᐕᐲ (ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎᤨߦᬀᨋߐࠇߚࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩⓠᤨᦼ)
ߦߪޔ100%ᧁࠍ↪ߒߚ㋕↢↥ࠍⴕ߃ࠆߎߣߣߥߞߚޕ
㧔⚿⺰㧕
ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪޔ㌉㋕↢↥ߦ߅ߌࠆᧁ↪ࠍ⋡⊛ߣߔࠆߥ߆ߢޔ
ޟᬀᨋࠚࠫࡠࡊߩޠ
ࠢ࠻ߦ߅ߡ㧣ᐕ㑆ߪ࡙ࠞߩᚑ㐳ࠍᓙߚߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥᏂ㗵ߩవⴕᛩ⾗߇ᔅⷐߣߥ
ࠆޔߚ߹ޕ╷㕙ߦ߅ߡ߽ᬀᨋᛩ⾗ߦߪ⽷ఝㆄ╷߇ 1988 ᐕߦ⚳ੌߒࠈߒޔᣂⷙᬀᨋ
ߦኻߔࠆోၞߩᔅⷐᕈߥߤ߇ᒝࠄࠇߡࠆޕᩣᑼᏒ႐ߦ႐ࠍߒߡߥࡈࠔࡒ
ડᬺߢࠆ Plantar ␠ߦߣߞߡ⺞ޔ㆐߇ኈᤃߥ⍹ࠦࠢࠬߣᲧセߒߡ㐳ᦼ⊛ߥᬀᨋ
ᬺߦᛩ⾗ߔࠆߎߣߪᄢ߈ߥࡃࠕߢߞߚޕ
ߎࠇࠍ CDM ߩࠞࡏࡦࠢࠫ࠶࠻ߣ߁ࠗࡦࡦ࠹ࠖࡉࠍ↪ߔࠆߎߣߦࠃߞߡޔ
⸃ߔࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߚޕ
Ԙ

A/R CDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦࠃࠆ⚐ੱὑ⊛ๆ㊂߇߆ߥࠇࠊⴕ߇ࠇߘޔ

ߞߚ႐วߦᲧߴߡჇടߔࠆߎߣޕ
ԙ

ឭ᩺ߔࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ޔA/R CDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߣߒߡᛚޔ

⊓㍳ߐࠇࠆߎߣߦࠃߞߡߘߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ታᣉน⢻ߣߥࠅߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ታᣉࠍ㒖ኂߒߡߚࡃࠕ߇⸃ᶖߐࠇߚޕ
ߎࠇࠃࠅ ᧄޔCDM ᬀᨋߩㅊടᕈ߇⺑ߐࠇߡࠆޕ
11-2. ࡉࠫ࡞㧔Plantar ␠㧕ߩᚑഞ߆ࠄቇ߱ߎߣ
11-2-1.

↥ᬺᬀᨋ߆ࠄߩ CDM ᬀᨋ߳⊓㍳

Plantar ␠ߩ CDM ᬀᨋߪᧁ࡙ࠞޔ↢↥ߩߚߩ↥ᬺᬀᨋࠍ⿰ᣦߣߒߡ߅ࠅޔ࿖ㅪ
⊓㍳ߐࠇߚઁߩ CDM ᬀᨋ߇ⅣႺㅧᨋࠍ⋡⊛ߣߒߡࠆߩߣ⇣ߥࠆὐ߇࡙࠾ࠢߢࠆޕ
Plantar ␠ߩ CDM ᬀᨋߪ↥ޔᬺᬀᨋߩ␠ળ⚻ᷣ⊛ޔⅣႺ⽸₂⊛ᓎഀ㧔⋉ᕈ㧕ࠍᒛߒߡ
ࠆὐ߇․ᓽ⊛ߢࠆޕᒰࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩᬀᨋᧁ㧔࡙࡙ࠞࡠࠣࡦ࠺ࠖࠬ㧕ߩ MAI
㧔ᐔဋ 40m3/ha/year㧕ߪߥ⊛⥸৻ޔᚑ㐳㊂ࠍߪࠆ߆ߦಒߋᢙ୯ࠍ␜ߒߡࠆޕㅢᏱ↥ޔᬺ
ᬀᨋ߇⋡ᮡߣߒߡࠆ MAI ߪ 20m3/ha ߛ߆ࠄ ߩߘޔ2 ߦ⋧ᒰߔࠆޕห␠ߩᬀᨋ߆ࠄ
㋕߹ߢࠍ৻ߣߒߚขࠅ⚵ߺߪޔ࿖㓙⊛ߦൻ⍹Άᢱ㧔⍹ࠦࠢࠬ㧕ߦᄢ߈ߊଐሽߒߡ
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ࠆ㋕ㆶర᧚ᢱࠍޔౣ↢น⢻ߥᧁ⾰ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆᢱߦઍᦧߒޔ᳇ଢ⋉㧔᷷ᥦൻ✭
ߩലᨐ㧕ࠍჇ߿ߔ߽ߩߢࠆޕ
Plantar␠ߩࡕ࠺࡞ߢߪޔౣ↢น⢻ߥ࡙ࠞᧁߪޔ⍹ࠦࠢࠬ߿ᄤὼᧁ߆ࠄߩᧁ
ࠃࠅΆᢱߣߒߡߩࠦࠬ࠻ߪ㜞߇ޔ᳇ଢ⋉ലᨐ߇ࠆߎߣ߆ࠄㅊടᕈࠍ⺑ߒޔCDMᬀ
ᨋߩ⚵ߺࠍ↪ߒߡᣧ↢᮸⒳↥ᬺᬀᨋߩ㜞ᚑ㐳ᕈࠍⅣႺ⽸₂ߦ⚿߮ߟߌߡࠆޕPlantar
␠ߦࠃࠇ߫ޟൻ⍹Άᢱ߆ࠄࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆᢱ߳ォ឵ߔࠆߦߚߞߡޔᄢ⼺ߥߤߩ㘩ᢱ↱᧪ߩ
ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆᢱߦォ឵ߔࠆ⁁߆ࠄᧂޔ↪߿⨹ᑄߥߤߢᬀᨋᬺࠍⴕޔCDMᬀᨋ
ߣߒߡߩᛚࠍᓧߡߩ࠻࠶ࠫࠢࡦࡏࠞޔߦࠃߞߡޔᬺណ▚ᕈࠍะߐߖࠆߎ
ߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆޕࠆߢߣߎߩߣޠ
 ၞ⚻ᷣ߳ߩᓇ㗀ߣߒߡߪޔࠍ⋡⊛ߣߔࠆᄤὼᧁߩ㆑ᴺબណࠍᷫߔࠆലᨐࠍᦼᓙ
ߢ߈ࠆ߿ࡆࠠ࠙࠻ࠨޔߚ߹ޕᄢ⼺ߥߤᣢሽߩ‛ߦട߃ߡ߁ߣ࡙ࠞޔᣂߒㆬᛯ⢇
ࠍၞߦ߽ߚࠄߒߚߣ߽߃ࠆޕ
11-2-2.

ࡕࡁࠞ࡞࠴ࡖᬀᨋߣⅣႺ㗴

 ⅣႺᓇ㗀ߩⷰὐ߆ࠄ࡙ࠞޔᬀᨋㅧᚑ߇ࡂ࠼ߩ↢‛⋧ߦ߷ߔᓇ㗀ߦߟߡޔ
Plantar␠ߣ⼏⺰ࠍࠊߒߚߦࠇߎޕ㑐ߒޔห␠ߪޔⷐޔᰴߩࠃ߁ߥ⠨߃ᣇߢߞߚޕ
Ԙ

ޟⅣႺᓇ㗀߆ࠄࠆߣ࡙ࠞޔᬀᨋㅧᚑ߇ࡂ࠼ߩ↢‛⋧ߦ߷ߔᖡᓇ㗀ߪ
ࠄ߆ߢࠆޕ
߁ߣޠ⠨߃ߦᚒ⾥ߪޘᚑߢ߈ߥޕ

ԙ

࡙ࠞᬀᨋߪᄤὼᨋࠃࠅ߽↢‛ᄙ᭽ᕈߪࠄ߆ߦዋߥ߇࡙ࠞޔᬀᨋࠍ↢‛ᄙ
᭽ᕈߩⷞὐ߆ࠄޔᄤὼᨋߣᲧセߔࠆߴ߈ߢߪߥޕ

Ԛ

࡙ࠞᬀᨋߩ႐วߪߩઁޔㄘ‛ߩࠃ߁ߦ⹏ଔߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥޔߪ࡙ࠞޕ
ੱ㘃ߩߚߦᧁ᧚ࠍଏ⛎ߔࠆ⚻ᷣ⊛ᯏ⢻ࠍታߔࠆߚߦᔅⷐߢࠅޔหߓᣇᴺߢ㘩
↪‛ߪੱޔ㘃ߦ㘩♳ࠍឭଏߔࠆߚߦᩱၭߐࠇࠆޕ

ԛ

߽ߒ߽ᜬ⛯น⢻ߥ࡙ࠞᬀᨋ߇ㅧᚑߐࠇߥ႐วߪޔᄤὼᨋ߿⍹ࠦࠢࠬߩࠃ߁
ߦ߇᧚ᧁޔ᷷ቶലᨐࠟࠬߩឃ߇ᄙ⾗Ḯ߆ࠄ⺞㆐ߐࠇߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߕޔⅣႺ߳ߩᓇ
㗀ߪ߽ߞߣᖡൻߔࠆߛࠈ߁ޕ

Ԝ

࡙ࠞߪᬀᨋ⚻༡߇ㆡಾߦⴕࠊࠇࠇ߫ޔᜬ⛯น⢻ߥ߽ߩߢࠅⅣႺߦ߽㈩ᘦߔࠆ
ߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆޕㆡಾߥ⚻༡ߩ৻ߟߪ࡙ࠞޔᬀᨋࠍㅧᚑߔࠆߚߦޔᄤὼᨋࠍબ
ណߒߡߪߌߥߎߣߢࠆޕ
ߥ߅࡙ࠞޔᬀᨋ߇᳓߿ფߦ߷ߔᓇ㗀ߪ߹ߛࠄ߆ߢߥߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆߦ⥸৻ޕ

᳓߿ფ߳ߩᓇ㗀ࠍᬌߔࠆߦߪ 10 ᢙᐕએߩ᷹ⷰ߇ᔅⷐߢޔFSC ߇᳓ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣࠍ
Plantar ␠ߦ᳞ߚߩߪޕ߁ࠈߢࠄ߆ߚߒࠍ⺰⼏ߚߠߣ߽ߦ࠲࠺ޔലൻክᩏߦᒰ
ߚߞߡ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉ⠪ߦߪࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩታᣉߣߘߩ࠺࠲ߦၮߠߊ㗅ᔕ⊛ߥኻᔕ
ߩ↪ᗧ߇᳞ࠄࠇࠃ߁ޔߚ߹ޕᬀᨋߩ᳗⛯⊛↪㧔ዋߥߊߣ߽ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᦼ㑆ਛߦ⚻༡
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ࠍ᫈ߒߥߎߣ㧕ߦദࠆߎߣ߇㊀ⷐߢࠆޕ
11-2-3.

↥ᬺᬀᨋߣⅣႺᬀᨋߩ⋧㆑ὐ

৻⥸ߦ CDM ᬀᨋߩᚑഞߦࠃࠅ࠳ࡦ࠙ࡃߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᄖߦ㘃ૃߩᬀᨋᵴേ߇ߎ
ࠆߎߣ߇ࠆޕ㘃ૃߩᵴേ߇ή⒎ᐨߦᒛߐࠇߥࠃ߁ߦߔࠆᔅⷐ߇ࠆ߆߽⍮ࠇߥޕ
߃߫ޔPlantar ␠߇ CDM ᬀᨋࠍⴕ߁೨ߩᬀ↢ߪ’ߢߞߚޕ’ߦߪᱷߒߚ᮸⟲
ࠍਛᔃߦ㊁↢ߩേᬀ‛߇ࠃߊ↢ሽߒߡࠆߩߢޔ’߳ߩᬀᨋ߽⥄ὼ↢ᘒ♽ߩ᳗⛯⊛⎕
უࠍ߽ߚࠄߔน⢻ᕈ߇㜞⺞ޕᩏߢߪ࡙ࠞᬀᩱߪߩߣߎࠈડᬺߛߌ߇ⴕߞߡࠆ
ࠃ߁ߢ৻ޔቯߩࠦࡦ࠻ࡠ࡞߇ߡࠆߣࠄࠇࠆ߇࡙ࠞޔ߫߃ޔᬀᨋ߇⚻ᷣ⊛
ߦߢࠆߎߣ߇⍮ࠄࠇࠆ⚿ᨐޔේᧁᧁߩ⽼ᄁࠍ⋡⊛ߦ᳃߇ోᨋࠍォ឵ߒޔή
⒎ᐨߦ࡙ࠞࠍᬀᩱߔࠆࠃ߁ߥߎߣߦߥࠄߥࠃ߁ߦޔߚ߹ޔડᬺߪ࡙ࠞᧁߢ
ࠆ߆ࠄߣߞߡᤃߦᧁࠍ⾼ߒߥࠃ߁ߦߩ࡙ࠞޔᩱၭߣຠᄁ⾈߳ߩኻᔕ߇ᔅ
ⷐߣᕁࠊࠇࠆ߇࠳ࡦ࠙ࡃ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޕᄢߔࠆࡊࡠࠣࡓ CDM ߦࠃࠆ CDM ᬀᨋ
ߦ߽ޔห᭽ߩᵈᗧ߇ᔅⷐߢࠈ߁ޕ
11-2-4.

ⅣႺ࿅ߥ⌀ߩ߳ࡊ࡞ࠣޔኻᔕ

࿁ߩࠃ߁ߥᄢⷙᮨߥ࡙ࠞࡕࡁࠞ࡞࠴ࡖᬀᨋߩⅣႺᓇ㗀ߦኻߔࠆᛕ್ߦߪߦ⌀ޔ
ኻᔕߒߡߊߎߣߪᔅⷐ᧦ઙߢࠆߤߥ࠳࡞ࡎࠢ࠹ࠬޕ㑐ଥ⠪ߩᡰᜬޔදജ߇ߥߣ
ᬀᨋ߆ࠄⓠ߹ߢ㐳ᦼ㑆ߦਗ਼ࠆᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠍ⛽ᜬߒߡߊߎߣߪߢ߈ߥޕ
Plantar ߢߪౕ⊛ߥᵴേᜰ㊎ߣߒߡޔᰴߩ㗄⋡ࠍታ〣ߒߡߚޕ
A. NGO㧔WWF

Brasil ╬㧕ⅣႺࠣ࡞ࡊ߆ࠄߩℂ⸃⾥ޔหࠍᓧࠆޕ

B. േᬀ‛ߩ↢ᘒߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣࠍⴕ߁ޕ
C. FSC ߩᨋ⸽ࠍขᓧߔࠆޕ
D. ᳓ߩᡰࠍ⑼ቇ⊛ߦ⸘᷹ߒߥ߇ࠄ࡙ࠞޟޔᬀᨋߣ᳓ߩ㑐ଥ⺞ߡߟߦޠᩏ⎇
ⓥࠍⴕ߁ޕ
E. ᐢ▸࿐ߥోၞߩ⸳ቯߔࠆߎߣߦࠃߞߡ࡙ࠞޔᬀᨋߣోၞߣߩࡃࡦ
ࠬࠍ࿑ࠆޕ
ߎࠇ߆ࠄ↥ᬺᬀᨋࠍ CDM ᬀᨋߣߒߡ┙ߜߍߡߊߩߦߥ⋉ޔᜰ㊎ߣ⸒߃ࠆޕ

11-2-5.

UNFCCC ߩ࡞࡞ㆩ

UNFCCC ߳ߩ⊓㍳ߦ߅ߡߦ࠻ࠗࠨࡉࠚ࠙ޔឝタߐࠇߡ߆ࠄ߽ Review Request ᓟߩᦼ
㑆߇㐳߆ߞߚ߇ߩߘޔᄢ߈ߥℂ↱ߪ DOE ߇ࡄࡉ࠶ࠢࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߩ㐿ᦼ㑆ࠍ 45 ᣣ㑆ߣ
ߔࠆߴ߈ߣߎࠈࠍ 30 ᣣ㑆ߢታᣉߒߚߎߣߦኻߒߡޔEB㧔ℂળ㧕ࠃࠅౣᐲࡄࡉ࠶ࠢ
ࠦࡔࡦ࠻ࠍ 45 ᣣ㑆ߢⴕ߁ࠃ߁ߦᜰ␜߇ߐࠇߚߚߢࠆߦ߁ࠃߩߎޕࠄࠇߚ࡞࡞
ߪㆩߒߡⴕ߁ߎߣޔ㑆㆑ߦ᳇ߠߚࠄㅦ߿߆ߦ⸓ᱜߒߡኻᔕߔࠆߎߣ߇ᔅⷐߢࠆޕ
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DOE ߩክᩏࡑ࠾ࡘࠕ࡞ߦ߽ޟCDM ߪ࡞࡞ߦၮߠߚࡔࠞ࠾࠭ࡓߢࠆޔߚߩߘޕ
CDM ߣߒߡߩ⊓㍳ⷐ⺧ࠍⴕߞߡࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ ߣ࡞ࠕࡘ࠾ࡑᧄޔCDM ߩⷐઙߦ
ᴪߞߡࠆߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆߎߣ߇ DOE ߩ⽿છߣߥࠆߣޠޕㅀߴߡࠆޕ

11-3. ᐔᚑ 20 ᐕᐲ߆ࠄ 22 ᐕᐲ߹ߢߩ⺞ᩏ
ᐔᚑ 20 ᐕᐲࠃࠅ 3 ᐕ㑆ߦਗ਼ߞߡޔ㧙6 ߩߣ߅ࠅ 5 ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦߟߡ⺞ᩏࠍⴕ
ߞߚޕ
㧙8 ⺞ᩏࠍታᣉߒߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ⷐ
ᐕ  
2008 ᐕ 11 

  ၞ

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
₺ሶ⚕ CDM ᬀᨋᬺ

ࡑ࠳ࠟࠬࠞ࡞࿖

2009 ᐕ 1 㨪3 ߦ߈ߚࡑ࠳ࠟࠬࠞ࡞
࿖ߩᄌ㧔ㆬࠍ⚻ߕߦァㇱߩߢᄢ
⛔㗔߇ઍ㧕ߦࠃࠅߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔਛ
ᱛߣߥߞߚޕ
㧔࿖ㅪᧂ⊓㍳㧕
2008 ᐕ 12 

ਛ࿖ᐢ࠴ࡢࡦᣖ⥄ᴦ

ᐢᵹၞ▤ℂߩߚߩౣᬀᨋଦㅴ
㧔࿖ㅪ⊓㍳╙ 1 ภ㧕

2009 ᐕ 9 

ࡕ࡞࠼ࡃ࿖

ფోᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
㧔࿖ㅪ⊓㍳╙ 2 ภ㧕

2009 ᐕ 11 

⍾ਐ⒖േߩᓇ㗀߇߱ዊⷙᮨA/R CDM

ࠗࡦ࠼ࡂࡗ࠽Ꮊ

ࡄࠗࡠ࠶࠻ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ᬺ㧔࿖ㅪ⊓㍳╙ 3 ภ㧕
2010 ᐕ 9 

Ꮏᬺ↪ᧁ᧚ଏ⛎ߩߚߩౣ↢น⢻ߥ⾗Ḯ

ࡉࠫ࡞ㅪ㇌࿖

ߣߒߡߩౣᬀᨋᬺ

ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺ

㧔࿖ㅪ⊓㍳╙ 16 ภ㧕
ߎࠇࠄߩ⺞ᩏࠍㅢߓߡෳ⠨ߣߥࠆ㗄ࠍޔෳ⠨߹ߢߦਅ⸥ߩߣ߅ࠅ⸥ߔࠆޕ
11-3-1. ߩᚻᒰߡ
ޟCDM ᬀᨋ↪ߩߩᚻᒰߡ⺞ޕࠆߢޠᩏࠍⴕߞߚ
CDM ᬀᨋߢࡌࠬߣߥࠆߩߪޔ
ߢߪޔ߳ߩᬀᨋޔㄘ᳃߆ࠄߩߩ୫ޔᬀᨋኻ⽎ߩ⾼ߦࠃࠅᬀᨋߩኻ⽎
߇⏕ߐࠇߡࠆޕ
ⴕߩ A/R CDM ߩᐲߩਅߢߪߩ࠳ࡦ࠙ࡃޔᄌᦝߪࠄࠇߡߥߩߢޔᬀᨋ੍
ቯ߇ᚲ⠪ߩㇺวߢᷫዋߒߚ႐วߥߤޔઍࠊࠅߩࠍᚻᒰߔࠆߎߣߪߢ߈ߥޕ
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2008 ᐕ 11 ߦ㐿ߐࠇߚ EB44 ߢߪޔലൻክᩏᤨߢߪోߩ 2/3 ߩࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ࠍ⏕
ቯߔࠇ߫⦟ߎߣߦߥߞߚ߇ޔߩᚻᒰߡ߇㔍ߒၞߢߪ 2/3 ߩࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ࠍ⏕ቯߔ
ࠆߎߣߪኈᤃߢߪߥߩ߇⁁ߢࠆޕ
ᶏᄖߦ߅ߌࠆ㗴ߩ⸃ޔኻᔕߪኈᤃߢߪߥߊޔᚲ⠪߳ߩࡅࡗࡦࠣߥߤޔ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߩ೨⺞ᩏ߇ᔅ㗇ߢࠆޕၞߩ᳃ߣߩ☼ࠅᒝኻߥߤޔචಽߥ
ࠦࡒࡘ࠾ࠤ࡚ࠪࡦ߇᳞ࠄࠇࠆޕ
-1. ࡑ࠳ࠟࠬࠞ࡞࿖
CDMᬀᨋߩኻ⽎ߪߢࠆ߇ߩߘޔਛߦ㔖⚦ߥⷙᮨߩ⑳߇ࠅޔᬀᨋኻ⽎
߆ࠄ㒰ᄖߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥߣߩ⺖㗴߇ߞߚޕᬺ⠪ߪ⸳ࠍ࠳ࡦ࠙ࡃޔቯߔࠆߚ
ߦޔߩᚲ㑐ଥࠍ␜ߔࠆ☋★╬߇ᧂᢛߥ⁁ᴫߢޔߩ⊓㍳⁁ᴫࠍޔ
ࡌ࡞ߢ⏕ߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥ߇ޔ᳃ෳടဳߩ⏕ޔ᷹㊂ᬺࠍⴕߞߡߊߦߪ⋧ޔᒰ
ߥᦼ㑆㧔ᐕᢙ㧕ࠍⷐߔࠆޔߚߩߎޕPDDᚑ㨪ലൻᛚᤨ߹ߢߦᬀᨋ⋡ᮡߢࠆ15,000ha
ߩࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ࠍ⏕ቯߔࠆߎߣߪ࿎㔍ߥ⁁ᴫߢߞߚޔߪߢࠬࠤߩߎޕᬺ⠪ߪCDMߩ
ᵴേࡊࡠࠣࡓߩࠬࠠࡓࠍណ↪ߔࠆߎߣߦࠃߞߡ⏕ࠍ࠳ࡦ࠙ࡃޔቯߢ߈ߚᚲ߆ࠄ㗅
ᰴCPA㧔CDMࡊࡠࠣࡓᵴേ㧕ߣߒߡCDM⊓㍳ߒޔCDMᬀᨋࠍታᣉߔࠆ⠨߃ࠍᜬߞߡ
ߚޕ
-2.

ਛ࿖

ᒰೋߩCDMᬀᨋ⸘↹ߪ4,000haߢߞߚ߇ޔታᣉᷣ㕙Ⓧߪ3,140haߢㅴ₸ߪ78.5%ߢ
ߞߚޕㄘ᳃߆ࠄ㧔ㄘ᳃ߪ↪ᮭࠍߒߡࠆ㧕ࠍ୫ࠅߡᬀᨋࠍⴕ߁ߩ߇ᒰࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ߩ৻⥸⊛ߥᒻᘒߛ߇৻ޔㇱߩㄘ᳃߇⠨߃ࠍᄌ߃ߡࠍ⾉ߐߥߎߣߦߥߞߚޕ
㧔ߘߩᓟߩᖱႎߢߪㅴ₸ߪ80㧑ߦߥߞߚࠃ߁ߢࠆޕ㧕
-3.

ࡕ࡞࠼ࡃ

ࡕ࡞࠼ࡃ࿖ߩߪޔᬀᨋ↪ߩᚲ⠪߇࿖߹ߚߪᣇ⥄ᴦߢ㗴ߪߥ߆ߞߚޕ
ૉߒޔห࿖ߢߪᨋ㕙Ⓧࠍ࿖㧔3,384ජha㧕ߩ15%13ߣߔࠆ⋡ᮡࠍᜬߞߡࠆ߇ޔᨋ㕙
ⓍࠍჇ߿ߒߡߊߚߩᣂⷙߩߩᚻᒰߡߪ㔍ߒߣߩߎߣߢߞߚޕ
-4.

ࠗࡦ࠼ࡂࡗ࠽Ꮊ

⍾ਐ߆ࠄߩ㘧⍾ߩᓇ㗀ࠍฃߌࠆߦᬀᨋߔࠆ߽ߩߢޔߪరߩㄘ᳃߇ᚲߒߡ
ࠆ࠻࠶ࠫࠢࡦࡏࠞߩߡోޕߪSocietyߦࠅࠆߢࡃࡦࡔޔㄘ᳃ߩ㑆ߢಽ㈩ߐ
ࠇࠆ࠽ࡗࡂޕᨋዪߪᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩᓟេ⠪ߢޔᬀᨋ↪ߩ⧣ᧁߪήᢱߢឭଏߒᦨޔೋ
ߩ㧟ᐕ㑆ߪᬀᨋࠍ▤ℂߔࠆߣߦޔㄘ᳃߇⥄ಽߚߜߢᬺߢ߈ࠆࠃ߁ߦ࠻࠾ࡦࠣࠍ
ⴕߥ⚻ޔᷣ㕙ߢ߽ㄘ᳃ࠍࠨࡐ࠻ߒߚߣߩ⠨߃ߢߞߚޕ㧔ߎࠇߛߌᨋዪߩᡰេߪ
13

ߩᨋ㕙Ⓧߪ 401 ජ ha ߢ࿖ߩ 12㧑ߢࠆޕ
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ᄢ߈߽ߩ߇ࠆ߇ޔㅴ₸ߪ⸘↹ߦኻߒߡ81㧑ߢߞߚޕ
-5.

ࡉࠫ࡞

Plantar␠ߩ႐วߪޔ’ࠍਛᔃߣߒߚ⑳ࠍ⾼ߒߡᬀᨋߒߡࠆޕ
11-3-2.

ᬀᨋ᮸⒳ߩㆬቯ

ⅣႺోࠍ⋡⊛ߣߔࠆᬀᨋߩ႐วޔਥⷐ᮸⒳ߣ᧪᮸⒳ࠍᷙᨋߣߒߡᬀᨋߐࠇߡࠆ
߇ޔᬺ⠪ߪㆡㆡᧁޔၞ␠ળޔⅣႺᓇ㗀ߘߒߡ⚻ᷣᕈߥߤࠍ✚ว⊛ߦ್ᢿߒߡᬀᩱ᮸
⒳ࠍቯߒߡࠆޕ
-1.

ਛ࿖

ᬀᨋߐࠇߚ᮸⒳ߪ࠙ࡈޔ㧔ਛ࿖ฬ㧦ᬤ㧕ޔ㚍የ᧻ࡦ࡛ࠩ࠙࠙ࠦޔ㧔ਛ࿖ฬ㧦ᐢᎺ᧖㧕ޔ
ᄢ⪲᯳࠳ࠗࠛ㧔ਛ࿖ฬ㧕ࠠࡃ࠷ࡔࡅޔ㧔ਛ࿖ฬ㧦ᧁ⩄㧕ߣ࡙ࠞߩ6⒳㘃ߢߞߚޕ
․ߦޔᚑ㐳߇⦟࡙ࠞߪޔᜰዉߦߚߞߚ⇇㌁ⴕ߆ࠄᬀᨋోߩ25%ࠍ㒢ߣߔࠆ
ࠃ߁ߦߣߩᒝᜰዉ߇ߞߚ㧔ᨋᬺዪߩࠦࡔࡦ࠻㧕ޕ
-2.

ࡕ࡞࠼ࡃ

࠾ࠕࠞࠪࠕ㧔80%㧕ࠍਛᔃߦޔᄙ᭽ߥ᧪᮸⒳ࠍ⚵ߺวࠊߖߚᬀᨋࠍⴕߞߡߚޕ᧪
᮸⒳ߪ᳓ኂߢᶖᄬߒߚᬀᨋ߽ߞߚ߇߇ࠕࠪࠞࠕ࠾ޔஜోߦᚑ⢒ߔࠆ㒢ࠅޔGHGๆ
㊂ߦߪᄢ߈ߥᓇ㗀ߪਈ߃ߥޕ
-3.

ࠗࡦ࠼ࡂࡗ࠽Ꮊ

㘧⍾ߩᓇ㗀ࠍฃߌࠆߢߩᬀᨋߢࠅޔ᧪᮸⒳6⒳㘃ߦ࡙ࠞࡂࠗࡉ࠶࠼ߩ7᮸
⒳߇ᬀᨋߐࠇߡߚޕඨ⍾Ṽൻߒߚߢޔ㒠᳓㊂߽100mmએਅߣ߁෩ߒⅣႺߢߩᬀ
ᨋߢࠆߛߌߦޔ᧪᮸⒳ࠍᬀᨋߔࠆߎߣߪ⥄ὼߢࠅޔฃߌࠇᤃߣᗵߓߚޕ
-4.

ࡉࠫ࡞

࡙ࠞߩන৻᮸⒳ᬀᨋߪࡉࠫ࡞ߩ↥ᬺᬀᨋߢࠆޕ
11-3-3. ᳃╬߆ࠄߩᡰᜬ
ᬀᨋᬺࠍㅴߡߊ႐ว⇐߽ᦨޔᗧߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥߎߣߪޔၞ᳃߿ⅣႺࠣ࡞
ࡊ߆ࠄᬀᨋߦኻߔࠆℂ⸃ߣᡰᜬࠍᓧࠆߎߣߢࠆޕ
ߘߩઁޔᨋ⸽ߩขᓧߦࠃߞߡޔኻᄖ⊛ߥ⹏ଔ߽㜞߹ࠅޔၞ␠ળޔⅣႺࠣ࡞ࡊ߆
ࠄା㗬ࠍᓧࠆ৻ߟߩᣇᴺߦߥࠆޕ
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-1.

ࡕ࡞࠼ࡃ

Moldsilva ߩ Head of Direction ߢࠆ Petru Rotaru ᳁ߣ㕙⺣ߒߚ㓙ߦޟޔᐘޔᣇ
⥄ᴦߦߪޔၞ᳃ෳടߦࠃࠆࡏࡦ࠹ࠖࠕᵴേߢᬀᨋᬺߦදജߒߡ߽ࠄޔᚒߪޘ
ᬀᨋᧁࠍ 30 ᐕޔ60 ᐕᦝߦߪ 100 ᐕߦਗ਼ߞߡ⢒ߡߡߊߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆ߽ߒ߽ޕᒝ⊛ߦࠦ
ࡒࡘ࠾࠹ࠖ߳ෳടߔࠆࠃ߁ߦ᳞ࠇ߫ޔᚑഞߪ߅߷ߟ߆ߥߛࠈ߁ޔ߇ߚࠇߐߣޠޕ
ၞࠦࡒࡘ࠾࠹ࠖߣߩ㑐ଥࠍᄢಾߦߒߥ߇ࠄᬀᨋᬺࠍㅴࠆߎߣ߇ᄢಾߢࠆޕ
-2.

ࡉࠫ࡞

FERN㧔⧷࿖㧕ࠍߪߓਥߦ᰷Ꮊ߆ࠄߩⅣႺࠣ࡞ࡊ߆ࠄߩ࡙ࠞޔᄢⷙᮨᬀᨋߦኻߒ
ߡኻᗧ߇ࡄࡉ࠶ࠢࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߦ߽ነߖࠄࠇߚޕPlantar ␠ߢߪᬀᨋߩ⿰ᣦࠍၞ␠
ળߦ⺑ߒߡޔWWF ࡉࠫ࡞ࠍߪߓߣߔࠆᄙߊߩ NGOޔⅣႺࠣ࡞ࡊ߿⎇ⓥᚲ߆ࠄ߽
ᡰᜬࠍᓧࠆߎߣߦࠃߞߡߦࠄࠇߎޔኻᔕߔࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߚߣߩߎߣߛߞߚޕ
߹ߚޔߪߢࠬࠤߩ࡞ࠫࡉޔᬺ⠪ߪ࡙ࠞᬀᨋߢߩ⚻༡ߦ߅ߡޔFSC ߩᨋ
⸽ࠍขᓧߒߡࠆߩߎޕᨋ⸽ߪขᓧᤨߛߌߢߥߊޔᲤᐕޔᬌ⸽߽ⴕࠊࠇࠆ࡙ࠞޕ
ߣ᳓ߦ㑐ߔࠆ⎇ⓥ߽ FSC ߩⷐ᳞ၮߠߊ߽ߩߛߣ Plantar ߢߪ⺑ߒߡࠆޕ
11-3-4.

ၞ␠ળ߳ߩ㈩ᘦ

CDM ᬀᨋߢߪޔၞ␠ળ߳ߩᓇ㗀߽࠻ࡦࡔࠬࠕޔ㊀ⷐߥ㗄⋡ߣߥࠆޕ
-1.

ࡑ࠳ࠟࠬࠞ࡞

ᬀᨋᬺࠍㅢߒߡߩ㓹↪ᄢ߿ၞߩ⊒ዷࠍᦼᓙߒߡޔၞ᳃߿రߩᨋᬺዪޔNGO
߆ࠄߪᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠍ᱑ㄫߔࠆᗧ߇ᄙߊ⡞߆ࠇߚ⋥ߥ߁ࠃߩߎޕធ㓹↪ߩᄢ߽
ࠆ߇ޔᬀᨋࠍㅢߓߡ␠ળ߳ߩ⽸₂߇᳞ࠄࠇࠆޕ
-2.

ࠗࡦ࠼ࡂࡗ࠽Ꮊ

ᬀᨋߩႺ⇇߇ዊቇᩞߩߘ߫߹ߢ᧪ߡߚޕ㘧⍾ߦࠃߞߡޔዊቇᩞߩㄭߊ߹ߢඨ⍾Ṽൻ
߇ㅴࠎߢࠆޕᬀᨋᧁ߇ᄢ߈ߊ⢒ߡ߫⍾ޔ㒐ᨋߣߒߡቇᩞㄝߩⅣႺᡷༀޔሶଏߚߜߩஜ
ᐽߦ߽⽸₂ߢ߈ࠆޕ
11-3-5.

ߘߩઁ㧦⇇㌁ⴕߩᓎഀ

⺞ᩏࠍⴕߞߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߢޔ࿖ㅪߦ⊓㍳ߐࠇߚ᩺ઙߪ4ઙߢࠆߩߎޕౝࠗޔ
ࡦ࠼ࡂࡗ࠽Ꮊߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪࠞࡏࡦࠢࠫ࠶࠻ߩ⽼ᄁవߪᧂቯߢߞߚޕਛ࿖ޔ
ࡕ࡞࠼ࡃߘߒߡࡉࠫ࡞ߩ3ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪߡోޔ⇇㌁ⴕ㧔ࡃࠗࠝࠞࡏࡦࡈࠔࡦ࠼߽ߒ
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䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥䈭ᐲ䈪ណ↪䈘䉏䉎䊋

䈇䇮᧪⊛䈭Ⴏ䈱⟵ോ䉕⽶䈉

䉾䊐䉜䊷ᚻᴺ䉕ណ↪䈜䉎䈖䈫䈪䇮䉪

VER䋺䊋䉾䊐䉜䊷䈮䉋䉍䇮৻ቯ㊂䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䉕

䊧䉳䉾䊃䈱䈇䉇䈜䈘䈱ะ䈫䇮

ᓽ䈚䇮ᄤἴ╬䈱䊥䉴䉪䈮ኻಣ䈜䉎䈖䈫䈪䇮ឃ

↪⠪䈱᧪⊛䈭Ⴏ䈱䊥䉴䉪

ᷫ䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈫ห╬䈱ᛒ䈇

䉕シᷫ
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䋲㩷 ⚛Ꮢ႐䈱ⷰ㩷
䋲㪄䋱㩷 ⚛Ꮢ႐㩷
࿖ㅪ᳇ᄌേᨒ⚵᧦⚂䈏ᄙ䈒䈱࿖䇱䉋䉍ᛕಎ䈘䉏䇮ᄢᄙᢙ䈱వㅴ࿖䈲᷷ቶലᨐ䉧䉴䋨GHG䋩䈱ᷫ
䉕㆐ᚑ䉕⟵ോ䈨䈔䉎੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠ䉕ᛕಎ䈚䈢䇯EU 䈲ឃᷫ䉕㆐ᚑ䈜䉎䈢䉄䈮䇮EU ၞౝ䈱৻ቯⷙᮨએ
䈱ᬺᚲ䈮 GHG 䈱ឃ㒢䋨䉨䊞䉾䊒䋩䉕⸳ቯ䈚䇮ᷫ⋡ᮡ䉕㆐ᚑ䈚䈢ડᬺ䈲䇮⋡ᮡ䉕㆐ᚑ䈚䈩䈇䈭
䈇ᬺᚲ䈫ឃᨒ䋨EUA䋩䉕ขᒁ䋨䊃䊧䊷䊄䋩䈜䉎䈖䈫䈏䈪䈐䉎䉨䊞䉾䊒㩷 䋧㩷 䊃䊧䊷䊄䉅䈚䈒䈲ឃ㊂ขᒁ
ᐲ䈫䈳䉏䉎⚵䉕ዉ䈚䈢䇯䉁䈢䇮ᣣᧄ䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲ડᬺ䈏⚻࿅ㅪ⥄ਥⴕേ⸘↹╬䈮䈍䈇䈩ቯ䉄䈢
ᷫ⋡ᮡ䉕㆐ᚑ䈜䉎䈢䉄䈮䇮ㅜ࿖䈮䈍䈇䈩ታᣉ䈚䈢ᷫ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈮䉋䉍ᓧ䉌䉏䉎⚛䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃
䋨CER䋩䉕⾼䈚䈩䈇䉎䇯
䉁䈢䇮䈖䈉䈚䈢࿖㓙᧦⚂╬䈮䉋䉌䈝䇮⥄ਥ⊛䈮ឃᷫ䉕ⴕ䈦䈢䉍䇮ឃᷫ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈎䉌⚛䉪䊧
䉳䉾䊃䉕⾼䈚䇮⥄䉌䈱 GHG ឃ䉕⋧Ვ䈜䉎䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥䈭䉦䊷䊗䊮䊶䉥䊐䉶䉾䊃䈱ข⚵䉅Ⴧടะ䈮䈅䉎䇯
⇇⊛䈭᳇ᄌേ䈮㑐䈜䉎ⷙ䈱ዉ䉇䇮᳃㑆ㇱ㐷䈮䈍䈔䉎㑐ᔃ䈱㜞䉁䉍䉕⢛᥊䈮䇮⥄䉌䈱ឃ䈱
ᷫ䉇䇮ឃ䈱⋧Ვ䋨䉦䊷䊗䊮䊶䉥䊐䉶䉾䊃䋩䉕ⴕ䈉ข⚵䈏Ⴧട䈚䈢䇯䈖䈉䈚䈢േ䈐䈫䈮䇮⚛䈮ଔᩰ䈏䈧
䈐䇮࿖㓙⊛䈭Ꮢ႐䈏⺀↢䈚䈩䈇䉎䇯
䈖䉏䉌䈱Ꮢ႐䈲䇮৻⥸⊛䈮⚛Ꮢ႐䋨Carbon market䋩䈫䈳䉏䇮⋡⊛䈮ಽ㘃䈜䉎䈫䇮ਥ䈮એਅ䈱 2
⒳㘃䈏ሽ䈜䉎䇯
¾

ㆩᏒ႐䋨Compliance market䋩䋺ⷙ䉕ฃ䈔䉎ᬺ⠪╬䈏ឃᨒ䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䊔䊷䉴䈱䉪䊧
䉳䉾䊃╬䉕ขᒁ䈜䉎

¾

⥄ਥ⊛Ꮢ႐䋨Volunatary market䋩䋺CSR䇮䊑䊤䊮䊄䉟䊜䊷䉳ะ䇮⽼ᄁଦㅴ䋨䉥䊐䉶䉾䊃ຠ╬䋩
䉕⥄ਥ⊛䈮ⴕ䈉

䉁䈢䇮ᚻᲑ䊶ᣇᴺ䈮Ꮢ႐䉕ಽ㘃䈜䉎䈫䇮એਅ䈱 3 ⒳㘃䈏ሽ䈜䉎䇯
¾

ឃᨒ䋨Allowance䋩Ꮢ႐䋺䉨䊞䉾䊒㩷 䋧㩷 䊃䊧䊷䊄䈫䉅䈳䉏䇮ᬺ⠪䈮ឃ䈱㒢䋨䉨䊞䉾䊒䋩
䉕⸳䈔䇮ㆊਇ⿷ಽ䉕Ꮢ႐䈮䈍䈇䈩ขᒁ䋨䊃䊧䊷䊄䋩䈜䉎ᐲ䈪䈅䉍䇮᰷Ꮊឃ㊂ขᒁᐲ
䋨EU-ETS䋩䈏ᦨ䉅ฬ䇯

¾

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䊔䊷䉴Ꮢ႐䋺䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮㩷 䋧㩷 䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃ᣇᑼ䈫䉅䈳䉏䇮ឃᷫ/ๆ䊒䊨䉳䉢
䉪䊃䉕ታᣉ䈚䈭䈇႐ว䈱ឃ㊂/ๆ㊂䋨䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮䋩䈫䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ታᣉᓟ䈱ឃ㊂/ๆ㊂
䈱Ꮕ䉕⚛䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈫䈚䈩⊒ⴕ䈚䇮ขᒁ䉕ⴕ䈉ᐲ䈪䉪䊥䊷䊮㐿⊒䊜䉦䊆䉵䊛䋨CDM䋩䈏ᦨ䉅
ฬ䇯ᦨㄭ䈪䈲䇮䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥Ꮢ႐䋨⥄ਥ⊛Ꮢ႐䋩䉅ᚑ㐳䈚䈩䈍䉍䇮Voluntary Carbon Standard 䉇
Gold Standard 䈭䈬ⶄᢙ䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃⊒ⴕ䈱䉴䉨䊷䊛䈏ሽ䈜䉎䇯

¾

䉴䊘䉾䊃䈶䉶䉦䊮䉻䊥Ꮢ႐䋺⸥䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䊔䊷䉴䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈏ખᬺ⠪╬䈮䉋䉍ᄁ⾈䈘䉏
䉎Ꮢ႐

ਅ䈲䇮ㆩ⋡⊛䈮↪䈘䉏䉎⚛䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈮㑐䈚䈩䇮⇇䈱⚛Ꮢ႐䈮䈍䈔䉎 2008 ᐕ 2009 ᐕ䈱
ขᒁ㜞䈫ขᒁ㊂䉕␜䈚䈩䈇䉎䇯ਅ䈱ᢙ୯䈱䈫䈍䉍䇮ขᒁ㜞䈲 2009 ᐕ䈱䊥䊷䊙䊮䉲䊢䉾䉪䈱ᓇ㗀䉕ฃ䈔䇮
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2008 ᐕ䈱 1,351 ం USD 䈎䉌 1,437 ం USD 䈮ᓸჇ䈜䉎䈮䈫䈬䉁䈦䈩䈇䉎䈏䇮ขᒁ㊂䈲 2008 ᐕ䈱 48
ం tCO2 䈎䉌 2009 ᐕ䈮䈲 87 ం䊃䊮䈻䈫ᄢ䈮Ⴧട䈚䈩䈇䉎䇯
 4㩷 2008 ᐕ䈶 2009 ᐕ䈮䈍䈔䉎⇇䈱⚛Ꮢ႐䈮䈍䈔䉎ขᒁ㗵䈶ขᒁ㊂

㩷
ౖ䋺㩷 㪪㫋㪸㫋㪼㩷㪸㫅㪻㩷㪫㫉㪼㫅㪻㫊㩷㫆㪽㩷㫋㪿㪼㩷㪚㪸㫉㪹㫆㫅㩷㪤㪸㫉㫂㪼㫋㩷㪉㪇㪈㪇㩷
㩷
ᰴ㗄䈪䈲䇮Ꮢ႐䉺䉟䊒䈮䈠䉏䈡䉏䈱ⷐ䉕⺑䈜䉎䇯㩷
㩷
䋲㪄䋱㪄䋱㩷 ㆩᏒ႐㩷
㩷
ㆩᏒ႐䈲䇮䉌䈎䈱ⷙ䈮䉋䉍ឃᷫ⋡ᮡ╬䉕ㆩ䈜䉎⟵ോ䉕⽶䈦䈢ડᬺ䈭䈬䈏ขᒁ䉕ⴕ䈉Ꮢ
႐䈪䈅䉍䇮ਥ䈮੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠ䈮ၮ䈨䈒Ꮢ႐䈫䈠䉏એᄖ䈱ⷙ䈮ၮ䈨䈒Ꮢ႐䋨Non-Kyoto market 䈫䈳䉏
䉎䋩䈮ᄢ䈪䈐䉎䇯
੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠ䈮ၮ䈨䈇䈩ታᣉ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎 EU-ETS 䈏ᦨᄢ䈱Ꮢ႐䈪䈅䉍䇮2009 ᐕ䈱ขᒁ㜞䈲 1,185 ం
USD 䈪䈅䉍䇮Ꮢ႐ో䈱ขᒁ䈪䈅䉎 1,437 ం USD 䈱⚂ 8 ഀ䉕භ䉄䉎䇯䉴䊘䉾䊃䈶䉶䉦䊮䉻䊥 CDM Ꮢ
႐䈏䈠䉏䈮⛯䈒 180 ం USD 䈫䈭䈦䈩䈇䉎䇯
䉁䈢䇮䈖䉏䉌 2 䈧䈱੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠ㑐ㅪᏒ႐䈱ઁ䈮䈲䇮䊒䊤䉟䊙䊥 CDM䋨CDM 䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈎䉌⋥ធ CER
䉕ขᒁ䈜䉎䉬䊷䉴䋩䇮JI ╬䈱䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䊔䊷䉴䈱Ꮢ႐䈏ሽ䈜䉎䇯
৻ᣇ䇮੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠએᄖ䈱Ꮢ႐䈪䈲䇮☨࿖᧲ㇱ 10 Ꮊ䈱ឃ㊂ขᒁᐲ䈪䈅䉎 Regional Greenhouse
Gas Initiative䋨RGGI䋩䇮⽕Ꮊ䊆䊠䊷䉰䉡䉴䉡䉢䊷䊦䉵Ꮊ䈱ឃ㊂ขᒁᐲ䇮䉦䊅䉻䉝䊦䊋䊷䉺Ꮊ䈱ᐲ
╬䈏䈅䉎䇯
ㆩᏒ႐䈱ᴫ䈲ਅ⸥䈱䈫䈍䉍䈪䈅䉎䇯
x

ㆩᏒ႐䈱ะ䈲䇮2008 ᐕ䈮Ყセ䈚䈩 2009 ᐕ䈮䈲䇮ขᒁ㊂䈶ขᒁ㗵ᣇ䈫䉅Ⴧടะ䈮
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䈅䉎䇯
x

৻ᣇ䈪䇮ขᒁ㊂䈏 2 ㄭ䈒Ⴧട䈚䈢䈱䈮ኻ䈚䇮ขᒁ㗵䈲ᓸჇ䈮䈫䈬䉁䈦䈢䇯

x

䈖䉏䈲 2008 ᐕᓟඨ䈎䉌䇮2009 ᐕ೨ඨ䈮䈎䈔䈩⇇⚻ᷣ䈮ᓇ㗀䉕ਈ䈋䈢⚻ᷣෂᯏ䈱ᓇ㗀䈮
䉋䉍䇮ᦨᄢ䈱ㆩᏒ႐䈪䈅䉎 EU-ETS 䈮䈍䈔䉎 EUA䋨EU Allowance䋩䈱ଔᩰਅ⪭䇮EUA 䈱ଔ
ᩰ䈱േะ䈮ᓇ㗀䉕ฃ䈔䉇䈜䈇䉶䉦䊮䉻䊥 CER 䈱ଔᩰਅ⪭䈏Ꮢ႐ో䈮ਈ䈋䈢ᓇ㗀䈮䉋䉎䈫
䈖䉐䈏ᄢ䈐䈇䇯

㩷
㩷
㩷
㩷
㩷
㩷
㩷
㩷
㩷
㩷
㩷
㩷
㩷
ౖ䋺㪪㫋㪸㫋㪼㩷㫆㪽㩷㫋㪿㪼㩷㪭㫆㫃㫌㫅㫋㪸㫉㫐㩷㪚㪸㫉㪹㫆㫅㩷㪤㪸㫉㫂㪼㫋㫊㩷㪉㪇㪈㪇㩷
㩷
x

⚛ଔᩰ

㩷
࿑ 1㩷 ⚛Ꮢ႐䈮䈍䈔䉎ଔᩰ䈱ផ⒖㩷
ౖ䋺㪪㫋㪸㫋㪼㩷㪸㫅㪻㩷㪫㫉㪼㫅㪻㫊㩷㫆㪽㩷㫋㪿㪼㩷㪚㪸㫉㪹㫆㫅㩷㪤㪸㫉㫂㪼㫋㩷㪉㪇㪈㪇㩷
㩷
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x

ਅ⸥䈱Ꮢ႐䈏⸳┙䉅䈚䈒䈲ᬌ⸛䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯

㩷
࿑ 2㩷 ⇇䈱⚛Ꮢ႐㩷
ౖ䋺㪪㫋㪸㫋㪼㩷㫆㪽㩷㫋㪿㪼㩷㪭㫆㫃㫌㫅㫋㪸㫉㫐㩷㪚㪸㫉㪹㫆㫅㩷㪤㪸㫉㫂㪼㫋㫊㩷㪉㪇㪈㪇㩷
㩷
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㩷
䋲㪄䋱㪄䋲㩷 ⥄ਥ⊛Ꮢ႐㩷
⥄ਥ⊛Ꮢ႐䋨䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥Ꮢ႐䋩䈲䇮᭽䇱䈭ᐲ䈏ᷙ䈚䈩䈍䉍䇮ᐭ䈮䉋䉎ⷙ䈫䈲䈮ᵴേ䈏ⴕ䉒䉏
䉎䈖䈫䈏ᄙ䈇䈖䈫䈎䉌䇮⸥䈱ㆩᏒ႐䈱䉋䈉䈭Ꮢ႐䈱ಽ㘃䈲ⴕ䉒䉏䈩䈇䈭䈇䇯
䉁䈢䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥Ꮢ႐䈱․ᓽ䈫䈚䈩䈲䇮Verified Emission Reductions䋨VERs䋩䈫䈳䉏䉎䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥䈭䉪
䊧䉳䉾䊃䈱ขᒁ䈏⋧ኻ䋨Over the counter䋺OTC䋩䈪ⴕ䉒䉏䉎䈖䈫䈏ᄙ䈇䈖䈫䈪䈅䉎䇯OTC 䈮䈍䈔䉎 VER
䈱ขᒁ㊂䈲ో䈱ඨಽㄭ䈒䈱 51 ⊖ਁ䌴CO2 䈪䈅䉍䇮ขᒁ㗵䈪䈲 326 ⊖ਁ USD 䈫ో䈱ขᒁ㗵䋨387
⊖ਁ USD䋩䈱 8 ഀᒝ䉕භ䉄䉎䇯
䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥Ꮢ႐䈮䈍䈇䈩䉅ឃᨒ䉇⚛䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈱ขᒁᚲ䈪䈅䉎䉲䉦䉯᳇ขᒁᚲ䋨CCX䋩䈏ሽ䈚䇮
ឃᨒ䉕ᜬ䈧ડᬺ㑆䈱ขᒁ䉇ᄖㇱ䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䋨䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䊔䊷䉴䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䋩䈱ขᒁ䈏ⴕ䉒䉏䈩䈐䈢䇯
䈚䈎䈚䈭䈏䉌 CCX 䈲䇮2010 ᐕ 4 䈮 IntercontinentalExchange䋨ICE䋩1䈮䉋䉍⾈䈘䉏䇮2010 ᐕᧃ䈮
䈲ឃᷫᐲ䉕⚳䈋䈢䇯

㩷
ౖ䋺㪪㫋㪸㫋㪼㩷㫆㪽㩷㫋㪿㪼㩷㪭㫆㫃㫌㫅㫋㪸㫉㫐㩷㪚㪸㫉㪹㫆㫅㩷㪤㪸㫉㫂㪼㫋㫊㩷㪉㪇㪈㪇㩷
㩷
㪚㪚㪯 䈱ઁ䈮䉅䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥䈭ᐲ䈲ᢙᄙ䈒ሽ䈜䉎䇯㪚㪚㪯 䈫ห䈛䉨䊞䉾䊒䋧䊃䊧䊷䊄ᐲ䈪䈲䈭䈇䈏䇮
⚛䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䉕⸽䇮⊒ⴕ䈜䉎ᐲ䈲ᄙ䈒ሽ䈚䇮⋡⊛䉇䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䉺䉟䊒╬䈮䉋䉍䈇ಽ䈔䉌䉏䈩䈇䉎
䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯㩷
䋲㪄䋱㪄䋳㩷 ⇇䈱 㪭㪜㪩 ⊒ⴕᐲ㩷
䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥䈭䉦䊷䊗䊮䊶䉥䊐䉶䉾䊃ᐲ䈲ᢙᄙ䈒ሽ䈜䉎䈏䇮⸳┙䈱⋡⊛䇮ᐲ䇮⚵╬䈮䉋䉍䇮䈠䉏䈡
䉏․ᓽ䈏䈅䉎䇯ᧄ⺞ᩏ䈪䈲䈖䉏䉌䈱ᐲ䈱䈉䈤䇮Ꮢ႐䈮䈍䈔䉎䉲䉢䉝䈏㜞䈒䇮ᣣᧄડᬺ䈏↪䈚䉇䈜䈇䇮
䉅䈚䈒䈲↪น⢻䈪䈅䉎䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎ᐲ䈮䈧䈇䈩ᢛℂ䈜䉎䇯
䉁䈝ਅ⸥䈪䈲䇮ਥⷐ䈭䉦䊷䊗䊮䊶䉥䊐䉶䉾䊃ᐲ䉕ୄ⍑䈚䇮䈠䉏䈡䉏䈱․ᓽ䉕ᢛℂ䈜䉎䇯

1

☨࿖䇮䉦䊅䉻䇮䊨䊮䊄䊮䈮వ‛䊶䉥䊒䉲䊢䊮䈱㔚ሶขᒁᚲ䉕⟎䈐䇮ਥ䈮䇮ㄘ↥‛䇮⽻ᐊ䇮ឃ㊂䇮䉣䊈䊦䉩䊷䇮䉣䉪䉟䊁䉞䉟
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 5㩷 ਥⷐ䈭䉦䊷䊗䊮䊶䉥䊐䉶䉾䊃ᐲ䈱Ყセ䋨ౣឝ䋩
ᐲ㩷

VCS

ๆḮ
䉕䉃㩷
䂾㩷

ኻ⽎ၞ㩷

ో⇇㩷

ᨋ㑐ㅪ
ᣇᴺ⺰㩷
5 (+CDM,㩷
CAR 䉅น)

䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥

Ꮢ႐㩷

䍖䍸䍚䍼䍍䍢

䍖䍸䍚䍼䍍

䉲䉢䉝

䈱⊒ⴕ

䍢ଔᩰ

35%

䂾㩷

㪋㪅㪎㩷

⠨㩷

markit,
APX,

ᦨᄢⷙᮨ䈱ᐲ

CDP
ടᎺ ETS ❱ㄟ䉂

CAR

䂾㩷

☨࿖㩷

2

APX

31%

䂾㩷

㪎㪅㪇㩷

CCX

䂾㩷

ർ☨㩷

1

CCX

12%

䂾㩷

㪇㪅㪏㩷

2010 ᐕᧃ㐽㎮

GS

㬍㩷

ో⇇㩷

䋭㩷

APX

7%

䂾㩷

㪈㪈㪅㪈㩷

䋭㩷

ACR

䂾㩷

ో⇇㩷

1

ACR

4%

䂾㩷

㪊㪅㪋㩷

CCBS

䂾㩷

ో⇇㩷

1䋨ၮḰ䋩

䋭㩷

2%

䂦㩷

㪌㪅㪏㩷

ઁᐲ䈫૬↪㩷

䂾㩷

ㅜ࿖㩷

1䋨ᜰᮡ䋩

markit

1%

䂦㩷

㪎㪅㪍㩷

ઁᐲ䈫૬↪㩷

䂾㩷

ㅜ࿖㩷

15䋨᭽䋩

markit

0.20%

䂾㩷

㪏㪅㪐㩷

㕖ઃዻᦠ

CDM/JI㩷

I ࿖䇮KP

䋫㩷

0.20%

䂾㩷

㪈㪇㪅㪊㩷

㕖ᛕಎ࿖㩷

࿕䉅น

Social
Carbon
Plan Vivo
(PV)

VER+

䂾㩷

Blue
Registry

ขᒁ㊂Ⴧട㩷

ታ⾰⊛䈮☨࿖ਥ
䈱ᐲ㩷

ᣇᴺ⺰䈲䈮
ᚑ㩷
Plan Vivo 䈫ห᭽
䉲䉢䉝䈲ૐ䈇

ᵈ 1䋺㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 ᣣᧄડᬺ䈏ᒰᐲ䉕↪䈜䉎䈪䇮䊂䊜䊥䉾䊃䈫䈭䉍ᓧ䉎䊘䉟䊮䊃
ᵈ 2䋺㩷 䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃ଔᩰ䈱න䈲 USD/tCO2e
ౖ䋺㪪㫋㪸㫋㪼㩷㫆㪽㩷㫋㪿㪼㩷㪭㫆㫃㫌㫅㫋㪸㫉㫐㩷㪚㪸㫉㪹㫆㫅㩷㪤㪸㫉㫂㪼㫋㫊㩷㪉㪇㪈㪇 䈶ฦᐲ䉡䉢䊑䉰䉟䊃䉋䉍 㪤㪬㪩㪚 ᚑ
䋲㪄䋱㪄䋳㪄䋱㩷 ᐲ䈱ㆬቯၮḰ㩷
೨㗄䈪ข䉍䈕䈢ᐲ䈱䈉䈤䇮ᣣᧄડᬺ䈏↪䈜䉎䈪㊀ⷐ䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎ਅ⸥䈱ၮḰ䉕ḩ䈢䈜䉅䈱
䉕ᧄ⺞ᩏ䈪ಽᨆ䈜䉎ኻ⽎䈫䈚䈩ㆬቯ䈜䉎䇯
x

ๆḮኻ╷䉕ኻ⽎䈫䈚䈩䈇䉎

x

䈅䉎⒟ᐲ䈱Ꮢ႐䈮䈍䈔䉎䉲䉢䉝䈏䈅䉎

x

ኻ⽎ၞ䈏․ቯၞ䈮䈦䈩䈇䈭䈇

x

䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈏⊒ⴕน⢻䈭ᐲ

䉁䈝䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥䈭䉦䊷䊗䊮䊶䉥䊐䉶䉾䊃ᐲ䈱䈉䈤䇮ᨋๆḮ䉕ኻ⽎䈫䈚䈩䈇䉎ᐲ䈪䈭䈔䉏䈳䇮ᬀᨋ䇮
ᨋ▤ℂ䇮ᨋᷫዋ䊶ഠൻ࿁ㆱ╬䈱䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈏ታᣉ䈪䈐䈭䈇䈢䉄䇮ฦᐲ䈮䈍䈔䉎ๆḮ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪
䊃䈱นุ䉕⏕䈚䈢䇯ਥⷐ䈭ᐲ䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲䇮GS䋨Gold Standard䋩䈱䉂ๆḮ䉕ᛒ䉒䈭䈇ᐲ䈪䈅䉎䇯
ᓥ䈦䈩 GS 䈲ᧄᐲ䈱⺞ᩏኻ⽎䈫䈚䈭䈇䈖䈫䈫䈜䉎䇯
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╙ਃ⠪ክᩏ䉕䈉ฦᐲ䉕↪ഀว䈮䉎䈫䇮⇇⊛䈮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䉕ታᣉน⢻䈭 VCS䋨Voluntary
Carbon Standard䋩䈱䉲䉢䉝䈏 35䋦䈫ᦨ䉅㜞䈒䈭䈦䈩䈍䉍䇮䉦䊥䊐䉤䊦䊆䉝Ꮊ䈱ឃ㊂ขᒁ䈮䈍䈇䈩↪
น⢻䈫䈭䉎 CAR䋨Climate Action Reserve䋩䈏 VCS 䈫䈾䈿ห䈛 31䋦䈱䉲䉢䉝䈪⛯䈇䈩䈇䉎䇯ർ☨ၞ䉕
ኻ⽎䈫䈚䈢 CCX䋨Chicago Climate Exchange䋩䈏䈖䉏䈮⛯䈐䇮GS䇮ਥ䈮䉝䊜䊥䉦䉕ਛᔃ䈮ᵴേ䈜䉎 ACR
䋨American Carbon Registry䋩䇮CCBS䋨Climate, Community and Biodiversity Standard䋩╬䈏⛯䈒䇯
Plan Vivo 䉇 VER+╬䈱ᐲ䈲 1䋦એਅ䈱䉲䉢䉝䈮䈫䈬䉁䉍䇮VCS ╬䈱ઁ䈱ᨋ䉕ኻ⽎䈫䈜䉎ᐲ䈮ኻ
䈚䈩᥉䈏ㆃ䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯


࿑ 3㩷 ᐲ䈱↪ഀว
ౖ䋺Ecosystem Marketplace, Bloomberg New Energy Finance
㩷
ኻ⽎࿖䈏ർ☨╬䈮㒢ቯ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎ᐲ䋨CAR䇮ACR䋩䈲䇮ᣣᧄ䈱ᬺ⠪䈮䉋䉎ᬺታᣉ䈱ⷰὐ䈎䉌
⚂䈏ᄢ䈐䈇䈢䉄䇮ᧄ⺞ᩏ䈱ኻ⽎䈎䉌㒰ᄖ䈜䉎䇯
䉁䈢䇮ᐲ䈮䉋䈦䈩䈲⁛⥄䈮䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䉕⊒ⴕ䈚䈭䈇 CCBS 䉇 SC䋨Social Carbon䋩䈏䈅䉎䇯䈖䉏䉌䈲䇮
ᨋ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱↢‛ᄙ᭽ᕈ䇮ၞ᳃䈻䈱␠ળ⊛ଢ⋉䈭䈬䈱䉮䊔䊈䊐䉞䉾䊃䈱㕙䉕⹏ଔ䈜䉎ၮḰ䈪
䈅䉍䇮VCS 䉇ઁ䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䉕⊒ⴕ䈜䉎ᐲ䈮䈍䈔䉎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈫૬↪䈘䉏䉎ะ䈮䈅䉎䇯䈖䉏䉌䈱ᐲ
䈲䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䉕⊒ⴕ䈪䈐䈭䈇䈢䉄䇮ᧄ⺞ᩏ䈱ኻ⽎䈎䉌㒰ᄖ䈜䉎䈖䈫䈫䈜䉎䇯
㩷
䋲㪄䋱㪄䋳㪄䋲㩷 ኻ⽎ᐲ㩷
⸥ၮḰ䉕〯䉁䈋䇮ᣣᧄડᬺ䈏Ყセ⊛↪䈚䉇䈜䈇䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎ਅ⸥䈱ᐲ䉕⚦䈮⺞ᩏ䈜䉎䈖
䈫䈫䈜䉎䇯
x

VCS

x

Plan Vivo

x

VER+
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 6㩷 ᧄ⺞ᩏ䈮䈍䈇䈩ኻ⽎䈫䈜䉎ᐲ䈱⚦䋨ౣឝ䋩
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㪧㫃㪸㫅㩷
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㪝㫆㫌㫅㪻
㪄㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅㩷
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䈪⏕ቯ
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Ḱ䊶㊀
ⷐᕈ㩷
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⁛⥄㩷
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䂾㩷

䂾㩷

䂦㩷 㩷
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᭽䉕↪䈇

䈫䉅น䋩

䂾㩷
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䉎㩷

䈍䈔䉎ㅘ
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㪫㪬㪭㪄㪪

ᕈ䈫ା㗬ᕈ
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㪬㪛㩷
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㕖᳗⛯
ᕈ䈻䈱
ኻᔕ㩷
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䊅䊥䉥
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䈎䉌
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⊛䈭

䂾㩷
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䉅䈱䉕

䂾㩷

䍨䍼䍍䍪䍅䍎

䂾㩷

䍨䍼䍍䍪䍅䍎

ല
䋨ክᩏᯏ

㪚㪛㪤㪆㪡㪠

ㅊട
ᕈ㩷

ㆬᛯ㩷

Ფ䈮ᚑ

㪭㪜㪩 Ꮢ႐䈮

ክᩏ㩷 㩷 䊔䊷䉴
ᯏ㑐㩷 䊤䉟䊮㩷
ⶄᢙ䉲

䈱䊒

䈔䉎↢ᘒ♽
䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈻

ലᕈ
ክᩏ㩷

䈭䉎ክᩏ
ᯏ㑐䈱ᛚ

⸳┙㩷

㪭㪜㪩㪂㩷

㪉 䈧䈱⇣

䉕ઃਈ䈜䉎
ㅜ࿖䈮䈍

㪧㫃㪸㫅㩷

ᣇᴺ⺰
╷ቯ㩷

ᛛⴚ㩷

ᕈ䋺ኾ

䊒

㐷ኅ㩷

䊨䉳䉢䉪

ᬌ⸽䋺

䊃䈮䉋䉍

㪛㪦㪜

⇣䈭䉎㩷

╬㩷 㩷
㪚㪛㪤㪆㪡㪠
䈫ห᭽
䂾㩷

䂾㩷

ਇ㩷

㪛㪦㪜㪆
㪘㪠㪜㩷 㩷

䈮ⶄᢙ
䉲䊅䊥䉥

䈖䈫䉕⋡⊛䈫

䈲ឭ

䈎䉌ㆬ

䈚䈩⸳┙㩷

᩺น䋩㩷

ᛯ㩷

ౖ䋺ฦᐲ䈱䉡䉢䊑䉰䉟䊃䉋䉍 MURC ᚑ
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㩷

䋳㩷 ᧄ⺞ᩏ䈮䈍䈇䈩ኻ⽎䈫䈜䉎ᐲ䈱⚦㩷
䋳㪄䋱㩷 㪭㫆㫃㫌㫅㫋㪸㫉㫐㩷㪚㪸㫉㪹㫆㫅㩷㪪㫋㪸㫅㪻㪸㫉㪻㩷 䋨㪭㪚㪪䋩㪉㩷
䋳㪄䋱㪄䋱㩷 ᐲⷐ㩷
䋳㪄䋱㪄䋱㪄䋱㩷 ᐲ⸳┙䈱⢛᥊䈫⋡⊛㩷
VCS 䈲䇮⇇⊛䈮ᕆჇ䈚䈧䈧䈅䈦䈢 VER 䈱ၮḰ䈱ᮡḰൻ䉕ⴕ䈇䇮䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥Ꮢ႐䈪ขᒁ䈘䉏䉎 VER
䈮ㅘᕈ䈫ା㗬ᕈ䉕ઃਈ䈜䉎⋡⊛䈪 2005 ᐕ䈮⸳┙䈘䉏䈢㕖༡⚵❱䈪䈅䉎䇯VCS 䈲ਅ⸥䈱᳇ᄌേ
ಽ㊁䈮Ⓧᭂ⊛䈮ข䉍⚵䉃⚵❱䈱ਥዉ䈮䉋䉍⸳┙䈘䉏䈢䇯
x

International Emission Trading Association㩷 䋨IETA䋩

x

The Climate Group㩷 䋨TCG䋩

x

World Business Council for Sustainable Development㩷 䋨WBCSD䋩

VCS 䈲⸳┙એ㒠䇮᩺ઙᢙ䉕Ⴧ䉇䈚䇮2009 ᐕ䈮䈲 VER 䈱Ꮢ႐䈮䈍䈇䈩╙ਃ⠪ክᩏ䉕䈉ၮḰ䈫䈚䈩
ᦨ䉅㜞䈇 35%䈫䈇䈉䉲䉢䉝䉕₪ᓧ䈚䈩䈇䉎䇯
䉁䈢䇮VCS 䈲 ISO14064-2 䈮Ḱ䈜䉎䈖䈫䈪䇮䉋䉍ㅘᕈ䈱䈅䉎ᐲ䈱᭴▽䉕ⴕ䈇䇮⇇⊛䈮ା㗬ᕈ
䈱㜞䈇ᐲ䈫䈭䈦䈩䈇䉎䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯

䇼䊘䉟䊮䊃䋺VCS 䈮㑐䈜䉎ᓟ䈱േะ䇽
VCS 䈲䇮ຠ⾰䉕೨㕙䈮䈚䈜䈢䉄䇮2011 ᐕ 3  1 ᣣ䉋䉍䇮Voluntary Carbon Standard 䈎䉌䇮Verified
Carbon Standard 䈮⚵❱ฬ䈏ᄌᦝ䈘䉏䉎䇯䉁䈢䇮䈖䉏䈮䈇䇮VCS Association 䉅 Verified Carbon
Standard Association 䈮ᄌᦝ䈘䉏䉎䇯
䉁䈢䇮VCS 䈱 REDD 䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈮䈧䈇䈩䈲䇮ᓟ⏕┙䈘䉏䉎ㆩᏒ႐䋨☨࿖䉦䊥䊐䉤䊦䊆䉝Ꮊ䈱ឃ㊂ข
ᒁᐲ╬䋩䈮䈍䈇䈩䇮VCS 䈱ᣇᴺ⺰䈱ᨒ⚵䉂䉕↪䈚䇮ㆩ⋡⊛䈱⚵䉕↪䈜䉎น⢻ᕈ䈏⠨䈋䉌䉏䈩䈇
䉎䇯䈖䈱ઁ⽕Ꮊ䈱࿖ౝᐲ䈮䈍䈔䉎 VCS 䈱↪䈮㑐䈜䉎ᬌ⸛䉅䈅䉍䇮ᓟ VCS 䈱ᨒ⚵䉂䉇ᣇᴺ⺰䈭䈬䈏
ㆩᏒ႐䈮䈍䈇䈩ᵴ↪䈘䉏䉎น⢻ᕈ䈏䈅䉎䇯

䋳㪄䋱㪄䋱㪄䋲㩷 㑐ㅪᯏ㑐㩷
VCS 䈲ਥ䈮ℂળ䇮VCS Association䋨ോዪ䋩䇮䉝䊄䊋䉟䉱䊥䊷䊶䉫䊦䊷䊒䈮䉋䉍᭴ᚑ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
ℂ  ળ 䈲 䇮 VCS 䈱 ᵴ േ 䈮 㑐 䈜 䉎 ᦨ ⚳ ⊛ 䈭  ቯ 䉕 ⴕ 䈉 ᯏ 㑐 䈪 䇮 World Business Council for
Sustainable Development 䋨 WBCSD 䋩 䇮 International Emissions Trading Association 䋨 IETA 䋩 䇮
International Institute for Sustainable Development 䋨IISD䋩䇮Norton Rose 䋨ᴺᓞോᚲ䋩╬䈱䊜䊮䊋
䊷䈎䉌᭴ᚑ䈘䉏䇮2011 ᐕ 2  10 ฬ䈏ฬ䉕ㅪ䈰䈩䈇䉎䇯
2

VCS 䈲 2011 ᐕ 3  1 ᣣ䉋䉍 Verified Carbon Standard 䈮⚵❱ฬ䈏ᄌᦝ䈘䉏䉎䇯
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VCS Association 䈲䇮VCS 䊒䊨䉫䊤䊛䉕ㆇ༡䈜䉎ോዪ䈪䈅䉍䇮ឃᷫ䇮ๆ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱ၮḰ
䈱⸳ቯ䇮ലᕈክᩏ䊶ᬌ⸽ᯏ㑐䈱ቯၮḰ䈱╷ቯ䇮ઁ䈱 GHG 䊒䊨䉫䊤䊛䈫䈱䊥䊮䉪䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䊂䊷
䉺䊔䊷䉴䈱▤ℂ䇮VCS 䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥䋨⊓㍳★䋩䈱ቯ╬䉕ⴕ䈉䇯৻ᣇ䈪䇮CDM ℂળ䈱䉋䈉䈮䈱䊒䊨䉳
䉢䉪䊃䈱ౣክᩏ䋨䊧䊎䊠䊷╬䋩䈲ታᣉ䈚䈭䈇䇯䉁䈢䇮VCS Association 䈱ㆇ༡⾌↪䈲䇮VCS 䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䉋
䉍⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䉎 VCU䋨⚛䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䋩1tCO2 ឵▚ᒰ䈢䉍䈱⺖ᓽ㊄䋨0.1USD/VCU䋩䈮䉋䉍䉁䈎䈭䉒䉏䈩䈇
䉎䇯
䈖䈱ઁ VSC 䈲ኾ㐷ᕈ䈱ᔅⷐ䈭ข⚵䈮ኻ䈚䈩䉝䊄䊋䉟䉱䊥䊷䉫䊦䊷䊒䉕⸳⟎䈚䇮䇱䈱⚦䈭ಽ㊁䈮
䈧䈇䈩䈲ㆇ༡ᆔຬળ䉕⸳⟎䈚䈩䈇䉎䇯䈋䈳ㄘᬺ䇮ᨋᬺ䈶䈠䈱ઁ䈱↪䋨AFOLU䋩䈫䈳䉏䉎
ಽ㊁䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲䇮᭽䇱䈭ᣇᴺ⺰䈏㐿⊒䈘䉏䈩䉎䈏䇮䈠䉏䈡䉏䈱ኾ㐷ಽ㊁䈮䈍䈇䈩ᔅⷐ䈫䈭䉎⍮⼂䇮ኾ
㐷ᕈ䈏⇣䈭䉎䈖䈫䈎䉌䇮AFOLU ㆇ༡ᆔຬળ䉕⸳⟎䈚䈩䈇䉎䇯
VCS 䈮⸳⟎䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎ㆇ༡ᆔຬળ䈲ਅ⸥䈱䈫䈍䉍䈪䈅䉎䇯
x

ℂળ䋨Board䋩

x

VCS Association

x

䉝䊄䊋䉟䉱䊥䊷䊶䉫䊦䊷䊒
¾

ㆇ༡ᆔຬળ䋨Steering Committee䋩

¾

AFOLU ㆇ༡ᆔຬળ䋨Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land-Use䋨AFOLU䋩 Steering
Committee䋩

¾

䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮䈶ㅊടᕈ䈮㑐䈜䉎ᮡḰൻ䉝䊒䊨䊷䉼 Steering Committee on Standardized
Approaches for Baselines and Additionality

¾

ఘ䊜䉦䊆䉵䊛ㆇ༡ᆔຬળ Compensation Mechanism Steering


䋳㪄䋱㪄䋱㪄䋳㩷 䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ታᣉ䈱ᚻ⛯䈐㩷
VCS 䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲䇮ᬺ⠪䈮䉋䉎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃⸳⸘䈎䉌 VCS 䊒䊨䉫䊤䊛䈱⚛䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈪䈅䉎 VCU
䋨Voluntary Carbon Unit䋩䈏⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䉎䉁䈪䈮䇮ਅ⸥䈱ᚻ㗅䉕〯䉃䇯ၮᧄ⊛䈮䈲䇮CDM 䈮㘃ૃ䈚䈢䉴䊁
䉾䊒䈪䈅䉍䇮ឭ᩺䈘䉏䈢䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈏 VCS 䈱ᐲ䉄䉌䉏䈩䈇䉎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈪䈅䉎䈎䉕ክᩏ䈜䉎
ലᕈክᩏ䋨䊋䊥䊂䊷䉲䊢䊮䋩䈫䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈏㆐ᚑ䈚䈢ๆ㊂䈏ᱜ䈚䈇䈖䈫䉕⏕䈜䉎ᬌ⸽䋨䊔䊥䊐䉞䉬䊷
䉲䊢䊮䋩䈏ታᣉ䈘䉏䇮䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈏⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䉎䇯
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ᣇᴺ⺰䈭䈚
ᬺ⠪䈮䉋䉎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃⸳⸘
ᣇᴺ⺰䈅䉍

ᬺ⠪䈮䉋䉎ᣇᴺ⺰䈱ឭ᩺
ክᩏᯏ㑐䈮䉋䉎ᣇᴺ⺰䈱ᛚ䋨2 ࿁䋩

ᬺ⠪䈲䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃⸥ㅀᦠ䋨PD䋩ᚑ
ክᩏᯏ㑐䈮䉋䉎䊋䊥䊂䊷䉲䊢䊮
ᬺ⠪䈲䊝䊆䉺䊥䊮䉫ታᣉ
ᬺ⠪䈮䉋䉎䊝䊆䉺䊥䊮䉫
ክᩏᯏ㑐䈮䉋䉎䊔䊥䊐䉞䉬䊷䉲䊢䊮
ᬺ⠪䈏䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥䈻ᔅⷐᦠ㘃ឭ
⊓㍳★䋨䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥䋩䈮䉋䉎 VCU 䈱⊒ⴕ

࿑ 4㩷 VCS 䈮䈍䈔䉎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䊐䊨䊷
ౖ䋺Voluntary Carbon Standard Program Guidelines (2008)䉋䉍 MURC ᚑ
䋳㪄䋱㪄䋲㩷 ᐲ䈱․ᓽ㩷
䋳㪄䋱㪄䋲㪄䋱㩷 ኻ⽎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃㩷
䉁䈝䇮ㄘᬺ䇮ᨋᬺ䇮䈠䈱ઁ↪ಽ㊁㩷 䋨Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Uses (AFOLU)䋩
䈱䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䉕ㆡᩰ䈫䈚䈩ቯ䈚䈩䈇䉎ὐ䈏䈠䈱䋱䈧䈪䈅䉎䇯䈋䈳䇮࿖ㅪ䈱੩ㇺ䊜䉦䊆䉵䊛䈮䈍䈇䈩
䈲䉄䉌䉏䈩䈇䈭䈇 REDD䋨ᨋᷫዋ䊶ഠൻ䈮䉋䉎ឃᷫ䋩䇮ᨋ▤ℂᡷༀ䇮ㄘᬺ▤ℂ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃
╬䈱ᣇᴺ⺰䈏䉄䉌䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯ౕ⊛䈮䈲ਅ⸥䈱 4 䉺䉟䊒䈏䉄䉌䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
¾

Afforestation, Reforestation and Revegetation (ARR)

¾

Agricultural Land Management (ALM)

¾

Improved Forest Management (IFM)

¾

Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation (REDD)

䋳㪄䋱㪄䋲㪄䋲㩷 ᣇᴺ⺰㩷
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VCS 䈪䈲䇮⸥䈱ኻ⽎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䉺䉟䊒ో䈩䈮ኻ䈚䈩ᣇᴺ⺰䈏㐿⊒䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䉒䈔䈪䈲䈭䈇䇯
ᛚ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䈱䈲䇮ਅ⸥䈱 6 䈧䈪䈅䉍䇮⸥䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䉺䉟䊒䈱䈉䈤 REDD䋨ᨋᷫዋ䊶ഠൻ䈮䉋䉎ឃ
ᷫ䋩䇮ᨋ▤ℂᡷༀ䈱 2 䉺䉟䊒䈮ኻ䈜䉎ᣇᴺ⺰䈏㐿⊒䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
VCS 䈮䈍䈔䉎ᣇᴺ⺰䈱㐿⊒䈲䇮࿖ㅪ䈱 CDM 䈮Ყセ䈜䉎䈫䊡䊆䊷䉪䈭ᚻ⛯䈐䉕ណ↪䈚䈩䈍䉍䇮ᣂⷙ䈱
ᣇᴺ⺰䈱ᛚ䈮䈲䇮ਅ⸥䈱ੑ㊀ᛚ䊒䊨䉶䉴䈫䈳䉏䉎ᚻ㗅䉕⚻䉎ᔅⷐ䈏䈅䉎䇯
䉁䈢䇮VCS 䈱․ᓽ⊛䈭䉲䉴䊁䊛䈫䈚䈩䇮VCS ⁛⥄䈱ᣇᴺ⺰䈮ട䈋䇮CDM䇮JI䇮CAR 䈮䈍䈇䈩↪䈘䉏
䉎ᣇᴺ⺰䈏ㆡ↪น⢻䈪䈅䉎䋨⚦䈲ਅ⸥䈱ઁ䈱 GHG 䊒䊨䉫䊤䊛䈱ᛚෳᾖ䋩䈖䈫䈏䈕䉌䉏䉎䇯
VCS ᣇᴺ⺰䋺⁛⥄䈱 AFOLU ᣇᴺ⺰䈲ਅ⸥䈱 7 䈧䈏ሽ䈜䉎
x

VM0003 Methodology for Improved Forest Management through Extension of Rotation Age,
v1.0

x

VM0004 Methodology for Conservation Projects that Avoid Planned Land Use Conversion
in Peat Swamp Forests, v1.0

x

VM0005 Methodology for Conversion of Low-productive Forest to High-productive Forest

x

VM0006 Methodology for Carbon Accounting in Project Activities that Reduce Emissions
from Mosaic Deforestation and Degradation

x

VM0007 REDD Methodology Modules (REDD-MF)

x

VM0009 Methodology for Avoided Mosaic Deforestation of Tropical Forests

x

VM0010 Methodology for Improved Forest Management: Conversion from Logged to
Protected Forest

ੑ㊀ᛚ䊒䊨䉶䉴㩷 䋨Double approval process䋩䋺ᣇᴺ⺰ᛚ䈱䊒䊨䉶䉴
x

VCS 䈪䈲䇮ᣇᴺ⺰䈱ᛚ䈮䉕ክᩏᯏ㑐䈮ᆔ䈰䈩䈇䉎䋨CDM 䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲ᣇᴺ⺰䊌䊈䊦䈶 CDM
ℂળ䈮䈍䈔䉎ᛚ䈱䊒䊨䉶䉴䉕〯䉃䈏䇮䈖䉏䈫ห╬䈱ᛚᯏ⢻䉕ክᩏᯏ㑐䈮ᜬ䈢䈞䈩䈇䉎䋩

x

ᣂⷙᣇᴺ⺰䈏ᛚ䈘䉏䉎䈢䉄䈮䈲䇮䊌䊑䊥䉾䉪䉮䊜䊮䊃䇮ክᩏᯏ㑐䈮䉋䉎 2 ࿁䈱ᛚ䉕⚻䈩䇮ᦨ⚳
⊛䈮 VCSA 䈮ᛚ䈘䉏䉎ᔅⷐ䈏䈅䉎

x

1 ࿁⋡䈱ክᩏ䈲䇮ᬺ⠪䈏ᜰቯ䈚䈢ክᩏᯏ㑐䈮䉋䉍ታᣉ䈘䉏䇮2 ࿁⋡䈱ክᩏ䈲 VCSA 䈏ᜰቯ䈚
䈢ᯏ㑐䈮䉋䉍ታᣉ䈘䉏䉎

ઁ䈱 GHG 䊒䊨䉫䊤䊛䈱ᣇᴺ⺰䋺ઁᐲ䈱ᣇᴺ⺰䈱↪䉕ᛚ
x

VCS 䈪䈲 VCS 䈫ห╬䈱 GHG 䊒䊨䉫䊤䊛䉕ቯ䈜䉎ᐲ䈏䈅䉍䇮Gap analysis 䈫䈳䉏䉎ክᩏ
䉕ㅢㆊ䈚䈢ᐲ䈲䇮VCS 䈱ၮḰ䉕ḩ䈢䈚ᒰᐲ䈫ห╬䈫䉂䈭䈘䉏䉎

x

䇮VCS 䈪䈲ਅ⸥䈱 3 䈧䈱ᐲ䉕ห╬䈫䉂䈭䈚䈩䈇䉎
¾

䉪䊥䊷䊮㐿⊒䊜䉦䊆䉵䊛䋨CDM䋩

¾

หታᣉ䋨JI䋩

¾

Climate Action Reserve 䋨CAR䋩
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䋳㪄䋱㪄䋲㪄䋳㩷 䊋䉡䊮䉻䊥䋨▚ቯኻ⽎䈱▸࿐䋩㩷
VCS 䈱ᣇᴺ⺰䈮䈍䈔䉎䊋䉡䊮䉻䊥䈱⠨䈋ᣇ䈲䇮CDM 䈮䈍䈔䉎ᣂⷙᬀᨋ䊶ౣᬀᨋ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈫ห䈛䈪
䈅䉍䇮ਅ⸥䉕ቯ⟵䈫䈚䈩䈇䉎䇯
x

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ᵴേ䈱‛ℂ⊛Ⴚ⇇䈪䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ෳട⠪䈱▤ℂਅ䈮䈅䉎䉅䈱

x

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ኻ⽎䈲䇮ⶄᢙ䈱ಽᢔ䈚䈢䉕䉃䈖䈫䈏น⢻


䋳㪄䋱㪄䋲㪄䋴㩷 䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮㩷
VCS 䈮䈍䈔䉎䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮䈱⠨䈋ᣇ䈲䇮VCS 䈏 ISO 䈱ⷙᩰ䈮䊔䊷䉴䉕䈍䈇䈩䈇䉎䈖䈫䈎䉌䇮ISO 䈱⠨
䈋ᣇ䈏ዉ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯Voluntary Carbon Standard Program Guidelines (2008)䈮䉋䉏䈳䇮ਅ⸥䈏䊔
䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮⸳ቯᤨ䈮⠨ᘦ䈜䈼䈐㗄⋡䈫䈭䈦䈩䈇䉎䇯
x

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ឭ᩺⠪䈲䇮ㆡ↪น⢻䈭 VCS ᣇᴺ⺰䈮䈍䈇䈩ⷐ᳞䈘䉏䉎ᦨ䉅⊛䈭䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮䉕
ㆬᛯ䈜䉎䈖䈫

x

䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮䉲䊅䊥䉥䈲䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈮ㆡ↪น⢻䈭ℂ⊛▸࿐䉕⸳ቯ䈜䉎䈖䈫

x

ISO 14064-2:2006 5.4 㗄䈮ⷐ᳞䈘䉏䉎ⷐ᳞㗄䉕ḩ䈢䈜䈖䈫䈮ട䈋䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ឭ᩺⠪䈲ో䈩
䈱㑐ㅪ䈜䉎ᴺⷙ䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ᛚ䋨ⅣႺ⊛䈭⸵น╬䋩䉕ḩ䈢䈚䈩䈇䉎䈖䈫⸽䈜䉎䈖䈫

䋳㪄䋱㪄䋲㪄䋵㩷 ㅊടᕈ㩷

VCS 䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲䇮ㅊടᕈ䈲㽲䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䊁䉴䊃䇮㽳䊌䊐䉤䊷䊙䊮䉴䊁䉴䊃䇮㽴ᛛⴚ䊁䉴䊃䈱 3 䈧䈱ᣇ
ᴺ䈱䈇䈝䉏䈎䉕↪䈇䈩⸽䈜䉎䈖䈫䈫䈭䈦䈩䈇䉎䇯䈠䉏䈡䈱䊁䉴䊃䈲䇮CDM 䈱ㅊടᕈ⸽䉿䊷䊦䈮Ყ
セ䈚䈩◲⚛ൻ䈘䉏䈩䈍䉍䇮ᬺ⠪䈱ଢᕈ䈮㈩ᘦ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯
 7㩷 VCS 䈮䈍䈔䉎ㅊടᕈ䊁䉴䊃䈱⒳㘃䈫ⷐ
ㅊടᕈ䊁䉴䊃㩷

ౝኈ㩷
Step 1: ⷙ䈱ㆊ䋨Regulatory Surplus䋩
䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈲ᴺⷙ䈮䉋䉍ᒝ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䉅䈱䈪䈲䈭䉌䈭䈇
Step 2: ዉ䊋䊥䉝
ઍᦧ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䋨䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮䋩䈮Ყセ䈚䈩䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈲 1 䈧એ䈱䊋䊥䉝䈮⋥㕙

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃
䊁䉴䊃

䈚䈩䈇䉎䈖䈫
x

ᛩ⾗䊋䊥䉝䋺䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈏 VCU 䈱䈪సน⢻䈭ᛩ⾗䊥䉺䊷䊮䈱⚂䈮⋥
㕙䈚䈩䈇䉎

x

ᛛⴚ䊋䊥䉝䋺䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈲ታᣉ䈜䉎䈢䉄䈱ᛛⴚ䊋䊥䉝䈮⋥㕙䈚䈩䈇䉎

x

ᐲ䊋䊥䉝䋺䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈲 VCU 䈱䈏⸃น⢻䈭㊄Ⲣ䇮⚵❱䇮ᢥൻ䇮␠ળ
⊛䊋䊥䉝䈮⋥㕙
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Step 3: ᘠⴕ䋨Common practice䋩
x

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈲ᒰ䉶䉪䉺䊷/ၞ䈱৻⥸ᘠⴕ䈪䈲䈭䈇䈖䈫

x

৻⥸ᘠⴕ䈪䈅䉎႐ว䈲䇮ᣢሽ䈱䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈫⇣䈭䉎䊋䊥䉝䉕⺑䈜䉎䈖䈫

x

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈏৻⥸ᘠⴕ䈪䈭䈇䈖䈫䈲 GHG Protocol for Project Accounting,
Chapter 7 䈮ၮ䈨䈇䈩⸽䈜䉎䈖䈫

Step 1: ⷙ䈱ㆊ䋨Regulatory Surplus䋩
䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈲ᴺⷙ䈮䉋䉍ᒝ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䉅䈱䈪䈲䈭䉌䈭䈇
䊌䊐䉤䊷䊙䊮䉴䊁
䉴䊃

Step 2: 䊌䊐䉤䊷䊙䊮䉴ၮḰ
䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈮䉋䉎䉝䉡䊃䊒䉾䊃ᒰ䈢䉍䈱ឃ㊂䈏䇮ຠ䇮䉰䊷䊎䉴䇮䉶䉪䉺䊷䇮↥ᬺ䈮
㑐䈜䉎 VCS 䊒䊨䉫䊤䊛䈮䈍䈇䈩䉄䉌䉏䈩䈇䉎ၮḰએਅ䈪䈅䉎䈖䈫
䊌䊐䉤䊷䊙䊮䉴ၮḰ䈮䉋䉎ㅊടᕈ䊁䉴䊃䈲䇮ੑ㊀ᛚ䊒䊨䉶䉴䈫 VCS ℂળ䈮䉋䉎
ᛚ䈏ᔅⷐ
Step 1: ⷙ䈱ㆊ䋨Regulatory Surplus䋩
䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈲ᴺⷙ䈮䉋䉍ᒝ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䉅䈱䈪䈲䈭䉌䈭䈇

ᛛⴚ䊁䉴䊃

Step 2: ᛛⴚ⊛ㅊടᕈ
ᒰ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈶䈠䈱ታᣉ႐ᚲ䈏䇮VCS 䊒䊨䉫䊤䊛䈮䉋䉍ቯ䈘䉏䈢ㅊട⊛䈫䈘
䉏䉎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䉺䉟䊒䈶䉣䊥䉝䈱䊥䉴䊃䈮䉁䉏䉎႐ว䇮⥄േ⊛䈮ㅊട⊛䈫䉂䈭䈘䉏
䉎

x

䉁䈢䇮AFOLU 䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱ᣇᴺ⺰䈮䈲䇮ᣇᴺ⺰䈮䉋䈦䈩ㅊടᕈ⸽䉿䊷䊦䈏ᚑ䈘䉏䈩䈍䉍䇮
ㅊടᕈ䉕⸽䈜䉎㓙䈮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ឭ᩺⠪䈏↪䈜䉎䈖䈫䉕ⷐ᳞䈚䈩䈇䉎

x

VT0001 Tool for the Demonstration and Assessment of Additionality in VCS Agriculture,
Forestry and Other Land Use (AFOLU) Project Activities

VT0001 Tool for the Demonstration and Assessment of Additionality in VCS Agriculture,
Forestry and Other Land Use (AFOLU) Project Activities
http://www.v-c-s.org/docs/VCS-Tool-VT0001_Tool-for-Demonstration-and-Assessment-of-Additi
onality-in-AFOLU-Project-Acitivities.pdf

䋳㪄䋱㪄䋲㪄䋶㩷 ๆ㊂䊶ឃ㊂䈱⸘▚㩷

VCS 䈮䈍䈇䈩䉅ઁ䈱䊒䊨䉫䊤䊛䈫ห᭽䈮䇮ၮᧄ⊛䈮ๆ㊂䈲 2 ᤨὐ㑆䈱⚛䉴䊃䉾䉪䋨⫾Ⓧ㊂䋩䈱ᄌ
ൻ䈮䉋䉍᳞䉄䉎䉴䊃䉾䉪䉼䉢䊮䉳ᴺ䉕↪䈇䈩⸘▚䈜䉎䇯
ๆ㊂䈱⸘▚ᣇᴺ䉕䈘䉌䈮ಽ⸃䈚䈩⠨䈋䉎䈫䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䉕ታᣉ䈚䈭䈎䈦䈢႐ว䈮ๆ䈘䉏䈩䈇䈢䊔
䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮䈮䈍䈔䉎䉴䊃䉾䉪䉼䉢䊮䉳䈎䉌䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䉕ታᣉ䈚䈢႐ว䈱䉴䊃䉾䉪䉼䉢䊮䉳䈶䊥䊷䉬䊷䉳䋨䊒
䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䉕ታᣉ䈚䈢䈖䈫䈮࿃䈜䉎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䊋䉡䊮䉻䊥ᄖ䈪䈱ឃ䋩䉕Ꮕ䈚ᒁ䈇䈢䉅䈱䉕ๆ㊂䈫䈚䈩
ቯ⟵䈚䈩䈇䉎䇯
80
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䋳㪄䋱㪄䋲㪄䋷㩷 䊝䊆䉺䊥䊮䉫㩷

VCS 䈲䇮వㅀ䈱䈫䈍䉍 ISO14064 䉕䊔䊷䉴䈫䈜䉎ᐲ䈪䈅䉍䇮䈠䈱䊝䊆䉺䊥䊮䉫䈲䇮Volunatary
Carbon Standard 2007.1 䈮ⷙቯ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䈏䇮ISO 14064-2:2006, 5.10 㗄䈏ᒁ↪䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
䉁䈢䇮VCS 䈱ᣇᴺ⺰䈮䈍䈔䉎䊝䊆䉺䊥䊮䉫⸘↹䈲䇮ਅ⸥䈱ⷐ⚛䉕䉃䈖䈫䈏ⷐ᳞䈘䉏䉎
x

Monitoring of stock changes and greenhouse gas emissions in the baseline (only under
certain conditions)

x

Monitoring of project carbon stock changes and greenhouse gas emissions

x

Monitoring of leakage carbon stock changes and greenhouse gas emissions

x

Estimation of ex-post total net carbon stock changes and greenhouse gas emissions.


䋳㪄䋱㪄䋲㪄䋸㩷 ᳗⛯ᕈ䈱ኻಣᣇᴺ㩷

VSC 䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲䇮᳗⛯ᕈ䈱ኻᔕ䈫䈚䈩䊋䉾䊐䉜䊷䉝䊒䊨䊷䉼䉕ណ↪䈚䈩䈇䉎䇯䈖䉏䈲䇮ᨋ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃
䈮䈍䈇䈩Ἣἴ䉇∛⯻ኂ╬䈮䉋䉍䇮৻ᣤ᮸ᧁ䈮࿕ቯ䈘䉏䈢⚛䈏䇮ᄢ᳇ਛ䈮ౣ䈘䉏䉎䊥䉴䉪䋨䊥䊋䊷
䉰䊦䉅䈚䈒䈲ᷫᄬ䋩䉕Ⴏ䈜䉎䈢䉄䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䉕䈅䉌䈎䈛䉄ᓽ䈜䉎䉲䉴䊁䊛䈪䈅䉎䇯
䊋䉾䊐䉜䊷ಽ䈫䈚䈩⇐䈜䉎䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃㊂䈱⸘▚䈲䇮Tool for AFOLU Non-Permanence Risk Analysis
and Buffer Determination 䈮䈍䈇䈩䉁䈫䉄䉌䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
䉁䈢䇮ᨋ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈮⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䉎䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈱⸘▚ᣇᴺ䈲䇮ᰴᑼ䈱䈫䈍䉍䈪䈅䉎
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䋳㪄䋱㪄䋲㪄䋹㩷 䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥㩷

䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥䋨⊓㍳★䋩䈫䈲䇮䉥䊐䉶䉾䊃䊶䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䉕⊒ⴕ䈜䉎ᐲ䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈱⊒ⴕ䇮䇮⒖ォ䇮ఘළ
╬䉕⸥㍳䈜䉎䈢䉄䈱䉲䉴䊁䊛䈪䈅䉎䇯ᄙ䈒䈱႐ว䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈱ขᒁ䇮ᵹ䉏䉕ㅊ〔䈜䉎䈫䈫䉅䈮䇮ੑ㊀↪
䋨䉻䊑䊦䉦䉡䊮䊃䋩╬䉕㒐䈓⋡⊛䈪ᢛ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
VCS 䈱䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥䈲䇮ਅ⸥䈱 3 䈧䈱ડᬺ䈏䈜䉎䉲䉴䊁䊛䈮䉋䉍᭴ᚑ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
x

APX Inc.䋨☨࿖䋩

x

Markit䋨࿖㓙䋩

x

Caisse des Depots䋨䊐䊤䊮䉴䋩

ౖ䋺VCS 䉡䉢䊑䉰䉟䊃
VCS 䈱․ᓽ⊛䈭⚵䉂䈫䈚䈩䇮䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥䉕᭴▽䈚䈢䈇ᬺ⠪䈲䇮ᣂ䈢䈮᭴▽䈜䉎䈖䈫䈏น⢻䈫䈭䈦䈩
䈇䉎ὐ䈏䈕䉌䉏䉎䇯䈖䈉䈚䈢ᐲ䈱⥄↱ᐲ䈮䉋䉍䇮䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥䈏ฦ䈪ᢛ䈘䉏䇮ᒰၞ䈱⸒⺆䈪䈱
䉰䊷䊎䉴䈱ឭଏ䉇䇮䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥㑆䈪䈱┹䈭䈬䈏䈖䉍䇮↪⠪䈱ଢᕈ䈏㜞䉁䉎䈖䈫䈏ᗐቯ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎
䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯
䋳㪄䋱㪄䋳㩷 䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱㐿⊒⁁ᴫ㩷
VCS 䈱䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈲䇮2011 ᐕ 2 䈪 558 ઙ⊓㍳ᷣ䉂䈪䈅䉎
ᣢ䈮⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䈢 VCU 䈲 52,257,361 tCO2 䈪䈅䉍䇮䈖䈱䈉䈤 6,498,619tCO2 䈱 VCU 䈏ఘළᷣ䉂䈪䈅䉎䇯
ᓥ䈦䈩䇮ᧂఘළ䈱 VCU 䈲 45,758,742 䌴CO2 ሽ䈜䉎䇯
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 8㩷 VCS 䈮䈍䈔䉎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃⊓㍳䈶䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃⊒ⴕ⁁ᴫ
㗄⋡

୯

⊓㍳ᷣ䉂䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃

558

VCUs (total) 㩷

52,257,361

㩷 ᧂఘළ VCU 㩷

45,758,742

㩷 ఘළᷣ䉂 VCU㩷

6,498,619

ౖ䋺VCS 䉡䉢䊑䉰䉟䊃䉋䉍 MURC ᚑ
ๆḮ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈲䇮 3 ઙ䈱⊓㍳䈏䈅䉍䇮ਅ⸥䈱䈫䈍䉍䈫䈭䈦䈩䈇䉎䇯
 9㩷 VCS 䈮䈍䈔䉎⊓㍳ᷣ䉂ๆḮ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃
࿖

䉫䉝䊁䊙䊤
䉺䊮䉱䊆䉝
䉬䊆䉝

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ฬ

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ታᣉ⠪

Promoting Sustainable Development through PICA
Natural Rubber Tree Plantations in Guatemala
Reforestation

of

degraded

grasslands

DE

HULE

NATURAL, S.A.

in GREEN

Uchindile & Mapanda, Tanzania
The Kasigau Corridor REDD Project 䊶Phase I
Rukinga Sanctuary

RESOURCES
Wildlife Works Inc.

ว⸘

ๆ㊂

46,434
25,000
251,432
322,866

ౖ䋺VCS 䉡䉢䊑䉰䉟䊃䉋䉍 MURC ᚑ
䉁䈢䇮ᣢ䈮䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈏⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䈢䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈏䈅䉍䇮ౝ⸶䈲ਅ䈱䈫䈍䉍䈫䈭䈦䈩䈇䉎䇯䉬䊆䉝䈱䊒䊨
䉳䉢䉪䊃䈲䇮⇇䈪ೋ䈫䈭䉎 REDD 䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈎䉌䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈪䈅䉎䇯
 10㩷 VCS 䈮䈍䈔䉎⊒ⴕᷣ䉂䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃
࿖
䉬䊆䉝
䉺䊮䉱䊆䉝

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ฬ

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ታᣉ⠪

The Kasigau Corridor REDD Project 䊶Phase I

Wildlife Works Inc.

Rukinga Sanctuary
Reforestation of degraded grasslands in Uchindile GREEN
& Mapanda, Tanzania

RESOURCES

ว⸘

ๆ㊂
1,160,263

139,358

1,299,621

ౖ䋺VCS 䉡䉢䊑䉰䉟䊃䉋䉍 MURC ᚑ
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䋳㪄䋲㩷 㪧㫃㪸㫅㩷㪭㫀㫍㫆㩷
䋳㪄䋲㪄䋱㩷 ᐲⷐ㩷
䋳㪄䋲㪄䋱㪄䋱㩷 ᐲ⸳┙䈱⢛᥊䈫⋡⊛㩷
Plan Vivo 䈲䇮ㅜ࿖䈮䈍䈔䉎↢ᘒ♽䉰䊷䊎䉴䊶䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈻䈱ᡰᛄ䈇䉕⋡⊛䈫䈚䈩⸳┙䈘䉏䈢ᐲ
䈪䈅䉎䇯
1994 ᐕ䈮⧷࿖࿖㓙㐿⊒ዪ Department for International Development 䈮䉋䉍ᡰេ䈘䉏䈢䊜䉨䉲䉮䈱
䊌䉟䊨䉾䊃䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈮䈍䈇䈩 Plan Vivo 䈱䉮䊮䉶䊒䊃䈏↢䉁䉏䈢䇯䈠䈱ᓟ䊌䉟䊨䉾䊃䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱ታᣉ䇮
Plan Vivo 䈱⸽ᦠ⽼ᄁ╬䉕⚻䈩䇮1998 ᐕ䈮㕖༡࿅䈱 BioClimate Research & Development 䈮䉋
䉎 Plan Vivo 䈱▤ℂ䈏㐿ᆎ䈘䉏䈢䇯
䈠䈱ᓟ 2008 ᐕ䈮 Plan Vivo ၮḰ䈏ᚑ䈘䉏䇮2009 ᐕ䈮䈲䉴䉮䉾䊃䊤䊮䊄䈮䈍䈇䈩 Plan Vivo ၮ㊄
䋨Plan Vivo Foundation䋩䈏䉼䊞䊥䊁䉞䊷࿅䈫䈚䈩⊓㍳䈘䉏䈢䇯䉁䈢 2009 ᐕ䈮 Plan Vivo 䈱⸽ᦠ䈏
Markit 䈱ⅣႺ䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥䈪ขᒁน⢻䈫䈭䉍䇮䈮⥋䉎䇯

䋳㪄䋲㪄䋱㪄䋲㩷 㑐ㅪᯏ㑐㩷
Plan Vivo 䊒䊨䉫䊤䊛䈲䇮ℂળ䇮Plan Vivo ၮ㊄䇮ᛛⴚ䉝䊄䊋䉟䉱䊥䊷ᆔຬળ䇮䉴䊁䊷䉪䊖䊦䉻䊷䊐䉤
䊷䊤䊛䈮䉋䉍᭴ᚑ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
ℂળ䈲䇮Plan Vivo ၮḰ䈱ᡷ⸓䈱ᛚ䊶ุ䉕ⴕ䈇䇮䉁䈢ో⊛䈭ᚢ⇛⊛䉧䉟䉻䊮䉴䉕ਈ䈋䉎䇯
Plan Vivo ၮ㊄䈲䇮ᧄᐲ䈱ോዪ⊛䈭ᓎഀ䉕ᜂ䈉⚵❱䈪䇮ਥ䈮 Plan Vivo ో䈱䉲䉴䊁䊛䈶ၮḰ
䈱㐿⊒䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱䊧䊎䊠䊷䈶⊓㍳䇮Plan Vivo ⸽ᦠ䈱⊒ⴕ䇮⸽ᦠᄁ⾈ᬺ⠪䈱䊧䊎䊠䊷䊶⊓㍳䇮ᬌ
⸽ੱ䈱ᛚ╬䉕ⴕ䈉䇯
ᛛⴚ䉝䊄䊋䉟䉱䊥䊷ᆔຬળ䈲䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈶⚛䉝䉦䉡䊮䊁䉞䊮䉫䋨ๆ㊂䈱⸘᷹䋩䈮㑐ㅪ䈚䈢ో䈩
䈱ᛛⴚ⊛㕙䈮㑐䈜䉎ᛛⴚ⊛䈭᭽䈱䊧䊎䊠䊷䈫䉝䊄䊋䉟䉴䉕ⴕ䈉䇯
䉴䊁䊷䉪䊖䊦䉻䊷䊐䉤䊷䊤䊛䈲䇮Plan Vivo ၮḰ䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈮㑐䈜䉎䉟䊮䊒䉾䊃䉇䊐䉞䊷䊄䊋䉾䉪䉕ⴕ
䈉䇯
䋳㪄䋲㪄䋱㪄䋳㩷 䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ታᣉ䈱ᚻ⛯䈐㩷
Plan Vivo 䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲䇮ᬺ⠪䈮䉋䉎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃⸳⸘䈎䉌 Plan Vivo 䈱⚛䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈪䈅䉎⸽ᦠ
䋨Certificate䋩䈏⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䉎䉁䈪䈮䇮ਅ⸥䈱ᚻ㗅䉕〯䉃䇯ၮᧄ⊛䈮䈲䇮CDM 䈮㘃ૃ䈚䈢䉴䊁䉾䊒䈪䈅䉍䇮
ឭ᩺䈘䉏䈢䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈏ᛛⴚ᭽䈮ᴪ䈇䇮PDD 䈱ౝኈ䈮ว⥌䈚䈩䈇䉎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈪䈅䉎䈎䉕ክᩏ䈜䉎
ലᕈክᩏ䋨䊋䊥䊂䊷䉲䊢䊮䋩䈫䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈏㆐ᚑ䈚䈢ๆ㊂䈏ᱜ䈚䈇䈖䈫䉕⏕䈜䉎ᬌ⸽䋨䊔䊥䊐䉞䉬
䊷䉲䊢䊮䋩䈏ታᣉ䈘䉏䇮⸽ᦠ䈏⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䉎䇯
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ᬺ⠪䈲 Plan Vivo ၮ㊄䈮 PIN*䉕ឭ
ᬺ⠪䈮䉋䉎ᛛⴚ᭽䈱ឭ

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈗䈫䈮ᚑ䈜䉎ᔅⷐ䈅䉍

ᬺ⠪䈮䉋䉎 PDD 䈱ឭ
ክᩏᯏ㑐䈮䉋䉎䊋䊥䊂䊷䉲䊢䊮
Plan Vivo ၮ㊄䈮䉋䉎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱⊓㍳
ᬺ⠪䈮䉋䉎䊝䊆䉺䊥䊮䉫ታᣉ
ᬺ⠪䈮䉋䉎䊝䊆䉺䊥䊮䉫
ክᩏᯏ㑐䈮䉋䉎䊔䊥䊐䉞䉬䊷䉲䊢䊮
ᬺ⠪䈏䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥䈻ᔅⷐᦠ㘃ឭ

*㩷 PIN䋺Project Idea Note 䈱⇛
䈪䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱ⷐ䈏䉁䈫

⊓㍳★䋨䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥䋩䈮䉋䉎⸽ᦠ䈱⊒ⴕ

䉄䉌䉏䈢⾗ᢱ

࿑ 5㩷 Plan Vivo 䈮䈍䈔䉎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䊐䊨䊷
ౖ䋺Plan Vivo 䉡䉢䊑䉰䉟䊃䉋䉍 MURC ᚑ
䋳㪄䋲㪄䋲㩷 ᐲ䈱․ᓽ㩷
䋳㪄䋲㪄䋲㪄䋱ኻ⽎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃㩷
Plan Vivo 䈲↢ᘒ♽䉰䊷䊎䉴䈻䈱ᡰᛄ䈇䉕⋡⊛䈫䈜䉎ᐲ䈪䈅䉍䇮หᐲ䈪䉄䉌䉏䈩䈇䉎ኻ⽎䊒䊨
䉳䉢䉪䊃䈲䇮↪䈮㑐ㅪ䈜䉎䉅䈱䈮㒢ቯ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯ౕ⊛䈮䈲䇮ਅ⸥䈱䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䉺䉟䊒䈏ㆡᩰ䈫
䈚䈩䉄䉌䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
x

ᣂⷙᬀᨋ䊶ౣᬀᨋ䋨Afforestation and reforestation䋩

x

䉝䉫䊨䊐䉤䊧䉴䊃䉍䊷䋨Agroforestry䋩

x

ᨋ࿁ᓳ䋨Forest restoration䋩

x

ᨋᷫዋ࿁ㆱ䋨Avoided deforestation䋩

䋳㪄䋲㪄䋲㪄䋲㩷 ᣇᴺ⺰㩷
Plan Vivo 䈪䈲 CDM 䉇ઁ䈱ᐲ䈱䉋䈉䈭ᣇᴺ⺰䈲ሽ䈚䈭䈇䇯ๆ㊂䈱⸘▚䈮䈲䇮ᛛⴚ᭽
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䋨Technical Specification䋩䈫䈳䉏䉎⾗ᢱ䈏↪䈘䉏䉎䇯ᛛⴚ᭽䈲䇮ਅ⸥䈱㗄⋡䉕䉃䈖䈫䈏᧦ઙ䈫
䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
x

䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮䈮ኻ䈜䉎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈮䉋䉎ๆ㊂䈱⸘▚ᣇᴺ

x

▤ℂㆇ༡䈱⸥ㅀ

x

䊝䊆䉺䊥䊮䉫ᜰᮡ

x

䊥䊷䉬䊷䉳䇮᳗⛯ᕈ䈮㑐䈜䉎⹏ଔ

x

ᵴേ䈮䉋䉎ⅣႺᓇ㗀

ᛛⴚ᭽䈲䇮ᬺ⠪䈎䉌ឭ䈘䉏䈢ᓟ䇮Plan Vivo ၮ㊄䈱ਅ䈪ᛛⴚ䉝䊄䊋䉟䉱䊥䊷ᆔຬળ䈮䉋䉍ᩏ⺒
䈘䉏䉎䇯ᦨ⚳⊛䈮ᛛⴚ᭽䈏ᛚ䈘䉏䉎䈫ᬺ⠪䈲ᒰ᭽䉕↪䈚䇮PDD 䈱ᚑ䈻䈫ㅴ䉃䈖䈫䈮䈭䉎䇯
ᛚ䈘䉏䈢ᛛⴚ᭽䈲 Plan Vivo 䈱䉡䉢䊑䉰䉟䊃䈪㐿䈘䉏䈩䈍䉍䇮2011 ᐕ 2 ਅ⸥䈱䉺䉟䊒䈱
᭽䈏ሽ䈜䉎䇯
 11㩷 Plan Vivo 䈮䈍䈔䉎ᛛⴚ᭽䈱䉺䉟䊒䈫ઙᢙ
ᛛⴚ᭽䈱䉺䉟䊒

ઙᢙ

䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮/⚛䊝䊂䊥䊮䉫ᣇᴺ⺰

2

ᣂⷙᬀᨋ䊶ౣᬀᨋ

6

䉝䉫䊨䊐䉤䊧䉴䊃䊥䊷

17

ᨋ࿁ᓳ䇮ో䇮ᨋᷫዋ࿁ㆱ

4

ౖ䋺Plan Vivo 䉡䉢䊑䉰䉟䊃䉋䉍 MURC ᚑ
ᛛⴚ᭽䈲䇮ᢙච䊕䊷䉳䈅䉎⚦䈭䉅䈱䈎䉌䇮ᢙ䊕䊷䉳⒟ᐲ䈱◲ᤃ⊛䈭䉅䈱䉁䈪䇮ឭ᩺⠪䈮䉋䈦䈩䈠
䈱ౝኈ䈲᭽䇱䈪䈅䉎䇯䈜䈭䉒䈤 Plan Vivo ၮ㊄䈏ᛛⴚ᭽䈫䈚䈩ⷐ᳞䈜䉎⸥䈱㗄⋡䈏䉁䉏䈩䈇䉏
䈩䈍䉍䇮ᛛⴚ䉝䊄䊋䉟䉱䊥䊷ᆔຬળ䈏วᗧ䈜䉏䈳ᛛⴚ᭽䈏 3 䊕䊷䉳⒟ᐲ䈪䈅䈦䈩䉅↪น⢻䈫䈭䉎䇯
䋳㪄䋲㪄䋲㪄䋳㩷 䊋䉡䊮䉻䊥䋨▚ቯኻ⽎䈱▸࿐䋩㩷
Plan Vivo 䈱䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ታᣉ䈱ၮḰ䈪䈅䉎䇮”THE PLAN VIVO STANDARDS 2008”䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲䇮䊋
䉡䊮䉻䊥䈮㑐䈜䉎⸥ㅀ䈲䈭䈒䇮ᛛⴚ᭽䈮䈍䈇䈩䉅䊋䉡䊮䉻䊥䈱⸥ㅀ䈲᳞䉄䉌䉏䈩䈇䈭䈇䇯
䋳㪄䋲㪄䋲㪄䋴㩷 䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮㩷
Plan Vivo 䈮䈍䈔䉎䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮䈲䇮Plan Vivo Standards 2008 䈱ቯ⟵䈮䈍䈇䈩ਅ⸥䈱䉋䈉䈮ቯ⟵䈘
䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
¾

䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮䈲䇮䇸䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ᵴേ䈱⚛ଢ⋉䈏⸘᷹䉅䈚䈒䈲⸘▚น⢻䈭㐿ᆎෳᾖ
䊘䉟䊮䊃䇹䈪䈅䉎䇯

¾

䋨ේᢥ䋩The starting reference point from which the carbon benefits of project
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activities can be measured or calculated
䉁䈢䇮䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮䈲䇮ᛛⴚ᭽䈮䉄䉎ౝኈ䈮䈍䈇䈩ਅ⸥䈱䉋䈉䈮ቯ⟵䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
¾

䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮䈫䈲䇮䇸ㆡಾ䈭ᜰᮡ䉕↪䈇䈩⏕䈮ቯ⟵䈘䉏䈢ା㗬ᕈ䈏䈅䉍൮⊛䈭
䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮䉲䊅䊥䉥䇹䈪䈅䉎䇯

¾

䋨ේᢥ䋩Credible and comprehensive baseline scenario defined clearly using
appropriate indicators

䋳㪄䋲㪄䋲㪄䋵㩷 ㅊടᕈ㩷
Plan Vivo 䈱ㅊടᕈ䈲䇮⚛䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈮ኻ䈜䉎䊐䉜䉟䊅䊮䉴䋨Carbon finance䋩䈏䈭䈇႐ว䈮䇮䊒䊨䉳
䉢䉪䊃䈏ታ䈘䉏䈩䈇䈭䈇䈖䈫䈫䈚䈩䈍䉍䇮CDM 䈫ห᭽䈱⠨䈋ᣇ䈪䈅䉎䇯
䉁䈢䇮ታ㓙䈮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲䇮ਅ⸥䉕⸽䈜䉎䈖䈫䈏᳞䉄䉌䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
x

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈲䇮ᴺⷙ䉇ᬺ⊛䈭↪䈭䈬䇮↢ᘒ♽䉰䊷䊎䉴䈻䈱ኻଔ䈭䈚䈪䉅ታᣉ䈪䈐䉎
䉅䈱䈪䈭䈇䈖䈫

x

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱㐿⊒⾗㊄䈶䉦䊷䊗䊮䊐䉜䉟䊅䊮䉴䈏䈭䈇႐ว䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ᵴേ䈱ታᣉ䈏⾗㊄⊛䇮
␠ળ⊛䇮ᢥൻ⊛䇮ᛛⴚ⊛䇮↢ᘒ⊛䇮䉅䈚䈒䈲ᐲ⊛䈭䊋䊥䉝䈮䉋䉍䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈏ታᣉ䈪䈐䈭䈇䈖䈫

䋳㪄䋲㪄䋲㪄䋶㩷 ๆ㊂䊶ឃ㊂䈱⸘▚㩷
Plan Vivo 䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲䇮ๆ㊂䊶ឃ㊂䈱⸘▚ᣇᴺ䈮㑐䈜䉎ౕ⊛䈭⺑䈲䈭䈒䇮ᛛⴚ᭽ᚑ䈮䈍
䈔䉎ⷐ᳞㗄䈫䈚䈩ਅ⸥䈏⸥タ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
x

ᵴേ䈮ㆡ䈚䈢䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃ᦼ㑆䉕ቯ⟵䈜䉎䋨ᦨ⍴ 10 ᐕ䌾ᦨ㐳 100 ᐕ䋩

x

ㅘᕈ䈱䈅䉎ቯ䈫䈠䈱ᱜᒰᕈ

x

ᚻน⢻䈭ᦨ⦟䈱⸽䉕↪

x

⸘▚䈮䈲ᦨ䉅⊛䈭䉲䊅䊥䉥䉕↪

x

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ታᣉᤨ䈱䉲䊅䊥䉥䉕䉄䉎

x

⚛ଢ⋉䈎䉌䊥䊷䉬䊷䉳䉕Ꮕ䈚ᒁ䈒

x

↢ᘒ♽䈱ᄌᢙ䋨variables䋩䉕⠨ᘦ

䋳㪄䋲㪄䋲㪄䋷㩷 䊝䊆䉺䊥䊮䉫㩷
Plan Vivo 䈮䈍䈔䉎䊝䊆䉺䊥䊮䉫䈪䈲䇮ਅ⸥䈱ⷐઙ䈏␜䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
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x

䊝䊆䉺䊥䊮䉫䈱ᦼ㑆䈏․ቯ䈘䉏䈩䈍䉍䇮ㆡಾ䈪䈅䉎

x

䊝䊆䉺䊥䊮䉫䈱ኻ⽎䈏․ቯ䈘䉏䈩䈍䉍䇮ㆡಾ䈪䈅䉎

x

䊝䊆䉺䊥䊮䉫䈮ኻ䈜䉎䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃ᦼ㑆䈏․ቯ䈘䉏䈩䈍䉍䇮ㆡಾ䈪䈅䉎

x

䊝䊆䉺䊥䊮䉫ᜰᮡ䈲⏕䈪䉮䉴䊃ല₸⊛䈪䈅䉍䋨䋺䊋䉟䉥䊙䉴䈱䊝䊆䉺䊥䊮䉫䈏䉮䊚䊠䊆䊁䉞䈱ᛛ
ⴚ⠪䈪䉅ታᣉน⢻䈪䈅䉎╬䋩䇮ኻ⽎䈱⹏ଔ䈮ኻ䈚䈩ஜో䈭ၮ␆䉕ឭଏ䈜䉎䉅䈱䈪䈅䉍䇮ਅ⸥䉕
䉃䋺
¾

䈬䈱⚛䊒䊷䊦䈏䊝䊆䉺䊥䊮䉫䈘䉏䇮䈬䈱䉋䈉䈭⸘᷹䈏ᔅⷐ䈫䈭䉎䈎

¾

⸘᷹䈲ฃ䈔䉏䉌䉏䈩䈇䉎ේೣ䈮ၮ䈨䈇䈩䈇䉎䈎䋨 IPCC Special Report on
LULUCF (2000)䋩

¾

䊝䊆䉺䊥䊮䉫䈮ᔅⷐ䈫䈭䉎䊥䉸䊷䉴

¾

䊝䊆䉺䊥䊮䉫䈘䉏䉎䉣䊥䉝䈏䈬䈱䉋䈉䈮䉰䊮䊒䊦䈘䉏䉎䈎

¾

䉮䊚䊠䊆䊁䉞䈱ᛛⴚ⠪䈏↪䈘䉏䉎႐ว䇮䈠䈱ᬺ䉕䈬䈱䉋䈉䈮ᬌ⸽䈜䉎䈎䋨䋺䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃
ᛛⴚ⠪䈮䉋䉎 10䋦䈱䉼䉢䉾䉪䋩

䋳㪄䋲㪄䋲㪄䋸㩷 ᳗⛯ᕈ䈱ኻಣᣇᴺ㩷
Plan Vivo 䈮䈍䈇䈩᳗⛯ᕈ䈮ኻ䈜䉎ኻಣ䈲ਅ⸥䈱䉋䈉䈮ⷙቯ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
⚛⫾Ⓧ䈱᳗⛯ᕈ䈮ኻ䈜䉎䊥䉴䉪䈲䇮ㆡಾ䈮․ቯ䈘䉏䇮⹏ଔ䈘䉏䇮ਅ⸥䉕䉃䈖䈫䇯
x

Ἣἴ䇮ᣫ㝭䇮䊊䊥䉬䊷䊮╬䈱ᄤἴ䈱䊥䉴䉪

x

∛⯻ኂ䈱䊥䉴䉪

x

ᚲ䈮㑐䈜䉎䊥䉴䉪

x

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ౝ䈶䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ታᣉ࿖ౝ䈱╷⊛䇮␠ળ⊛ਇቯ䈮䉋䉎䊥䉴䉪

䈖䉏䉌䈱䊥䉴䉪䉕✭䈜䉎ኻ╷䉕․ቯ䈚䇮ẜ⊛䈭䊥䊋䊷䉰䊦䋨ᷫᄬ䋺৻ᣤๆ䊶⫾Ⓧ䈘䉏䈢 CO2 䈏Ἣ
ἴ╬䈪ౣᐲᄢ᳇ਛ䈮䈘䉏䉎䈖䈫䋩䈱䊥䉴䉪䊋䉾䊐䉜䊷䈏䉁䉏䈩䈇䉎䈖䈫䈏ᦸ䉁䈚䈇䇯
䉁䈢䇮Plan Vivo 䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲⚛䉝䉦䉡䊮䊁䉞䊮䉫䋨ๆ㊂䈱▚ቯ䋩䈮䈍䈇䈩䉅᳗⛯ᕈ䈮㑐䈚䈩⸅䉏䈩
䈍䉍䇮᳗⛯ᕈ䈻䈱䊥䉴䉪䈏ᛛⴚ᭽䈱ਛ䈪․ቯ䈘䉏䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃⸳⸘䈮✭╷䈏⋓䉍ㄟ䉁䉏䉎䈖䈫䈏᳞
䉄䉌䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
䉁䈢䇮⽼ᄁน⢻䈭ๆ㊂䈱ዋ䈭䈒䈫䉅 10䋦䈲䊥䉴䉪䊋䉾䊐䉜䊷䈫䈚䈩Ꮕ䈚ᒁ䈎䉏䉎䈼䈐䈪䈅䉎䈫䈚䈩䈇
䉎䇯䉁䈢䇮䊥䉴䉪䊋䉾䊐䉜䊷䈲Ფᐕᐕᰴႎ๔ᓟ䈮䊧䊎䊠䊷䈘䉏䉎䈼䈐䈪䈅䉎䈫䈚䈩䈇䉎䇯
䋳㪄䋲㪄䋲㪄䋹㩷 䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥㩷
Plan Vivo 䈱䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥䈲䇮Markit ␠䈮䉋䈦䈩ㆇ༡䈘䉏䈩䈍䉍䇮Markit Plan Vivo Registry System 䈫
䈳䉏䉎䇯
ᧄ䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥䈪䈲䇮Plan Vivo 䈪ᛚ䈘䉏䈢䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈎䉌䈱⸽ᦠ䈏⊒ⴕ䇮ㅊ〔䇮ఘළ䈘䉏䉎䇯⸽ᦠ䈮
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䈲ੑ㊀⽼ᄁ╬䈱㒐ᱛ䈱䈢䉄ฦ⸽ᦠ࿕䈱䉲䊥䉝䊦⇟ภ䈏ഀ䉍ᝄ䉌䉏䉎䇯

䉁䈢䇮Markit Plan Vivo 䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥䈲䇮ਅ⸥䈱ᯏ⢻䉕䈚䈩䈍䉍䇮ญᐳ䉕䈚䈩䈇䈭䈇ㇱᄖ⠪䉅৻ቯ
䈱ᖱႎ䉕ᓧ䉎䈖䈫䈏น⢻䈪䈅䉎䇯
http://www.tz1registry.com/
x

Plan Vivo 䈱䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈶⾗ᢱ䈱䊥䉴䊃

x

Plan Vivo ⸽ᦠ䈱⊒ⴕ

x

Plan Vivo ⸽ᦠ䈱⒖ォ䈶ఘළ

䋳㪄䋲㪄䋳㩷 䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱㐿⊒⁁ᴫ㩷
Plan Vivo 䈮䈍䈇䈩⊓㍳ᷣ䉂䈱䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈲䋴ઙ䈅䉍䇮ᣂⷙᬀᨋ䊶ౣᬀᨋ䈶ᨋ▤ℂ䉺䉟䊒䈏䈅䉎䇯
⚦䈲ਅ䈱䈫䈍䉍䈪䈅䉎䇯
 12㩷 ⊓㍳ᷣ䉂䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䊥䉴䊃
࿖

䉺䊮䉱䊆䉝

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ฬ

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䉺䉟䊒

䊝䉱䊮䊎䊷䉪

Sociedad
ᣂⷙᬀᨋ䊶ౣᬀᨋ

Management and Carbon

Cooperativa

Sequestration Project

Ambio

Sofala Community Carbon Project

Envirotrade

(formerly the N'hambita Community

ᨋ▤ℂ

Carbon
Limited

Carbon Project)
䉡䉧䊮䉻

ታᣉ⠪㩷

ᣂⷙᬀᨋ䊶ౣᬀᨋ

Emiti Nibwo Bulora
Scolel té Natural Resources

䊜䉨䉲䉮

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃㩷

ᣂⷙᬀᨋ䊶ౣᬀᨋ

Trees for Global Benefits

ౖ䋺Markit Plan Vivo 䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥
90

Ecotrust

䉁䈢䇮⸥䈱⊓㍳ᷣ䉂䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱䈉䈤䇮3 ઙ䈎䉌⸽ᦠ䈏⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䈩䈍䉍䇮䈖䉏䉁䈪䈮ว⸘䈪
836,671䌴CO2 ಽ䈱ๆ䈏䉄䉌䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯䉁䈢䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱ౝ⸶䈲ਅ䈱䈫䈍䉍䈫䈭䈦䈩䈇䉎䇯
 13㩷 䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃⊒ⴕᷣ䉂⸽ᦠ
⸽ᦠ⊒ⴕኻ⽎ᦼ㑆
2002-2009 ᐕ

䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ฬ
Scolel té Natural Resources Management and

⊒ⴕᷣ䉂⸽ᦠ
䋨䌴CO2䋩
406,313

Carbon Sequestration Project
2005-2010 ᐕ

Sofala Community Carbon Project (formerly the

252,120

N'hambita Community Carbon Project)
2004-2009 ᐕ

Trees for Global Benefits

ว⸘

178,238
836,671
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where:

C AR CDM

Net anthropogenic GHG removals by sinks; t CO2-e

'C ACTUAL
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'CBSL
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LK

Total GHG emissions due to leakage; t CO2-e
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VER+䈲ㅀ䈱䉋䈉䈮䇮䈾䈿 CDM/JI 䈱ᐲ䈮ೣ䈦䈢⸳⸘䈏䈭䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯৻ᣇ䈪䇮䊖䉴䊃࿖䇮ᛩ⾗࿖
ᐭ䈱ᛚ䈏ਇⷐ䈪䈅䈦䈢䉍䇮CDM ℂળ䈱䉋䈉䈭⋙〈ᯏ㑐䈎䉌䊧䊎䊠䊷䉕ฃ䈔䉎䈫䈇䈉䉋䈉䈭ᚻ㗅䈲
䈭䈇䇯䈖䈱ઁ VER+䈮䈍䈇䈩 CDM ᬀᨋ䈫ᄢ䈐䈒⇣䈭䉎䈱䈲䇮᳗⛯ᕈ䈻䈱ኻಣᣇᴺ䈪䈅䉎䇯䈖䉏䈲䇮೨
䈱ઁᐲ䈫䉅ㅢ䈜䉎ὐ䈪䈅䉎䈏䇮᳗⛯ᕈ䈱ኻಣᣇᴺ䉕䊋䉾䊐䉜䊷䈮䉋䉍ⴕ䈦䈩䈇䉎ὐ䈏ᄢ䈐䈒⇣䈭䉎䇯
䊋䉾䊐䉜䊷䈱⸳ቯ䈮䈲䇮ᦨᣂ䈱䊥䉴䉪ಽᨆ䉕↪䈇䈩䊥䉴䉪䉕⸳ቯ䈚䇮ᬌ⸽䈗䈫䈮ᦝᣂ䈘䉏䉎ᔅⷐ䈏䈅䉎䇯
䉁䈢䇮䈬䈱䉋䈉䈭ኻ╷䉕⻠䈛䉎႐ว䈪䈅䈦䈩䉅䇮ᦨૐ㒢 20%䈱䊋䉾䊐䉜䊷䈏ᔅⷐ䈪䈅䉎䈫䈚䈩䈇䉎䇯䉁䈢䊋
䉾䊐䉜䊷䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈫䈫䈚䈩⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䈭䈎䈦䈢䉅䈱䈲䇮BlueRegistry 䈮䈍䈇䈩䊃䊧䊷䉴䈘䉏䉎䇯

“Regardless, the buffer shall not be less than 20 % of the verified net removals or net emission
reductions. Withheld credits will be traced through the BlueRegistry”

䋳㪄䋳㪄䋲㪄䋹㩷 䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥㩷
䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥䈲䇮TUV-SUD 䈮䉋䉍⸳⸘䈘䉏䈢 BlueRegistry ( www.blue-registry.com )䈫䈳䉏䉎䉟䊮䉺
䊷䊈䉾䊃䈱䊒䊤䉾䊃䊐䉤䊷䊛䈪䈅䉍䇮䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥䈭䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈮䉋䉎䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈱ᖱႎ䈫ౣ↢น⢻䉣䊈䊦
䉩䊷⸽ᦠ䈱 2 ⒳㘃䈱䊂䊷䉺䉕▤ℂ䈚䈩䈇䉎䇯
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䋳㪄䋳㪄䋳㩷 䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱㐿⊒⁁ᴫ㩷
 32 ઙ䈱 VER+䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈏⊓㍳䈘䉏䈩䈍䉍䇮ว⸘䈪 3,280,455䌴CO2 ಽ䈱ᷫ䈏ⴕ䉒䉏䈩䈍䉍䇮
䈖䉏䉌䈱䈉䈤ขᒁน⢻䈭㊂䈲䇮ో䈱 1/3 ⒟ᐲ䈱 1,103,935䌴CO2 䈫䈭䈦䈩䈇䉎䇯
䉁䈣ᬀᨋ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈪⊓㍳䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䉅䈱䈲䈭䈒䇮ᄙ䈒䈲ౣ↢น⢻䉣䊈䊦䉩䊷䇮ᑄ䉣䊈䊦䉩䊷࿁
↪䇮ᑄ᫈‛ಣಽ႐䉧䉴↪╬䈱䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈪䈅䉎䇯
㩷
㩷
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䋴㩷 䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥䈭ฦᐲ䈫 㪚㪛㪤 ᬀᨋ䈱⋧㆑ὐ㩷
వㅀ䈱 3 䈧䈱ᐲ䈱⚦䉕⺞ᩏ䈜䉎䈖䈫䈪䇮䈠䉏䈡䉏䈱ᐲ䈱․ᓽ䈶䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥ᐲ䈫
CDM ᬀᨋ䈱ᐲ䈱⋧㆑ὐ䈏䈅䉎⒟ᐲ䉌䈎䈮䈭䈦䈩䈐䈢䇯䈖䉏䉌䉕〯䉁䈋䈩䇮ᧄ⺞ᩏ䈱⋡⊛䈪
䈅䉎䇮㪚㪛㪤 ᬀᨋ䈫䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃ᐲ䈱ᐲ䈱Ყセ䈍䉋䈶䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱㐿⊒⁁ᴫ䈱ಽᨆ
䉕ⴕ䈉䇯䈠䈚䈩ᓟ䈱 㪚㪛㪤 ᬀᨋ䈱ផㅴ䈮ല䈭ὐ䈮䈧䈇䈩ಽᨆ䉕⹜䉂䉎䇯
䋴㪄䋱㩷 ᐲ䈱Ყセ㩷
䋴㪄䋱㪄䋱㩷 ᐲ䈱䊔䊷䉴㩷
ᧄ⺞ᩏ䈪⚦䈮ಽᨆ䈚䈢䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥ᐲ䈲䇮3 ᐲ䈫䉅⇣䈭䉎䊔䊷䉴䉕䈚䈩䈇䉎䇯䉁䈝 VCS 䈏
ISO14064-2 䉕䊔䊷䉴䈫䈚䈩䈍䉍䇮Plan Vivo 䈲⁛⥄䈱ᐲ䉕㐿⊒䈚䇮VER+䈲 CDM/JI 䈱ᐲ䉕
ណ↪䈚䈩䈇䉎䇯
䉁䈢䇮࿁䈱⺞ᩏኻ⽎䈪䈲䈭䈇䈏䇮Ყセ⊛↪ഀว䈱㜞䈇䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥䈭ᐲ䈪䈅䉎 Climate
Action Reserve䋨CAR䋩䇮Chicago Climate Exchange䋨CCX䋩䇮American Carbon Registry
䋨ACR䋩䈭䈬䈲 ISO 䉕䊔䊷䉴䈮ᐲ⸳⸘䈏䈭䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
એਅ䈪䈲䇮ISO ⷙᩰ䈮䈲䈬䈱䉋䈉䈭․ᓽ䈏䈅䉍䇮CDM ᬀᨋ䈫䈬䈱䉋䈉䈮⇣䈭䉎䈱䈎䈮䈧䈇䈩⺑
䈜䉎䇯
䋴㪄䋱㪄䋱㪄䋱㩷 ⸽᳓Ḱ䈶㊀ⷐᕈ㩷
⸽᳓Ḱ䋨Level of Assurance䋩䈶㊀ⷐᕈ䋨Materiality䋩䈫䈇䈉ᔨ䈲䇮䉁䈣 CDM 䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲
ዉ䈘䉏䈩䈇䈭䈇䈢䉄䇮CDM 䈱㑐ଥ⠪䈮䈲⍮ᐲ䈱㜞䈒䈭䈇ᔨ䈪䈅䉎䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯એਅ䈪䈲
䈖䉏䉌䈱ᔨ䉕⺑䈜䉎䇯
x

⸽᳓Ḱ

䉁䈝⸽䈱ᔨ䈪䈅䉎䈏䇮䈖䉏䈲⸽ᬺോ䈫䈳䉏䉎ᬺോ䈮ዉ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯⸽ᬺോ䈲䇮⽷
ോ⻉䈱ା㗬ᕈ䉕ઃਈ䈜䉎䈢䉄䈮ળ⸘჻䈲⋙ᩏᴺੱ䈏ⴕ䈉⽷ോ⻉⋙ᩏᬺോ䈮↱᧪䈚䇮
⽷ോ⻉⋙ᩏᬺോએᄖ䈱⸽ᬺോ䈶วᗧ䈘䉏䈢ᚻ⛯䈮䉋䉎ᬺോ䋨⸽ᬺോ╬䋩䉕䈇䈉5䇯
৻⥸⊛䈮䇮⸽䈱⠨䈋ᣇ䈮䈲䇮㜞䈱⸽䈪䈅䉎䇸วℂ⊛⸽䇹䈫ਛ䈱䇸㒢ቯ⊛⸽䇹䈱ੑ
Ბ㓏䈏䈅䉍䇮ክᩏᯏ㑐䈏ലൻክᩏ䊶ᬌ⸽⸘↹䉕┙䈩䉎㓙䇮⺋Ꮕ䋨㊀ᄢ䈭⺋Ꮕ䋩䇮ṳ䉏䇮⺋䉍䈏䈭
䈇䈎䉕್ᢿ䈜䉎䈢䉄䈱ᬌ⸽⸘↹䈱䊧䊔䊦䉇⚦䈎䈘䉕䉄䉎㓙䈮↪䈇䉌䉏䉎䇯
᷷ᥦൻ䉇ⅣႺಽ㊁䈱䈪⠨䈋䉎䈫䇮䉦䊷䊗䊮䊶䉥䊐䉶䉾䊃䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱⚿ᨐ↢ᚑ䈘䉏䉎⚛䉪䊧
5

ળ⸘჻දળ䇸⋙ᩏ䊶⸽ታോᆔຬળ⎇ⓥႎ๔╙ 20 ภ㩷 ળ⸘჻╬䈏ⴕ䈉⸽ᬺോ╬䈮㑐䈜䉎⎇ⓥႎ
๔䇹ᐔᚑ 21 ᐕ 7  1 ᣣ
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䉳䉾䊃䈏⚻ᷣ⊛ଔ୯䉕䈇䇮ਇ․ቯᄙᢙ䈮ᄁ⾈䈘䉏䉎䉋䈉䈭䉬䊷䉴䈪䈲䇮䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈱ା㗬ᕈ䈏ᜂ
䈘䉏䈩䈇䈭䈔䉏䈳䇮ᶖ⾌⠪䈏៊ኂ䉕ⵍ䉎䉬䊷䉴䈏↢䉁䉏䉎น⢻ᕈ䈏䈅䉎䈢䉄䈮㜞䈱⸽䈪
䈅䉎วℂ⊛⸽䉕↪䈇䉎䈖䈫䈏⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯
৻ᣇ䈪䇮䈅䉎ડᬺ䈱 GHG ឃ㊂䉕⥄Ꮖት⸒䈚䇮ⅣႺႎ๔ᦠ䈮⸥タ䈜䉎䉋䈉䈭䉬䊷䉴䈪䈲䇮䈠
䈱ౝኈ䈮䉋䉍៊ኂ䉕ⵍ䉎䉬䊷䉴䈲䇮೨䈱䉬䊷䉴䈮Ყセ䈚䈩㒢ቯ⊛䈪䈅䉎䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯䈖䈱䉋䈉
䈭႐ว䈮䈲䇮㒢ቯ⊛⸽䉕↪䈇䉎䈖䈫䈏⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯
x

㊀ⷐᕈ

ᰴ䈮㊀ⷐᕈ䈮䈧䈇䈩䈪䈅䉎䈏䇮ISO 䉕䊔䊷䉴䈫䈚䈢䉦䊷䊗䊮䊶䉥䊐䉶䉾䊃ᐲ╬䈪䇮㊀ⷐᕈ䈲
⸽䈱⸵ኈ㒢ᐲ䈅䉎䈇䈲ᛂ䈤ಾ䉍ὐ䈫䈚䈩⸳ቯ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
ISO 䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲䇮䉅䈚䈒䈲⺋䉍䈱✚䇮⣕ṳ䇮ਇታ␜䈏䇮GHG 䈮㑐䈜䉎ਥᒛ䋨䈖䈖䈪䈲ឃ
ᷫ㊂╬䈱ਥᒛ䉕ᜰ䈜䋩䈮ᓇ㗀䈚䇮䈎䈧䇮ᗧ࿑䈚䈢↪⠪䋨Intended user䋨䈋䈳䇮䉥䊐䉶䉾䊃
䉕⋡⊛䈫䈚䈩䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䉕⾼䈜䉎ડᬺ䈭䈬䋩䋩䈱್ᢿ䈮䉅ᓇ㗀䉕ਈ䈋䉎น⢻ᕈ䈮㑐䈜䉎ᔨ䈫ቯ
⟵䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
⸥䉕䈪⠨䈋䉎䈫䇮䈋䈳䇮䈅䉎ᬀᨋ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈎䉌⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䈢䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈏 100tCO2 䈅
䈦䈢䈫ቯ䈚䇮䈠䈱 100tCO2 䉕䈅䉎ડᬺ䈏⥄␠䈱ឃ㊂䈱䉥䊐䉶䉾䊃䋨ⓣၒ䉄䇮⋧Ვ䋩䈱䈢䉄䈮⾼
䈚䈢䈫䈜䉎䇯䈚䈎䈚䇮䈠䈱䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱ๆ㊂䈲䇮⸘ེ᷹䈱ਇ⏕䈎䈘䇮႐䈱⺞ᩏຬ䈱䊂䊷䉺
ォ⸥䊚䉴䇮⸘▚䊚䉴╬䈮䉋䉍䇮ታ㓙䈲 50tCO2 䈚䈎䈭䈎䈦䈢䈫䈜䉎䇯䈖䉏䈲䉥䊐䉶䉾䊃䉕ᗧ࿑䈚䈩⾼
䈚䈢ડᬺ䈮䈫䈦䈩䇮⺋䈦䈢ᖱႎ䈮䉋䉍䇮⾼䉕್ᢿ䈚䈢䈖䈫䈮䈭䉍䇮⺋䈦䈢ᖱႎ䈮䉋䉍៊ኂ䉕ⵍ䈦
䈢䈖䈫䈮䈭䉎䇯
䈖䈉䈚䈢⺋䈦䈢ᖱႎ䈮䉋䉍↪⠪䈱್ᢿ䈮ᓇ㗀䉕ਈ䈋䈭䈇䉋䈉䇮ᄙ䈒䈱ᐲ䈮䈍䈇䈩⸽䈱⸵
ኈ㒢ᐲ䉕ቯ㊂⊛䈮⸳ቯ䈚䈩䈇䉎䇯䈋䈳䇮䈅䉎ᐲ䈮䈍䈇䈩㊀ⷐᕈ䈱ၮḰ䉕 5%䈮ቯ䉄䉎䈫䈜䉎
䈫䇮ᒰᐲ䈱䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈎䉌⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䉎䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈲䇮ਇ⏕䈎䈘䉇⺋䉍䈱ว⸘䈏 5%એਅ䈮䉁
䉎䈖䈫䉕ⷐ᳞䈜䉎䋨䉅䈚䈒䈲⸽䋩䈜䉎䈖䈫䈫䈭䉎䇯䈖䈱ၮḰ䉕ḩ䈢䈘䈭䈇䉅䈱䈲䇮ክᩏᯏ㑐䈏⸽䈚
䈭䈇䈖䈫䈮䈭䉎䇯వ䈾䈬䈱䈮䉅䈬䉎䈫䇮100tCO2 ಽ䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈲䇮105tCO2䌾95tCO2 䈱▸࿐
䈮䉁䈦䈩䈇䉎䈖䈫䉕⸽䈪䈐䉎䉅䈱䈮䈧䈇䈩䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈏⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䉎䈖䈫䈮䈭䉎䇯
x

CDM ᬀᨋ䈫䈱⋧㆑ὐ

ISO 䉕䊔䊷䉴䈫䈚䈢ᐲ䈮䈲䈖䈱䉋䈉䈭ᔨ䈏ዉ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䈏䇮CDM 䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲 2010 ᐕ 10
䈮⸽᳓Ḱ䈫㊀ⷐᕈ䈱ᔨዉ䈱䊌䊑䊥䉾䉪䉮䊜䊮䊃䈏ⴕ䉒䉏䈢䉅䈱䈱䇮䉁䈣ዉ䈮䈲⥋䈦䈩
䈇䈭䈇䇯
䈮⸽᳓Ḱ䈫㊀ⷐᕈ䈱ᔨ䈏 CDM 䈮ዉ䈘䉏䉎႐ว䈮䈲䇮CDM ᬀᨋ䈮ᓇ㗀䉕䈿䈜น
⢻ᕈ䈏䈅䉎䇯ᬀᨋ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈲䇮ᬀᨋ䈘䉏䈢᮸ᧁ䉕ᛒ䈉䈢䉄䇮㔚ജ䉇Ꮏᬺ䉧䉴䈱䉋䈉䈮ో㊂䉕⸘
᷹䈜䉎䈖䈫䈲䈭䈒䇮䉰䊮䊒䊥䊮䉫䈮䉋䉍ๆ㊂䉕ផ⸘䈜䉎ᣇᴺ䈏ਥ䈫䈭䈦䈩䈇䉎䇯⁁䈪䈲䈖䈉䈚
䈢䉰䊮䊒䊥䊮䉫䈮䈍䈔䉎ਇ⏕䈎䈘䉇䇮䈪⸘᷹䈜䉎ᯏེ䈱ਇ⏕䈎䈘䈱⹏ଔ䈫䈠䈱⚿ᨐ䈱ో
䈱ਇ⏕䈎䈘䈱⹏ଔ䈲ⴕ䈦䈩䈇䈭䈇䇯䈚䈎䈚䇮㕙Ⓧ䉕⸘᷹䈜䉎 GPS䋨ᄙ䈒䈱႐ว䇮GPS 䈱ਇ⏕䈎䈘
99

䉕ᛠី䈜䉎䈱䈲࿎㔍䋩䇮᮸㜞䉕᷹ቯ䈜䉎䊧䊷䉱䊷᷹㜞ེ䇮䊑䊦䊷䊜䊤䉟䉴䋨䊑䊦䊷䊜䊤䉟䉴䉇᷹╀
䈲ਇ⏕䈎䈘䈱ᛠី䈲࿎㔍䋩䇮⢷㜞⋥ᓘ䉕᷹䉎 DBH 䊁䊷䊒╬䈲䇮Ꮏᬺ↪䈱⸘᷹ᯏེ䈮Ყセ䈜䉎䈫
ਇ⏕䈎䈘䈏ᄢ䈐䈇น⢻ᕈ䈏䈅䉍䇮䈖䉏䉌䈱ਇ⏕䈎䈘䉕⹏ଔ䈜䉎䈖䈫䈮䈭䉎䈫䇮ᄙ䈒䈱ᬀᨋ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪
䊃䈏㊀ⷐᕈ䈱ၮḰ䉕ḩ䈢䈘䈭䈇น⢻ᕈ䈏䈅䉎䇯
㩷

100

㩷
䋴㪄䋱㪄䋲㩷 ᚻ⛯䈐㩷

䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥䈭ᐲ䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲䇮ో⥸⊛䈮 CDM 䉋䉍䉅◲⚛ൻ䈘䉏䈢ᚻ⛯䈐䈏ዉ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
䋴㪄䋱㪄䋲㪄䋱㩷 ᣇᴺ⺰ᚑ㩷
CDM 䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䉕ታᣉ䈜䉎䈢䉄䈮ᔅⷐ䈫䈭䉎ᣇᴺ⺰䈱㐿⊒䈲䇮ᬺ⠪䈏ᣇᴺ⺰
䈱ឭ᩺䉕ⴕ䈦䈢ᓟ䈮䇮ᣇᴺ⺰䊌䊈䊦/ᬀᨋ䊪䊷䉨䊮䉫䉫䊦䊷䊒䈮䉋䉍ክ⼏䈘䉏䇮䈠䈱ᓟ CDM ℂ
ળ䈮䉋䉍ክ⼏䈘䉏䉎䇯䉁䈢䇮ᣇᴺ⺰䈱䉺䉟䊒䉇ౝኈ䈮䉋䉍䇮ᄖㇱኾ㐷ኅ䉕ᄾ⚂䈚䇮ౝኈ䈮䈧䈇䈩⏕
䈜䉎႐ว䉅䈅䉎䇯䉁䈢ᣇᴺ⺰䈱ᚑ䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲ᕈ䈏㊀ⷐⷞ䈘䉏䇮᭽䇱䈭䊂䊷䉺䈱⸽䉕
ⷐ᳞䈘䉏䉎႐ว䈏ᄙ䈒䇮ᚑ䈘䉏䈢ᓟ 1 ᐲ䉅↪䈘䉏䈭䈇ᣇᴺ⺰䈏 72 ઙሽ䈜䉎6䇯
䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥䈭ᐲ䈮䈧䈇䈩䈲䇮᭽䇱䈭ᣇᴺ⺰䈱ᚑ䇮ᛚ䈏䈅䉎䈏䇮ઍ⊛䈭ᐲ䈪䈅䉎
VCS 䈮䈧䈇䈩䉂䉎䈫䇮ᬺ⠪䈏ឭ᩺䈚䈢ᣇᴺ⺰䈲䇮⇣䈭䉎ክᩏᯏ㑐䈮 2 ࿁ክᩏ䈘䉏䇮VCSA 䈮䉋
䉎ᛚ䉕ᓧ䈩䇮⏕ቯ䈜䉎䇯䉁䈢䇮ᣇᴺ⺰㐿⊒⠪䈲䇮㐿⊒䈚䈢ᣇᴺ⺰䈏ઁ䈱ᬺ⠪䈮䉋䉍↪䈘䉏
䉎䈫䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈎䉌↢䉁䉏䉎⚛䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃 1tCO2 䈅䈢䉍䇮0.1USD 䈱ᡰᛄ䈇䉕ฃ䈔䉎䈖䈫䈏น⢻
䈪䇮᳢↪⊛䈭ᣇᴺ⺰䉕ᚑ䈜䉎䉟䊮䉶䊮䊁䉞䊑䈏⸳⸘䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯৻ᣇ䇮ᣇᴺ⺰䈱↪㗫ᐲ䈮䈧
䈇䈩䈲䇮䉁䈣ᐲ⥄䈏㐿ᆎ䈘䉏䈢䈳䈎䉍䈪䈅䉍䇮ᣇᴺ⺰䈱ᢛ䉅䉁䈣ㅴⴕਛ䈪䈅䉎䇯䈚䈢䈏䈦䈩䇮
䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱ઙᢙ䉅㒢ቯ⊛䈪䈅䉍䇮ะ䈮䈧䈇䈩ಽᨆ䈪䈐䉎Ბ㓏䈮䈲䈭䈇䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯
䋴㪄䋱㪄䋲㪄䋲㩷 䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱ክᩏ㩷
CDM 䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲䇮╙ਃ⠪䈱ክᩏᯏ㑐䈏ലᕈክᩏ䋨䊋䊥䊂䊷䉲䊢䊮䋩䉇ᬌ⸽䋨䊔䊥䊐䉞䉬䊷䉲䊢
䊮䋩䉕ታᣉ䈜䉎䈏䇮䈠䈱ክᩏ䈱ᓟ䈮䈘䉌䈮ോዪ䈮䉋䉎ቢోᕈ䉼䉢䉾䉪䇮ᖱႎ䊶ႎ๔䉼䉢䉾䉪䇮᭽䇱
䈭䉴䊁䉾䊒䉕〯䉃ᔅⷐ䈏䈅䉎䇯䉁䈢ᖱႎ䈮ਇ䉇⸥ㅀౝኈ䈱ାᙀᕈ䈮⇼⟵䈏ឭ␜䈘䉏䉏䈳 CDM
ℂળ䈮䉋䉎䊧䊎䊠䊷䈏ታᣉ䈘䉏䉎น⢻ᕈ䈏䈅䉎䇯䈖䈉䈚䈢䊒䊨䉶䉴䈲䈎䈧䈩䈖䈦䈢 CDM ᛕ್7
╬䈮ኻᔕ䈚䇮䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈱ା㗬ᕈᜂ䈱䈢䉄䈮ⴕ䉒䉏䈩䈇䉎㕙䈏䈅䉎䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䉅䈱䈱䇮ክᩏ
䈱ᄙᲑ㓏ൻ䈶෩ᩰൻ䈮䉋䉍䇮䈪䈲䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱㐿ᆎ䈎䉌⊓㍳䉁䈪 2 ᐕㄭ䈒ᦼ㑆䉕ⷐ䈜䉎䈖
䈫䈮䈭䉎䇯

6
7

੩ㇺ䊜䉦䊆䉵䊛ᖱႎ䊒䊤䉾䊃䊖䊷䊛䉡䉢䊑䉰䉟䊃䋺http://www.kyomecha.org/cdm.html#method
Financial Times䋺High noon tolls for the carbon cowboys
http://search.ft.com/ftArticle?sortBy=gadatearticle&queryText=CDM&aje=true&id=07051400069

2
Guardian䋺Truth about Kyoto: huge profits, little carbon saved
http://business.guardian.co.uk/story/0,,2093816,00.html#article_continue
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࿑ 7㩷 CDM 䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈏㐿䈎䉌⊓㍳䉁䈪䈮ᔅⷐ䈫䈜䉎ᐔဋᣣᢙ
ౖ䋺IGES CDM 䊂䊷䉺䊔䊷䉴䉋䉍 MURC ᚑ
৻ᣇ䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥䈱ᐲ䈪䈲䇮ክᩏᯏ㑐䈏⏕䉕ⴕ䈦䈢ᓟ䈮ോዪ╬䈏䉻䊑䊦䉼䉢䉾䉪䉕ⴕ䈉䈖䈫
䈲䈭䈒䇮ክᩏᯏ㑐䈏ᛚ䈜䉏䈳䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈲䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥䈮⊓㍳䈘䉏䉎䋨䉅䈚䈒䈲䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈏⊒ⴕ䈘
䉏䉎䋩䇯䈋䈳 VCS 䈪䈲䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱ലᕈክᩏ䉕ㅢ䉏䈳䊧䉳䉴䊃䊥䈱ᒻᑼ⏕䉕⚻䈩䊒䊨䉳
䉢䉪䊃䈏⊓㍳䈘䉏䉎䇯VCS 䈮䈍䈇䈩ᣢ䈮⊓㍳䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱䉕䉎䈫䇮PD䋨䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪
䊃⸥ㅀᦠ䋩䈱㐿䈎䉌䇮䊋䊥䊂䊷䉲䊢䊮ႎ๔ᦠ䈏㐿䈘䉏䉎䉁䈪䈮䈍䉋䈠 10~20 ᣣ㑆䇮ᬌ⸽ႎ๔ᦠ
䈏㐿䈘䉏䉎䉁䈪䈮 1 䊱⒟ᐲ䈱ᦼ㑆䉕ⷐ䈚䈩䈇䉎䇯PD 䈱ᚑᲑ㓏䈪ᬺ⠪䈫ክᩏᯏ㑐䈱㑆䈪
ᢙ࿁䈱䉇䉍ข䉍䉕䈚䈩䈇䉎䈫ᗐቯ䈘䉏䉎䈏䇮CDM 䈮Ყセ䈜䉎䈫䈎䈭䉍ㄦㅦ䈮䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃₪ᓧ䉁䈪
㆐䈪䈐䉎䉅䈱䈫ᗐቯ䈘䉏䉎䇯
䋴㪄䋱㪄䋳㩷 㕖᳗⛯ᕈ䈱ኻᔕ㩷
䋴㪄䋱㪄䋳㪄䋱㩷 㪚㪛㪤 ᬀᨋ䈮䈍䈔䉎ᦼ㒢ઃ䈐䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃㩷
CDM ᬀᨋ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲䇮৻ᣤ䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䋨䌴CER 䉅䈚䈒䈲䌬CER 䈫䈳䉏䉎䇮ᦼ㒢ઃ䈐䉪
䊧䉳䉾䊃䋩䈏⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䇮ᐭ䈱⋡ᮡ㆐ᚑ䈱䈢䉄䈮ఘළ䈘䉏䉎䈫䇮৻⟵⊛䈮䈲ఘළ䉕ⴕ䈦䈢ᐭ䈏
Ⴏ䈱⟵ോ䉕⽶䈉䈖䈫䈮䈭䉎䇯䈜䈭䉒䈤䇮䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䉕⾼䈚䇮ఘළ䈜䉎䈫ఘළ䈚䈢䉅䈱䈫ห㊂䈱䉪䊧
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䉳䉾䊃䉕᧪⺞㆐䈜䉎⟵ോ䈏↢䈛䉎䈖䈫䈫䈭䈦䈩䈍䉍䇮ఘළ䉕ⴕ䈉ᐭ䉇䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䉕↢ᚑ䈜䉎ᬺ
⠪䈱䉟䊮䉶䊮䊁䉞䊑䈏㒢ቯ⊛䈫䈭䉎䈖䈫䈏⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯
䋴㪄䋱㪄䋳㪄䋲㩷 䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥ᐲ䈮䈍䈔䉎䊋䉾䊐䉜䊷㩷
䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥ᐲ䈱ᨋ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈮䈍䈇䈩䇮䊋䉾䊐䉜䊷䉝䊒䊨䊷䉼䈮䉋䉍䊥䊋䊷䉰䊦䈱䊥䉴䉪䈮
ኻಣ䈜䉎ᣇᴺ䈲䇮CDM ᬀᨋ䈫ᄢ䈐䈒⇣䈭䉎ὐ䈪䈅䉎䇯䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥䈭ᐲ䈲৻᭽䈮䊋䉾䊐䉜䊷ᐲ䉕
ዉ䈚䈩䈍䉍䇮䊋䉾䊐䉜䊷䈫䈚䈩৻ቯ㊂䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䉕䊒䊷䊦䈚䈩䈍䈔䈳䇮ᱷ䉍䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈲ឃ
ᷫ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈫ห╬䈮ᛒ䉒䉏䉎䇯䈖䈱䈢䉄䇮ᨋ䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䉕ఘළ䈜䉎䈖䈫䈮䉋䉎᧪
䈻䈱䉥䊑䊥䉭䊷䉲䊢䊮䋨Ⴏ⟵ോ䋩䈲⊒↢䈞䈝䇮ᬺ⠪䉇䉥䊐䉶䉾䊃䉕ታᣉ䈜䉎ડᬺ╬䈮䈫䈦䈩䉅䊥
䉴䉪䈏㒢ቯ䈘䉏䉎䇯
ਅ⸥䈪䈲䇮⸥䈱ᐲ䈱Ყセ䈮䈍䈇䈩䈕䈢䊘䉟䊮䊃䈮䈧䈇䈩䇮CDM ᬀᨋ䈶䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥ᐲ
䈱Ყセ䉕䈮䉁䈫䉄䈢䇯
 14㩷 CDM ᬀᨋ䈫䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥ᐲ䈱㗄⋡䊜䊥䉾䊃䊶䊂䊜䊥䉾䊃䈱Ყセ
㗄⋡

ᐲ
CDM ᬀᨋ

ᐲ䈱䊔䊷䉴
䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥

ᚻ
⛯
䶚

CDM ᬀᨋ
ᣇᴺ⺰
䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥

ᚻ
⛯
䶚

CDM ᬀᨋ
䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃
䈱ክᩏ
䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥

8

䊜䊥䉾䊃/䊂䊜䊥䉾䊃
䂾੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠ䈮䈍䈇䈩䉄䉌䉏䉎ᨵエᕈ䊜䉦䊆䉵䊛
䂾ᐭ䇮ડᬺ䈏੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠ䈱⋡ᮡ㆐ᚑ䈱䈢䉄䈮↪น⢻䋨ㆩ⋡⊛䈱
↪䈏น⢻䋩
䂾ᐲ䈮䉋䈦䈩䈲䇮࿖㓙ⷙᩰ䈪䈅䉎 ISO14064 䈏䊔䊷䉴
䂾ISO 䊔䊷䉴䈱ᐲ䈲䇮⸽᳓Ḱ䈱ᔨ䈏ዉ䈘䉏䈩䈍䉍ା㗬ᕈ䈏㜞䈇
䂦ㆩᏒ႐䈪䈲↪ਇน
䂦ᐲ䈮䉋䉍⁛⥄ⷙᩰ䋨↢‛ᄙ᭽ᕈ䇮ၞ᳃䈱ෳട╬䉕ᐲ䈱⹏ଔၮ
Ḱ䈫䈚䈩ᒝ⺞䈚䈜䉎ᐲ╬᭽䇱䈪䈅䉎䋩
䂾AR 䊪䊷䉨䊮䉫䉫䊦䊷䊒8䇮CDM ℂળ╬䈱ክᩏ䉕⚻䈩ᛚ䈘䉏䉎䈢䉄䇮
ᣇᴺ⺰䈱ቢᚑᐲ䈏㜞䈇
䂦ᬺ⠪䈮䉋䉎ឭ᩺䈎䉌䇮ᣇᴺ⺰䈱ᛚ䉁䈪㐳ᦼ㑆䉕ᔅⷐ䈫䈚䇮䉁䈢ᣇᴺ
⺰䈮䉋䈦䈩䈲㗫❥䈭ᡷ⸓䈏ታᣉ䈘䉏䉎
䂦ᣇᴺ⺰䈏ⶄ㔀䈪䇮ℂ⸃䈮ኾ㐷⍮⼂䈏ᔅⷐ䈫䈭䉎
䂾ᣇᴺ⺰䈱ᛚ䊒䊨䉶䉴䈏 CDM ᬀᨋ䈮Ყセ䈚䈩◲⚛ൻ䈘䉏䈩䈍䉍䇮ክᩏ
䈱ᦼ㑆䉅Ყセ⊛⍴ᦼ㑆
䂾ᐲ䈮䉋䈦䈩ᣇᴺ⺰㐿⊒⠪䈻䈱ᣇᴺ⺰↪ᢱᡰᛄ䈇╬䈏䈅䉎
䂾ክᩏ䈏෩ᩰ䈪䈅䉍䇮㊀䈮䉅⏕䈘䉏䉎䈖䈫䈎䉌䇮ክᩏ䈱ਇ⏕䈎䈘䇮⺋䉍
╬䈲⋧ኻ⊛䈮ዋ䈭䈇
䂦ክᩏᯏ㑐䈮䉋䉎ክᩏᓟ䈮䇮ോዪ╬䈮䉋䉎ੑ㊀ክᩏ䉕ታᣉ䈜䉎䈢䉄䇮ክ
ᩏ䈏㐳ᦼൻ
䂦䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈮䉋䉍ታᣉ䈪䈐䉎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䉅䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃⊒ⴕ䉁䈪ᷫ䊒䊨
䉳䉢䉪䊃䈪䉅 4 ᐕ⒟ᐲᓙ䈧ᔅⷐ䈅䉍
䂾ክᩏ䈲ክᩏᯏ㑐䈮৻છ䈘䉏䈩䈍䉍䇮ੑ㊀ክᩏ䈲䈭䈇
䂾ክᩏ䈮ⷐ䈜䉎ᤨ㑆䈏⍴䈒䇮䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈱⊒ⴕ䉅Ყセ⊛⍴ᦼ㑆䈪ታᣉ䈘䉏䇮
䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈏䈅䈦䈩ೋ䉄䈩ታᣉ䈘䉏䉎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈮䈲䉕ᗐቯ䈚

CDM ℂળ䈱ਅㇱ⚵❱䈪 CDM ᬀᨋ䈱ᣇᴺ⺰䉇䉧䉟䊄䊤䉟䊮䉕ᬌ⸛䈜䉎䇯
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㗄⋡

ᐲ

CDM ᬀᨋ
㕖᳗⛯ᕈ䈱ኻᔕ
䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥

䊜䊥䉾䊃/䊂䊜䊥䉾䊃
䉇䈜䈇
䂦ᦼ㒢ઃ䈐䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈏⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䇮ఘළ䈜䉎䈫᧪䈱Ⴏ⟵ോ䉕⽶䈉䈢䉄䇮
᳃㑆ડᬺ╬䈮䈫䈦䈩䈱䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃㐿⊒䇮䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃↪䈱䉟䊮䉶䊮䊁䉞䊑
䈏㒢ቯ⊛
䂾䊋䉾䊐䉜䊷䉝䊒䊨䊷䉼䈮䉋䉍䇮⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䉎䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈏ᷫ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈫ห
╬䈱᳗⛯⊛䈭ଔ୯䉕䈜䉎

䋴㪄䋲㩷 䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃㐿⊒⁁ᴫ䈱Ყセ㩷
䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃㐿⊒⁁ᴫ䉕ᐲ䈮Ყセ䈜䉎䈫⊓㍳ઙᢙ䈪䈲䇮CDM ᬀᨋ䈏ᦨ䉅ᄙ䈒䇮20 ઙ䈫䈭䈦
䈩䈇䉎䇯䉁䈢䇮ᗐቯๆ㊂䉅 CDM ᬀᨋ䈱 87 ਁ䌴CO2 䈏ᦨ䉅ᄙ䈇䇯৻ᣇ⊒ⴕᷣ䉂䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈮䈧
䈇䈩䈲䇮CDM ᬀᨋ䈮䈍䈇䈩䉁䈣䈏䈭䈇䈏䇮VCS䇮Plan Vivo 䈮䈍䈇䈩䈠䉏䈡䉏 130 ਁ䌴CO2䇮
84 ਁ䌴CO2 䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈏⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
 15㩷 ๆḮ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱ᐲ㐿⊒⁁ᴫ
ᐲ

⊓㍳ઙᢙ

CDM ᬀᨋ

ᗐቯๆ㊂䋨䌴CO2䋩

⊒ⴕᷣ䉂䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃

20

871,934

N.A.

VCS

3

322,866

1,299,621

Plan Vivo

4

N.A.

836,671

VER+

0

N.A.

N.A.

ౖ䋺ฦ⒳䉡䉢䊑䉰䉟䊃䈎䉌 MURC ᚑ
CDM ᬀᨋ䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈏⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䈩䈇䈭䈇⢛᥊䈲䇮᭽䇱䈭ℂ↱䈏ᗐቯ䈪䈐䉎䈏䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃⊓
㍳ᓟ䈮ᬀᨋ䉕ⴕ䈦䈩䈇䉎䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈪䈲䇮᮸ᧁ䈱↢⢒䈏䉁䈣චಽ䈪䈲䈭䈒䇮ᬌ⸽䉮䉴䊃䉕䉁䈎䈭䈋
䉎䈣䈔䈱ๆ㊂䈮㆐䈚䈩䈇䈭䈇䈖䈫䈏⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯䉁䈢䇮䈖䉏એᄖ䈮䉅䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈱㔛ⷐ䈶䉪䊧䉳
䉾䊃ଔᩰ䈏ૐㅅ䈚䈩䈇䉎䈖䈫╬䇮ᄖㇱⅣႺ䋨․䈮Ꮢ႐ⅣႺ䋩䈱ᄌൻ䈮䉋䉎ᓇ㗀䉅䈅䉎䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯
৻ᣇ䇮䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈏⊒ⴕ䈘䉏ᆎ䉄䈩䈇䉎䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥䈭ๆḮ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈮㑐䈚䈩䈲䇮ឃᷫ䊒
䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈫ห╬䈱ๆଔ୯䈏䈅䉎䈖䈫䉇䇮ᨋో䈭䈬䈱䉟䊜䊷䉳䈱ᓇ㗀䉅䈅䉍䇮ᣢ䈮Ꮢ႐䈪ଔ
ᩰ䈏䈧䈇䈩䈇䉎䇯䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱䉺䉟䊒䈮䉅䉋䉎䈏䇮䈋䈳ᨋ▤ℂ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈪䈲 7.8USD/䌴
CO2 䈱ଔᩰ䈪ขᒁ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䋨ਅ࿑ෳᾖ䋩䇯䉁䈢䇮CDM ᬀᨋ䈫ห䈛䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䉺䉟䊒䋨ਅ࿑䈪䈲䌁䌦
䌦/䌒䌥f 䈫␜䋩䈪䈲 4.6USD/tCO2 䈪ขᒁ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯

104

࿑ 8㩷 䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䉺䉟䊒ᐔဋ䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃ଔᩰ䈫ଔᩰᏪ
ౖ䋺㪪㫋㪸㫋㪼㩷㫆㪽㩷㫋㪿㪼㩷㪭㫆㫃㫌㫅㫋㪸㫉㫐㩷㪚㪸㫉㪹㫆㫅㩷㪤㪸㫉㫂㪼㫋㫊㩷㪉㪇㪈㪇

䋴㪄䋳㩷 㪚㪛㪤 ᬀᨋផㅴ䈮ല䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎␜ໂ㩷
⸥䈱ಽᨆ䈎䉌䇮ਅ⸥䈪䈲 CDM ᬀᨋ䉕ផㅴ䈜䉎䈢䉄䈮ല䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎ᣇ╷䇮ᡷༀὐ╬䈮䈧
䈇䈩䇮 CDM 䈱⺖㗴䈫䈚䈩ᜰ៰䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎⺰ὐ䈮䈧䈇䈩⠨ኤ䈜䉎䇯
ၮᧄ⊛䈮䈲䇮ክᩏ䈱㐳ᦼൻ䉕࿁ㆱ䈜䉎䈢䉄䈱ᚻ⛯䈐䈱◲⚛ൻ䇮ᐲ䈏ⶄ㔀ൻ䈚䊒䊨䉳䉢
䉪䊃䈱ክᩏ䈮ᤨ㑆䉕ᄙ䈒⾌䉇䈚䈩䈇䉎䈖䈫䈎䉌䇮䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮䈱৻⥸ൻ䇮⥄േ⊛䈮ㅊടᕈ䉕ᛚน
⢻䈭ၮḰ䈱ᚑ䋨䊘䉳䊁䉞䊑䊥䉴䊃╬䋩╬䈮䉋䉎ᐲ䈱◲⚛ൻ䇮䉁䈢䈱⺖㗴䈫䈚䈩㕖᳗⛯ᕈ䈱
ኻᔕᣇᴺ䈱ᡷༀ╬䈏⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯
䋴㪄䋳㪄䋱㩷 ክᩏ䈱㐳ᦼൻ㩷
䋴㪄䋳㪄䋱㪄䋱㩷 ክᩏ䈱⁁㩷

105

x

ᐲ䈱⺖㗴

వㅀ䈱䈫䈍䉍䇮CDM 䈪䈲䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱㐿ᆎ䈎䉌䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱⊓㍳䇮䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈱₪ᓧ䉁䈪䈱ᦼ
㑆䈏㐳ᦼൻ䈚䈩䈇䉎䈖䈫䈏⺖㗴䈫䈭䈦䈩䈇䉎䇯䈖䉏䈮䈲᭽䇱䈭ⷐ⚛䈏ᓇ㗀䈚䈩䈇䉎䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䈏䇮
⚵䈱⺖㗴䈫䊦䊷䊦䈱⺖㗴䈏ਥ䈭⺰ὐ䈫䈚䈩⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯
⚵䈱⺖㗴䈫䈚䈩䈲వㅀ䈱䈫䈍䉍䇮࿖ㅪ䈮ቯ䈘䉏䈢ክᩏᯏ㑐䈏ክᩏ䉕ⴕ䈦䈢᩺ઙ䉕
䈮ോዪ䇮CDM ℂળ䈏⏕䈜䉎ੑ㊀ክᩏ䈱䊒䊨䉶䉴䈏ⴕ䉒䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
CDM 䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱⊓㍳↳⺧䈱ᚻ⛯䈐䈲䇮ክᩏᯏ㑐䈱ክᩏ⚳ੌᓟ䇮ਅ⸥䈱䈫䈍䉍ᄙᲑ㓏䈱⏕
䉕⚻䉎ᔅⷐ䈏䈅䉎䇯

⊓㍳↳⺧ឭᚻ㗅䋨PP䋫DOE)

9 DOE䈲䇮PJ䈏VVM䋫
䈠䈱ઁ䈱䊦䊷䊦䈮
ೣ䈦䈩䊋䊥䊂䊷䉲䊢䊮
䈘䉏䈢䈫್ᢿ䈚䈢ᓟ䈮
⊓㍳↳⺧䉕ⴕ䈋䉎
9 DOE䈲䇮ቢోᕈ䉼䉢䉾
䉪䊥䉴䊃䈪ⷐ᳞䈘䉏䉎
⾗ᢱ䉕ឭ
9 DOE䈲䇮ോዪ䈎䉌
Ref⇟ภ䈫⊓㍳⾌䈱
ᡰᛄ䈇⺧᳞䉕ฃ䈔䉎
9 DOE䈲䇮PP䈮Ref⇟
ภ䈫⊓㍳⾌䉕ㅢ⍮
9 PP䈲䇮⊓㍳⾌䉕ᡰᛄ
䈇䇮DOE䈲ᡰᛄ䈇⸽
䉕ឭ
• ᡷ⸓䉇৻ᤨᱛ䉕ฃ
䈔䈢ᣇᴺ⺰䉕↪䈜
䉎႐ว䈲䇮ᣇᴺ⺰䈱
ᡷ⸓ᦼ㒢䈱20એౝ
䉁䈪䈮ᡰᛄ䈇⸽䉕
䉝䉾䊒䊨䊷䊄䈜䉎䈎䇮
40ᣣએౝ䈮ᡰᛄ䈇
䈏⏕䈘䉏䉎ᔅⷐ䈏
䈅䉎

⊓㍳↳⺧䈻䈱䊧䊎䊠䊷ⷐ⺧ᚻ㗅

⊓㍳↳⺧ಣℂᚻ㗅䋨ോዪ)

⊓
㍳
↳
⺧
丵
ಣ
ℂ
ᚻ
㗅
䶺
世
丬
䷺
䷸
䶻
ห
ᤨ
ਗ
ⴕ

9 ോዪ䈲⊓㍳↳⺧䈱ฃℂᓟ䇮DOE䈮Ref⇟ภ䈫
⊓㍳⾌䉕ㅢ⍮
9 ോዪ䈲⊓㍳↳⺧᩺ઙ䈱䊥䉴䊃䉕㐿
9 ቢోᕈ䉼䉢䉾䉪䋺⊓㍳↳⺧䈱ಣℂ㐿ᆎᓟ䇮7ᣣ㑆
䈪ቢోᕈ䉼䉢䉾䉪䉕⚳ੌ䈚䇮ᒰ↳⺧䈏ቢో䈪
䈅䈦䈢䈎್ᢿ
9 ോዪ䈲PP䈶DOE䈮ቢోᕈ䉼䉢䉾䉪䈱⚿ᨐ
䉕䈠䈱ℂ↱䈫䈫䉅䈮ㅢ⍮䈚䇮⚿ᨐ䉕Web䈪㐿
• ↳⺧䈏ਇቢో䈪䈅䈦䈢႐ว䇮ୃᱜ⾗ᢱ䈱ឭ䉕
䉅䈦䈩ᣂⷙ䈱↳⺧䈫ᛒ䈉

9 ᖱႎ䊶ႎ๔䉼䉢䉾䉪䋺↳⺧䈏ⷐઙ䉕ḩ䈢䈚䈩䈇䉎䈫
್ᢿ䈚䈢႐ว䇮ോዪ䈲23ᣣ㑆䈪ᖱႎ䊶ႎ๔
䉼䉢䉾䉪䉕ታᣉ
9 ോዪ䈲䇮ᖱႎ䊶ႎ๔䉼䉢䉾䉪䈱⚿⺰䉕PP䈫
DOE䈮ㅢ⍮䈚䇮䈠䈱⚿ᨐ䉕㐿

9 ✦⚂࿖䈱䊧䊎䊠䊷ⷐ⺧䈲
DNA䈮䉋䉍ോዪ䉕ㅢ䈛䈩
EB䈮䈭䈘䉏䉎
9 ോዪ䈲䊧䊎䊠䊷ⷐ⺧䉕
ฃℂᓟㅦ䉇䈎䈮EB䈻ㅢ
⍮
9 䊧䊎䊠䊷ⷐ⺧䈲䇮ോዪ䈮
䉋䉍ฃℂ䈘䉏䈢ᣣઃ䉕䉅䈦
䈩䇮EB䈮䉋䉎ฃℂ䈫䉂䈭䈜
䋨㐿ᓟ28ᣣ⋡䈱17ᤨ
䋨GMT䋩એ㒠䈲ฃℂ䈘䉏䈭
䈇䋩
9 䊧䊎䊠䊷ⷐ⺧䈲䇮

9 EB䈲䇮ോዪ䈏䊧
䊎䊠䊷ⷐ⺧䉕ฃ䈔䈭
䈎䈦䈢႐ว䈮䇮ᒰPJ
䉕⊓㍳
9 ⊓㍳ᣣ䈲䇮䊧䊎䊠䊷ⷐ
⺧ฃઃᦼ㑆䈏⚳ੌ䈚䈢
⠉ᣣ䈫䈜䉎

• 䊧䊎䊠䊷ⷐ⺧䊐䉤䊷䊛䉕
↪䈜䉎䈖䈫
• VVM╬䈮ၮ䈨䈐䇮ᩮ䉕
ㅀ䈼䉎䈖䈫

• ⚿ᨐ䈏ⷐઙ䉕ḩ䈢䈘䈭䈇႐ว䇮ୃᱜ⾗ᢱ䈱ឭ䉕
䉅䈦䈩ᣂⷙ䈱↳⺧䈫ᛒ䈉

9 ോዪ䈏䇮⊓㍳↳⺧䈏ⷐઙ䉕ḩ䈢䈚䈩䈇䉎䈫್
ᢿ䈚↳⺧䉕㐿䈜䉎䈫䇮↳⺧䈲EB䈮䉋䉍ฃℂ䈘
䉏䈢䈫䉂䈭䈘䉏䉎
9 ോዪ䈲䇮PP䇮DNA䇮DOE䈮⊓㍳↳⺧䈱㐿䈫
EB䈮䉋䉎⊓㍳↳⺧ฃℂ䉕ㅢ⍮䈚䇮䊧䊎䊠䊷ⷐ⺧
ឭน⢻䈭ᦼ㑆䉕ㅢ⍮䋨ᓟ28ᣣᓟ䉁䈪䋩
9 ോዪ䈲䇮↳⺧㐿ᓟ14ᣣએౝ䈮䉰䊙䊥䊷䉕
EB䈮ㅍઃ

⊓㍳↳⺧䈱⚳ੌᚻ㗅

9 ✦⚂࿖䉅䈚䈒䈲EB䊜䊮䊋䊷
3ฬએ䈏䊧䊎䊠䊷ⷐ⺧䉕
ⴕ䈦䈢႐ว䇮ോዪ䈲䇮
• PP䈫DOE䈮䊧䊎䊠䊷ⷐ⺧
䈏䈅䈦䈢䈖䈫䉕ㅢ⍮䈜䉎䈖
䈫
• ⊓㍳↳⺧䉕Under review
䈫䊙䊷䉪䈜䉎䈖䈫

࿑ 9㩷 CDM 䈮䈍䈔䉎⊓㍳↳⺧ᚻ㗅
ౖ䋺CDM ℂળ⾗ᢱ䉋䉍 MURC ᚑ
䈖䈱⏕ᚻ⛯䈐䈮䈲㐳ᦼ㑆䉕ⷐ䈚䇮2011 ᐕ 2  18 ᣣ䈪ᒰ䊒䊨䉶䉴䈪⏕ᓙ䈤䈱䈢䉄
䈮⊓㍳䈮⥋䈦䈩䈇䈭䈇᩺ઙ䈲䇮ਅ⸥䈱䈫䈍䉍䈱ઙᢙ䈫䈭䈦䈩䈇䉎䇯
 16㩷 ോዪ䈮䉋䉎⏕ᓙ䈤 CDM ᩺ઙᢙ
䉴䊁䊷䉳

ઙᢙ

ᚻᢙᢱᡰᛄ䈇䈏ᔅⷐ

38

ቢోᕈ䉼䉢䉾䉪䈱㐿ᆎᓙ䈤

84

ቢోᕈ䉼䉢䉾䉪ታᣉਛ

36

ᖱႎ䊶ႎ๔䉼䉢䉾䉪ታᣉਛ

62

ว⸘

220

ౖ䋺UNFCCC 䉡䉢䊑䉰䉟䊃䉋䉍 MURC ᚑ
106

䉁䈢䇮⸥䈱⊓㍳䈱䊒䊨䉶䉴䉕⚻䈢䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈲䇮䈠䈱ᓟ䈱ᬌ⸽䊶⸽䇮䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃⊒ⴕ↳⺧䈮
䈍䈇䈩䉅ห᭽䈱ᚻ㗅䉕〯䉃ᔅⷐ䈏䈅䉍䇮⚿ᨐ䈫䈚䈩䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱㐿ᆎ䈎䉌ᦨೋ䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃⊒ⴕ
䉁䈪䈮 4 ᐕㄭ䈇ᦼ㑆䉕ⷐ䈜䉎⁁ᴫ䈮䈅䉎䇯䈖䉏䈲䇮䈠䉅䈠䉅䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈱⋉䈏䈭䈔䉏䈳ታᣉ䈪䈐
䈭䈇 CDM 䈱ታᕈ䉕䈘䉌䈮࿎㔍䈮䈚䈩䈇䉎䈖䈫䈫䈭䉍䇮ᡷༀ䈏ᦸ䉁䉏䉎ὐ䈪䈅䉎䇯
x

䊦䊷䊦䈱෩ᩰㆡ↪䈮䉋䉎⺖㗴

ᐲ䈱⺖㗴䈮ട䈋䈩䇮CDM 䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲ㅊടᕈ䈱ክᩏ䈏෩ኒൻ䈚䈩䈇䉎䈖䈫䈮䉋䉎⺖㗴䉅
䈐䈩䈇䉎䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯
ክᩏᯏ㑐䈏䈬䈱䉋䈉䈮ክᩏ䉕ⴕ䈉䈼䈐䈎䈮䈧䈇䈩ⷙቯ䈘䉏䉎䊋䊥䊂䊷䉲䊢䊮䊶䊔䊥䊐䉞䉬䊷䉲䊢
䊮䊶䊙䊆䊠䉝䊦䋨Validation and Verification Manual䋺VVM䋩䈲䇮ክᩏ䈮䈍䈇䈩䉣䊎䊂䊮䉴䉕⏕䈜
䉎䈖䈫䈫䇮䉣䊎䊂䊮䉴䈱ᅷᒰᕈ䉕ઁ䈱ᖱႎḮ╬䉕↪䈇䈩䉪䊨䉴䉼䉢䉾䉪䈜䉎䈖䈫䉕᳞䉄䈩䈇䉎䇯䈖䈱
䈢䉄䇮ㅊടᕈ䈱⸽䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲䇮ᛩ⾗ಽᨆ䈫䊋䊥䉝䋨㓚ო䋩ಽᨆ䈏䉄䉌䉏䈩䈇䉎䉅䈱䈱䇮ቯ㊂⊛
䈭⸽䉕ឭ␜䈜䉎䈱䈏࿎㔍䈭䊋䊥䉝ಽᨆ䈲↪㗫ᐲ䈏ૐ䈒䇮ቯ㊂⊛䈮⸽䈱䈚䉇䈜䈇ᛩ⾗ಽᨆ
䈏䉋䉍ᄙ䈒↪䈘䉏䉎ะ䈮䈅䉎䇯৻ᣇ䈪䇮ክᩏ䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲ᛩ⾗ಽᨆ䈮↪䈚䈢䊂䊷䉺䈱ో䈩䈱
ᩮ䈏⏕䈘䉏䇮䈠䈱ᅷᒰᕈ䈮䈧䈇䈩䉅⸽䈏᳞䉄䉌䉏䉎䈖䈫䈎䉌䇮ክᩏᯏ㑐䈮䉋䉎ክᩏ䉅㐳ᦼ
ൻ䈜䉎ะ䈮䈅䉎䇯

䋴㪄䋳㪄䋱㪄䋲㩷 ᡷༀ╷㩷
ክᩏ䈱㐳ᦼൻ䈲䇮⸥䈱䉋䈉䈮ᐲ䇮⚵䈱⺖㗴䈏ේ࿃䈱৻ㇱ䈪䈅䉎䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯䈠䈖䈪䇮
⠨䈋ᓧ䉎ᡷༀ╷䈫䈚䈩䈲䇮䉁䈝ੑ㊀ክᩏ䉕Ბ㓏⊛䈮ᑄᱛ䈜䉎䈖䈫䈏䈕䉌䉏䉎䇯ో⇇䈱᩺ઙ䉕
1 䈧䈱ോዪ䈏䈮⏕䈜䉎䈫䈇䈉ᣇᴺ䈮䈲ᐲ⊛䈭㒢⇇䈏䈅䉍䇮ᣢ䈮ോዪ䈱⏕ᓙ䈤䈱
䈢䉄䈮ᢙ䊱䈎䉌ඨᐕએ䉕⾌䉇䈜⁁ᴫ䈫䈭䈦䈩䈇䉎䇯หᤨ䈮ክᩏᯏ㑐䈻䈱෩ᩰ䈭⋙ⷞᒝൻ䈮
䉋䉍䇮ክᩏᯏ㑐䈱⏕ᦼ㑆䉅㐳ᦼൻ䈚䈩䈇䉎䇯
৻ᣇ䈪䇮ክᩏᯏ㑐䈲 VVM 䈮䉋䉎ክᩏ᳓Ḱ䈱ะ䈫ဋ৻ൻ䉕㆐ᚑ䈚䈧䈧䈅䉎䇯䉁䈢䇮ክᩏᯏ㑐
䈲 CDM ℂળ䈱ਅㇱ⚵❱䈪䈅䉎ቯ䊌䊈䊦䈮䉋䉍ቯᦼ⊛䈮⏕䉕ฃ䈔䈩䈍䉍䇮ክᩏ᳓Ḱ䈱ᄖ
ㇱ䈎䉌䈱⋙ᩏ䉅น⢻䈭䈏ᢛ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇯
䈖䈉䈚䈢⁁ᴫ䉕〯䉁䈋䉏䈳䇮VCS 䈭䈬ઁ䈱䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥䈭ᐲ䈏ណ↪䈚䈩䈇䉎ᚻ㗅䈫ห᭽䈮䇮
CDM 䈮䈍䈇䈩䉅ክᩏᯏ㑐䈱ክᩏ⚿ᨐ䉕ណ↪䈜䉎䈫䈇䈉䈖䈫䈏น⢻䈪䈅䉎䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯䈖䉏䈮䉋
䉍䇮ክᩏ䈱⍴❗ൻ䈫䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈱䈏ᔅⷐ䈭䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈻䈱ᣧᦼ䈱ଢ⋉ㆶర䈏น⢻䈫䈭䉍䇮
CDM 䈱䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃ଦㅴ䈮䉅䈧䈭䈏䉎䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯
䋴㪄䋳㪄䋲㩷 䊦䊷䊦䈱ⶄ㔀ൻ㩷
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䋴㪄䋳㪄䋲㪄䋱㩷 䊦䊷䊦䈱⁁㩷
CDM 䈪䈲 PDD 䈱ᚑ䈮䈍䈇䈩䇮䈱䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮⸳ቯ䇮⚦䈭䉿䊷䊦╬䈮䉋䉎ㅊടᕈ⸽䇮
ឃᷫ㊂⸘▚䈭䈬䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃࿕䈱ᖱႎ䉇䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈪↪䈜䉎䉣䊈䊦䉩䊷䈮㑐ㅪ䈚䈢
䊂䊷䉺䇮ᒰ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱ዻᬺ⇇䈮䈍䈔䉎䊂䊷䉺╬䇮ᢙᄙ䈒䈱ᖱႎ䊶䊂䊷䉺䉕㓸䈜䉎ᔅⷐ䈏䈅䉍䇮
ᬺ⠪䈱⽶ᜂ䈫䈭䈦䈩䈇䉎䇯৻ᣇ䈪䇮ᄙ䈒䈱ᤨ㑆䊶ഭജ䉕䈎䈔䈩⸳ቯ䈚䈢䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮䇮ㅊടᕈ䈱
⸽╬䈏ᔅ䈝䈚䉅ᅷᒰ䈫್ᢿ䈘䉏䉎䈫䈲㒢䉌䈭䈇䈢䉄䇮CDM 䈱ክᩏ䈮䈍䈔䉎䊥䉴䉪䉅ሽ䈜䉎䇯
䋴㪄䋳㪄䋲㪄䋲㩷 ᡷༀ╷㩷
䈇䈒䈧䈎䈱䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥ᐲ䈪䈲䇮䈖䈉䈚䈢ᬺ⠪䈱䊥䉴䉪䉕シᷫ䈜䉎䈢䉄䇮䉋䉍ㅘᕈ䈱䈅䉎ၮ
Ḱ䉕⸳ቯ䈚䈩䈇䉎䉅䈱䉅䈅䉎䇯䈋䈳 Climate Action Reserve䋨CAR䋩䈪䈲䇮ᣇᴺ⺰䈮䈍䈇䈩ᒰ
ᐲ䈪⊛⏕䈭䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䉺䉟䊒䉕⚦䈮⸃⺑䈚䈩䈍䉍䇮䈠䉏䉌䈱ၮḰ䉕ḩ䈢䈚䈢䉅䈱䈲ክᩏ䈮䈍
䈇䈩䈾䈿ළਅ䈘䉏䉎䈖䈫䈲䈭䈇䈫䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎9䇯䉁䈢䇮VCS 䈮䈍䈇䈩䉅䊘䉳䊁䉞䊑䊥䉴䊃ᣇᑼ䋨䈅䉎৻
ቯ䈱ၮḰ䉕ḩ䈢䈜䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䉺䉟䊒䈲⥄േ⊛䈮ㆡᩰ䈫䈚䇮ㅊടᕈ䉕䉒䈭䈇䋩䈱ዉ䉕ᬌ⸛䈚䈩
䈇䉎10䇯ᧄ⺞ᩏ䈱ኻ⽎䈮䈲䈘䉏䈩䈇䈭䈇䈏䇮ᣣᧄ࿖ౝ䈱䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥ᐲ䈪䈅䉎䉥䊐䉶䉾䊃䊶䉪䊧䉳䉾
䊃䋨J-VER䋩ᐲ䈮䈍䈇䈩䉅䊘䉳䊁䉞䊑䊥䉴䊃ᣇᑼ䈏ណ↪䈘䉏䈇䈩䈇䉎䇯
䉁䈢䇮⇇㌁ⴕ䉇࿖㓙ឃ㊂ขᒁදળ䈭䈬䈏 CDM ᡷ㕟ឭ᩺11䈫䈚䈩ឭ᩺䈚䈩䈇䉎⥄േ⊛䈭ㅊ
ടᕈᛚၮḰ䉇䉴䉺䊮䉻䊷䊄䊶䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮╬䈱ዉ䉅㘃ૃ䈚䈢ឭ᩺ౝኈ䈫䈭䈦䈩䈇䉎䇯
䉴䉺䊮䉻䊷䊄䊶䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮䉇䊘䉳䊁䉞䊑䊥䉴䊃䈱ዉ䈲䇮ᬺ⠪䈱⽶ᜂ䉇䊥䉴䉪シᷫ䈱䉂䈭䉌䈝䇮
ክᩏᯏ㑐䈱⽶⩄シᷫ䇮ോዪ䈱⽶⩄シᷫ䈮䈧䈭䈏䉎䇯䉁䈢䇮⺞ᩏ䉇ክᩏ䈱⽶⩄䈏ᷫ䈘䉏䉎䈖
䈫䈮䉋䉍䇮⚿ᨐ⊛䈮ክᩏᦼ㑆䈱⍴❗ൻ䈮䈧䈭䈏䉎䈖䈫䉅น⢻䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯

䋴㪄䋳㪄䋳㩷 㕖᳗⛯ᕈ䈱ኻಣᣇᴺ㩷
䋴㪄䋳㪄䋳㪄䋱㩷 㕖᳗⛯ᕈ䈱ኻಣᣇᴺ䈱⁁㩷
CDM ᬀᨋ䈱⺖㗴䈱ਛ䈪䉅㕖᳗⛯ᕈ䈱ኻಣᣇᴺ䈲䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱ଦㅴ䈮ᄢ䈐䈭ᓇ㗀䈏䈅䉎䈫⠨
䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯వㅀ䈱⺖㗴䈲䇮CDM ో⥸䈮ㅢ䈜䉎⺖㗴䈪䈅䉍䇮CDM ᬀᨋ䈮㒢ቯ䈘䉏䈢䉅䈱䈪䈲䈭
䈇䇯৻ᣇ䇮㕖᳗⛯ᕈ䈱ኻಣᣇᴺ䈮䈉ᦼ㒢ઃ䈐䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈲䇮CDM ᬀᨋ࿕䈱⺖㗴䈪䈅䉎䇯
వㅀ䈱䈫䈍䉍䇮CDM ᬀᨋ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲䇮৻ᣤ䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈏⊒ⴕ䈘䉏䇮ᐭ䈱⋡ᮡ㆐ᚑ
9

CAR ᐲㆇ༡⠪䈫䈱䉟䊮䉺䊎䊠䊷䈮䉋䉎䇯
VCS㩷 CEO 䈻䈱䉟䊮䉺䊎䊠䊷䈮䉋䉎䇯
11
World Bank㩷 ”10 Years of Experience in Carbon Finance”
࿖㓙ឃ㊂ขᒁදળ䋨IETA䋩㩷 ”The State of the CDM 2010”
10
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䈱䈢䉄䈮ఘළ䈘䉏䉎䈫䇮৻⟵⊛䈮䈲ఘළ䉕ⴕ䈦䈢ᐭ䈏Ⴏ䈱⟵ോ䉕⽶䈉䈖䈫䈮䈭䉎䇯䈖䈱䈢䉄䇮
ㅢᏱ䈱ឃᷫ䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈏ᚻน⢻䈭⁁ᴫ䈪䈲䇮CDM ᬀᨋ䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䉕ఘළ䈜䉎䉟䊮䉶䊮
䊁䉞䊑䈏㒢ቯ⊛䈮䈭䉎䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯
㕖᳗⛯ᕈ䈲ේ࿃䈱৻ㇱ䈪䈅䉎䈫䈚䈩䉅䇮䈖䈉䈚䈢⁁䈲 CDM 䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱⊓㍳ઙᢙ䈮䉏䈩
䈍䉍䇮2011 ᐕ 2  18 ᣣ䇮ో CDM 䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱⊓㍳ઙᢙ䈲䇮2,825 ઙ䈫䈭䈦䈩䈇䉎䈏䇮CDM
ᬀᨋ䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱ઙᢙ䈲䈖䈱䈉䈤䈱 20 ઙ䈫䇮ో䈱 1%એਅ䈪䈅䉎䇯

䋴㪄䋳㪄䋳㪄䋲㩷 ᡷༀ╷㩷
CDM ᬀᨋ䈱䊦䊷䊦䈲╙ 1 ⚂᧤ᦼ㑆ਛ䈲ᄌᦝ䈜䉎䈖䈫䈏䈪䈐䈭䈇䈏䇮ᓟ䈱ᐲᡷༀ䈱⼏⺰
䈮䈍䈇䈩䇮䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥ᐲ䈪ណ↪䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䊋䉾䊐䉜䊷ᚻᴺ䈲䇮ല䈭ᡷༀ╷䈪䈅䉎䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯
䊋䉾䊐䉜䊷↪䈮䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䉕ᓽ䈘䉏䉎৻ᣇ䈪䇮᧪⊛䈭䉥䊑䊥䉭䊷䉲䊢䊮䋨⟵ോ䋩䉕⽶䉒䈭䈇䈖䈫䇮
ឃᷫ䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈫ห╬䈱ᛒ䈇䈏ฃ䈔䉌䉏䉎䈖䈫䈲䇮䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱㐿⊒䉟䊮䉶䊮䊁䉞䊑䇮䉪䊧䉳䉾
䊃䈱⊒ⴕ䊶↪䈱䉟䊮䉶䊮䊁䉞䊑╬䉕㜞䉄䉎䈖䈫䈏น⢻䈪䈅䉎䈫⠨䈋䉌䉏䉎䇯䈖䈱䉋䈉䈮䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈱
↪น⢻ᕈ䈏㜞䉁䉍䇮ᵹേᕈ䈏㜞䉁䉎䈖䈫䈲䇮䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃ଔᩰ䈱䈮䉅ነਈ䈜䉎䈖䈫䉅⠨䈋䉌䉏䇮
䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䊃䈱㐿⊒ଦㅴ䇮䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃↪ଦㅴ䈱ᅢᓴⅣ䉕↢䉃䈖䈫䉅ᗐቯ䈘䉏䉎䇯
ਅ⸥䈪䈲䇮䇸䋴-䋳-䋱-䋲㩷 ᡷༀ╷䇹䈪⸥ㅀ䈚䈢ౝኈ䈱䊘䉟䊮䊃䉕䈮䉁䈫䉄䈢䇯
 17㩷 CDM ᬀᨋ䈶䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥ᐲ䈱Ყセ䈫 CDM ᬀᨋ䈮䈍䈔䉎ᡷༀ╷䈱䉁䈫䉄䋨ౣឝ䋩
㗄⋡
ክᩏᚻ⛯䈐

CDM ᬀᨋ䈶䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥ᐲ䈱⁁
x

CDM䋺ክᩏᯏ㑐䈮䉋䉎ክᩏᓟ䈮䇮ോዪ䇮

x

䊦䊷䊦䈱ⶄ

x

㔀ൻ

x

9

ክᩏᯏ㑐䈻䈱ᮭ㒢ᆔ⼑䈮䉋䉎ੑ

CDM ℂળ䈏⏕㩷 㹢㩷 ᩺ઙ䉕㒢䉌䉏

㊀ክᩏ䈱࿁ㆱ䈫ክᩏ䊒䊨䉶䉴䈱

䈢ੱ⊛䊥䉸䊷䉴䈪ో䈩⏕䈜䉎᭴ㅧ⊛㒢⇇

⍴❗ൻ
㶎 ክᩏᯏ㑐䈱ቯ䈏෩ᩰൻ䈘䉏䇮

䈏䈅䉎
x

ᡷༀ╷

CDM䋺䊋䊥䊂䊷䉲䊢䊮䇮䊔䊥䊐䉞䉬䊷䉲䊢䊮䈮䈍

ቯᦼ⊛䈭䊌䊐䉤䊷䊙䊮䉴䉼䉢䉾䉪

䈇䈩ห᭽䈱䊒䊨䉶䉴䉕➅䉍䈜䈢䉄䇮ክᩏ䈏

䈏䈭䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䇮ോዪ䈮䉋

㐳ᦼൻ

䉎ቢోᕈ䉼䉢䉾䉪䈫ᖱႎ䊶ႎ๔䉼䉢

VER䋺ክᩏᯏ㑐䈱ᛚ䉕䉅䈦䈩䇮⊓㍳䉇䉪䊧

䉾䉪䉕㒰䈜䉎䈖䈫䈪ክᩏ䈱ല₸

䉳䉾䊃䈱⊒ⴕ䈏น⢻

ൻ䈏น⢻

CDM䋺․䈮ㅊടᕈ䈱⸽䉕᭽䇱䈭ၮḰ䈮ၮ

9

⇇㌁ⴕ䉇࿖㓙ឃ㊂ขᒁදળ

䈨䈐ቴⷰ⊛䈭䉣䊎䊂䊮䉴䋨⸽䋩䈮䉋䉍ⴕ䈉䈖

䈭䈬䈏 CDM ᡷ㕟ឭ᩺䈫䈚䈩ឭ᩺

䈫䉕᳞䉄䉎䈢䉄䇮⤘ᄢ䈭⸽䈱⏕䇮䈠䈱ᅷ

䈚䈩䈇䉎⥄േ⊛䈭ㅊടᕈᛚၮ

ᒰᕈ䈱⏕╬䈮ᤨ㑆䉕ⷐ䈜䉎

Ḱ䉇䉴䉺䊮䉻䊷䊄䊶䊔䊷䉴䊤䉟䊮╬

CDM 䋺 ክ ᩏ ᯏ 㑐 䈻 䈱 ෩ ᩰ 䈭 ⷐ ᳞ 䈮 䉋 䉍 䇮

䈱ዉ䈮䉋䉍䇮ၮḰ䈱ㅘൻ䉕䈲

DOE ౝ䈪䈱ክᩏ䉅㐳ᦼൻ

䈎䉎
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x

VER䋺ㅊടᕈ䈱⸽ᣇᴺ䈏Ყセ⊛◲⚛ൻ䈘

9

ክᩏ䈱ၮḰ䈱ㅘൻ䈮䉋䉍䇮
ᬺ⠪䇮ክᩏᯏ㑐╬䈱⽶⩄䉕シᷫ

䉏䈩䈍䉍䇮⸽䈮ᔅⷐ䈫䈭䉎䉣䊎䊂䊮䉴䉅㒢
ቯ䈘䉏䇮ᬺ⠪⽶ᜂ䉅シᷫ䈘䉏䉎
㕖᳗⛯ᕈ䈱

x

ኻಣ
x

CDM䋺ᦼ㒢ઃ䈐䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䉕⊒ⴕ䈚䇮ఘළ䈮

9

䊗䊤䊮䉺䊥䈭ᐲ䈪ណ↪䈘䉏䉎䊋

䈇䇮᧪⊛䈭Ⴏ䈱⟵ോ䉕⽶䈉

䉾䊐䉜䊷ᚻᴺ䉕ណ↪䈜䉎䈖䈫䈪䇮䉪

VER䋺䊋䉾䊐䉜䊷䈮䉋䉍䇮৻ቯ㊂䈱䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䉕

䊧䉳䉾䊃䈱䈇䉇䈜䈘䈱ะ䈫䇮

ᓽ䈚䇮ᄤἴ╬䈱䊥䉴䉪䈮ኻಣ䈜䉎䈖䈫䈪䇮ឃ

↪⠪䈱᧪⊛䈭Ⴏ䈱䊥䉴䉪

ᷫ䉪䊧䉳䉾䊃䈫ห╬䈱ᛒ䈇

䉕シᷫ
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ઃዻ⾗ᢱ㧙1

㧝㧚ᆔຬળߦ߅ߌࠆᬌ⸛ⷐ
㧔㧝㧕 ╙ 1 ࿁ᆔຬળ㧔ᐔᚑ 21 ᐕ 9  9 ᣣ㐿㧕
Ꮸᆔຬ
ᷡ㊁ཅਯ    (⁛) ᨋ✚ว⎇ⓥᚲ ᬀ‛↢ᘒ⎇ⓥ㗔ၞ㐳
ጟ↰᳓    ₺ሶ⚕ᩣᑼળ␠ ⾗Ḯᚢ⇛ᧄㇱ ᬀᨋㇱ ࠣ࡞ࡊࡑࡀࠫࡖ
 ▘ᶆᱜᐢ    ᨋᬺᩣᑼળ␠ ጊᨋⅣႺᧄㇱ ⅣႺࡆࠫࡀࠬ㐿⊒ㇱ
         ࠣ࡞ࡊࡑࡀࠫࡖ
ޣോዪߪ᧪ᧄ ޤᶏᄖᨋᬺࠦࡦࠨ࡞࠲ࡦ࠷දળ߅ࠃ߮࿖㓙✛ൻផㅴࡦ࠲ߣᶏᄖ↥ᬺ
ᬀᨋࡦ࠲ߩਃ⠪ߢวหᆔຬળࠍ㐿ߔࠆߪߕߛߞߚ߇ޔᑷ␠ߪᨋ㊁ᐡߣߩᄾ⚂߇ㆃࠇ
ߚߩߢޔ࿁ߪන⁛ߩᆔຬળߣߥߞߚ ╙ޕ2 ࿁⋡ߩᆔຬળߪਃ⠪วหߢ 12 ߦ㐿ߩ੍ቯ
ߢߔޕ
▘ᶆᆔຬߪ CDM ᆔຬળߦߪޔ࿁߇ೋߡߩᏨߢࠅޔJOPP ߇⺞ᩏࠍⴕ߁ࡉ
ࠫ࡞ߩ CDM ᬀᨋ㧔Ꮏᬺ↪ᧁ᧚ଏ⛎ߩߚߩౣ↢น⢻ߥ⾗Ḯߣߒߡߩౣᬀᨋᬺ㧕ߦߟߡ
ߒߊ⺑ߒߚߩ࡞ࠫࡉޔߦ․ޕ᩺ઙߪ↥ᬺᬀᨋࠍ CDM ᬀᨋ߳ߣߒߡࠆߎߣ߇․ᓽ
ߢࠆ⾗࠻ࡦࠗࡐࡢࡄީ ޕᢱߦߡ⺑ު
࿁ⷞኤߔࠆࡉࠫ࡞ߩ᩺ઙߪߩ࠻ࡦࡔࠦࠢ࠶ࡉࡄޔᚻ⛯ࡒࠬ߇ࠅ̌ޔCorrections̍
߇ઃߚ߹߹ߢᧂߛߦᛚ⊓ޔ㍳ߐࠇߡߥޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤㅊടᕈߩ㗴߽ࠆ߇߁ߣ࡙ࠞޔන৻᮸⒳ߩᬀᨋߢޔ᳓߇ᨗࠇ
ࠆ╬ㄝ᳃߳ߩᓇ㗀ߩ߇ߡࠆޕ
ޣോዪߪࠅߚߩߘ ޤ⺞ᩏߢ⏕ߒ߹ߔޕᬺ⠪(Plantar ␠)ߪ⊓ߛ߹ޔ㍳ߐࠇߡ
ߥߩߢ࠽ࡃࠬߦߥߞߡࠆࠃ߁ߦ߽ᗵߓࠄࠇࠆޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ߪ࡞ࠫࡉ ޤ1 ࿁⋡ߩࡄࡉ࠶ࠢࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߩᚻ⛯ߢ߽ߚޕ2 ࿁⋡ߩࡄࡉ
࠶ࠢࠦࡔࡦ࠻߽⚳ࠊߞߡߦ࠻ࡦࡔࠦࠢ࠶ࡉࡄޔኻߔࠆ࿁╵ߪോዪߦߒߡࠆߪߕ
ߛޕോዪߢ⚿⺰ࠍߖߕ㧱㧮ߦ⻁ߞߡࠆᲑ㓏߆߽ߒࠇߥޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤ࿁ߩࡉࠫ࡞ߪޔᄢ㕙Ⓧߩᬀᨋࠍᜬߞߡࠆߩߦ৻ߦᦝޔㇱಽߢ
CDM ᬀᨋࠍ⋡ᜰߒߡࠆߩࠍޔ㕙⊕ߊߥߣᕁ߁ੱ߇ࠆ߆߽⍮ࠇߥޕ⍹ࠦࠢࠬࠍ
ᧁߦ⟎߈឵߃ࠆᛛⴚߪߊోޔᣂߒᛛⴚߢߪߥޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ޔߣࠆ߇࡞ࡉ࠻ ޤෳ⠨ߣߒߡീᒝߦߥࠆޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤๆߣߪߦឃᷫߩࠢࠫ࠶࠻߽߿ߞߡࠆޕឃᷫ߇వߛߞ
ߚ߇ߩߘޔᓟޔᬀᨋࠍ⚵ߺวࠊߖߡ߈ߚޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻⺑ߢ࠻ࡦࠗࡐࡢࡄ ޤߐࠇߚᬀᩱ᮸⒳㧔࡙ࠞ㧕ߪ৻⥸⊛ߥߩ߆ޕ
ޣോዪߪࠬࠖ࠺ࡦࠣࡠ࡙ ޤᾲᏪᕈߩ࡙ࠞߣߒߡࠃߊᬀᨋߐࠇߡࠆޕ
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㧔㧞㧕╙ 2 ࿁วหᆔຬળ㧔ᐔᚑ 21 ᐕ 12  17 ᣣ㐿㧕
ࡉࠫ࡞࿖ߩࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺ㧔ᬺ⠪㧦Plantar㧕ߦ߅ߌࠆ CDM ᬀᨋ⺞ᩏ⚿
ᨐࠍ㧔␠㧕ᶏᄖ↥ᬺᬀᨋࡦ࠲ࠃࠅޔߚ߹ޔ
ޟᶏᄖๆḮ VER ߣ CDM ᬀᨋߩᲧセߦޠ
ߟߡޔਛ㑆ႎ๔ࠍਃ⪉ UFJ ࠨ࠴㧒ࠦࡦࠨ࡞࠹ࠖࡦࠣ㧔ᩣ㧕ࠃࠅ⺑ߒߚޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ޕߚ߈ߛߚߡߖߐ⿷ ޤᶏᄖ↥ᬺᬀᨋࡦ࠲ߩ⺑ߦ”Forest in
exhaustion”ߣ߁ߩ߇ߡࠆߪࠇߎޕᣂⷙᬀᨋޔౣᬀᨋߩਛߩౣᬀᨋߣߒߡࡐࠫ࠹ࠖࡉ
ߦႎ๔ߐࠇߡࠆ߇ޔቯ⟵ߣ⪺ߒߊታᘒ߇วߞߡߥߩߢߪߥ߆ߣ෩ߒᗧ߇ࠆޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤ㧱㧮ߢߘ߁߁⁁ᘒߢߔ߆ޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤ㧱㧮ߪㅢࠅ߹ߒߚߌࠇߤ߽ޔޔഥᯏ㑐ߢᬌ⸛ߐࠇߡ߹ߔ߇ޔC
DM ᬀᨋߩ⁁ߩቯ⟵ߦวߞߡߥߩߢߪߥ߆ߣ߁ᗧ߇ߡࠆޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻↥ߪߢ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊߩߎ ޤᬺᬀᨋߢ⋉ࠍߒޔCDM ߢᦝߦ⋉ࠍᓧࠃ
߁ߣ߁ߩߪᷙᴋߣߒߡࠆࠃ߁ߥ᳇߇ߒߡߥࠄߥ߽ߘ߽ߘޕߢ CDM ߦߍࠆߩ߆߇
ಽ߆ࠄߥ ߡߒ߁ߤޔߦࠆߔⷐޕCDM ߦߒߥߌࠇ߫ߌߥߩ߆߽ߥߒ৻ޔડᬺ߇↥ᬺ
ߣߒߡᚑࠅ┙ߞߡࠆޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤCDM ߩ࡞࡞ߦᓥߞߡ↳⺧ߒ⊓ޔ㍳ߐࠇߚޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߦ࡞࡞ ޤᓥ߁ߩ߽ߌࠇߤ߽ߦࠄ߆ࠆޔኻ⽎ߦߥࠄߥޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߊ߹߁ߌߛࠇߘޔࠄ߆ߛޕߔߢ߁ߘ ޤ↪ߒߚߣ߁ߎߣߢߔޕ
ޣോዪ↥  ޤᬺᬀᨋߣ⸒ࠊࠇߥ߇ࠄ߽ޔታߪ⋉ࠍߒߡࠆߣߎࠈߪᄙߊߪߥߩ
ߢߔ߫߃ޔߢࠇߘޕᣂߚߦࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆᢱߢᬀᨋࠍ߿ࠈ߁ߣ߆↥ߥࠈࠈޔᬺᬀᨋߩ
น⢻ᕈ߇ࠅ߹ߔ߇߁߁ߎޔࠍෳ⠨ߣߒߡ A/R CDM ߩᐲࠍዉߢ߈ࠇ߫↥ޔᬺ
ᬀᨋ߇ᵴᕈൻߒߡߊߩߢߪߥ߆ߥߣᗵߓߚޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߗߥ ޤ㌁߇ߎࠇࠍࠨࡐ࠻ߒߚߩ߆ߣ߁ߩ߇ࠃߊಽ߆ࠄߥޕ
ޣോዪ࠼࡞ࡕߪࠇߎޔࠄ߆ߔߢߣߎ߁ߣ߁⾈ࠍ࠻࠶ࠫࠢࡦࡏࠞࠆࠇߐ⸽ ޤ
ࡃ࿖ߩ႐ว߽ߘ߁ߢߒߚޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤVER ߩනଔ߇ߤ߁ߥߩ߆ᢎ߃ߡߚߛ߈ߚޕ
ޣോዪ ޤVER ߢߔߌࠇߤ߽ߡߞࠃߦ╬ࡊࠗ࠲࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᄢಽ⇣ߥࠅ߹ߔ࠰ޕ
ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߛߣ㜞ߊߡߪࠇߎޔᄖ⊛ߢߔߌࠇߤ߽ࡦ࠻ޔᒰߚࠅ 33 ࠼࡞ߋࠄޕ
ᨋߢߔߣ ߢ࠻ࠬࠜࡈࡠࠣࠕޔ5.2 ࠼࡞࡚ࠪ࠹ࠬࠜࡈ࠺ࡦ࡚ࠪ࠹ࠬࠜࡈࠕޔ
ࡦߢ 4.6 ࡦ࡚ࠪ࠹ࠬࠜࡈ࠺࠼࠶࠺ࠗࡏࠕޔ2.9 ߣ߁࠺࠲߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ޔߢߚߛߚ⚫ߏ ޤഀࠅ▚ߒߡߺࠆߣߪ࠲ࡦࡏޔ㧠࠼࡞ߋ
ࠄߦߥࠆߩߢߪߥߢߒࠂ߁߆ޕ
ޣോዪߒ↳߇⑳ޔ ޤߍߚߩߪߩ࠲ࡦࡏޔਛߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߏߣߩࠞ࠹ࠧ
ߩଔᩰߢߔޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ోޔ߇ࠈߎߣ ޤߢࡏࡦ࠲ߩขᒁ㗵߇ 387 ߢޔขᒁ㊂߇ 94 ߥߩߢޔ
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ߤߜࠄ߽ 100 ਁනߢߔ߆ࠄޔഀࠅ▚ߔࠆߣ 4 ࠼࡞ߦߥࠆޕ
ޣോዪޕߣ߆ࠆߥߦࠄߋߩߘޔߪ ޤታߪߩߎޔਛߦߪ CCX ߇߹ࠇߡ߹ߔ߇ޔ
2010 ᐕᧃߢ㐽ߓࠆߎߣ߇߹ߞߡ߹ߒߡ ߁߽ߪߎߎޔ1 ࠼࡞ߢࠢࠫ࠶࠻߇ᄢ㊂ขᒁ
ߐࠇߚߣ߁ߎߣ߽ߞߚߩߢోޔߩනଔߪਅ߇ߞߡࠆޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߪੱࠆߡߞ⾈ࠍࠇߎ ޤߩ⋡⊛ߢ⾈ߞߡࠆߩߢߒࠂ߁߆ޕ
ޣോዪߩߎߤ߇ࠇߎ ޤᐲ߽ߩੱࠆߡߞ⾈ޔᖱႎߪᛠីߒߡߥߩߢߔࠬࠫޕ
࠻ߩਛߢ⊓ޔ㍳★ߢขᒁߒߡࠆߣ߁ߩߪߪⷐޔࠕࠖ࠺ࡔ࠲ࡦࠗޔਛ㑆ข
ᒁᬺ⠪߿ߦߎߤߦ⊛⚳ᦨ߇ߜߚੱߩߘޔߢߩߥࠞࡠࡉޔᄁߞߡࠆ߆ߣ߁ߩߪᓐࠄ
߽ᛠីߒߡߥߩࡘࡆ࠲ࡦࠗޕਛߢߪߦߎߤޔᄁߞߡࠆ߆ߣ߁ߣޔᄢᚻߩ㊄Ⲣᯏ
㑐ߢߞߚࠅࠍ࠭࠶ࠣࡑࡘࠪࡦࠦޔᄁߞߡࠆࠃ߁ߥᣇޔ߆ߣߔߢࡦࠗࠕࠛߪߣޔޘ
ߘ߁ߞߚࠦࡐ࠻ࠗࡔࠫࠍ㕖Ᏹߦᄢಾߦߔࠆડᬺ߇⾈ࠊࠇߡࠆߛࠈ߁ߣ߁
ߎߣߢߒߚޕ
 ࡉ࡞ࡓࡃࠣ߿ࠛࠦࠪࠬ࠹ࡓࡑࠤ࠶࠻ࡊࠬߥߤࠆߡߞߊߟࠍࠇߎޔડᬺߦ߽
ࠗࡦ࠲ࡆࡘࠍߒߚߩߢߔ߇ޔ2010 ᐕߦߥߞߚߣ߈ߦࠆޔ㊄Ⲣᯏ㑐߇ 200 ਁ࠻ࡦࠍ৻ᐲ
ߢ⾈ߞߚߣ߁ߎߣߢޔᏒ႐߇࿁ᓳߒߟߟࠆߛࠈ߁ߣ߁ࠍߒߡ߹ߔޕᓐࠄߩ⋡⊛
ߣ߁ߩߪޔડᬺߩኻᄖ⊛ߥࠕࡇ࡞ߣߒߡࡘ࠾߆ߣߔ߹ߒ࠻࠶ࡈࠝࡦࡏࠞߕ߹ޔ
࠻࡞ߦߒ߹ߔߣ߁ߎߣࠍޔડᬺߩᚢ⇛ߣߒߡኻᄖ⊛ߦ⊒ߒߡߒ߹߁ߩߢࠍࠇߘޔ㆐
ᚑߢ߈ߥ߆ߞߚ႐วߦߪࠝࡈ࠶࠻ࠢࠫ࠶࠻ࠍ߁ߣ߁ࠤࠬ߇ࠆߪߣޕ㧯㧿㧾
ߩ⋡⊛ߢ߫߃ޔᄁߞߡࠆຠࠍࠝࡈ࠶࠻ߒߡ࠻࠶ࡈࠝޔຠߣߒߡᄁࠆߣ߆ߘޔ
߁ߞߚᒻߢࠊࠇߡࠆ߽ߩ߇ᄙߛࠈ߁ߣ߁ޔᏒ႐ෳട⠪ߩផ᷹ߦㆊ߉ߥߢߔߌ
ࠇߤ߽ߪߚߞ߁ߘޔ⡞ߡ߹ߔޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߩߎߤ ޤ࿖ߢขᒁ߇ᄙ߆ޔಽ߆ࠆߢߒࠂ߁߆ޕ
ޣോዪߩ࠻࠶ࠫࠢ ޤขᒁ㊂߇ᄙߩߪޔEU ߣࠕࡔࠞߛߞߚߣᕁ߁ߩߢߔ߇ޔዋޘ
߅ᓙߜߊߛߐޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ߪࠞࡔࠕ ޤCCX ߇ࠆࠃߨޕ
ޣോዪ ߪࠞࡔࠕޕߔߢ߁ߘ ޤCCX ߇ࠆߩߢߪߡߒߣ࠻࠶ࠤࡑߩ࠲ࡦࡏޔ
ᄢ߈ߊߥࠅ߹ߔ߽ࠕࠫࠕߣࠞࡔࠕޕᄙߢߔߨߌߔߢߥࠄ߆ࠊ߆ߩߥߎߤߩࠕࠫࠕޕ
ࠇߤ߽ޔขᒁ㊂ߣߒߡߪࠕࡔࠞ߇৻⇟ᄙߊߡޔᐕߪᷫߞߡ߹ߔߌࠇߤ߽ޔࠕࠫࠕޔ
ߣߪ࠹ࡦࠕࡔ߽ࠞࠅ߹ߔޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ޕߨࠃߔߢߩࠬࡌ࠻ࠤࡦࠕߪࠇߘ ޤ
ޣോዪޕߔߢ߁ߘ  ޤ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߊࠃޔࠄ߆ߛ ޤಽ߆ࠄߥߣߎࠈ߇ᄙߢ⸘⛔ޔߢߩߥ࠲ࡦࡏޕ
ߥ߆ߥ߆ߡߎߥߣ߁ߩ߇ࠅ߹ߔߒޔᣣᧄߩߪ߶ߣࠎߤߞߡߥ߆ߞߚߢߔߨޕ
ޣോዪ  ޤᣣᧄߦߟߡߪޔᓐࠄ߽ߥ߆ߥ߆ᖱႎࠍᓧࠄࠇߡߥࠃ߁ߢߔޕ
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㧔㧟㧕╙ 3 ࿁ᆔຬળ㧔ᐔᚑ 22 ᐕ 3  4 ᣣ㐿㧕
ࡉࠫ࡞࿖ߩࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺ㧔ᬺ⠪㧦Plantar ␠㧕ߦ߅ߌࠆ CDM ᬀᨋ⺞ᩏ
⚿ᨐࠍޔㆊ 2 ᐕ㑆ߩ⺞ᩏ⚿ᨐ߽〯߹߃ߡޔ㧔␠㧕ᶏᄖ↥ᬺᬀᨋࡦ࠲ࠃࠅႎ๔ߒߚޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤㅊടᕈߪߟ߽ⷐ᳞ߐࠇࠆ㗄ߢࠆ߽ߢ࡞ࠫࡉޕㅊടᕈ߇ᄢ߈ߥ
㗴ߦߥࠆߣᕁ߁ޕᐕᐲߩႎ๔ߪߩ࡞ࠫࡉޔ᩺ઙࠍࠇߡ 5 ߟߩᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠍ
Ყセߒߡᢛℂߐࠇࠆߣ߁ߎߣߢߔ߆ޕ
ޣോዪ ޤᐕߢ CDM ✚วផㅴᬺߩ 3 ᐕ⋡ߣ߁ߎߣߢ߽ߞߡోޔࠍᝄࠅࠅ
ߥ߇ࠄലൻክᩏߦ㓙ߒߡߩᜰ㊎ࠍߒߚߣ⠨߃ߚޕ᭽ᦠߦߪߥߩߢߔ߇ޔㅊ⸥ࠍ
ߒߡޔᆔຬߩ⊝ߐ߹߆ࠄߏᗧࠍ㗂߈߹ߒߚࠄޔႎ๔ᦠߦ߽ᤋߐߖߚߣ⠨߃ߡࠆޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤPlantar ␠ߪޔNGO ߥߤⅣႺ࿅߆ࠄߩ⦟ߊࠆ↥ᬺᬀᨋߩᛕ್ߢߔ
ࠃߨޕળ␠ߩኻᔕ߇ᦠߡࠆ߇⑼ޔቇ⊛ᩮ߇␜ߐࠇߡߥޕMAI ߇ 43m3 ߢߒࠂ߁ޕ
ߎࠇߛߌߢޔCDM ߩኻ⽎ߦߥࠆߥߣᕁ߁ߩߢߔ߇ޕ⢈ᢱࠍᢔᏓߒ߹ߔ߆㧫
ޣോዪ ޤNPK ࠍᢔᏓߒ߹ߔޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻⹏ߢࠫࠤ ޤଔߒߡ߹ߔ߆㧫
ޣോዪ⹏ ޤଔߒߡ߹ߔޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤMAI ߇ 43m3 ߞߚࠄޕCDM ⊓㍳ߔࠆᔅⷐ߇ࠆߩ߆㧫
ޣോዪ↥߇ߎߎ ޤᬺᬀᨋ߿ઁߩಽ㊁ߦ߽߃ࠆߣᕁ߹ߒߚޕMAI ߇ 40m3 એ߽
ࠆᧁࠍߡᧄޔᒰߦ CDM ߣߒߡ߃ࠆߩ߆ᧁࠍࠇߎޕߦోㇱߒߡޔ⍹ߦઍ߃ߡ㋕↪
ߩㆶరߣߒߡ߁ᚲߦ CDM ߣߒߡ⊓㍳ߐࠇߚ߽ߒ߽ޕᬀᨋߛߌߛߞߚࠄߎࠇߛߌߦߥߞ
ߡߒ߹߁ޕᬀᨋ߆ࠄ㋕߹ߢታᣉߔࠆߎߣ߇ߤߎࠈߦߥࠆ߁߁ߎޕ߇ CDM ߣߒ
ߡࠄࠇࠇ߫ޔᬀᨋᬺࠍࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬࠛ࠲ࡁ࡞ㅧߥߤߩಽ㊁ߦ߽ࠍࠇߎޔᚻߦᵴ
↪ߔࠇ߫↥ᬺᬀᨋߩ▸࿐߇ᄢߢ߈ࠆࠃ߁ߦߥࠆޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤએ೨ߩ࡞ࠫࡉޔ㋕㍑ࡔࠞߪᧁߢ㋕ࠍ߿ߞߡߚ߇↥↢ޔ㊂
߇Ⴧ߃ߡᨋߢߪ⾔߃ߥ߆ࠄ⍹ߦઍࠊߞߚߪߕߛޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻↥ࡊ࡞ࡄ⚕ߩ࡞ࠫࡉ ޤᬺ߇ᜬߞߡࠆᬀᨋߪ 300 ਁ ha ߋࠄࠆߣ
ᕁ߁ޕᚑ㐳㊂ߪ 40~45m3 ߢࠆޕ㋕ળ␠߽ታߪᬀᨋࠍᚲߒߡࠆޕ⍹ࠦࠢࠬ߇
߆㜞߆ޔ㋕ᚲߩ್ᢿߦࠃࠆⷙޕᮨߦ߽ࠃࠆޕዊߐἹߦߪᧁࠍ߁ޕᄢ߈Ἱ
ߢߪ⍹ࠦࠢࠬߩଔᩰߦࠃߞߡಽߌࠆޕ᧪⾗ޔḮߩ㑐ଥߢᧁߩᣇ߇ⅣႺߦ⦟
ߣߩߢࠇ߫ޔ㋕ળ␠ߪᧁ↪ߩน⢻ᕈ߽ࠆޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ߩ⑳ ޤA/R CDM ߩℂ⸃ߢߪޔㅊടᕈߩ್ቯߦߪޔᬀᨋ⥄ߦㅊടᕈ߇
ࠆߩ߆߇ᄢ߈ߊ್ޔᢿၮḰߛߣᕁ߁ࠆࠍࠇߎޕ㒢ࠅߢߪޔᬀᨋᧁߩ↪ߦ߅ߡㅊടᕈ
߇ࠇ߫ޔA/R CDM ߣߒߡࠄࠇࠆߩ߆㧫߽߁⊓㍳ߐࠇߚߩߢߔ߆㧫
ޣോዪޕߚߒ߹ࠇߐ ޤ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤᄙಽޔᬀᨋߛߌߛߞߚࠄࠄࠇߥ߆ߞߚޕ
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ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤ↪㕙߹ߢ⠨߃ߡㅊടᕈߣ߁߽ߩࠍ⠨߃ߡ⦟ߣ߁ࠃ߁ߦޔEB ߇
್ᢿߒߚߣ⸒߁ߎߣߢߒࠂ߁߆ޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤᬀᨋᧁߩ↪㕙ߛߌߢ CDM ߦ⊓㍳ߐࠇߚߩ߆ߤ߁߆ߡߒ⏕ߪࠇߘޔ
߹ߖࠎޕᬀᨋᧁߩ↪వ߇⏕ߢߪߦઁޔᬀᨋᧁࠍᄁළߒߥޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊ ޤ↪߹ߢ⠨߃ߚ PDD ߇ߞߡ ߩߘޔPDD ߩਛߢㅊട
ᕈ߇ࠆߣᛚߐࠇߚߥ߁ࠃߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊߩࠡ࡞ࡀࠛޕ᳇߇ߔࠆޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߩઁ ޤᆔຬߪޔએ೨ޔA/R CDM ߣឃḮߣࠍ⚵ߺวࠊߖߡ߿ߞߚࠄޔㅊ
ടᕈߩ㗴ߪ㕖Ᏹߦ߁߹ߊߊߣ߁ᗧߢߒߚߩߘ߽ࠇߎޕ㧝߆߽ߒࠇ߹ߖࠎߨޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ޤ⚛ࠢࠫ࠶࠻ߩ⸘▚ߣߒߡߪޔ㋕ᚲߩ߶߁ߩᷫലᨐ߇ࠞ࠙ࡦ࠻ߐ
ࠇࠆ㧫 ਔᣇߣ߁ߎߣߪߥߢߔࠃߨޕ
ޣോዪ ޤ㧟ઙߩ CDM ࠍขߞߡ߹ߔޕ㧝ઙߪޔCDM ᬀᨋߢߔޕ㧞ઙ⋡ߪᧁࠍㅧ
ߔࠆᎿ⒟ߢᦨᣂ㍈ߩࡔࠞ࠾࠭ࡓߢࡔ࠲ࡦࠟࠬࠍシᷫߔࠆߡߒߘޕ㧟ઙ⋡ߪ⍹ࠦࠢࠬߣ
ᧁߩ⟎߈឵߃ߢߔޕᓐࠄߪ㧟ߟߩᣇᴺ⺰ࠍขߞߡ߹ߒߡߜ߁ߩߘޔ㧞ઙ߇⊓㍳ߒߡޔ
㧟ઙ⋡ߩ㋕Ꮏ⒟ߪޔޔPDD ߩḰਛߣ⡞ߡ߹ߔޕ
ᰴߦޔ
ޟᶏᄖๆḮ VER ߣ CDM ᬀᨋߩᲧセߦߟߡޠਃ⪉ UFJ ࠨ࠴㧒ࠦࡦࠨ࡞࠹
ࠖࡦࠣ㧔ᩣ㧕ࠃࠅႎ๔ߒߚޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤ⚛Ꮢ႐ߩⷐߢࡏࡦ࠲Ꮢ႐ߦ߅ߌࠆࠢࠫ࠶࠻ߩଔᩰ߇ߡ
ࠆߩߎޕ㊄㗵ߪ VCS ߥߤࠈࠎߥᐲ߇߹ࠇߚ㊄㗵߆㧫
ޣോዪ࠲ࡦࡏ ޤᏒ႐ߪขᒁᚲ߇ߥߊ⋧ޔኻขᒁߢⴕࠊࠇߡࠆߩߢޔᬺ⠪ߩᣇ
ߦࡅࡗࡦࠣߒߡႎ๔ᦠߦ߹ߣߚߥࠈࠈޕᐲࠅߩߎޔ⒳ߩ࠺࠲ߪ⫾Ⓧߐࠇߡ
ߥߥࠎࠈޔߢߎߘޕᐲࠍߞߡࠆᬺ⠪߆ࠄ࠺࠲ࠍᓧߚޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤVCS ߣ Plan Vivo (PV)ࠍᲧセߒߚ႐วߩࠄߜߤޔଔᩰ߇㜞ߣ߁
ะߪࠆߩ߆㧫 ࠈࠈߥᐲ߇ࠆ߇ޔᐲߢ߽Ꮕߪࠆ߆㧫
ޣോዪߥ⊛⥸৻ ޤะߢߪޔVCS ߇ઁߩᐲߣᲧߴࠆߣ⧯ᐓ☨ޕ࿖ߢߪ CAR ߩ
ᐲߢࠬࠗࡊࠕࡠࡈޔ㧔⚂ 11$㧕ࠍ⸳ߌࠆ⠨߃߇ࠆޕCCX ߪ 2010 ᐕᧃߢᱛߒߚ߇ޔ
㐽ߓࠆ೨ߪ 1$એਅߢߞߚޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤᬺ⠪ߦᖱႎࠍਈ߃ࠆߣޔᒰὼ㜞ߊᄁࠅߚߊߥࠆ߇ߪߦࠇߘޔ߇ⷐ
࿃ߣߒߡ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆ߆ޕክᩏࠍ෩ߒߊߔࠇ߫ޔᒰὼ⾌↪߇߆߆ࠆߎߣߦߥࠆޔߚ߹ޕଔᩰ
߇ૐߩߪߤߎߦ࿃ߒߡࠆߩ߆ޕ
ޣോዪ࠲ࡦࡏޔ ޤᏒ႐ߢߪޔCSR ⋡⊛ߦ↪ߔࠆߥߤ߇ߍࠄࠇࠆޕ᰷Ꮊߢ
ߪ㧱㨁㧙㧱㨀㧿ߢࠠࡖ࠶ࡊࠍ߆ߌࠄࠇߡࠆᬺ⠪߇ࠆ߇⋥ޔធឃߢߪߥㇱಽߥߤ
ߪࠠࡖ࠶ࡊ߇߆ߌࠄࠇߡߥㇱಽ߽ࠅ߽ࠈߎߣߚߞ߁ߘޔᷫߔࠆ⋡ᮡࠍឝߍߡ
ࠆડᬺ߇ࠆ⋡ޕᮡ߇㆐ᚑߢ߈ߥߌࠇ߫⋧ޔኻ⊛ߦଔߥࡏࡦ࠲ߩࠢࠫ࠶࠻ࠍ⾼
ߒߡࠝࡈ࠶࠻ߔࠆޕ
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╙ਃ⠪ߦࠃࠆ⸽߽߆ߟߡߪߥᐲ߽ߞߚ߇ߣߥ߇ࠇߘޔᐲߣߒߡ߽ᄁࠇߥޕ
╙ਃ⠪⸽ࠍࠇࠇ߫ࠦࠬ࠻ߪ߇ߞߡߒ߹߁ޕᣣᧄߩ J-VER ᐲߢߪ㜞߽ߩߪ 10,000
ߢߞߚࠅޔᢙජ⒟ᐲߩ߽ߩ߽ࠆޕVER ߪⷙ߇ߥਛߢ⾼ߐࠇࠆ߽ߩߢࠢޔ
ࠫ࠶࠻ߩ⢛ᓟߦࠆࠬ࠻ߥߤߢ㔛ⷐ㧔ଔᩰ㧕߇Ꮐฝߐࠇࠆޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤISO14064 ߛ߇ߩߪࠇߎޔⅣႺࡑࡀࠫࡔࡦ࠻ߩ ISO14000 ࠪ࠭
ߣหߓߢߔߨޕ㊂ߩߪ৻ಾߥߣᕁ߁߇ޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤ14064 ߪ⒳㘃߆ߞߡޔ14064-1 ߪ߫߃ޔડᬺߩឃ㊂ࠍ᷹ቯߔࠆޕ
14064-2 ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡌࠬߩឃ㊂ࠍ⹏ଔߔࠆࠟࠗ࠼ࠗࡦߢࠆޕ
ޣᆔຬࠦࡔࡦ࠻ ޤJ-VER ߪቢోߦᣣᧄ࿖ౝߢߛߌߩขᒁߢޔ⇇ߣߩ឵ᕈߪߥߩ߆ޕ
ޣോዪ ޤ឵ᕈߪߥߊޔᣣᧄ࿖ౝߢขᒁߔࠆࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߢࠅޔ࿖ౝߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߢ
ߥߣขᒁߢ߈ߥޕ
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Reforestation as Renewable Source of Wood Supplies for
Industrial Use in Brazil
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Supplies for Industrial Use in Brazil
Version: 03a
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A.2. Description of the proposed A/R CDM
project activity:
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The establishment of plantations as a
renewable source of energy for industrial
needs is expected to result in a twofold
benefit to the climate: (i) generation of
carbon stocks and GHG removals by sinks
additional to those that would occur in the
absence of such plantations, and (ii) use of
sustainable sources of biomass in place of
fossil fuels and non-renewable biomass to
reduce GHG emission in one of Brazil’s
major industrial sector, i.e. the iron and steel
industry.
Whereas 98.55% of the world’s iron ore
reduction in blast furnaces was undertaken
using coal coke, only 0.73% of the global iron
production in 2005 used charcoal from
renewable biomass from planted forests
supplies as the reducing agent (Research on
IISI 2006; SINDIFER, 2006 and AMS,
2006)1.
Both of the above mentioned benefits have
been integrated into a single and
first-of-a-kind project under implementation
by the project entity, i.e. the establishment of
plantations to supply all of its iron
production with charcoal from renewable
wood supplies instead of GHG intensive
reducing agents.
The project’s integrated activities are
implemented in response to the CDM
incentive, which will allow the project entity
to overcome the constraints to the supplies
of sustainably produced biomass2.
As the harvesting of the project plantations
established in 2000 commences in
2007/2008, the project entity will be the first
of its kind to have 100% of its iron
production based on renewable charcoal.
The establishment of plantations to supply
renewable biomass within the scope of this
A/R project activity started in 2000.
They cover an area of 11 711.37 hectares3
and the first harvests will take place after 7
years, followed by successive
coppicing-periods of 7 years, as per the
species’ rotation.
The project is expected to last for
approximately 30 years (2000-2029).
A single 30-year crediting period is adopted,
under the tCER approach.
1The production of iron and steel requires
thermal energy and reducing agents to
convert iron ore into primary ironthrough a

Ꮏᬺ↪ะߌౣ↢น⢻ࠛࡀ࡞ࠡ⾗Ḯଏ⛎ߩߚ
ߩㅧᨋ߇ޔਅ⸥ߩ 2 ὐߩ㕙ߢ᳇ᄌേ㗴
ߦ⽸₂ߔࠆߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆ㧦(i) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇
ߥ߆ߞߚ႐วߩๆ㊂ߦട߃ޔ⚛⫾Ⓧ᷷߮
ᥦൻࠟࠬḮ߇Ⴧടߔࠆ(ii) ൻ⍹Άᢱߣ㕖ౣ↢น
⢻ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߦઍࠊߞߡౣ↢น⢻⾗Ḯࠍ↪ࠆ
ߎߣߦࠃࠆߩ࡞ࠫࡉޔਥⷐᎿᬺㇱ㐷ߢࠆ㋕
㍑ᬺߦ߅ߌࠆ᷷ᥦൻࠟࠬߩឃ㊂ߩᷫ

⇇ోߢޔṁ㋶Ἱߢߩ㋕㋶⍹ㆶరߩ 98.55㧑
߇⍹ࠦࠢࠬߢⴕࠊࠇߡࠆߩߦኻߒޔ
2005 ᐕᤨߦߪޔᬀᨋ߆ࠄߩౣ↢น⢻ࡃࠗࠝ
ࡑࠬࠍේᢱߣߔࠆᧁ߇ㆶరߣߒߡ↪ࠄࠇ
ࠆࠤࠬ߇⇇ߩ㋕↢↥ߩࠊߕ߆ 0.73㧑ࠍභ
ࠆߩߺߢߞߚ(ޕIISI 2006; SINDIFER, 2006
and AMS, 2006)1
ㅀߒߚ㧞ߟߩὐࠍߥߩߦઁޔታᣉ
ਛߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ⚵ߺㄟࠎߛޕ㋕↢↥ߦ
GHG ឃߩᄙㆶరߢߪߥߊޔౣ↢น⢻⾗
Ḯߩᧁ᧚ࠍේᢱߣߔࠆᧁࠍ↪ࠆߚߩㅧᨋ
ߢࠆޕ

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪޔCDM ߩࠗࡦࡦ࠹ࠖࡉ
₪ᓧ߇⋡⊛ߣߥࠆ߇ࡉࠖ࠹ࡦࡦࠗޕઃਈߐࠇ
ࠆߎߣߦࠃࠅޔᜬ⛯น⢻ߥᣇᴺߢ↢↥ߐࠇࠆࡃ
ࠗࠝࡑࠬߩଏ⛎ߩ⚂ࠍసߔࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈
ࠆޕ
2000 ᐕߦ㐿ᆎߐࠇߚㅧᨋߩⓠ߇ 2007 ᐕ
߮ 2008 ᐕߦ㐿ᆎߐࠇޔ㋕↢↥ࠍ 100㧑↢↥น
⢻⾗Ḯߩᧁߢ⾔߁⇇ೋߩߣߥࠆߛࠈ߁ޕ
ౣ↢น⢻ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬଏ⛎ߩߚߩㅧᨋߪ 2000
ᐕ߆ࠄ A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩᨒ⚵ߺߦ߅
ߡ㐿ᆎߐࠇߚޕ
ㅧᨋߪ 11,711.37ha 3 ࠍභࠆᦨޕೋߩⓠ
ߪޔ᮸⒳ߩબᦼߦᔕߓߡ 7 ᐕᓟએ㒠ߦታᣉߐ
ࠇߩߘޔᓟޔ7 ᐕ㑆ߩ⪚⧘ᦝᣂ߇ⴕࠊࠇࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪ⚂ 30 ᐕ㑆ⴕࠊࠇࠆ⸘↹ߢ
ࠆޕ㧔2000㨪2029 ᐕ㧕
tCER ࠍㆬᛯޔ30 ᐕ㑆ߩࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆߇ណ
↪ߐࠇߚޕ
1 ㋕߮ࠬ࠴࡞ߩ↢↥ߦ߅ߡޔṁ㋶Ἱᛛⴚ
ࠍ↪ߚㆶరࡊࡠࠬࠍ⚻ߡ㋕㋶⍹ࠍೋ᥏㋕ߦ
ᄌ឵ߔࠆߚߦߪᾲࠛࡀ࡞ࠡߣㆶర߇ᔅⷐ
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reduction process using blast furnace
technology. Whereas the decisions on the
type of reducing agents do not determine the
quantity of iron produced or demanded, the
choice of reducing agents significantly
influences GHG emissions. Thus, marginal
incentives like the CDM can play a major
role in the choice of reducing agents for iron
manufacturing, and as such in the creation
of net GHG removals by sinks through
additional plantations as a source of
renewable energy.
2As the projects are integrated, common
data, information and analyses that relate
the components are used to establish and
corroborate the baseline scenarios, and to
fulfill additionality criteria transparently, in
spite of different calculation, accounting and
monitoring methods.
3Within the Plantar Projects an additional
area of approximately the same size of the
one within the proposed A/R activity is
planted in response to the CDM, in order to
ensure the supply of renewable charcoal for
the integrated project’s iron production.
These lands were previously stocked with
Eucalyptus plantations in 1989 and were
already expected to revert to
grassland/pastureland in the absence of the
project. By definition, they would be
exhausted after the rotation cycles of the
species.
Given special circumstances of Brazil, the
project entity in conjunction with
organizations in the forestry-based industry,
the NGO community and research
organizations in Brazil have prepared a
discussion paper on how to proceed with the
issue in the future.
However, such areas are not currently
included in this proposed A/R PDD, although
they will observe the guidance provided by
Annex 8 EB 20, given their connections with
the project’s iron production project under
Decision 17/CP.7 (see Section A7).
Available evidences were provided to the
DOE.
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In compliance with the baseline and
monitoring methodologies, the baseline and
actual net changes in carbon stocks in above
and below-ground biomass pools, and net
anthropogenic GHG removals by sinks are

ߣߥࠆࠆࠇߐ↪ޕㆶరߩ⒳㘃ߦࠃߞߡ㋕ߩ
⾰ߦᏅ߇ࠆߎߣߪߥ߇ޔGHG ឃ㊂ߪᄢ
߈ߊᄌࠊߞߡߊࠆޔߚߩߘޕ㋕ߢ↪ࠆㆶ
రߩㆬᛯ߿ޔౣ↢น⢻ࠛࡀ࡞ࠡଏ⛎ߩߚ
ߩㅧᨋࠍㅢߓߡ⚐ GHG ๆ㊂ࠍჇടߐߖࠆߣ
߁ὐߦ߅ߡޔCDM ߩᰴ⊛ߥࠗࡦࡦ࠹
ࠖࡉߪ㊀ⷐߥᓎഀࠍᨐߚߔޕ

2 ⶄᢙߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠍ⛔วߒߡࠆߚޔฦ

⸘▚ߩࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔࠣࡦࠖ࠹ࡦ࠙ࠞࠕޔᣇᴺ
⺰߇⇣ߥߞߡࠆ߇ࠍࠝ࠽ࠪࡦࠗࠬࡌޔ
⸳ቯޔߒ⸽⏕ޔㅊടᕈၮḰࠍ⏕ታߦḩߚߔߚ
ߦ ޔฦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ᭴ᚑⷐ⚛ࠍ㑐ㅪઃߌࠆ
ㅢߩ࠺࠲ޔᖱႎޔಽᨆࠍ↪ߚޕ
3A/Rࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ⛔วߐࠇߚ㋕ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ

࠻ߦ߅ߌࠆౣ↢น⢻⾗Ḯࠍේᢱߣߔࠆᧁߩଏ
⛎ࠍ⏕ታߦⴕ߁ߚߦޔPlantarࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ߩᨒ⚵ߺߩਛߢޔ࿁ߩA/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ߣหⷙᮨߩ߇ᬀᨋߐࠇࠆޕ
ߎߩߪ 1989 ᐕߦߪ࡙ࠞߩᬀᨋߢ
ߞߚ߇ᤨߩߘޔὐߢ↪߇ᧂቯ㧔ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
߇ߥ߆ߞߚ㧕ߛߞߚߚߦ⨲ޔ/’⨲ߦォ឵
ߐࠇࠆߎߣߣߥߞߡߚޕ

ߘ߽ߘ߽બណࠍ➅ࠅߒߡߚߚߦߪᣢ
ߦ↢↥ᕈࠍᄬߞߡࠆߪߕߢࠆ․࡞ࠫࡉޕ
ߩ⁁ᴫࠍ⠨ᘦߒޔᨋ↥ᬺ㑐ㅪᯏ㑐߿
NGO⎇ޔⓥᯏ㑐ߣหߢࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ
ߪߤߩࠃ߁ߦ㗴ὐߣ᧪ะ߈วߞߡߊߩ߆
ߦߟߡࠍࡄࡍࡦ࡚ࠪ࠶ࠞࠬࠖ࠺ޔḰߒ
ߚޕ
ߒ߆ߒߥ߇ࠄߩߎޔߪޔߩߎޔឭ᩺ߔ
ࠆA/R CDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ⚵ߺㄟ߹ࠇߡߥ
߇ޔDecision 17/CP.7 ߩਅޔታᣉߐࠇࠆ㋕
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߣߩ㑐ㅪᕈࠍ⠨߃ ޔAnnex 8 EB
20 ߢ␜ߐࠇߡࠆࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬࠍ㗅ߒߡߊ
੍ቯߢࠆޕ㧔࡚ࠢࠪࡦA7 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣ㧕
↪น⢻ߥ⸽ߪDOEߦឭߐࠇߚޕ
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conservatively and transparently calculated,
monitored and registered in the Tool for
Afforestation and Reforestation Approved
Methodologies (TARAM4 V.1.2.Plantar).
TARAM is an integrated set of MSExcel
spreadsheets developed by the World Bank
and CATIE (Tropical Agricultural Research
and Higher Education Center).
The model has been customized for this A/R
project activity.
A detailed description and methods of
assessment and monitoring of the two
carbon pools included in the proposed A/R
activity (above and below-ground biomass)
are presented in Section E and in the
Monitoring Plan (Annex 4).
The deadwood, litter, and soil carbon pools
are likely to increase under the project.
However, for the sake of conservativeness
and cost effectiveness, this project activity
does not monitor nor claims tCERs for these
pools.
All monitoring data collected from the
monitoring and forest inventory follow strict
quality assurance procedures, which cover
data handling, organization and storage.
The project entity adopts management
practices based on the ISO quality
management system.
GHG emissions inside and outside the
project boundary are also conservatively
addressed.
The project is expected to result in various
social and environmental benefits, as per its
sound Monitoring Plan.
As detailed in the Annex 6 of this PDD the
project activity contributes to the generation
of more than one thousand direct jobs.
There is a significant gender component,
with a larger participation of women in the
production of cloned sprouts.
In addition, several indicators on
biodiversity (fauna and flora), soil
conservation, water and social aspects have
been incorporated and will be subject to
monitoring throughout the project’s lifetime
(see Annex 4).
One third of the total areas involved in the
project entity farms are devoted to the
preservation and regeneration of native
cerrado vegetation.

ᣇᴺߢ⸘▚ޔߒࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔᣂⷙౣᬀᨋ
ߩᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰࠷࡞ߦ⊓㍳ߔࠆޕ
(TARAM4 V.1.2.Plantar)
TARAM ߪ  ⇇ ㌁ ⴕ ߣ CATIE (Tropical
Agricultural Research and Higher Education
Center) ߦࠃߞߡ㐿⊒ߐࠇߚ৻ޔㅪߩ MSExcel
ߩࠬࡊ࠶࠼ࠪ࠻ߢࠆޕ
ࡕ࠺࡞ߪᧄ A/R ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻↪ߦࠊߖߡᄌ
ᦝߐࠇߚޕ
A/R ᵴേߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆ 2 ߟߩ⚛ࡊ࡞㧔ㇱ
㧙ਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ㧕ߩᩏቯ߮ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
ᣇᴺߣߘߩ⚦ߪ࡚ࠢࠪࡦ E ߣࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
⸘↹㧔Annex4㧕ߦ⸥タߒߡࠆޕ
ᨗᱫᧁޔ࠲ޔფ⚛ࡊ࡞ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ߩ⚿ᨐჇ߃ࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ࠆޕ
ߒ߆ߒޔ⊛ߢࠆߎߣ↪⾌ޔኻലᨐߩⷰὐ
߆ࠄߩ࡞ࡊߩࠄࠇߎߪߢ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊᧄޔ
tCER ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦ߽ࠣⷐ᳞߽ⴕࠊߥޕ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߣᨋࠗࡦࡌࡦ࠻ߢ㓸ߐࠇߚ
ోߡߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ࠺࠲ߪߩߘޔขࠅᛒޔ
ᢛℂߦ▤ޔ㑐ㅪߔࠆޔ෩ኒߥຠ⾰⸽ߩᚻ㗅
ࠍ⚻ࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߪ ISO ߩຠ⾰▤ℂⷙᩰߦၮ
ߚ▤ℂᚻᴺࠍណ↪ߔࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝᄖߩ GHG ឃߦ
㑐ߒߡ߽⊛ߦផ⸘ߔࠆޕ
✎ኒߥࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߦࠃࠇ߫ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
࠻ߪ᭽␠ߥޘળ⊛ޔⅣႺ㕙ߩ⋉ࠍ߽ߚࠄߔߣ
ᦼᓙߐࠇࠆޕ
ᧄ PDD ߩ Annex6 ߦ⸃⺑ߩࠆߣ߅ࠅࡠࡊޔ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦࠃࠅ 1,000 એߩ⋥ធ⊛ߥ㓹↪߇ഃ
ߐࠇࠆߎߣߦߥࠆޕ
ࠢࡠࡦ⧣ᧁߩ↢↥ߦᄙᢙߩᅚᕈ߇៤ࠊࠆߎߣ
ߢⷰߩ࠳ࡦࠚࠫޔὐߢ߽㊀ⷐߥⷐ⚛ࠍࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ߪߎߣߣߥࠆޕ
ᦝߦ‛↢ޔᄙ᭽ᕈޔფోޔ᳓␠ޔળ⊛㕙
ߦ㑐ߔࠆⶄᢙߩᜰᮡࠍ⸳ቯߒᦼ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
㑆ోࠍㅢߒߡߘࠇࠄߦ㑐ߔࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣࠍ
ታᣉߔࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉᚲߩᬀᨋౝߩోޔ㕙Ⓧ
ߩ 1/3 ߩ߇ߩߘޔ࿕ߩ↢‛⟲♽ߢ
ࠆࡂ࠼ᬀ↢ߩ࿁ᓳߣ⼔ߦᒰߡࠄࠇࠆޕ
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This is the second largest biome of the
country and many environmental and
scientific groups considers the cerrado as one
of the most important Brazilian “hot spots”
once only 20% of its original area is
conserved in its natural state5.
The multiple benefits of the project arise
from long-term backward and forward
linkages within the iron industry supply
chain.
It integrates rural and industrial
development through the production and use
of renewable biomass, in an industry locked
in fossil fuels (see Unruh, 2000).
The proposed project is a pioneer activity
within its sectoral scope and it possesses a
substantial potential to be replicated by
other organizations in Brazil, in Latin
America and the Caribbean as well as in
many African and Asian developing
countries.
The project and its sustainability indicators
are a first-of-a-kind experience in the
Brazilian iron industry, clearly contributing
to the CDM’s sustainable development
dividend at an industrial scale.
A.3. Project participants:
Project sponsor: The project sponsor, Plantar
is a private company incorporated under
Brazilian law on February 27th, 1967.
Headquarters are located at Av. Raja
Gabáglia 1380, Belo Horizonte, Minas
Gerais, Brazil.
4 This tool has been prepared by: Lucio
Pedroni - World Bank and CATIE, Pablo
Rodríguez-Noriega - CATIE, and has been
tailored to the AR-AM0005. The tool version
applied was adapted to the Plantar project
activity conditions.
5 In the cerrado, or Brazilian Savanah, more
that 10 000 vegetal species are identified.
Whereas it is estimated that the Brazilian
Amazon rainforest has approximately 80% of
its original cover, the cerrado, reaches only
20% of its primary 204 million hectares
according to the Conservação Internacional
do Brasil. Available at:
http://www.conservation.org.br
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CDM Assistance: The Prototype Carbon

Fund of the World Bank supports the Clean
Development Mechanism (Art.12) of the

ࡂ࠼ߪ࿖ౝߢ㧞⇟⋡ߦᄢ߈ߥ↢‛⟲♽ߢ
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(Unruh, 2000 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣ)ޕ
ߘߩࠢ࠻࡞ࠬࠦࡊ㧔ኾ㐷ߩ↥ᬺಽ㊁㧕ߩ
ਛߢߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊᧄޔవ㚟⊛ߥᵴേߢࠅޔ
࠹ࡦࠕࡔࠞ⻉ࡉࠞޔ࿖ࠕ߿ࠕࠫࠕߚ߹ޔ
ࡈࠞߩ⊒ዷㅜ࿖ߦ߅ߡޔห᭽ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻߇ᮨ୮⊛ߦታᣉߐࠇࠆน⢻ᕈࠍߒߡ
ࠆޕ
ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߣߘߩᜬ⛯น⢻ᕈᜰᮡߪࡉࠫ
࡞ߩ㋕ᬺߩਛߢೋߩ߽ߩߢࠅޔCDM ߩᜬ
⛯⊛ߥ㐿⊒߇↥ᬺోߦᕲᕺࠍ߽ߚࠄߔߎߣߪ
ࠄ߆ߢࠆޕ
A.3.ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪㧦
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩታᣉ⠪㧦ታᣉ⠪ߢࠆ Plantar
ߪ 1967 ᐕ 2  27 ᣣઃߌߢᴺੱൻߐࠇߚડᬺߢ
ࠆޕ
ᧄ␠ᚲ㧦 Av. Raja Gabáglia 1380,
Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil
ߎߩ࠷࡞ߪLucio Pedroni - (⇇㌁ⴕޔ
CATIE)ߣ Pablo Rodríguez-Noriega (CATIE)ߦࠃࠅ⏕┙ߐࠇޔAR-AM0005 ߦ⚵ߺ
ㄟ߹ࠇߚߪࡦ࡚ࠫࡃߩ࡞࠷ߚࠇࠄ↪ޕ
Plantarࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ᧦ઙߦㆡวߒߚޕ

4

5 ࡂ࠼ޔฬࡉࠫ࡞ᾲᏪࠨࡃࡦ࠽ߢߪ
10,000 ⒳㘃એߩᬀ‛߇⏕ߐࠇߡࠆޕ
ࡉࠫ࡞ࠦࡦࠨࡌ࡚ࠪࡦ㨯ࠗࡦ࠲࠽࡚ࠪ࠽
࡞ߦࠃࠆߣ࡞ࠫࡉޔᾲᏪ㔎ᨋߢߪ 80㧑߇ᬀ
↢ߢⵍⷒߐࠇߡࠆ৻ᣇߪߢ࠼ࡂޔర᧪ߩ
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ޕએਅෳᾖ URLޕ
http://www.conservation.org.br
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Kyoto Protocol.
The PCF promotes market in emissions
reductions through the purchases of high
quality Certified Emission Reductions from
the Project Sponsors under the Emission
Reduction Purchase Agreements.

PCF ߪឃᷫ⾼ᄾ⚂ࠍ⚿߮࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ߩࠬࡐࡦࠨ߆ࠄ㜞ຠ⾰ߩ CER ࠍ⾼ߔࠆߎ
ߣߢឃᮭᏒ႐ߩవዉᓎࠍോߡࠆޕ
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㑐ㅪߔࠆ࿖ࠍࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳ
ട⠪ߣߺߥߔ߆ߤ߁߆
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Plantar S/A
Planejamento, Técnica e

No

dministração de
Reflorestamentos
ࠝࡦ࠳₺࿖

ࡊࡠ࠻࠲ࠗࡊ⚛ၮ㊄ߩ
ฃ⸤ᯏ㑐ߣߒߡߩ
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࿖㓙ᓳ⥝㐿⊒㌁ⴕ
(*)CDM A/Rߩࡕ࠳࠹ࠖߣᚻ⛯߈ߦᓥߩ⸽ޔᲑ㓏ߢCDM-AR-PDDࠍ㐿ߔࠆ㓙ߦޔ㑐
ㅪ࿖ߪᛚࠍᷣ߹ߒߡߡ߽ߥߊߡ߽ࠃ⊓ޕ㍳ࠍⷐ⺧ߔࠆ㓙ߦߪ㑐ㅪ࿖ߦᄛᛚ߇ᔅⷐߣ
ߥࠆޕ
ᵈ㧦 ឭ᩺ߐࠇߚᣂߒߴࠬࠗࡦߣࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰(CDM-AR-NM ࠃࠅ)ࠍ
CDM-AR-PDD ߢ⸽┙ߡߔࠆ㓙ޔዋߥߊߣ߽㑐ㅪ࿖߆ߘߩઁߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩෳട⠪ฬ㧔ᣂߒ
ᣇᴺ⺰ࠍឭ᩺ߒߚੱ‛╬㧕ࠍ⸥タߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥޕ
A.4. Description of location and boundaries
of the A/R CDM project activity:
A.4.1. Location of the proposed A/R CDM
project activity:
A.4.1.1. Host Party(ies):
The host party is the Federative Republic of
Brazil, which has ratified the Kyoto Protocol
on August 21, 2002.

A.4.A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേታᣉၞߣࡃ
࠙ࡦ࠳
A.4.1.ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ
ታᣉၞ
A.4.1.1.ࡎࠬ࠻࿖㧦
ࡎࠬ࠻࿖ߪࡉࠫ࡞ㅪ㇌࿖ߢࠆࠫࡉޕ
࡞ߪ 2002 ᐕ 8  21 ᣣߦ੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠࠍᛕಎߒ
ߚޕ

The date of entry into force of the Kyoto
Protocol in Brazil is February16th, 2005.
A.4.1.2. Region/State/Province etc.:
State of Minas Gerais located in the
Southern East region of Brazil.
A.4.1.3. City/Town/Community etc:
Municipality of Belo Horizonte
(headquarters), Municipalities of Curvelo6,
Felixlândia, Morada Nova de Minas, all in
the State of Minas Gerais.

੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠߩ⊒ലᣣߪ 2005 ᐕ 2  16 ᣣߢ
ࠆޕ
A.4.1.2 /Ꮊ/⟲ ઁ㧦
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6

Forestry unit where the field management
and the clone gardens are located.

6
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A.4.2 Detailed geographic delineation of the
project boundary, including information
allowing the unique identification(s) of the
proposed A/R CDM project activity:
In compliance with the baseline
methodology, the spatial boundaries of the
project are totally identified by land use
maps, GPS coordinates and cartographic
information on the project area.
Satellite images are also used to complement
the project level data.
All information on the area and limits of
project plantations are recorded in the
project entity’s forestry inventory system
and confirm to the official land tenure
documents.
Information on biomass accumulation is
estimated and registered for stands
(“talhão”), strata and sub-strata.
The documentation was provided to the DOE
and used for monitoring and verification
purposes.
The detailed procedures on monitoring of the
project boundary are outlined in Section E
and in the Monitoring Plan, as per
AR-AM0005.
The current project boundary delineates the
plantation areas to be established under this
A/R project activity7.
The project activity is located in the
center-north region of the State of Minas
Gerais.
The plantations currently included in the
project boundaries are distributed in the
municipalities of Felixlândia and Morada
Nova de Minas, which are about 200km from
Belo Horizonte (the capital of Minas Gerais).
For management and organizational
purposes, the project entity operates
different plantation units, respectively
located at each of the municipalities and
regions below.
These units are included in the current
project boundaries and are identified by a
number and the associated plantation farm
name.
Thus, the sum of every plantation stand
included in this A/R PDD expresses the
project boundaries.
Official land records and geo-referenced
information are available and will be
presented to the DOE.
Figure 01 presents the details on the
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geographical location of the plantation
management units.
Figure 01: Geographic information on the
project area
ၞ

ᬀᨋ⇟ภ

ࠆ⚦ߢࠆޕ
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- ᦨർ᧲ㇱ: 18º36’19S/ 45º00’38W
Felixlândia
ࡈࠚࠢࠬ
ࡦ࠺ࠖࠕ

MG 038

Jacaré/Riachã
o

- ᦨධ᧲ㇱ: 18º40’15S/ 44º59’41W
- ᦨർㇱ: 18º35’30S/ 45º07’07W
-ᦨධㇱ: 18º43’19S/ 45º06’22W

Morada
Nova de
Minas

- West extreme point: 18º47’52S/ 45º23’32W
- Northeast extreme point: 18º41’07S/
MG 049

45º14’35W

Buriti Grande

ࡕ࠳ ࡁࡃ

-Southeast extreme point: 18º47’48S/

࠺ ࡒ࠽ࠬ

45º17’07W

7 As

explained in Section A.2 an additional
area of approximately the same size of the
area under this A/R PDD isalso being
planted with the purposes of supplying the
integrated project’s iron production, but is
excluded from the current project activity
boundaries. These areas are located both in
the region of Curvelo and in the region of
Itacambira, in northern Minas Gerais.
Further information is provided in Section
A7.
8 Project Boundary Area: 6388,19
9 Project Boundary Area: 5323,18

7
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ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳㕙Ⓧ: 6,388.19
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳㕙Ⓧ: 5,323.18

6/133
Figure 02: Project areas location maps in the
State of Minas Gerais and in Brazil10.

10

Details about each discrete area of the

project boundary are provided in Annex 5.
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7/133
A.5. Technical description of the A/R CDM
project activity:
A.5.1. Description of the present
environmental conditions of the area
planned for the proposed A/R CDM project
activity, including a concise description of
climate, hydrology, soils, ecosystems
(including land use):
Climate:
The project’s region is located within a
tropical climate zone.
The dry period usually lasts from 4 to 5
months.
The average temperature throughout the
year is above 18ºC.
The winter is mild and the thermal
sensation only falls upon the occurrence of
the polar anticyclone.
The summer is warm and long and lasts
from September/October to March.
To characterize the region’s climate, data
from the official climate registry from the
Curvelo Climatological Station for the
period 1961-1990 was used.
This data respectively refer to the region of
Felixlândia and Morada Nova de Minas.
Total annual rainfall in the region varies
from 800mm to 1300mm.
The highest temperature averages normally
occur from September to April.
June and July are the coldest months.
The temperature is above 35ºC in several
months of the year.
The temperature in the region ranges from
22ºC to 26ºC and shows the high
temperature in the valleys and low
temperature on higher altitudes.
The annual average relative humidity is
above 70%.
The highest average humidity occurs during
the rain season and variations in humidity
are not significant throughout the year.
The lowest temperatures occur in the dry
season.
Data from Curvelo’s Climatologic Station
shows that the highest annual insolation
occurs in August, with 221.9 hours of
sunshine, while January presents the lowest
monthly value, with 129.1 hours of
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sunshine.
In general, the incidence of solar radiation is
characterized within its sub-region which is
located on the extreme East on the border of
the São Francisco valley.
The highest monthly values of
evapotranspiration occur from October
through January.
The annual evapotranspiration is 1 675.6
mm.
As for the variation throughout the year, the
minimum value is 101.2 mm in June and
the maximum is 166.8 mm, in January.
The potential evapotranspiration follows the
solar radiation, showing high values on
southern regions and low values on central
regions.
Hydrology:
The project areas belong to the São
Francisco basin. the main sub-basins are
Paraopeba and Três Marias reservoir.
The Jacaré/Riachão farm belongs to São
Francisco basin, within the Três Marias
sub-basin.
The major streams of the area are Jacaré,
Retiro, Buritis and Brejo.
The Buriti Grande farm is located in the
municipality of Morada Nova de Minas, in
the Três Marias sub-basin.
The main watercourses are Mutuca and
Campo Alegre streams.
Soils and Relief:
8/133
The terrains of the project area, specifically
the ones of Jacaré/Riachão and Buriti
Grande farms, range from plain to slightly
undulating, with an altitude of 600 to 750
meters, all accessible by the road.
In the Buriti Grande farm there are
elevations and isolated hills (Picada,
Povoação and Tamanduá) of up to 750
meters.
The Jacaré/Riachão farm shows lithology
corresponding to the Três Marias formation
represented by siliclastic sedimentation and
is composed by arcosic arenites, siltites, and
conglomeratic intercalation, including
detritic covers of the Tertiary/Quaternary
periods on plain surfaces.
The predominance of highly permeable
Oxisols (Latossolos in the Brazilian
taxonomy) on slightly undulated terrain
favours the infiltration of pluvial water and
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refilling of the aquifers.
The soil types include Yellow Red Oxisols,

ფߩ࠲ࠗࡊߦߪ㤛ⶊ⦡ࠝࠠࠪ࠱࡞ޔᥧⶊ
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࡞ޔጤ⾰ფࠟࠆޕ
↢ᘒ♽
ࠫࡖࠞ/ࠕࠪࡖࡦߣࡉ࠹ࠖࠣࡦ࠺ߩࡊ
ࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߪࠨࡃࡦ࠽ၞ㧔ࡂ࠼㧕ߦ
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ߔࠆޕ㧔⚂ 6 ࡩ㧕

Dark Red Oxisols, Cambisols, Humic
Oxisols, and Litholic soils.

Ecosystems:
The Jacaré/Riachão and Buriti Grande
farms are located in the savannah region
(cerrado), which is defined as a xeromorphic
vegetation type, mostly occurring in
seasonal climate (circa six months dry).
The predominant form is the cerrado on
Cambisol include the “campo cerrado”,
“campo limpo”, “veredas”, “campo rupestre”.
The “vereda” formation occurring in the
region does not present the “Buriti” tree
species (Mauritia flexuosa), probably
because of the local altitude limitations.
The conversion of native vegetation to
grasslands and other land-uses took place in
the region decades ago.
The spatial configuration of the cerrado
protected and conserved through ecological
corridors served to reduce the isolation of
the landscape.
The eucalyptus plantations in
Jacaré/Riachão and Buriti Grande farms are
on pastureland that is dominated by the
brachiaria forage crop.
When establishing the pastureland, the land
owners kept some small islands of native
vegetation (locally called “moelas”).
These areas are preserved under the
plantation activity and around them the
project entity established fire breaks.
The cerrado vegetation is located alongside
the natural drainages, whose soils have high
physical and chemical limitations.
However, these areas are important for
preservation purposes because of their
landscape diversity.
The project entity, Plantar, intends to
preserve the areas of high diversity under
the preservation areas.
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A program for interconnecting preservation
areas is being implemented under the
project, and will form the basis for
biodiversity conservation in the region.
While implementing the ecological corridors
project there is a possibility to eradicate
eucalyptus trees that were established by
the project activity and are currently located
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within the project boundary.
Those eucalyptus areas could be removed to
give room to the establishment of ecological
corridors.
When these cases occur, the area
automatically monitored will be excluded
from the A/R CDM project boundary.

ߎࠇࠄߩ࡙ࠞߩᬀᨋߪ↢ᘒ࿁ᑈߩ⸳⟎
ߩߚߦબណߐࠇࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ࠆޕ

The project comprises the following steps:
Indicate in map the places where
planting areas and/or pasture areas will
give room to the establishment of ecological
corridors, that shall have minimum width of
50m;
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Eradication of eucalyptus occurring in the
defined places, the closest possible to the
ground in order to restrain the regeneration
of stumps;
The resultant wood will be removed as soon
as harvesting ends, avoiding damages in
native vegetation sprouting in process of
assisted regeneration;
Once eucalyptus is eradicated the bark of
the stump shall be removed, in order to
make regeneration difficult.
Other measures could be taken to impede
the eucalyptus regeneration process;
Even adopting the measures defined above,
it is normal that eucalyptus regeneration
occurs to some stumps due to the start of
rainy season.
These eucalyptus sprouts shall be
mechanically removed whenever they reach
1.5m height.
After removing the eucalyptus from the
area, protection measures will be applied in
order to facilitate natural regeneration of
the species, which may occur via seedbank
and propagating material from other areas.
This process easily occurs within cerrado
areas previously occupied with eucalyptus
plantings.
It is highly improbable to occur natural
regeneration process in pasture areas,
however, in a first stage; measures to protect
the area will be undertaken in way to
facilitate the natural regeneration.
Monitoring: After one year of the eucalyptus
eradication and/or the attempt of natural
regeneration promotion of the old pasture
areas, a floristic assessment shall take place
in the recent formed corridor indicating the
presence of native species and their
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frequencies.
This assessment will allow in a correct
environmental and technical way if it will be
necessary to promote the enrichment’s
planting activities.
The enrichment’s planting activities
normally are required in pasture areas,
mainly due to soil compaction caused by the
cattle activity.
The enrichment’s planting activities will be
undertaken every time that the floristic
assessment results point in this direction.
The changes observed in the local fauna that
could be addressed to the formation of the
ecological corridors will be part of the
monitoring work regularly made by Plantar
in the region of the project.
Figure 03 presents the land use and
vegetation in the preservation areas
associated with the project.
10/209
Figure 03: Land use and vegetation in the
preservation areas associated with the
project plantations
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A.5.2. Description of the presence, if any, of
rare or endangered species and their
habitats:
Flora and Fauna:
The survey of flora and fauna in the project
area indicates the representation of several
protected species.
The areas with protected species are
preserved to improve the biodiversity of the
region.
Figure 04 presents the categories of
protected species of flora in the project area.
These species are monitored as part of the
project.
Figure 04: Flora protected by law identified
in the project activity farms area
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Flora Characterization:
(MG02 Unit): 302 species registered, distributed into 201 genders and 80 botanical families.
(MG03 Unit): 182 species registered, distributed into 126 genders and 61 botanical families.
(MG04 Unit): 227 species registered, distributed into 159 genders and 69 botanical families.
ౖ: Social and Environmental Development Administration, Plantar S/A
Figure 05 presents information on the
avifauna and mammal species found in the
project area.
The project seeks to protect and enhance the
flora and faunal species of the project area.
Special initiatives implemented as part of
the biodiversity conservation are presented
in Annex 6.
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Figure 05: Number of avifauna and mammal
species reported in the region of project area
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Avifauna and mammals – Buenos Aires
Farm MG02 Unit
Avifauna: 159 bird species registered,
distributed into 43 families.
Among them, six are endangered species in
Minas Gerais State: Rhea (Rhea americana),
Platalea ajaja, Mycteria americana, Ara
ararauna, Culicivora caudacuta and Sicalis
flaveola.
Moreover, 4 Cerrado endemisms were found
(SILVA, 1995c): (Antilophia galeata),
(Cyanocorax cristatellus), (Charitospiza
eucosma) and (Saltator atricollis).
Mammals: 29 mammal species registered,
including 2 endangered species: the
Tamandua tetradactyla and the lobo-guará
(Chrysocyon brachyurus).
Avifauna and mammals – Jacaré/Riachão
Farm MG03 Unit
Avifauna: 172 bird species registered,
distributed into 40 families. Among the 172
birds, 6 are endangered species: Rhea (Rhea
americana), Platalea ajaja, Mycteria
americana, Ara ararauna, Culicivora
caudacuta and Sicalis flaveola.
Among the endemic birds, it is mentioned:
Antilophia galeata, Cyanocorax cristatellus,
Charitospiza eucosma and Saltator atricollis
Mammals: 36 mammal species registered,
including 9 at some level of risk or relevancy
in Minas Gerais or Brazil:

Myrmecophaga tridactyla; Tamandua
tetradactyla, Cabassous sp.; Chrysocyon
brachyurus; Leopardus pardalis; Puma
concolor; Tapirus terrestris; Tayassu pecari;
Phyllomys brasiliensis.
Avifauna and mammals – Buriti Grande
Farm MG04 Unit
Avifauna: 174 bird species registered,
distributed into 39 families. Important to
note that the Platalea ajaja and Ara
ararauna are endangered species in Minas
Gerais.
The Hylocryptus rectirostris, Antilophia
galeata, Cyanocorax cristatellus,
Charitospiza eucosma and the Saltator
atricollis are endemic birds of the cerrado
region.
Mammals: 38 mammal species registered,
including 9 species at some level of risk or
relevancy: Myrmecophaga tridactyla;
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㠽㘃:174 ⒳߇⊓㍳ޔ39 ♽⛔ߦಽ㘃ࠫࠬ࠽ࡒޕ
ࠚࠗࠬᎺߢߪ Platalea ajaja ߣ Ara
araraunaߪ⛘Ṍߩෂᯏߦἄߒߡࠆޕ

ylocryptus rectirostris, Antilophia galeata,
Cyanocorax cristatellus, Charitospiza
eucosma ߣ Saltator atricollis
ູ㘃:38 ⒳㘃߇⊓㍳ߐࠇߡ߅ࠅߘߩౝߩ 9 ⒳
㘃Myrmecophaga tridactyla; Tamandua
tetradactyla, Cabassous sp.; Chrysocyon
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Tamandua tetradactyla, Cabassous sp.;
Chrysocyon brachyurus; Leopardus pardalis;
Puma concolor; Tapirus terrestris; Tayassu
pecari; Phyllomys brasiliensis.
Source: Social and Environmental
Development Administration, Plantar S/A
A.5.3. Species and varieties selected for the
proposed A/R CDM project activity:
Eucalyptus spp: The project plantations are
implemented with hybrid clones of

Eucalyptus urophyla, Eucalyptus Grandis
and Eucalyptus camaldulensis.

The choice of species is aimed at achieving
the highest productivity of sustainable
biomass in order to accomplish
self-sufficiency of charcoal consumption in
the project’s pig iron mill demanding the
smaller land possible.
Therefore, mainly Eucalyptus Urograndis
hybrid cloned sprouts are used in the
establishment of the project plantations.

brachyurus; Leopardus pardalis; Puma
concolor; Tapirus terrestris; Tayassu pecari;
Phyllomys brasiliensis.߇৻ቯࡌ࡞ߩ⛘Ṍෂ
ᗋߩ⁁ᘒߦࠆޕ
ౖ㧦 Social and Environmental
Development Administration, Plantar S/A
A.5.3.A/R CDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߢ↪ࠆ᮸⒳ߦ
ߟߡ:
࡙ࠞ⒳㧦ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߢߪ࡙࡙ࠞ
ࡠࡈࠖ ޔࠬࠖ࠺ࡦ࡙ࠣࠞޔ࡙߮
ࠞ ࠞࡑ࡞࠼ࡦࠪࠬߩࡂࠗࡉ࠶࠼ࠢࡠ
ࡦࠍᬀ᮸ߒߡࠆޕ
᮸⒳ߩㆬᛯߢߪޔ㌉㋕↢↥ߢᔅⷐߥᧁߩᶖ⾌
㊂ࠍ⾔߁ߚߌߛࠆ߈ߢޔዊ㕙Ⓧߢޔᜬ⛯น⢻
ߥࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ㜞↢↥ᕈࠍߟߎߣߦ㊀ὐࠍ
⟎ߡࠆޕ
ߘߩߚ ޔਥߦ࡙࡙ࠞࡠࠣࡦ࠺ࠖࠬ
ߩࡂࠗࡉ࠶࠼ࠢࡠࡦ⧣߇ᬀᨋߦ↪ࠄࠇ
ࠆޕ
A.5.4.ᧄA/R CDMᵴേߢណ↪੍ቯߩᛛⴚ

A.5.4. Technology to be employed by the
proposed A/R CDM project activity:
The proposed A/R CDM project activity
relies on sustainable production practices
and advanced plantation technology
developed by the project entity.
The plantations are managed using
sustainable management practices under
the Forestry Stewardship Council
certification or other certified quality
management systems.
13/133
The production of cloned sprouts in
large-scale nurseries and localized irrigation
systems are designed to make the use of
water and other inputs more efficient.

ᧄA/R CDMᵴേߪᜬ⛯⊛ߥ↢↥ታ❣ߣࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ߇⊒ዷޔᡷ⦟ߒߚㅧᨋᛛⴚࠍၮߦ
ታᣉߔࠆޕ
ࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߪ FSCߩ⸽ࠪࠬ࠹ࡓ߽ޔ
ߒߊߪઁߩຠ⾰▤ℂ⸽ࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߩਅߢᜬ⛯⊛
ߥ▤ℂᣇᴺߦࠃࠅㆇ༡ߐࠇࠆޕ

The fire protection policies and
infra-structure and the setting aside of
preservation areas enhance the biodiversity
of the project area (more than 8 000 hectares
are set aside for conservation purposes).
The following features illustrate the
technology employed by the proposed A/R
project activity:
Research and Development: The project
entity has established a research and
development program aimed at providing
high-yielding eucalyptus clones.
With the objective of producing quality and
productive sprouts, empirical field
experiments are conducted using advanced

13/133
᳓߿ߘߩઁߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦᛩߐࠇࠆ߽ߩ߇
ࠃࠅല₸⊛ߦߊࠃ߁ߩ⧣ࡦࡠࠢޔᄢⷙᮨߥ
⧣ᐥߢߩ⢒ᚑߣ㓸ਛ⊛ߥἠṴࠪࠬ࠹ࡓ߇⸘↹ޔ
⸳⸘ߐࠇࠆޕ
㒐Ἣኻ╷ߣࠗࡦࡈࠬ࠻ࠢ࠴ࡖ⼔ޔ
ߩ⸳ቯ㧔ో⋡⊛ߩߚߦ 8,000ha એ߇⸳ቯ
ߐࠇߡࠆ㧕ߦࠃࠅߩࠕࠛ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᄙ
᭽ᕈ߇ะߔࠆޕ
એਅߩ․ᓽ߇ᧄA/Rᵴേߢขࠅࠇࠆᛛⴚߩ⺑
ߣߥࠆޕ
⎇ⓥߣ㐿⊒ ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߪબណ㊂ߩ
ᄙ࡙ࠞࡂࠗࡉ࠶࠼ࠢࡠࡦߩ⎇ⓥ㐿⊒
ࡊࡠࠣࡓࠍ┙ߜߍߚޕ
⾰߇ࠃߊ↢↥ᕈߩ㜞⧣ᧁ↢↥ࠍ⋡⊛ߣߒߚࡈ
ࠖ࡞࠼ߩታ⸽ታ㛎߇ޔㅴᱠ⊛ߥ⑼ቇ⸘↹᩺ߦ
ᓥታᣉߐࠇࠆޕ
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scientific protocols.
The rigorous selection process and
propagation methods assure the production
of quality cloned sprouts for plantation
purposes..
Figure 06 and Figure 07 illustrate the
large-scale greenhouses and scientific
nursery management processes.
Figure 06: Clonal garden used in the
selection and propagation of Eucalyptus
clones.

෩ߒㆬቯᚻ㗅ߣჇᱺᣇᴺߦࠃߞߡޔㅧᨋߩߚ
ߩ⾰ߩ㜞⧣ᧁ↢↥߇⸽ߐࠇࠆޕ
࿑ 06 ߣ 07 ߪᄢⷙᮨߥ᷷ቶ߅ࠃ߮⑼ቇ⊛ߥ⧣ᐥ
▤ℂߩ౮⌀ߢࠆޕ
࿑ 06㧦࡙ࠞࠢࡠࡦߩㆬᛮߣ⢒ᚑߢ↪
ࠄࠇࠆࠢࡠࡦߩ⧣ᐥ

Reproduction of cloned sprouts:
Mini-sprouts are selected from sprout
matrices, developed in the field experiments,
and propagated in a plantation nursery that
is fully equipped with clone gardens, water
recycling devices and greenhouses with
electronic controls for temperature and
moisture.
The production process of one sprout takes
approximately 100 days.
After this period of time, the sprouts are
taken to the field for planting.
Planting process: The planting process
involves minimum cultivation techniques,
which minimizes soil impacts and optimizes
the use of water.
Fertilizers, herbicides and pest control
substances are used as per recommended
silviculture practices.
A summary of the planting process and its
basic activities are listed below:
a) The selection of the area to be planted;
b) Division of stands and fire breaks;
c) Area cleaning;
d) Ant prevention;
e) Soil preparation;

ࠢࡠࡦ⧣ᧁߩ❥ᱺ㧦⧘ߩ⚦⢩㑆⾰߆ࠄߩ⧘
ߩㆬቯߩߢ࠼࡞ࠖࡈޔታ⸽⊛ߦ⢒ᚑߡߒߘޔ
ࠢࡠࡦߩ⧣⇌ޔ᳓ᓴⅣࠪࠬ࠹ࡓޔ᷷ᐲޔḨᐲ
ߩ㔚േᠲߩน⢻ߥ᷷ቶߩᢛߞߚࡊࡦ࠹ࠪ
࡚ࡦߩ⧣ᐥߢჇᱺߐߖࠆޕ

߭ߣߟߩ⧘ࠍ⢒ߡࠆߩߦ߅ࠃߘ 100 ᣣࠍⷐߔ
ࠆޕ
ߘߩᓟࡈࠖ࡞࠼ߦᬀ߃ઃߌࠍⴕ߁ޕ
ᬀ᮸ߩᚻ㗅㧦ᬀ᮸ߩ㓙ߦߪფ߳ߩᓇ㗀ࠍᦨ
ዊ㒢ߦᛥ߃ޔ᳓ߩ↪ࠍല₸ൻߔࠆߚߩᦨዊ
㒢ߩ㐿ნߩᛛⴚ߇ᔅⷐߣߥࠆޕ
⢈ᢱޔ㒰⨲ߣ∛⯻ኂ▤ℂߩߚߩ⮎ຠߪផᅑ
ߐࠇࠆᬀᨋታ〣ᣇᴺߦᓥ߁ޕ
ᬀ᮸ߩᚻ㗅߅ࠃ߮ߘߩၮᧄ⊛ߥᵴേߪએਅߩㅢ
ࠅ㧦
a) ᬀᨋߔࠆ႐ᚲߩㆬቯ㧧
b) ᨋಽߣ㒐ἫᏪߩಽ㧧
c) ਅಿࠅ㧧
d) Ⳟߩ੍㒐㧧
e) ᜥ߃㧧
㧙 ⢈ᢱ
㧙 ᬀ߃ઃߌࠗࡦߩቯߣࠗࡦࠅ
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f㧕ᬀᨋ

- Fertilization
- Definition and digging of planting lines
f) Planting
Harvesting Process: Plantar adopts the full
harvesting for its harvesting activities,
which is completely mechanized.
The harvesting process occurs with the use
of a tractor called feller.
14/133
Dragging of the cut trees out of the stand is
executed with a skidder.
Slashing of trees, which consists of the
slashing the merchantable volume of the
tree, is executed with a machine called
“Garra Traçadora” (Slasher Claw).
These three harvesting operation activities
occur in the following order:
1) Harvesting;
2) Dragging;

ⓠᚻ㗅㧦Plantarߪో㕙⊛ߦᯏ᪾ൻߒߚબ
ណᣇᴺࠍណ↪ߒߡࠆޕ
બណߦߪࡈࠚࡃࡦ࠴ࡖࠍ↪ࠆޕ
14/133
બណߒߚᧁ᧚ࠍᨋಽߩᄖߦㆇ߮ߔ㓙ߪࠬࠠ࠶
࠳ࠍ↪ࠆޕ
ᬺ᧚ߩᨑᛄ₹ಾࠅߪࠟ࠻ࠨ࠼
(Slasher Claw)㧦ࠣ࠶ࡊ࡞࠰ߣ߫ࠇࠆᯏ
᧚ߦࠃߞߡⴕࠊࠇࠆޕ
ⓠᬺߩᚻ㗅ߪᰴߩㅢࠅߢࠆޕ
1) બណ㧧
2) 㓸᧚㧧
3) ᨑᛄ₹ಾࠅ㧧

3) Slashing
There’s a specific SOP for harvesting and it
doesn’t consider any pre-harvest thinning.

ⓠߦߪ․ቯߩᬺᚻ㗅߇ࠅޔⓠ೨ߩ㑆બ
ߪ৻ಾⴕࠊࠇߥޕ

Figure 07: Greenhouse for the project
activity

࿑ 07㧦ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦ↪ࠆ᷷ቶ

Figure 08: Fire watch-tower model

࿑ 08㧦㒐ἫႡߩ৻
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Productivity management practices is
implemented to ensure that the expected
production results are monitored since the
first planting months in a scientifically
devised inventory system.
The survival rates of plantings are
monitored. Whenever early results indicate
lower survival rates, the affected areas are
replanted.
To minimize the risk of fires, the project
entity maintains ongoing vigilance at
strategically located fire-watch towers.

ᬀ᮸ߩ 1 ࡩ⋡߆ࠄ⑼ޔቇ⊛ߥࠗࡦࡌࡦ࠻
ࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߦࠃࠅࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߐࠇࠆ੍᷹↢↥㜞
ࠍ⏕ߔࠆߚߦ↥↢ޔᕈ▤ℂ߇ߥߐࠇࠆޕ

⧣ᧁߩ↢ሽ₸߇ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߐࠇࠆޕૐߩ↢
ሽ₸߇␜ߐࠇࠆߣߦߥࠎߤޔᣧᤨᦼߢ߽ߘࠇ
ࠄߩࠛࠕߪౣᬀᨋߐࠇࠆޕ

Fire monitoring is conducted in conjunction
Figure 08).
with fire-fighting brigades (F
Quality management system: Operations
are fully integrated into the project entity’s
quality management system, which follows
ISO 9001 standards.
Each operational procedure is registered,
described and monitored as per norms and
standard operational procedures.
Social and environmental aspects are
managed by a specific department within
the project entity in order to ensure
compliance with legislation, corporate
principles, and forestry certification schemes
(details on social and environmental
management outlined in Sections F, G and in
Annex 6).
A.5.5. Transfer of technology/know-how, if
applicable:
Since the proposed A/R activity relies on the
know-how and technology developed by the
project entity in Brazil, it has not required
transfer of technology from Annex 1
countries to Brazil.
However, the project may result in the
transfer of the applied technology for
non-Annex1 countries with a substantial
potential of implementing similar CDM
project activities, especially in Africa, other
parts of Latin America and Southeast Asia.
A.5.6. Proposed measures to be implemented
to minimize potential leakage:
In this project activity, leakage is assumed to
occur as a result of increased emissions
measurable and attributable to the project
activity from fossil fuel combustion (mobile
combustion) outside the project boundary.
The project entity has made all efforts to
minimize the leakage associated with the

Ἣἴߩෂ㒾ᕈࠍᦨዊ㒢ߦߣߤࠆߚߦࡠࡊޔ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߪߩ▚⸘ޔߚࠇߐ⟎⸳ޔ㒐Ἣ
ႡߢᏱᤨἫἴ߳ߩ⼊ᚓᘒࠍᢝߡࠆޕ
Ἣἴߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߪᶖ㒐࿅ߣหߢⴕ߁ޕ
(࿑ 08)
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ࡦߪޔISO9001 ߩၮḰߦᴪߞߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ታᣉߩຠ⾰▤ℂࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߦቢోߦ⛔วߐࠇߡ
ࠆޕ
ฦࠝࡍ࡚ࠪࡦߪߘߩⷙቯߣᮡḰ⊛ߥᚻ㗅ߦ
ᓥ⊓ޔ㍳ޕࠆࠇߐࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔ⺑⸃ޔ
ᴺޔળ␠ⷙ⚂߮ᨋ⸽ࠪࠬ࠹ࡓࠍㆩߔ
ࠆߚ␠ޔળ⊛ޔⅣႺ⊛ߥ㕙ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ታᣉߩਛߩ৻ㇱ㐷ߦࠃߞߡ▤ℂߐࠇࠆޕ㧔
࡚ࠢࠪࡦF, G߅ࠃ߮Annex6 ߦ␠ળޔⅣႺ▤ℂ
ߦ㑐ߔࠆ⚦߇ࠆ㧕
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ߺ㧕㧦
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ൻߔࠆߚߩኻ╷
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transportation of personnel.
15/133
Transportation policy is based on the use of
large buses in order to keep the number of
smaller vehicles to the minimum.

ദജࠍߒߚޕ
15/133
ャㅍᚻᲑߪゞਔߩᢙࠍᦨዊ㒢ߦᛥ߃ࠆߚߦၮ
ᧄ⊛ߦᄢဳࡃࠬࠍ↪ߔࠆޕ

In addition, the project proponent does not
own live stocks and the lands acquired to
establish the project activity were already on
sale.
All these measures adopted by the Plantar
Carbon team and the World Bank Carbon
Finance Unit followed the good practices on
CDM project design and implementation in
order to minimize leakage.

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߪኅ⇓ࠍߒߡ߅ࠄߕࡊޔ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ↪߽ߔߢߦᄁළਛߣߥߞߡ
ࠆޕ

As a result, there is no leakage due to
activity displacement once there were no
households or livestock displacement
attributable to the establishment of the
project activity.
Following the leakage provisions of the
approved methodology AR-AM0005, below it
is presented the results of the leakage
assessment.

Plantar Carbon ࠴ࡓߣ⇇㌁ⴕCarbon
Finance Unit߇ណ↪ߒߚߎࠇࠄߩߔߴߡߩኻ╷
ߪCDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻⸘↹߅ࠃ߮ታᣉߦ㑐ߔ
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ߔࠆ㗄⋡ߦᓥޔਅ⸥ߦࠤࠫ⺞ᩏߩ⚿ᨐ
ࠍ⸥ߔޕ

Increase in emissions from fossil fuel
combustion

ൻ⍹ΆᢱߩΆߦࠃࠆឃ㊂ߩჇട

The forms of leakage from the project are
due to travel of project personnel and
transportation of cloned sprouts, fertilizers,
labor, staff and harvested wood outside the
project area.
This leakage is accounted in the project
while estimating the net GHG removals by
sinks from the project (see below for the
parameters used for calculating leakage).
Leakage calculations consider emissions
from transport of cloned sprouts from the
clone gardens to the project sites, transport
of harvested wood products to wood
processing facility, transport of fertilizers
from the sale point to the project sites and
transport of labor force to the A/R site.
The emissions from field inspections and
monitoring were also considered.
Emissions due to travel of project personnel
and transportation of fertilizers outside the
project are estimated following the
procedures similar to GHG emissions from
fossil fuel sources by taking into account the
distance traveled and fuel consumed by the
project personnel for travel outside the
project.
The IPCC default emission factors for diesel
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ャㅍߦࠃࠆឃ㊂ߪߩ࠻ࠗࠨ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᄖ
ߢߩⴕ〒㔌ߣᶖ⾌Άᢱ߆ࠄ▚ߐࠇࠆൻ⍹Ά
ᢱ߆ࠄߩGHGឃ㊂ߩ⸘▚ᚻ㗅ߣห᭽ߩᣇᴺ
ߢ▚ߐࠇࠆޕ

IPCCߩ࠺ࠖ࡞Άᢱ߮ࠟ࠰ࡦߩ࠺ࡈࠜ
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and gasoline were also taken into account.
The ex ante calculation details are provided,
following the methodology in section D.2 of
this PDD.

࡞࠻ឃଥᢙ߽⠨ᘦߐࠇࠆޕ
೨ߩផ⸘ߩ⚦߇ᧄޔPDDߩ࡚ࠢࠪࡦD.2
ߩᣇᴺ⺰ߦᓥޔ㐿␜ߐࠇࠆޕ

Activity Displacement

ᵴേߩ⒖ォ
Plantarߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ㐿ᆎᤨࠃࠅ⚻ޔᷣᵴ
േߣᏪߩ⒖ォߦࠃࠆࠤࠫ⊒↢ࠍ㒐ߋߚ
ߦࠫࠤߩ⥄⁛ޔኻ╷ࠍណߞߚޕ

This policy restricts the purchase of lands to
those that were already for sale in the
market. Therefore, the decision to sell the
land it is not attributable to the project
activity establishment.
Evidences provided by the previous owners
demonstrate that they had placed their land
for sale independently and prior to this
project entity’s interest for the land11.

ኻ╷ߣߒߡޔᣢߦᄁࠅߦߐࠇߡࠆߩ⾼
ࠍ㒢ߒߡࠆߚߩߘޕ߇ᄁࠄࠇࠃ߁
ߣߒߡ߽ߘࠇߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦࠃࠆ߽ߩߢ
ߪߥޕ

Since its project implementation Plantar has
adopted an internal policy to prevent
leakage due to the displacement of economic
activities/household displacement.

The project proponent’s policy was revised
the World Bank’s Prototype Carbon Fund
and accepted by SGS’s initial verification as
a leakage prevention activity.
Aiming to evaluate and confirm leakage
prevention policy effectiveness, the project
entity have recently prepared and applied a
structured questionnaire among the
previous owners of the project lands.
11 All previous landowners have confirmed in
writing that the land was already for sale
and the value of land would not be used for
deforestation anywhere else.
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The answers confirmed that there is no
leakage measurable and attributable to the
implementation of the project activity12.
The table below shows summary results on
the main points related to the leakage
assessment based on the items provided in
the approved methodology AR-AM0005 and
also based on the EB 39, Annex 12, version
02 of A/R Tool of “Estimation of GHG
emissions related to displacement of grazing
activities in A/R CDM project activity”:
12 The answers were confirmed and signed
by the previous landowners.

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ߇એ೨ߩᚲ⠪ߩ
ߦ⥝ࠍ␜ߔ೨߆ࠄޔᣢߦ⥄ࠄߩᗧᕁߢࠍ
ᄁࠅߦߒߡߚߣ߁ᓐࠄ⥄りߩ⸽⸒߇ࠆ
11ޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߩⷙቯ߇⇇㌁ⴕߩࡊࡠ࠻
࠲ࠗࡊ⚛ၮ㊄ߦࠃࠅᡷ⸓ߐࠇࠫࠤޔ㒐
ᱛ╷ߣߒߡSGSߩೋᦼᬌ⸽ࠍฃߌߚޕ
ࠤࠫ㒐ᱛ╷ߩലᨐࠍ⹏ଔߚࠆߔ⏕ޔ
ߦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߪ♽⊛ߥ⾰ᦠࠍᚑ
ߒ೨ߩᚲ⠪ߦ࿁╵ࠍଐ㗬ߒߚޕ
11 એ೨ߩᚲ⠪ߪోຬޔᣢߦߪᄁළ
ਛߢߞߚߎߣߣߩߤޔଔ୯ߩૐ߽બណ
ߐࠇࠆߎߣߪߥߢࠈ߁ߎߣࠍ⏕ߒߚޕ

16/133
࿁╵߆ࠄ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߩታᣉߦᓇ㗀ߩ
ࠆ⸘ޔ᷹น⢻ߥࠤࠫߪߥߎߣ߇⏕ߐ
ࠇߚ 12ޕ
ਅߩߪޔᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰AR㧙AM0005 ߣ
EB39ޔAnnex12, “A/R CDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ
ߦ߅ߌࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ೨ߩ’ᵴേߩ⒖ォ
ߦ࿃ߔࠆGHGឃ㊂ߩჇടߩផ⸘”࠷࡞ޔ
ࡃ࡚ࠫࡦ 02 ߦ߅ߌࠆࠤࠫ⺞ᩏߩ㊀ⷐ
ὐߩ⚿ᨐⷐߢࠆޕ
12

࿁╵ߪએ೨ߩᚲ⠪ߦࠃߞߡ⏕⟑ޔ
ฬߐࠇߚޕ
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Was the previous owner interested in selling the land
before the project entity’s offer?
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ⠪߆ࠄߩឭ᩺߇ࠆ೨߆ࠄᄁළߔࠆ⠨߃
߇ߞߚ߆ޕ
How many people lived in the land?
ߘߩߦฬੱ߇ࠎߢࠆ߆ޕ
Was there fuel wood collection for cooking or energy
demand?
⺞ℂ߿Άᢱߩߚߩ⮌᧚ߩ㓸ߪⴕࠊࠇߡߚ߆ޕ
What was the fuel wood consumption? (m3/year)
⮌᧚ߩᐕ㑆ᶖ⾌㊂ߪߊࠄ߆ޕ
What was the source of the fuel wood?
⮌᧚ߩේ᧚ᢱߪ߆ޕ
Where the households moved to?
ੱߪߤߎ߳ᒁߞߒߚ߆ޕ
What is the fuel wood consumption in the new residence?
(m3/year)
ᣂߒዬߢߩ⮌᧚ᶖ⾌㊂ߪޕ
What is the source of the fuel wood?
⮌᧚ߩේ᧚ᢱߪ߆ޕ

Sale reason ᄁළ⋡⊛

Questions
⾰
Acquisition date ࠺࠲࿁ᣣ
Area (ha)  㕙Ⓧ(ha)
Farm name ᬀᨋฬ
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Figure 09: Survey results for leakage prevention.
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26/03/2001
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ᬺߩᄌᦝߩ
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Answers ࿁╵
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࿑ 09㧦ࠤࠫ㒐ᱛߦ㑐ߔࠆ⺞ᩏ⚿ᨐ

ᱷ᧚ޔᨗᱫᧁ

30

ㄘᏪ

ᱷ᧚ޔᨗᱫᧁ

50

yes

12

Area 5
24/05/2005
703.45
Vitória e
Guariba
ઁߩߦ⥝
߇ߞߚߚ

yes
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N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Were there grazing animals in the area where the
animals were displaced to?
ኅ⇓ߩ⒖ォ႐ᚲߦ’ߐࠇߡࠆኅ⇓߇ߚ߆ޕ
How many?
㗡ߚ߆ޕ

N/A

N/A

What is the area (ha) where the animals were displaced
to?
ኅ⇓ࠍ⒖ォߐߖߚߩ㕙Ⓧߪ㧫
Was there any kind of deforestation caused by animals’
displacement?
ኅ⇓ࠍ⒖ォߐߖߚߎߣߦࠃߞߡࠄ߆ߩᒻߢᨋᷫዋ߇
ߎߞߚ߆ޕ

ᄁළߒߚ

ᄁළߒߚ

N/A

17

6,500

N/A

yes

yes

In case of displacement of the grazing animals, what is
the land category where the animals were displaced to?
’ኅ⇓ࠍ⒖ォߐߖߚ႐วߩߤޔ↪ࠞ࠹ࠧߩ
ߦ⒖ォߐߖߚ߆ޕ

Were there grazing animals in the land at the time of
transaction?
ᄁළߔࠆ㓙ߘߩߦ’ኅ⇓߇ߚ߆ޕ
How many?
㗡ᚲߒߡߚ߆ޕ
What was done with the grazing animals?
ߘࠇࠄߩኅ⇓ߪߤ߁ߒߚ߆ޕ

N/A

no

no

64

’⨲

⒖ォߐߖߚ

80

yes

4,000

yes

no

8,000

native (40%)
’⨲(0%)

(40%)

N/A

no

no

500

native(20%)
’⨲(80%)

(70%)

ዼᲕߒߚ
(30%)
⒖ォߐߖߚ

ᄁළߒߚ (60%)
⒖ォߐߖߚ

500

yes

8,000

yes
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Based on the answers stated in the
questionnaires, all acquisitions were initially
motivated by the previous owners’ intention
to sell the land before the project entity
offers, thus there is no leakage measurable
and attributable to the project activity.

19/133
ࠕࡦࠤ࠻ߩ⸥⚿ᨐ߆ࠄ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታ
ᣉ߆ࠄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩឭ᩺߇ࠆ೨߆ࠄ
ᚲ⠪߇⥄ࠄߩᗧᔒߢࠍᄁࠅߦߒߡ
ߚߎߣ߇ⵣߠߌࠄࠇࠆࠚࠫࡠࡊޔߡߞࠃޕ
ࠢ࠻ᵴേߦᏫߔࠆࠤࠫߪߥޕ

This reconfirms the evidences revised by the
World Bank and verified by SGS previously,
and as per the approved methodology that no
leakage activity due to the activity
displacement shall be considered to the
project activity if leakage prevention
activities are implemented as part of the
project implementation and evidences are
provided.
Furthermore, even if it was required to
identify emissions from the activity
displacement, as per the evidences no
deforestation took place on the lands where
the animals were displaced to and the
consumption of fuel wood decreased after the
project establishment.
In addition, the above mentioned A/R tool is
not mandatory to the chosen methodology.
However, if the project entity had applied this
tool, based on the questionnaire answers it is
concluded the following:

ߎߩߎߣ߆ࠄޔએ೨ߦ⇇㌁ⴕߦࠃߞߡᡷ
⸓ޔSGS ߦᬌ⸽ߐࠇߚ⸽߇ⵣઃߌࠄࠇ߹ޔ
ߚޔᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߦ⸥タߩࠆࠤ“ޔ
ࠫߩ੍㒐ᵴേ߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ৻ㇱߣߒߡታ
ᣉߐࠇ⸽ߔ␜ࠍࠇߘޔ߇ឭߐࠇߚ႐ว
ߦޔᵴേߩ⒖േߦ߁ࠤࠫߩ⊒↢ߪࡊ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ৻ㇱߣߒߡ⠨ᘦߐࠇࠆ”ߣ
߁㗄⋡߽ࠢࠕߢ߈ࠆޕ

Total number of head animal before the
project establishment: 15 09713
Total number of head animal sold: 11 317
(no leakage)
Total number of head animal slaughtered:
150 (no leakage)
Total number of head animal displaced:

ᦝߦޔᵴേߩ⒖ォߦ߁ឃߩ⊒↢Ḯߩ․ቯ
ࠍ᳞ࠄࠇߚߣߒߡ߽ޔኅ⇓߇⒖ォߐߖࠄࠇ
ߚ႐ᚲߢߩᨋߩᷫዋ߇ߥߊ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
㐿ᆎᓟ߆ࠄ⮌᧚ߩ↪ߪᷫߞߡࠆߣ߁
⸽߇ࠆޕ
߹ߚޔ⸥ߩ A/R ࠷࡞ߪㆬᛯߒߚᣇᴺ⺰ߢ
ᔅߕߒ߽ᔅⷐߢࠆࠊߌߢߪߥޕ
ߒ߆ߒ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊߒ߽ޔታᣉ߇ߎߩ࠷
࡞ࠍ↪ߡߚ႐วߩ࠻ࠤࡦࠕޔ࿁╵ߦၮ
ߡޔਅ⸥ߩࠃ߁ߦ⚿⺰ߠߌࠄࠇߡߚߛࠈ
߁ޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߩోኅ⇓ᢙ㧦15,097 㗡
13

ᄁළߐࠇߚኅ⇓ᢙ㧦11,317 㗡(ࠤࠫߥ
ߒ㧕
ዼᲕߒߚኅ⇓ᢙ㧦150 㗡㧔ࠤࠫߥߒ㧕
⒖ォߐࠇߚኅ⇓ᢙ㧦
㧔3,200 + 350 + 80㧕= 3,630

(3 200 + 350 + 80) = 3 630
Number of head animal in the area where
the cattle were displacement to: 4 000
Specific original land area occupied by the
displaced animals:

⇓‐߇⒖ォߐࠇߚ႐ᚲߦߚኅ⇓ᢙ㧦4,000
⒖ォߒߚኅ⇓ߦභߐࠇߡߚ㕙Ⓧ㧦
(3,101.95 + 492.42 + 67.76) = 3,662.12

(3 101.95 + 492.42 + 67.76) = 3 662.12
Total area where the animals were displaced
to: 8 564
Quantity of animals per hectare (grazing
intensity) before displacement:
(3 630 / 3 662.12) = 0.99
Quantity of animals per hectare (grazing
intensity) after displacement:
(4 000 + 3 630/ 8 564) = 0.89

ኅ⇓߇⒖ォߐࠇߚ႐ᚲߩో㕙Ⓧ㧦8,564
 ⒖ ォ ೨ ߩ 1ha ਛ ߩ ኅ ⇓ ᢙ (  ’ ᒝ ᐲ ) 㧦
(3,630/3,662.12) = 0.99
⒖ォᓟߩ 1ha ߚࠅߩኅ⇓ᢙ(’ᒝᐲ)㧦
(4,000 + 3,630/8,564) = 0.89
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Considering that the quantity of displaced
animals per hectare had decreased, thus
there is no overgrazing and consequently no
leakage from displacement of grazing
activities.
Based on the above mentioned leakage
prevention procedures, it is not identified any
displacement of economic activities nor
households attributable to the project
activity.
Hence, no leakage emissions measurable and
attributable to the project activity was
identified due to displacement of economic
activities to areas outside the project that
lead to deforestation and land use change for
agriculture/non-agricultural purposes,
harvest of fuel wood for meeting domestic
energy needs, and use of lands as pastures for
grazing/fodder collection.

Market Leakage

⒖ォᓟߩ 1ha ߚࠅߩኅ⇓ᢙ߇ᷫߞߚߎߣ߆
ࠄޔㆊ’ߪߐࠇߡ߅ࠄߕޔ’ᵴേߩ⒖ォ
ߦࠃࠆࠤࠫߩ⊒↢ߪߥߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇ
ࠆޕ
ㅀߒߚࠤ੍ࠫ㒐ᚻ㗅ߦᓥ߁ߣࡠࡊޔ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ේ࿃ߣߥࠆ⚻ᷣᵴേ߿Ꮺߩ
⒖ォߪࠄࠇߥޕ
ࠃߞߡޔᨋߩᷫዋ߿ㄘᬺ/㕖ㄘᬺ↪ߩߚ
ߩ↪ߩᄌൻޔኅߢ↪ߔࠆ⮌᧚ߩ㔛
ⷐࠍḩߚߔߚߩબណޔ’߿㘺⪲㓸ߩߚ
ߩߩ↪╬ߦߟߥ߇ࠆ⚻ᷣᵴേߩ⒖ォ
ߦࠃࠆࠤࠫߩឃߪࠄࠇߥ߆ߞ
ߚޕ

ࡑࠤ࠶࠻ࠤࠫ
CDM A/R ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦᓇ㗀ࠍฃߌߚࡑࠤ
࠶࠻ߦࠃࠅᄌേߔࠆຠߩ㔛ⷐଏ⛎߿୯Ბߥ
ߤ߇ේ࿃ߢ࠳ࡦ࠙ࡃޔᄖߦ߅ߡ GHG
ឃߩჇടࠍߊࡑࠤ࠶࠻ࠤࠫߦߟ
ߡߦࠫࠤ࠻࠶ࠤࡑޔ㑐ߔࠆࠟࠗ࠳
ࡦࠬ (EB 28, paragraph 33, page 1)ߦࠃࠆ
ߣޔℂળߪࡑࠤ࠶࠻ࠤࠫࠍ A/R ࡌ
ࠬࠗࡦ߮ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰ߢࠞ࠙ࡦ
࠻ߐࠇࠆߴ߈ߢߥߣ߁วᗧߦ㆐ߒߡ
ࠆޕ
13Landsat ߩ↹ߢߪ 5 ߟߩᬀᨋߩ⨲ߩ㕙
Ⓧߪ 12,000ha ߢࠆࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔࠅࠃࠇߎޕ
࠻ࠛࠕߩᧄ᧪ߩ᧦ઙߪ 1ha ߚࠅ 1.25 㗡ߩ
’ᒝᐲߣߥࠆޕ

According to the guidance related to market
leakage (EB 28, paragraph 33, page 1), the
Board agreed that “market leakage”, which
may include the increase in GHG emissions
occurring outside the project boundary,
attributable to effects of price, supply or
demand of goods affected by the market
impact of the CDM A/R project activity, shall
not be accounted for in A/R baseline and
monitoring methodologies.
13 Based on the Landsat images the total
grassland area of the 5 farms areas is above
12000 hectares. Therefore, the preexistent
conditions of the project areas indicate a
grazing intensity of around 1.25 cattle heads
per hectare.
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Also, according to AR-AM0005 the market
effects of A/R CDM project activities will be
ignored due to its improbable significance
even for large-scale project activities14.

A.6. Description of legal title to the land,
current land tenure and rights to tCERs /
lCERs issued for the proposed A/R CDM
project activity:
All project lands are owned by the project
entity and are legally registered in
accordance with applicable land-tenure and
Brazilian legislation.
Registries were presented to the DOE.
A.7. Assessment of the eligibility of the land:
The land eligibility assessment of the project

20/133
߹ߚޔA/R-AM0005 ࠃࠅޔA/R CDM ᵴേߩᏒ
႐߳ߩᓇ㗀ߪޔᵴേ߇ᄢⷙᮨߥ߽ߩߢߞߚ
ߣߒߡ߽ᓸዋߢࠅᗧߣߪߺߥߐࠇߥߛ
ࠈ߁ 14ޕ
A.6. ߩᴺ⊛ᮭߩⴕޔߣᧄ
A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߢ⊒ⴕߐࠇࠆ tCERs/
lCERs ߦኻߔࠆᮭߦߟߡ
ోߡߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታ
ᣉߦࠃߞߡᚲߐࠇߡ߅ࠅޔᚲߦ㑐
ߔࠆᴺߦၮ߈⊓㍳ߐࠇߡࠆޕ
⊓㍳★ߪ DOE ߦឭߐࠇߚޕ
A.7. ㆡᩰᕈ⺞ᩏ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߩㆡᩰᕈ⺞ᩏߪ
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area followed the provisions of Annex 18, EB
35 (version 1 of the “P
Procedures to
demonstrate the eligibility of lands for
afforestation and reforestation CDM project
activities”) and it was based on data collected
and analyzed by a third party forester expert
report15.
In compliance with the Brazilian
DNA/UNFCCC regulations, this project
activity eligibility assessment adopted the
definition of forest as a minimum tree crown
cover value of 30 %, a minimum land area
value of 1.0 hectare, with trees with the
potential to reach a minimum height of 5
meters in maturity.
The goal of the survey was to identify the
type of vegetation existing in the years 1989
and 2000, seeking past information through
the use of remotely sensed data and data
collected from the field.
The study assessed and mapped the land use
and cover the project boundary, using the
decision tree algorithm and a database
consisting of Landsat images taken at two
different times as well as images derived
from information extraction techniques.
The main work steps of the study included:
1) Image acquisition - The database used in
the study consisted of remote sensing images
with medium spatial resolution and field
collected data. The type of image chosen was
coherent to the Brazilian DNA forest
definition requirement of 1 ha minimum.
Image information included:
Data obtained from appropriate institutions
over the Internet.
Landsat satellite images taken using
Thematic Mapper and Enhanced Thematic
Mapper sensors at two different times (1989
and 2000), with spatial resolution of 30
meters for 6 spectral bands.

Annex18, EB35 ߩᒰ㗄⋡(“A/R CDM ᵴേࠍ
ⴕ߁ߩㆡᩰᕈߩ⸽ᚻ㗅”)ࡃ࡚ࠫࡦ 1㧕
ߦḰߒߡ߅ࠅޔᨋߩኾ㐷ኅߢࠆ╙ਃ⠪
ᯏ㑐߇ⴕߞߚ࠺࠲㓸ޔಽᨆႎ๔߇ࡌࠬ
ߣߥߞߡࠆ 15ޕ
ࡉࠫ࡞ߩ DNA/UNFCCC ⷙቯߦၮ߈ࡊᧄޔ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩㆡᩰᕈ⺞ᩏߪޔ
ᦨૐ᮸ⵍⷒ₸ࠍ 30㧑,
ᦨૐ㕙Ⓧࠍ 1.0ha,
ᚑᾫᦼߩᦨૐ᮸㜞߇ 5m ߦ㆐ߔࠆㄟߺߩࠆ
᮸ᧁࠍߔࠆߎߣࠍᨋߩቯ⟵ߣߒߚޕ
⺞ᩏߩ⋡⊛ߪࡈߪߚ߹ࠣࡦࠪࡦ࠻ࡕޔ
ࠖ࡞࠼ߢ㓸ߐࠇߚ࠺࠲ࠍ↪ߡㆊߩ
ᖱႎࠍតߒޔ1989 ᐕߣ 2000 ᐕߦሽߒߡߚ
ᬀ↢ߩ⒳㘃ࠍ⏕ߔࠆߎߣߢࠆޕ
ቯᧁࠕ࡞ࠧ࠭ࡓߣ 2 ߟߩ⇣ߥࠆᤨὐߦᓇ
ߐࠇߚ Landsat ߩ↹ߚ߹ޔᖱႎᛛⴚߦ
ࠃࠅᒁ߈ߐࠇߚ↹ࠍ↪ߡࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߩ↪߅ࠃ߮ⵍⷒࠍ⺞
ᩏޔ࿑ൻߒߚޕ
⺞ᩏߩਥߥᚻ㗅ߪએਅߩㅢࠅ㧦
1) ↹ߩᚻ - ⺞ᩏߢ↪ߚ࠺࠲ࡌࠬߪ
ⓨ㑆⸃ᐲ߇ਛ⒟ᐲߩࡕ࠻ࡦࠪࡦࠣ↹
ߣࡈࠖ࡞࠼ߢ㓸ߒߚ࠺࠲ࠍߒߡ
ࠆޕㆬࠎߛ↹ߩ⒳㘃ߪࡉࠫ࡞ DNA ߩ 1ha
એߣ߁ᨋቯ⟵ߦ߆ߥߞߚ߽ߩߢࠆޕ
↹ᖱႎ㧦
ࠗࡦ࠲ࡀ࠶࠻ߢା㗬ߩ⟎ߌࠆᯏ㑐߆ࠄ࠺
࠲ࠍขߞߚޕ
ࡦ࠼ࠨ࠶࠻ⴡᤊ↹ߪ 2 ߟߩ⇣ߥࠆᤨὐ
㧔1989 ᐕߣ 2000 ᐕ㧕ߦ߅ߡޔⓨ㑆⸃ᐲ߇
30m ߢ 6 ࠬࡍࠢ࠻࡞ࡃࡦ࠼ࠍᜬߟޔTM ߮
ETM ࡦࠨࠍ↪ߡᓇߐࠇߚ↹ߢ
ࠆޕ

Figure 10 : ↹ᖱႎ
႐ᚲ
219-73 Geocover
219-73

↹ᐕᰴ
2000
1989
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Figure 11 : ↹࠺࠲ࡌࠬ
࠺࠲ࡌࠬ
ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺ↪࿑
ᬀ↢࿑ 1994
Ꮢਛᔃㇱ
〝࿑
╬㜞✢࿑
ᴡᎹ࿑

ౖ
Geominas
IEF
Geominas
Geominas
IBGE
ANA

As presented in the section A.2 the amount
of iron produced and the respective demand
are not influenced by the type of reducing
agent adopted.
15 Oliveira, Adauta C. (March 2008).
Land-use survey executive report.
14

14

࡚ࠢࠪࡦA.2 ߦࠆߣ߅ࠅޔ㋕ߩㅧ㊂ߣ
㔛ⷐ㊂ߪ↪ࠄࠇࠆㆶరߦᏀฝߐࠇࠆߎߣߪ
ߥޕ
15 Oliveira,

Adauta C. (2008 ᐕ 3 ).
Land-use survey executive report.
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Field-collected land cover data for locations ࡈࠖ࡞࠼ߢ㓸ߐࠇߚ ߎߎޔ18 ᐕߩ㑆ߦ
where no significant change in land use has
ᗧߥ↪ᄌൻߩߥ߆ߞߚࠛࠕߩⵍⷒ
taken place in the last eighteen years.
࠺࠲
These areas were selected after searching
ߎࠇࠄߩࠛࠕߪIEF,Emater,Epamigߣߞߚ
into databases from institutions such as IEF, ᯏ㑐ߩ࠺࠲ࡌࠬߢᬌ⚝ߒߚᓟߦㆬ߫ࠇߚޕ
Emater and Epamig.
Selected areas were located in the image and ㆬᛯߒߚࠛࠕߩ↹߇ߞߚߚޔGPSߢ⸘
a field check was then made using points
᷹ߒߚᐳᮡὐࠍ↪ߡࡈࠖ࡞࠼࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢࠍⴕ
collected by GPS.
ߞߚޕ
2) Determination of the thematic classes 2) 㓏ጀൻၮḰߩቯ-࿑ߩ㓏ጀൻߩᣇᴺ⺰ߢ
The methodology for the definition of the
ߪޔ↪ߣභ⁁ᴫߦ㑐ߔࠆᦠ⎇ⓥࠍ⠨
mapping classes of land use considered the
ᘦߦࠇࠆ㧧⺞ᩏࠛࠕߦ߅ߌࠆਥߥ⚻ᷣᵴേ
bibliographical research on land use and
ߣ㧧ࡦ࠼ࠨ࠶࠻ⴡᤊ↹ߩ࠺࠲ߣቄ▵ᕈ
occupation; economical activities
predominant in the study area and; the data
and seasonality of the Landsat satellite
images.
3) Development of a digital elevation model
3) ࠺ࠫ࠲࡞ᮡ㜞ࡕ࠺࡞ (DTM) ߩᡷ⦟-DTMߪ
(DTM) – DTM is a 3D representation of land ᒻࠍ 3Dߢߒޔᒻߩ⚦ㇱߩⷰኤ✎ࠅࠃޔ
surface terrain and enables viewing
ኒߢⶄว⊛ߥಽᨆࠍน⢻ߦߔࠆޕ
landscape features at a reduced scale and
making deeper and more complex landscape
analyses.
4) Image processing (geometric correction
4) ↹ಣℂ (ᐞᱜ߮ノᐲᱜ) - ⴡ
and radiometric calibration) - Satellite
ᤊ↹ߪGPSࠍ߆ࠄഀࠅߐࠇߚᓮὐ↪ߡ
images were recorded using control points
⸥㍳ߐࠇࠆޕ
acquired in the field with the aid of GPS –
Global Positioning System units.
5) Information extraction from the images 5) ↹߆ࠄߩᖱႎ - ࠺ࠫ࠲࡞ಽ㘃ࠍⴕ߁
It consisted in the application of digital
Ბ㓏ߢᔅⷐߥᖱႎߩߩߚߩࠕ࡞ࠧ࠭ࡓ
classification algorithms to extract
ࠍㆡ↪ߔࠆޕ
information for use during the digital
classification phase.
6) Spectral mixture analysis – Consisted in
6) ࠬࡍࠢ࠻࡞ᷙวಽᨆ - ߩಽᨆኻ⽎ߩ
integrating energy reflected or emitted by all ਛߩߘߪߊߒ߽ޔㄝߩᄌൻߩߚߦࡇࠢ࡞
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objects, called mixture components,
contained in the pixel, due to the variation in
and proximity of targets on the earth
surface.
After delimiting and geo-referencing
Landsat-TM data, the linear spectral
mixture model was applied to generate three
components related to vegetation, soil and
shade.
7) Definition of the normalized distance
vegetation index (NDVI) - The NDVI was
used to convert Landsat’s multispectral data
to an image with a single band representing
vegetation distribution.
8) Digital classification (decision tree
method and homogenization of classification
results) – The attributes used with this
classification technique included Landsat
bands 1,2,3,4,5 and 7; fraction image of soil,
shade, vegetation and error derived from
linear spectral decomposition and NDVI
vegetation index.
Following the image interpretation phase, a
mask was created based on the boundaries
of the service units to enable classification of
these areas alone.
The classification obtained for the service
units was later edited to better adjust
vegetation classes to the study area.
Digital image processing and data mining
for the decision tree classifier were
undertaken using the software applications
available at the Image Analysis and
Geo-processing Laboratory, Department of
Forest Sciences, Federal University of
Lavras.
Field activity was carried out using the
following equipment: GPS (Global
Positioning System), digital photographic
camera, notebook, measuring tape, field
sheets and a vehicle for transportation to
selected sites.
Main software applications used in the
study:
a) Envi 4.2 (for recording and cutting out
images).
b) ArcGis 9.0 (for digitalization and spatial

ߦ߹ࠇࠆޔᷙวⷐ⚛ߣ߫ࠇࠆࠄࠁࠆ‛⾰
߆ࠄឃߪߊߒ߽ޔᓇ㗀ࠍฃߌߚࠛࡀ࡞ࠡࠍ
⛔৻ߒߡಽᨆߐࠇࠆޕ
ࡦ࠼ࠨ࠶࠻TM࠺࠲ߩ▸࿐ࠍቯޔᒻߩ
ᾖળࠍߒߚᓟޔᬀ↢ޔფޔ㒶ᓇߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆ 3
ߟߩⷐ⚛ࠍߔࠆߚߦ✢ᒻࠬࡍࠢ࠻࡞ᷙ
วࡕ࠺࡞߇ㆡ↪ߐࠇࠆޕ
7) ᱜⷙൻᬀ↢ᜰᢙ (NDVI) ߩቯ⟵ - NDVIߪ
ࡦ࠼ࠨ࠶࠻ߩࡑ࡞࠴ࠬࡍࠢ࠻࡞࠺࠲ࠍᬀ↢
ಽᏓࠍ␜ߔࠪࡦࠣ࡞ࡃࡦ࠼ߩ↹ߦォ឵ߔࠆߚ
ߦ↪ࠄࠇߚޕ
8) ࠺ࠫ࠲࡞ಽ㘃(ቯᧁᣇᴺ߮ಽ㘃⚿ᨐߩဋ
⾰ൻ) - ߎߩಽ㘃ᛛⴚߣߣ߽ߦࡦ࠼ࠨ࠶࠻ࡃ
ࡦ࠼ 1,2,3,4,5,7 ߇↪ߐࠇߚ ; ✢ᒻࠬࡍࠢ࠻࡞
ಽ⸃ⷐ⚛ߣNDVIᬀ↢ᜰᮡ߆ࠄขࠅߒߚ
ფޔ㒶ᓇޔᬀ↢ߣࠛߩㇱಽ↹

↹ߩ⸃ᨆᲑ㓏ࠍ⚻ߡࡃߩ࠻࠶࠾࡙ࠬࡆࠨޔ
࠙ࡦ࠳ߦၮ߈ࠍߺߩࠕࠛߩࠄࠇߎޔಽ㘃
ߔࠆߚߩࡑࠬࠢ߇ᚑߐࠇߚޕ
ࠨࡆ࡙ࠬ࠾࠶࠻ߦၮߠ߈ಽ㘃ߒߚᓟޔᬀ↢ߦ
ᓥߩߘޔಽ㘃߇ࠃࠅㆡಾߦߥࠆࠃ߁⺞ᢛߐࠇ
ࠆޕ
ቯᧁ್ࠢࠬߩ࠺ࠫ࠲࡞↹ಣℂߣ࠺࠲
ࡑࠗ࠾ࡦࠣߪ↹ಽᨆࠫࠝࡊࡠࠪࡦࠣ⎇ⓥ
ᚲࠬࡉޔᄢቇᨋ⑼ቇㇱߢ↪ߐࠇߡࠆ
࠰ࡈ࠻࠙ࠚࠕࠍ↪ߡታⴕߐࠇߚޕ

ࡈࠖ࡞࠼ߢߩᵴേߢߪએਅߩⵝࠍ↪ߚ㧦
GPS⸘ޔ࠻ࡁޔࡔࠞ࡞࠲ࠫ࠺ޔ᷹ࡔࠫࡖ
ޔ࠻ࠪ࠼࡞ࠖࡈޔ⒖േߩߚߩゞਔޕ

⺞ᩏߢ↪ߒߚਥߥ࠰ࡈ࠻࠙ࠚࠕ
a) Envi 4.2 (↹ߩ⸥㍳߮ಾࠅߒ).
b) ArcGis 9.0 (࠺ࠫ࠲࡞ൻ߮ⓨ㑆ಽᨆ);
c) C5 (ቯᧁ)

analysis);
c) C5 (Decision tree)
22/133
The extraction of information from the
images was the preliminary stage of the

22/133
↹߆ࠄߩᖱႎߩߪ࡞࠲ࠫ࠺ޔಽ㘃ߩ㓙ߦ
ᔅⷐߥᖱႎࠍขࠅߔߚߩ࡞࠲ࠫ࠺ޔಽ㘃ࠕ
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digital classification algorithms to extract
information for use during the digital
classification phase.
It included generating fraction or synthetic
images derived from analysis of spectral
mixture and normalized distance vegetation
index (NDVI).
Through the use of remotely sensed images
processing techniques, such as the decision
tree algorithm, images were classified in
groups or regions, according to a predefined
homogeneity criterion.
Decision tree algorithm-based classification
was performed using first a data mining
applications software to generate a set of
decision tree rules and subsequently an
image processing software for digital
classification.
Once the images were processed and
interpreted as per procedures mentioned
above, the land eligibility assessment
focused on the effective plantation areas
within the project boundaries of both
plantation units.
As a result, grasslands were identified in the
following status:
High pasture - Grouped in this class are
open pasture areas with high biomass stocks
of exotic gramineous plants with more
homogeneous texture such as brachiaria.
Low pasture - Low biomass stocks pasture
is found in large cattle raising properties,
where beef cattle raising and cattle genetic
improvement operations are carried out. The
most widely cultivated grass types are
species of brachiaria.
Degraded areas - This class include small
areas of soil managed for maintenance of
pasture.
It is also found in areas affected by erosion
or crossed by paved or unpaved roads.
It is characterized by areas recently burnt
out for pasture formation.
The burn-out practice is common in the
region and normally takes place during the
driest months.
These three grasslands vegetation status do
not fall under the Brazilian DNA’s forest
definition, since none of them reach a
minimum tree crown cover value of 30 %
neither have trees with the potential to
reach a minimum height of 5 meters in
maturity.

࡞ࠧ࠭ࡓߩḰᲑ㓏ߦߚࠆޕ

↹߆ࠄߩᖱႎߩߢߪ࡞࠻ࠢࡍࠬޔᷙวߣ
NDVIߩಽᨆ߆ࠄዉߒߚㇱಽ↹߿วᚑ↹
ߩᚑ߽ⴕࠊࠇࠆޕ
ቯᧁࠕ࡞ࠧ࠭ࡓߩࠃ߁ߥࡕ࠻ࡦࠪࡦ
ࠣ↹ߩಣℂᛛⴚߩ↪ࠍㅢߓ⸳ߓ߆ࠄޔ
ቯߐࠇߡߚဋ⾰ൻၮḰߦᓥ↹ޔߪࠣ࡞
ࡊ߿ၞߏߣߦಽ㘃ߐࠇߚޕ
ቯᧁࠕ࡞ࠧ࠭ࡓߦၮߚಽ㘃߇ߪߕ߹ޔ
ቯᧁ࡞࡞ࠍࠆߚߩ࠺࠲ࡑࠗ࠾ࡦࠣ࠰ࡈ
࠻࠙ࠚࠕࠍ↪ߡߥߐࠇޔᰴߦ࠺ࠫ࠲࡞ಽ㘃ߩ
ߚߩ↹ಣℂ࠰ࡈ࠻࠙ࠚࠕߦࠃࠅߥߐࠇࠆޕ
⸥ߩᣇᴺߢ↹߇ಣℂ⸃ޔᨆߐࠇࠆߣࡠࡊޔ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߩታ㓙ߩᬀᨋ႐ᚲߦ߅
ߌࠆㆡᩰᕈ⺞ᩏ߇ߥߐࠇߚޕ

ߘߩ⚿ᨐ⨲ޔߪએਅߩ⁁ᘒߦಽ㘃ߐࠇߚޕ
㜞’ - ߎߩࠞ࠹ࠧߩ⨲ߪ

brachiariaߩࠃ߁ߥဋ⾰ߥ࠹ࠢࠬ࠴ࡖ߇ࠃࠅᄙ
ޔᄖ᧪⒳ߩⒷ߆ᬀ‛ߩࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ⫾Ⓧ߇ᄙ
ޔ㐿ߌߚ’⨲ߢࠆޕ
ૐ’ - ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ⫾Ⓧߩዋߥ’⨲
ߪ⡺‐ߩ’߿ຠ⒳ᡷ⦟߇ⴕࠊࠇߡࠆᐢᄢߥ
ߦᄙ߽ᦨޕᄙ⨲ߩ⒳㘃ߪbrachiariaߢ
ࠆޕ
ഠൻߒߚ - ߎߩࠞ࠹ࠧߩߪ⨲’ޔ
ߩ⛽ᜬߩߚߦ▤ℂߐࠇߡࠆ㕙Ⓧߩዊߐߥ
ߢࠆޕ
ഠൻߒߚߪᶐ㘩ߐࠇߩⵝ⥩ᧂߪߚ߹ޔⵝ⥩ޔ
〝߇ㅢߞߡࠆߦ߽ࠄࠇࠆޕ
߹ߚ’ߦォ឵ߔࠆߚߦ߆ࠇߚ߽
ᒰߔࠆޕ
⨲ߩΆߪߎࠇࠄߩၞߢ৻⥸⊛ߦⴕࠊࠇߡ
߅ࠅޔㅢᏱੇቄߦታᣉߐࠇࠆޕ
ߎࠇࠄߩ 3 ߟߦಽ㘃ߐࠇߚ⨲ߩᬀ↢ߩ⁁ᘒ
ߪޔ30㧑ߩᦨૐ᮸ⵍⷒ߽ߥߊޔᚑᾫᦼߦ 5m
ߦ᮸㜞߇㆐ߔࠆㄟߺ߽ߥߚߦ࡞ࠫࡉޔ
DNAߩᨋߩቯ⟵ߦᒰߡߪ߹ࠄߥޕ
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brachiaria ⒳ 16 ߩੇ‛㊂ߦ㑐ߔࠆႎ๔ߦࠃࠆ

As per a research report on the dry matter
yield of brachiaria species16, they have an
average height between 75cm to 120cm.
As mentioned previously, the land eligibility
assessment was executed following the
procedures of the EB 35, Annex 18, which
states that the project participant shall
demonstrate that there was no forest on the
project activity’s land in two specific years:
2000 (project starting year) and 1989.
Data from the land eligibility assessment
report demonstrates that the pasture areas
were significantly more degraded in 2000.

ߣߩࠄࠇߘޔ㜞ߐߪ 75cm߆ࠄ 120cmߢࠆޕ
೨ㅀߒߚߣ߅ࠅޔㆡᩰᕈ⺞ᩏߪࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇ㆊߩ 2 ᤨὐ㧦2000 ᐕ㧔ࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻㐿ᆎᐕ㧕ߣ 1989 ᐕߦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ⴕ
ࠊࠇࠆߦᨋ߇ሽߒߡߥ߆ߞߚߎߣࠍ
⸽ߔࠆࠃ߁ⷙቯߒߡࠆEB35ޔAnnex18 ߦ
ᓥታᣉߐࠇߚޕ

In addition, the report concludes that the
project area fulfils the EB 35 Annex 18
criteria falling under the category of
reforestation, since local vegetation cover
was below forest thresholds17.
Lands included in this project activity did
not contain forest-cover in 1989 and were
expected to remain as such in the absence of
the project.
The land eligibility assessment was executed
by a third party forester specialist18.
The list of the images used and their date, as
well as the details and tools used on their
processing, are well documented in the land
eligibility assessment report.
The report concluded that at the moment of
the start of the project and on December 31st
1989 there were no forests in the project
boundary area.
In addition, it concluded that the proposed
A/R CDM project activity falls under the
reforestation category, as per Decision
19/CP.9.
16 Mello, Dimas et al. Dry Matter Yield of
Brachiaria brizantha and Andropogon
Gayanus under different types of tillage.
July 2008.
17 As defined by Resolution no 2, of 10
August 2005, by the Interministerial
Commission on Global Climate Change.
18 Oliveira, Adauta C. (March 2008).
Land-use survey executive report.
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As presented in section A.2, due to the
integrated nature of the project entity CDM
projects activities, an equivalent amount of
areas included in this CDM A/R activity is
used to establish new and additional forest
plantation in lands not currently included in
the boundaries to supply the industrial

ㆡᩰᕈ⺞ᩏႎ๔ߩ࠺࠲߆ࠄ’ߪ
2000 ᐕߩᤨὐߢࠄ߆ߦ⺞ᩏᤨࠃࠅ߽ഠൻߒ
ߡߚߣ߁ߎߣࠍ␜ߒߡࠆޕ
ᦝߦޔႎ๔ᦠߪߪࠕࠛ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᬀ↢ⵍ
ⷒ߇ᨋߩⷙቯ୯ 17 ࠍਅ࿁ߞߡࠆߚߦޔ
EB 35 Annex 18 ౣᬀᨋߩࠞ࠹ࠧߩၮḰࠍ
ḩߚߒߡࠆߣ⚿⺰ઃߌߡࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ታᣉߐࠇࠆߪ 1989 ᐕߩᤨ
ὐߢᨋࠍߒߡ߅ࠄߕߦߒߥ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ߪߘߩ߹߹ߩ⁁ᘒ߇⛯ߊߣᗐቯߐࠇߚޕ
ㆡᩰᕈ⺞ᩏߪᨋߩኾ㐷ኅߢࠆ╙ਃ⠪ᯏ
㑐ߦࠃߞߡၫࠅⴕࠊࠇߚޕ
↪ߒߚ↹ߩ৻ⷩ↹ޔ࠲࠺ߩߘޔಣℂߩ
㓙ߦ↪ߚ࠷࡞߿⚦ߪㆡᩰᕈ⺞ᩏႎ๔
ᦠߦ⏕ߦ⸥タߐࠇߚޕ
ߎߩႎ๔ᦠߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ㐿ᆎᤨ߮ 1989
ᐕ 12  31 ᣣߩᤨὐߢࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳
ࠛࠕߦᨋ߇ߥ߆ߞߚߣ⚿⺰ઃߌߡࠆޕ
ട߃ߡᧄޔA/R CDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪޔ
Decision 19/CP.9.ࠃࠅޔౣᬀᨋߩࠞ࠹ࠧߦ
⋧ᒰߔࠆߣߐࠇߚޕ
16 Mello, Dimas et al. ⇣ߥߞߚ⠹ォߩᣇᴺߢ
ߩBrachiaria brizantha ߣ Andropogon
Gayanus ߩੇ‛㊂. 2008,7 
17 A2005 ᐕ 8  10 ᣣߩ᳇ᄌേ⋭ᐡ㑆ᆔ
ຬળߢߩቯno.2 ߦࠃࠅቯ⟵ߐࠇߚޕ
18 Oliveira, Adauta C. (March 2008).↪
⺞ᩏታᣉႎ๔ᦠ
23/133
࡚ࠢࠪࡦA.2 ߦࠆߣ߅ࠅ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊᧄޔ
ߪ⛔วࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߢࠅᧄޔCDMࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻߇ታᣉߐࠇࠆ㕙Ⓧߣหⷙᮨߩޔߪࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ᄖߦࠆ߇ޔ㋕ߩ
ߚߩౣ↢น⢻ࠛࡀ࡞ࠡଏ⛎ࠍⴕ߁ߚߦᣂ
ߚߦᬀᨋߐࠇࠆޕ
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production of iron with renewable biomass
based energy.
These lands contained exhausted forest
plantations - hence non-spontaneous
vegetation - established before December
31st 198919.
Considering that this issue highlights
special circumstances inherent to Brazil and
its forestry sector, the project entity in
conjunction with organizations in the
forestry-based industry, the NGO
community and research organizations have
prepared a discussion paper on how to
address this issue
in the future.20

ߎࠇࠄߩߦߪ 1989 ᐕ 12  31 ᣣએ೨ߦㅧ
ᨋߐࠇߚ∋ޔᑷߒߚᬀᨋ߇ࠆ⥄ߚߩߘޕ
ὼߥᬀ↢ߢߪߥ 19ޕ
ߎߩὐߦ߅ߡࡉࠫ࡞߮ᨋࠢ࠲ߦ․
ߩ⁁ᴫ߇㓙┙ߚߟߚߦ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉ
ߪᨋᬺ࿅߿NGO⎇ޔⓥᯏ㑐ߣߣ߽ߦ᧪
ߎߩ㗴ߦߤ߁ขࠅ⚵ࠎߢⴕߊ߆ߩ࠺ࠖࠬࠞ࠶
࡚ࠪࡦࡍࡄࠍḰߒߚ 20ޕ

The information on these plantations and
the net changes in their carbon stocks will be
separately recorded and voluntarily
monitored in light of the provisions in
AR-AM0005.
Previous land-use is also explicitly
registered for each plantation stand under
the project activity. Moreover, in compliance
with Annex 8 of EB20 guidance on the use of
sustainable biomass, carbon stock changes
in these lands will be monitored in order to
demonstrate the relationship between
carbon stocks of the renewable biomass
production and its end use in the project’s
iron production21 under Decision 17/CP.7.
A.8. Approach for addressing
non-permanence:
The project aims at producing sustainable
sources of biomass to meet the project
entity’s long-term energy needs of industrial
production.
Therefore, the project adopts a fixed 30-year
crediting period and uses the tCER approach
to account for the net anthropogenic GHG
removals by sinks.
Since the plantations are established and
managed for the project entity’s own use to
serve as the renewable sources of energy to
the project entity’s industrial project activity,
the proposed A/R project activity is expected
to bring long-term benefits to the climate.
A.9. Estimated amount of net anthropogenic
GHG removals by sinks over the chosen
crediting period:
19 By definition, the harvesting of such forest
plantations was foreseen before the
existence of the CDM and would occur
regardless of the CDM (as per the maximum

ߎࠇࠄߩᬀᨋߦ㑐ߔࠆᖱႎߣ⚛⫾Ⓧߩ⚐ᄌ
ൻ㊂ߪߦ⸥㍳ߐࠇޔAR-AM0005 ߩⷙቯࠍ
〯߹߃ޔછᗧߢࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ߇ⴕࠊࠇࠆߛࠈ
߁ޕ
એ೨ߩ↪߽ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩᨒ⚵ߺߩਛ
ߢޔฦᬀᨋߏߣߦ⸥ߐࠇࠆ ޔߚ߹ޕEB20
ߩAnnex 8 ߩᜬ⛯⊛ߥࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ↪ߩࠟࠗ࠳
ࡦࠬߦᓥޔDecision 17/CP.7.ߩ㋕ࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ 21 ߦ߅ߌࠆౣ↢น⢻ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ
ߣߘߩᦨ⚳↪ߣߩ㑐ㅪᕈࠍ␜ߔߚࠄࠇߎޔ
ߩߩ⚛⫾Ⓧᄌൻߪࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߐࠇࠆߛ
ࠈ߁ޕ
A.8.㕖᳗⛯ᕈߦኻߔࠆ߃ᣇ㧦
Ꮏᬺ↢↥ߩ㐳ᦼ⊛ߥࠛࡀ࡞ࠡ㔛ⷐߦᔕ߃ࠆߚ
ߩᜬ⛯น⢻ߥࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ⾗Ḯࠍ↢↥ߔࠆߎߣ
߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ⋡⊛ߢࠆޕ
ߘߩߚ ߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ30 ᐕ㑆ߩ࿕ቯߒߚ
ࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆ࠍㆬᛯߒੱޔὑ⊛ߥ⚐GHGๆ
㊂ߩ⸘▚ߩߚߦtCERࠕࡊࡠ࠴ࠍ↪
ࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߩⴕ߁Ꮏᬺ↢↥ᵴേߦᜬ⛯
น⢻⾗Ḯࠍଏ⛎ߔࠆߚߦࡦ࡚ࠪ࠹ࡦࡊޔ
ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ߇⥄ࠄㆇ༡ߔࠆߚߩߘޕ
ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪ᳇ߦኻߔࠆ㐳ᦼ⊛ߥ⋉
ࠍ߽ߚࠄߔߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
A.9.ㆬᛯߒߚࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆ߦ߅ߌࠆੱ⚐ޔὑ
⊛ๆ㊂ߩផቯ㧦
ᒰὼޔCDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ሽߔࠆ೨߆ࠄޔ
ߎߩࠃ߁ߥࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߆ࠄᧁ᧚߇ⓠߐ
ࠇࠆߎߣߪ੍᷹ߐࠇߡ߅ࠅߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ήߦ߆߆ࠊࠄߕⓠߪߥߐࠇࠆߛࠈ߁
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rotation period of eucalyptus plantations in
Brazil).
These plantations were under exhaustion at
the time the project activity started.
As such, the project entity decided to
establish new plantations in these lands as
part of its integrated CDM project to produce
renewable-charcoal-based iron.
In as much as these areas would be
harvested regardless of the CDM, the
establishment of new plantations on them is
also subject to the same barriers and
incentives applicable to the establishment of
new plantations within the current
boundaries of this A/R project activity.
Thus, they would also follow the same
baseline land-use patterns, i.e. grassland. In
spite of such facts, these lands are currently
excluded of the project boundaries, given the
doubts regarding the interpretation of the
current eligibility rules.
Areas under this land-use category include
lands in the region of Itacambira (MG15
Unit) and in the municipality of Curvelo
(MG02 Unit).
20 The inclusion of these lands in the future
would allow for the use of lands that were
already degraded, without land-use change
and without creating perverse incentives in
terms of additionality.

ࠃߞߡߩࠄࠇߘޔ߽ห᭽ߩ↪㧔⨲㧕
ࠍࡌࠬࠗࡦߣߒߡ⸳ቯߔࠆࠆߪߢ߁ߘޕ
߇ߩⴕޔㆡᩰᕈⷙቯߩ⸃㉼ߦ⇼߇ᱷࠆߚ
ߩࠄࠇߎޔߪߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ
࠳ߦߪߞߡߥޕ
ߎߩ↪ࠞ࠹ࠧߦ߹ࠇࠆࠛࠕߪࠗ
࠲ࠞࡦࡉࠕၞ (MG15 Unit)ߣࠢ࡞ࡌࡠᏒ
(MG02 Unit)ߩߢࠆޕ

Since harvesting is determined by the
rotation and coppicing practices, it would
occur regardless of the CDM.
On the other hand, the use of the same areas
requires new and significant investments in
plantations, i.e. it requires the creation of
new carbon stocks that could be addressed
within AR-AM0005, which is different from
the mere preservation of existing stocks.
Within the pig iron production activity,
self-sufficiency in renewable charcoal supply
can only be accomplished when new
plantations are established in these areas.
21

ߎࠇࠄߩࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ
ᤨߦߪ∋ᑷߒߚ⁁ᘒߢߞߚޕ
ߘߩߚ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉߪߘࠇࠄߩ
ߦCDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ৻Ⅳߢޔ㋕ߩߚߩ
↢↥น⢻ᧁߩଏ⛎Ḯߣߒߡᣂߒࡊࡦ࠹
࡚ࠪࡦࠍㅧᚑߔࠆߎߣߣߒߚޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩήߦ㑐ଥߥߊߩࠄࠇߎޔฎ
ㅧᨋ߆ࠄᧁ᧚ߩⓠ߇ߥߐࠇࠆ㒢ࠅߩⴕޔ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߢߩㅧᨋߦኻߔࠆ
ࠗࡦࡦ࠹ࠖࡉ߿ࡃࠕߪߩࠄࠇߘޔߢߩ
ᣂߚߥࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩㅧᚑߦ߽ㆡ↪ߐࠇ
ࠆޕ

20 ᧪⊛ߦߎࠇࠄߩࠍࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ
࠳ౝߦࠇࠆߎߣ߇น⢻ߦߥࠇ߫ޔ
↪ߩᄌൻࠍߎߔߎߣߥߊߚ߹ޔㅊടᕈߩὐߢ
ㅒലᨐࠍ߽ߚࠄߔࠗࡦࡦ࠹ࠖࡉࠍ↢ߺߔߎ
ߣߥߊߦߢߔޔഠൻߒߡߚߩ↪ࠍଦߔ
ߎߣߣߥࠆߛࠈ߁ޕ
ⓠߪબᦼߣ⪚⧘ᦝᣂᤨᦼߦࠃࠅ߹ߞߡߊࠆ
ߩߢޕࠆࠇࠊⴕ߽ߣߊߥ߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ

ߘߩ৻ᣇߢߩࠄࠇߘޔࠍ↪ߔࠆ႐วߦ
ߪ߳ࡦ࡚ࠪ࠹ࡦࡊޔᣂߚߥޔᄢⷙᮨߥᛩ⾗
ࠍⴕ߁ߎߣ߇᳞ࠄࠇࠆߜࠊߥߔޕሽߩ⫾Ⓧ
ࠍනߦ⛽ᜬߔࠆߛߌߢߪߥߊޔAR-AM0005 ߩ
ᣇᴺ⺰ߦᒰߡߪ߹ࠆࠃ߁ߥᣂߚߥ⚛⫾Ⓧࠍ↢
ߺߔߎߣ߇᳞ࠄࠇࠆޕ
21 ㌉㋕↢↥ᵴേࠍታᣉߔࠆߦߚࠅߩࠄࠇߘޔ
ߦᣂߚߥࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦࠍㅧᚑߔࠆߎߣ
ߦࠃߞߡߩߺౣ↢น⢻ᧁߩଏ⛎ࠍ⥄ജߢⴕ߁
ߎߣ߇น⢻ߣߥࠆޕ
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** As explained in the section C.5.1 and
based on the most plausible baseline
scenario of this project activity the “baseline
net GHG removals by sinks” are considered
as zero.
However, in order to strengthen the
conservativeness of the project’s net
anthropogenic GHG removals by sinks, the
historical annual A/R rate of the iron sector

24/133

**࡚ࠢࠪࡦC.5.1 ߢ⺑ߩࠆߣ߅ࠅࡊᧄޔ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩਛߢ߽ߞߣ߽ା㗬ᕈߩ㜞ࡌࠬ
ࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߦၮ߈⚐ࡦࠗࠬࡌޔๆ㊂
ߪࡠߣߒߡࠆޕ
ߒ߆ߒ⚐ੱὑ⊛ๆ㊂ߩᕈࠍ㜞ࠆߚ
ߦᦼ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊోޔ㑆ࠍㅢߓ⽷ޔఝㆄ╷⚳
ੌᓟߩ㋕ࠢ࠲ߦ߅ߌࠆㆊߩᐕ㑆A/R₸
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since the end of the fiscal incentives (8.2%)
will be discounted throughout the project
lifetime.
The discounted amount is expressed in this
column.
Source: Plantar/TARAM
A.10. Public funding of the proposed A/R
CDM project activity:
The project does not involve Official
Development Assistance (ODA) nor other
sources of public funding from Annex 1
countries.
25/133
SECTION B. Duration of the project activity
/ crediting period
B.1 Starting date of the proposed A/R CDM
project activity and of the crediting period:
Starting date of the project: 10 November
2000.
The start date of this A/R activity complies
with the period in which the project entity
started the establishment of plantations
(planting activities in the field) in response
to the CDM incentive.
In response to the CDM, the project entity
commenced implementation of this A/R
project activity on 10 November 2000, which
is adopted as the starting date for this
proposed A/R project activity.
The related documentation and publicly
available documents and agreements signed
with the World Bank’s Prototype Carbon
Fund, as well as communications with the
Brazilian DNA were presented to the DOE.
In addition, the forest inventory system
provided hard evidences on the exact date of
the starting date of the planting activities
within the project boundaries, as 10
November 2000.
B. 2. Expected operational lifetime of the
proposed A/R CDM project activity:
The expected operational life time of the
project activity extends for a period of 30
years (from November 10th, 2000 to
November 9th, 2029).
B.3 Choice of crediting period:
This project will use a fixed crediting period.
B.3.1. Length of the renewable crediting
period (in years and months), if selected:
N/A
B.3.2. Length of the fixed crediting period

(8.2%)߇Ꮕߒᒁ߆ࠇࠆޕ

Ꮕߒᒁ߆ࠇߚഀวߪᢙ୯ߦᤋߐࠇߡࠆޕ
ౖ㧦Plantar/TARAM
A.10 A/R CDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦᛩߓࠄࠇࠆ⊛
⾗㊄
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪODA߽ઃዻᦠΣ࿖߆ࠄߩߘߩઁ
ߩ߆ߥࠆ⊛⾗㊄ߩଏ⛎߽ฃߌߥޕ
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࡚ࠢࠪࡦB.ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേᦼ㑆/ࠢࠫ࠶
࠻ᦼ㑆
B.1 ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆA/R CDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߅
ߣߘߩࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆ߩ㐿ᆎᣣ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎᣣ㧦2000 ᐕ 11  10 ᣣ
ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ㐿ᆎᣣߪߣࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉ
߇CDMߩࠗࡦࡦ࠹ࠖࡉࠍ⋡⊛ߣߒߚㅧᨋ
㧔ࡈࠖ࡞࠼ߢߩᬀᨋᵴേ㧕ߩ㐿ᆎߦᔕߓߡ
ࠆޕ
CDMߣߒߡࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߪᧄA/Rࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ࠍ 2000 ᐕ 11  10 ᣣߦ㐿ᆎߒߚߩߘޕ
ᣣࠍ㐿ᆎᣣߣߒߡ⸳ቯߒߚޕ
㑐ㅪᢥᦠ߿⊛ᢥᦠ߮⇇㌁ⴕࡊࡠ࠻࠲ࠗࡊ
⚛ၮ㊄ߣߩᄾ⚂ᦠ࡞ࠫࡉޔDNAߣߩㅪ⛊ᢥ
ᦠ߇DOEߦឭߐࠇߚޕ
ߐࠄߦޔᨋࠗࡦࡌࡦ࠻ࠪࠬ࠹ࡓ߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߢߩᬀᨋ㐿ᆎᣣ߇ 2000 ᐕ
11  10 ᣣߢࠆߣ߁⏕߆ߥ⸽ߣߥࠆޕ
B.2.੍ቯߐࠇࠆᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩోታᣉᦼ
㑆
ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩోታᣉᯏ㑐ߪ 30 ᐕߩ੍
ቯߢࠆޕ㧔2000 ᐕ 11  10 ᣣ߆ࠄ 2029 ᐕ 11
 9 ᣣ߹ߢ㧕
B.3.ࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆ߩㆬᛯ
ߎߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪ࿕ቯߐࠇߚࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆
ࠍㆬᛯߔࠆޕ
B.3.1.ᦝᣂน⢻ߥࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆(ᐕ)ޔㆬᛯ
ߒߚ႐วߩߺ㧦
N/A
B.3.2.࿕ቯߐࠇߚࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆(ᐕ)ޔㆬᛯ
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(in years and months), if selected:
The 30-year fixed crediting period would
cover the duration between 10 November
2000 and 09 November 2029 and uses tCER
approach to account for the net GHG
removals by sinks from the project.
SECTION C. Application of an approved
baseline and monitoring methodology
C.1. Title and reference of the approved
baseline and monitoring methodology
applied to the proposed A/R CDM project
activity:
The proposed A/R CDM project activity is
based on Version 01 of the approved
Afforestation and
methodology ARAM0005 “A
reforestation project activities implemented
for industrial and/or commercial uses”.
In addition, this project activity adopts the
procedures and guidance of the version 02 of
the “T
Tool for the Demonstration and
Assessment of Additionality in A/R CDM
Project Activities”22.
C.2. Assessment of the applicability of the
selected approved methodology to the
proposed A/R CDM project activity and
justification of the choice of the
methodology:
The proposed A/R CDM project activity
meets the applicability conditions of the
AR-AM0005 methodology, as outlined below:
Annex 17, EB 35.
26/133
The project activity falls under the category
of reforestation as renewable source of wood
supplies for industrial use.
It occurs through the establishment of
eucalyptus plantations on grasslands, with
low soil carbon content;
o As per evidences provided in the land
eligibility assessment report with satellite
images of the project’s area both in 1989 and
200023, the project’s area consisted of
pastureland, i.e. grasslands24, prior to the
project entity’s land acquisition.
o The project entity acquired the land for
this project activity that was already on
sale.
22

Therefore, there was no activity or
household displacement attributable to this

ߒߚ႐วߩߺ㧦
30 ᐕ㑆ߩ࿕ቯࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆߇ 2000 ᐕ 11 
10 ᣣ߆ࠄ 2029 ᐕ 11  9 ᣣ߹ߢ⛯߈⚐ޔGHG
ๆ㊂߇tCERࠕࡊࡠ࠴ࠍ↪ߡ⸘㊂ߐࠇ
ࠆޕ
࡚ࠢࠪࡦC.ᛚᷣߺࡌࠬࠗࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔ
ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰ߩㆡ↪
C.1.ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆA/R CDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦㆡ
↪ߐࠇࠆᛚᷣߺࡌࠬࠗࡦࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔ
ᣇᴺ⺰ߩ࠲ࠗ࠻࡞߮ෳᾖ▎ᚲ 㧦
ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰
AR-AM0005 “↥ᬺᬺ⋡⊛ߩᣂⷙᬀᨋౣ
ᬀᨋ”ߩࡃ࡚ࠫࡦ 01 ߦၮߡࠆޕ
ട߃ߡ“ߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊᧄޔA
A/R CDMࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ᵴേߦ߅ߌࠆㅊടᕈߩ⸽ߣ⹏ଔߩߚߩ
࠷࡞”22 ߩࡃ࡚ࠫࡦ 02 ߩࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬߣᚻ㗅
ࠍណ↪ߒߚޕ
C.2.ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆA/R CDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߳ߩ
ㆬᛯߐࠇߚᣇᴺ⺰ߩㆡ↪น⢻ᕈߣㆬᛯߩᱜᒰᕈ
ߩ⺞ᩏ
ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪએਅߦㅀߴࠆߣ߅ࠅޔ
AR-AM0005 ᣇᴺ⺰ߩㆡ↪᧦ઙࠍḩߚߒߡ
ࠆޕ
22 Annex 17, EB 35.
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ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪޔᎿᬺ↪ะߌߩౣ↢น
⢻ᧁ᧚ߩଏ⛎ߩߚߩౣᬀᨋߩࠞ࠹ࠧߦ
ߡߪ߹ࠆޕ
ფਛ⚛߇ዋߥ⨲ߦ࡙ࠞߩࡊࡦ࠹
࡚ࠪࡦࠍㅧᚑߔࠆ㧧
o 1989 ᐕᤨ߮ 2000 ᐕᤨߦᓇߐࠇߚⴡᤊ↹
ࠍㆡᩰᕈ⺞ᩏႎ๔ 23 ߩਛߢឭଏߐ
ࠇߚ⸽ߦḰߒࡠࡊߪࠕࠛ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߩߩᚻએ೨ߦ⨲’ޔޔ
ߔߥࠊߜ⨲ 24 ߢ᭴ᚑߐࠇߚޕ
o ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߪᄁࠅߦߛߐࠇߡߚ
ࠍ⾼ߒߚޕ
ߘߩߚᧄޔᵴേߦᏫߔࠆᏪ߿⚻ᷣᵴേߩ⒖
ォߪߥޕ

A/RCDM proposed project activity.
The baseline scenario is the maintenance of

ࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߪ⨲ߣߒߡߩⴕߩ
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the present land use as grassland. As per
the applicability condition, the second
possible baseline scenario option (A/R

activity undertaken in small amounts in the
periods prior to the A/R CDM project
activity25) was considered as one of the three

alternatives under the baseline selection in
this PDD.
The areas in the proposed project A/R
activity were specifically purchased for the
project and were not subject to any A/R
activities26.

Thus an historical A/R rate is not applicable
to this specific project activity.
Also, if the baseline for the land-use is
assessed for the region, one comes to the
conclusion that eventual A/R activities
conducted in the surroundings of the project
and the historical sectoral A/R rates do not
reflect sectoral conditions and the land-use
trends, in line with the methodology.
They are part of a very minor offer of A/R
activities for iron and steel manufacturing,
which results in a large deficit of A/R
activities for the industry in Brazil, as
widely documented in Section C5.1.
Although there are small rates of A/R in the
immediate surroundings of the project area,
such A/R activities are not consistent with
the land-uses that reflect the sectoral
conditions27 (land-use associated with the
iron industry baseline).
In fact, the trends in land uses that reflect
sectoral conditions do not result in an
applicable A/R rate for the baseline for the
eligible areas within this project activity28.
23 Oliveira, Adauta C (March 2008):
Land-use survey: executive report.
24 The grasslands prior to the
implementation of the project consisted of
degraded, unmanaged and extensively
managed land-uses. For conservativeness,
the calculations in this A/R project activity
assume that the whole project area consisted
of extensively managed grasslands and that
the carbon stocks referred to such a type of
non-tree biomass at its peak (high
pastureland) and in steady state are
discounted in the estimation of net GHG
removals by sinks.
25 See details in Scenario 2 in Step 5 and
Step 6 in section C.5.1. below.
26 Based on a historical approach, the

↪ߩ⛽ᜬߢࠆޕㆡ↪᧦ઙߦᓥޔ2 ⇟
⋡ߦน⢻ᕈߩࠆࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝ㧔A/R

ᵴേએ೨ߦዊⷙᮨߦⴕࠊࠇߡߚᣂⷙ/ౣᬀᨋᵴ
േ 25㧕߇ᧄPDDߦ߅ߌࠆࡌࠬࠗࡦㆬᛯߩਛ
ߢߩ 3 ߟߩㆬᛯ⢇ߩ߭ߣߟߣߐࠇߚޕ

ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆA/R CDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ
ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩߚߦ⾼ߐࠇߚ߽ߩߢ
ࠅߩઁޔA/Rᵴേ 26 ߦలߡࠄࠇߡߪߥ߆ߞ
ߚޕ
ߎߩߚޔㆊߩA/R₸ߪߎߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ
ߪㆡ↪ߐࠇߥޕ
߹ߚߒ߽ޔ↪ߦ㑐ߔࠆࡌࠬࠗࡦߩ⺞
ᩏ߇ⴕࠊࠇߚ႐วޔᣇᴺ⺰ߦᓥ߁ߣࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߩㄝߢⴕࠊࠇߡߚA/Rᵴേߣㆊ
ߩࠢ࠲ߩA/R₸ߪࠢ࠲᧦ઙߣ
↪ߩะࠍᤋߒߡߥߣ߁⚿⺰ߦ㆐ߔ
ࠆޕ
ߎࠇࠄㄝㇱಽߢߩᬀᨋߪ㋕ߩߚߩA/Rᵴ
േߩ߶ࠎߩ৻ㇱಽࠍᜂ߁ߩߺߢࠅ࡚ࠪࠢޔ
ࡦC.5.1 ߢㅀߔࠆߣ߅ࠅ↥ߩ࡞ࠫࡉޔᬺߦ
ߣߞߡA/Rᵴേߪ߆ߥࠅਇ⿷ߒߡࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕㄝߢ⧯ᐓߩA/Rᵴേߪ
ࠄࠇࠆ߇ࠄࠇߘޔㄝၞߦ߅ߌࠆA/Rᵴേߪ
ࠢ࠲᧦ઙ 27 ࠍᤋߒߚ↪ߣ৻⥌ߒߡ
ߥ㧔㋕㍑↥ᬺߩࡌࠬࠗࡦߦ㑐ㅪߒߚ
↪㧕ޕ
ታ㓙᧦࠲ࠢޔઙࠍᤋߒߚ↪ߩะ
ߣߒߡ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊᧄޔᵴേߩㆡᩰᕈߩࠆ
ߩࡌࠬࠗࡦߦㆡ↪ߢ߈ࠆA/R₸ߪߥ
28ޕ
23 Oliveira, Adauta C (March 2008): Land-use
survey: executive report.
24 ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߩ⨲ߪഠൻߒߚޔ
▤ℂߐࠇߡߥ☻ޔ▤ℂߐࠇߡࠆ
ߢ᭴ᚑߐࠇࠆޕᕈࠍߟߚߦᧄࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ߢߩ⸘᷹ߢߪోߡߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕ
ࠍ☻▤ℂߐࠇߡࠆ⨲ߣቯߒࠗࡃ⾰ᧁޔ
ࠝࡑࠬߩߥ(㜞’ߩ⨲)ߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ
ߩᦨᄢᤨޔ߮⫾Ⓧߩቯߒߚᤨὐߦ߅ߌࠆ㊂
ࠍ⚐GHGๆ㊂ߩផቯߩ㓙ߦᏅߒᒁߊߣߔ
ࠆޕ

ਅ⸥࡚ࠢࠪࡦC.5.1.ߩᚻ㗅 5, 6 ߩࠪ࠽ࠝ 2
ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
26 ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻એ೨ߩA/R₸ߪࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊᧄޔ
25
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pre-project A/R rate is zero once the
company has not established plantations in
eligible areas prior to the establishment of
this A/R project activity.
27 Since this specific methodology is designed
for A/R activities for industrial/commercial
uses, land-use trends must reflect sectoral
conditions (see methodology quote below)
One cannot assume that in the absence of
the project activity, the eligible lands
purchased by the project entity would be
converted from pastureland to A/R activities
for iron manufacturing, even at small rates.
Two main arguments are advanced: (i) the
baseline in terms of the industrial use
associated with the methodology is the use
of coal coke.
Thus it is not consistent to assume that the
land-use baseline reflect any A/R rate.
Rather the baseline land-use is the
prevailing land-use in the region
(pastureland) and (ii) even if the regional
A/R rate is considered (below 2% as per the
most comprehensive study - IEF, UFLA,
2006 – the national rate is even lower), this
would still not be a likely land-use baseline
scenario.
Since there is no availability of plantations
in the market, it cannot be assumed that one
would purchase new portions of land
(pastureland) to reforest only a minor part of
it for the industrial use at stake, i.e. iron
making.
This is applicable both to the baseline
(absence of the project) and to the project.
The following quotations illustrate the
consistency of the rationale presented above
with the methodology:
“If regional data is not available or not

reflecting sectoral conditions, [average
annual rate of pre-project A/R undertaken at
the national level should be selected and
adequate evidence be provided to justify this
choice …
“The analysis shall focus on the rate of A/R
activities that is likely to occur in the
absence of the A/R CDM project activity; the
determination of such an average annual
A/R rate must be established by means of
verifiable data and supported by the reasons
for the trends in the land uses”.

࠻ߩታᣉ೨ߦࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦࠍㆡᩰᕈߩ
ࠄࠇߚߦࠄߥ߆ߞߚߎߣ߆ࠄࡠߣߔ
ࠆޕ
27

ߎߩᣇᴺ⺰ߪᎿᬺޔᬺ↪ߩߚߩA/Rᵴ
േߩߚߦ⸳ቯߐࠇߚߚޔ↪ߩะߪ
ࠢ࠲᧦ઙࠍᤋߒߚ߽ߩߢߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥ
ޕ㧔ᣇᴺ⺰ߩᒁ↪ߦߟߡߪਅ⸥ࠍෳᾖ㧕
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ߥߌࠇ߫࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታ
ᣉ߇⾼ߒߚㆡᩰᕈߩࠄࠇࠆ߇’⨲
߆ࠄ㋕ߩߚߩA/Rᵴേߩ߳ߣߣߚޔ
߃ዊⷙᮨߢࠈ߁ߣޔォ឵ߐࠇࠆߎߣߪ⠨߃ࠄ
ࠇߥޕ
ਥߥ⼏⺰ߪએਅߩ 2 ὐߢࠆ㧦(i)Ꮏᬺ↪ߩᣇ
ᴺ⺰ߢࠅߪߢࡦࠗࠬࡌޔ⍹ࠦࠢࠬ߇
↪ߐࠇࠆޕ

ߘߩߚࡌࠬࠗࡦߩ↪߇A/R₸ࠍ
ᤋߔࠆߣቯߔࠆߎߣߪߢ߈ߥޕ
ࡌࠬࠗࡦߩ↪(’⨲)ߪߎߩၞߢ
ߪ৻⥸⊛ߢࠅ(ii)ߚߣ߃ၞߩA/R₸ࠍ⸳ቯߒ
ߚߣߒߡ߽(ᦨ߽✚ว⊛ߥ⎇ⓥࠃࠅ - IEF,
UFLA, 2006 –2%એਅߣߔࠆ)ታ㓙ߩࡌࠬࠗ
ࡦࠪ࠽ࠝ߆ࠄਵ㔌ߒߡࠆߛࠈ߁ޕ

Ꮢ႐ߦ߅ߡࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߆ࠄߩᧁ᧚߇ข
ᒁߐࠇߡߥߚޔᣂߚߦࠍ⾼ߒߡ
㋕ߥߤߩᎿᬺ↪ߩߚߩౣᬀᨋ߇ⴕࠊࠇࠆߣ
߁ߎߣߪ⠨߃ࠄࠇߥޕ
ߎࠇߪࡌࠬࠗࡦ㧔ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ߥ႐ว㧕
ߦ߽ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩࠆ႐วߦ߽߃ࠆߎߣߢ
ࠆޕᰴߩᒁ↪ߪᣇᴺ⺰ߩℂ⺰⊛⸃㉼ߩ৻⽾ᕈ
ࠍ␜ߔ߽ߩߢࠆޕ

“߽ߒၞߩ࠺࠲߇↪ߢ߈ߥ߆ߞߚࠅߘࠇ
߇ࠢ࠲᧦ઙࠍᤋߒߡߥߌࠇ߫[ޔ࿖ኅ
ࡌ࡞ߢⴕࠊࠇߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߩA/Rᵴേ
ᐕᐔဋ₸ࠍㆬᛯߒߩߎޔㆬᛯࠍᱜᒰൻߔࠆㆡಾ
ߥ⸽ࠍឭߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥ㨯㨯㨯
“ಽᨆߪCDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ߥ߆ߞߚ႐วߩ
A/R₸ߦὶὐࠍᒰߡࠆᔅⷐ߇ࠆ㧧ᐕᐔဋA/R
₸ߩቯߪᬌ⸽น⢻ߥ࠺࠲߆ࠄ⸳ቯߒޔ
↪ߩะߩℂ↱ࠍ␜ߒߩߘޔቯࠍᡰᜬߒߥ
ߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥ”
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27/133
However, in order to increase the
conservativeness of the estimation of net
anthropogenic GHG emission removals, the
amount equivalent to the past A/R rate for
the iron sector since the end of the fiscal
incentives will be discounted in the
calculation of net anthropogenic GHG
emission removals.
Land cover within the project boundary is
conservatively adopted as high grassland in
steady state and therefore considered to be
at its carbon stock peak.
As per the land eligibility assessment report
above mentioned, satellite images and
remote sensing methods were used to verify
and classify the land cover within the project
activity’s area.
The outcomes of this assessment are
presented in the maps in Section C.4.
The graphs below show the changes in
vegetation cover occurred within the project
boundary in years 1989 and 2000.
Identified as hard evidences that the
approach adopted by the project proponent is
conservative once that most of grassland
status identified in the project area were in
degrading and low carbon stocks levels (56%
of the land cover within the project boundary
in 2000 was classified to be degraded and
only 20% was characterized as high
pasture).

27/133
ߒ߆ߒߥ߇ࠄޔផቯ㊂ߩᕈࠍ㜞ࠆߚ
ߦ⽷ޔఝㆄភ⟎ߩ⚳ੌᓟએ㒠ߩㆊߩ㋕
ࠢ࠲ߩ A/R ₸ߣห╬ߩ㊂߇⚐ੱὑ⊛ๆ㊂ߩ
⸘▚ߢഀࠅᒁ߆ࠇࠆޕ

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߩⵍⷒߪ
⊛ߦ⫾ޔⓍߩቯߒߚ㜞’ߩ⁁ᘒߥߔޔ
ࠊߜ⚛⫾Ⓧ߇ᦨᄢߩᤨὐߣߔࠆޕ
ㅀߩㆡᩰᕈ⺞ᩏႎ๔ߦᓥⴡޔᤊ↹ߣ
ࡕ࠻ࡦࠪࡦࠣᣇᴺ߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕ
ߩⵍⷒߩᬌ⸽ߣ㓏ጀൻߩߚߦ↪ࠄࠇ
ߚޕ
ߎߩ⺞ᩏߩ⚿ᨐߪ࡚ࠢࠪࡦ C.4.ߩ࿑ߦ␜ߐ
ࠇߡࠆޕ
એਅߩࠣࡈߪ 1989 ᐕߣ 2000 ᐕߦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߢߎߞߚᬀ↢ⵍⷒߩᄌൻࠍ
␜ߒߡࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕౝߩ߶ߣࠎߤߩ⨲߇ഠൻ
ߒߡࠆ߆⚛⫾Ⓧࡌ࡞߇㕖Ᏹߦૐߣ್ᢿ
ߐࠇߚߚ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉߦࠃߞߡណ↪
ߐࠇߚࠕࡊࡠ࠴ߪ⊛ߢࠆߣࠄࠇࠆ
( ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߩᬀ↢ⵍⷒࠆ
ߩߩ 56㧑߇ഠൻფޔ20㧑߇㜞’ߩ
ߣ 2000 ᐕߩᤨὐߢಽ㘃ߐࠇߚ)ޕ

Figure 12: Project’s area vegetation cover in 1989
1989 ᐕߦ߅ߌࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߩᬀ↢ⵍⷒ(%)
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Figure 13: Project’s area vegetation cover in 2000
2000 ᐕߦ߅ߌࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߩᬀ↢ⵍⷒ(%)

28

(Coal coke baseline ń no A/R activities for
iron making ń baseline land-use =
prevailing land use in the region (which, in
this case, is not consistent with the adoption
of a small A/R rate).

㧔⍹ࠦࠢࠬࡌࠬࠗࡦ ń ㋕ߩߚ
ߩA/Rᵴേߪታᣉߐࠇߥ ń ࡌࠬࠗ
ࡦߩ↪=ߘߩၞߢߩ৻⥸⊛ߥ↪
㧔ߎߩࡌࠬࠗࡦߦA/R₸ࠍㆡ↪ߔࠆߎߣߪ
⍦⋫ߒߡࠆޕ㧕

28/133
Lands under this A/R project activity have
been reforested through direct planting,
based on sustainable production practices
and advanced plantation technology.
Basically the grazing activity in Brazil and
in the project region adopts exotic
grasslands species such as Brachiaria that is
characterized as invasive species.
It is also public known that cattle grazing
farmers in Brazil and in the project region
use biomass fire burns and field weeding
techniques as common grassland
management practices.
In addition, the pre-existent conditions of
project areas reached around 20% to 25%
higher grazing intensity (number of cattle
head per unit of area) comparing to national
and regional grazing intensities29.
Therefore, natural regeneration is not
expected to occur in the project area due to
the prevailing land use, as per the common
practice adopted in the region, which does
not permit the establishment of tree
vegetation.
Scientific literature present empirical

28/133
ᜬ⛯⊛ߥ↢↥ᣇᴺߣᬀᨋߩవ┵ᛛⴚࠍၮ⋚
ߦޔA/R ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪ⋥ߦࠃࠅᬀᨋࠍⴕߞ
ߚޕ

28

ࡉࠫ࡞߮ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉၞߩ’
ߦ߅ߡߪ Brachiaria ߩࠃ߁ߥᄖ᧪ଚ⒳߇
৻⥸⊛ߢࠆޕ
߹ߚࡉࠫ࡞߮ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉၞߦ߅
ߡߪ⨲ߥ⊛⥸৻ޔߩ▤ℂᣇᴺߣߒߡࠝࠗࡃޔ
ࡑࠬߩΆߣ㔀⨲㒰ᛛⴚࠍណ↪ߒߡࠆߎߣ
ߪࠃߊ⍮ࠄࠇߡࠆޕ
߹ߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ೨ߩ⁁ᴫߣߒߡࠫࡉޔ
࡞࿖ౝ߅ࠃ߮ߘߩၞㄝߩ’ߣᲧセߒߡ
߽ ߪࠕࠛ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ20㧑߆ࠄ 25㧑ߣ㜞
’ߢߞߚ 29ޕ
ᧁᧄᬀ↢߇⢒ߟߩߥߩߘޔၞߩ৻⥸⊛
ߥ↪ߩᣇᴺ߆ࠄ߽ޔᄤὼᦝᣂ߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߢ߅ߎࠆߣߪ⠨߃ߦߊ

⑼ቇ⎇ⓥߩਛߢ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉ೨ߩ⁁ᘒ
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evidences that under the pre-existing
conditions of the project area (land use
reflecting extensively managed grazing
activities under pastureland, including
degraded ones) natural regeneration is
avoided or faces a great difficulty to happen
due to the facts that grazing practices can
cause a decrease in quantity and quality of
the natural seed sources30; and that without
human intervention31 the chances that
natural regeneration take place are remote.
Carbon stocks in soil are expected to
decrease more or increase less in the
absence of the project activity, relative to the
baseline scenario.
Lower soil carbon under grassland compared
to plantations or secondary forests can be
expected under tropical conditions.
This approach is conservative, since soil
carbon may actually increase with long-term
plantations, as indicated by the scientific
literature32.

(ഠൻߒߚࠍ☻ޔ▤ℂߐࠇߚ’)
ߢߪޔ’ᵴേ߇⒳ሶߩଏ⛎Ḯ 30 ߩ㊂߽⾰߽ᷫ
ዋߐߖࠆߚޔᄤὼᦝᣂ߇ߎࠄߥߊߒ߽ޔ
ߪ㕖Ᏹߦ㔍ߒߊੱߚ߹ޔὑ⊛ߥ 31 ߇ߥ㒢
ࠅޔᄤὼᦝᣂߔࠆน⢻ᕈߪ㕖Ᏹߦዊߐߣ߁
⚻㛎⊛⸽߇␜ߐࠇߡࠆޕ

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ߥߌࠇ߫ޔფߩ⚛⫾Ⓧߪ
ᦝߦᷫዋߔࠆ߆ޔჇടߔࠆߎߣߪߥߣ੍ᗐߐ
ࠇࠆޕ
ᾲᏪߢߪࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߿ੑᰴᨋߣᲧセߒߡ
⨲ߩფ⚛⫾Ⓧ߇ዋߥߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ

⑼ቇ⎇ⓥ 32 ߢᜰ៰ߐࠇࠆߣ߅ࠅޔ㐳ᦼ㑆ㆇ༡ߐ
ࠇࠆࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߢߪታ㓙ߦფ⚛߇Ⴧ
ടߔࠆน⢻ᕈߩࠆߎߣ߆ࠄ࠴ࡠࡊࠕߩߎޔ
ߪ⊛ߢࠆޕ
Grazing did not occur within the project
’ᵴേߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߢߪ
boundary since the project’s
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ታᣉߐࠇࠆߚߦⴕࠊࠇߥ߆ߞ
implementation;
ߚޕ
Flooding irrigation is not practiced by the Ḗ᳓䈮䉋䉎ἠṴߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߢߪⴕࠊࠇߡ
project entity.
ߥޕ
Instead, as per its forest management plan,
ઍࠊࠅߦᨋ▤ℂࡊࡦߣߒߡ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
the project entity adopts local irrigation only ߢߪၞߩἠṴࠪࠬ࠹ࡓࠍᬀᨋᵴേߩ㓙ߦ᳇
during the planting activity, and only during ߇ੇ῎ߒߚ႐วߦߩߺ↪ߔࠆޕ
dry weather conditions;
29 As per data provided from the previous
29 એ೨ߩᚲ⠪߆ࠄឭଏߐࠇߚ࠺࠲߆
land owners, around 15 097 cattle heads
ࠄ ߪߢࠕࠛ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ15,097 㗡ߩኅ⇓
used to be raised within the project area (a
߇⢒ߡࠄࠇߡߚ㧔’ߪ 1haߚࠅ 1.25
grazing intensity of more than 1.25 cattle
㗡)ޕ
heads per hectare).
According to IBGE (2006) Brazil’s grazing
IBGE(2006)ߦࠃࠆߣࡉࠫ࡞ߩ’ߪ⨲
intensity reaches around 1 cattle head per
1ha ߚࠅߩኅ⇓㗡ᢙߪ 1 㗡ߢߩߎޔၞߩ㗡
hectare of grassland and the regional (State ᢙߪ⧯ᐓో࿖ߩ᳓Ḱࠃࠅ߽㜞 1.02 㗡ߦߥࠆޕ
of Minas Gerais) intensity it is slightly high
than the national levels, around 1.02 cattle
head per hectare.
30 Degrading and degraded pasture are
30 ഠൻߩㆊ⒟ߦࠆ’ߣഠൻ’ߪਇㆡ
closely related to the inappropriate
ಾߥ⨲▤ℂߦࠃࠆᓇ㗀߇ᄢ߈ߊߩࠄࠇߘ“ޔ
grassland management that according to the ࠍᵹㅍ⍾ൻߒឃḮߦᄌ߃ࠆޔᷓೞߥᶐ
scientific literature can cause intensive
㘩ࠍᒁ߈ߎߔߎߣߦߥࠆ”ߣ⑼ቇ⎇ⓥߪᜰ៰
erosion, “transforming them into punctual
ߒߡࠆޕ
sediments emissions sources.
According to GASPARINO et al. (2006) in
’ߩ GASPARINO et al. (2006) ߦࠃࠆ
pasturelands, the cattle cause soil
ߣޔኅ⇓ߪფࠍ࿕ޔᄤὼᦝᣂࠍ࿎㔍ߒ߽ޔ
compaction, avoiding or creating difficulties ߊߪਇน⢻ߦߒޔფ߳ߩ⒳ሶߩଏ⛎ߩ㊂߽⾰
to natural regeneration and causing soil
߽ૐਅߐߖࠆ(”ޕBOCHNER, J. 2007, p. 8)
seed sources impoverishment in quantity
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and in quality.” (BOCHNER, J. 2007, p. 8)
31 “In areas occupied with grasslands for
long periods of time, the natural
regeneration of the cerrado is reduced
specially in diversity, but also density and
tree cover (…) all experimental attempts in
order to accelerate the natural regeneration
in grassland areas, it was found that
Brachiaria control with the use of wide
spectrum herbicides (glifosato) was the only
technique which provided superior results to
natural regeneration in areas with no
treatment at all. (…) seed rain is less
important than underground structure
coppicing in the process of recovery of
cerrado areas. (...) Naturally, the proportion
among the different processes in the
recovery of an area will rely on the
availability of structures which can coppice,
the existence of seed sources nearby and
favorable light and humidity conditions for
the establishment of seedlings.
In other words, this proportion depends on
the type of intensity of the disturbance to
which the ecosystem was or is been
submitted.” (BORDINI, 2007 apud.
DURIGAN, 2003, p. 22).
32 Desjardins T, Andreux F, Vokoff B, Cerri
CC (1994): Organic carbon and 13 C
contents in soils and soil size-fractions, and
their changes due to deforestation and
pasture installation in eastern Amazonia.
Geoderma 61, 103-118; Detwile RP (1986):
Land use change and the global carbon
cycle: the role of tropical soils.
Biogeochemistry 2, 67 -93; Fearnside PM,
Barbosa RI (1998):
Soil carbon changes from conservation of
forest to pasture in Brazilian Amazonia.
Forest Ecology and Management 108,
147-166
29/133
The planting process follows the minimum
cultivation technique, which minimizes soil
impacts and optimizes the use of water.
Fertilizers, herbicides and pest control
substances are used as per good practices in
silviculture.
These procedures are in conformance with
the FSC’s requirements to sustainable
development, which also include: - adoption
of soil conservation techniques; monitoring of water quality and quantity; preservation of legal reserve areas and

“㐳ᦼ㑆⨲ߢߞߚߢߩࡂ࠼ߩᄤ
ὼᦝᣂߪኒᐲޔ᮸ᧁߩⵍⷒߦ․ߚ߹ޔᄙ᭽ᕈࠍ
ᰳߊ(...)⨲ߦ߅ߌࠆᄤὼᦝᣂࠍଦߔߚߩታ
㛎⊛ߥ⹜ߺߩਛߢޔലᨐ߇ᐢ▸ߦࠊߚࠆ㒐⯻
ࠍ↪ߚBrachiariaߩࠦࡦ࠻ࡠ࡞ߛߌߪޔ
ߩࠤࠕ߽ᣉߐࠇߥߦ߅ߌࠆᄤὼᦝᣂߩ⊒
↢ߦലᨐࠍ߽ߚࠄߒߚޕ
(...)ࡂ࠼ࠛࠕߩ࿁ᓳㆊ⒟ߦ߅ߡߪޔ⒳
ሶ⪭ਅߪਅㇱ᭴ㅧߩ⪚⧘ᦝᣂ߶ߤ㊀ⷐߢߪߥ
ޕ
(...) ߩ࿁ᓳࡊࡠࠬߩഀวߪᧄ᧪⧘⪚ޔ
ᦝᣂ߇น⢻ߥ᭴ㅧޔㄝߩ⒳ሶଏ⛎Ḯߩሽޔ
⧣ᧁ⢒ᚑߦขߞߡᅢ߹ߒޔᾖᐲߣḨᐲߩ᧦ઙ
ߦᔕߓߡࠆޕ

31

⸒឵߃ࠇ߫ߩߘޔഀวߪ↢ᘒ♽߇ฃߌߚᠣੂ
ߩᒝᐲߦᔕߓߡࠆ(ޕBORDINI, 2007 apud.
DURIGAN, 2003, p. 22)
32 Desjardins

T, Andreux F, Vokoff B, Cerri CC
(1994): ࠕࡑ࠱ࡦ᧲ㇱၞߦ߅ߌࠆფߩᯏ
⚛ޔ13C߮ფ☸ᓘ↹ಽߣᨋᷫዋ߅
ࠃ߮’ߩ㐿ᜏߦᏫߔࠆߘࠇࠄߩᄌേ
Geoderma 61, 103-118; Detwile RP (1986):
↪ᄌൻߣ⚛ᓴⅣ㧦ᾲᏪფߩᓎഀ
Biogeochemistry 2, 67 -93; Fearnside PM,
Barbosa RI (1998):
ᨋߩ⼔߆ࠄ’⨲߳ߩォ឵ߦ߅ߌࠆࡉࠫ
࡞ࠕࡑ࠱ࡦߩფ⚛ߩᄌേ ᨋ↢ᘒ♽ߣ▤
ℂ 108, 147-166

29/133
ფ߳ߩᓇ㗀ࠍᦨૐ㒢ߦߐ߃ޔ᳓ࠍᦨᄢ㒢
ലᨐ⊛ߦ↪ߔࠆᦨޔዊ⠹ォᛛⴚࠍណ↪ߔࠆޕ
⢈ᢱޔ㒰⨲⯻∛ޔኂ㒐ᱛߦ↪ࠆ߽ߩߪᨋᬺ
ߩఝ⦟ߦᓥ߁ޕ
ߎࠇࠄߩᚻ㗅ߪ FSC ߇ᜬ⛯⊛ߥ⊒ዷߩߚߦ
ⷐ᳞ߔࠆ߽ߩߦᴪߞߡࠆ㧦
 ფోᛛⴚߩណ↪㧧
 ᳓⾰ߣ᳓㊂ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ㧧
 ᴺ⊛ߦቯࠄࠇߡࠆోࠛࠕߩ
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reduction of natural areas fragmentation.
A complete list of requirements and the
details on the principles and criteria
required by the FSC – Forest Stewardship
Council can be found in the Annex 6 of this
PDD.
As such, soil drainage and disturbance are
insignificant.
Therefore, non-CO2 emissions from this
activity can be neglected;
The project plantations include hybrid
clones of different Eucalyptus varieties,
which are not nitrogen-fixing species (NFS);
thus GHG emissions from denitrification
can be neglected in the estimation of actual
net GHG removals by sinks.
The whole project area is georeferenced and
the project entity is implementing
Geographical Information System (GIS) for
the management of spatial data.
No activity or household displacement is
attributable to the project activity.
C.3. Assessment of the selected carbon pools
and emission sources of the approved
methodology to the proposed CDM project
activity:
As per the approved methodology, this
project activity selects the carbon pools and
the emissions sources presented in the table
below:
Figure 14: Selected carbon pools
Selected
(answer with
Carbon pools
⚛ࡊ࡞
Yes or No)

⼔ߣ⥄ὼߩಽᢿൻߐࠇߚ⁁ᘒߩᡷ
ༀ
FSC ߆ࠄߩⷐ᳞ߣ᳞ࠄࠇࠆේೣޔၮḰߩ⚦
ߩ৻ⷩߪᧄ PDD ߩ Annex 6 ߦឝタߐࠇߡ
ࠆޕ
ߘࠇߦࠃࠆߣޔფߩឃ᳓ߣᠣੂߪᗧߢߥ
ޕ
ߘߩߚߩࠄ߆࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊߩߎޔ㕖 CO2 ߩ
ឃߪ⠨ᘦߐࠇߥޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߦߪ᭽ߥޘ
࡙ࠞ⒳ߩࡂࠗࡉ࠶࠻ࠢࡠࡦ߇ᬀ߃ࠄࠇ
ࠆ⚛⓸ߪࠄࠇߘޕ࿕ቯࠍⴕࠊߥ᮸⒳ߢࠆ㧧
ߎߩߚ⣕⓸⚛ߦࠃࠆ GHG ឃߪታ⚐ๆ
㊂ߩផቯߩ㓙ߦߪήⷞߐࠇࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕోߩℂߩ⏕߇ߥߐ
ࠇ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉߪⓨ㑆࠺࠲ߩ▤ℂߩ
ߚߦℂᖱႎࠪࠬ࠹ࡓ㧔GIS)ࠍㆇ༡ߔࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦᏫߔࠆᏪޔᵴേߩ⒖ォ
ߪߥޕ
C.3.ᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߦࠃࠆㆬᛯߒߚ⚛ࡊ࡞
߮ឃḮߩ⺞ᩏ

ᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߦᓥߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊᧄޔਅ
ߩߣ߅ࠅ⚛ࡊ࡞ߣឃḮࠍㆬᛯߒߚޕ
 14㧦ㆬᛯߒߚ⚛ࡊ࡞
Justification / Explanation of choice
ᱜᒰᕈ/⺑

ㆬᛯߒߚ߆ุ߆
ㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ

Yes

ਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ

Yes

ᨗᱫᧁ

No

࠲

No

ფᯏ⚛

No

Major carbon pool subjected to the project activity
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩᓇ㗀ࠍฃߌࠆਥⷐ⚛ࡊ࡞
Major carbon pool subjected to the project activity
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩᓇ㗀ࠍฃߌࠆਥⷐ⚛ࡊ࡞
Conservative approach under applicability condition
ㆡ↪น⢻᧦ઙߩਅߢߩ⊛ߥࠕࡊࡠ࠴
Conservative approach under applicability condition
ㆡ↪น⢻᧦ઙߩਅߢߩ⊛ߥࠕࡊࡠ࠴
Conservative approach under applicability condition
ㆡ↪น⢻᧦ઙߩਅߢߩ⊛ߥࠕࡊࡠ࠴

 15: Emissions sources included in or excluded from the project boundary
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ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߦߪߊߒ߽ޔ߹ߥឃḮ
Sources
ឃḮ

Gas

Justification / Explanation of choice
ᱜᒰᕈ/⺑

Included/
excluded
/߹ߕ

Combustion of fossil
fuels by machinery &
vehicles
ᯏ᪾ޔゞਔߩൻ⍹Άᢱ
ߩΆ
Biomass burning from
fires Ἣἴߦࠃࠆࡃࠗ
ࠝࡑࠬΆ
Use of fertilizers
ᣉ⢈
Removal of
pre-existing
non-tree vegetation

CO2
CH4

Included
Excluded

N2O

Excluded

CO2
CH4
N2O
CO2
CH4
N2O
CO2
CH4
N2O

Excluded
Included
Included
Excluded
Excluded
Included
Included
Excluded
Excluded

Potential emission is negligibly small
੍᷹ߐࠇࠆឃ㊂ߪዋߥߊᗧߢߥ
Potential emission is negligibly small
੍᷹ߐࠇࠆឃ㊂ߪዋߥߊᗧߢߥ
Not applicable ㆡ↪ਇน

Not applicable ㆡ↪ਇน
Not applicable ㆡ↪ਇน

Not applicable ㆡ↪ਇน
Not applicable ㆡ↪ਇน

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߦ
ሽߒߡߚ㕖ᧁᧄᬀ
↢ߩ㒰
30/133
C.4. Description of strata identified using
the ex ante stratification:
Stratification of the project area

30/133
C.4.೨ߩ㓏ጀൻ߆ࠄ⼂ߐࠇߚ㓏ጀߩⷐ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߩ㓏ጀൻ

Step 1: Stratification taking into account ᚻ㗅 1㧦ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߩ⁁ᴫߣࡌࠬ
pre-existing conditions and likely evolution ࠗࡦߩዷ㐿ࠍ⠨ᘦߒߚ㓏ጀൻ
of baseline.
The first step of the stratification was based
on a third party land eligibility assessment
report33.
The following procedures and findings were
considered in order to identify the baseline
strata:
In the study the type of local vegetation
cover was the main variable influencing
carbon stock changes in above-ground and
below-ground biomass pools within the
project area.
The project’s area is located in a region of
same climate, soil and topography regional
conditions.
Hence, climate and soil variables were
considered to influence carbon stock changes
under the same pattern to the whole project
activity area.
Landsat images were taken during the dry
season, during times of little cloudiness, and

㓏ጀൻߩ╙৻ߩᚻ㗅ߪ╙ਃ⠪ᯏ㑐ߦࠃࠆㆡ
ᩰᕈ⺞ᩏႎ๔ߦၮߊ 33ޕ
એਅߩᚻ⛯߈ߣ⺞ᩏ⚿ᨐ߇ࡌࠬࠗࡦ㓏ጀࠍ
․ቯൻߔࠆߚߦ⠨ᘦߐࠇߚޕ
⺞ᩏߢߪߩࠄࠇߘޔၞߩᬀ↢ⵍⷒߩ⒳㘃߇
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߦ߅ߌࠆㇱޔਅㇱࡃ
ࠗࠝࡑࠬࡊ࡞ߩਥⷐߥޔᓇ㗀ߩᄢ߈นᄌ
⚛⫾Ⓧߣߐࠇߚޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕౝߢ᳇ޔფޔᒻߩ᧦
ઙߪᄌࠊࠄߥޕ
ߘߩߚޔ᳇߮ფߩᄌᢙߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ࠛࠕోߦኻߒ৻᭽ߦޔ⚛⫾Ⓧᄌേߦᓇ㗀
ࠍਈ߃ࠆߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇߚޕ
ࡦ࠼ࠨ࠶࠻↹ߪੇቄߩ㔕ߩዋߥᦼ㑆ߦ
ᓇߐࠇޔ2 ߟߩᏒߦ߹ߚ߇ࠆࠛࠕࠍࠞࡃߔ
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scenes are further divided and reduced in
size to cover an area encompassing both
municipalities.
The baseline information was collected
from Landsat satellite images (Scene 219-73
Geocover from 2000 and Scene 219-73 from
1989) taken using Thematic Mapper and
Enhanced Thematic Mapper sensors with
spatial resolution of 30 meters for 6 spectral
bands, field collected data through GPS
coordinates points, and soil, vegetation maps
and local studies (see table below).
This information reflects the status of
grassland within the project area based on
official and reliable sources.

ࠆߣ߳ߩ߽ߥ⚦ࠅࠃޔಽഀߐࠇߚޕ

ࡌࠬࠗࡦߩᖱႎߪޔ30m ⓨ㑆⸃ᐲߩ 6
ࠬ ࡍ ࠢ ࠻ ࡞ ࡃ ࡦ ࠼ ߢ Thematic Mapper ߣ
Enhanced Thematic Mapper ߦࠃࠅᓇߐࠇߚ
ࡦ࠼ࠨ࠶࠻ⴡᤊ↹ߢ࠼࡞ࠖࡈޔ㓸ߒߚ
GPS ᐳᮡ࠺࠲ޔფ࠺࠲ޔᬀ↢࿑ߣၞ
⎇ⓥ߆ࠄ㓸ߐࠇߚ(ਅෳᾖߩߎߣ㧕ޕ

ߎࠇࠄߩᖱႎߪ⊛ߥߩઁߩߘߪߊߒ߽ޔା㗬
ߦ⿷ࠆᖱႎḮ߆ࠄߣߞߡ߅ࠅࠛ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠕౝߩ⨲ߩ⁁ᴫࠍ␜ߒߡࠆޕ

 16:Images Information Sources ↹ᖱႎḮ
Database ࠺࠲ࡌࠬ
Land use map of Minas Gerais
ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺ↪࿑

Source ౖ
Geominas (Minas Gerais State Program on
Geoprocessing Technology ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬ
Ꮊࠫࠝࡊࡠࠬᛛⴚࡊࡠࠣࡓ)
IEF (Minas Gerais State Forests Institute)

Vegetation mapping 1994
ᬀ↢࿑ᚑ 1994
Municipality centers
Ꮢਛᔃㇱ
Road system
〝ࠪࠬ࠹ࡓ
Contours
╬㜞✢

Geominas (Minas Gerais State Program on
Geoprocessing Technology)
Geominas (Minas Gerais State Program on
Geoprocessing Technology)
IBGE (Brazilian Institute of Geography and
Statistics)

Water courses
᳓ᵹ

ANA (National Water Agency)

The data collected from Landsat satellite
images taken in 1989 and 2000, land tenure
documentation, and information collected
from previous land owners (as per Figure 16:
Survey results for leakage prevention in
Section A.5.6) clearly demonstrates the
degradation process of the pre-existing
conditions of the grassland (vegetation and
composition).
33Oliveira, Adauta C. (March 2008).
Land-use survey executive report.
31/133
Based on the assessed results it is
conservative to adopt as baseline scenario
the maintenance of a high pasture in its
peak carbon stock in the absence of
implementation of the A/R project34.
As presented on the table above, Landsat

1989 ᐕߣ 2000 ᐕߦᓇߐࠇߚࡦ࠼ࠨ࠶࠻
ⴡᤊ↹ޔบᏭ߮એ೨ߩᚲ⠪
߆ࠄߩᓧߚᖱႎ㧔 16㧦࡚ࠢࠪࡦ A.5.6 ߩ
ࠤࠫ㒐ᱛߩߚߩ⺞ᩏ⚿ᨐ㧕ߪࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߩ⨲㧔ᬀ↢ߣ᭴ᚑ㧕ߩഠൻߔࠆㆊ
⒟ࠍ⏕ߦߒߡࠆޕ

Oliveira, Adauta C. (March 2008). 
↪᷹㊂▤ℂႎ๔ޕ
31/133
⺞ᩏ⚿ᨐߦၮߊߣ߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊᧄޔታᣉߐࠇ
ߥ႐วޔ⚛⫾Ⓧ߇ᦨᄢᤨߩ㜞’ߩ⁁ᘒ
ࠍ⛽ᜬߔࠆߣ߁ࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝࠍណ↪
ߔࠆߩ߇⊛ߢࠆ 34ޕ
33

 16 ߦ␜ߒߚࠃ߁ߦⴡ࠻࠶ࠨ࠼ࡦޔᤊ↹
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satellite images, field survey and official
data publications were the information
sources used to identify the pre-project
status of grassland.
The status of the area, managed as extensive
grassland, was demonstrated through the
use of reflectance spectral patterns of the
images and field collected data.
In addition, the fact that the three
grasslands status (high pastureland, low
pastureland, and degraded areas) were
identified in the same area, and considering
that the most common activity in the region
is grazing, demonstrates that the pre-project
grassland status was managed as extensive
grassland.
The data project area’s pre-existing
conditions were selected after searching into
databases from government institutions
such as IEF, Emater and Epamig and
corroborated with Landsat satellite images
and field land cover data collection.
Selected areas were located in the image and
a field check was then made using points
collected by GPS.
These data was used to identify the
preliminary strata of the grassland.
The information on the strata identified
under preliminary stratification were
complemented with data from the specific
features of the stratum levels, which
included:
oThe grasslands consisted of three different
grasslands status: high pasture, low pasture
and degraded areas.
o Small islands of native vegetation and
isolated trees, locally called reboleiras, were
preserved as natural protected areas but
were not included in the project’s
boundaries.
Since they contribute to the maintenance of
the local biodiversity, they are expected to
remain in the same status.
o Past changes in the grassland vegetation
were assessed through Landsat satellite
images, field collected data, land tenure
documentation and information collected
from previous land owners (as per Figure 9:
Survey results for leakage prevention in
Section A.5.6.
It was demonstrated by Landsat images,
field collected data, and information
collected from previous land owners (as per

⺞࠼࡞ࠖࡈޔᩏ߮⊛ߥ࠺࠲߇⨲
ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߩ⁁ᘒࠍ․ቯߔࠆߚ
ߦ↪ߐࠇߚޕ
☻▤ℂߐࠇߚ⨲ߢߞߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛ
ࠕߩ⁁ᘒߪ↹ޔߩಽశ᭽ᑼߣ㊁ᄖ㓸࠺
࠲߆ࠄ␜ߐࠇߚޕ
ᦝߦࠕࠛޔౝߦ߅ߡ⨲ߩ⁁ᴫ߇ 3 ߟߩࠞ
࠹ࠧ㧔㜞’ޔૐ’ޔഠൻ㧕
ߦಽ߆ࠇߡߚߣ߁ታߣߩߘޔၞߢᦨ߽
৻⥸⊛ߥᵴേ߇’ߢࠆߣ߁ߎߣ߆ࠄࡊޔ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߩ⨲ߪ☻⊛ߦ▤ℂߐࠇߡ
ߚߣ߁ߎߣ߇⸽ߐࠇࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߩ
⁁ᘒࠍ␜ߔ࠺࠲߇ IEF, Emater and Epamig
╬ߩᐭᯏ㑐߇ឭଏߔࠆ࠺࠲ࡌࠬࠍᬌ⚝ߒ
ߚߢㆬᛯߐࠇⴡ࠻࠶ࠨ࠼ࡦޔᤊ↹ߣ
ⵍⷒ࠺࠲ߢࠛࠕߩ⁁ᘒ߇ⵣߠߌࠄࠇߚޕ
ㆬᛯࠛࠕߪ↹ߦࠄࠇޔGPS ߦࠃߞߡ
㓸ߐࠇߚὐᖱႎࠍ↪ߚࡈࠖ࡞࠼࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢ
߇ߥߐࠇߚޕ
ߎࠇࠄߩ࠺࠲ߪ⨲ߩೋᦼᲑ㓏ߢߩ㓏ጀࠍ․
ቯߔࠆߚߦ↪ߔࠆޕ
ೋᦼᲑ㓏ߦ߅ߌࠆ㓏ጀߦ㑐ߔࠆᖱႎߪ㓏ጀ
ࡌ࡞ߩ․ᓽߦ㑐ߔࠆ࠺࠲ߦࠃߞߡቢߐࠇ
ࠆߪ࠲࠺ߩߘޕએਅߩ߽ߩࠍ㧦

3 ߟߩߩ⁁ᘒߩࠞ࠹ࠧ߆ࠄߥࠆ⨲
ߩ࠺࠲㧦㜞’ޔૐ’ޔഠൻ
రߢ reboleiras ߣ߫ࠇࠆޔ᧪ᬀ↢ߢ᭴
ᚑߐࠇߚዊⷙᮨߩ㓒㔌ߒߚᨋߪᄤὼ⼔
ߣߒߡోߐࠇߡߚ߇࠙ࡃ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࡦ࠳ߦߪ߹ࠇߥ߆ߞߚޕ
ߒ߆ߒߘࠇࠄߩᨋߪ↢‛ᄙ᭽ᕈߩ⛽ᜬߦነ
ਈߔࠆߚߦ⁁ޔᘒࠍ៊ߥࠊߥࠃ߁ߦߔࠆߎ
ߣ߇ᦸ߹ࠇࠆޕ
⨲ߩᬀ↢ߩㆊߩᄌൻߪࡦ࠼ࠨ࠶࠻↹ޔ
ࡈࠖ࡞࠼㓸࠺࠲ޔบᏭߣએ೨ߩ
ᚲ⠪߆ࠄߩᖱႎ߆ࠄ⏕ߐࠇߚ㧔Figure
9 ෳᾖ:࡚ࠢࠪࡦ A.5.6ࠫࠤޔ㒐ᱛߩߚ
ߩ⺞ᩏ⚿ᨐ㧕ޕ
ࡦ࠼ࠨ࠶࠻↹࠼࡞ࠖࡈޔ㓸࠺࠲ޔ
એ೨ߩᚲ⠪߆ࠄߩᖱႎ㧔Figure 9 ෳᾖ:
࡚ࠢࠪࡦ A.5.6ࠫࠤޔ㒐ᱛߩߚߩ⺞
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Figure 9: Survey results for leakage
prevention in Section A.5.6) that different
status of grasslands (high, low and degrade
pasture) were identified within the project
area before the establishment of the project
activity.
Based on the same evidences it was inferred
that the pre-existent conditions signalized a
degrading process of the grassland.
However, the project proponent adopted a
conservative approach, applying one single
baseline stratum as high grassland areas
under extensive management and that were
expected to remain in such state in the
absence of the project activity.
The analysis of preliminary strata did not
reflect significant variation within the
strata, since the project’s grasslands are
under the same region (same regional
characteristics – climate, soil, topography) of
the Minas Gerais State.
The strata were identified, based on
Landsat images and field surveys for both
forestry service units are presented in maps
below. Since the three grasslands status
identified were under the same regional
characteristics (e.g. soil, climate,
topography), for conservativeness purposes
only one stratum was adopted.
Thus, the dominant species of grassland,
brachiaria spp, was considered in its peak
and steady state as the basis to estimate
carbon stock changes under the baseline.
34 The land eligibility report issued by a
third party in regards to the project activity
area’s vegetation cover presents a decreasing
trend of the total high pasture and an
increasing trend of degraded pasture in the
comparison of years 1989 and 2000 (a period
of 11 years), see Figures 17 and 18 below
32/133

ᩏ⚿ᨐ㧕߆ࠄޔࠆߌ߅ߦࠕࠛ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࡊ ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ ታᣉ೨ߩ⨲ ߩ⁁ᘒ (㜞 ’ 
ޔૐ’ޔഠൻ)߇⏕ߐࠇߚޕ

หߓ࠺࠲߆ࠄ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ㐿ᆎ೨ߩߩ
⁁ᘒߪഠൻߩะࠍߖߡࠆߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
ߒ߆ߒ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
߇ታᣉߐࠇߥߌࠇ߫ߘߩ⁁ᘒ߇⛽ᜬߐࠇࠆߣ੍
᷹ߐࠇࠆ☻ޔ▤ℂਅߦࠆ㜞’ߣ߁
1 ⒳㘃ߩ㓏ጀࠍࡌࠬࠗࡦߣߔࠆ⊛ߥࠕ
ࡊࡠ࠴ࠍណ↪ߒߚޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߩ⨲ߪߤߩ㓏ጀ߽ࡒ࠽
ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߩห৻ၞ㧔᳇ޔფޔᒻ
ߩၞ⊛ߥ․ᓽ߇ห৻㧕ߦࠆߚޔೋᦼᲑ㓏
ߩ㓏ጀߩಽᨆߪ㓏ጀ㑆ߩᗧߥᏅ⇣ࠍᤋߒߥ
߆ߞߚޕ
ࡦ࠼ࠨ࠶࠻↹ߦၮ߈㓏ጀߪ․ቯߐࠇޔਅ
⸥ߩ࿑ߦᨋዪනߩࡈࠖ࡞࠼⺞ᩏߩⷐ
߇␜ߐࠇߚޕ3 ߟߩ㓏ጀߣ߽ห৻ߩၞߩ․ᓽ
㧔᳇ޔფޔᒻ㧕ࠍߒߡࠆߚޔ
ᕈࠍߟߚߦ৻ߟߩ㓏ጀߩߺ߇ណ↪ߐࠇߚޕ

ߎߩߚࠆߌ߅ߦࡦࠗࠬࡌޔ⚛⫾Ⓧᄌേ
㊂ࠍផቯߔࠆߚߦ⨲ޔߦ߅ߡఝ⒳ߢ
ࠆ brachiaria spp ߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ߇ᦨᄢߢࠅዏ
ߟቯߒߡࠆߣቯߐࠇߚޕ
34 ╙ਃ⠪ᯏ㑐ߦࠃࠆߩⵍⷒߦ㑐ߒߡߩ
ㆡᩰᕈ⺞ᩏႎ๔ߢߪޔ1989 ᐕᤨߣ 2000 ᐕᤨߩ
Ყセ㧔11 ᐕ㑆)߆ࠄޔ㜞’߇ᷫዋߒޔഠൻ
߇Ⴧടߔࠆะࠍᜰ៰ߒߡࠆޕਅ⸥ߩ࿑
17 ߣ 18 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
32/133
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Figure 17: Project area vegetation cover in 1989.
1989 ᐕߦ߅ߌࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ౝߩᬀ↢

       
Figure 18: Project area vegetation cover in 2000.
2000 ᐕߦ߅ߌࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ౝߩᬀ↢
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Within the project boundary the
maintenance of grasslands is the most
plausible and common land use, as per the
eligibility assessment, land use maps and
the land tenure documentation.
In a comparison between the project area’s
vegetation status in year 1989 and in year
2000, the data shows that the pasture areas
were significantly degraded during the
period.
As such, the likely evolution of the baseline
would be the continuing degradation of the
pasture, as per data on the land eligibility

33/133
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߢߪ⨲ߩ⛽ᜬ߇
ᦨ߽ᅷᒰߢ৻⥸⊛ߥ↪ߢࠆߣㆡᩰ
ᕈ⺞ᩏޔ↪࿑ޔบᏭ߆ࠄ್ᢿ
ߐࠇࠆޕ
1989 ᐕᤨߣ 2000 ᐕᤨߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߩ
ᬀ↢ߩᲧセߢ ߩߘޔ11 ᐕ㑆ߩ߁ߜߦ’߇
⪺ߒߊഠൻߒߚߎߣ߇࠺࠲ߦࠃࠅ␜ߐࠇߚޕ
ߎߩࠃ߁ߦߩࡦࠗࠬࡌޔዷ㐿ߣߒߡޔㅀ
ߩㆡᩰᕈ⺞ᩏႎ๔߆ࠄޔഠൻߩ৻ㅜࠍߚߤ
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assessment report mentioned above.
In conclusion, the study identified
grasslands as the most plausible baseline in
the pre-project area35.
For conservativeness purposes, the different
status of grasslands was classified as
brachiaria spp in its higher carbon stock
(peak) and in steady state, which formed the
baseline strata (see Section C.7. Estimation
of the ex-ante Baseline Net GHG Removals
by Sinks and Section D.1 Ex ante actual net
GHG removals by sinks calculation.

Step 2: Criteria of stratification considered
in the proposed CDM A/R project activity

i) Specification of the species and stand level
characteristics of the project:
Since each clone planted in the project has a
different basic wood density, the major ten
clones were identified and analyzed.
For the determination of the basic wood
density, four trees of each clone were
harvested, and identified according to its
clone code, tree number, stand number and
collection date.
The trees were cut in 2.5 cm discs at specific
heights of the commercial part of the tree.
These discs were then transformed into
woodchips, which were carefully selected,
mixed and sent to laboratorial analysis,
where the dry matter weight and
consequently the basic wood density are
determined.
The respective basic densities, as per table
below, were determined based on the ten
major clones selected, on the wood collected
and on the analysis of the woody material.

ࠆߣ੍ᗐߐࠇࠆޕ
⚿⺰ߣߒߡ߽ᦨࠆߌ߅ߦࠕࠛ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ᅷᒰߥࡌࠬࠗࡦߣߒߡ⨲ࠍ⸳ቯߒߚ 35ޕ
ᕈࠍߟ⋡⊛ߢޔᾲᏪ’⨲ brachiaria spp
߇භࠆޔ⚛⫾Ⓧ߇ᦨᄢᤨߩቯߒߚ⨲ࠍ
ࡌࠬࠗࡦߩ㓏ጀߣߔࠆ ࡦ࡚ࠪࠢ(ޕC.7.
⚐ GHG ๆ㊂ߩ೨ផቯߣ࡚ࠢࠪࡦ D.1.
ታ⚐ๆ㊂ߩ೨ផቯࠍෳᾖߩߎߣ㧕

ᚻ㗅 2㧦ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ
㓏ጀൻߩၮḰ
i) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ↪᮸⒳ߣᨋಽߏߣߩ․ᓽ
ߩ⚦
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߢ↪ࠆࠢࡠࡦ⒳ߪߘࠇߙࠇ⇣
ߥࠆᐙ᧚ኈⓍኒᐲߢࠆߚޔਥⷐߥ 10 ߩࠢ
ࡠࡦ⒳ࠍ․ቯޔಽᨆߒߚޕ
ᐙ᧚ኈⓍኒᐲߩቯߩߚߦޔฦࠢࡠࡦ⒳ߩ
᮸ᧁࠍ㧠ᧄߠߟબណߒޔฦࠢࡠࡦࠦ࠼ޔ᮸
ᧁ࠽ࡦࡃޔᨋಽ࠽ࡦࡃߣબណᣣߢ⼂ߒ
ߚޕ
᮸ᧁߪᐙߩ↪ㇱಽࠍߩ৻ቯߩ㜞ߐߢબណ
ߒޔ2.5cm ෘߺߩ⋚ߦಾߞߚޕ
⋚ߦಾߞߚᧁ᧚ߪ࠴࠶ࡊߦߒޔ෩ㆬޔᷙวࠊ
ߖߚߢ⎇ⓥᚲߢߩಽᨆߦ߹ࠊߒ‛ੇߢߎߘޔ
㊀㊂ߣᐙ᧚ኈⓍኒᐲࠍቯߒߚޕ

ਅ⸥ߩߩߣ߅ࠅޔਥⷐߥ 10 ߩࠢࡠࡦ⒳ߩ
ᧁ᧚ಽᨆ߆ࠄฦ⒳ߩኈⓍኒᐲ߇ഀࠅߐࠇߚޕ

 19㧦Densities by clones ࠢࡠࡦ⒳ߩኈⓍኒᐲ
CLONE
3486
3336
3335
3281
PL40
3487
1591
2486
3334
1288

Db (kg/m³)
470
495
506
510
510
520
530
530
550
580
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Following the classification of each stand,
with their respective basic wood densities, a
weighted average of the densities was
calculated resulting in a 503.07 Kg/m3
average basic density.
A single stratum was defined for the project
areas of the MG-03 and MG-04 units.

ฦᨋಽߩ㓏ጀൻߦᓥޔฦ⒳ߩኈⓍኒᐲ߆ࠄኒ
ᐲട㊀ᐔဋࠍ⸘▚ߒߚ⚿ᨐޔ503.07 Kg/m3 ߣ
ߥߞߚޕ

This was based on the consideration that the
cloned sprouts used in the project activity
has the same growth trend and
morphological characteristics, and that the
plantations were established under similar
soil, relief, climate, and forestry
management conditions and adopting a
weighted average of clone densities.
35 The vegetation classes semidecidual
stational forest, cerrado (Brazilian
savannah), wetlands and regeneration
areas, were identified outside the project’s
boundaries.
This vegetation remains preserved by the
project entity as natural protected areas.
34/133
Based on the Forestry Continuous Inventory
(FCI) data, each stand annual production
was calculated.
A weighted average of each stand’s annual
productivity and their total area were
calculated in order to build a growth curve
according to the age of the stratum.
The stratum was then divided into
sub-strata, which were defined based on the
planting dates (age class of the plantations).
ii) Specification of the silvicultural regime of
species:
The project’s stratification considered the
following variables under the project entity’s
silviculture regime: age class, the type and
quantity of fertilizer applied, the wood
volume to be harvested, and the rotation
cycle adopted.
Age class is taken into account for the
sub-strata determination.
The other variables were taken into account
considering that there is only one stratum
determined for the project area and that the
same silviculture regime is applied for all
types of clones.
Approximately a total of 8.35kg of nitrogen
per hectare is applied during the first three
years after the planting date.
The wood volume to be harvested in each

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߢࠆ MG-03㧔ࡈࠚࠢࠬ
ࡦ࠺ࠖࠕ㧕ߣ MG-04㧔ࡕ࠳ ࡁࡃ ࠺ ࡒ
࠽ࠬ㧕ߩන৻㓏ጀࠍቯߒߚޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߢ↪ߔࠆࠢࡠࡦ⧣ߪోߡޔห
ߓᚑ㐳࠻ࡦ࠼ߣ↢ᘒߩ․ᓽࠍߒߡࠆߎߣ
ߣߚૃޔფޔᒻޔ᳇ޔᨋ▤ℂ᧦ઙߩਅ
ߢㅧᨋ߇ߥߐࠇࠆߎߣޔട㊀ᐔဋኒᐲ߇ㆡ↪ߐ
ࠇࠆߎߣࠍ⠨ᘦߒߩߎޔቯߪߥߐࠇߚޕ

semidecidual stational forest࠼ࡂޔ㧔ࡉ
ࠫ࡞ࠨࡃࡦ࠽㧕ޔḨᏪᦝޔᣂᏪߩᬀ↢ߩ
ಽ㘃߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߩᄖ߆ࠄߥ
ߐࠇߚޕ
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ߎߩᬀ↢ߪ⥄ὼ⼔ߣߒߡࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ
ߦࠃࠅోߐࠇࠆޕ
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ᨋ⛮⛯ࠗࡦࡌࡦ࠻(FCI)ߩ࠺࠲ࠍၮߦޔ
ฦᨋಽߩᐕ㑆↢↥㊂߇⸘▚ߐࠇߚޕ
ฦᨋಽߩᐕ㑆↢↥㊂ߩട㊀ᐔဋߣ㕙Ⓧ߇㓏ጀߩ
ᐕ㦂ߦᓥߞߚᚑ㐳ᦛ✢ࠍߔߚߦ⸘▚ߐࠇ
ߚޕ
ᰴߦ㓏ጀߪḰ㓏ጀߦޔᬀᨋᣣ㧔ࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪ
ࡦߩᨋ㦂㧕ࠍၮḰߦಽߌࠄࠇࠆޕ
ii) ᮸⒳ߩ⢒ᨋᣇᴺߩㅀ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠍ㓏ጀൻߔࠆߢ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ታᣉߩᢝߊ⢒ᨋߦ߅ߌࠆᰴߩὐࠍ⠨ᘦߒ
ߡࠆ㧦ᨋ㦂ޔ⢈ᢱߩ࠲ࠗࡊߣ㊂ޔⓠߐࠇࠆ
ᧁ᧚Ⓧޔㆡ↪ߐࠇࠆબᦼޕ
Ḱ㓏ጀࠍቯߔࠆߢᨋ㦂ࠍ⠨ᘦߒߚޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦߪ৻ߟߒ߆㓏ጀ߇ߥߎߣߣޔ
ోߡߩࠢࡠࡦ⒳⢒ᚑߦห৻⢒ᨋߢ⥃ߎ
ߣ߆ࠄߩઁߩߘޔὐࠍ⠨ᘦߦࠇߚޕ
1ha ߚࠅ⚂ 8.35kg ߩ⓸⚛߇ᬀᨋᓟ 3 ᐕ㑆ߩ߁
ߜߦᛩߐࠇࠆޕ
ฦબᦼߦ߅ߌࠆⓠ᧚Ⓧߪ ⚂ޔ250-270m3 /ha
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cycle is approximately 250-270m3 of wood
per hectare.
The forests are planted in accordance with
the eucalyptus seven-year rotation up to a
28- year-period.
The planting density is 1 111 trees per
hectare for all clones, which is equivalent to
a 9 square meters spacing per individual
tree.
Due to highly similar soil formations, same
production capacity and growth is assumed.
Clones have similar growth parameters.
Harvesting occurs after seven years of the
forest’s implementation in 100% of the
stand.
iii) Specification of the temporal and spatial
information on the plantation
establishment:
The project entity relies on a Geographic
Information System (GIS).
Topographical information on the area of the
MG03 and MG04 units, plot data, age class,
and ex-ante stratification data have been
already included in the GIS.
Project plot areas are all larger than the
Brazilian DNA forest definition.
Age class and other factors are also recorded
in the TARAM tool for calculating emissions
and removals of GHG.
All stands within the project’s boundary are
georeferenced.
iv) Factors affecting actual net GHG
removals by sinks:
The project activity relies on sustainable
production practices and advanced
plantation technology.
Since the same silviculture regime and
forest management procedures are used for
the whole project’s area, management
factors such as harvesting and replanting
were not considered for the stratification
criteria.

ߢࠆޕ
ᬀᨋߪ࡙ࠞ 7 ᐕબᦼߢޔ28 ᐕ㑆ⴕࠊࠇࠆޕ
ోߡߩࠢࡠࡦ⒳ߩᬀᩱኒᐲߪ 1ha ߚࠅ
1,111 ᧄߢࠅޔ㧝ᧄߚࠅ 9 ᐔᣇࡔ࠻࡞ߩ
⸘▚ߣߥࠆޕ
㘃ૃᕈߩ㜞ფ᭴ㅧߢࠆߚޔห╬ߩ↢↥
ᕈߣᚑ㐳₸߇੍᷹ߐࠇࠆޕ
ࠢࡠࡦ⒳ߩᚑ㐳ࡄࡔ࠲ߪ㘃ૃߒߡࠆޕ
ᬀᨋᵴേߩ 7 ᐕᓟߦߪ 100㧑ߩᨋಽߢⓠ߇ⴕ
ࠊࠇࠆޕ
iii)  ࡊ  ࡦ ࠹  ࠪ ࡚ ࡦ ߩ ㅧ ᚑ ߦ 㑐 ߔ ࠆ ᤨ ᦼ
⊛ޔⓨ㑆⊛ߥᖱႎߩ⚦
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߪޔℂᖱႎࠪࠬ࠹ࡓ(GIS)
ࠍ↪ߒߡࠆޕ
MG03 ߮MG04 ߩࠛࠕߩᒻ࠺࠻࠶ࡠࡊޔ
࠲ޔᨋ㦂࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ೨ߩ㓏ጀߦ㑐ߔࠆ࠺
࠲ߪGISߦ߹ࠇߡࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩࡊࡠ࠶࠻㕙Ⓧߪࡉࠫ࡞ DNA
ߩᨋߩቯ⟵ࠃࠅ߽ᄢ߈ޕ
ᨋ㦂ߣߘߩઁߩ࿃ሶߪ GHG ߩឃ㊂ޔๆ㊂
ࠍ⸘▚ߔࠆߚߩ TARAM㧔ᛚߐࠇߚᣇᴺ⺰
ߩᣂⷙᬀᨋߣౣᬀᨋߩ࠷࡞㧕࠷࡞ߦ⸥㍳ߐ
ࠇߡࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߩోߡߩᨋಽߩ
ℂ߇⏕ߐࠇࠆޕ
iv) ታ⚐ๆ㊂ߦᓇ㗀ࠍ߷ߔⷐ⚛
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦߣࠅޔᜬ⛯⊛ߥ↢↥ᵴേߣ
వㅴ⊛ߥᬀᨋᛛⴚߪ㊀ⷐߢࠆޕ
หߓ⢒ᨋߣᨋ▤ℂᚻᴺ߇ోߡߩࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߦ↪ࠄࠇࠆߎߣ߆ࠄޔⓠ߿ౣᬀ
ᨋߥߤߩ▤ℂ⊛ⷐ⚛ߪ㓏ጀൻၮḰߣߒߡ⠨ᘦߐ
ࠇߥޕ

Step 3: Ex-ante stratification taking into
account the stratification criteria and land
use within the project boundary

ᚻ㗅 3㧦㓏ጀൻၮḰߣࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳
ౝߩ↪ߦၮߊ೨ߩ㓏ጀൻ

All stands within the project’s boundary are
georeferenced.
One single stratum was defined for the
project area. The project boundaries are
consistent with the boundaries of the
stratum of each forestry service unit (MG-03

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߩోߡߩᨋಽߩ
ℂ߇⏕ߐࠇࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߢߪ㓏ጀ߇৻ߟߛߌߢ
ࠆߪ࠳ࡦ࠙ࡃ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޕฦᨋㆇ༡න
ߩ㓏ጀࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߣ৻⥌ߒߡࠆޕ
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and MG-04).

Step 4: Preparation of ex-ante stratification
map

ᚻ㗅 4㧦೨ߩ㓏ጀൻ࿑ߩḰ

Georeferenced maps with ex-ante
stratification including sub-strata
information were prepared with the defined
strata and are presented below.

Ḱ㓏ጀߩᖱႎࠍޔ೨ߩ㓏ጀ߇タߞߚℂ
ෳᾖ࿑߇ޔቯߒߚ㓏ጀߢᚑߐࠇߚޕਅ⸥
ࠍෳᾖ
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Figure 20: Sub-strata of MG03 unit. ࿑ 20㧦Ḱ㓏ጀ MG03㧔ࡈࠚࠢࠬࡦ࠺ࠖࠕ㧕

       

Figure 21: Sub-strata of MG04 unit.
࿑ 21㧦Ḱ㓏ጀ MG04㧔ࡕ࠳ ࡁࡃ ࠺ ࡒ࠽ࠬ㧕

       
36/133

36/133
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Step 5: The changes to the A/R project after
the adoption of ex-ante stratification
All the relevant changes will be recorded in
the TARAM tool for calculating emissions
and removals of GHG.
Changes on the geographical delimitations
of the stands occurring after the ex-ante
stratification will be monitored as per the
approved methodology.
See item E.2 for monitoring provisions.
C.5. Identification of the baseline scenario:
C.5.1. Description of the application of the
procedure to identify the most plausible
baseline scenario (separately for each
stratum defined in C.4.):
In accordance with the provisions of the
approved methodology (AR-AM0005), the
following steps and sub-steps are adopted to
determine the baseline scenario in a
transparent manner.
The analysis aims at identifying the most
likely land-use and its related GHG impacts
in the absence of the establishment of new
dedicated plantations to supply the
production of iron with renewable charcoal.

ᚻ㗅 5㧦೨ߩ㓏ጀൻࠍណ↪ߒߚᓟߩ A/R ࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩᄌൻ
GHG ߩๆ㊂ޔឃ㊂ࠍ⸘▚ߔࠆ TARAM ࠷
࡞ߦޔ㑐ㅪߔࠆోߡߩᄌൻ߇⸥㍳ߐࠇࠆޕ
೨ߩ㓏ጀൻᓟߦ⊒↢ߒߚᨋಽߩℂ⊛ߥႺ⇇
ߩᄌൻߪޔᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߦᓥࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
ߐࠇࠆޕ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩⷙೣߦߟߡߪ E.2 ߩ㗄ࠍෳᾖ
ߩߎߣޕ
C.5.ࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߩቯ
C.5.1.ᦨ߽ᅷᒰᕈߩࠆࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝ
ߩቯᚻ㗅ߩㆡ↪(C.4.ߦ߅ߡቯࠄࠇߚฦ
㓏ጀߣߪ㧕
ᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰(AR-AM0005)ߩⷙቯߦᓥޔ
ࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝࠍㅘᕈߩࠆᣇᴺߢ
ቯߔࠆߚߦޔᰴߩᚻ㗅߮Ḱᚻ㗅߇ߣࠄࠇ
ߚޕ

Step 1: Demonstration of the most likely
land use at the time the project starts
In compliance with the Brazilian DNA forest
definition36, the lands within the current
boundary of this A/R PDD solely refer to
areas that did not contain forest on
December 31st, 1989 (see Section A7).
This is corroborated by a technical report
developed by an independent forest
engineering expert, which was based on the
analysis of remote sense data and satellite
images.
The public and official land-use satellite
images dated circa 1989 demonstrate that
the project areas were covered with
pastureland (brachiaria grasslands), hence
not forested land as per decisions 11/CP.9
and 19/CP.9.
In addition, the report confirms that the
area did not contained forests before the
project activity’s implementation.
The same report presents the project
activity area’s vegetation physiognomy in
years 1989 and 2000.
The data shows that the native vegetation in
the project’s area has not regenerated within

ౣ↢น⢻ࠛࡀ࡞ࠡࠍ↪ߚ㋕߳ߩᧁଏ⛎
ߩߚߩㅧᨋ߇ታᣉߐࠇߥ߆ߞߚ႐วߦ⠨߃ࠄ
ࠇࠆ߽ᦨޔᅷᒰߥ↪ߣߘߎ߆ࠄ↢ߓࠆ
GHG ߩᓇ㗀ࠍ․ቯߔࠆߎߣࠍޔಽᨆߪ⋡⊛ߣ
ߒߡࠆޕ
ᚻ㗅 1㧦ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎᤨߦᦨ߽ታ⊛ߥ
↪ߩ⸽
ࡉࠫ࡞ DNA ߩᨋߩቯ⟵ 36 ߤ߅ࠅ ᧄޔPDD
ߩߩႺ⇇ౝߩߪޔ1989 ᐕ 12  31 ᣣ
ߩᤨὐߢᨋࠍߒߡߥ߆ߞߚߦቢోߦ
ᒰߡߪ߹ߞߡࠆ ࡦ࡚ࠪࠢ(ޕA7 ࠍෳᾖ)
ߎߩߎߣߪ⁛┙ߒߚᨋᛛⴚ⠪ߩኾ㐷ኅ߇ⴕߞ
ߚᛛⴚႎ๔߆ࠄ⏕⸽ߢ߈ࠆߩߘޕႎ๔ߪࡕ
࠻ࡦࠪࡦࠣ࠺࠲ߣⴡᤊ↹ߩಽᨆࠍࡌࠬ
ߣߒߡࠆޕ
⊛ߥ⊛⑳ޔ↪ߩޔ1989 ᐕ㗃ߩⴡᤊ↹
߆ࠄߪࠕࠛ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ’(ᾲᏪ’
⨲ brachiaria ߩ⨲)ߢࠆߚ ޔ11/CP.9 
߮ 19/CP.9 ߩቯߤ߅ࠅޔᨋߢߪߥ߆ߞߚ
ߎߣ߇⸽ߐࠇࠆޕ
ᦝߦ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേ㐿ᆎ೨ߦߘߩࠛࠕߪ
ᨋࠍߒߡߥ߆ߞߚߎߣ߇ႎ๔ߢ⏕ߢ߈
ࠆޕ
ห৻ߩႎ๔ᦠ߆ࠄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേࠛࠕߩᬀ
↢ߩ․ᓽ߇⏕ߢ߈ࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߩ᧪ᬀ↢ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߢᦝᣂߐࠇߡߥߎߣ߇ޔ
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the project boundary as per the maps
provided in the section C.4 above.
On the contrary, a severe pasture
degradation process happened over the
11-year-period, reaching more 56% of total
areas within the project boundary as
presented in the section C.2 above.
In compliance with the methodology, the
determination of the most likely land use
within the project boundary at the time the
project starts is based on the prevailing land
use in the region, land use trends and, on
the barriers that condition it.
An underpinning feature is the deficit of
plantations to supply renewable charcoal for
the production of iron.
By definition it represents the absence of
carbon stocks attributable to forest
plantations in lands that could be used for
such a purpose (see Step 3).
The deficit results from major barriers that
limit the project entity’s capacity to
establish forest plantations for
charcoal-based iron production as well as
the lack of plantations for renewable
charcoal in general, which make the project
activity implementation unlikely and
unattractive in the absence of CDM.
Several barriers are identified, and their
relative significance is examined in step 3
(barrier analysis).
Barriers include the lack of appropriate
debt-funding, investment barriers, the lack
of policies to stimulate forest plantations for
charcoal-based iron, the lack of access to
capital markets, risks related to regulatory
schemes and the long-term maturity period
of the project.
36 Brazilian Interministerial Commission on
Global Climate Change - Resolution n. º2 August 10, 2005. Available at
www.mct.gov.br/clima

⸥ߩ࡚ࠢࠪࡦ C.4 ߩ࿑߇␜ߔߣ߅ࠅ࠺ޔ
࠲߆ࠄ⺒ߺขࠇࠆޕ
ኻߦ ࡦ࡚ࠪࠢޔC.2 ߢ␜ߒߚߣ߅ࠅޔᷓೞ
ߥ’⨲ߩഠൻߪ 11 ᐕߩ㑆ߦߎߞߡ߅ࠅޔ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߩ 56㧑ߦࠎߢ
ࠆޕ
ᣇᴺ⺰ߦᓥ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ㐿ᆎᤨߩࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߦ߅ߌࠆᦨ߽ᅷᒰߣ⠨߃ࠄ
ࠇࠆ↪ߪߩߘޔၞߢ৻⥸⊛ߥ
↪ޔ↪ะߣߘࠇࠍ᧦ઙઃߌࠆࡃࠕ߆
ࠄഀࠅߐࠇࠆޕ
ਥߥ․ᓽߪ㋕ߩߚߩౣ↢น⢻ᧁࠍଏ⛎ߔ
ࠆߚߩࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߇ਇ⿷ߒߡࠆߎߣ
ߢࠆޕ
ᒰὼࠆࠇࠄ↪ߦ⊛⋡ߥ߁ࠃߩߘޔߦ߅ߌ
ࠆࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߆ࠄߩ⚛⫾Ⓧߪߥޕ
㧔ᚻ㗅 3 ෳᾖ)
ࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩਇ⿷ߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉ
ߩᧁࠍࡌࠬߣߒߚ㋕ᵴേߩߚߩㅧᨋ
⢻ജࠍ㒢ߔࠆᄢ߈ߥࡃࠕߣߦ⊛⥸৻ޔౣ↢
น⢻ࠛࡀ࡞ࠡߣߒߡߩᧁ↢↥ะߌߩࡊࡦ
࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߇ሽߒߥߎߣ߇ේ࿃ࠅࠇߎޔ
ࠄߩ⁁ᴫ߆ࠄޔCDM ߇ߥߌࠇ߫ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ᵴേߩ㝯ജ߽ታᣉน⢻ᕈ߽రࠃࠅ↢߹ࠇߥޕ
ߊߟ߆ߩࡃࠕ߇․ቯߐࠇޔᚻ㗅 3 ߢߘߩ
ᗧᕈ߇ᬌ⸽ߐࠇߚ(ࡃࠕಽᨆ)ޕ
ㆡಾߥ୫ࠍታᣉߒߡߥߎߣޔᛩ⾗ࡃ
ࠕᧁޔࡌࠬߩ㋕ߩߚߩㅧᨋࠍଦߔߚ
ߩᣇ╷ߩᰳᅤᧄ⾗ޔᏒ႐߳ߩࠕࠢࠬ߇ߥߎ
ߣⷙޔ߮㐳ᦼߦࠊߚࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ
ᚑᾫᦼߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆࠬࠢ߇ࡃࠕߣߒߡߍࠄ
ࠇࠆޕ
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Having identified major and specific
barriers to forest plantations as an
alternative land use, a general analysis on
lands in the vicinity and the pressures that
prevent the possibility of land being
abandoned to natural regrowth is also
undertaken as to corroborate the most likely
land-use in the absence of the project
plantations.
As further analyzed in steps 2 and 3, forest

36 Brazilian Interministerial Commission on
Global Climate Change - ╙ੑ⼏᩺- 2005 ᐕ
8  10 ᣣ
એਅURLෳᾖߩߎߣwww.mct.gov.br/clima
37/133
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦࠃࠆㅧᨋ߇ߥ߆ߞߚ႐วߦᦨ߽
น⢻ᕈߩ㜞↪ࠍⵣߠߌߔࠆߚߦޔઍ
ᦧߩ↪ߣߒߡߩࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩਥⷐ
ߥࡃࠕࠍ․ቯߒߚᓟޔㄭ㓞ߩߣޔ߇
᫈ߐࠇ⥄ὼ࿁ᓳ߇ߥߐࠇࠆน⢻ᕈࠍᛥ߃ࠆ
ജߦ㑐ߔࠆಽᨆ߇ⴕࠊࠇࠆޕ

ᰴߩᚻ㗅 2 ߣ 3 ߢಽᨆߐࠇࠆࠃ߁ߦޔᬀᨋࡊ
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plantations cover an area of approximately 5
million hectares, which represents less than
0.5% of the Brazilian territory.
According to the Minas Gerais Agriculture
Department, Federal University of Lavras
(UFLA) and Forest Institute of the State
(IEF),
1 167 267 hectares are covered with the
forest plantations in the State of Minas
Gerais, corresponding to less than 2% of the
total territory.
On the other hand, 25 348 603 hectares are
occupied with pastureland, which
corresponds to 81% of rural areas37.
The total area of pastureland in the
municipalities involved in the project
activity, Felixlândia and Morada Nova de
Minas, is 125 715 hectares, which
represents 77% of the total rural properties
(IBGE, IEF, UFLA 2006)38.
At the project level, 47% of lands within the
project boundaries were covered with
pastureland before the project.
The remaining areas consisted of degraded
areas with no-vegetation cover.
Pastureland is the prevailing practice not
only in the project vicinities but also at the
state level. This makes explicit the land
pressures that prevent the possibility of land
being abandoned to natural forest regrowth.
Therefore, pastureland is the most common
land use category of the region where the
project activity is located.
This analysis conservatively excludes the
degraded status of most of the project areas
before the project activity and considers
pastureland as the most likely land-use at
the time the project started, remaining as
such in the absence of the project.

Step 2: Assessment of national and sector
policies and legislation

In accordance with the baseline
methodology, the policies related to the
creation of wood sources, legislation related
to A/R activities and wood use, and the role
of sectoral incentives and constraints and
the macroeconomic policies are addressed
below:

ࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߪ⚂ 5 ⊖ਁ ha ߩ㕙Ⓧࠍභࠆޕ
ߘࠇߪࡉࠫ࡞ߩ࿖ߩ 0.5㧑ߦḩߚߥޕ
ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺㄘᬺዪߣࡉࠬᄢቇ
㧔 UFLA)ޔ ߮ Ꮊ ┙ᨋ ⎇ ⓥ ᚲ (IEF)ߦ ࠃ ࠆ
ߣࠬࠗࠚࠫࠬ࠽ࡒޔᎺߢߪᎺߩ㕙Ⓧߩ 2㧑ߦ
ߚࠆ 1,167,267ha ߇ࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߢභ
ࠄࠇߡࠆޕ

߹ ߚ  ޔㄘ  ㇱ 㕙 Ⓧ ߩ 81 㧑 ߦ  ߚ ࠆ
25,348,603ha ߇’ߢභࠄࠇࠆ 37ޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ⴕࠊࠇࠆࡈࠚࠢࠬࡦ࠺
ࠖࠕᏒߣࡕ࠳ࡁࡃ࠺ࡒ࠽ࠬᏒ߇ߔࠆ’
ߩో㕙Ⓧߪ 125,715ha ߢࠅޔㄘㇱߩ 77㧑
ࠍභࠆ (IBGE, IEF, UFLA 2006)38ޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߪ࠳ࡦ࠙ࡃ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ߩ 47㧑߇’ߢභࠄࠇߡߚޕ
ᱷࠅߩߪഠൻߒߡ߅ࠅޔᬀ↢ⵍⷒ߇ߥޕ
’ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕㄭㄝߩߺߥࠄߕޔ
Ꮊోߢ߽৻⥸⊛ߥ↪ߢࠆߣߎߩߎޕ
߆ࠄ߽ޔ߇᫈ߐࠇޔᨋߩ⥄ὼ࿁ᓳߩน
⢻ᕈࠍ㒖ജ߇߆߆ߞߡࠆߎߣߪ⏕ߢ
ࠆޕ
ߎߩߚ’ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ታᣉߐࠇ
ࠆၞߩ↪ߣߒߡᦨ߽น⢻ᕈߩ㜞ࠞ࠹
ࠧߢࠆޕ
ߎߩಽᨆߢߪޔᕈࠍߟߚࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
࠻ᵴേ㐿ᆎ೨ߩഠൻ⁁ᘒߦߞߚᄢㇱಽߩࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕࠍ⋭߈࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ㐿ᆎᤨߦ
ߪ’ࠍߥ߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ႐วߩᦨ߽ᅷ
ᒰߥ↪ߣߺߥߒߡࠆޕ
ᚻ㗅 2㧦࿖ኅߩ࠲ࠢ߮ࠃ߅ޔᣇ㊎ߣⷙቯߦ
㑐ߔࠆ⺞ᩏ
ࡌࠬࠗࡦᣇᴺ⺰ߦᓥ⾗᧚ᧁޔḮߩ⢒ᚑߦ
߆߆ࠊࠆ╷ߣ A/R ᵴേߣᧁ᧚ߩ↪ߦ㑐ㅪߔ
ࠆⷙቯޔᒰࠢ࠲ߦ↢ߓࠆࠗࡦࡦ࠹ࠖࡉ
߮⚂ߩᓎഀ⚻ࡠࠢࡑޔᷣ╷ߦߟߡਅ⸥
ߦ⸥ㅀߔࠆޕ

a) Policies related to the creation of wood
sources

a)ᧁ᧚⾗Ḯ⢒ᚑߩ㑐ㅪ╷

Brazil holds the largest concentration of
forests proportionally to its territory,
covering 64.3% (544 million hectares) of the

ࡉࠫ࡞ߪ࿖ߦኻߔࠆᨋߩഀว߇ᦨᄢߢ
ࠅోޔ㕙Ⓧߩ 64.3㧑(544 ⊖ਁ ha㧕ࠍභߡ
ࠆޕ
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land area.
Tree plantations or silviculture practices
represent only 0.9% of the country’s total
forested area, the remaining 99.1% refers to
native vegetation (LEITE, 2003).
In addition, the total forest plantation areas,
including those for other industries
represent 0.5% of the national territory.
Historically, natural forests have supplied
the country’s demand for wood, which
resulted in the large-scale degradation of
several of the country’s original biomes,
specially the Atlantic Rainforest, the
Cerrado (Brazilian savanna) and a
significant proportion of the Amazon
Rainforest39.
The development of forest plantations in
Brazil has only started in 1967, in response
to a federally subsidized reforestation
program, enacted by the national
government under law 5.106, on September
2, 1966.
In response to the growing demand for
wood-based industries and to limit
deforestation practices, a fiscal incentives
program (which was later referred to as
FISET) was implemented to stimulate the
establishment of plantations.
37 Net of degraded areas and native
vegetation (including areas under legal
constraints).
It is important to recall that approximately
30% of the land-use of rural proprieties in
the State of Minas Gerais must be legally set
aside for the preservation of native
vegetation, hence the exclusion of these
areas.
The area within the project boundaries is
net of such areas.
More than 8 thousand hectares have been
set aside for the preservation of native
vegetation as a result of the project activity,
corresponding to one third of the total
land-use resulting from the project.
(Around 23 thousand hectares of plantations
and above 9 thousand hectares of native
areas)
38 Net of the project plantations and of legal
preservation areas.
39 O Estado de S. Paulo, September 16th,
2005.
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The program lasted until 1988 and the state

ㅧᨋ߿ᨋᬺ߇ⴕࠊࠇߡࠆᨋߪోᨋ㕙Ⓧߩ
0.9㧑ߦㆊ߉ߕޔᱷࠅߩ 99.1㧑ߪ᧪ᬀ↢ߢභ
ࠄࠇߡࠆ(LEITE, 2003)ޕ
߹ߚ↥ߩઁޔᬺ߳ߩᧁ᧚ଏ⛎ߩߚߩࡊࡦ࠹
࡚ࠪࡦࠍߚㅧᨋ㕙Ⓧߪ࿖ߩ 0.5㧑ߢ
ࠆޕ
ᱧผ⊛ߦᄤὼᨋ߇࿖ߩᧁ᧚ߦኻߔࠆ㔛ⷐࠍḩߚ
ߒߡ߅ࠅߦ․߇ߣߎߩߘޔᄢᵗጯᾲᏪᨋޔ
ࡂ࠼㧔ࡉࠫ࡞ࠨࡃࡦ࠽㧕ߣߘߩઁߩࠕࡑ࠱
ࡦᾲᏪᨋ 39 ߩᄢㇱಽߦ߅ߌࠆ↢᧪ߩࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ
ߩᄢⷙᮨߥഠൻࠍߚޕ

ࡉࠫ࡞ߩࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩ㐿⊒ߪ 1966 ᐕ 9
 2 ᣣޔᴺ 5.106 ߩਅޔᐭߦࠃࠅᣉⴕߐࠇߚ
ㅪ㇌ᐭߩഥઃ߈ᬀᨋᬺࠍ߈ߞ߆ߌߦ
1967 ᐕߦᆎ߹ߞߚޕ
ᧁ᧚ࠍᶖ⾌ߔࠆ↥ᬺ߆ࠄߩ㔛ⷐߩ㜞߹ࠅߣᨋ
ᷫዋߦߟߥ߇ࠆ⚻ᷣᵴേߩ㒢ߩߚߦࡊޔ
ࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩㅧᚑࠍଦߔ⽷ఝㆄࡊࡠࠣࡓ
(FISET)߇ታᣉߐࠇߚޕ
37

ഠൻၞߣ᧪ᬀ↢ⵍⷒߩᱜ㕙Ⓧ㧔ᴺ⊛
⚂ߩࠆၞࠍ㧕
ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߩㄘߣߒߡߩ
↪ߩ⚂ 30㧑߇ޔ᧪ᬀ↢ోߩߚߦ㒰ᄖߐ
ࠇࠆޕ

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߩߢ߽ߎࠇࠄ
ߩࠛࠕߪ㒰ᄖߐࠇࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ⚿ᨐ߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔභ
ߔࠆో㕙Ⓧߩ 3 ಽߩ 1 ߦᒰߔࠆޔ
8,000ha એ߇ޔ᧪ᬀ↢ోߩߚߦ㒰ᄖߐ
ࠇߚޕ
(ࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ㕙Ⓧ⚂ 23,000haޔ᧪ᬀ↢
ⵍⷒ⚂ 9,000ha)
38

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩㅧᨋߣᴺ⊛ߦ⼔ߐࠇࠆ
᧪ᬀ↢ⵍⷒߩᱜ㕙Ⓧ
39 O Estado de S. Paulo,2005 ᐕ 9  15 ᣣ
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1988 ᐕ߹ߢᬀᨋᬺ߇ታᣉߐࠇޔㅧᨋࡊࡠࠫ
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ࠚࠢ࠻ߩ 70㧑એ߇ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߢታ
ᣉߐࠇߚޕ

of Minas Gerais accounted for over 70% of
the plantation projects.
The plantation area has grown in response
to the program. The total area of plantations
in Brazil, almost non-existent before,
increased to 6.5 million hectares in 1992
(REIS, 1994 and IPEF, 2000).
With the discontinuation of the Program in
1988, plantation establishment decreased,
while harvesting of existing plantations
continued at a rapid rate.
The replacement of the Brazilian Institute
for Forestry Development (IBDF) with the
Brazilian Institute of Environment and
Natural Resources (IBAMA), in 1989, also
emphasized a focus away from plantation
forest establishment to native forest
preservation and its sustainable
management.
As a result, charcoal consumption remained
at rates similar to pre- 1989 values and the
area of plantations declined from 6.5
millions hectares in 1992 to 4.8 million in
1998 (REIS, 1994 and IPEF, 2000).
The declining trends in plantation activity
were strongly observed in the state of Minas
Gerais (the project region), as it has
historically dominated the Brazilian
plantation sector, especially in terms of
plantations for charcoal supply.
The plantation forestry sector in the state
has evolved hand-in-hand with the iron and
steel industry.
The rich-deposits of iron ore and the need for
a thermal reduction agent (carbon) have led
to the rapid depletion of the regional native
forests.
The end of the FISET led to a marked drop
in area under plantation establishment in
Minas Gerais.
This was followed by a reduction in the
forest cover in the state, as the harvesting
levels continued high, with almost no
replanting (F
Figure 22).
In 1992, the state was covered with over 2.6
million hectares of forest plantations.
By 1998, this figure was reduced to 1.67
million hectares (REIS, 1994 and IPEF,
2000).
In 2003 and 2004, the forest plantation stock
in Minas Gerais respectively accounted for
1.16 and 1.15 million hectares, 75% of which

ㅧᨋ㕙ⓍߪࡊࡠࠣࡓߦᔕߒߡჇ߃ߚࡉޕ
ࠫ࡞ߩᬀᨋ㕙Ⓧߪ߆ߟߡߥ߶ߤჇ߃ޔ
1992 ᐕߦߪ 650 ਁ ha ߦ㆐ߒߚ (REIS, 1994
and IPEF, 2000)ޕ
1988 ᐕߦᬺࠍ⚳ੌߔࠆߣޔબណࠬࡇ࠼ߪ
ᄌࠊࠄߥ৻ᣇߢޔᬀᨋߪᷫዋߒߚޕ
1980 ᐕߦޔBrazilian Institute for Forestry
Development (IBDF) ߇Brazilian Institute of
Environment and Natural Resources
(IBAMA)ߦઍࠊߞߚߎߣߢޔㅧᨋ߆ࠄᄤὼᨋߩ
⼔߳ߩ⒖ⴕߣߘߩᜬ⛯⊛ߥㆇ༡߇ᒝ⺞ߐࠇ
ߚޕ
⚿ᨐߣߒߡᧁޔߩᶖ⾌㊂ߪ 1989 ᐕએ೨ߦߣ
ߤ߹ࠅޔᬀᨋ㕙Ⓧߪ 1992 ᐕߩ 650 ਁha߆ࠄ
1998 ᐕߦߪ 480 ਁha߳ߣᷫዋߒߚ (REIS,
1994 and IPEF, 2000)ޕ
ᬀᨋᵴേߩᷫዋะߪߩ࡞ࠫࡉޔㅧᨋࠢ࠲
ࠍᱧผ⊛ߦᜂߞߡ߈ߚߚᧁߦ․ޔଏ⛎ߣ
߁ὐߢࠬࠗࠚࠫࠬ࠽ࡒޔᎺߢ․ߦᒝߊࠄ
ࠇߚޕ
Ꮊߩㅧᨋࠢ࠲ߪ㋕↥ᬺߣߣ߽ߦ⊒ዷߒߡ
߈ߚޕ
㋕㋶⍹ߩၒ⬿㊂߇⼾ንߢࠆߎߣߣㆶర()
ߩ㔛ⷐ߇ၞߩᨋ⾗Ḯߩᨗᷢࠍᣧߚޕ

⽷⺃ዉࡊࡠࠣࡓ㧔FISET㧕ߩ⚳ੌߦࠃࠅޔ
Ꮊߩㅧᨋ㕙Ⓧ߇⪺ߒߊૐਅߒߚޕ
ߎࠇߦᓥޔᬀᨋ߇ⴕࠊࠇߥ৻ᣇߢⓠࡍ
ࠬߪᄌࠊࠄߕޔᨋⵍⷒ߇ᷫዋߒߚޕ
1992 ᐕߦߪᬀᨋ㕙Ⓧߪ 260 ਁ ha ߦ߹ߢߥߞ
ߚޕ
1998 ᐕ߹ߢߦߎߩ㕙Ⓧߪ 167 ਁ ha ߹ߢ⪭ߜߚ
(REIS, 1994 and IPEF, 2000)ޕ
2003 ᐕߣ 2004 ᐕߩࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߩᬀ
ᨋ㕙Ⓧߪߘࠇߙࠇ 116 ਁ ha ߣ 115 ਁ ha ߣߥ
ࠅ ߩߜ߁ߩߘޔ75㧑ߪᧁଏ⛎ߩߚߦᬀᨋ
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were established for charcoal supply (AMS,
2004).

ߐࠇߚಽߢߞߚޕ

࿑ 22: Forest plantation stock in Minas Gerais (ha)
ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߦ߅ߌࠆᬀᨋ㕙Ⓧ

Source: IPEF, 2000
Recognizing the threatening deficit of
plantations in Brazil, the Federal
Government created the National Forestry
Program (PNF) in 2000.
The program’s objective was to expand the
forestry plantation base through
multi-purpose initiatives, such as increasing
funding, removing regulatory bottlenecks
and strengthening governmental
institutional capacity.
In 2004, the PNF was re-launched by the
federal government.

ᬀᨋߩෂᯏ⊛ߥਇ⿷ࠍ⼂ߒߚㅪ㇌ᐭߪ
࿖ኅᨋࡊࡠࠣࡓ㧔PNF㧕ࠍ 2000 ᐕߦቯ
ߒߚޕ
ࡊࡠࠣࡓߩ⋡⊛ߪ⾗ޔ㊄ߩჇടޔᵴേߩᅹ
ߍߣߥࠆⷙቯߩ᠗࿁ޔᐭᯏ㑐ߩ⢻ജߩᒝൻ
ߣߞߚޔᄙ⋡⊛ߥࠗ࠾ࠪࠕ࠹ࠖࡉࠍၮ⋚ߣ
ߒߡᬀᨋࠍᄢߐߖࠆߎߣߦߞߚޕ
2004 ᐕߦ PNF ߪㅪ㇌ᐭߦࠃࠅౣᐲ┙ߜߍ
ࠄࠇߚޕ

However, as per the trends presented below,
the recent measures are far from resolving
the current and projected wood supply
deficits in the long-run due to prevailing
barriers, e.g. insufficient funding, the
difficulties associated with the
high-interest-rates of the Brazilian economy,
and the resulting risks and high opportunity
costs to long term investments, such as the
establishment of dedicated fuel wood
plantations with production cycles of up to 28
years in comparison with the use of global
commodities such as coal coke.
In fact, as the fiscal incentives program put
in place by the government in 1967
terminated in 1987, a sectoral trend towards
the increasing use of coal coke has been
strengthened.

“…fiscal incentives to plant forests were
removed in the late 1980s, decreasing and
even stopping the establishment of new

ߒ߆ߒߥ߇ࠄਅ⸥ߦㅀߴࠆะߩߣ߅ࠅ⾗ޔ
㊄ਇ⿷ߩ࡞ࠫࡉޔ㜞₸ߦ㑐ㅪߒߚ㔍ߒ
ߐޔࠢࠬࠆߔ↢⊒ࠄ߆ࠄࠇߘޔ㐳ᦼ㑆ߦࠊ
ߚࠆᛩ⾗ߦ߅ߌࠆ㜞ᯏળ⾌↪(⍹ࠦࠢࠬ
ߩࠃ߁ߥઁ࿖߆ࠄ⺞㆐น⢻ߥຠߩ↪ߣᲧ
セߒߡ߽㜞ߊߟߊᧁޔଏ⛎ߩߚߩ 28 ᐕબ
ᦼࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩㅧᚑ)ߣߞߚࡃࠕߩ
ሽߦࠃࠅޔᤓߩኻ╷ߪ㐳ᦼߦࠊߚࠆᧁ᧚
ଏ⛎㊂ߩਇ⿷㗴ࠍ⸃ߔࠆߦߪ㆙ߊࠎߢ
ߥޕ

ታ㓙ޔ1967 ᐕߦዉߐࠇߚ⽷ఝㆄࡊࡠࠣ
ࡓ߇ 1987 ᐕߦ⚳ੌߒߚߎߣߢߩ࠲ࠢޔ⍹
ࠦࠢࠬߩ↪ߩჇടะ߇ᒝ߹ߞߚޕ

“ᬀᨋߦ߅ߌࠆ⽷ఝㆄ╷ߪ 1980 ᐕઍᓟඨߦߥ
ߊߥࠅޔᣂⷙߩࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦㅧᚑ߇ᷫ
ዋߪߊߒ߽ޔਛᱛߐࠇߚޔߦᦝޕャߦኻߔ
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forests.
Moreover, the wave of opening of the national
market to imports led to the increase in coke
production, encouraged by its immediate
availability and cost-effectiveness (…) During

ࠆ࿖ౝᏒ႐ߩ㐿ߦࠃࠅ࠻ࠬࠦߩߘޔല₸ߩ
⦟ߐߣൎᚻߩ⦟ߐ߆ࠄࠦࠢࠬ↢↥߇Ⴧ
ടߒߚ(…)1990 ᐕઍߦߪ㋕㍑ᬺߩ⑳ൻߦࠃ
ࠅᧁޔ↪ṁ㋶Ἱߩ㐽㎮ߪߊߒ߽ޔ⍹ࠦ
ࠢࠬṁ㋶Ἱ߳ߩォ឵߇ߥߐࠇߚ”(BRAZIL,
2007, p.23)ޕ

the 1990s, the privatization of integrated
steel and iron industries resulted in the
shutdown or conversion of charcoal furnaces
into coke furnaces.” (BRAZIL, 2007, p.23).
b) Legislation related to the requirements of
A/R activities and wood use
The iron and steel industry in Brazil is not
legally required to use non-GHG intensive
reducing agents, such as renewable charcoal
from dedicated forest plantations instead of
coal coke.
Given the expected twofold increase in the
Brazilian production of iron (see Section C.6,
Step 4), the government is actually seeking
alternatives to stimulate the national
production
of
coal,
as
to
enable
self-sufficiency and ensure thermal-energy
security for one of the country’s main
development drivers40.
On the other hand, iron producers willing to
use renewable charcoal must comply with a
series of laws and regulations as to ensure
the origin of their sources and to minimize
the use of charcoal from nonrenewable native
forests (a GHG intensive carbon source) due
to other environmental concerns.
Since the 1930’s, different regulatory
mechanisms have affected the establishment
of wood plantations for the production of
renewable charcoal or the use of
non-renewable charcoal in Brazil.
The Brazilian Forestry Code, issued in 1934
(Decree 23.973/34) and reedited in 1965 (Law
n.4771/65), was an important instrument to
regulate the forestry activities, establishing a
minimum percentage for the preservation of
native forests, and introducing the concept of
permanent preservation areas and legal
reserves.
The transportation of, acceptance and
storage of wood, firewood or charcoal
originated from native forests, as well as the
production of charcoal using first quality
native wood without proper licenses have all

b) A/R ᵴേߣᧁ᧚ߩ↪ߩ᧦ઙߦ㑐ߔࠆⷙቯ
ࡉࠫ࡞ߩ㋕ᬺߦ߅ߡޔ⍹ࠦࠢࠬߩ
ઍࠊࠅߦޔኾ↪ߩࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߆ࠄଏ⛎
ߐࠇࠆౣ↢น⢻⾗Ḯߩᧁߥߤߩ㕖 GHG ㆶర
ࠍ↪ߔࠆߎߣߪᴺ⊛ߦ⟵ോઃߌࠄࠇߡ
ߥޕ
ࡉࠫ࡞ߩ㋕↢↥㊂߇ 2 ߦჇ߃ࠆߣ੍᷹ߐࠇ
ࠆߎߣ߆ࠄ㧔࡚ࠢࠪࡦ C.6ޔᚻ㗅 4)ޔᐭߪ
࿖ౝߩᧁ↢↥ࠍଦㅴߚ߹ޔ࿖ౝ⥄⛎ࠍน⢻
ߦߒޔ࿖ߩਥⷐߥ㐿⊒ಽ㊁ߦะߌߚᾲࠛࡀ࡞
ࠡଏ⛎ߩቯࠍ㓚ߔࠆᣇᴺࠍᮨ⚝ߒߡ
ࠆޕ
৻ᣇߢޔౣ↢น⢻ᧁࠍ↪ߔࠆ㋕ߩ↢↥⠪
ߦߪ৻ޔㅪߩᴺⷙޔቯߦࠃࠅޔଏ⛎Ḯࠍ⏕
ൻߒޔᄤὼᨋ߆ࠄⓠߐࠇߚౣ↢ਇ⢻⾗Ḯߢ
ࠆᧁ(GHG ߩឃḮߣߥࠆ)ߩ↪ࠍᦨૐ
㒢ߦᛥߔࠆߎߣ߇⺖ߖࠄࠇࠆޕ
1930 ᐕઍએ㒠ޔᢙⷙߩޘ߇ౣ↢น⢻ߚ߹ޔ
ߪౣ↢ਇ⢻ᧁ↢↥ߩߚߩㅧᨋߦᓇ㗀ߒߡ
߈ߚޕ
1934 ᐕߦᣉⴕߐࠇ(Decree 23.973/34)ޔ1965
ᐕߦౣ✬➏(Law n.4771/65)ߐࠇߚࡉࠫ࡞ߩ
ᨋᴺߪޔᄤὼᨋోࠍᦨዊ㒢ߦߒޔᕡਭ
ోߣᜰቯ⼔ߩᔨࠍ⏕┙ߒޔᨋ
ᵴേࠍⷙቯߔࠆߩߦ㊀ⷐߥᓎഀࠍᨐߚߒߚޕ

ᄤὼᨋ߆ࠄߩᧁ᧚⮌ޔ᧚ᧁޔߩャㅍޔฃ
ขᧁࠍ᧚ᧁߩ⚖৻╙ߦߒߥ⸵ޔߪ▤ޔ
ߦടᎿߔࠆߎߣߣห᭽ߦ㆑ᴺߢࠆߣߐࠇ
ߚޕ
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been qualified as criminal offenses.
These contraventions are punished with
three months to one-year imprisonment and
fines.
In 1989, the Decree 97.628/89, under the
Brazilian Forestry Code, required all
large-scale wood consuming industries to be
responsible for creation of the required
plantation sources to supply their production
activities.
The 1988’s Federal Constitution41 had
established a new role for the Federation,
States and Municipalities in the preservation
and maintenance of forests, fauna and flora.
It allowed States to simultaneously legislate
on environmental issues.
In 1991 Minas Gerais became the first
Brazilian State to have its own forestry
regulation, with the creation of the State
Forestry Law (Law n.10.561/91), revoked and
replaced by Law n.14.309/2002, which
obliged all organizations that consume or
commercialize forest products to use a
minimum of 90% of wood coming from
planted forests.
It allowed a maximum of 10% for native
forests consumption, provided a fee is paid.
Forestry products coming from other states
shall present documentation guaranteeing
the origin of the wood.
40 Ministry of Mines and Energy (Gazeta
Mercantil 04/19/2004)
41 Chapter VI, Articles 23 and 24 deal with
forestry matters.
40/133
However, there are no mandatory provisions
on the use of coal coke.
Whereas, the vast majority of the Brazilian
iron production is based on coal coke (see
Figure 23) the minor part often relied on
illegal practices to sustain their production in
the past, e.g. illegal logging and falsification
of licenses for the production and
transportation of charcoal.
Approximately 50% of the Minas Gerais
cerrado (Brazilian savannah) has been
depleted for 20 years to supply charcoal for
part of the iron industry42.
Technical and human resources for thorough
inspections were not sufficient to cover the
national territory.
The effects of such a lack of enforcement over
public property rights have often lead to a

㆑ߒߚ႐วޔ3 ࡩ߆ࠄ 1 ᐕߩᙼᓎߣ⟏㊄߇
⑼ߖࠄࠇࠆޕ
1989 ᐕߦߪࡉࠫ࡞ᨋᴺޔ 97.628/89
߇᧚ᧁޔᶖ⾌㊂ߩᄢ߈ోߡߩ↥ᬺߦ↥ޔᬺ
ᵴേߦ↪ߔࠆࠛࡀ࡞ࠡଏ⛎ߩߚߦㅧᨋ
ࠍⴕ߁ߎߣࠍ⟵ോઃߌߚޕ
1988 ᐕᙗᴺ 41 ߦࠃࠅޔ࿖ޔᎺޔᏒߩᨋޔ
േᬀ‛ߩో⛽ޔᜬߦ߅ߌࠆߘࠇߙࠇߩᓎഀ
߇ቯࠄࠇߚޕ
߹ߚᎺߦⅣႺߦ㑐ߔࠆᴺᓞࠍቯߔࠆᮭ㒢߇
ਈ߃ࠄࠇߚޕ
1991 ᐕߦߪࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߪࡉࠫ࡞ߢ
ೋߩᨋᴺ (Law n.10.561/91)ࠍቯߒߚᎺߣ
ߥߞߚߪࠇߘޕᴺᓞ n.14.309/2002 ߦࠃߞߡޔ
ᑄᱛߣߥࠅ⟎߈឵ࠊߞߚ߇ޔᨋ↢↥‛ࠍᶖ
⾌⽼ޔᄁߔࠆోߡߩ࿅ߦኻߒޔᬀᨋߦ߅
ߌࠆᧁ᧚ࠍ 90㧑એ↪ߔࠆࠃ߁⟵ോઃߌ
ߚޕ
ᢱ㊄߇ᡰᛄࠊࠇࠇ߫ޔᄤὼᨋ߆ࠄߩᶖ⾌ࠍᦨ
ᄢ 10㧑߹ߢߚޕ
ઁߩᎺ߆ࠄߩᨋ↢↥‛ߪߩ᧚ᧁޔଏ⛎రࠍ
⸽ߔࠆᢥᦠࠍឭߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥޕ
ࡉࠫ࡞㋶ᬺࠛࡀ࡞ࠡ⋭ (Gazeta
Mercantil 04/19/2004)
41 Chapter VI, Articles 23ޔ24 ߢᨋ㗴ߦ
ߟߡߣࠅߍߡࠆޕ
40/133
ߒ߆ߒޔ⍹ࠦࠢࠬߩ↪ߦ㑐ߔࠆⷙቯߪ
ߥޕ
ࡉࠫ࡞ߩ㋕↢↥ߩᄢㇱಽ߇⍹ࠦࠢࠬߦ
㗬ߞߡࠆ৻ᣇ ( 23 ෳᾖ)৻ޔㇱߢߪㆊ
ߦޔ㆑ᴺબណᧁ᧚ߩ↪߿ᧁߩ↢↥ޔㆇㅍ
ߩ⸵ࠍனㅧߒߡⴕ߁ߥߤޔ㆑ᴺߦ㋕↢↥߇
ߥߐࠇߡߚޕ
40

ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߩࡂ࠼ (ࡉࠫ࡞ࠨࡃ
ࡦ࠽) ߩ⚂ 50㧑߇ޔ㋕↥ᬺ߳ߩᧁߩଏ⛎
ߩߚߦޔ20 ᐕ㑆ߩ߁ߜߦᷫዋߒߚ 42ޕ
ࡉࠫ࡞ోߩᔀᐩ⊛ߥᬌᩏࠍⴕ߁ߦߪޔᛛ
ⴚ⊛⾗⊛ੱޔḮ߇ਇ⿷ߒߡߚޕ
ߎߩࠃ߁ߦ⊛⽷↥ᮭ߇ⴕߐࠇߥߚ
ߦޔᣂߚߦࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߳ߩᛩ⾗ࠊߥߔޔ
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classic common pool resource problem (see
Olson, 1971), posed by the availability of
native wood and its obvious economic
attractiveness vis-a-vis any alternatives that
require major new investments, i.e.
renewable charcoal from forest dedicated
plantations.
This has resulted in market failures in the
sustainable production of renewable
charcoal-based iron and most of the iron
industry that complied with legal
requirements has been basing their activities
on the use of coal coke.
Over the past 10 years law enforcement and
inspection operations have significantly
grown both in terms of frequency and
strictness, making the use of non-renewable
charcoal increasingly difficult.
Criminal and financial penalties have been
applied, such as apprehensions, embargoes,
fines and imprisonment of the involved
people43.
In the state of Minas Gerais, the culmination
of this trend has taken place when the
executive branch proposed a new law44,
gradually banning the use of nonrenewable
sources of charcoal for the production of iron.
The same bill explicitly recognizes the role of
carbon finance mechanisms, namely the
CDM, in stimulating and supporting the use
of renewable charcoal from dedicated
plantations.45
Within this context, it would be unrealistic
and nonconservative to assume that project
entities would plan new and long-term
investments in production of iron, based on
illegal and unsustainable practices involving
the use of non-renewable charcoal.

ߜᬀᨋ߆ࠄߩౣ↢↥น⢻ߥᧁ↢↥ࠍⴕ߁
ࠃࠅ߽ߦ߆ࠆߪޔ߇ࠅߥᄤὼᨋࠍ↪ߔࠆ
ߎߣߦࠃࠅޔㅢࡊ࡞⾗Ḯ㗴(Olson,1971
ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣ)߇ᒁ߈ߎߐࠇࠆߎߣ߇㗫❥ߦ
ߞߚޕ
ߎߩߎߣ߆ࠄޔౣ↢น⢻⾗Ḯߢࠆᧁࠍ↪
ߚᜬ⛯⊛ߥ㋕ᬺߩࡑࠤ࠶࠻ߪᄬᢌ
ߒޔᴺࠍ㗅ߔࠆ㋕ᬺ⠪ߪ⍹ࠦࠢࠬࠍ
↪ߡ߈ߚޕ
ㆊ 10 ᐕ㑆ߢޔᴺ⊛ߥኻᔕߣᬌᩏᬺോߪޔ㗫
ᐲߩ㕙ߢ߽෩ኒߐߦ߅ߡ߽ᡷༀߐࠇޔౣ↢
ਇ⢻ᧁߩ↪ߪ㔍ߒߊߥߞߚޕ
ㅱޔㅢᱛ⟏ޔ㊄ޔ࿕ߥߤߩ⟏ೣⷙቯ
߇ㆡ↪ߐࠇߡ߈ߚ 43ޕ

ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߢߪⴕᐭ߇ᣂߚߥᴺᓞ 44
ࠍឭߒߚߎߣ߆ࠄޔ෩⟏ൻߩะ߇ᒝ߹
ࠅޔ㋕↢↥߳ߩౣ↢ਇ⢻ᧁߩ↪߇Ბ㓏
⊛ߦᱛߐࠇߡߞߚޕ
ߘߩᴺ᩺ߪޔኾ↪ࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߆ࠄߩౣ
↢น⢻ᧁߩ↪ࠍଦㅴޔᡰᜬߒޔ⚛㊄Ⲣ
ࡔࠞ࠾࠭ࡓ ߜࠊߥߔޔCDM ࠍ〯߹߃ߚౝኈߦ
ߥߞߡࠆ 45ޕ
ߎߩᢥ⣂߆ࠄ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉ⠪߇㆑ᴺߥ
㕖ᜬ⛯⊛ᧁߩ↢↥ࠍࡌࠬߣߒߚ㋕↢↥߳
ߣᣂߚߦ㐳ᦼ⊛ߥᛩ⾗ࠍⴕ߁ߣ⠨߃ࠆߎߣߪ
㕖ታ⊛ߢߥ߅߆ߟᕈ߇ߥޕ

Step 3: Assessment of demand and supply of
wood resources for industrial and commercial
purposes

ᚻ㗅 3㧦↥ᬺޔᬺ↪ߩߚߩᧁ᧚⾗Ḯߩ㔛
ⷐߣଏ⛎ߩ⺞ᩏ

The historical, current and expected forest
plantation deficits in Brazil is widely
recognized by the local, state and federal
governments, universities, research
institutes, NGOs’ and private sector entities.
42 Rodrigues apud Loubet 2007 (public
prosecution authority)
43 See articles on several of these operations
at:

ࡉࠫ࡞ߦ߅ߡޔㆊޔߡߒߘޔ᧪
⊛ߦࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߇ਇ⿷ߔࠆߎߣߪⴕޔ
ᯏ㑐ޔᐭޔቇⴚ⎇ޔⓥᯏ㑐ޔNGO ߿ߘߩ
ઁ᳃㑆ߩ࿅ߦߪ⼂ߐࠇߡࠆޕ

http://www.ibama.gov.br/novo_ibama/paginas
/materia.php?id_arq=3299

42

43

Rodrigues apud Loubet 2007 (ᬌኤᯏ㑐)

ߎࠇࠄߩ⟏ೣߦߟߡߪਅ⸥URLࠍෳᾖߩ
ߎߣ㧦
http://www.ibama.gov.br/novo_ibama/paginas
/materia.php?id_arq=3299
http://www.ibama.gov.br/novo_ibama/paginas
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http://www.ibama.gov.br/novo_ibama/paginas

/materia.php?id_arq=4798 ;

/materia.php?id_arq=4798 ;

http://www.ibama.gov.br/novo_ibama/paginas

http://www.ibama.gov.br/novo_ibama/paginas

/materia.php?id_arq=3185;

/materia.php?id_arq=3185;

http://www.ibama.gov.br/novo_ibama/paginas

http://www.ibama.gov.br/novo_ibama/paginas

/materia.php?id_arq=3572 ;

/materia.php?id_arq=3572 ;

http://www.ibama.gov.br/novo_ibama/paginas

http://www.ibama.gov.br/novo_ibama/paginas

/materia.php?id_arq=3502 ;

/materia.php?id_arq=3502 ;

http://www.ibama.gov.br/novo_ibama/paginas

http://www.ibama.gov.br/novo_ibama/paginas

/materia.php?id_arq=4589 ;

/materia.php?id_arq=4589 ;

http://www.ief.mg.gov.br/index.php?option=co

http://www.ief.mg.gov.br/index.php?option=co

m_content&task=view&id=310&Itemid=139

m_content&task=view&id=310&Itemid=139

;

;

http://www.cedefes.org.br/new/index.php?con

http://www.cedefes.org.br/new/index.php?con

teudo=materias/index&secao=5&tema=1&m

teudo=materias/index&secao=5&tema=1&m

ateria=2855 ;

ateria=2855 ;

http://www.pm.sc.gov.br/website/rediranterio

http://www.pm.sc.gov.br/website/rediranterio

r.php?site=40&act=1&id=1895

r.php?site=40&act=1&id=1895
http://www.aaitmg.org.br/pages/1_news_old/2
006/07_20_06.html ;
http://www.revistareferencia.com.br/index.ph
p?principal=ver_noticia.php&uid=174
44 SEMAD

2007
Secretaria de Estado de Meio Ambiente e
Desenvolvimento Sustentável
(SEMAD/2007).
41/133
Several governmental and non-governmental
organizations have published reports on the
status of plantations as the sources of wood
supply and on the specific deficits of
plantations for charcoal in Brazil, including
the Brazilian Institute of Geography and
Statistics (IBGE), Brazilian Bank for Social
and Economic Development (BNDES),
Ministry of the Environment (MMA),
Brazilian Silviculture Society (SBS),
Brazilian Institute on Forestry Research
(IPEF), Silviculture Association of Minas
Gerais (AMS, former ABRACAVE), the
University of Viçosa (UFV), the University of
São Paulo (ESALQ/USP), STCP Engenharia,
the Environment Defense Association of
45

http://www.aaitmg.org.br/pages/1_news_old/2
006/07_20_06.html ;
http://www.revistareferencia.com.br/index.ph
p?principal=ver_noticia.php&uid=174
44 SEMAD 2007
45 Secretaria de Estado de Meio Ambiente e
Desenvolvimento Sustentável
(SEMAD/2007).
41/133
એਅߩᯏ㑐ࠍޔ⊛ޔ㕖⊛ᯏ㑐߇ᧁޔ
᧚ଏ⛎Ḯߩࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩ⁁ᴫߣᧁଏ
⛎ߩߚߩࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩਇ⿷ߦ㑐ߔࠆ
⎇ⓥႎ๔ᦠࠍߒߚ㧦the Brazilian Institute
of Geography and Statistics (IBGE),
Brazilian Bank for Social and Economic
Development (BNDES), Ministry of the
Environment (MMA), Brazilian Silviculture
Society (SBS), Brazilian Institute on Forestry
Research (IPEF), Silviculture Association of
Minas Gerais (AMS, former ABRACAVE), the
University of Viçosa (UFV), the University of
São Paulo (ESALQ/USP), STCP Engenharia,
the Environment Defense Association of
Minas Gerais (AMDA) ઁߩߘޔ46ޕ
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Minas Gerais (AMDA), among others.46
Although specific numbers vary, depending
on research focus, vintage of data, and
end-uses of wood, most researches report a
common conclusion, i.e. there is a severe
shortage in the supply of wood plantations in
Brazil, which is commonly referred to as the
“forestry blackout”.
The most frequent causes are: lack of
adequate debt funding, inadequate long-term
policy, high interest rates, complex
environmental policy and plantation
legislation.
In most cases, these issues provide the basis
for the lack of attractiveness of plantation
establishment for iron, which stands out as a
common conclusion reached in published
reports and literature (see BRAZIL, 2007).
In accordance with the Brazilian National
Development Bank (BNDES), the iron and
steel charcoal based industry is currently the
most affected by the ever increasing demand
for wood sources.
This has been worsened by the exhaustion of
the plantations established under the fiscal
incentives, and the lack of new plantations
(BNDES, 2002).
A published IBGE (2005) research further
Figure 23).
corroborates such a trend (F
The research highlights that the decreasing
rate47 of plantation-based charcoal is
attributable to a decline in the establishment
of plantations aimed at supplying the iron
and steel industry.

⎇ⓥߩὶὐߩ࠲࠺ޔណขᐕ↪⚳ᦨߩ᧚ᧁޔ
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ⓥߪ“ߦ⊛⥸৻ޔᨋਇ⿷”ߣ⒓ߐࠇࠆߩ᧚ᧁޔ
ᷓೞߥଏ⛎ਇ⿷ߦࡉࠫ࡞ߪ㒱ߞߡࠆߣ
߁⚿⺰ࠍߒߡࠆ
ଏ⛎ਇ⿷ߩਥߥේ࿃ߪ⾗㊄ਇ⿷ޔਇㆡಾߥ㐳
ᦼ⸘↹ޔ㜞㊄ⶄޔ㔀ߥⅣႺޔㅧᨋⷙቯߢ
ࠆޕ
߶ߣࠎߤߩࠤࠬߢߩࠄࠇߎޔ㓚ኂ߇㋕ะ
ߌࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩ㝯ജࠍߢࠆߣޔ
⎇ⓥႎ๔߿⎇ⓥ⺰ᢥߢ⚿⺰ઃߌࠄࠇߡࠆޕ
ࡉࠫ࡞࿖┙⚻ᷣ␠ળ㐿⊒㌁ⴕ(BNDES)ߦࠃ
ࠆߣᧁޔࠍ↪ߡࠆ㋕㍑↥ᬺ⇇߇ߟ߆ޔ
ߡߥ߶ߤߩᧁ᧚㔛ⷐߩ㜞߹ࠅߩᓇ㗀ࠍ
ᦨ߽ฃߌߡࠆߣߒߡࠆޕ
ଏ⛎ਇ⿷ߪ⽷ఝㆄ╷ߦࠃࠅㅧᚑߐࠇߚᬀᨋ
ߩ∋ᑷߣᣂߒᬀᨋ߇ㅧᚑߐࠇߥߎߣ
ߢᖡൻߒߚޕ
IBGE (2005) ߩ⎇ⓥႎ๔ߪߎߩะࠍⵣઃߌ
ߡࠆ (ޕ23)
ႎ๔ᦠߢߪᬀᨋ߆ࠄߩᧁ᧚ߩᷫዋ₸ 47 ߪޔ
㋕↥ᬺ߳ߩᧁଏ⛎ࠍ⋡⊛ߣߒߚᬀᨋߩㅧ
ᚑ߇ዋߥߊߥߞߡࠆߎߣߦ࿃ߔࠆߣᒝ⺞
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 23: Charcoal production sources in Brazil
ࡉࠫ࡞ߩᧁ↢↥Ḯ
ੱᎿᨋ㧔ᬀᨋᧁ㧕×ᄤὼᨋ 1997/2003 㧔න㧦ජ࠻ࡦ㧕




 

ౖ㧦IBGE, 2005

The impacts of barriers on the plantation
establishment for charcoal-based iron
production can be more clearly identified by
a comparative analysis of the reducing
agents consumed (effective demand) and the
amount of plantations established - for such
an end-use - seven years before (available
supply).
These plantations include those
implemented in the project region by other
companies.
Figure 23 and Figure 24 demonstrate the
demand-supply gap.
Even though the absolute amount of
plantations has increased since 2001, the
consumption of reducing agents has
increased significantly more, resulting in an
increase of the ex post plantation deficit.
46 Some publications call attention to the
increase in plantations for charcoal supply
as well as for other purposes. However, most
of these sources often look at the absolute
number at the supply side and overlook the
increase on the demand side, which results
on increasing deficits in spite of an absolute
increase in the supply of plantations (see
Figures 23 and 24).

㋕㍑↥ᬺ߳ߩᧁଏ⛎ࠍ⋡⊛ߣߒߚᬀᨋㅧᚑ
ߩࡃࠕߩᓇ㗀ߪޔㅧᚑߐࠇࠆᬀᨋߩⷙᮨߣ
↪ࠄࠇࠆㆶరߩᲧセಽᨆ߆ࠄ⏕ߦߥࠆޕ

ߎࠇࠄߩᬀᨋߪઁ␠߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ၞߦ߅
ߡᬀᨋߒߚㇱಽ߽ޕ
 23 ߣ 24 ߪ㔛ⷐߣଏ⛎ߩᏅࠍߒߡࠆޕ
2001 ᐕ߆ࠄᬀᨋߩ⛘ኻ㊂ߪჇ߃ߡࠆ߇ޔ
ㆶరߩᶖ⾌߇ߘࠇએߦߒߚߚޔᓟ
ផ⸘ߒߚᬀᨋߩਇ⿷㕙Ⓧߪᄢ߈ߊߥࠆޕ
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From 73% in 1998 to less than 50% in
2002.
42/133
Historical data demonstrates that in spite of
cyclical fluctuations in the consumption of
reducing agents by the iron industry
plantation deficits have always been
observed.
The projected consumption of reducing
agents for the following years results in a
substantial deficit of more than 300 000
hectares in 2011.
This is the case even when the most
conservative scenario of the time series
analyzed (i.e. Scenario 3, representing the
lowest consumption of reducing agents over
the past 10 years).
Scenarios 1 and 2 are based on projected
data grouped by the Brazilian National
Development Bank and by the Brazilian
Iron and Steel Institute, and respectively
result in a deficit of 890 000 and 1 376 000
hectares of forest plantations.
47

1988 ᐕߩ 73㧑߆ࠄ 2002 ᐕߦߪ 50㧑ᧂḩߦ
ᷫዋ
42/133
ㆊߩ࠺࠲ߪޔ㋕↥ᬺ⇇ߦ߅ߡㆶర߇
ᶖ⾌ߐࠇޔᓴⅣ⊛ᄌേ߇⊒↢ߒߚߦ߽߆߆ࠊࠄ
ߕޔᬀᨋਇ⿷ߪᏱߦ᷹ⷰߐࠇߡߚߎߣࠍ␜
ߒߡࠆޕ
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ㆶ ర  ߩ  ↪ ㊂ ߩ ੍ ᷹ ߢ ߪ  ޔ2011 ᐕ ߦ ߪ
300,000ha ߇ਇ⿷ߔࠆߣࠄࠇࠆޕ
ߎࠇߪᤨ♽ಽᨆߩᦨ߽⊛ߥࠪ࠽ࠝߢ
ࠆ(ࠪ࠽ࠝ 3ޔㆊ 10 ᐕ㑆ߩㆶరᶖ⾌㊂ࠍ
ᦨ߽ૐߊ⸳ቯ㧕
ࠪ࠽ࠝ 1 ߣ 2 ߪࡉࠫ࡞࿖┙␠ળ⚻ᷣ㐿⊒㌁
ⴕ߮ࡉࠫ࡞㋕㍑ᬺ⎇ⓥᚲߩ੍᷹࠺࠲ߢ
ࠅ ࠇߙࠇߘޔ890,000ha ߣ 1,376,000ha ߩᬀᨋ
ࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߇ਇ⿷ߔࠆߣߒߡࠆޕ

࿑ 24㧔ᵈ㧦PDDߩ 42 㗁ෳᾖ㧕: Comparison between (i)the ex post consumption of reducing
agents expressed in equivalent plantation area and (ii) effective planted area, as per the
seven year rotation of eucalyptus (Brazil):
(i)
(ii)

ᬀᨋ㕙Ⓧߢߒߚᓟផቯߩㆶర↪㊂ߣޔ
7 ᐕબᦼߩ࡙ࠞߩലᬀᨋ㕙ⓍߩᲧセ

Had it not been for the substantial
technological improvements in plantation
development, the situation would have been
worse in the past and in the current days.
Forestry productivity has almost doubled in
Brazil over the past 20 years.
The data above incorporate these
productivity gains48.
The worsening of the wood deficit in Brazil,
in spite of substantial productivity gains, is
a clear indication of the impacts of the
prevailing barriers and of insufficient
policies.
48 The productivity gains have been
discounted on the conversion of charcoal
consumption in the stacked cubic meters
(mdc) to the equivalent plantation area
required for such an amount (2 mdc/stere of
wood).
It was conservatively assumed that

ᬀᨋ㐿⊒ߦ߅ߌࠆᛛⴚߩ⊒ዷ߇ߥߌࠇ߫⁁ޔ
ᴫߪㆊޔߦ߅ߡࠅࠃޔᖡ߽ߩߢߞ
ߚߛࠈ߁ޕ
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⸥ߩ࠺࠲ߪߎࠇࠄߩ↢↥ᕈߩಽ 48 ࠍ⚵
ߺㄟࠎߛ߽ߩߢࠆޕ
↢↥ᕈ߇ะߒߚߦ߽߆߆ࠊࠄߕߩ᧚ᧁޔਇ⿷
⁁ᴫ߇ࡉࠫ࡞ߢᖡൻߒߡࠆߎߣ߇ࠕࡃޔ
߮ኻ╷߇లಽߢߥߎߣߩᓇ㗀ࠍ␜ߒߡ
ࠆޕ
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↢↥ᕈߩಽߪጀⓍ┙ᴺࡔ࠻࡞(mdc)ߢ
ߐࠇߡࠆᧁᶖ⾌㊂ࠍᬀᨋ㕙Ⓧߦ឵▚ (2
mdc/stere of wood)ߔࠆ㓙ߦᏅߒᒁ߆ࠇߡ
ࠆޕ

1970 ᐕ߆ࠄ 2004 ᐕߩ㑆ߦᬀᨋߩ↢↥ᕈߪ
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plantation productivity doubled during the
harvesting period between 1970 until the
year 2004.
Four different productivity rates were
considered, ranging from 123 to 231 st/ha.
These numbers are deemed conservative for
the state of Minas Gerais, since they
partially include productivity rates of
eucalyptus clones, which were planted by a
few companies until 1999.

Ⴧߔࠆߣ⊛ߦផቯߐࠇߚޕ
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123 ߆ࠄ 231st/ha߹ߢߩ▸࿐ߦࠆ 4 ߟߩ⇣ߥ
ࠆ↢↥₸߇ណࠄࠇߚޕ
ߎࠇࠄߩᢙ୯ߪࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߦ߅ߡߪ
⊛ߢࠆߣߺߥߖࠆߩࠄࠇߘ߽ߩ߁ߣޕ
ᢙ୯ߪޔ1999 ᐕ߹ߢ৻ㇱߩળ␠ߦࠃߞߡᬀᨋ
ߐࠇߡߚ࡙ࠞࠢࡠࡦ⒳ߩ↢↥₸ࠍㇱಽ
⊛ߦࠎߢࠆߚߢࠆޕ

࿑ 25㧔ᵈ㧦PDDߩ 43 㗁ෳᾖ㧕: Planted area balance in terms of the gap between the
plantation area available and requirement to meet iron and steel industry demands
ലᬀᨋ㕙Ⓧߣ㋕㍑ᬺ⇇ߩ㔛ⷐߣߩᏅߦ߅ߌࠆᬀᨋ㕙Ⓧࡃࡦࠬ

Figure 25 shows that on average only 12.6%

࿑ 25 ߪ 1994 ᐕ߆ࠄ 2005 ᐕߩ㑆ޔኾ↪ࡊ

of the total iron and steel demand of
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reducing agents has been supplied with
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renewable charcoal from dedicated
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plantations, from 1994 to 2005 (proportion of
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the equivalent area of reducing agents

႐วߩഀว)ޕ

consumption).
This supply percentage reached 7.5% of the

ᧄA/Rࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇㐿ᆎߐࠇߚ 2000 ᐕߦߪ

total demand in 2000, the year which this

ଏ⛎₸ߪ 7.5㧑ߢߞߚޕ

A/R project activity started its
implementation.

Step 4. Assessment of land-use practices and
prevailing land uses in the project region
In accordance with the approved
methodology and EB guidance (Annex 19, EB
23), project participants must assess land-use
practices in the project region and, if
appropriate, adopt a preproject A/R rate,
applicable to the project boundaries in the
baseline scenario.
If an A/R rate is adopted, it should be
estimated based on historical and verifiable
data, based on the project entity’s previous
A/R activities and the sectoral level A/R
activities, which in this case is taken at the
national level (production of iron).
The analysis should reflect trends and

ᚻ㗅 4.↪⠌ᘠ߮ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ
ၞߢ৻⥸⊛ߥ↪ߩ⺞ᩏ
ᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߣEBߩࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬ(Annex 19,
EB 23)ߦᓥ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔෳട⠪ߪࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉၞߦ߅ߌࠆ↪ߩ⠌ᘠࠍ⺞
ᩏߒߒ߽ޔㆡಾߢࠇ߫࠽ࠪࡦࠗࠬࡌޔ
ࠝߢࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߦࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ታᣉ೨ߩA/R₸ࠍណ↪ߔࠆޕ
A/R₸ࠍណ↪ߔࠆ㓙ߦߪޔㆊߩᬌ⸽น⢻࠺
࠲ߣ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉߩㆊߩA/Rᵴേ
߮ࠢ࠲ࡌ࡞ߩA/Rᵴേ㧔࿁ߩࠤࠬߪ
ో࿖නߩ㋕ࠢ࠲ߩA/Rᵴേࠍෳ⠨ߦߒ
ߚ㧕ࠍࡌࠬߦផ⸘߇ᚑߐࠇࠆߴ߈ߢࠆޕ
ಽᨆߪᴺ⊛ⷙ߿╷߇߽ߚࠄߔࠗࡦࡦ࠹
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impacts associated with the relevant
regulatory constrains and policy incentives.
The project entity itself was founded in 1967
in response to the fiscal incentives provided
by the federal government.
As a forestry management company (service
provider to third parties) the project entity
has managed plantation consortia based on
fiscal incentives.
By rendering forestry management services,
the project entity has been able to acquire
quotas of some consortia, which allowed for
the establishment of its own plantations
stocks.
It is important to note that the project entity
had established its own plantation stocks
before starting the production of pig iron, an
exception in its industry.
This illustrates the project entity’s policy,
aimed at prevent supply shortages associated
with the unsustainable practices commonly
observed in the iron industry.
Nevertheless, the project entity’s plantations
have, in general, followed the trend of the
Brazilian iron and steel charcoal based
sector.
From 1988 to the end of the 1990’s the project
entity’s annual plantations have varied from
zero to irrelevant figures.
The impacts of the cessation of the fiscal
incentives in 1988 led to the interruption of
plantation establishment, for the first time in
the project entity’s history.
However, it needed wood supply more than
ever, since it had established a pig iron mill
in 1984 based on the stocks made available
by its own plantations.
Thus, the suspension of the fiscal incentives
and the prevailing barriers such as lack of
debt financing, and of appropriate
governmental policies (see step 3 Section
C.6), have critically prevented the project
entity from establishing dedicated
plantations for the production of iron and its
previous plantation stocks terminated.
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The significant establishment of plantations
has only been resumed in 2000, as part of
this proposed project activity.
The decision to establish new plantations has
been strongly supported by the already
advanced and publicly known negotiations
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with other project participants and investors,
including the World Bank’s Prototype Carbon
Fund49.
Figure 26 presents the plantations activities
undertaken by the project entity since the
end of fiscal incentives.
Letters of Intent and official
correspondence are available and were
presented to the DOE.
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ቯ߇ᒝߊᡰᜬߐࠇߡࠆ 49ޕ

࿑ 26 ߪ⽷ఝㆄ╷ߩ⚳ੌᓟ߆ࠄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ታᣉ⠪ߦࠃߞߡታᣉߐࠇߚㅧᨋᵴേࠍ␜ߒߡ
ࠆޕ
49 ౝ␜ᦠߣ⊛ߥㅢାᢥᦠ߇DOEߦឭߐࠇ
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࿑ 26: Plantar’s plantations in non-eligible areas before the project (until 1999).
Plantarߦࠃࠅਇㆡᩰߦ߅ߡࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߦㅧᨋߐࠇߚࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ㧔1999 ᐕ
એ೨)

    
Source: Project entity’s records
The CDM incentives applied to the
integrated Plantar project (net GHG
removal accounted for in this A/R PDD and
emission reductions accounted for the
industrial component50), will allow the
project entity to curb the deficit of charcoal
from renewable plantations and improve the
opportunity costs of manufacturing iron
based on renewable charcoal, instead of
GHG intensive reducing agents.
As a result, when the plantations
established within the project reach their
first maturity/harvesting period (2007/2008),
the project entity is expected to become the
first of its kind capable of producing pig iron
100% based on renewable charcoal.
As presented in Steps 2 and 3 and further
discussed above, Plantar’s A/R activities

Plantar߇ታᣉߔࠆ⛔วࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻(⚐GHG
ๆ㊂ߪᧄPDDߦ⸥タޔឃᷫ㊂ߪࠛࡀ࡞ࠡ
↥ᬺ 50 ߣߒߡ⸘)ߦㆡ↪ߐࠇࠆCDMߩࠗࡦ
ࡦ࠹ࠖࡉߪᧁߩଏ⛎ਇ⿷ࠍᛥߒޔGHG
ឃߩᄙㆶరߦઍࠊࠆౣ↢น⢻ࠛࡀ࡞ࠡ
ࠍ↪ߚ㋕ߩᯏળ⾌↪߇ᡷༀߐࠇࠆߛࠈ߁ޕ

⚿ᨐߣߒߡ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᬀᨋ߇ᦨೋߩᚑᾫ
ᦼ/ⓠᦼߦ㆐ߒߚᤨ(2007/2008)ߦޔౣ↢น⢻
ᧁࠍ↪ߒߡߩ㌉㋕↢↥ࠍⴕ߁⇇ೋߩࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߣߥࠆߛࠈ߁ޕ
ᚻ㗅 2 ߣ 3ߚ߹ޔㅀߒߚߣ߅ࠅޔPlantarߩ
A/Rᵴേߪޔ1988 ᐕߩ⽷ఝㆄ╷ߩ⚳ੌᤨ߆
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followed the same path of the regional and
national A/R activities for iron production,
since the end of the fiscal incentives in 1988.
Since then, the company has not established
plantations in CDM eligible areas for this
A/R project activity.

ࠄޔၞ߮࿖ߩޔ㋕ߩߚߩA/Rᵴേߣห
ߓㆇࠍㄡߞߡߚޕ
⽷ఝㆄ╷⚳ੌᓟએ㒠ޔPlantarߪCDMߩㆡᩰ
ᕈࠍḩߚߒߡߥߢᬀᨋࠍⴕߞߡߥ
ޕ
ߎߩߚޔㆊߩࠕࡊࡠ࠴ࠃࠅࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
࠻ታᣉ೨ߩA/R₸ߪࡠߣߔࠆ 51ޕ

Thus, based on a historical approach, the
pre-project A/R rate is zero51.

 27: Industry historic rate of reforestation for the production of charcoal for iron
production, since the end of the fiscal incentives
⽷ఝㆄ╷⚳ੌᓟߩࠛࡀ࡞ࠡ↥ᬺಽ㊁ߦ߅ߌࠆ㋕↢↥ߩߚߩᧁଏ⛎ࠍ⋡⊛ߣߒߚᬀᨋ₸
Year
ᐕ

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
Average Area
ᐔဋᬀᨋ㕙Ⓧ
Average Rate (%)
ᐔဋᬀᨋ₸

Total planted area (ha) energy
Brazil
ࡉࠫ࡞ࠛࡀ࡞ࠡಽ㊁ߦ߅ߌࠆో
ᬀᨋ
54,352
88,357
125,000
51,305
80,067
46,653
37,026
30,351
32,752
30,756
30,000
30,000

A/R activities to supply the iron
industry (%)
㋕↥ᬺ߳ߩଏ⛎ߩߚߩ
A/Rᵴേ㧔㧑㧕
8
14
19
8
14
7
6
5
5
4
4
4

53,052
8.20

Source: Plantar Inventory records, AMS and Sindifer (several years)
As outlined in Section 1, the methodology
and the draft PDD for the industrial
component are still under approval process.
50

Considering Plantar’s average plantations
activities from 1988 to 1999 (year before the
CDM Project implementation) the rate of
A/R activities before the project reached only
15.34% of the total plantation establishment
needs for the project’s iron manufacturing, 3
300 hectares per year on average (see Figure
26). However, these minor A/R
establishments were undertaken in old and
exhausted plantation areas in non-eligible
areas outside the project boundaries, which
would be harvested regardless of the project.
51
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ߡ߅ࠅޔCDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ㑐ࠊࠄߕⓠ߇
ߥߐࠇࠆࡦ࡚ࠪࠢޕC.2.ߢ⺑ߒߚࠃ߁ߦޔ
ߎߩࠃ߁ߥࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ೨ߩA/R₸ߩࡌ
ࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߦ߅ߌࠆᅷᒰᕈߪࠄࠇߥ
50
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As explained in Section C.2, such a
pre-project A/R rate is not considered as a
plausible baseline scenario (see Section A7).
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Thus, considering that:
The analysis and trends presented above
reveal that (i) the exhaustion of the forest
plantations stocks developed with fiscal
incentives and (ii) the lack of new
plantations would lead the project entity to
rely on GHG intensive reducing agents, e.g.
coal coke, in order to produce iron.
…the low A/R rate identified at the sectoral
level and the trends pointing to an ongoing
deficit of plantations lead to a scenario in
which the project entity could not rely on the
market to supply it iron production with
renewable charcoal from forest plantations.
…the project entity purchased the
grassland areas (non-forested in 1989)
within the current project boundaries for the
project activity and that, by definition, such
lands would not be subject to the project
entity’s A/R rate.
…the prevailing land-use in the region is
grasslands for pastureland or no-vegetation
cover, the areas acquired to establish the
new forest plantations would remain under
the same land use since it is the most
common pattern in the project’s region (see
Step 1).
…it is unrealistic to assume that a new
investment to produce charcoal-based iron
on a nonstop and sustainable basis would be
made if the supply of reducing agents (i.e.
renewable charcoal from plantations) were
limited to only 8.20% or even 15.34% of the
required supply.
Conclusion of Step 4: it is not appropriate to
adopt an A/R rate in the baseline scenario,
since it is not coherent with the project
entity’s and sectoral conditions, as well as
the associated land-use prevailing practices.

Step 5: Identification of plausible and
credible alternative land-uses
Plausible and credible land use scenarios are
outlined in light of national and sectoral
policies and the project entity’s land-use
practices.
The scenarios focus on the availability of
plantation stocks and on the associated
carbon stock changes in line with the

ࡦ࡚ࠪࠢ(ޕA.7 ෳᾖߩߎߣ)
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decision 19/CP.9.
As noted earlier, it is important to
emphasize that the GHG impacts related to
the end-use of the plantations (iron
manufacturing) are considered within an
associated but separately designed project
activity in compliance with Decisions
17/CP.7, and the guidance of the Executive
Board (Annex 8 of the EB 20).
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Given that the plantations under this project
activity are established to supply the
production of iron with renewable charcoal,
land-use analyses are restricted to carbon
stock changes derived from the iron
industry.
Thus, the potential land-use impacts related
to other industries that may use renewable
biomass are not considered relevant for this
project, since the demand for iron is not
related with the demand for other
forest-based products such as pulp and
paper, furniture, pencils, construction
materials, etc.
Moreover, the amount of iron produced is not
determined by the type of reducing agents
adopted.
The land use scenarios are analyzed in Step
6 below.
Those that are not likely to occur in the
absence of the project activity are eliminated
and the land-use scenario that is most likely
to prevail is identified as the baseline
scenario for this A/R project activity.
For the selected baseline scenario, the
vegetation cover and its likely future
development are then further analyzed in
Step 6.
The three following alternative land uses are
identified and described below:
Scenario 1: Maintenance of the present
land-use, reflecting the complete absence of
forest plantations to supply the project’s iron
production.
Scenario 2: A/R activities are expected to
occur at intermittent rates to supply the
project’s iron production, reflecting the
substantial lack of forest plantations.
Scenario 3: The project activity undertaken
without the CDM incentive, indicating that
landuse reflects full-fledged forest
plantations to supply the project’s iron
production.

వㅀߒߚߣ߅ࠅޔᬀᨋᧁ᧚ߩᦨ⚳↪(㋕)
ߦ㑐ଥߔࠆGHGߩᓇ㗀߇ޔቯ 17/CP.7 ߮
EBߩࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬ (Annex 8 of the EB 20)ߦᴪ
ߞߡޔߦ⸳⸘ߐࠇߚ⛔วࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ
ߩਛߢ⠨ᘦߐࠇࠆὐࠍᒝ⺞ߔࠆߎߣߪ㊀ⷐߢ
ࠆޕ
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ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩਛߢޔ㋕ߩߚߩౣ↢↪
ᧁଏ⛎ࠍ⋡⊛ߣߒߡࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߇ㅧᚑ
ߐࠇࠆߣޔ↪ಽᨆߪ㋕↥ᬺߦᏫߔࠆ
⚛⫾Ⓧᄌൻߦ㒢ߐࠇࠆޕ
ౣ↢↪ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬࠍ↪ߔࠆઁߩ↥ᬺߦ㑐ㅪ
ߔࠆẜ⊛ߥ↪ߩᓇ㗀ߪࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊᧄޔ
࠻ߦ㑐ㅪ߇ࠆߣߪߺߥߐࠇߥߪߩ߁ߣޕ
㋕ߦ↪ࠆౣ↢ࠛࡀ࡞ࠡߩ㔛ⷐߪࡊ࡞ࡄޔ
߿⚕ޔኅౕޔ㋦╩ޔᑪ⸳᧚ᢱߥߤߩᨋࡌࠬ
ߩ↢↥‛ߩ㔛ⷐߣߪߢࠆߚߢࠆޕ
߹ߚޔ㋕↢↥㊂ߪ↪ࠄࠇߚㆶరߩ࠲ࠗࡊߦ
Ꮐฝߐࠇߥޕ
↪ࠪ࠽ࠝߪਅ⸥ߩᚻ㗅 6 ߢಽᨆߒߡ
ࠆޕ
น⢻ᕈߩૐࠪ࠽ࠝߪឃ㒰ߐࠇ߽ᦨޔᅷᒰᕈ
ߩࠆ↪ࠪ࠽ࠝ߇ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩࡌ
ࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߦ⸳ቯߐࠇߚޕ
ㆬᛯߐࠇߚࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߦ߅ߌࠆޔᬀ
↢ⵍⷒߣ᧪น⢻ᕈߩࠆ⊒ዷߩࠅᣇ߇ᚻ㗅
6 ߢᦝߦಽᨆߐࠇࠆޕ
3 ߟߩઍᦧߩ↪ߩ⚦ߪᰴߩߣ߅ࠅ㧦
ࠪ࠽ࠝ 1㧦㋕↪ᧁଏ⛎ߩߚߩᬀᨋߪ
ోߊߥߐࠇߕޔߩ↪ࠍ⛽ᜬߔࠆޕ

ࠪ࠽ࠝ 2㧦ታ⾰⊛ߦᬀᨋߪਇ⿷ߒߡࠆ
߇ޔA/Rᵴേ߇ᢿ⛯⊛ߦޔ㋕߳ߩᧁ᧚ଏ⛎ߩ
ߚߦⴕࠊࠇࠆޕ
ࠪ࠽ࠝ 3㧦CDMߩᨒ⚵ߺᄖߢA/Rᵴേ߇ⴕ
ࠊࠇޔ㋕↪ᧁ᧚ଏ⛎ߩߚߩᬀᨋ߇ో
ߢዷ㐿ߐࠇࠆޕ
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Step 6: Identification of the most likely
land-use in the absence of the project
activity

ᚻ㗅 6㧦ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ታᣉߐࠇߥ႐ว
ߦน⢻ᕈ߇ᦨ߽㜞↪ߩ․ቯ

Each of the scenarios outlined in Step 5 are
analysed and the most likely land-use in the
absence of the proposed project activity is
adopted as the baseline scenario.

ᚻ㗅 5 ߢ⸃⺑ߒߚฦࠪ࠽ࠝߪಽᨆߐࠇࡠࡊޔ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ታᣉߐࠇߥ႐วߦᦨ߽ᅷᒰᕈ
ߩࠆࠪ࠽ࠝ߇ࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߦណ↪
ߐࠇࠆޕ
ࠪ࠽ࠝ 1㧦㋕↪ᧁଏ⛎ߩߚߩᬀᨋߪ
ోߊߥߐࠇߕޔߩ↪ࠍ⛽ᜬߔࠆޕ

Scenario 1: Maintenance of the present
land-use, reflecting the complete absence of
forest plantations to supply the project’s iron
production.
Considering (i) the historical, current and
expected deficits of renewable charcoal in
Brazil, (ii) the project entity’s plantation
stocks (ssee Figure 26), and (iii) the
prevailing barriers identified in step 1above
and detailed in Section C.6 and in Annex 3,
it is unlikely that net GHG removals from
additional plantation stocks established to
supply the iron industry would take place in
the absence of the project entity’s CDM
projects.
In the absence of such new plantations to
supply the project’s iron production, it is
conservative to assume that the resulting
land-use scenario in the project boundaries
throughout the crediting period of this A/R
project activity would be the prevailing
land-use within the regional and sectoral
levels.
In consistency with the methodology, the
analysis below is conducted to determine the
prevailing land-use in project boundaries in
the baseline scenario.
1.1) Degraded areas/No vegetation cover:
In accordance with the Minas Gerais
Agriculture Department, 13.82% of the
land-use in the state consists of areas with
no vegetation cover.
This accounts for the third largest land-use
category within the State (the fifth largest
State in Brazil in terms of area, equivalent
to 10% of the national territory and to the
size of the French Republic).
At the project level, this land-use also
represents a significant baseline alternative,
as more than half (56%) of the lands within
the project boundaries fell under this scope
before the start of the project activity (see
Section C.2).
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1.2) Land-use is grasslands/pastureland

ㆊ(ޔi) ߮᧪ߦ੍᷹ߐࠇࠆࡉࠫ࡞
ߦ߅ߌࠆౣ↢น⢻ᧁߩਇ⿷ (ii) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ታᣉߩߔࠆᬀᨋ⫾Ⓧ( 26 ࠍෳᾖߩߎ
ߣ)߮ (iii) ᚻ㗅 1 ߢ․ቯߐࠇߚࡃࠕ(ࠢࠪ
࡚ࡦC.6 ߣAnnex3 ߢㅀ)ࠍ⠨ᘦߔࠆߣࡠࡊޔ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ߥ႐วߦޔ㋕↥ᬺ߳ߩᧁ
ଏ⛎ߩߚߦㅊട⊛ߦㅧᚑߐࠇߚᬀᨋߦ߅
ߡ⚐GHGๆ߇↢ߓࠆߣߪ⠨߃ߦߊޕ

ߎߩࠃ߁ߥ㋕↥ᬺ߳ߩᧁଏ⛎ߩߚߩᣂⷙ
ᬀᨋ߇ߥ႐ว࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߩࠢࠫ
࠶࠻ᦼ㑆ߦ߅ߌࠆ࠳ࡦ࠙ࡃ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ౝߩ↪ߩ⚿ᨐ⊛ߥࠪ࠽ࠝߪߩߘޔ
ၞߥ⊛⥸৻ߢ࡞ࡌ࠲ࠢޔ↪ߣߥࠆ
ߣ⠨߃ࠆߩ߇⊛ߢࠆޕ
ᣇᴺ⺰ߦᓥࠆߌ߅ߦࠝ࠽ࠪࡦࠗࠬࡌޔ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߢߩ৻⥸⊛ߥ
↪ࠍቯߔࠆߚߦޔਅ⸥ߩಽᨆ߇ⴕࠊࠇ
ߚޕ
1.1) ഠൻ/ᬀ↢ⵍⷒ߇ߥ
ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺㄘᬺዪߦࠃࠆߣޔᎺߩ
ߩ 13.82㧑߇ᬀ↢ⵍⷒߩߥߢࠆޕ
ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺ㧔࿖ౝߢ 5 ⇟⋡ߦᐢߊޔ
ࡉࠫ࡞ߩ 10㧑ߩ㕙Ⓧࠍභࠆߣࠬࡦࡈޕ
หⷙᮨ㧕ߦ߅ߌࠆ↪ߩਛߢޔ3 ⇟⋡ߩ㕙
Ⓧࠍභࠆ↪ߢࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡌ࡞ߢߪߩߎޔ↪ߪ㊀ⷐ
ߥࡌࠬࠗࡦ᩺ߢࠆࠚࠫࡠࡊ߽ߩ߁ߣޕ
ࠢ࠻ࠛࠕౝߩߩඨಽએ(56㧑)߇ࡠࡊޔ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ㐿ᆎ೨ߪߩߎޔ↪ࠞ࠹ࠧ
㧔ഠൻޔᬀ↢ߩߥ)ߦᒰߡߪ߹ߞߡ
ࠆߚߢࠆࡦ࡚ࠪࠢ(ޕC.2 ෳᾖߩߎߣ)
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remaining as such
Within the state of Minas Gerais,
pastureland represents 81% of rural areas52.
At the project level, 47% of the land-use
within the project boundaries before the
project starting date fell within this land-use
category53 (the other half consisted of
degraded lands).
Therefore, considering the analysis above
and the analyses conducted in Step 1 and in
Step 3 (deficit of plantations for renewable
charcoal - see Figure 24), the prevailing
land-use in the project boundaries in the
absence of the project is conservatively
considered pastureland, in spite of 56% of
areas considered as degraded pasture.

ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺౝߢߪޔㄘㇱߩ
↪ߩ 81㧑߇’ߢࠆ 52ޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡌ࡞ߢߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ㐿ᆎᣣ
એ೨ߦߪ࠳ࡦ࠙ࡃ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔౝߩ
47㧑ߩ↪߇ߎߩ↪ࠞ࠹ࠧ53 ߦ
ᒰߡߪ߹ߞߡߚޕ
ߘߩߚޔ⸥ߩಽᨆߣޔᚻ㗅 1ޔ3(ౣ↢น⢻
ᧁଏ⛎ߩߚߩᬀᨋߩਇ⿷ -  24 ࠍෳᾖ
ߩߎߣ)ߢⴕߞߚಽᨆ߆ࠄ߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታ
ᣉߐࠇߥ႐วߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߦ
߅ߌࠆ৻⥸⊛ߥ↪ߪ’ߣߔࠆߩ߇ޔ
56㧑߇ഠൻ’ߢߪࠆ߇ޔ⊛ߢࠆߣ
⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ

࿑ 28: Most likely land-use in the absence of the proposed A/R activity.
ᧄA/Rᵴേ߇ߥ߆ߞߚ႐วߦᦨ߽ᅷᒰߛߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆ↪

    
1.3) Other land-uses including agriculture
and other tree vegetation types.
The current degraded status of native
vegetation, the prevalence of pastureland in
the project region and, the associated land
use trends, do not allow for a scenario in
which the area within the project boundaries
would be subject to spontaneous vegetation
growth.
In terms of other agricultural practices,
official data shows that cropland represents
less than 15 % of the total rural areas within
the State and 10.9 % of the total project’s
vicinity54.
In light of the above, Scenario 1 is
conservatively defined as “the maintenance

of the grassland landuse in eligible areas,
reflecting the complete absence of forest
plantations to supply the project’s iron

1.3)ㄘᬺ߿ᧁᧄᬀ↢ࠍࠎߛߘߩઁߩ↪
᧪⒳ߩߩഠൻ⁁ᴫ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉ
ၞߦ߅ߡ’↪߇ਥᵹߢࠆߎߣߚ߹ޔ
㑐ㅪߔࠆ↪ߩะ߆ࠄࡃ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߢᬀ↢߇⥄ὼ⊒↢ߔࠆߣ⠨߃ࠆߩ
ߪ෩ߒޕ
ㄘᬺ↪ߩ㕙ߢߪޔߣࠆࠃߦ࠲࠺ߥ⊛ޔᎺ
ౝㄘၞߩ 15㧑ߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔㄝၞ 54
ߩ 10.9%ߩ㕙ⓍߢⓃ‛↢↥߇ⴕࠊࠇߡࠆޕ
⸥ࠍ〯߹߃ ࠝ࠽ࠪޔ1 ߪ“㋕↪ᧁଏ⛎ߩ

ߚߩᬀᨋߪోߊߥߐࠇߕޔㆡᩰᕈߩࠆ
ࠛࠕߦ߅ߡ⨲ޔߣߒߡߩ↪߇⛮⛯
ߐࠇࠆ” ߣ⊛ߦቯ⟵ߐࠇࠆޕ
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production”.
Scenario 2: A/R activities are expected to
occur at intermittent rates to supply the
project’s iron production, reflecting the
substantial lack of forest plantations.
Within this scenario, the project entity
would implement a minor area of forest
plantations, which would result in the
consideration of a pre-project A/R rate in the
baseline scenario.
However, it is unrealistic to assume that the
project entity would make new investments
in the production of charcoal-based iron
relying on scarce and unavailable supplies of
such a fundamental input (see Step 3 8.20% in the case of the previous activities of
the project entity or 15.34% of plantations at
the sector level which were already in use by
other companies and by definition would not
be available for the purposes of the project
activity).
52 Net of degraded areas and native
vegetation. It is important to recall that
approximately 30% of the land-use of rural
proprieties in the State of Minas Gerais
must be set aside for the preservation of
native vegetation and that the area within
the project boundaries is net of such areas.
53 see OLIVEIRA 2008
54 Minas Gerais Agriculture Department
(2007), IBGE,IEF,UFLA 2006.
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Even if one assumed that the project’s iron
production would rely on scarce supplies of
renewable charcoal, the consideration of an
A/R rate within this PDD would still not be
applicable.
If project entity were to develop partial A/R
activities in the absence of the project, as per
its historical rate, this would occur in lands
that already belonged to the project entity
covered with exhausted plantations, which
were stocked in 1989 and would be
harvested and reverted to non-forested areas

ࠪ࠽ࠝ 2㧦ታ⾰⊛ߦᬀᨋߪਇ⿷ߒߡࠆ
߇ޔA/Rᵴേ߇ᢿ⛯⊛ߦޔ㋕߳ߩᧁ᧚ଏ⛎ߩ
ߚߦⴕࠊࠇࠆޕ
ߎߩࠪ࠽ࠝߢߪᬀᨋ߇ዊⷙᮨߦⴕࠊࠇߩߘޔ
ߎߣߦࠃࠅࡊߡ߅ߦࠝ࠽ࠪࡦࠗࠬࡌޔ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߩA/R₸߇⠨ᘦߐࠇࠆ⚿ᨐߣ
ߥࠆޕ
ߒ߆ߒ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉ߇ߩ᧚ᧁߩ᧪ᧄޔ
ଏ⛎⁁ᴫ(ᚻ㗅 3 ࠍෳᾖ - ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ
ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻೨ߩ㋕ᵴേ߳ߩᧁଏ⛎₸߇
8.20㧑ߩઁޔߪߢ࡞ࡌ࠲ࠢޔળ␠߳ߩଏ
⛎߽ߡ 15.34㧑ߢࠅߪߢࠇߎޔᒰὼ㋕
ߩߚߩଏ⛎ߪ㔍ߒ)߇ᖡਛޔਇ⏕߆ߥᧁ
ଏ⛎ߦ㗬ࠆ㋕↢↥ߦᣂߚߦᛩ⾗ࠍⴕ߁ߣߪ⠨
߃ߦߊޕ

52

ഠൻߒߚߣ᧪ᬀ↢ⵍⷒߩว⸘࠽ࡒޕ
ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߩㄘߩ⚂ 30㧑߇᧪ᬀ
↢ోߩߚߦ㒰ᄖߐࠇࠆ࠙ࡃ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޕ
ࡦ࠳ౝߩߪߘࠇࠄࠍᏅߒᒁߚߢ
ࠆޕ
OLIVEIRA 2008 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣ
Minas Gerais Agriculture Department
(2007), IBGE,IEF,UFLA 2006.
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㋕↢↥ࠍଏ⛎߇ਇ⏕߆ߥౣ↢น⢻ᧁߦ㗬ࠆߣ
ߒߡ߽ޔA/R₸ߪ߹ߛㆡ↪ߢ߈ߥޕ
53
54

ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ታᣉߐࠇߕߦㇱಽ⊛ߥA/Rᵴ
േ߇ⴕࠊࠇࠆ႐วޔㆊߩA/R₸߆ࠄޔᶖ⠻ߒ
ߚࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߢභࠄࠇߡࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ታᣉߦᏫዻߔࠆߦ߅ߡߥߐࠇࠆߢ
ࠈ߁ߩࠄࠇߘޕߪ 1989 ᐕߩᤨὐߢ⫾Ⓧ
߇ሽߒߡࠆ߇(1975 ᐕ߆ࠄ 1985 ᐕߩ㑆ߦᬀ
ᨋ)ޔታᣉߐࠇࠆA/Rࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ㑐ࠊࠄߕޔ
ⓠ߇ߥߐࠇࠇߠޔᨋߪᶖᄬߔࠆߢࠈ
߁ޕ

regardless of the project (i.e. planted from
1979 to 1985).
These areas are currently excluded from the
project boundaries in this PDD, as explained
in Section A7.

ߎࠇࠄߩߪࡦ࡚ࠪࠢޔA.7 ߦ⸃⺑ߩ
ࠆߣ߅ࠅޔPDDߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳
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The areas currently included in the project
boundaries within this PDD (brachiaria
grasslands) are only those that were
specifically purchased for the project entity’s
proposed CDM activities, and as such they
would not be acquired in the baseline
scenario.55
Thus, considering the abovementioned
points, it is not appropriate to adopt an A/R
rate within the scope of this PDD and this
scenario is not likely to be the baseline
scenario.
Scenario 3: The project activity undertaken
without the CDM incentive, indicating that
land use reflects full-fledged forest
plantations to supply the project’s iron
production.
In light of the analyses above and of the
project entity’s and sectoral analyses in Step
2, 3 and 4 as well as the analysis in this
section, this is the most unlikely baseline
scenario.
Hence, Scenario 1 as the maintenance of the
grassland land-use reflecting the complete
absence of forest plantations to supply the
project’s iron production it is conservatively
identified as the most likely land use
scenario in the absence of the project activity
and is henceforth referred to as the baseline
scenario56.
C.5.2. Description of the identified baseline
scenario (separately for each stratum
defined in Section C.4.):
As presented in section C.4, Landsat
satellite images and field data confirmed the
pre-existing conditions of the area within the
project’s boundaries, which consisted of
three different status of grasslands.
For conservativeness purposes, the three
different status of grasslands identified
(highpasture, low pasture, and degraded
areas) were classified as brachiaria spp in its

ߦ߹ࠇߡߥޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦPDD߹ࠇߡࠆ
(brachiaria ⨲)ߪᧄޔCDMᵴേߩߚߦࡊ
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ߢࠅߩࠄࠇߎߚߩߘޔߪࡌࠬࠗࡦ
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⸥ߩߎߣࠍ⠨ᘦߔࠆߣޔPDDߩਛߢA/R₸ࠍ
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ߎߩߚޔ㋕↪ᧁଏ⛎ߩߚߩᬀᨋߪోߊ
ߥߐࠇߕ⨲ޔߣߒߡߩ↪ࠍ⛽ᜬߔࠆߣ
߁ࠪ࠽ࠝ 1 ߇߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉߐࠇߥ
႐วߩᦨ߽ታ⊛ߥ↪ࠪ࠽ࠝߣߒߡ
⊛ߦ․ቯߐࠇޔᓟࠇߐߣࡦࠗࠬࡌޔ
ࠆ 56ޕ
C.5.2.․ቯߐࠇߚࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߩⷐ
(࡚ࠢࠪࡦ 4 ߢቯߐࠇߚ㓏ጀ)
࡚ࠢࠪࡦ 4 ߢㅀߴߚߣ߅ࠅ↹࠻࠶ࠨ࠼ࡦޔ
ߣࡈࠖ࡞࠼࠺࠲ߦࠃࠅࡃ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߩߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ೨ߩ⁁
ᘒ߇⏕ߐࠇߚ ߪࠇߘޕ3 Ბ㓏ߩ⁁ᘒߩ⨲ߦ
ಽߌࠄࠇࠆޕ
ᕈࠍߟߚߦ⨲ޔߩ 3 Ბ㓏ߩ⁁ᘒ㧔㜞
’ޔૐ’ޔഠൻ㧕ߪ⚛⫾Ⓧ߇㜞ߊ
ቯߒߚ⁁ᘒߩ brachiaria spp ߣಽ㘃ߐࠇޔ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩࡌࠬࠗࡦߩ㓏ጀߣߐࠇ
ߚޕ

higher carbon stock (peak) and in steady
state, which formed the baseline stratum of
the project activity.
The maintenance of grasslands is the most
plausible and common land use, as per
baseline analysis, land eligibility

ࡌࠬࠗࡦಽᨆޔㆡᩰᕈ⺞ᩏޔ↪
࿑߮บᏭࠃࠅ⨲ޔߩ⛽ᜬߪᦨ߽
ᅷᒰᕈߩࠆߥ⊛⥸৻ޔ↪ߢࠆߣߐࠇ
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assessment, land use maps and land tenure
documentation.
In a comparison between the project area’s
vegetation status in the year 1989 and in the
year 2000, the data shows that the pasture
areas were under a significant degradation
process during the period assessed.
This is corroborated by the evidences
presented in sections C.2 and C.4. As such,
the likely evolution of the baseline scenario
would be the continuing degradation of the
pasture with no tree vegetation
establishment.
55 Registered contracts, publicly available
project documents the Emission Reductions
Purchased Contract signed with the World
Bank’s Prototype Carbon Fund demonstrate
that the referred areas were specifically
purchased for the project and will be made
available to the DOE.
56 However, as a conservative approach in
the final calculations of the “Estimation of
baseline net GHG removals by sinks” it is
applied a discount based on historical
annual A/R rates established by the iron
sector since the end of the fiscal incentives.
50/133
Therefore, the adoption of one single
baseline scenario stratum considered as high
grassland in its peak carbon stocks is
deemed to be a conservative approach.
51/133
C.6. Assessment and demonstration of
additionality:
In accordance with Section II.5 of the
baseline methodology, and as per the most
recent version57 of “Tool for the
demonstration and assessment of
additionality in A/R CDM project activities”,
the steps below are used to demonstrate that
the project scenario is not part of the
baseline and is therefore additional:
Step 0: Preliminary screening based on the
starting date of the A/R project activity
The project implementation started in 10
November 2000.
Documentation such as project design
documents, validation and verification
reports, and official correspondence with the
World Bank’s Prototype Carbon Fund and
other interested parties, have been made
public since the project’s conception and
starting date.

ࠆޕ
1989 ᐕߣ 2000 ᐕߦ߅ߌࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕ
ߩᬀ↢ߩ⁁ᘒߩᲧセ࠺࠲߆ࠄ⺞ޔᩏᦼ㑆ਛ
’ߪ㊀ᐲߥഠൻߩㆊ⒟ߦߞߚߎߣ߇ಽ߆
ࠆޕ
ߎߩߎߣߪ࡚ࠢࠪࡦC.2.ߣC.4 ߢ␜ߒߚ⸽
߆ࠄⵣઃߌࠄࠇߚᧄᧁޔߚߩߎޕᬀ↢ߩሽ
ߒߥ’߇ഠൻߩ৻ㅜࠍߚߤࠆߣ߁ࡌ
ࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝ߇ᅷᒰߢࠈ߁ޕ
55

⇇㌁ⴕߩࡊࡠ࠻࠲ࠗࡊ⚛ၮ㊄ߣߩ㑆ߩᄾ
⚂ᦠ߿ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᢥᦠ߆ࠄ⸒ޔߐࠇߡࠆ
ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩߚߦ⾼ߐࠇߚ߽ߩߢ
ࠅޔDOEߩᬌ⸽ࠍฃߌࠆߎߣ߇␜ߐࠇߡ
ࠆޕ
56

ߒ߆ߒ⚐ࡦࠗࠬࡌ“ޔGHGๆ㊂ߩផቯ”
ߩᦨ⚳⸘▚ߩ⊛ߥࠕࡊࡠ࠴ߣߒߡ⽷ޔ
ఝㆄ╷⚳ੌᓟએ㒠ߩ㋕ࠢ࠲ߩᐕ㑆A/R₸
ߦၮߠ߈ޔഀࠅᒁ߈߇ߥߐࠇࠆޕ
50/133
ߎߩߚޔ⚛⫾Ⓧ߇ᦨᄢߩ㜞’ߣ߁㓏
ጀ߇৻ߟߛߌߩࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߩណ↪߇
ᦨ߽⊛ߥࠕࡊࡠ࠴ߣߺߥߐࠇࠆޕ
51/133
C.6.ㅊടᕈߩ⹏ଔߣ⸽㧦
ࡌࠬࠗࡦᣇᴺ⺰ߩ࡚ࠢࠪࡦ II.5 ߣ“A/R
CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ߅ߌࠆㅊടᕈߩ⸽ߣ⹏
ଔߩߚߩ࠷࡞”ߩᦨᣂࡃ࡚ࠫࡦ 57 ߦᓥ
৻ߩࡦࠗࠬࡌ߇ࠝ࠽ࠪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ㇱߢߪߥߊㅊട⊛ߥ߽ߩߢࠆߣ߁⸽ߩߚ
ߦએਅߩᚻ㗅߇↪ࠄࠇߚޕ
ᚻ㗅 0㧦A/R ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎᣣߦ㑐ߔࠆክ
ᩏ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪ 2000 ᐕ 11  10 ᣣߦ㐿ᆎߐࠇ
ߚޕ
PDD ߿ലൻክᩏ߮ᬌ⸽ႎ๔ߚ߹ޔ⇇㌁
ⴕࡊࡠ࠻࠲ࠗࡊ⚛ၮ㊄ߣߘߩઁ㑐ㅪᯏ㑐ߩ㑆
ߢࠊߐࠇߚㅢାᢥᦠߪ߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔഃ᩺
ߐࠇߡએ㒠ޕߚ߈ߡࠇߐ␜ޔ
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The first project plantations have been
established in 10 November 2000, thus this
is adopted as the start date of the project.
Moreover, the project entity’s integrated
project, including the proposed A/R activity,
was submitted to independent validation in
2002, under the UNFCCC regulations
applicable at that time.
However, in spite of validating the industrial
project activity, the DOE could not conclude
the validation of the A/R activities due to the
absence of LULUCF regulations at that
time.
Step 1. Identification of alternative land use
scenarios to the proposed A/R CDM project
activity

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ߅ߌࠆᦨೋߩᬀᨋ߇ 2000 ᐕ
11  10 ᣣߦㅧᚑߐࠇߩߎޔᣣ߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
㐿ᆎᣣߦ⸳ቯߐࠇߚޕ
߹ߚ ᧄޔA/R ᵴേࠍ⛔วࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ޔ
2002 ᐕߦޔUNFCCC ߩᒰᤨߩㆡ↪ⷙቯߩਅ
ߢലൻክᩏࠍㅜฃߌࠆߚߦឭߐࠇߚޕ
ߒ߆ߒޔLULUCF ࠢ࠲ߩⷙቯ߇ᒰᤨሽ
ߒߥ߆ߞߚߚߦޔDOE ߪ↥ᬺࠢ࠲ߩࡊ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߣߒߡലൻክᩏࠍߒߚ߽ߩ
ߩޔDOE ߪ A/R ᵴേߩലൻߦ㑐ߒߡ⚿⺰ࠍ
ߖߥ߆ߞߚޕ
ᚻ㗅 1.ઍᦧ↪ࠪ࠽ࠝߩหቯ

Sub-step 1a. Identify credible alternative
land use scenarios to the proposed CDM
project activity

Ḱᚻ㗅 1a. ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ
ߦઍࠊࠆ↪ߩหቯ

The project scenario is determined from
amongst the plausible alternatives analyzed
in section C.5, in the context of the baseline
scenario.
The same baseline alternative scenarios
addressed in the previous section are
analyzed as project scenarios, according to
the procedures of the latest version of the
“Additionality Tool”.
Therefore the scenarios listed in outcome of
Sub-step 1a are presented and analyzed as
follows:
Scenario 1: Maintenance of grassland
land-use reflecting the complete absence of
forest plantations to supply the project’s iron
production.
Scenario 2: A/R activities are expected to
occur at intermittent rates to supply the
project’s iron production, reflecting the
substantial lack of forest plantations.
Scenario 3: The project activity undertaken
without the CDM incentive, indicating that
land use reflects full-fledged forest
plantations to supply the project’s iron
production.

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠪ࠽ࠝߪ࡚ࠢࠪࡦ C.5 ߢಽᨆ
ߐࠇߚᅷᒰᕈߩࠆઍᦧ᩺ߩਛ߆ࠄࠬࡌޔ
ࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߦวࠊߖߡㆬ߫ࠇࠆޕ

All of the scenarios under analysis are
consistent with applicable laws and
regulations in Brazil, as further discussed in
subsection “b) Legislation related to the

ಽᨆߩਅઁోߡߩࠪ࠽ࠝߪޔᚻ㗅 2ࠪࠢޔ
࡚ࡦ C5.1 ߩḰ࡚ࠢࠪࡦ“b) A/R ᵴേ߮ᧁ᧚
↪ߩⷐઙߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆⷙቯ” ߢㅀߐࠇࠆߣ߅
ࠅߩ࡞ࠫࡉޔᴺⷙޔቯߣߩᢛวᕈࠍߞߡ
ࠆޕ

೨࡚ࠢࠪࡦߢ⸒ߒߚࡌࠬࠗࡦઍᦧࠪ࠽
ࠝ߇“ޔㅊടᕈ࠷࡞”ߩᦨᣂ ߦᓥࡠࡊޔ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠪ࠽ࠝߣߒߡಽᨆߐࠇࠆޕ
Ḱᚻ㗅 1a ߩ⚿ᨐޔᒰߔࠆࠪ࠽ࠝ߇ਅ⸥ߩ
ߣ߅ࠅಽᨆߐࠇߚޕ
ࠪ࠽ࠝ 1㧦㋕↪ᧁଏ⛎ߩߚߩᬀᨋߪ
ోߊߥߐࠇߕ⨲ޔߣߒߡߩ↪ࠍ⛮⛯ߔ
ࠆޕ
ࠪ࠽ࠝ 2㧦ታ⾰⊛ߦᬀᨋߪਇ⿷ߒߡࠆ
߇ޔA/Rᵴേ߇ᢿ⛯⊛ߦޔ㋕߳ߩᧁ᧚ଏ⛎ߩ
ߚߦⴕࠊࠇࠆޕ
ࠪ࠽ࠝ 3㧦CDMߩᨒ⚵ߺᄖߢA/Rᵴേ߇ⴕ
ࠊࠇޔ㋕↪ᧁ᧚ଏ⛎ߩߚߩᬀᨋ߇ో
ߢዷ㐿ߐࠇࠆޕ

Sub-step 1b. Consistency of credible land use Ḱᚻ㗅 1b.↪ࠪ࠽ࠝߦ߅ߌࠆᴺⷙޔೣ
scenarios with enforced mandatory
ߣߩᢛวᕈ
applicable laws and regulations.

requirements of A/R activities and wood use”
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of the Step 2, section C.5.1.
There are no laws and regulations that
obstruct or block the conversion of
pastureland into A/R areas.
57 Annex 17, EB 35.
52/133
The wood and charcoal industries in the
State of Minas Gerais are regulated by the
State law n.14.309/2002 (which replaces
Law n.10.561/91).

’ߩ A/R ታᣉࠛࠕ߳ߩォ឵ߩ㓚ኂߣߥࠆ
ᴺᓞⷙޔቯߪߥޕ

It enforces companies and people
commercializing wood products to
exclusively consume or use products coming
from planted forests, respecting the limits
applied (see item C.5.1 Step B, for details).
However, considering that the project
entity’s sustainable charcoal end use is for
pig iron production (as explained in item
A.2) it is worth to emphasize that there is no
legislation, either in Federal or State level,
that enforces the use of charcoal as a
mandatory reducing agent for the iron ore
production.
As the coal coke faces fewer barriers to its
use, the use of this reducing agent is the
common practice in Brazilian iron and steel
industry.
Therefore, the project activity is not a legally
required activity.

Sub-step 1c. Selection of the baseline
scenario
As presented in section C.5.1, Scenario 1,

indicates the maintenance of the present
land-use in CDM A/R eligible areas as
grasslands, reflecting the complete absence
of forest plantations to supply the project’s
iron production.
As such pastureland is adopted as the most
likely land use scenario in the absence of the
project activity.
Step 2: Investment Analysis
As per the “Tool for the demonstration and
assessment of additionality in A/R CDM
project activities”, it is necessary to
undertake at least one of the analysis: either
the Investment Analysis or the Barrier
Analysis.
This project entity chooses to undertake the
Barrier Analysis (Step 3).
Step 3: Barrier analysis

Sub-step 3a. Identified barriers that would
prevent the implementation of type of the

57 Annex 17, EB 35.
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ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߦ߅ߌࠆᧁ᧚߮ᧁߩ↥
ᬺ  ↪ ߦ 㑐 ߔ ࠆ ⷙ ቯ ߇ Ꮊ ᴺ
n.14.309/2002( n.10.561/91 ߣ⟎߈឵߃)ߦࠃߞ
ߡቯࠄࠇߡࠆޕ
ㆡ↪ߐࠇࠆ㒢(C.5.1 Step B ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣ)ࠍ
㐓ߺࠍ‛↥↢᧚ᧁޔᛒ߁ળ␠߿ੱߦޔᬀᨋ
߆ࠄߩᧁ᧚ࠍᶖ⾌ޔ↪߇⸥ߩⷙቯߦࠃࠅቯ
ࠄࠇߡࠆޕ

ߒ߆ߒޔᜬ⛯⊛ߥᧁߩᦨ⚳⊛ߥ↪ㅜߪ㌉㋕↢
↥ߢࠆ(A.2.ߢㅀ)ߎߣࠍ⠨߃ࠆߣޔ㋕㋶⍹
↢↥ߩߚߩㆶరߣߒߡߩᧁ᧚ߩ↪ࠍ⟵ോ
ઃߌࠆⷙቯߪޔ࿖ኅࡌ࡞ߦ߅ߡ߽Ꮊࡌ࡞
ߦ߅ߡ߽ሽߒߥߎߣߪᒝ⺞ߔࠆߦ୯ߔ
ࠆޕ
⍹ࠦࠢࠬߪㆶరߣߒߡ↪ߔࠆᅹߍ߇ᧁ
ࠍ↪ߔࠆߩߦᲧߴዋߥߚޔ⍹ࠦࠢ
ࠬ߇ࡉࠫ࡞ߩ㋕ᬺ⇇ߢߪ৻⥸⊛ߦ↪ߐࠇ
ߡࠆޕ
ࠃߞߡ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߪᴺ⊛ߦ⟵ോઃߌࠄ
ࠇߚ߽ߩߢߪߥޕ
Ḱᚻ㗅 1c.ࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߩㆬᛯ
࡚ࠢࠪࡦ C.5.1.ߢㅀߴߚߣ߅ࠅ ࠝ࠽ࠪޔ1
ߪ㋕↪ᧁଏ⛎ߩߚߩᬀᨋߪోߊߥߐࠇ
ߕޔCDM ᬀᨋߩㆡᩰᕈߩࠆߦ߅ߡޔ
⨲ߣߒߡߩ↪ࠍ⛮⛯ߔࠆߣߒߡࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ߥ႐วߦᦨ߽ߎࠅ߁ࠆ
↪ࠪ࠽ࠝߢࠆߚߦ⨲’ޔ߇ណ↪
ߐࠇߚޕ
ᚻ㗅 2㧦ᛩ⾗ಽᨆ
“A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦ߅ߌࠆㅊടᕈߩ
⸽ߣ⹏ଔߩߚߩ࠷࡞ ”߆ࠄޔᛩ⾗ಽᨆ߆
ࡃࠕಽᨆߩዋߥߊߣ߽ߤߜࠄ߆ߩಽᨆࠍⴕ߁
ᔅⷐ߇ࠆޕ
ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߢߪࡃࠕಽᨆࠍㆬᛯߒߚޕ
ᚻ㗅 3㧦ࡃࠕಽᨆ
Ḱᚻ㗅 3a.ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩࠃ߁
ߥࡊࡠࠣࡓߩታᣉࠍ㒖น⢻ᕈߩࠆࡃࠕ
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proposed project activity
Significant barriers limit the project entity’s
capacity to establish plantations for
charcoal-based iron manufacturing.

ᄢ߈ߥࡃࠕߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߩᧁޔࡌ
ࠬߩ㋕↢↥߳ߩࠛࡀ࡞ࠡଏ⛎ߩߚߩᬀᨋ
ㅧᚑ⢻ജࠍ㒢ߔࠆޕ
એਅߩࡃࠕ߇․ቯߐࠇߩࠇߙࠇߘޔᗧᕈ߇
⺞ᩏߐࠇߚޕ
i) ᛩ⾗ࡃࠕ
ㆡಾߥ⾗㊄ߩ୫ࠅࠇߣਛᦼ⊛ޔ㐳ᦼ⊛ᵴേ
ࠍⴕ߁ߛߌߩࠢࠫ࠶࠻߇ߥޕ

The following ones are identified and their
relative significance is examined.
i) Investment barriers
Lack of appropriate debt financing and of
access to credit for medium and/or long-term
activities.
The establishment of tree plantations
requires large amounts of investment.
Although the productivity of eucalyptus
plantations in Brazil is currently considered
one of the best in the world, the first
harvesting period for most economic uses,
including charcoal, cannot occur before the
7th year, within a plantation cycle of up to
28 years.
Thus, industries that can be based on wood
plantations, such as the project activity,
have no income until the full maturity of the
trees, which is reached in 7 years.

ᬀᨋߩㅧᚑߦߪᏂ㗵ߩᛩ⾗߇ᔅⷐߣߥࠆޕ
ࡉࠫ࡞ߦ߅ߌࠆ࡙ࠞߩ↢↥ᕈߪߩߣ
ߎࠈ⇇ߢᦨ߽㜞ߣߐࠇߡࠆ߇ᧁޔࠍ
⚻ߩ᧚ᧁޔᷣ⊛ߥ↪ߩߚߩᦨೋߩબᦼ
ߪޔ28 ᐕ㑆ߩᬀᨋࠨࠗࠢ࡞ߩౝ 7 ᐕ⋡ߦߒߡ
ೋߡ⸰ࠇࠆޕ

In order to cope with the intrinsic
characteristics of this industry, loans must
have at least a 7-year grace period, and a
minimum duration of about 10 years, which
is almost non-existent in the Brazilian
financial market and in most developing
countries.
The situation is worsened by the fact that
these types of loans are not offered by
Brazilian private banks.
As a result, the entire debt-funding demand
relies on governmental bodies, which have
competing developmental priorities and
limited resources.
At the time the project activity started
(2000), the Brazilian National Government
was working on the establishment of the
National Forestry Program (PNF58), with
the objective of alleviating the ongoing forest
plantations deficit.
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Although the current government has
launched the program in 2004, no additional
large-scale funding has become available.
As detailed below, the funding structure is
still inappropriate to supply the sector’s
demand and the project activity.
In 1988, The Minas Gerais Development

ߘߩߚ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߩࠃ߁ߥޔᬀᨋ
߆ࠄߩᧁ᧚ଏ⛎ࠍࡌࠬߣߔࠆ↥ᬺߪޔ7 ᐕ⋡
ߦ⸰ࠇࠆ᮸ᧁߩⓠᤨᦼ߹ߢ߇ㄟߥ
ޕ
ߎ߁ߞߚᕈ⾰ߦኻᔕߔࠆߚߦߪᦨޔૐߢ߽
7 ᐕ㑆ߩᡰᛄ₈੍ᦼ㑆߇ࠆޔዋߥߊߣ߽⚂
10 ᐕ㑆ߩࡠࡦߢߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥ߇ࡉޔ
ࠫ࡞߿ઁߩ⊒ዷㅜ࿖ߩ㊄ⲢᏒ႐ߦߪߎߩࠃ߁
ߥຠߪ߶ߣࠎߤሽߒߥޕ
ࡉࠫ࡞ߩ᳃㑆㌁ⴕ߆ࠄߎߩࠃ߁ߥ࠲ࠗࡊߩࡠ
ࡦߪឭଏߐࠇߥߎߣߢ⁁ޔᴫߪᖡൻߒߚޕ
⚿ᨐ⊛ߦߩߡోޔ୫ࠅࠇࠍޔఝవ㗄ࠍᛴ
߃⾗ޔ㊄߽㒢ࠄࠇߡࠆᐭᯏ㑐ߦᆔߨࠆߎߣ
ߣߥߞߚޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇㐿ᆎߐࠇߚᤨὐ(2000 ᐕ)
ߢ࡞ࠫࡉޔᐭߪޔㅴⴕߔࠆᬀᨋਇ⿷ࠍ✭
ߔࠆߚߩ࿖ኅᨋࡊࡠࠣࡓ(PNF58)ߩ┙
ߜߍߦ⌕ᚻߒߡߚޕ
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ᐭߪ 2004 ᐕߦࡊࡠࠣࡓࠍ㐿ᆎߒߚ߇ޔ
ㅊട⊛ߥᄢⷙᮨߥ⾗㊄⺞㆐ߪ߆ߥࠊߥ߆ߞߚޕ
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ࠆޕ
1988 ᐕߦࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬ㐿⊒㌁ⴕ(BDMG)
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Bank (BDMG) has created the only
applicable funding facility to which the
project entity had access (Proflorestas).
The fund started its operations in 1994 with
limited resources (US$28 million).
In addition, most companies are not able to
meet the collateral requirements and other
governmental restrictions.
At the time the project activity started, and
in the subsequent years, the total amount of
annual resources made available by this
facility has only covered a very minor
portion of the sector’s needs59.
In 2005, only R$16 million were available
and, in 2006 and 2007, R$10 million and R$8
million were available to the entire forestry
based sector in the state of Minas Gerais
(BDMG, 2008).
Figure 29 presents the Minas Gerais
Development Bank’s disbursement of
Proflorestas loans from 2000 to 2007.

߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉ߇↪ߢ߈ߚ໑৻ߩࡈ
ࠔࡦ࠼(Proflorestas)ࠍ⸳┙ߒߚޕ
ࡈࠔࡦ࠼ߩㆇ༡߇ޔ1994 ᐕߦ⾗㊄(US$28 ⊖
ਁ)߇㒢ࠄࠇߥ߇ࠄ߽ᆎ߹ߞߚޕ
߶ߣࠎߤߩળ␠߇ᜂⷐઙ߮ᐭߩ⺖ߔ㒢
ࠍḩߚߔߎߣ߇᧪ߥޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ㐿ᆎᤨߣߘߩᓟᢙᐕ㑆ߩࡈࠔ
ࡦ࠼ߩᐕ㑆⾗㊄ଏ⛎㊂ߪߩ࠲ࠢޔ㔛ⷐߩ߶
ࠎߩ৻ㇱࠍ⾔߃ࠆಽߢߒ߆ߥ߆ߞߚ 59ޕ
ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߦ߅ߡޔ2005 ᐕߦߪ
16 ⊖ਁࠕ࡞ޔ2006 ᐕߣ 07 ᐕߪߘࠇߙࠇ 10
⊖ਁࠕ࡞ߣ 8 ⊖ਁࠕ࡞߇ᨋࠍࡌࠬߣߔ
ࠆࠢ࠲ߦଏ⛎ߐࠇߚߩߺߢߞߚޕ
 29 ߪ ࡒ ࠽ ࠬ  ࠫ ࠚ  ࠗ ࠬ 㐿 ⊒ ㌁ ⴕ ߩ
Proflorestas ࡠࡦ߳ 2000 ᐕ߆ࠄ 2007 ᐕ߹ߢ
ߦᡰߒߚ㗵ߢࠆޕ

 29: Minas Gerais Development Bank (BDMG) Proflorestas Disbursement of loans for the
forestry sector during 2000-2007:
ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬ㐿⊒㌁ⴕ(BDMG)Proflorestasࡠࡦߩᨋࠢ࠲߳ߩ 2000 ᐕ߆ࠄ 2007
ᐕ߹ߢߩᡰ㗵㧦
Proflorestas Loans - BDMG
ᐕ
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
⸘
* Estimated value for 2007. 
2007 ᐕߪផቯ୯
Based on carbon finance, Plantar was able
to obtain loans under the Proflorestas
scheme as per the cap within the
program60.
Although these resources were used to
implement part of the project activity, they
only covered a smaller portion of the total
investment required for the project
implementation.
The acquirement of these loans was also

ว⸘୯(R$㧦ࠕ࡞)
1,269,323
10,960,131
17,014,601
11,947,910
4,538,000
16,000,000
10,000,000
8,000,000*
79,729,965

⚛㊄ⲢߦࠃࠅPlantarߪProflorestasࠬࠠࡓ
㒢㗵ߞ߬ߩⲢ⾗ࠍฃߌࠆߎߣ߇น⢻ߦߥ
ߞߚ 60ޕ
ߎࠇࠄߩⲢ⾗ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ৻ㇱߦᒰߡ
ࠄࠇߚ߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉߩߚߦᔅⷐߥᛩ
⾗ߩࠊߕ߆ߥㇱಽࠍࠞࡃߔࠆߩߺߢߞߚޕ
ߎࠇࠄߩⲢ⾗ߪ߹ߚޔCDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߣ
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enabled by project entity’s CDM projects
and by the PCF transaction, which
positively influenced the BDMG risk
assessment procedures (additional
information on Step 5).
Even the Brazilian Development Bank
(BNDES), which is the main source of
long-term funding in the country - and is a
major alternative for these producers cannot supply the sector’s debt financing
needs.
Four out of the five long-term forestry
loans offered by the Bank have duration of
five years or less.
The other funds that were available to
forestry plantations are not applicable to
the project activity, as they are exclusively
devoted to small-scale enterprises (i.e.
BNDES Pronaf - for rural households only,
and BNDES Propflora) or are only
dedicated to the pulp and paper industry.
58 For more information: www.mma.gov.br
See BDMG Official Statement 2008
As explained in Step 5, carbon finance
has also enabled the granting of the
referred loans to the project entity;.
59
60
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The Prop flora facility has been created to
support the implementation of plantation
activities.
However, it is capped at R$150 000, which
is negligible considering the investment
requirements of large-scale plantations.
Likewise, the location of the plantation
activity in the state of Minas Gerais also
makes it ineligible for other sources of
official funds, including the special funds
structured for the less developed regions of
Brazil, which also lack sufficient resources
(e.g. North, Center-West and Northeast
regional funds ) and exclude the project
region61.
In addition to the scarcity of funding, most
companies, including the project entity,
have serious difficulties in providing
collaterals and loan warranties.
The plantations per se are not accepted as
collaterals or permanent real assets, which
significantly limits the access to debt
resources.
The severe shortage of debt-financing and
the prevailing double-digit real interest

PCF㧔⇇㌁ⴕࡊࡠ࠻࠲ࠗࡊࠞࡏࡦࡈࠔࡦ࠼㧕
ߣߩขᒁ߇BDMGߩࠬࠢ⺞ᩏߦ߅ߡ⦟ᣇ
ะߦߚߚታߒߚ(ㅊട⊛ߥᖱႎߪᚻ㗅 5
ߦ⸥タ)ޕ
ࡉࠫ࡞ߩਥⷐߥ㐳ᦼ⊛ߥ⾗㊄ଏ⛎Ḯߢࠆࡉ
ࠫ࡞␠ળ⚻ᷣ㐿⊒㌁ⴕߢߐ߃ߩ࠲ࠢޔ୫
ࠅࠇߩ࠾࠭ߦᔕߓࠄࠇߥߢࠆޕ

ฃߌࠆߎߣߩߢ߈ࠆ 5 ߟߩ㐳ᦼᨋࡠࡦߩ߁
ߜޔ4 ߟ߇ޔ5 ᐕ߽ߒߊߪߘࠇએਅߩⲢ⾗ᦼ㑆ߢ
ࠆޕ
ᨋㅧᚑะߌߩߘߩઁߩⲢ⾗ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴ
േߦߪㆡ↪ߢ߈ߥߪࠄࠇߘޔ߽ߩ߁ߣޕ㔖
⚦ડᬺ߿⚕ᬺะߌߩ߽ߩ(BNDES Pronaf ㄘᏪะߌ, BNDES Propflora)ߢࠆߚߢ
ࠆޕ
58 ᦝߥࠆᖱႎߪએਅURLࠍෳᾖ㧦
www.mma.gov.br
59 BDMGߩ 2008 ᐕᑼჿࠍෳᾖߩߎߣ
60 ᚻ㗅 5 ߢ⺑ߩࠆߣ߅ࠅޔ⚛㊄Ⲣߩ߅߆
ߍߢ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉ߳ࡠࡦߩഥᚑ㊄߇
ਅࠅߚޕ
54/133
ᬀᨋᵴേታᣉࠍࠨࡐ࠻ߔࠆ⋡⊛ߢProp flora
Ⲣ⾗ࡊࡠࠣࡓ߇⸳┙ߐࠇߚޕ

ߒ߆ߒ⾗ߩߘޔ㊄ߪ 15 ਁࠕ࡞ߦ㒢ࠄࠇߡ߅
ࠅޔᄢⷙᮨㅧᨋ߳ߩⲢ⾗ߩታᣉߦߪⷙᮨ߇ዊߐ
ߔ߉ࠆޕ
߹ߚࠬࠗࠚࠫࠬ࠽ࡒޔᎺߩㅧᨋᵴേߩታᣉ
ߢߪߩ࡞ࠫࡉޔ㐿⊒₸ߩૐၞะߌߩࡈࠔ
ࡦ࠼ࠍ߽࠼ࡦࠔࡈߥ⊛ߩઁߩߘޔㆡ↪ߢ
߈ߥ࠼ࡦࠔࡈߩࠄࠇߘޕ㧔ർㇱޔਛㇱ߮
ർ᧲ၞะߌࡈࠔࡦ࠼㧕߽߹ߚ⾗㊄߇ਇ⿷ߒߡ
߅ࠅ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔၞߪㆡ↪ၞ 61 ߆ࠄ㒰ᄖ
ߐࠇߡࠆޕ
⾗㊄ਇ⿷ߦട߃࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉࠍ߶
ߣࠎߤߩળ␠ߪޔᜂߩឭଏ߿ࡠࡦࠍ⸽ߔ
ࠆߎߣ߇㕖Ᏹߦ㔍ߒ⁁ᘒߦࠆޕ
ࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߘߩ߽ߩߪᜂ߹ߚߪ᳗⛯⊛
ߥታ⾰⾗↥ߣߒߡߪࠄࠇߕޔ୫ࠅࠇߪߢ
߈ߥޕ
ௌോߦࠃࠆ⾗㊄⺞㆐ߩᚻᲑ߇ਲߒߎߣߣࡉ
ࠫ࡞࿖ౝߩ 2 ᩴߦࠆታ⾰㊄߇ޔ㐳ᦼ⊛ߥ⾗
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rates in Brazil also have a dominant role in
the risk-aversion for investors in creating
long-term assets.
In Brazil, investors have struggled with
high real interest rates (the highest in the
World62), sustained by the implementation
of a strict monetary policy aimed at
curbing inflation since the early 1990’s.
Integrated
activities
to
supply
charcoal-based
iron
production
are
particularly affected, since they are mostly
dependent on the long-term credit
availability.
For more than 10 years, the project entity
has not been able to make such large
investments in the establishment of
plantations for the production of iron,
following the sectoral trends (see Step 4
below for further analyses).
Therefore, structural lack of and the
difficulties in the access to appropriate
debt-funding are major barriers to the
implementation of the project activity.
 No access to international capital
markets due to real or perceived risks
associated with the nature of the project
entity and industry.
The project entity is not a publicly listed
company and thus has had no access to
international capital markets63.
This is mostly due to its small size and due
to the international investors’ risk
aversion to loans for dedicated plantation
activities to produce renewable charcoal in
developing countries, with a very unstable
institutional environment as discussed in
Step 1.
Thus, no alternative sources of debt or
financing, other than the limited domestic
resources, were available to the project
entity, especially at the time the
investment decision was made (year 2000).
ii) Barriers due to prevailing practices
As large international iron and steel
groups
started
controlling
several
Brazilian industries, the above mentioned
barriers became even more relevant.
The World’s iron production is largely
based on coal-coke, a readily available
fossil source.

↥ᒻᚑߦ߅ߌࠆᛩ⾗ኅߩࠬࠢᔊㆱࠍਥዉߒߡ
ࠆޕ
ࡉࠫ࡞ߢߪ 90 ᐕઍ೨ඨ߆ࠄࠗࡦࡈߩᛥߩ
ߚߩ෩ߒㅢ⽻╷ߩߚߦ⛽ᜬߐࠇߡ߈ߚ
㜞ታ⾰㊄㧔⇇ߢᦨ߽㜞 62㧕ߦᛩ⾗ኅߪ
ᖠ߹ߐࠇߡࠆޕ
ᧁࠍࡌࠬߣߒߚ㋕↢↥ߦᧁ᧚ࠍଏ⛎ߔࠆߚ
ߩᵴേߪߩߤࠎߣ߶ޔ႐วޔ㐳ᦼ⊛ߥࡠࡦ
ߦଐሽߒߡࠆߚߦޔ㜞㊄ߩᓇ㗀ࠍฃߌ
ߚޕ
10 ᐕ㑆એ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉߪࠢ࠲ߩ
ะߣห᭽ߦޔ㋕ะߌࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦㅧᚑ
ߩߚߩᏂ㗵ߩᛩ⾗ࠍⴕ߁ߎߣߪߢ߈ߥ߆ߞ
ߚޕ
ߘߩߚޔㆡᒰߥ୫ࠅࠇᚻᲑߩ᭴ㅧ⊛ߥᰳᅤ
߅ࠃ߮ዋߥߐ߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേታᣉߩᄢ߈ߥ
ࡃࠕߢࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ߮↥ᬺಽ㊁ߩᕈ⾰ߦ㑐
ㅪߔࠆޔታ㓙ߦ⽶ߞߡࠆߪߊߒ߽ޔᗐቯߐࠇ
ࠆࠬࠢߩߚߦޔ࿖㓙⾗ᧄᏒ႐ߢ⾗㊄⺞㆐ࠍ
ⴕ߁ᚻᲑ߇ߥޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߪ႐ડᬺߢߪߥߚߦ
࿖㓙⾗ᧄᏒ႐ 63 ߢߩ⾗㊄⺞㆐ߪߢ߈ߥ߆ߞߚޕ
ߣ߁ߩ߽ડᬺߣߒߡߩⷙᮨ߇ዊߐߊߚ߹ޔᚻ
㗅 1 ߢㅀߴߡࠆߣ߅ࠅޔᴺ⊛ᢛߩᢛߞߡ
ߥ⊒ዷㅜ࿖ߦ߅ߌࠆౣ↢น⢻ᧁ↢↥↪ߩ
ㅧᨋᵴേ߳ߩᛩ⾗ࠍޔ࿖㓙ᛩ⾗ኅ߇ࠬࠢߣߒ
ߡㆱߌߡࠆߚߢࠆޕ
ߎߩࠃ߁ߦ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉߦߣߞߡ․ޔ
ߦᛩ⾗ߩቯࠍⴕߞߚᤨὐ(2000 ᐕ)ߢߪ࿖ౝߩ
㒢ࠄࠇߚ⾗㊄ߦ㗬ࠆࠃࠅએᄖߦ⾗ޔ㊄⺞㆐ᣇᴺ
ߪߥ߆ߞߚޕ
ii)ᘠߦࠃࠆࡃࠕ
ᄢⷙᮨߥ࿖㓙㋕ડᬺ߇ⶄᢙߩࡉࠫ࡞ߩડᬺ
ࠍ⾈ߒߚߚޔ⸥ߩࡃࠕߪߐࠄߦᄢ߈ߊ
ߥߞߚޕ
⇇ߩ㋕↥ᬺߪޔടᎿߒߥߢ↪ߢ߈ࠆൻ
⍹Άᢱߩ⍹ߦଐሽߒߡࠆޕ

61

61

http://www.bnb.gov.br/content/aplicacao/In

http://www.bnb.gov.br/content/aplicacao/Inves
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vestir_

tir_

no_Nordeste/Perfil_dos_Estados/gerados/

no_Nordeste/Perfil_dos_Estados/gerados/mg_

mg_apresentacao.asp

apresentacao.asp

(accessed on July 21st, 2008).

(2008 ᐕ 7  21 ᣣ⺞ᩏ).
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Folha de S.Paulo (2008)
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/folha/dinheir

Folha de S.Paulo (2008)
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/folha/dinheiro/

o/ ult91u378775.shtml .

ult91u378775.shtml .

The website www.bovespa.com.br lists
all Brazilian public companies that have
stocks trading in the Bovespa stock
exchange. Plantar is a private owned
family business not listed in the Bovespa
nor in any foreign stock exchange.
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98.55 % of the world primary iron
reduction in 2005 was based on coal coke
(Research on IISI, 2006; SINDIFER, 2006
and AMS, 2006).
Brazil is yet the only country capable to
produce charcoal-based iron and steel in
the short-run and at a significant scale64.

63

63

However, international investors and their
shareholders prefer not to be exposed to
the risks associated with long-term
forestry investments and operations for
charcoal-based iron, especially at smaller
scales such as in the projects.
Several factors have contributed for such a
reality.
Implementation,
management
and
non-financial risks associated with the
establishment of large-scale plantation
stocks are significantly more complex than
those related to alternative industrial
inputs (e.g. use of readily available coal
coke).
The necessities of purchasing significant
portions of land, and to deal with a large
work force in rural areas vis-a-vis the risk
aversion of operating a long-term business,
have also contributed to the lack of
investments in the plantations for charcoal
supply.
The legal restrictions relating to land-use
are also additional barriers in this context,
as discussed in the next sub-sections.
Historical, current and expected practices
demonstrate a lack of sectoral and
corporate capability of establishing
sustainable amounts of plantation stocks,
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www.bovespa.com.br ߢߪBovespaᩣᑼᏒ႐
ߦ႐ߒߡࠆోߡߩࡉࠫ࡞ડᬺࠍឝタߒߡ
ࠆޕPlantarߪBovespaߦ߽ઁߩᄖ࿖ᩣᑼᏒ႐
ߦ߽႐ߒߡߥࡈࠔࡒ⚻༡ߩડᬺߢ
ࠆޕ
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2005 ᐕߩᤨὐߢޔ⇇ߩೋ᥏㋕ㆶరߩ 98.55㧑
ߪ ⍹  ߢ ⴕ ࠊ ࠇ ߡ  ߚ ( ޕIISI, 2006;
SINDIFER, 2006, AMS, 2006 ࠃࠅ)
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ࠆޕ
ᄢ㊂ߩߩ⾼ߣޔ㐳ᦼ⊛ߥࡆࠫࡀࠬዷ㐿ߩ
ࠬࠢ࿁ㆱࠍߒߟߟޔㄘᏪߢᄢⷙᮨߩഭ
ജࠍࠦࡦ࠻ࡠ࡞ߔࠆᔅⷐᕈ߇↢ߓࠆߎߣ߽ޔ
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ᴫ߆ࠄో࠲ࠢޔޔ߮⚵❱ߣߒߡᜬ⛯⊛
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and the lack of incentives to change
prevailing practices, further enhancing the
project entity’s vulnerability.
The iron and steel industry in the State of
Minas Gerais and in Brazil has never been
able to establish the required amount of
plantations for charcoal supply.
The situation has been worsened with the
end of the fiscal incentives (FISET) in
1988.
The barriers herein referred have
prevented the industry from pursuing
self-sufficiency.
Alternatively, the prevailing business
culture has been one of relying on the
readily available and non-scarce fossil
global commodities such as coal and on the
unsustainable
availability
of
non-renewable charcoal in the spot
market, which also boosts corporate
vulnerability.
Thus, companies are completely exposed to
supply shortages of renewable charcoal.
In the mid 1990’s, as a result of the
extreme
lack
of
plantations,
the
charcoal-based iron’s market share was
reduced, giving place to an increasing coal
based production (SINDIFER, 2000/
BRAZIL, 2007).
With the opening of Brazilian market in
the early 1990’s the access to coal was even
more facilitated (BRAZIL 2007).
Because of its pioneer project activities, 65
the project entity will become the first of
its kind to have 100% of its iron production
based on renewable charcoal by 2007/2008
66.
iii) Management and institutional barriers
Limited effects of governmental policy to
stimulate wood plantations
As demonstrated in Section C.5.1,
governmental capacity is still not sufficient
to eliminate the plantation stock deficit in
Brazil and in the project region.
As in most developing countries, Brazilian
national and state governments, as well as
official banks, experience a serious lack of
resources to support the establishment of
plantation stocks.
64 BRAZIL, 2007 (Brazil’s Contribution to
Prevent Climate Change - White Paper –
Brazilian Ministry of Science and
Technology)

ࡦࡦ࠹ࠖࡉ߇ᰳߌߡࠆߎߣ߇ߡขࠇࠆޕ

ࡉࠫ࡞ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߩ㋕↥ᬺߪᧂߛ
߆ߟߡᧁଏ⛎ߦචಽߥࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦࠍㅧ
ᚑߢ߈ߚߎߣ߇ߥޕ
⽷ఝㆄ╷(FISET) ߇ 1988 ᐕߦ⚳ੌߒߡ߆ࠄ
⁁ᴫߪ߹ߔ߹ߔᖡൻߒߡࠆޕ
ߎߎߢߣࠅߍߚࡃࠕߩߚߦޔ㋕㍑↥ᬺ߇
㧔ᧁߩ㧕⥄⛎⢻ജࠍㅊ᳞ߔࠆߎߣ߇ᅹߍࠄࠇ
ߡ߈ߚޕ
ઍࠊࠅߦޔ⍹ߩࠃ߁ߥޔᚻシߦ↪ߢ߈ࠆଏ
⛎㊂ߩ⼾ንߥൻ⍹Άᢱࠍࠣࡠࡃ࡞ຠᏒ႐߆
ࠄޔߚ߹ޔౣ↢ਇน⢻⾗Ḯߩᧁࠍ‛Ꮢ႐߆
ࠄ⺞㆐ߔࠆߎߣߦଐሽߒߡ߈ߚ⚵߽ߣߎߩߎޕ
❱ߩᒙൻߩⷐ࿃ߢࠆޕ

ߎ߁ߒߡޔડᬺߪౣ↢น⢻ᧁߩଏ⛎ਇ⿷ߦ㒱
ࠆߎߣߣߥߞߚޕ
1990 ᐕઍඨ߫ߦߪᬀᨋ߇ᭂᐲߦਇ⿷ߒߚߎߣ
߆ࠄᧁޔ߆ࠄ↢↥ߐࠇߚ㋕ߩᏒ႐ߦ߅ߌࠆࠪ
ࠚࠕ߇ᷫዋߒޔ⍹ࡌࠬߩ㋕↢↥߇Ⴧടߔࠆ
ߎ ߣ ߣ ߥ ߞ ߚ ( ޕSINDIFER, 2000/ BRAZIL,
2007)
1990 ᐕߩࡉࠫ࡞Ꮢ႐ߩ㐿⸳ߦࠃࠅޔ⍹ߩଏ
⛎߇ࠃࠅኈᤃߦߥߞߚ( ޕBRAZIL 2007)
వ㚟⊛ߥࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ 65 ߦࠃࠅࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠢ࠻ታᣉߪ⇇ߢೋߡޔ2007㨪08 ᐕ߹ߢ
ߦ 66100㧑ౣ↢น⢻ᧁࠍࡌࠬߦ㋕↢↥ࠍⴕ
߁ߎߣߣߥࠆޕ
▤ℂ߮ᐲߩࡃࠕ
ᐭߩᬀᨋផㅴ╷ߩലᨐ߇㒢ቯ⊛ߢࠆߎߣ
࡚ࠢࠪࡦC.5.1 ߢ⸥タߩࠆࠃ߁ߦࠫࡉޔ
࡞߮ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉၞߦ߅ߌࠆࡊࡦ࠹
࡚ࠪࡦ⫾Ⓧਇ⿷ࠍ⸃ߔࠆജ߇ᐭߦࠊߞ
ߡߥޕ
ᄙߊߩ⊒ዷㅜ࿖ߣห᭽ߦ࡞ࠫࡉޔㅪ㇌ޔฦ
Ꮊᐭ߮⊛㊄Ⲣᯏ㑐ߢߪޔㅧᨋᵴേߦⲢ⾗
ߔࠆߚߩ⾗㊄߇ᷓೞߒߚਇ⿷⁁ᘒߦࠆޕ
64 BRAZIL, 2007 (Brazil’s Contribution to
Prevent Climate Change - White Paper –
Brazilian Ministry of Science and Technology)
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Such project activities encompass the
project activity proposed under this A/R
PDD and the one jointly designed to be
submitted in a separate PDD, as per
Decisions 17/CP.7, 19/CP.9 and EB
Guidance on Annex 8 of the EB20 report.
65

IEF/SEMAD, 2007
56/133
66

“Nevertheless, fiscal incentives to plant
forest were removed in the late 1980s,
decreasing and even stopping the
establishment of new forests.
Moreover, the wave of opening of the
national market to imports led to the
increase in coke production, encouraged by
its
immediate
availability
and
cost-effectiveness, which was lower if
compared to the cost of implanting and
maintaining a forest.
During the 1990s, the privatization of
integrated steel and iron industries
resulted in the shutdown or conversion of
charcoal furnaces into coke furnaces.
This scenario led many small and
independent steel and iron industries to
close because of the difficulty finding
enough charcoal to keep their blast
furnaces working”(Brazil, 2007).
Risks related to regulatory schemes and
changes in government policies or laws
Environmental regulations and tree
plantation laws in Brazil are extremely
complex.
Environmental licensing usually takes no
less than six months, in spite of the efforts
by the local and federal governments to
promote simplicity and cost-effectiveness.
Changes to economic, environmental, and
plantation policies are still major risks to
large-scale plantation activities in Brazil.
Moreover, Brazil is one of the few countries
in which landowners are obliged to set
aside,
without
any
economic
countervailing measure, a relevant portion
of rural properties as preservation areas67.
At the project activity site, at least 20% of
the land must be protected as legal
environmental reserves.
This amount is often increased to 30%, as
additional preservation areas, such as the
surroundings of water springs and stream
margins, are also required.
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ߎߩࠃ߁ߥࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦߪᧄPDDߢ
ឭ᩺ߒߡࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߽߹ࠇߡ߅ࠅ৻ޔ
✜ߦ⸘↹ߐࠇߚ߽߁৻ߟߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪޔ
EBࡐ࠻ 20ޔAnnex8 ߩEBࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬ߮
ቯ 17/CP.7, 19/CP.9 ߦᓥޔㅜPDDࠍឭ
ߔࠆޕ
66 IEF/SEMAD, 2007
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“ߘ߁ߞߚ⁁ᴫߦ߽߆߆ࠊࠄߕޔ1980 ᐕઍᓟ
ඨߦᬀᨋߩߚߩ⽷ఝㆄ╷ߪ⚳ੌߒޔᣂⷙߩ
ㅧᨋߪᷫዋߪߦࠄߐޔਛᱛߣߥߞߚޕ
ߐࠄߦޔャຠߦኻߔࠆ࿖ౝᏒ႐ߩ㐿ߩᵄ
ߪޔᬀᨋࠍⴕᨋࠍ▤ℂߔࠆࠦࠬ࠻ߣᲧセߒ
ߡ߽ޔᚻシߢࠦࠬ࠻ല₸ߩ⦟ߎߣ߽ࠅޔ⍹
ࠦࠢࠬ↢↥ࠍჇടߐߖߚޕ

1990 ᐕઍߦߪ㋕㍑ᬺ⇇ߩ⑳ൻߩ⚿ᨐᧁޔ↪
ṁ㋶Ἱߩ㐽㎮ߩࠄࠇߘߪߊߒ߽ޔ⍹↪ߩṁ
㋶Ἱ߳ߩォ឵߇ⴕࠊࠇߚޕ
ߎߩࠪ࠽ࠝߦࠃࠅޔ㜞ἹࠍⒿേߐߖ⛯ߌࠆߚ
ߩᧁࠍ⺞㆐ߔࠆߎߣ߇࿎㔍ߦߥࠅޔᄙߊߩ
㔖⚦㋕ડᬺ߇㐽㎮ߔࠆߎߣߣߥߞ
ߚ(”ޕBrazil,2007 )
ᴺ⊛ⷙ߮╷ޔᴺᓞߩᄌᦝߦ㑐ㅪߒߚ
ࠬࠢ
ࡉࠫ࡞ߩⅣႺ߮ㅧᨋߦ㑐ߔࠆ᧦ޔᴺᓞߪ
㕖Ᏹߦⶄ㔀ߢࠆޕ
ⅣႺนߩขᓧߪ⥄ޔᴦޔㅪ㇌ᐭߩන⚐ൻ
ߣࠦࠬ࠻ല₸ߩᡷༀദജߦ߽߆߆ࠊࠄߕޔㅢᏱ
6 ࡩએࠍⷐߔࠆޕ
ࡉࠫ࡞ߦ߅ߡ⚻ޔᷣޔⅣႺޔᬀᨋ╷ߩᄌ
ൻߪᄢⷙᮨߥᬀᨋᵴേߦߣࠅᄢ߈ߥࠬࠢߢ
ࠆޕ
ߐࠄߦ⚻ߪ࡞ࠫࡉޔᷣ⊛ఘߥߒߦޔ
⠪ߦㄘၞߦ߅ߌࠆᚲߩ৻ㇱࠍో
ၞߣߒߡ⛽ᜬߔࠆࠃ߁ߦ⟵ോઃߌߡࠆޔ⇇
ߢ߽ᢙዋߥ࿖ߩ৻ߟߢࠆ 67ޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߢߪޔዋߥߊߣ߽ 20㧑ߩ
߇ߘߩၞߦᒰߒࠄߥ߫ࠇߌߥࠇߐోޔ
ߥޕ
ߎߩഀวߪᴰ߿ᴡᎹᵹၞㄝ߽ㅊട⊛ߥో
ߣߐࠇࠆߚߦޔ30㧑߹ߢჇടߔࠆߎߣ߽
ߒ߫ߒ߫ࠆޕ
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Therefore, companies must purchase 30%
to 40% more land than the effective
required area for plantation development,
increasing significantly the costs of
operations, the proportion of permanent
assets and opportunity costs of the
business, vis-a-vis the other options of
reducing agents, e.g. coal coke.
Inherent market risks
The risks of being exposed to volatility in
the wood/charcoal spot markets are
overwhelmed by the risks associated to
lumpy long-term investments required for
plantations.
Historical and current variations in the
consumption of the reducing agent,
especially in the charcoal industry, have
not resulted in a proportional increase in
the plantations establishment, which
further reinforces the risk aversion to
plantation investments.
There is a persistent deficit in the annual
establishment of the plantations for
charcoal vis-a-vis the annual consumption
of reducing agents in iron and steel
production.
Such a deficit points to the inexistence of a
spot market for wood for charcoal in
Brazil.
Therefore, there is no sustainable
alternative to the use of renewable
charcoal, other than the establishment of
dedicated plantations.
This is also one of the reasons why the
commercial and public banks do not accept
forest plantations as a collateral in debt
funding agreements68, which makes the
access to credit even more difficult as
discussed above.
In addition, historical changes in pig iron
prices,
which,
in
the
financial
stricto-sensu, could turn plantation
establishment
attractive,
have
not
resulted in a proportional increase in
plantation establishment.
On the contrary, the gap in terms of
plantation
establishment
has
even
worsened.
Figures 30 and 31 below show that price
fluctuations of pig iron have not reversed
the
deficit
between
the
annual
establishment of plantations and the
effective reducing agent consumption.
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ߎࠇࠄߩ⁁ᴫ߇⊛ޔ᳃㑆ߩ㌁ⴕ߇ᬀᨋࠍ⾗
㊄୫ࠅࠇߩߚߩᜂߣߒߡߥ৻ߟߩ
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ࠄߦⲢ⾗ࠍฃߌࠆߎߣ߇࿎㔍ߦߥࠆޕ
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ㅧᨋߩଔ୯߇ࠃࠅ㜞߹ࠆߪߕߢࠆߩߛ߇ޔᤄ
߆ࠄ㌉㋕ଔᩰߩᄌേߣᬀᨋߩㅧᚑ㊂ߪᲧߒ
ߡߥޕ
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ߡࠆޕ
ਅߩ࿑ 30 ߅ࠃ߮ 31 ߪޔ㌉㋕ଔᩰߩᄌേߦ߅
ߡޔᐕ㑆ㅧᨋ㊂ߣታ⾰ㆶర↪㊂ߣߩᏅߦ߅
ߌࠆᧁਇ⿷߆ࠄଔᩰ߇ォߒߡߥߎߣࠍ
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On the contrary, the deficit has increased.
Arguably, this points to the existence of a
quasi-market failure in the charcoal-based
iron production.
67 According to the Brazilian Forestry
Code, issued in 1934 (Decree 23.973/34)
and reedited in 1965 (Law n.4771/65).
68 As per BDMG Resolution 201-B Annex
XII-A. April 2008 and BNDES [personal
message/Garantias Florestal]. July 18th
2008.
57/133
This less than elastic relationship between
the plantation establishment and its
end-use corroborates the large risks
perceived in the plantation investment.
The volatility of current prices must be
weighted against the uncertainty and risks
associated with a long-term maturity
periods of up to 28 years.

ㅒߦਇ⿷ಽߪჇടߒߚޕ㑆㆑ߥߊߣߎߩߎޔ
ߪᧁࡌࠬߩ㋕ߩߚߩᡆૃᏒ႐ߩᄬᢌࠍ
␜ߒߡࠆޕ
1934 ᐕᣉⴕޔ65 ᐕᡷᱜߩࡉࠫ࡞ᨋᴺࠃ
ࠅ (Decree 23.973/34) (Law n.4771/65).

67

68 BDMG Resolution 201-B Annex XII-A. April
2008 ߅ ࠃ ߮
BNDES ࠃ ࠅ
[personal
message/Garantias Florestal]. July 18th 2008.
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Figure 30: Pig Iron Price Fluctuations
࿑ 30㧦㌉㋕ଔᩰߩᄌേ

ౖ: AMS; Brazilian Ministry of Development, Industry and Foreign Trade, AliceWeb
Figure 31: Dedicated Plantation Area Deficit (difference between effective planted area and
ex-post reducing agent consumption converted to equivalent plantation area)
࿑ 31㧔PDD 57 ࡍࠫෳᾖ㧕㧦㋕ߩߚߩᧁ᧚↪ᬀᨋߩਇ⿷㊂㧔ታ⾰ᬀᨋ㕙Ⓧߣᬀᨋ㕙
Ⓧߦ឵▚ߐࠇߚㆶర↪㊂ߣߩᏅ㧕

Sub-step 3 b. Show that the identified
barriers
would
not
prevent
the
implementation of at least one  of the
alternative land use scenarios (except the
proposed project activity)

Ḱᚻ㗅 3b. ዋߥߊߣ߽৻ߟએߩ↪ࠪ
࠽ࠝߩታᣉࠍ․ޔቯߐࠇߚࡃࠕ߇ᅹኂߒ
ߥߎߣࠍ␜ߔޕ㧔ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴ
േߪ㒰ߊ㧕
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Figure 32 summarizes the analysis of
barriers under each of the alternative
baseline scenarios under assessment.
Out of the three alternative scenarios only
Scenario 1 “maintenance of grasslands and

the complete absence of plantations in the
eligible areas for A/R activities” is not

prevented by the several barriers identified
in the sub-step above:
(i) investment barriers, (ii) barriers due to

࿑ 32 ߪ⺞ᩏਛߢࠆฦࡌࠬࠗࡦਅߢߩࡃ
ࠕಽᨆࠍ߹ߣߚ߽ߩߢࠆޕ
3 ߟߩઍᦧࠪ࠽ࠝߩ߁ߜࠪ࠽ࠝ 1“㋕↪ᧁ
ଏ⛎ߩߚߩᬀᨋߪోߊߥߐࠇߕޔㆡ
ᩰᕈߩࠆࠛࠕߦ߅ߡ⨲ޔߣߒߡߩ
↪߇⛮⛯ߐࠇࠆ”ߩߺㅀߩḰᚻ㗅ߢ․ቯ
ߐࠇߚࡃࠕߦࠃࠅSᅹߍࠄࠇࠆߎߣ߇ߥ㧦
(i) ᛩ⾗ࡃࠕ(ii) ᘠߦࠃࠆࡃࠕ (iii) ▤ℂ
߮ᐲߩࡃࠕ

prevailing practices and (iii) management
and institutional barriers.
The analysis confirms the most likely landuse at the project entity level and at the
regional level, taking into account related
policies and sectoral circumstances.
58/133
 Scenario 1: Maintenance of grassland
land-use, reflecting the complete absence of
forest plantations to supply the project’s iron
production.
Scenario 2: A/R activities are expected to
occur at intermittent rates to supply the
project’s iron production, reflecting the
substantial lack of forest plantations.
Scenario 3: The project activity undertaken
without the CDM incentive, indicating that
land
use
reflects
full-fledged
forest
plantations to supply the project’s iron
production.
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ಽᨆߦࠃࠅޔ࡞ࡌ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔၞࡌ
࡞ߢᦨ߽ᅷᒰߥ↪߇ޔ㑐ㅪߔࠆ╷߿
ࠢ࠲ߩ࠻ࡦ࠼߽⠨ᘦߦࠇߡቯߐࠇ
ߚޕ
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ࠪ࠽ࠝ 1㧦㋕↪ᧁଏ⛎ߩߚߩᬀᨋߪ
ోߊߥߐࠇߕޔߩ↪ࠍ⛽ᜬߔࠆޕ

ࠪ࠽ࠝ 2㧦ታ⾰⊛ߦᬀᨋߪਇ⿷ߒߡࠆ
߇ޔA/Rᵴേ߇ᢿ⛯⊛ߦޔ㋕߳ߩᧁ᧚ଏ⛎ߩ
ߚߦⴕࠊࠇࠆޕ
ࠪ࠽ࠝ 3㧦CDMߩᨒ⚵ߺᄖߢA/Rᵴേ߇ⴕ
ࠊࠇޔ㋕↪ᧁ᧚ଏ⛎ߩߚߩᬀᨋ߇ో
ߢዷ㐿ߐࠇࠆޕ
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Figure 32: Barriers Assessment
࿑ 32 ࡃࠕ⹏ଔ
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National
Environmental
Ministry
(www.mma.gov.br);
BDMG
official
statement;
BDMG
Resolution
201-B
Annex XII-A. April
2008;
BNDES
(www.bndes.gov.br);

ߡࠆ㧕㧧Ⲣ⾗ࠍฃߌࠆᣇᴺ
߇ߥ㧔ᒰߔࠆࡠࡦߢߪ
Ⲣ⾗ฃ⛎ⷐઙࠍḩߚߔߎߣ߇
㔍ߒ e.g.ࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ
ߘߩ߽ߩߪᜂ⾗↥ߣߒߡ
ࠄࠇߥ㧕㧧ࡉࠫ࡞ߩ᳃
㑆㌁ⴕ߆ࠄߪ୫ࠅࠇ߇ߢ߈
ߥ㧧㒢ࠄࠇߚᐭߩ⾗㊄ߦ

http://www.bnb.gov.b
r/content/aplicacao/I
nvestir_no_Nordeste/
Per
fil_dos_Estados/gera
dos/mg_apresentacao
.asp (accessed on
July 21st, 2008);
http://www.bcb.gov.b
r/?COPOMJUROS
(accessed on August
6th, 2008).

ᄢ߈ߊଐሽߒߡࠆ
•࿖㓙⊛ߥ
⾗㊄⺞㆐߇
ߢ߈ߥߎ
ߣ

NO

YES

YES

⊒ዷㅜ࿖ߦ߅ߌࠆᬀᨋ߳ߩ
ࠬࠢ࿁ㆱߩᓇ㗀ࠍ㔖⚦ડᬺ
߇ฃߌߡࠆ㧧
ᄖ࿖Ꮢ႐߆ࠄ⾗㊄⺞㆐ࠍⴕ߁
ⴚ߇ߥ㧔ᄖ࿖ᩣᑼᏒ႐ߦ
႐ߒߡߥ㧕㧧
࿖ౝߩᏒ႐߽หߓߊਇน(ࡉ
ࠫ࡞ᩣᑼᏒ႐BOVESPAߦ
႐ߒߡߥ㧕

ii) BARRIERS DUE TO PREVAILING PRACTICES
YES
YES
• ᘠߦࠃ NO
⇇ฦ࿖ߢ㋕↢↥ߪ⍹ߣൻ
ࠆࡃࠕ
⍹ Άᢱߦᄢ߈ߊ ଐሽߒߡ 
ࠆ㧧ࡉࠫ࡞ߪᧁޔ
↪ߩ㋕ᛛⴚࠍᠩߒߡࠆ
⇇ߢ໑৻ߩ࿖ߢࠆࠫࡠࡊޕ
ࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ⠪ߪCDMᬺߩ
⚿ᨐޔ⇇ߢೋߡ 100%ౣ
↢น⢻ᧁࠍ↪ߒߚ㋕↢↥
ࠍน⢻ߦߒߚޕᄖ࿖ᛩ⾗ኅߣ
ᩣᑼ⠪ߩㅧᨋ߳ߩ㐳ᦼ⊛
ߥᛩ⾗ߩ࿁ㆱ㧦ᄢⷙᮨߥ
(⾼㧕߳ߩᛩ⾗ߩ࿁ㆱ㧧ㄘ
ၞߦ߅ߡᄢ㊂ߩഭജࠍ
ࠦ ࡦ࠻ࡠ࡞ߔ ࠆߎߣߩ ࿁
ㆱ㧧↪ߩᴺ⊛⚂߳ߩ
ኻᔕߩ࿁ㆱ㧧ࠣࡠࡃ࡞Ꮢ႐
߆ࠄ⺞㆐ߢ߈ࠆଏ⛎㊂ߩ⼾ን
ߥ⾗Ḯ㧔⍹㧕ߦଐሽߒߚࡆ
ࠫࡀࠬᘠⴕ࡞ࠫࡉޕᏒ႐ߩ
ャຠ߳ߩ㐿߇ડᬺߩ⍹
߳ଐሽߐߖࠆ⚿ᨐߣߥߞߚޕ
iii) MANAGEMENT AND INSTITUTIONAL BARRIERS
▤ℂ߮ᐲߩࡃࠕ
YES
YES
• ㅧᨋଦㅴ NO
㋕↢↥ߩߚߩౣ↢น⢻ᧁ
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BOVESPA
stock
exchange
(www.bovespa.com.b
r);
http://www1.folha.uo
l.com.br/folha/dinhei
ro/ult91u378775.sht
ml
(accessed
on
August 6th, 2008);
http://dinheirama.co
m/blog/2007/06/19/oque-e-o-tal-grau-dein
vestimento (accessed
on July 21st, 2008).
Research on IISI,
2006;
SINDIFER,
2006; AMS, 2006;
BRAZIL,
2007;
SINDIFER,
2000;
Ministry of Mines
and Energy (Gazeta
Mercantil
04/19/2004); BNDES,
2007; Brazilian Iron
and

Steel

Institute-IBS
(www.ibs.org.br),
IEF/SEMAD 2007.

BRAZIL,

2007;

ߩਇ⿷߇ᄢ߈ߊߥߞߡ߈ߡ
ࠆߎߣ߆ࠄޔ1980 ᐕઍᓟඨ
ߦ⽷ఝㆄ╷߇⚳ੌߒߡ߆ࠄ
ߩᐭߩᛂߜߔ╷(ᴺ
᩺⾗ޔ㊄⚻ᷣ╷㧕߇㋕
ኾ↪ߩࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩㅧ
ᚑࠍଦㅴߔࠆߦߪਇචಽߢ
ࠆߣ߁ߎߣ߇┍߃ࠆޕ

ߩߚߩ
╷ߩലᨐ߇
㒢ቯ⊛ߢ
ࠆߎߣ

LEITE, 2003; REIS,
1994; IPEF, 2000;
AMS, 2004; IBGE,
2005; BNDES, 2002;
SINDIFER,
2006;
Law
n.7714,
Dezember 29th 1988.
Law
n.5106,
September 2nd 1966;
Environmental
Defense Association
of
Minas
Gerais-AMDA
(www.amda.org.br);
Brazilian
Silviculture
Society-SBS
(www.sbs.org.br);
Federal University of
Viçosa (www.ufv.br);
State

Forest

Institute-IEF
(www.ief.mg.gov.br);
University

of

Sao

Paulo
(www.esalq.usp.br).
•ᴺ⊛ⷙ
߮╷ޔ
ᴺᓞߩᄌᦝ
ߦ㑐ㅪߒߚ
ࠬࠢ

NO

YES

YES

ⶄ㔀ߥㅪ㇌ޔᎺߩⅣႺޔᬀᨋ
ᴺ㧧ᬀᨋ߳ߩᛩ⾗ߦ㑐ߔࠆⷙ
ቯߩਇቯߐ㧧ࡉࠫ࡞ᨋ
ᴺߩలᒰⷐ᳞㧔ዋߥߊߣ
߽ 20㧑એࠍోߩߚߦ

1934 ᐕᣉⴕࡉࠫ࡞
 ᨋ ᴺ
(Decree
23.973/34) 1965 ᡷ
⸓ (Law n.4771/65);
ࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺ
ᨋᴺn.14.309/2002.

⏕ߔࠆ㧕ߩࠄࠇߎޕᴺ⊛ߥ
ⷐ᳞ߦࠃࠅޔ㋕ะߌࡊࡦ
࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩㅧᚑߦ߅ߡޔ
ㅊട⊛ߦ⪺ߒߊ⽶ᜂ߇Ⴧ߃ޔ
⍹ࠦࠢࠬߩ↪ߣᲧセߒ
ߡᯏળ⾌↪߇Ⴧ߃ࠆޕ
• ౝ⊛ߥ
Ꮢ႐ࠬࠢ

NO

YES

YES

㌉ ㋕ଔᩰߩ ߦ߽㑐ࠊ ࠄ
ߕࡦ࡚ࠪ࠹ࡦࡊޔ߮ౣ
↢น⢻ᧁߩਇ⿷㊂߇Ⴧ߃ߚ
ߎߣߚ߹ޔ㌉㋕ଔᩰߩᄌേ߇
ㅧᨋ㊂ߦᲧߒߥߎߣ߇ᧁ
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BDMG
Resolution
201-B Annex XII-A.
April 2008; BNDES
[personal

ߦࠃࠆ㋕ߩᡆૃᏒ႐ߩᄬ
ᢌ߳ߣߟߥ߇ߞߚ࡞ࠫࡉޕ
ߦߪౣ↢น⢻ᧁߩ‛ขᒁ
Ꮢ႐ߪሽߒߥޕ
Description of the scenarios:
Scenario 1. Maintenance of grassland
land-use, reflecting the complete absence of
forest plantations to supply the project’s iron
production.
Scenario 2. A/R activities are expected to
occur at intermittent rates to supply the
project’s iron production, reflecting the
substantial lack of forest plantations.
Scenario 3. The project activity undertaken
without the CDM incentive, indicating that
land-use
reflects
full-fledged
forest
plantations to supply the project’s iron
production.
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Step 4: Common practice analysis
As identified in step 1 and evaluated in the
subsequent steps, the project entity and its
industry have been undergoing a severe
supply shortage of forest plantations to
produce renewable charcoal, as a reducing
agent for iron manufacturing.
Figures 24 and 25 can be used as a
conservative proxy for the assessment of
common practices in the project entity
market. According to both of them, the use of
charcoal from dedicated forest plantations is
not a common practice in iron and steel
making. In order to further corroborate this
aggregate outcome, this section builds upon
company-specific data.
Since the early 1990’s, major iron and steel
companies changed their reducing agents,
moving from charcoal into the use of coal
coke, in a clear response to the lack of
attractiveness of using charcoal from
dedicated plantations and its increasing
supply constraints.

The wave of opening of the national market
to imports led to the increase in coal coke
production, encouraged by its immediate
availability and cost-effectiveness, which was
lower if compared to the cost of implanting
and maintaining a forest (BRAZIL, 2007, p.

23).
One of the first companies to follow this trend
was the former Brazilian company Belgo

message/Garantias
Florestal], July 18th
2008.

ࠪ࠽ࠝߩ⺑
ࠪ࠽ࠝ 1.㋕↪ᧁଏ⛎ߩߚߩᬀᨋߪో
ߊߥߐࠇߕ⨲ޔߣߒߡߩ↪߇⛮⛯ߐ
ࠇࠆޕ
ࠪ࠽ࠝ 2. ታ⾰⊛ߦᬀᨋߪਇ⿷ߒߡࠆ
߇ޔA/Rᵴേ߇ᢿ⛯⊛ߦޔ㋕߳ߩᧁ᧚ଏ⛎ߩ
ߚߦⴕࠊࠇࠆޕ
ࠪ࠽ࠝ 3. CDMߩᨒ⚵ߺᄖߢA/Rᵴേ߇ⴕࠊ
ࠇޔ㋕↪ᧁ᧚ଏ⛎ߩߚߩᬀᨋ߇ో
ߢዷ㐿ߐࠇࠆޕ
60/133
ᚻ㗅 4㧦৻⥸ᘠⴕಽᨆ
ᚻ㗅 1 ߢ․ቯߐࠇޔḰᚻ㗅ߢ⹏ଔߐࠇߚߣ߅
ࠅ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉ߅ࠃ߮㋕㍑↥ᬺߪޔ
㋕ߩߚߩㆶరߦ↪ߔࠆౣ↢น⢻ᧁ
↢↥ߩߚߩࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩᷓೞߥଏ⛎
ਇ⿷ߦ㒱ߞߡࠆޕ
࿑ 24 ߣ 25 ߪ㋕㍑Ꮢ႐ߩ৻⥸ᘠⴕ⹏ଔߦ⊛
ߥઍℂ࿑ߣߒߡ↪ࠆߎߣ߇น⢻ߢࠆޕੑ
ߟߩ࿑߆ࠄޔኾ↪ࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߆ࠄߩᧁ
ߩ↪ߪ㋕㍑↢↥ߦ߅ߡߪ৻⥸⊛ߢߪߥ
ߎߣ߇ࠊ߆ࠆߩߎޕ㓸ว⊛ߥ⚿ᨐࠍⵣઃߌ
ࠆߚߦߢࡦ࡚ࠪࠢߩߎޔડᬺߏߣߩ࠺
࠲ࠍឝタߔࠆޕ
1990 ᐕઍ೨ඨࠃࠅޔኾ↪ߩࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ
߆ࠄߩᧁࠍ↪ߔࠆὐ߇ߥߊߥߞߚߎߣ
ߣଏ⛎ߩ㕙ߢߩ⚂߇ࠆߎߣ߆ࠄ ޔᄢⷙᮨ
ߩ㋕㍑ડᬺߪᧁ߆ࠄ⍹ࠦࠢࠬ߳ߣㆶర
ߩ↪ࠍಾࠅᦧ߃ߡ߈ߚޕ
ャຠ߳ߩ࿖ౝᏒ႐ߩ㐿ߩᵄߪޔᬀ᮸ࠍߒ
ᨋࠍ▤ℂߔࠆࠦࠬ࠻ߣᲧセߒߡ߽ᚻシߢࠦ
ࠬ࠻ല₸ߩ⦟ߎߣ߽ࠅࠍ↥↢ࠬࠢࠦޔ
Ⴧടߐߖߚ(ޕBRAZIL, 2007, p. 23)

ߎ ߩ ࠻  ࡦ ࠼ ߦ ᦨ ೋ ߦ ᓥ ߞ ߚ ߩ ߇  ޔ ߪ
ArcelorMittal ࠣ࡞ࡊߦዻߒߡࠆ೨࿖༡ડ
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Mineira, currently part of the ArcelorMittal
Group. Belgo had been using charcoal from
forest plantations as a reducing agent since
its initial operations in 1937, and it followed
the sectoral trend switching to coke in the
1990’s.
In 2002, a business plan of Companhia Vale
do Rio Doce (CVRD) included a plant to run
with charcoal in Northern Brazil and with
future expansions, but the company changed
plans and recently announced an investment
in a coke-based plant, in partnership with the
Chinese giant BaoSteel.
The plant will produce 5 million tons of
coke-based steel per year, which, by
definition, means that no forest plantations
will be established to supply this plant. Other
projections are presented in Figure 33,
showing the expansion plans for the sector.
These plans were announced by the Brazilian
National Development Bank (BNDES) and
Brazilian Iron and Steel Institute (IBS) in
2006 and are 100% based on coal coke.
This corroborates the scenario in which the
absence of forest plantations is the most
likely land-use associated with the industry
at stake.

ᬺߩBelgo MineiraߢߞߚޕBelgoߪᠲᬺࠍ
㐿ᆎߒߚ 1937 ᐕ߆ࠄኾ↪ࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߆
ࠄߩᧁࠍㆶరߣߒߡ↪ߒߡ߈ߚ߇ 1990
ᐕઍߩ⍹ࠦࠢࠬ߳ߩಾࠅᦧ߃ࠍⴕߞߚޕ
2002 ᐕ ߦ ߪ Companhia Vale do Rio Doce
(CVRD) ߩ⚻༡⸘↹ߩਛߢ࡞ࠫࡉޔർㇱߦ
߅ߡᧁߦࠃࠆᠲᬺߩߚߩᎿ႐ߣߘߩ
ᒛ⸘↹߇߹ࠇߡߚ߇ᦨޔㄭߦߥࠅ⸘↹ᄌ
ᦝ߇ⴕࠊࠇޔਛ࿖ߩᏂᄢ㋕㍑ડᬺߢࠆ
BaoSteelߣหߩ⍹ࠦࠢࠬ↪Ꮏ႐߳ߩ
⸳ᛩ⾗⸘↹ࠍ⊒ߒߚޕ
Ꮏ႐ߢߪᐕ㑆 500 ਁ࠻ࡦߩ㋕㍑߇⍹ࠍ↪
ߡㅧߐࠇࠆޕᒰὼߩߎޔᎿ႐ߢߩᧁ↪
ߩߚߦㅧᨋߪߥߐࠇߥߩઁߩߘޕᒛ⸘
↹ࠍ⚻༡⸘↹ߦߟߡߪ 33 ߦ⸥タߐࠇ
ߡࠆޕ
ߎࠇࠄߩ⸘↹ߪ 100㧑⍹ࠦࠢࠬࠍ↪ߒߚ
߽ߩߢࠅ࡞ࠫࡉޔ࿖┙⚻ᷣ␠ળ㐿⊒㌁ⴕ
ߣࡉࠫ࡞㋕㍑දળߦࠃߞߡ 2006 ᐕߦ⊒ߐ
ࠇߚޕ
ߎߩߎߣߢޔㅧᨋ߇ⴕࠊࠇߥߣ߁ࠪ࠽
ࠝ߇ߎߩ↥ᬺࠢ࠲ߩᦨ߽ᅷᒰߥ↪
ߢࠆߣ߁ⵣߠߌ߇ߥߐࠇࠆޕ

Figure 33: Announced expansion of the iron and steel production capacity in Brazil
 33㧦ߐࠇߚࡉࠫ࡞ߦ߅ߌࠆ㋕㍑↢↥⢻ജᄢ⸘↹
Company

Brazil (IBS)
Brazil (BNDES)
Gerdau /Ouro Branco
CST/ArcelorMittal
Grupo Gerdau
MMX
MMX
ThyssenKrupp
Siderúrgica
do
Atlântico
Sumitomo/V&M
Ceara Steel
Usiminas/Cosipa
CSN Itaguaí (RJ)
CSN Congonhas (MG)
CSN Ceará
CVRD/ BaoSteel

Current capacity
ߩ↢↥⢻ജ
(t/year)
36.6 million
36.6 million
3.0 million
5.0 million
7.0 million
(new)
(new)
(new)

Expanded capacity
ᄢ⋡ᮡ
(t/year)
50.4 million
72.0 million
4.5 million
7.5 million
10.5 million
1.5 million
not announced
5.0 million

(new)
(new)
9.0 million
(new)
(new)
(new)
(new)

600 thousand
1.5 million
14.5 million
4.5 million
4.5 million
4.5 million
5.0 million
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Deadline
expansion
ᄢᦼ㒢
2011
2011
Concluded
2007
2008
2008
2008
2009
2010
2010
2015
not announced
not announced
not announced
not announced

for
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Hence, the iron and steel production is
expected to practically double in Brazil
(BNDES, 2007).
On the other hand, Figures 24 and 25 show a
major deficit of charcoal from dedicated
plantations in comparison with the use of
GHG intensive reducing agents, such as coal
coke.
The expansion of the coke based industry
points to the worsening of such a deficit in
the short and long terms.
Therefore, it is very likely that companies
running with charcoal are nowadays in a
similar position where Plantar stood back in
2000, prior to the decision of implementing
the project activity.
This coupled with the absence of new
incentives stimulate them to adopt either the
legal coal coke option or to enter the
unsustainable fields of illegality with the
short term use of non-renewable charcoal.
The expected CDM registration of the project
activity and the marginal gains accrued from
GHG removals by sinks and from emission
reductions in the iron ore reduction system
are very likely to help these companies
overcome some of the investment barriers
analyzed in the steps above.
In the case of the project entity, the CDM
incentive has triggered the establishment of
new plantations on a sustainable basis.
It will increase the attractiveness of forest
plantation charcoal-based iron production,
allowing the project entity to curb the
plantation supply deficit and to produce iron
100% based on renewable charcoal by
2007/2008 (when the harvesting of the
plantations established for the project
commences).
The project entity will be the first of its kind
to succeed in such an achievement69.
The CDM has already helped reversing a
substantial part of the above-mentioned
barriers.
Besides enhancing shareholder’s confidence
in equity investment, especially in light of the
historically
supply
constrained
charcoal-based iron industry, the project
entity has been able to seek revenues by
selling part of the project’s emission
reductions and removals (a total of US$5.3
million) to the World Bank’s

61/133
ࡉࠫ࡞ߩ㋕㍑↢↥⢻ജߪታ⾰ 2 ߦߥࠆߣᦼ
ᓙߐࠇࠆ(ޕBNDES, 2007)
৻ᣇߢޔ࿑ 24 ߣ 25 ߪޔ⍹ࠦࠢࠬߩࠃ߁ߥ
GHGឃߩᄙㆶరߩ↪ߣᲧセߒޔኾ↪
ߩࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߆ࠄߩᧁଏ⛎߇ᄢ߈ߊ
ਇ⿷ߒߡࠆߎߣࠍ␜ߒߡࠆޕ
⍹  ࠦ  ࠢ ࠬ ࠍ ↪  ߚ ㋕ ㍑ ᬺ ߩ ᄢ ߪ ⍴ ᦼ
⊛ޔ㐳ᦼ⊛ߦᧁߩਇ⿷⁁ᴫࠍᖡൻࠍ␜ߒߡ
ࠆޕ
ߘߩߚᧁޔࠍ↪ߒߡࠆડᬺߪޔ
Plantar ߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩታᣉࠍቯߔ
ࠆ೨ߩ 2000 ᐕߩ㗃ߣૃߚ⁁ᴫߦޔࠆߣ
⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
ౣ↢↪น⢻ᧁߩࠗࡦࡦ࠹ࠖࡉ߇ߥ⁁
ᴫ߇ޔวᴺ⊛ߥ⍹ࠦࠢࠬ↪ࠍㆬᛯߔࠆ
߆ޔౣ↢ਇน⢻ߥᧁࠍ⍴ᦼ⊛ߦ↪ߔࠆޔ
㆑ᴺߥ㕖ᜬ⛯⊛ᣇᴺࠍขࠆ߆ߩᢿࠍߘࠇࠄ
ߩડᬺߦଦߒߡࠆޕ
CDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߣߒߡߩ⊓㍳߿GHGๆ
Ḯ߿㋕㋶⍹ㆶరߩ㓙ߩឃ㊂ᷫߦࠃߞߡ
⊒↢ߔࠆ⋉߇ޔ⸥ߢಽᨆߒߚᛩ⾗ࡃࠕ
సߩ৻ഥߣߥࠆน⢻ᕈ߇㜞ޕ

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߩࠤࠬߢߪޔCDMߩࠗ
ࡦࡦ࠹ࠖࡉ߇ᜬ⛯⊛ߥᣇᴺߦࠃࠆㅧᨋߩ߈
ߞ߆ߌߣߥߞߚޕ
CDM߇ࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߆ࠄߩᧁࠍ↪ߒ
ߚ㋕↢↥ߩ㝯ജࠍ㜞ᧁޔߩଏ⛎ਇ⿷ࠍ
ォߐߖޔ2007/08 (ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎᤨߦᬀᨋ
ߐࠇߚࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩⓠᤨᦼ) ߦߪ
100%ᧁࠍ↪ߒߚ㋕↢↥ࠍⴕ߃ࠆߎߣߣߥ
ߞߚޕ
ߎߩࠃ߁ߥᬺࠍⴕߞߚߩߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታ
ᣉ߇ೋߡߢࠆޕ
CDMߦࠃࠅㅀߒߚࡃࠕߩᄢㇱಽ߇ࠢࠕ
ߢ߈ߚޕ
ᩣᑼᛩ⾗ߦ߅ߌࠆߦ․ޔㆊߦଏ⛎߇ਇචಽ
ߢߞߚᧁࡌࠬߩ㋕㍑↥ᬺߦኻߔࠆޔᩣ
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Prototype Carbon Fund.
As important as the marginal carbon
revenues is the qualitative impact of carbon
finance in debt funding structures for the
establishment of new plantations to supply
charcoal-based iron production in Brazil.
The mismatch between the upfront cash
requirements for large-scale investments and
the ex-post payments70 for the GHG removals
and emission reductions were partially solved
with a financial engineering scheme, called
monetization / securitization of receivables
(i.e. a pioneer up-front loan based on the
carbon credits structured by a commercial
bank matching the payment for the ERs with
the loan’s repayment schedule).
Figure 34 illustrates the above-mentioned
financing structure, as it was applied to the
project entity.
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It was the first time this financial structure
was applied in Brazil and in the World.
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Within such an arrangement, the World
Bank’s PCF pays for the ERs directly into the
lender’s account, amortizing the loan taken
by Plantar with the commercial bank,
Rabobank International.

Figure 34: Plantar Project financing structure
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This transaction has only been possible and
the project only became bankable due to its
eligibility to the CDM and carbon credits.
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The sale of CERs anticipated part of the
project’s original income from 7 years.
Also, the ERs provide a source of hard
currency to Plantar, which enabled the
company to repay the external loan in hard
currency.
The support provided by the PCF’s ERPA
(Emission Reductions Purchase Agreement)
allows the payment for the ERs directly in
the lender’s account and to limit the
exchange rate risk.
Therefore, the cash convertibility and
transferability risks are reduced, and the
overall risk and respective interest rates for
the loan decrease, making it feasible for the
project entity to repay the loan.
The eligibility of the integrated projects to
the CDM has also helped the project entity to
obtain marginal revenues and part of the
debt financing mentioned in Step 3.
It provided significant marginal confidence to
lenders
and
shareholders,
removing
constraints on the long-term financing from
local institutions such as the Minas Gerais
Development Bank (BDMG).
Therefore, in the absence of the carbon
finance impacts additional reforestation and
net GHG removals (accounted for in this A/R
PDD) and emission reductions in the iron ore
reduction facility (accounted for in a separate
methodology and PDD) would not have
occurred.
The CDM registration may have an
unprecedented impact on the establishment
of forest plantations to supply charcoal to the
iron and steel industry - the project entity’s
sector – and one of Brazil’s most important
development drivers.
Besides, other companies that may use wood
resources could be strongly encouraged to
establish proper and additional plantations
as a source of renewable energy and for other
end-uses, depending on the specific
circumstances of their industries.
As a matter of fact, other companies in Brazil
have already been considering the CDM
incentive as a means of accomplishing
sustainable plantations supply.
Over the past three years, major iron and
steel producers, such as Acesita S/A and
Belgo (ArcelorMittal Group) have started the
development of similar project activities in
response to the CDM incentive.
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Both companies had previously reverted part
of
their
plantation-based
industrial
operations to alternative fossil fuel-based
ones, such as coke-based iron manufacturing.
Likewise, in other large and smaller
companies, such as Queiroz Galvão, Siderpa,
Metalsider and Siderurgica Alterosa have
been considering the CDM as an alternative
to enable the establishment of new forest
plantation to produce charcoal-based iron.
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The following table summarizes this section
presenting the final results of each of the
alternatives analyzed under the provisions of
the “Tool for the demonstration of
additionality in A/R CDM Project activities”
(version 02).
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Figure 35: Additionality assessment
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Conclusion
There are several barriers at the sector and
project entity levels, which prevented the
implementation of the project activity until
the project entity has been able to take
advantage of the CDM incentive in a
first-of-a-kind initiative in Brazil.
Therefore, the establishment of this A/R
project activity is clearly additional under
the provisions of the AR-AM0005 and the
latest “additionality tool”.
Besides the climate benefits associated to the
additional
carbon
stocks
in
forest
plantations, other positive aspects of CDM
registration include:
 Opportunities for attracting alternative
sources of financing to invest in the
establishment of sustainable plantations, as
a renewable and clean source of energy for
several purposes.
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Creation and improvement of good-quality
employment opportunities in rural areas in
developing countries.
 Incorporation of additional monitoring
schemes and social and environmental
criteria in large-scale tree plantations.
 Encouraging further research and
development on the role of tree plantations
and biofuels as a source of net GHG removals
by sinks and emission reductions.
C.7. Estimation of the ex ante baseline net
GHG removals by sinks:
As presented in the stratification section and
reaffirmed in the Baseline Selection and
Additionality Assessment sections above the
project proponent applying a conservative
approach adopted one single stratum to the
whole project activity area accounting the
grasslands biomass stocks in its peak71.
In addition, as described in the section A.5.1.
the farms where the project activity is
undertaken were pastureland that was
dominated by Brachiaria forage, a exotic
species (native from Africa) which is
commonly know as a invasive grassland
species and one of Minas Gerais most
common species used in cattle grazing
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activities.
When establishing the grasslands the
previous land owners kept some small
islands of native vegetation and a few
isolated trees (moelas and reboleiras).
On establishing the A/R stocks the project
proponent had excluded those areas from the
project boundary.
Isolated tree were maintained in the midst of
the eucalyptus plantations and fire breaks
were placed around the moelas areas.
According to the approved methodology two
land uses categories of land uses are
foreseen:
Maintenance of grassland in its state; and

Implementation
of
afforestation/reforestation at the pre-project
rate, hectares yr-1.
Once it was presented above the most likely
baseline scenario of this project activity do
not involve the implementation of any A/R
pre-project rate in eligible areas the baseline
net GHG removals by sinks are assessed as
per the procedures of the approved
methodology to consider the lands within the
project boundary that represent the baseline
scenario as maintenance of grassland in its
state, and represented as below:
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¨C BSL, t=¨ CGLB,t+¨ C ARB,t
where:
¨CBSL,t = baseline net GHG removals by sinks for year t; tonnes CO2
¨CGLB, t

= baseline net GHG removals by sinks for year t, under the baseline scenario

maintenance of grassland in its state; tonnes CO2
 ᑼਛ:
¨CBSL,t = t ᐕߦ߅ߌࠆࡌࠬࠗࡦ⚐GHGๆ㊂; tonnes CO2
¨CGLB,

t

= ⨲ߩ⛽ᜬߣ߁ࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߩਛߢߩ ޔt ᐕߦ߅ߌࠆࡌࠬࠗࡦ⚐

GHGๆ㊂; tonnes CO2
As it was presented in the eligibility
assessment the major part of the area of the
project activity baseline were characterized
as low pastureland and degraded area.
Therefore, assume that the whole project
area as high pastureland in its steady state is
very conservative.
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ㆡᩰᕈ⺞ᩏߦ߅ߡࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേࡌ
ࠬࠗࡦߩ߶ߣࠎߤߩࠛࠕߪૐ’ߩ⨲
߹ߚߪഠൻߒߚߣߐࠇߡࠆߚߦޔ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕో߇⫾Ⓧߩ⁁ᘒߩቯ
ߒߚ㜞’ߣߩቯߪ⊛ߢࠆޕ
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¨ C ARB, t = baseline net GHG removals by sinks for year t, under the baseline scenario with

A/R activities implemented at the pre-project rate; tonnes CO272
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¨ C

ARB, t

=ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߩA/R₸ߢᵴേ߇ታᣉߐࠇߚ႐วߩtᐕߦ߅ߌࠆࡌࠬࠗࡦ⚐

ๆ㊂; tonnes CO272

t = year for which the baseline net GHG removals by sinks is calculated; year
t = ࡌࠬࠗࡦ⚐ๆ㊂߇⸘᷹ߐࠇࠆᐕ; year
(1) Maintenance of grassland in its state
(1)⨲ߩ⁁ᘒߩ⛽ᜬ
The project area in the baseline scenario are
conservatively considered in its carbon stock
peak expected to be maintained in its
prevailing state once the regional trends
show the pastureland as the most common
use.
Hence the ex ante stratification of the project
area conservatively considered as one single
stratum (high pastureland, peak of carbon
stock).
As per the methodology under the baseline
scenario of maintenance of grassland in its
state, carbon pools are assumed to remain in
a steady state condition (where annual
carbon gains and losses cancel each other
out).
Therefore, sum of carbon stock changes in the
living biomass of grassland, for any year t, is
expected to be zero, as represented in the
equation below.

ㄝߩ’ߣߒߡߩ↪߇ᦨ߽৻⥸⊛
ߦߥߞߡࠆߚߦࠝ࠽ࠪࡦࠗࠬࡌޔ
ߦ߅ߡޔ⚛⫾Ⓧߩࡇࠢߦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ࠛࠕ߇ࠆߣ⊛ߦផቯߐࠇߚߘߩ⁁ᘒ
߇⛽ᜬߐࠇࠆߣ੍᷹ߐࠇࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߩ೨ߩ㓏ጀൻߪ⊛
ߦන৻㓏ጀߣߐࠇߚ(⚛⫾Ⓧ߇ࡇࠢߩ㜞
’)
⨲ߩ⛽ᜬߣ߁ࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝਅߢ
ߩᣇᴺ⺰ߦᓥޔ⚛ࡊ࡞ߪቯߒߚ⁁ᘒ
ߦࠆߣ੍᷹ߢ߈ࠆ(ᐕ㑆ߩ⚛ᤨๆޔឃ
㊂ߪ⋧Ვߐࠇࠆ㧕ޕ
ࠃߞߡ⨲ޔߩ↢ᘒࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ⚛⫾Ⓧᄌ
ൻߩ✚⸘ߪޔਅߩᑼߩߣ߅ࠅࠆߥ߆ޔᐕtߦ
߅ߡ߽ࡠߦߥࠆߣߐࠇࠆޕ

¨CGLB, t = 0
As per the methodology for areas with
grasslands with native vegetation and
isolated trees, the changes in carbon stocks of
living biomass for isolated trees shall be
estimated and the baseline net GHG
removals by sinks in such cases shall be
represented as follows.

᧪ᬀ↢ߣᱷߐࠇߚ᮸ᧁࠍᠩߔࠆ⨲ߩ⸘▚
ᣇᴺ⺰ߦᓥߩࠄࠇߘޔ᮸ᧁߩ↢ᘒࡃࠗࠝࡑ
ࠬߩ⚛⫾Ⓧᄌൻࠍ⹏ଔߒߥ߁ࠃߩߎޔ႐ว
ߩࡌࠬࠗࡦ⚐GHGๆ㊂ࠍਅ⸥ߩߣ߅ࠅ
ߣߔࠆޕ

¨CGLB,t = ¨Cijk ,t , ETB
where:
¨CGLB,t = the sum of the carbon stock changes in the living biomass of grassland (above and
belowground biomass) under the baseline scenario - maintenance of grassland in its state;
tonnes CO2 yr-1 in year t
¨Cijk,t, ETB = sum of annual changes in the carbon stocks of living (above- and
belowground) biomass of pre-existing trees in stratum i substratum j species k; t CO2 yr-1.

¨CGLB,t = ¨Cijk ,t , ETB
ᑼਛ:
¨CGLB,t = ⨲ߩ⁁ᘒߩ⛽ᜬߣ߁ࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߦ߅ߌࠆ⨲ߩ↢ᘒࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ⚛
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⫾Ⓧᄌൻߩว▚୯(ㇱޔਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ); tonnes CO2 yr-1 in year t
¨Cijk,t,

ETB

= 㓏ጀiޔḰ㓏ጀjޔ᮸⒳kߦ߅ߌࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨߆ࠄሽߔࠆ᮸ᧁߩ↢ᘒࡃࠗ

ࠝࡑࠬ(ㇱޔਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ)ਛߩᐕ㑆⚛⫾Ⓧᄌൻߩว▚; t CO2 yr-1
However, as it was presented above and
detailed in the section A.7, the small islands
of vegetation and isolated trees of the project
area were exclude from the project activity
boundaries and were settled as natural
protected areas associated with the
eucalyptus plantation. Then;
¨Cijk,t, ETB
72

ߒ߆ߒߥ߇ࠄࡦ࡚ࠪࠢޔA.7 ߢ⺑ߩࠆߣ
߅ࠅࠆߌ߅ߦࠕࠛ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ᧪ᬀ↢
ⵍⷒߩᱷߐࠇߚዊⷙᮨߩߣ᮸ᧁߪࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳߆ࠄ㒰ᄖߐࠇ࡙ޔ
 ࠞ  ᬀ ᨋ  ߣ ߟ ߥ ߇ ߞ ߚ  ో  ߣ ߥ ߞ
ߚޕ

= 0

¨ C ARB, t = 0
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¨ C GLB, t = 0
Hence applying the formulae above the ex
ante calculation baseline net GHG removals
are zero considering that the baseline
scenario is conservatively identified as
grassland in its peak and in its steady state.
Therefore, it will remain in its existing
state73 throughout the project crediting
period.

⸥ߩᑼࠍ↪ࠆ႐ว࠽ࠪࡦࠗࠬࡌޔ
ࠝߪ⫾Ⓧ߇ᦨ߽ᄙߊޔቯߒߚ⁁ᘒߦࠆ⨲
ߢࠆߣ⊛ߦ․ቯߔࠆߚޔ೨▚ቯ
ߩࡌࠬࠗࡦ⚐GHGๆ㊂ߪࡠߢࠆޕ
ߘߩߚᦼ࠻࠶ࠫࠢߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ㑆ࠍ
ߣ߅ߒߡᣢሽߩ⁁ᘒࠍᜬߔࠆߣߐࠇࠆޕ

¨ C BSL, t = 0
ID
number

Data
variable

Data
unit

Value
applied

Data
Source

74

࠺࠲ߩᄌ

න

ㆡ↪୯

࠺࠲ߩ
ౖ

ࠦࡔࡦ࠻

ᢙ
C.7.01

¨C BSL, t

tonnes

Comment

0

CO2

Project
activity

(d)
default value applied as
per the assessment
presented above
⸥ߩ⹏ଔߦᓥㆡ↪ߐ
ࠇࠆ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯

C.7.02

¨CGLB,t

tonnes
CO2

0

Project
activity

(d)
default value applied as
per the assessment
presented above
⸥ߩ⹏ଔߦᓥㆡ↪ߐ
ࠇࠆ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯

C.7.03

¨Cijk ,t , ETB

tonnes
CO2

0
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Project
activity

(d)
default value applied as

per the assessment
presented above
⸥ߩ⹏ଔߦᓥㆡ↪ߐ
ࠇࠆ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯
C.7.04

¨ C ARB,t

tonnes
CO2

Project
activity

0

(d)
default value applied as
per the assessment
presented above
⸥ߩ⹏ଔߦᓥㆡ↪ߐ
ࠇࠆ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯

As explained in the section C.5.1 and based
on the most plausible baseline scenario of
this project activity the “Baseline net GHG
removals by sinks” should be considered as
zero.
However, in order to strengthen the
conservativeness of the project’s net
anthropogenic GHG removals by sinks, the
historical annual A/R rate of the iron sector
since the end of the fiscal incentives (8,2%)
will be discounted throughout the project
lifetime.
The discounted amount is expressed in the
table below.
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࡚ࠢࠪࡦC.5.1 ߩ⺑߽߮ᦨޔᅷᒰߣߐࠇ
ࠆࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߦၮ߈ࠗࠬࡌ“ޔ
ࡦ⚐GHGๆ㊂”ߪࡠߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆߴ߈ߢ
ࠆޕ
ߒ߆ߒߥ߇ࠄੱ⚐ޔὑ⊛GHGๆ㊂ߩᕈ
ࠍ㜞ࠃ߁ߣߔࠆ႐วޔ㋕ࠢ࠲ߦ߅ߌ
ࠆ⽷ఝㆄ╷⚳ੌᓟએ㒠ߩᐕ㑆A/R₸(8.2%)߇
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᦼ㑆ࠍߣ߅ߒߡഀࠅᒁ߆ࠇࠆߎ
ߣߦߥࠆߛࠈ߁ޕ
ഀࠅᒁ߆ࠇߚ㊂ߪਅߩߣ߅ࠅޕ
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Year

Annual estimation of baseline net
anthropogenic GHG removals by sinks in
tonnes of CO2 e
ࡌࠬࠗࡦ⚐ੱὑ⊛ๆ㊂ߩᐕ㑆ផቯ㊂

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

4,054
17,973
46,241
87,554
135,630
193,137
193,137
196,786
209,313
234,753
271,935
315,204
366,960
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2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029

366,960
371,014
384,933
413,201
454,514
502,590
560,097
560,097
563,746
576,273
601,714
638,895
682,164
733,920
733,920
737,974
751,894

Total estimated baseline net GHG removals by
sinks (tonnes of CO2e)
ࡌࠬࠗࡦ⚐ GHG ๆ㊂ߩ✚ផቯ㊂

751,894

Total number of crediting years
✚ࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆

30

Annual average over the crediting period of
estimated baseline net GHG removals by sinks
(tonnes of CO2e)
ࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆ࠍߣ߅ߒߡߩᐕ㑆ᐔဋࡌࠬ
ࠗࡦ⚐ GHG ๆ㊂ߩផቯ୯

25,063

C.8. Date of completion of the baseline study
and the name of person(s)/entity(ies)
determining the baseline:
The project participants have conducted
several baseline studies and reports.
In response to the CDM incentive, the project
entity itself, with the support of the State
Forestry Institute of Minas Gerais (IEF) and
IBAMA, conducted a study in June 1999
entitled “The Status of Planted Forests in
Minas Gerais75”.
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Afterwards, the World Bank’s Prototype
Carbon Fund carried out the study entitled
“Baseline
Determination
for
Plantar:
evaluation of the emissions reduction
potential of the Plantar Project”.
This and other project related documents

C.8.ࡌࠬࠗࡦࠬ࠲࠺ࠖߩቢੌᣣߣࡌࠬ
ࠗࡦࠍቯߒߚੱ‛/࿅ฬ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߪⶄᢙߩࡌࠬࠗࡦࠬ
࠲࠺ࠖߣߘߩႎ๔ࠍⴕߞߚޕ
CDM ࠗࡦࡦ࠹ࠖࡉߦᔕߓ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታ
ᣉߪࡒ࠽ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺᨋ⎇ⓥᚲ㧔IEF㧕
ߣ IBAMA ߩᡰេࠍฃߌߡ 1999 ᐕ 6 ߦ“ࡒ࠽
ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬᎺߦ߅ߌࠆᬀᨋߩ⁁ᴫ”ߣ߁
࠲ࠗ࠻࡞ߢ⺞ᩏࠍⴕߞߚޕ
68/133
ᓟߦ⇇㌁ⴕߩ PCF ߇“Plantar ታᣉᬺߦ߅
ߌࠆࡌࠬࠗࡦቯ㧦Plantar ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ߩឃᷫน⢻ᕈ⺞ᩏ”ࠍታᣉߒߚޕ
ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߮ઁߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ㑐ㅪ
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have been available on the PCF’s website
(www.prototypecarbonfund.org).
Accordingly, this PDD updates using relevant
information for the baseline scenario of this
project activity.
Thus, the date of completion of the baseline
study of this project activity was March 4th
2008, which was determined by the Plantar
Carbon Team in partnership with the World
Bank Carbon Finance Unit (for details see
Annex 1).
SECTION D. Estimation of ex ante actual
net GHG removals by sinks, leakage and
estimated amount of net anthropogenic GHG
removals by sinks over the chosen crediting
period
D.1. Estimate of the ex ante actual net GHG
removals by sinks:
The estimation of the net anthropogenic
greenhouse gas removals by sinks follows the
generic equation
CAR-CDM=ƦCACTUAL 㧙 ƦCBSL 㧙 LK
Where:
CAR-CDM = net anthropogenic greenhouse gas
removals by sinks; tonnes CO2-e
ƦCACTUAL = actual net greenhouse gas
removals by sinks (as per equation 1); tonnes
CO2-e
ƦCBSL = baseline net greenhouse gas
removals by sinks (as per equation 14);
tonnes CO2-e
LK = leakage (as per equation 41); tonnes
CO2-e
The ex-ante estimation of actual net GHG
removals involves (1) estimation of the
changes in carbon stocks in the living
biomass pool; and (2) estimation of the
increase in emissions of GHG by the sources
that are increased as a result of the
implementation of the A/R CDM project
activity, i.e.,
ƦCACTUAL,t =ƴƴƴƦCijk t 㧙GHGE, t
ƦCACTUAL,t = actual net greenhouse gas
removals by sinks; tonnes CO2-e yr-1 in year

t

ƦC ijk, t = average annual change in carbon
stock in living biomass of trees for stratum i
species j sub-stratum k (age class); tonnes
CO2 yr-1 in year t
75 Original version in Portuguese.
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GHGE, t = annual increases in GHG emissions
by sources within the project boundary as a

ߒߚ⸥㍳ᢥᦠߪ PCF ߩࡎࡓࡍࠫߢ㑛ⷩߢ
߈ࠆޕ
ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝ
ߦ㑐ㅪߒߚᖱႎࠍ↪ߡᧄ PDD ߪࠕ࠶ࡊ࠺
࠻ߐࠇࠆޕ
એߩ⺞ᩏࠍ⚻ߡ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊᧄޔᵴേߩࡌ
ࠬࠗࡦࠬ࠲࠺ࠖߩቢੌᣣߪ 2008 ᐕߩ 3 
4 ᣣߣߐࠇߚߪࠇߎޕ⇇㌁ⴕߩ⚛㊄Ⲣㇱ㐷
㧔⚦ߦߟߡߪ Annex1 ࠍෳᾖ㧕ߣදജ㑐ଥ
ߦࠆ Plantar ߩࠞࡏࡦ࠴ࡓ߇ቯߒߚޕ
࡚ࠢࠪࡦ D.ታ⚐ๆ㊂ߩ೨ផቯޔ
ࠤࠫߣㆬᛯߒߚࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆ߦ߅ߌࠆ⚐
ੱὑ⊛ๆ㊂ߩផቯ୯
D.1.⚐ੱὑ⊛ๆ㊂ߩ೨ផቯ㧦
⚐ੱὑ⊛ GHG ๆ㊂ߪਅ⸥ߩᑼߢ⹏ଔ

CAR-CDM=ƦCACTUAL 㧙 ƦCBSL 㧙 LK
ᑼਛ:

CAR-CDM = ⚐ ੱ ὑ ⊛ GHG ๆ  ㊂ ; tonnes
CO2-e
ƦCACTUAL = ታ⚐GHGๆ㊂ (ᑼ 1 ࠃࠅ);
tonnes CO2-e
ƦCBSL = bࡌࠬࠗࡦ⚐GHGๆ㊂(ᑼ 14 ࠃ
ࠅ); tonnes CO2-e
LK = ࠤࠫ(ᑼ 41 ࠃࠅ); tonnes CO2-e
ታ⚐ GHG ๆ㊂ߩ೨ផቯߢߪ(1)↢ᘒࡃࠗ
ࠝࡑࠬࡊ࡞ਛߩ⚛⫾Ⓧᄌൻߩផቯߣ
(2)A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ታᣉߐࠇߚߎߣߦ
ࠃࠅߒߚ GHG ឃ㊂ߩಽߩផቯ߇ߥ
ߐࠇࠆޕ

ƦCACTUAL,t =ƴƴƴƦCijk t 㧙GHGE, t
ƦCACTUAL,t = ታ⚐GHGๆ㊂; tonnes CO2-e
yr-1 in year t

ƦC ijk, t = 㓏ጀiޔḰ㓏ጀj(ᨋ㦂)ޔ᮸⒳kߦ߅
ߌࠆ᮸ᧁߩ↢ᘒࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛⫾Ⓧߩᐔ
ဋᐕᄌൻ㊂; tonnes CO2 yr-1 in year t
75

ࡐ࡞࠻ࠟ࡞⺆ߩࠝࠫ࠽࡞
69/133
GHGE, t = A/R CDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ታᣉߐࠇߚ
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result of the implementation of the A/R CDM
project activity; tonnes CO2-e yr-1 in year t

i = number of strata of the project, i =
1,2,3…IP
j = number of species in the project, i =
1,2,3…JP
k = number of sub-strata of the project, i =
1,2,3…KP

ߎ ߣ ߦ ࠃ ࠆ ࡊ ࡠ ࠫ ࠚ ࠢ ࠻ ࡃ ࠙ ࡦ ࠳  ౝ ߩ
GHGឃ㊂ߩᐕ㑆Ⴧട㊂; tonnes CO2-e yr-1
in year t
i = ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ㓏ጀᢙ, i = 1,2,3…IP

j = ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ߅ߌࠆ᮸⒳ᢙ, i =
1,2,3…JP
k = ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩḰ㓏ጀᢙ, i = 1,2,3…KP

In the applied methodology, increases in
emissions of greenhouse gases by sources are
assumed to result from fossil fuel
combustion, loss of biomass due to conversion
of grassland to forests as a result of A/R CDM
project activity, burning of biomass76, and/or
application of nitrogenous fertilizers.
Where:
GHG E,t = EFuelBurn,t +EBiomassLoss,t + ENon

ㆡ↪ߒߚᣇᴺ⺰ߩਛߢߪޔൻ⍹ΆᢱߩΆޔ
A/R CDM ᵴേߩ⚿ᨐ⨲߆ࠄᨋߦ߇
ォ឵ߐࠇߚߎߣߦࠃࠆࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩᷫዋࡃޔ
ࠗࠝࡑࠬߩΆ 76 ߣ/߽ߒߊߪ⓸⚛⢈ᢱߩ↪
ߦࠃߞߡޔGHG ឃ㊂߇Ⴧടߔࠆߣቯߐࠇ
ߡࠆޕ

-CO2,BiomassBurn,t

-CO2

(06)

+

N2

Odirect-Nfertilizer,t

GHGE,t = annual increase in GHG emissions
within the project boundary as a result of
implementation of A/R CDM project activity;
tonnes CO2-–e yr-1 in year t
EFuelBurn,t = annual increase in CO2 emissions
from combustion of fossil fuels within the
project boundary; tonnes CO2-–e yr-1 in year
t
EBiomassLoss,t = annual increase in GHG

emissions from the loss of biomass in site
preparation and conversion to A/R within the
project boundary; tonnes CO2–e yr-1 in year t

ENon -CO2,BiomassBurn,t = annual increase in
non-CO2 emission as a result of biomass
burning within the project boundary; tonnes
CO2-–e yr-1 in year t
N2 Odirect-Nfertilizer,t = annual increase in N2O

emissions as a result of direct nitrogen
application within the project boundary;
tonnes CO2-–e yr-1 in year t
Then:
GHGE,t = 56 507 + 128 396 + 0 + 1 836
GHG E,t = 186 739
The average annual change in carbon stock
in living biomass of trees for stratum was
calculated regarding below and above-ground
biomass carbon pools only.
According to TARAM Tool, the finalamount of
the average annual change in carbon stock

ᑼਛ㧦

GHG

E,t

= EFuelBurn,t +EBiomassLoss,t + ENon

,BiomassBurn,

(06)

t

+

N2

Odirect-Nfertilizer,t

GHGE,t = A/R CDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ታᣉߐࠇߚ
ߎ ߣ ߦ ࠃ ࠆ ࡊ ࡠ ࠫ ࠚ ࠢ ࠻ ࡃ ࠙ ࡦ ࠳  ౝ ߩ
GHGឃ㊂ߩᐕ㑆㊂ ; tonnes CO2-–e
yr-1 in year t
EFuelBurn,t = ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߢߩ
ൻ⍹ΆᢱߩΆߦࠃࠆCO2 ឃ㊂ߩᐕ㑆Ⴧട
㊂; tonnes CO2-–e yr-1 in year t

EBiomassLoss,t = ᜥ߃ߣࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳
ౝߦ߅ߌࠆᨋ߳ߩ↪ᄌൻߦࠃࠆ
ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩᷫዋߦᏫߔࠆGHGឃ㊂ߩᐕ㑆
Ⴧട㊂; tonnes CO2–e yr-1 in year t
ENon -CO2,BiomassBurn,t = ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳
ౝߦ߅ߌࠆࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߦࠃࠆ㕖CO2 ឃ
㊂ߩᐕ㑆Ⴧട㊂; tonnes CO2-–e yr-1 in year

t
N2 Odirect-Nfertilizer,t =ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳
ౝߦ߅ߌࠆ⓸⚛⢈ᢱߩ↪ߦࠃࠆN2Oߩᐕ㑆
Ⴧട㊂; tonnes CO2-–e yr-1 in year t
⚿ᨐޔ

GHGE,t = 56,507 + 128,396 + 0 + 1,836
GHG E,t = 186, 739
ฦ㓏ጀߦ߅ߌࠆ᮸ᧁߩ↢ᘒࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬਛߩ
⚛⫾Ⓧߩᐔဋᐕᄌൻ㊂ߪㇱ߮ਅㇱࡃ
ࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ⚛ࡊ࡞ߦ㑐ߒߡߩߺ⸘᷹ߐࠇ
ߚޕ
TARAM ࠷࡞ߦࠃࠆߣޔ⚛⫾Ⓧߩᐔဋᐕ㑆
ᄌൻ㊂ߪએਅߩߣ߅ࠅߦߥࠆ㧦

shall be:
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ƦC ijk,t = 3 227 648

ƦC ijk,t = 3 227 648

This practice is not adopted in the project
activity implementation.
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In order to assure conservativeness and
compliance to hierarchical order when
choosing data, intense research was
conducted and the following values were
applied:
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ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩታᣉߦ߁ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ
Άߪߥޕ
70/133
ᕈߣ࠺࠲ࠍߔࠆ㓙ߩ㓏ጀ⊛⒎ᐨࠍ
ࠆߚߦᔀᐩ⊛ߥ⎇ⓥ߇ⴕࠊࠇޔએਅߩ୯
߇ㆡ↪ߐࠇߚޕ

Figure 36 –Considered values
Wood Density
ᧁ⾰ኒᐲ
Dj
t d.m. m-3
0.503
Source:

Applicable

Carbon fraction
⚛ଥᢙ
CFj
t C (t d.m.)-1
0.500
Source: IPCC default

localdata. ( Plantar

Biomass
Expansion
Factor
ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬᄢଥᢙ
BEFj
dimensionless
1.45
Source:
LADEIRA,
1999

Root to shoot ratio
ㇱਅㇱᲧ₸
Rj
dimensionless
0.38
Source: LADEIRA
1999

records)
The Wood Density value applied was based in
the weighted average of the clone densities
which were planted in the areas of the project
and it was defined by the Research
Department of the project entity.
The Biomass Expansion Factor and the
Root-to-Shoot ratio used were based in a
Magister Scientiae research77.
The field data was collected in the
neighboring municipality of Três Marias,
with similar edapho-climatic conditions to
the project area.
The number of trees per hectare is the same
used by the project, which is 1 111 trees/ha.
There were not found neither local nor
regional data for the Carbon Fraction
variable
which
could
support
the
characteristics of the clones planted in the
project area, thus the IPCC default value was
considered.
As explained in the section C.5.1 and based
on the most plausible baseline scenario of
this project activity the “Baseline net GHG
removals by sinks” should be considered as
zero.
However, in order to strengthen the
conservativeness of the project’s net
anthropogenic GHG removals by sinks, the
historical annual A/R rate of the iron sector
since the end of the fiscal incentives (8.2%)

ㆡ↪ߐࠇߚᧁ⾰ኒᐲߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߦ
ᬀ᮸ߐࠇߚࠢࡠࡦ⧣ߩኒᐲߩട㊀ᐔဋߦၮ
ߡ߅ࠅ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉᏪߩ⎇ⓥㇱ㐷ߦ
ࠃߞߡቯߐࠇߚޕ
↪ࠄࠇߚࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬᄢଥᢙߣㇱਅ
ㇱᲧ₸ߪ Magister Scientiae ⎇ⓥߦၮߡ
ࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߣૃߚფ᳇᧦ઙߩ࠻
ࠬࡑࠕࠬᏒㄭ㇠ߢࡈࠖ࡞࠼࠺࠲߇
㓸ߐࠇߚޕ
ࡋࠢ࠲࡞Ფߩ᮸ᧁᢙߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕ
ߣหߓߊ 1,111 ᧄ/ha ߢࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߦᬀ᮸ߐࠇࠆࠢࡠࡦߩ
․ᕈࠍ␜ߔߎߣߩߢ߈ࠆ⚛ଥᢙߦߟߡߪ
ߩ࠺࠲߽ㄝၞߩ࠺࠲߽ߟ߆ࠄ
ߥ߆ߞߚߚޔIPCC ߩ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯߇ណ↪ߐ
ࠇߚޕ
࡚ࠢࠪࡦ C.5.1 ߢ⸃⺑ߒ߽ᦨߚ߹ޔᅷᒰߣߐ
ࠇࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽
ࠝߩߣ߅ࠅ ⚐ࡦࠗࠬࡌޔGHG ๆ㊂ߪ
ࡠߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆߴ߈ߢࠆޕ
ߒ߆ߒੱ⚐ޔὑ⊛ GHG ๆ㊂ߩᕈࠍ㜞
ࠆߚߦ⽷ޔఝㆄ╷(8.2㧑㧕ߩ⚳ੌᓟએ㒠ߩ
㋕㍑ࠢ࠲ߩᐕ㑆 A/R ₸߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᦼ
㑆ࠍߣ߅ߒߡഀࠅᒁ߆ࠇࠆޕ
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will be discounted throughout the project
lifetime.
The ex-ante calculation of the correspondent
amount to be discounted is provided below:
ƦCBSL = 751 894 tCO2e
The leakage calculations take into account
two categories – CO2 emissions from the use
of fossil fuels in the transportation of
seedlings, products and personnel; and
displacement of economic activities to areas
outside the project boundary.
As there’s no activity displacement in this
specific project activity, the leakage shall be
the only the CO2 emissions from the use of
fossil fuels.
LKt = LKVehicle,CO2 ,t +LKActivity _ Disp, t
where:
77 LADEIRA, 1999
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LKt = annual increase in GHG emissions
outside the project boundary; tonnes CO2-e
yr-1 in year t
LKVehicle,CO2 ,t = annual increase in CO2
emissions outside the project boundary due
to fossil fuel combustion from vehicles;
tonnes CO2-e yr-1 in year t
LKActivity _ Disp, t = annual increase in GHG
emissions outside the project boundary
resulting from displacement of economic
activities; tonnes CO2-e yr-1 in year t

ഀࠅᒁ߆ࠇࠆ೨ផ⸘୯ߪᰴߩߣ߅ࠅ㧦
ƦCBSL = 751 894 tCO2e
ࠤࠫ⸘▚ߢߪ 2 ߟߩ㗄⋡ࠍ⠨ᘦߔࠆ㧙
⧣ᧁੱޔ᧚ᧁޔຬߩㆇ៝ߩ㓙ߩൻ⍹Άᢱߩ
↪ߦࠃࠆ CO2 ឃ㧧߮࠙ࡃ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࡦ࠳ᄖ߳ߩ⚻ᷣᵴേߩ⒖ォޕ
ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߢߪ߆ߥࠆᵴേߩ⒖ォ
߽ߥߚߪࠫࠤޔൻ⍹ΆᢱΆߦࠃ
ࠆ CO2 ឃߩߺߣߥࠆޕ

LKt = LKVehicle,CO2 ,t +LKActivity _ Disp, t
ᑼਛ:
77 LADEIRA, 1999
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LKt = ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߩᄖߦ߅ߌ
ࠆGHGឃߩᐕ㑆Ⴧട㊂; tonnes CO2-e yr-1
in year t
LKVehicle,CO2 ,t = ゞਔߩൻ⍹Άᢱ↪ߦࠃࠆࡊ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ᄖߦ߅ߌࠆCO2 ឃ
㊂ߩᐕ㑆Ⴧട㊂; tonnes CO2-e yr-1 in year t
LKActivity _ Disp, t = ⚻ᷣᵴേߩ⒖ォߦᏫߔࠆࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ᄖߢߩGHGឃߩᐕ㑆
Ⴧട㊂; tonnes CO2-e yr-1 in year t

Then:
LK t = LK Vehicle CO2, t + 0

⚿ᨐ:
LK t = LK Vehicle CO2, t + 0

Increase in GHG emissions outside the
project boundary are caused from fuel
combustion
in
vehicles
used
for
transportation of seedling, labour, staff and
harvest products to and/or from the project
sites and the markets (while avoiding
double-counting with emissions accounted
under FuelBurn E above).
The CO2 emissions can be estimated using
the bottom-up approach described in GPG
2000.

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ᄖߦ߅ߌࠆ GHG ឃ
㊂ߩჇടߪ࠻ࠗࠨ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔౝᄖ߳ߩ
⧣ᧁੱޔຬޔⓠᧁ᧚ߩㆇ៝ߩ㓙ߩゞਔߩΆ
ᢱᶖ⾌ߦࠃࠅ↢ߓࠆ߽ߩߢࠆ(ޕ⸥ߩ
FuelBurn E ߢផ⸘ߐࠇߚឃ㊂߇ 2 ㊀ߦࠞ࠙
ࡦ࠻ߐࠇࠆߎߣࠍㆱߌࠆ)

LK Vehicle CO2, t =
¦¦ (EFvf FuelConsumptionij,t) /1,000
Where:
LKVehicle,CO2,t = annual increase in CO2
emissions outside the project boundary due
to fossil fuel combustion from vehicles;
tonnes CO2-e yr-1 in year t
EFvf = emission factor for vehicle type v
with fuel type f; kg CO2 litre-1

CO2 ឃ㊂ߪ GPG2000 ߢㅀߐࠇߡࠆࡏ࠻
ࡓࠕ࠶ࡊࠕࡊࡠ࠴ߦࠃߞߡផቯߔࠆߎߣ߽
ߢ߈ࠆޕ
LK Vehicle CO2, t =
¦¦ (EFvf FuelConsumptionij,t) /1,000
ᑼਛ㧦
LKVehicle,CO2,t = ゞਔߩൻ⍹Άᢱ↪ߦࠃࠆࡊ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ᄖߦ߅ߌࠆCO2 ឃ
㊂ߩᐕ㑆Ⴧട㊂ ; tonnes CO2-e yr-1 in year t

EFvf = Άᢱ࠲ࠗࡊ f; ゞਔ࠲ࠗࡊvߦ߅ߌࠆ
ឃଥᢙ; kg CO2 litre-1
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FuelConsumptionvf ,t = consumption of fuel
type f of vehicle type litres in year t
v = refers to vehicle type
f = refers to fuel type
Then:
LKVehicle,CO2 ,t = 15,522 = LK t = 15,522 tCO2-e
As per the result indicated in theTARAM
tool, the actual net GHG removals by sinks
are 3,040,909 tCO2e in 2029.
Net carbon stock changes will be monitored
on an ex post basis, and the initial
projections are updated at each monitoring
interval.
The net GHG removals by sinks are
dependent on the plantation establishment
and harvesting schedule.
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The annual, cumulative and total amount of
GHG removals by sinks over the project
period are summarized in Table 12.
The estimation of the net anthropogenic
greenhouse gas removals by sinks follows the
generic equation and the respective values:
C AR㧙CDM =ƦC ACTUAL – ƦCBSL – LK (09)
Then:
C AR㧙CDM = 3,040,909 – 751,894 – 15,522
C AR㧙CDM = 2,273,493
D.2. Estimate of the ex ante leakage:
Leakage ex ante calculation
Based on the assessment presented in the
section A.5.6 above it is conservative to
consider that under the project, leakage is
from increased emissions from fossil fuel
combustion outside the project boundary (e.g.
personnel and supplies transportation etc.)
once no displacement of activities occurred as
a result of the project.
Hence, no leakage emissions associated with
the deforestation neither displacement of
grazing activities nor fuel wood collection due
to households’ displacements is applied in
this PDD.
However, emissions due to the transit of
personnel, cloned sprouts, fertilizers and
harvested wood that occurs and that are
attributable to the project activity are
calculated below according to the specific
origin and destination points.
The most conservative distances are
considered in order to calculate leakage
emissions from fossil fuels.
As per the provisions of the CDM approved

FuelConsumptionvf ,t = tᐕߦ߅ߌࠆゞਔ࠲ࠗ
ࡊvޔΆᢱ࠲ࠗࡊ f ߩΆᢱᶖ⾌㊂
v =ゞਔ࠲ࠗࡊ
f = Άᢱ࠲ࠗࡊ
⚿⺰:
LKVehicle,CO2 ,t = 15,522 = LK t = 15,522 tCO2-e
TARAM ࠷࡞ߦࠃࠆታ⚐ GHG ๆ㊂ߪ
2029 ᐕߦ 3,040,909 tCO2e ߣߥࠆޕ
⚐⚛⫾Ⓧᄌൻߪᓟߦࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߐࠇޔ
ᒰೋߩ⸘↹ߪฦࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩ㓙ߦᦝᣂߐࠇ
ߡߊޕ
⚐ GHG ๆ㊂ߪㅧᨋ߮ⓠߩࠬࠤࠫࡘ࡞
ߦᏀฝߐࠇࠆޕ
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 12 ߦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᦼ㑆ࠍㅢߓߚ GHG ๆ
㊂ߩᐕ߮ว▚୯ࠍ⸥タߒߡࠆޕ
⚐ੱὑ⊛ GHG ๆ㊂ߩផ⸘ߪ৻⥸⊛ߥᑼߣߘ
ࠇߙࠇኻᔕߔࠆ୯ࠍ↪ࠆޕ

C AR㧙CDM =ƦC ACTUAL – ƦCBSL – LK

(09)

⚿⺰:

C AR㧙CDM
C AR㧙CDM

3,040,909 – 751,894 – 15,522
= 2,273,493
D.2.ࠤࠫߩ೨ផቯ
ࠤࠫߩ೨⸘▚
⸥ߩ࡚ࠢࠪࡦ A.5.6 ߩ⺞ᩏߦၮ߈ࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠚࠢ࠻ߦࠃࠆᵴേߩ⒖ォ߇ߥߚࠤޔ
ࠫߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ᄖߢߩൻ⍹
ΆᢱΆߩߚߩឃ㊂ߩჇടߦࠃࠆ߽ߩߣ
⠨߃ࠆߩ߇⊛ߢࠆޕ
=

ߘߩߚޔᨋᶖᄬޔ’ᵴേߩ⒖ォޔᏪ
ߩ⒖ォߦࠃࠆ⮌᧚㓸ߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆࠤ
ࠫឃߪᧄ PDD ߢߪ⹏ଔߒߡߥޕ
ߒ߆ߒ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߦᏫߔࠆੱຬࠢޔ
ࡠࡦ⧣ޔ⢈ᢱ߿ⓠᧁ᧚ߩャㅍߦ߁ឃ
ߪޔ⊒⊛⋡ޔࠍ․ቯߒޔਅ⸥ߩߣ߅ࠅ
▚ߔࠆޕ
ൻ⍹ΆᢱΆߦࠃࠆࠤࠫឃߩ⹏ଔߩ
ߚߦᦨ߽⊛ߥ⒖േ〒㔌߇ណ↪ߐࠇߚޕ
CDM ᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ AŔAM0005 ߩⷙቯߦ
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methodology
ARAM0005
the
fuel
consumption is specific monitored and
calculated per measurements of the quantity
and amounts of fertilizers, personnel
transported and the distances travelled
throughout the crediting.
LKt = LKVehicle,CO2,t +LKActivity-Disp,t
(11)
where:
LKt = annual increase in GHG emissions
outside the project boundary; tonnes CO2-e
yr-1 in year t
LKVehicle,CO2 ,t = annual increase in CO2
emissions outside the project boundary due
to fossil fuel combustion from vehicles;
tonnes CO2-e yr-1 in year t
LKActivity-Disp,t = annual increase in GHG
emissions outside the project boundary
resulting from displacement of economic
activities; tonnes CO2-e yr-1 in year t
As previously mentioned, there is no activity
displacement in this project activity, then:
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LKActivity-Disp,t = 0
If the leakage for activity displacement is
zero, the leakage of the project should be the
leakage related to the increase in CO2
emissions due to fossil fuel combustion from
vehicles.
LK t = LKVehicle,CO2,t

Increase in emissions from fossil fuel
combustion (LK Vehicle ,CO2)

Increase in GHG emissions outside the
project boundary is caused by vehicle fuel
combustion due to transportation of clone
sprouts, machinery, fertilizers, staff and
harvested wood to and/or from project sites
(while
avoiding
double-counting
with
emission accounted for in FuelBurn E above).
The CO2 emissions can be estimated using
bottom-up approach described in GPG 2000.
In order to follow the 03 steps of the
methodology related to the emissions from
fossil fuels, the information asked, such as
vehicle types, distance travelled outside the
project boundary, specific emission factors,
number of vehicles and fuel consumed are
presented in the TARAM model.
This tool calculates the project leakage
emissions according to AR-AM0005 and it
uses the following formula.
ᑼ

LK Vehicle CO2, t =

ᓥޔΆᢱߩ↪㊂ߪޔャㅍߐࠇߚ⢈ᢱੱޔ
ຬߩ㊂ߣࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆ਛߩో⒖േ〒㔌ࠍ᷹
ቯߔࠆߎߣߦࠃࠅࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ߮⹏ଔߐࠇ
ࠆޕ

LKt = LKVehicle,CO2,t +LKActivity-Disp,t
(11)
ᑼਛ:
LK t = ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߩᄖߦ߅ߌ
ࠆtᐕߩGHGឃߩᐕ㑆Ⴧട㊂; tonnes CO2-e
yr-1
LKVehicle,CO2 ,t = ゞਔߩൻ⍹Άᢱ↪ߦࠃࠆࡊ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ᄖߦ߅ߌࠆtᐕߩCO2
ឃ㊂ߩᐕ㑆Ⴧട㊂ ; tonnes CO2-e yr-1
LKActivity-Disp,t = ⚻ᷣᵴേߩ⒖ォߦᏫߔࠆࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ᄖߢߩtᐕߩGHGឃ㊂
ߩᐕ㑆Ⴧട; tonnes CO2-e yr-1
వㅀߒߚߣ߅ࠅ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊᧄޔᵴേߦ߅
ߡߩઁޔᵴേߩ⒖ォߪߥ⚿ޕᨐ:
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LKActivity-Disp,t = 0
ᵴേߩ⒖ォߦࠃࠆࠤࠫ߇ࡠߩ႐วޔ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩࠤࠫߪޔゞਔߩൻ⍹Ά
ᢱΆߦࠃࠆ CO2 ឃ㊂ߩჇടߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆឃ
㊂ߣߥࠆޕ

LK t = LKVehicle,CO2,t
ൻ ⍹ Ά ᢱ Ά  ߦ ࠃ ࠆ ឃ  ㊂ ߩ Ⴧ ട I (LK
Vehicle ,CO2)
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ᄖߦ߅ߌࠆ GHG ឃ
㊂ߩჇടߪޔ⧣ࡦࡠࠢޔᯏ᧚ޔ⢈ᢱੱޕ
ຬޔⓠᧁ᧚ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠨࠗ࠻߆ࠄ/߳ߩ
ㆇ៝ߩߚߩゞਔߩΆᢱΆߦࠃࠆ߽ߩߢ
ࠆ(ޕ⸥ߩ FuelBurn E ߢផ⸘ߐࠇߚឃ㊂
߇ 2 ㊀ߦࠞ࠙ࡦ࠻ߐࠇࠆߎߣࠍㆱߌࠆ)

CO2 ឃ㊂ߪ GPG2000 ߦ⸥タߩࠆࡏ࠻ࡓࠕ
࠶ࡊࠕࡊࡠ࠴ࠍ↪ߡ⹏ଔߔࠆޕ
ൻ⍹ΆᢱΆߦࠃࠆឃ᷹ቯߩߚߩᣇᴺ⺰
ߩᚻ㗅 03 ߦᓥ߁ߚߦޔゞਔ࠲ࠗࡊࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ᄖߢߩ⒖േ〒㔌ޔឃଥ
ᢙ  ޔゞ ਔ บ ᢙ  ↪  ޔΆ ᢱ ㊂ ߣ  ߞߚ ᖱ ႎ ߇
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(EFvf
(12)



FuelConsumptionvf,t)/1000

¦¦

(EFvf

FuelConsumptionvf,t)/1000



(12)

FuelConsumptionvf = nvf  kvf  evf
(13)
where:
EFvf = Emission Factor for vehicle type v
with fuel type f, kg CO2 litre-1
FuelConsumptionvf = consumption of fuel
type f of vehicle type v, litres
nvf = number of vehicles type v with fuel type
f
kvf = kilometers traveled by each of vehicle
type v with fuel type f, km
evf = average fuel consumption of vehicle type
v with fuel type f, litres km-1
v refers to vehicle type
f refers to fuel type
Considering the stated above, the leakage is
accounted for the increase in emissions from
fossil fuel combustion.
Accordingly the tables below express the
ex-ante calculation TARAM data.

FuelConsumptionvf = nvf  kvf  evf
(13)
ᑼਛ:
EFvf = Άᢱ࠲ࠗࡊfޔゞਔ࠲ࠗࡊvߩឃଥᢙ,
kg CO2 litre-1
FuelConsumptionvf = Άᢱ࠲ࠗࡊfޔゞਔ࠲ࠗ
ࡊvߩΆᢱᶖ⾌㊂, litres
nvf = Άᢱ࠲ࠗࡊfޔゞਔ࠲ࠗࡊvߩゞਔบᢙ

kvf = Άᢱ࠲ࠗࡊfޔゞਔ࠲ࠗࡊvߩ⒖േ〒㔌,
km
evf =Άᢱ࠲ࠗࡊfޔゞਔ࠲ࠗࡊvߩᐔဋΆᢱ↪
㊂, litres km-1
v ߪゞਔ࠲ࠗࡊࠍ␜ߔޕ
f ߪΆᢱ࠲ࠗࡊࠍ␜ߔޕ
⸥ࠃࠅޔൻ⍹ΆᢱߩΆߦࠃࠆឃ㊂ߩჇ
ടಽ߇ࠤࠫߣߥࠆޕ
ਅߩ࿑ߪ TARAM ࠺࠲ߩ೨ផ⸘ࠍ␜ߒߡ
ࠆޕ

Figure 37: Increased fossil fuel consumption outside the project boundary
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Figure 38: Increased fossil fuel consumption outside the project boundary due to field
inspections and monitoring
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Considering the information above as input
for the TARAM Tool, it is identified:
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Figure 39: Total leakage with only the significant sources of leakage
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The amount of leakage in the project
represents 0.51% of the net anthropogenic
GHG removals by sinks and represents
8.31% of total project emissions.
As a result of that this amount shall be
deducted from the actual net GHG removals
by sinks as per the approved methodology
AR-AM0005.
Therefore, leakage from the project is due to
travel of the project personnel (labor and
staff) outside the project area and transport
of clone sprouts, fertilizers and harvested
wood.
As presented in Section A.7, the accumulated
leakage emission until the last project year is
15 522 t CO2e and table below provides a
summary of that.

ࠤࠫߪ⚐ੱὑ⊛GHGๆ㊂ߩ 0.51㧑ޔ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ోߩឃ㊂ߩ 8.31㧑ߢࠆޕ
ᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰AR-AM0005 ߦᓥޔታ⚐
GHGๆ㊂߆ࠄ⸥ߩᢙ୯߇ប㒰ߐࠇࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦᏫߔࠆࠤࠫߪࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ࠛࠕᄖߢߩੱຬޔ⧣ࡦࡠࠢޔ⢈ᢱޔ
ⓠᧁ᧚ߩャㅍߦࠃࠆ߽ߩߣߥࠆޕ
࡚ࠢࠪࡦA.7 ߦࠆߣ߅ࠅᦨ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
⚳ᐕ߹ߢߩ⚥Ⓧࠤࠫߪ 15,522t CO2e ߢ
ࠆޕਅߩߦߘߩⷐ߇⸥ߐࠇߡࠆޕ

Figure 40: Summary of Leakage Emissions
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SECTION E. Monitoring plan
E.1.
Monitoring
of
the
project
implementation:
E.1.1. Monitoring of forest establishment and
management:
The plantation establishment activities
under
this
project
follow
a
seven-year-rotation period (up to 28 years) as
per the productivity parameters and
production practices for eucalyptus in Brazil.
The plantations initiated in 2000 are
expected to continue for a seven-year period
(2000-06), followed by two harvesting cycles
at 7-year intervals from the planting.
The first rotation harvests are expected to
continue from 2007 to 2013.
The second harvesting rotation (from 2014 to
2020) is expected to result from coppicing.
As the second and last harvesting occurs,
new plantations would need to be established
to replace the exhausted stock.
The productivity rate of the coppice phase is
expected to decline in relation to the planting
phase.
Figure 41 illustrates the expected planting
and harvesting schedule.

0.00283

Source: IPCC default
(TARAM tool)

0.00233

Source: IPCC default
(TARAM tool)
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࡚ࠢࠪࡦE.ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹
E.1.ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩታᣉߦ㑐ߔࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦ
ࠣ
E.1.1 ᨋߩㅧᚑ߮▤ℂߦ㑐ߔࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦ
ࠣ
ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩㅧᨋᵴേߪ↥↢ޔᕈᜰᮡߣ
ࡉࠫ࡞ߦ߅ߌࠆ࡙ࠞߩ⢒ᚑߩታ〣ᣇᴺ
ߦᓥޔ7 ᐕᦼߢⴕࠊࠇࠆ(ᦨᄢ 28 ᐕ)ޕ
2000 ᐕߦ⌕ᚻߐࠇߚࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߪޔ7
ᐕ㑆㧔2000㧙06 ᐕ) ▤ℂߐࠇߚᓟޔ2 ࿁ߩ 7 ᐕ
㑆ߩⓠᦼ㑆ࠍㄫ߃ࠆޕ
ᦨೋߩબᦼߪ 2007 ᐕ߆ࠄ 2013 ᐕ߹ߢ⛯ߊߣ
ᗐቯߒߡࠆޕ
2 ࿁⋡ߩબᦼ㧔2014 ᐕ߆ࠄ 2020 ᐕ㧕ߢߪ⪚⧘
ᦝᣂߒߚᨋಽߩબណࠍ੍ቯߒߡࠆޕ
2 ࿁⋡ߣᦨᓟߩⓠߩ㓙ߦޔᣂߒࡊࡦ࠹
࡚ࠪࡦ߇∋ޔᑷߒߚ⫾Ⓧߩࠇᦧ߃ߩߚߦ
ㅧᚑߐࠇࠆޕ
⪚⧘ᦝᣂᤨᦼߩ↢↥₸ߪᬀᨋᤨᦼߦᲧߴߡᷫ
ዋߔࠆߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
࿑ 41 ߪ੍ቯߐࠇߡࠆᬀᨋޔⓠࠬࠤࠫࡘ
࡞ࠍ␜ߒߚ߽ߩߢࠆޕ
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Figure 41: Planting and harvesting schedule under the project
࿑ 41㧦ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩᬀᨋޔ߮ⓠࠬࠤࠫࡘ࡞
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Monitoring of project boundary, forest
establishment and management activities
a. Monitoring of the project boundary
• The validation dates of the project entity’s
operating licenses will
be
annually
monitored, according to provisions presented
in item F.3, Section F.
• Field surveys will be undertaken to verify
that the delineated project boundary is
congruent with the exante description
presented in the AR-CDM-PDD.
Any significant changes shall be recorded
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ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ޔᨋㅧᚑ߮▤
ℂᵴേߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
a.ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
㨯࡚ࠢࠪࡦF, 㗄⋡F3 ߢ␜ߐࠇߡࠆⷙቯߦ
ᓥ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉߩᠲᬺ⸵นߩክᩏ
ᣣߪᲤᐕࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߐࠇࠆޕ
ࡈࠖ࡞࠼⺞ᩏߪቯߐࠇߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳߇PDDߦ⸥タߐࠇߚᖱႎߣว⥌
ߔࠆ߆ࠍᬌ⸽ߔࠆߚߦታᣉߐࠇࠆޕ
߆ߥࠆᗧߥᄌൻ߽ᨋࠗࡦࡌࡦ࠻ࠪࠬ
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and integrated in the Forest Inventory
System;
Based
on
the
standard
operational
procedures field surveys will be done by the
inventory team in order to delineate project
boundary
and
increase
measurement
accuracy, following the best practices of
forestry
management
techniques
and
cost-effectiveness;
• As presented in the step C.4 above, the
spatial extent and location of each stand’s
characteristics (e.g. type of the clone/density)
of the project activity are recorded and
monitored throughout the crediting period.
Therefore, the confirmation and/or specifics
changes in the reforested sites within the
project boundary in relation to the ex ante
list of sites presented in the AR-CDM-PDD
are recorded and monitored as per the forest
management SOP’s (standard operational
procedures).
• According to Plantar’s internal quality
assurance and quality control system the
forestry management maps shall contain:
spatial extent, location of the plots, and
number of the stands.
The Geographic Information System is
readily available for consultation of all issues
related to the plantations.
Hence, the spatial extent and location of the
species planted under this A/R project
activity, in each stratum, will be recorded
and monitored as per the approved
methodology.
• The actual net removals by sinks are
estimated by monitoring the permanent
sample plots in order to estimate the changes
in biomass increment within the project
boundaries following the good practices and
cost-effectiveness
of
forest
inventory
management.
The net anthropogenic GHG removals by
sinks calculation in this A/R CDM PDD takes
into account the following items78 (see
Figure 42 below for the parameters to
calculate GHG removals by sinks79).
78 Relevant changes will be monitored and
recorded; updates will be presented to the
DOE at time of verification.
LADEIRA, 1999
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ࡠ࠶࠻ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߦࠃߞߡផ⸘ߐࠇࠆޕ
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Figure 42: Assumptions and parameters used in the calculations of the actual net GHG
removals by sinks 㧔࿑ 42㧦ታ⚐GHGๆ㊂ߩ⸘▚ߢ↪ࠄࠇࠆቯߣࡄࡔ࠲㧕
Dj

0.503 t d.m. m-3 ᧁ⾰ኒᐲ - TARAM Tool, "Species"ߩࡢࠢࠪ࠻ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

BEFj 1.450 dimensionless  ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬᄢଥᢙ - TARAM Tool,
Rj

0.38 dimensionless ㇱਅㇱᲧ₸ - TARAM Tool

• Following the best practices of the forestry
management techniques in case sub-strata
inventory discrepancy is above 10%, for a
95% confidence level, more plots should be
established in order to reduce the sampling
error.
Then, any discrepancies between the area
reported and the area estimated under the
proposed A/R CDM project activity in any
part of the strata or sub-strata along with
the species planted, including the areas of
mortality due to natural factors (e.g. fire and
pests) and anthropogenic factors will be
recorded and reported.
b. Monitoring of the forest establishment
• The project proponent has a Quality
Management Department in place which
documents and records the significant
activities related to forest establishment,
including
activities
related
to
site
preparation and vegetation affected as part
of site preparation.
The monitoring intervals and specific
activities/ staff responsibilities are provided
in the Standard Operational Procedures
which are based on ISO rationale and are
constantly updated based on the continuous
improvement
approach,
including
compliance with safety and quality
regulations.
• The forestry inventory process consists of a
series of field monitoring procedures
executed by a project entity’s forestry
technical team, starting 2.5 years after the
plantation establishment year.
These procedures establish the required
conditions for measuring the trees,
collecting80 and processing data, allowing for
the quantification of the forests’ wood
volume, taking into account the provisions of
the approved methodology AR-AM0005 and
the company’s quality assurance and quality
control system, which are based on ISO
standards.
Inventory data processing is currently
conducted by SPP EUCALYPTUS – Sistema

para Prognose de Crescimento e Produção de

ା㗬᳓Ḱ߇ 95%ߢޔḰ㓏ጀࠗࡦࡌࡦ࠻ߩ
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ࡊࡦࠣࠛࠍᷫࠄߔߚߦ࠶ࡠࡊߦᦝޔ
࠻ࠍ⸳⟎ߒߥߊߡߪߥࠄߥޕ
ߘߒߡޔA/R CDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ታᣉߐ
ࠇߚࠆࠁࠄޔ㓏ጀޔḰ㓏ጀߩផ⸘㕙Ⓧ(⥄ὼ
ߥੱߪߊߒ߽ޔὑ⊛ߥⷐຬ(e.g.Ἣἴ∛ޔਛኂ
ߥߤ)ߢᨗᱫߒߚᬀᨋߩ㕙Ⓧ߽ࠆ)ߣႎ๔
㕙Ⓧߣߩ㑆ߩߔߴߡߩ⋧㆑ὐࠍ⸥㍳ޔႎ๔ߔ
ࠆޕ
b.ᨋㅧᚑߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߪޔᜥ߃߿ߘߩᓇ㗀
ࠍฃߌߚᬀ↢ߦ㑐ㅪߒߚᵴേࠍޔᨋㅧ
ᚑ㑐ㅪߩᗧߥᵴേࠍᢥᦠൻ⸥ޔ㍳ߔࠆຠ⾰
▤ℂㇱ㐷ࠍᠩߒߡࠆޕ

ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩ㑆㓒ߣ․ቯߩᵴേ/ੱຬߩᓎ
ഀ⽿ޔછߦߟߡߪޔISOߩℂ⺰⊛⸃㉼ߦၮ
ߊޔో߮ຠ⾰ⷙቯߩㆩࠍࠎߛ⛯⛮ޔ
⊛ߥ⊒ዷߩߚߩࠕࡊࡠ࠴ߦၮ߈Ᏹᤨᦝᣂ
ߐࠇߡࠆᮡḰᬺᚻ㗅㧔SOP㧕ߦ⸥ߐࠇߡ
ࠆޕ
ᨋࠗࡦࡌࡦ࠻ߩࡊࡠࠬߪ৻ㅪߩࡈࠖ
࡞࠼ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᚻ⛯߈߆ࠄ᭴ᚑߐࠇߡ߅
ࠅ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉᏪߩᨋᛛⴚ࠴ࡓߦ
ࠃߞߡㅧᨋ㐿ᆎᐕߩ 2.5 ᐕᓟ߆ࠄታᣉߐࠇࠆޕ
ߎࠇࠄߩᚻ⛯߈ߦࠃࠅᨋ᧚Ⓧߩᢙ㊂ൻ߇น
⢻ߦߥࠆ߇ޔᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰AR-AM0005 ߣ
ISOⷙᩰߦၮߊડᬺߩQA/QCࠪࠬ࠹ࡓࠍ⠨ᘦ
ߒޔᚻ⛯߈ߦߪޔ᮸ᧁߩ⸘᷹ߩ࠲࠺ޔ㓸 80
ߣಣℂߦ㑐ߒߡḩߚߔߴ߈᧦ઙ߇ઃߌࠄࠇߡ
ࠆޕ

ࠗ ࡦ ࡌ ࡦ ࠻  ࠺  ࠲ ߩ ಣ ℂ ߪ    ޔSPP
EUCALYPTUS – Sistema para Prognose de
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Eucalyptus sp.

Crescimento e Produção de Eucalyptus spߦ

Version 1.0.0 (NEMAF/UFLA).
This system was developed by Professor José
Roberto Soares Scolforo,81 from the Forest
Engineering Department of the Federal
University of Lavras, and may be revised82
throughout the crediting period based on the
quality assurance and quality control
system.
• Deviations or any significant changes in
the implementation of the ex ante forest
management plan are justified and recorded
in the forest inventory system, following the
monitoring provisions of the approved
methodology.
• The monitoring of the forest establishment
data such as information on planting layout,
forestry management plan, and mortality
rate are integrated into the forestry
inventory system and the detailed data
collection parameters in the table below
(following monitoring sections).
80 Including information on the number of
planted clones, area of stratum, and planting
layout as per the management plan and
approved methodology.
81 Dr. Scolforo’s curriculum vitae accessed on
November
23rd,
2007
at
http://buscatextual.cnpq.br/buscatextual/visu
alizacv.jsp?id=K4788018A0
82 Relevant changes in the systems will be
recorded and updated to the DOE at time of
verifications.
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• The planted areas affected by natural and
anthropogenic disturbances will be recorded
and the collected data will be recorded in the
forestry inventory system.
c. Monitoring of the forest management
activities
• Fertilizers application occurs in years 1, 2
and 3 of planting and replanting stages. The
fertilization used is an N type (NPK), a total
amount of 0.008358 tons per hectare for each
rotation period;
• Harvesting instructions are provide in a
specific SOP, thinning activities are not
expected to occur in the project activity once
forestry management techniques do not
indicate these procedures are not required to
produce charcoal83.
• Harvesting starts at year 8 and continues

ࠃߞߡⴕࠊࠇߡࠆޕ
Version 1.0.0 (NEMAF/UFLA).
ߎߩࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߪࡉࠬㅪ㇌ᄢቇߩᨋࠛࡦ
ࠫ ࠾ ࠕ  ࡦ ࠣ ቇ ⑼ ߩ José Roberto Soares
Scolforoᢎ 81 ߦ ࠃߞ ߡ㐿⊒ ߐࠇ ߡࠆ ޕ
QA/QCߦᓥߞߡࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆ਛߦᡷ⸓ 82 ߐ
ࠇࠆน⢻ᕈ߽ࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߦḰߐࠇߚᨋ▤ℂ
⸘↹ߩታᣉߦ߅ߌࠆߩࠄ߆↹⸘ޔㅺ⣕߿ᗧ
ߥᄌൻߪޔᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣⷙ
ቯߦᓥޔᩮࠍ␜ߔߎߣߢᱜᒰൻߐࠇޔ
ᨋࠗࡦࡌࡦ࠻ࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߦ⸥㍳ߐࠇࠆޕ
ᬀᨋߩࠗࠕ࠙࠻߿ᨋ▤ℂ⸘↹ޔᨗᱫ₸
ߣߞߚㅧᨋ࠺࠲ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᖱႎߪ
ᨋࠗࡦࡌࡦ࠻ࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߦ⛔วߐࠇࠆ࠾ࡕޕ
࠲ࡦࠣߩߚߦ㓸ߐࠇࠆࡄࡔ࠲ߩ
⚦ߥ࠺࠲ߪਅߩߣ߅ࠅޕ
80 㓸࠺࠲ߣߒߡᬀᨋߐࠇߚࠢࡠࡦ⧣ߩ
ᧄᢙ߿㓏ጀߩ㕙Ⓧߚ߹ޔᬀᨋߩࠗࠕ࠙࠻
ߩᖱႎ߇▤ޔℂ⸘↹߅ࠃ߮ᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߦ
ࠃࠅᜰቯߐࠇߡࠆޕ
81 Dr. ScolforoߩCVߪ 2007 ᐕ 11  23 ᣣߦએ
ਅ ߩ ࠙ ࠚ ࡉ ࠨ ࠗ ࠻ ߦ ឝ タ ߐ ࠇ ߚ
http://buscatextual.cnpq.br/buscatextual/visu
alizacv.jsp?id=K4788018A0
82 ផ⸘ߦ㑐ࠊߞߡߊࠆᄌൻߪࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߐ
ࠇ⸥ޔ㍳ߐࠇࠆ㧧ᦝᣂߐࠇߚᖱႎߪDOEߦᬌ
⸽ߩ㓙ឭߐࠇࠆޕ
78/133
⥄ὼߥੱߪߚ߹ޔὑ⊛ߥᠣੂߩᓇ㗀ࠍฃߌߚ
ᬀᨋߪ⸥㍳ߐࠇޔᨋࠗࡦࡌࡦ࠻ࠪࠬ࠹
ࡓߦ㓸ߐࠇߚ࠺࠲߇⊓㍳ߐࠇࠆޕ

c.ᨋ▤ℂᵴേߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
ᬀ᮸ޔౣᬀ᮸ߩߥߐࠇߚ 1~3 ᐕᓟߦᣉ⢈߇
ታᣉߐࠇࠆࠆࠇࠄ↪ޕ⢈ᢱߪN࠲ࠗࡊ(NPK)
ߢޔ㊂ߪ৻બᦼߦߟ߈ 1haߚࠅ 0.008358
tonsߢࠆޕ
ᮡḰᬺᚻ㗅(SOP)ߩਛߢⓠߩ㓙ߩᜰ㊎߇
␜ߐࠇߡ߅ࠅᧁޔ↢↥ߦᨋ▤ℂᛛⴚࠍㆡ
↪ߔࠆߦߚࠅޔᔅⷐ߇ߥߣߐࠇߡࠆߚ
ߦ㑆બߪታᣉߐࠇߥ 83ޕ
ⓠߪ 8 ᐕ⋡߆ࠄᆎ߹ࠅࠇߘޔએ㒠߽ࡠࡊޔ
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throughout the project years (see Figure 41);
The first planting cycle is followed by a
7-year cycle of coppicing.
At the end of this second cycle a new planting
(replanting) shall be implemented (see
Figure 41);
• Diesel consumption monitoring is either
per unit of area (planted area; standard yield
hour/hectare; standard yield liters/hour) for
site preparation, planting and maintenance,
or per unit volume logged (volume logged;
standard yield hour/m3; standard yield
liters/hour).
Therefore, the quantity of fossil fuels used in
the forest management and operations
during each year of the project collected and
recorded, and details about the monitoring
frequency are presented in the table below.
• The occurrence of natural or anthropogenic
disturbances such as forest wild fires are
closely monitored by the project entity, which
maintains
continuous
vigilance
at
strategically located fire-watch towers (see
Figure 8).
All stands and natural preservation areas of
the forestry services units are surrounded by
fire breaks.
Forest fires are combated in conjunction with
special trained fire-fighting brigade.
Location and area data of stratum, stands
and permanent sample plots are managed
and recorded integrally as per the quality
assurance and control systems of the project
activity forestry inventory.
• The project proponent does not carry out
any biomass burning practice.
• During the process of establishment of the
stands, fire breaks are carefully built
respecting SOP’s related and also procedures
for fire prevention including the use of a fire
truck and fire brigades.
There’s a specific SOP for forest protection in
which procedures for avoidance of insect
infestation is proposed.
In case thinning activities occur due to the
management requirements related to
natural or anthropogenic disturbances data
will be collected and registered as per the
monitoring procedures of the approved
methodology.
83

ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᦼ㑆ਛબណ߇ⴕࠊࠇࠆޕ
ᦨೋߩᬀᨋᦼ㑆ߩᓟޔ7 ᐕ㑆ߩ⪚⧘ᦝᣂᦼ㑆߇
⛯ߊޕ
ߎߩ 2 ⇟⋡ߩࠨࠗࠢ࡞ߩᓟޔᣂߚߦᬀᨋ(ౣᬀ
ᨋ)߇ታᣉߐࠇࠆ(࿑ 41 ෳᾖ)㧧
ᜥ߃ޔᬀᨋ▤ޔℂߩ㓙ߩ࠺ࠖ࡞Άᢱ
ᶖ⾌ߪ㕙Ⓧන(ᬀᨋ㕙Ⓧ㧧ᮡḰⓠᤨ㑆/ha㧧
ᮡḰⓠ㊂/hour)߽ߒߊߪⓠ᧚Ⓧන(ⓠ
᧚Ⓧ㧧ᮡḰⓠᤨ㑆/m3㧧ᮡḰⓠ㊂/hour)ߢ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߐࠇࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩฦᐕߦޔᨋ▤ℂޔᬺߩߚ
 ߦ ᶖ ⾌ ߐ ࠇ ߚ ൻ ⍹ Ά ᢱ ߩ ㊂ ߩ ࠺ ࠲ ߇ 
㓸⸥ޔ㍳ߐࠇߩࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔ㗫ᐲߩ⚦ߣ
ߦਅߦ⸥タߐࠇࠆޕ
.ᨋἫἴߣߞߚ⥄ޔὼߥੱߪߚ߹ޔὑ⊛
ߥᠣੂߪޔᚢ⇛⊛ߦ⸳⟎ߐࠇߚἫἴ⋙ⷞႡߢ
⛮⛯⊛ߦ⋙ⷞࠍⴕߞߡࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ
ߦࠃߞߡޕࠆࠇߐࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕߦߐ߱ߟޔ
ᨋዪߩ▤ロߒߡࠆߔߴߡߩᨋಽ߮⥄ὼ
ోၞߪ㒐ἫᏪߢ࿐ࠊࠇߡࠆޕ
ᨋἫἴߪ․ޔߥ⸠✵ࠍฃߌߚᶖ㒐࿅߇ᶖ
Ἣߦߚࠆޕ
㓏ጀޔᨋಽ߮ࡄࡑࡀࡦ࠻ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊࡠ࠶
࠻ߩ⟎ޔ㕙Ⓧ࠺࠲ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ
ᨋࠗࡦࡌࡦ࠻ߩQA/QCࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߦᴪߞߡ▤
ℂ⸥ޔ㍳ߐࠇࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߪ߆ߥࠆࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ
Ά߽ⴕߞߡߥޕ
ᨋಽࠍㅧᚑߒߡࠆ㑆ߦޔᶖ㒐ゞߣᶖ㒐࿅
ߦ ࠃ ࠆ ᶖ Ἣ ᵴ േ ߿ 㒐 Ἣ ߩ ᚻ 㗅 ߽ ⠨ᘦ ߦ  ࠇ
ߚޔᮡḰᬺᚻ⛯߈(SOP)ࠍෳ⠨ߦߒߚ㒐ἫᏪ
߇⸳⟎ߐࠇࠆޕ
∛ ਛ ኂ ࠍ ㆱ ߌ ࠆ ߚ  ߩ  ᬺ ߇ ឭ ᩺ߐ ࠇ ߡ 
ࠆޔᨋ⼔ߩߚߩ․ቯߩᮡḰᬺᚻ⛯߈
(SOP)߇ࠆޕ
83 ⥄ὼߥੱߪߊߒ߽ޔὑ⊛ߥᠣੂ߳ߩኻಣߩ
ߚߦ㑆બ߇ᔅⷐߣߥࠆ႐วߪ࠲࠺ߩߘޔ
ᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᚻ㗅ߦᓥޔ
㓸⸥ޔ㍳ߐࠇࠆޕ
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Data variable
࠺࠲⒳㘃

Data unit
න
⸥㍳㗫ᐲ

ផ⸘ (e)

85Please

84Please

5 ᐕߏߣ
5 ᐕߏߣ
5 ᐕߏߣ
5 ᐕߏߣ

e
e
e
e

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Number of data
points /Other
measure of
number of
collected data
࠺࠲ࡐࠗࡦ࠻ߩ
ᢙ/ో㓸࠺࠲
ᢙ

Comment

㓏ጀߪ㘃ૃߔࠆფޔ᳇ߩ⒳㘃ߚ߹ޔ,
ߢ߈ࠆ㒢ࠅ᮸⒳߽⠨ᘦߦࠇࠆޕ
ฦḰ㓏ጀߩ㦂⚖ߪޔฦ㓏ጀߩᬀᨋᣣߦᔕߓߡ
ࠆޕ
QA/QC ߣ᷹ቯ߮ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩ♖ᐲߩ⏕
߇⋡⊛ߢࠆޕ
QA/QCߣ᷹ቯ߮ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩ♖ᐲߩ⏕
߇⋡⊛ߢࠆޕ
㓏ጀޔḰ㓏ጀߣ߽ᮡḰᏅߪE.1.03– E.1.04
߆ࠄ⸘▚ߐࠇߚޕ

provide ID number for cross-referencing in the PDD. PDD ౝߢߩ⋧ෳᾖߩߚߦޔID ࠽ࡦࡃࠍ⸥タߩߎߣޕ
provide full reference to data source. ෳᾖ࠺࠲࠰ࠬࠍోߡ⸥ߔߎߣޕ

5 ᐕߏߣ

e

(d)85

࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻

or default

Recording
frequency

⸘▚(c)
estimated

MONITORING OF THE PROJECT BOUNDARY
E.1.01
Stratum ID
Alphanumeri
c
㓏ጀ ID
E.1.02
Sub-stratum ID
Alphanumeri
c
Ḱ㓏ጀID
E.1.03
Confidence level
%
ା㗬᳓Ḱ
E.1.04
Accuracy
%
♖ᐲ
E.1.05
Standard
deviation
of stratum

841

ID
number

calculated

Measured
᷹ቯ(m),

࿑ 4.1㧦⚛⫾Ⓧߩᬌ⸽น⢻ߥᄌൻࠍࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߔࠆߚߦએਅߩ࠺࠲߇㓸ࠆࠇߐ↪ޔ㧦

Table 4.1: The following data shall be collected or used in order to monitor verifiable changes in carbon stocks:
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Diameter at
Breast
Height (DBH)

E.1.12

E.1.15

E.1.14

E.1.13

E.1.11

E.1.10

Mean tree height
ᐔဋ᮸㜞

Mean DBH
ᐔဋ DBH
Tree height
᮸㜞

⢷㜞⋥ᓘ

Tree species
᮸⒳
Age of plantation
ࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ
ߩᨋ㦂
Number of trees
᮸ᧁߩᢙ

E.1.09

E.1.08

Sample plot ID
ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊࡠ࠶࠻
ID
Plot location
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ⟎

ᢙ

ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊࡠ࠶࠻

Number of sample
plots

E.1.07

E.1.06

㓏ጀߩᮡḰᏅ

m

e

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

100%

100%

100%

GPS ࠍ↪ߔࠆޕ

ID࠽ࡦࡃ߇ฦࡑࡀࡦ࠻ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊࡠ࠶࠻
ߦഀࠅᒰߡࠄࠇࠆޕ

ࡊࡠ࠶࠻IDߪฦࡄࡑࡀࡦ࠻ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊࡠ࠶
࠻ߦഀࠅᒰߡࠄࠇࠆޕ

m

m

m

m

m

c

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲
100%  ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ᮸ᧁࠍ
᷹ቯ
100%  ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ᮸ᧁࠍ

E.1.11 ߮ E.1.14 ߆ࠄ⸘▚ޕ

ࠨࡦࡊࡦࠣᣇᴺߦᓥޔฦࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᤨ
ߦ᷹ቯߐࠇࠆޕ

E.11 ߮ E.12 ߆ࠄ⸘▚ޕ

Alphanumeri
m
5 ᐕߏߣ
100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߦ߅ߡᢙ߃ࠄࠇߡࠆޕ
c
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲
MONITORING OF THE FOREST MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
m
m
5 ᐕߏߣ
100%  ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᦼߏߣߦ᷹ቯޕ
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ᮸ᧁࠍ
᷹ቯ

MONITORING OF THE FOREST ESTABLISHMENT
Species
100%
5 ᐕߏߣ
CDM-AR PDD ߦ⸥タࠅޕ
names
Alphanumeri
m
5 ᐕߏߣ
100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ ᬀᨋᣣ߆ࠄ▚
c
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲

GPS
coordinates

Alphanumeri
c

c
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Merchantable

E.1.22

E.1.21

E.1.20

E.1.19

Biomass
expansion

E.1.18

ࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛⫾

᮸ᧁߩਅㇱࡃࠗ

biomass of tree

Carbon stock in
below-ground

Ⓧ

ࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛⫾

᮸ᧁߩㇱࡃࠗ

biomass of tree

Carbon fraction
⚛ଥᢙ
Root-shoot ratio
ㇱਅㇱᲧ₸
Carbon stock in
above-ground

ᢙ

ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬᄢଥ

factor (BEF)

Wood density
ᧁ⾰ኒᐲ

ᬺ᧚Ⓧ

volume

E.1.17

E.1.16

kg C tree-1

dimensionles
s
kg C tree-1

t C (t d.m)-1

dimensionles
s

t d.m. m3

m3/ha

c

c

e

e

e

e

c/m

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲

100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲
100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲
100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲

100%  ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ᮸ᧁࠍ
᷹ቯ
100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲

᷹ቯ
100%  ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ᮸ᧁࠍ
᷹ቯ

Calculated

Calculated

ࡠࠞ࡞ߩ୯ߣ᮸⒳ߩ୯߇ఝవߐࠇࠆޕ

ࡠࠞ࡞ߩ୯ߣ᮸⒳ߩ୯߇ఝవߐࠇࠆޕ

ኾ↪ߩ୯ߣ᮸⒳ߩ୯߇ఝవߐࠇࠆޕ

E.1.13 ߣޔน⢻ߢࠇ߫E.1.15 ߆ࠄࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉၞኾ↪ߩᑼࠍ↪ߡ⸘▚ߒ߽ޔ
ߊߪࡈࠖ࡞࠼⸘ེࠍ↪ߒߡ⋥ធ᷹ቯߒߚ
୯ࠍណ↪ޕ
ኾ↪ߩ୯ߣ᮸⒳ߩ୯߇ఝవߐࠇࠆޕ
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E.1.26

E.1.25

E.1.24

E.1.23

Mean carbon

ࡑࠬᐔဋ⚛⫾Ⓧ

ࠅߩㇱࡃࠗࠝ

ߩޔන㕙Ⓧߚ

᮸⒳ߩฦ㓏ጀ

species

per

area per stratum

biomass per unit

Mean carbon
stock
in above-ground

⫾Ⓧ

ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ⚛

ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩਅㇱ

biomass of plots

Carbon stock in
below-ground

⫾Ⓧ

ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ⚛

ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩㇱ

biomass of plots

Carbon stock in
above-ground

Ⓧ

t C ha-1

t C ha-1

t C ha-1

t C ha-1

c

c

c

c

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

100%  ో㓏ጀޔ

100%  ో㓏ጀޔ
Ḱ㓏ጀߦߡ

100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲

100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲

E.1.06 ߆ࠄ E.1.20 ߹ߢߩ୯ࠍ↪ߡ⸘▚ߔ

E.1.06 ߆ࠄ E.1.23 ߹ߢߩ୯ࠍ↪ߡ⸘▚ߔ
ࠆޕ

Calculated

Calculated
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E.1.29

E.1.28

E.1.27

stratum

biomass of

Carbon stock in
below-ground

ਛߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ

ㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ

᮸⒳ߩฦ㓏ጀߩ

per species

stratum

biomass of

above-ground

Carbon stock in

㕙Ⓧ

Area of stratum
and substratum
ฦ㓏ጀޔḰ㓏ጀߩ

ࡑࠬᐔဋ⚛⫾Ⓧ

ࠅߩਅㇱࡃࠗࠝ

ߩޔන㕙Ⓧߚ

᮸⒳ߩฦ㓏ጀ

per species

area per stratum

biomass per unit

stock
in below-ground

tC

tC

ha

c

c

m

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

100%  ో㓏ጀޔ
Ḱ㓏ጀߦߡ

100%  ో㓏ጀޔ
Ḱ㓏ጀߦߡ

100%

Ḱ㓏ጀߦߡ

Calculated

Calculated

ฦ㓏ጀޔḰ㓏ጀߩታ㓙ߩ㕙Ⓧ

ࠆޕ
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E.1.32

E.1.31

E.1.30

per

⚛⫾Ⓧᄌൻߩ✚

change

Total carbon stock

Ⓧᄌൻ㊂

ࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛⫾

㓏ጀߩਅㇱࡃࠗ

species᮸⒳ߩฦ

per stratum per

ground biomass

Carbon stock
change in below

Ⓧᄌൻ㊂

ࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛⫾

㓏ጀߩㇱࡃࠗ

species ᮸⒳ߩฦ

stratum

biomass per

aboveground

Carbon stock
change in

ਛߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ

ਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ

᮸⒳ߩฦ㓏ጀߩ

per species

t CO2-e yr-1

t C yr 1

t C yr 1

c

c

c

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

100%  ࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ࠛࠕ

100%  ో㓏ጀޔ
Ḱ㓏ጀߦߡ

100%  ో㓏ጀޔ
Ḱ㓏ጀߦߡ

ోߡߩ᮸⒳ޔ㓏ጀ߮Ḱ㓏ጀߩ E.1.30 ߣ
E.1.31 ߩ୯ࠍว▚ޕ

Calculated

Calculated
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E.1.36

E.1.35

E.1.34

E.1.33

Area affected by

㊂

ࠆൻ⍹Άᢱߩឃ

ࡦ࠳ౝߦ߅ߌ

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙

boundary

within project

Emission from
fossil fuel use

ឃଥᢙ

Emission factor
for diesel
࠺ࠖ࡞Άᢱߩ

ᶖ⾌㊂

ߩ࠺ࠖ࡞Άᢱ

ⓠߦ↪ߒߚᯏ᧚

ᜥ߃ޔ㑆બޔ

loggings

thinning or

preparation,

use for site

machinery

Amount of diesel
consumed in

⸘

ha

t CO2-e yr-1

kg/litre

litre

m

e

e

m

ฦᐕ

ฦᐕ

5 ᐕߏߣ

ฦᐕ

100%

100%

100%

100%

ߊߟ߆ߩḰ㓏ጀ߇᷹ቯߐࠇߚޕ

ᑼߦࠃࠆ⸘▚

୯߇ఝవߐࠇࠆޕ

GPG 2000, IPCC Guidelines,
ో࿖GHGࠗࡦࡌࡦ࠻. GHGࠗࡦࡌࡦ࠻ߩ

ᜥ߃ޔᬀᨋ▤ޔℂߩ㓙ߩ࠺ࠖ࡞Άᢱᶖ
⾌㊂ߪ㕙Ⓧන(ᬀᨋ㕙Ⓧ㧧ᮡḰⓠᤨ㑆
/ha㧧ᮡḰⓠ㊂/hour)߽ߒߊߪⓠ᧚Ⓧන
(ⓠ᧚Ⓧ㧧ᮡḰⓠᤨ㑆/m3㧧ᮡḰⓠ㊂
/hour)ߢࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߐࠇࠆޕޕ
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Loss of
aboveground
biomass carbon

E.1.41

due to biomass

Carbon fraction
⚛ଥᢙ

₸

ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆല

efficiency

Biomass
combustion

ഀว

ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߩ

Proportion of
Biomass burned

Ⓧ

ࠗࠝࡑࠬߩᐔဋ⫾

Ά೨ߩㇱࡃ

before burning

biomass stock

Mean
aboveground

E.1.40

E.1.39

E.1.38

E.1.37

ᓇ㗀ࠍฃߌࠄ㕙Ⓧ

ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߩ

Biomass burning

t C yr-1

t C (t d.m.) -1

dimensionles
s

dimensionles
s

t d.m. ha-1

c

e

e

m

e

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
㐿ᆎ೨

ᐕ㑆

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
㐿ᆎᤨ

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

ᑼߦࠃࠆ⸘▚

߽ߒㆡಾߥ୯߇ߥ႐วޔIPCC ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻
୯(IPCC࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯: 0.05) ߇↪ࠄࠇࠆޕ

Άᓟߦߊߟ߆ߩḰ㓏ጀߢࠨࡦࡊ࡞⺞ᩏࠍ
ታᣉ

Άߩ೨ߦߊߟ߆ߩḰ㓏ጀߢࠨࡦࡊ࡞⺞ᩏ
ࠍታᣉ
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E.1.46

E.1.45

E.1.44

N2O emission
from biomass
burning
ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߦ

E.1.43

Amount of
synthetic

Ⴧട㊂

ࠃࠆ㕖 CO2 ឃߩ

ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߦ

biomass burning

result of

CO2 emission as a

CH4 emission
from biomass
burningࡃࠗࠝࡑ
ࠬΆߦࠃࠆCH4
ឃ㊂
Increase in non-

ࠃࠆ N2O ឃ㊂

N/C ratio
⓸⚛/⚛Ყ₸

E.142

Ⓧߩᷫዋ㊂

ࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛⫾

ࠃࠆޔㇱࡃࠗ

ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߦ

burning

m

c

t CO2-e yr-1

kg N ha-1 yr-1

c

c

e

t CO2-e yr-1

t CO2-e yr-1

kg N/kg C

Annually

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
㐿ᆎ೨

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

⓸⚛⢈ᢱNߩ㊂ߪߔߴߡߩᬀᨋࠨࠗ࠻ߦ߅
ߡห㊂ߢࠅޔᣉ⢈ߪฦᬀᨋᦼߩ 1~3 ᐕᓟ

ᑼߦࠃࠆ⸘▚

ᑼߦࠃࠆ⸘▚

ᑼߦࠃࠆ⸘▚

߽ߒㆡಾߥ୯߇ߥ႐วޔIPCC ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻
୯(IPCC࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯: 0.01) ߇↪ࠄࠇࠆޕ
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E.1.50

E.1.49

E.1.48

E.1.47

N ߩᣉ⢈ߦࠃࠆឃ

Emission factor
for emission
from N input

ߔࠆഀว

߮ NOX ߩើ⊒

ว ᚑ ⢈ ᢱ ߩ NH3

Fraction that
volatilizes as NH3
and NOX for
synthetic
fertilizers

㊂

Amount of
synthetic
fertilizer N
applied
วᚑ⢈ᢱ N ߩ↪

Ⓧ

N ߩᣉ⢈ߩታᣉ㕙

Area of land with
N fertilized

㊂

㕙Ⓧᒰߚࠅߩ↪

fertilizer N
applied per unit
area
วᚑ⢈ᢱ N ߩන

N2O
N-input-1

Dimensionles
s

t N yr-1

ha yr-1

e

e

c

m

At the time
of
validation

At the time
of
validation

Annually

Annually

100%

100%

100%

100%

߽ߒㆡಾߥ୯߇ߥ႐วޔIPCC ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻
୯(IPCC࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯: 1.25%) ߇↪ࠄࠇ
ࠆޕ

߽ߒㆡಾߥ୯߇ߥ႐วޔIPCC ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻
୯(IPCC࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯: 0.1) ߇↪ࠄࠇࠆޕ

ᑼߦࠃࠆ⸘▚

ߊߟ߆ߩ᮸⒳ߩᬀᨋߦ߅ߡ⸘᷹

ߦታᣉߐࠇࠆޕ
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E.1.56

E.1.55

E.1.54

E.1.53

E.1.52

E.1.51

N

1km ߚࠅߩΆᢱ

Fuel consumption
per km

ゞਔ⒖േ〒㔌

by vehicles

Kilometers
traveled

ߌࠆឃଥᢙ

Emission factor
for road
transportation
〝ߢߩャㅍߦ߅

⒳㘃ᢙ

↪ߐࠇߚゞਔߩ

type used

Number of vehicle

Ⴧട㊂

GHG ឃ  ㊂ ߩ ✚

Total increase in
GHG emission

N2O ߩ⋥ធ㊂

N ߩᣉ⢈ߦ߅ߌࠆ

input

Direct N2O
emission of

ߩឃଥᢙ

Litre km-1

km

kg CO2-e t-1

number

t CO2-e yr-1

t CO2-e yr-1

e

m

e

e

c

c

5 years

Annually

Annually

Annually

Annually

Annually

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

↪ߐࠇߚゞਔ࠲ࠗࡊޔΆᢱ࠲ࠗࡊߦផ⸘

↪ߐࠇߚゞਔ࠲ࠗࡊޔΆᢱ࠲ࠗࡊߦ⒖േ
〒㔌ࠍࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߔࠆޕ

࿖ౝߩߪߊߒ߽ޔߩ୯߇ఝవߐࠇࠆޕ

↪ߐࠇߚฦゞਔ࠲ࠗࡊߩᢙࠍࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ

ᑼߦࠃࠆ⸘▚

ᑼߦࠃࠆ⸘▚
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E.1.57

ߌࠆΆᢱᶖ⾌㊂

〝ߢߩャㅍߦ߅

transportation

Fuel consumption
for road

ᶖ⾌㊂

litre

c

Annually

100%
ᑼߦࠃࠆ⸘▚

85/133
E.1.2. If required by the selected approved
methodology, describe or provide reference
to, SOPs and quality control/quality
assurance (QA/QC) procedures applied.
The QA/QC procedures under the project
aim to implement standard procedures for
monitoring and collection of reliable field
measurements.
To ensure that the net anthropogenic GHG
removals by sinks are estimated and
monitored accurately, the quality assurance
and quality control (QA/QC) procedures such
as (1) quality assurance of field monitoring;
(2) collection of field data; (3) verification of
the data collected; and (4) data entry and
analysis, are implemented.
According to a quality system based on ISO
9001 standards.

Quality assurance of field monitoring

The personnel involved in the project
monitoring are carefully trained in data
collection and analyses.
The data collection and organization is based
on the Standard Operating Procedures
(SOPs) developed for the purpose.
These SOPs contain provisions for
documentation and verification so that
continuity in the field monitoring is
maintained and measurements can be
verified.
In order to ensure consistency in field
monitoring and measurements, the team
members are trained in all procedures of
data collection.
The monitoring and data collection unit is
organized and the team’s responsibilities are
clearly outlined.

Data collection

The field data collection is verified by
undertaking random checks of plots,
including their remeasurement by a senior
member of the monitoring team.
In case of errors, these is corrected and
recorded for each stratum.
The errors identified are recorded as a
percentage of errors on all the verified plots
to estimate the measurement error.

Verification of field data
Each team re-measures the standing above
ground biomass in at least one plot
measured by another team.

85/133
E.1.2.ㆬᛯߒߚᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߢⷐ᳞ߐࠇࠆ႐
วޔᮡḰᬺᚻ㗅 (SOP)ޔQA/QCᚻ⛯߈ߦߟ
ߡߩ⺑ߪߊߒ߽ޔෳ⠨ߣߥࠆ߽ߩࠍឭ␜
ߔࠆߎߣޕ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ߮ޔା㗬ߩ߅ߌࠆࡈࠖ࡞࠼
᷹ቯ࠺࠲㓸ߩߚߩᮡḰ⊛ߥᚻ㗅߇ጁⴕ
ߐࠇࠆߎߣ߇ޔQA/QC ᚻ⛯߈ߩ⁓ߢࠆޕ
⚐ੱὑ⊛ GHG ๆ㊂߇ᱜ⏕ߦផ⸘ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦ
ࠣߐࠇߡࠆߎߣߩ⏕ߩߚߦ(ޔ1)ࡈࠖ
࡞࠼ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩ♖ᐲ⸽㧧(2)ࡈࠖ࡞࠼
࠺࠲ߩ㓸㧧(3)㓸࠺࠲ߩᬌ⸽㧧(4)࠺
࠲ജޔಽᨆ ߚߞߣޔQA/QC ᚻ⛯߈߇ޔ
ISO9001 ⷙᩰߩຠ⾰ᜬࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߦᓥߞߡข
ࠄࠇࠆޕ

ࡈࠖ࡞࠼ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩ♖ᐲ⸽
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߦ㑐ࠊࠆࠬ࠲࠶
ࡈߪ࠺࠲ߩ㓸ߣಽᨆߩ✎ኒߥ⸠✵ࠍฃߌ
ࠆޕ
࠺࠲ߩ㓸ߣ᭴ᚑߪ♖ޔᐲะߩߚߦᡷ
⦟ߐࠇߚᮡḰᬺᚻ㗅(SOP)ߦၮ߈ⴕࠊࠇࠆޕ
ߎࠇࠄߩ SOP ߪߩࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕ࠼࡞ࠖࡈޔ
⛮⛯ᕈ߇⛽ᜬߐࠇޔ᷹㊂ߩᬌ⸽߇ߥߐࠇࠆࠃ
߁ߦޔᢥᦠൻ߮ᬌ⸽ߩⷙቯࠍࠎߢࠆޕ
ࡈࠖ࡞࠼ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ߅ࠃ᷹߮㊂ߩ৻⽾ᕈ
ࠍ⸽ߔࠆߚߦࡔߩࡓ࠴ࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔ
ࡦࡃߪ࠺࠲㓸ߩోߡߩᚻ⛯߈ߩߚߩ
⸠✵ࠍฃߌࠆޕ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ߮࠺࠲㓸ߩ࠴ࡓ߇⚵❱
ߐࠇ⽿ߩࡓ࠴ޔછ߇⸥ߐࠇߡࠆޕ
࠺࠲㓸
ࡈࠖ࡞࠼࠺࠲㓸ߪ࠴ࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔ
ࡓߩࠪ࠾ࠕࡔࡦࡃߦࠃࠆౣ᷹ቯߣ࠶ࡠࡊޔ
࠻ߩࡦ࠳ࡓ࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢࠍⴕ߁ߎߣߢᬌ⸽ߐࠇ
ࠆޕ
ࠛ߇ࠆ႐วߪࠄࠇߘޔฦ㓏ጀߏߣߦୃ
ᱜ⸥ޔ㍳ߐࠇࠆޕ
⏕ߐࠇߚࠛߪ⸘᷹ࠛ₸ߩផ⸘ߩߚ
ߦޔᬌ⸽ߐࠇࠆోࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߦ߅ߌࠆࠛ
ߩഀวߣߒߡ⸥㍳ߐࠇࠆޕ
ࡈࠖ࡞࠼࠺࠲ߩᬌ⸽
ฦ࠴ࡓߪዋߥߊߣ߽৻ߟએߩઁߩ࠴ࡓ
ߦࠃߞߡ᷹ቯߐࠇߚࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߦ߅ߡޔᨋಽ
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ߩㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬࠍౣ⸘᷹ߔࠆޕ
ౣ⸘᷹ߩ㓙ߩᧁޔ⟎߿ߩ࠻࠶ࡠࡊޔฦ᮸ᧁ
ߩ⋥ᓘ╬ߩਥⷐߥ㗄⋡߇᷹ቯߐࠇࠆޕ

During the re-measurement, key items such
as location of trees and measurement of
diameters of each tree in the plot.
The results of re-measurements are
compared and problems identified are
resolved.
This procedure is repeated during the field
data collection to minimize the errors in the
field data.

ౣ⸘᷹ߩ⚿ᨐߪᲧセߐࠇߚࠇߐ⏕ޔ㗴ߪ
⸃ߣߐࠇࠆޕ
ࡈࠖ࡞࠼࠺࠲ߩࠛࠍᦨዊ㒢ߦᛥ߃ࠆ
ߚߦ࠲࠺࠼࡞ࠖࡈޔ㓸ߩ㓙ߩߎޔᚻ
⛯߈߇ᓳߐࠇࠆޕ
࠺࠲ߩജ߮ಽᨆ
࠺࠲ߩജㆊ⒟ߪࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ࠴ࡓߩࠪ
࠾ࠕࡔࡦࡃߦࠃߞߡ⋙ⷞߐࠇ⽾৻ޔᕈࠍ
ߟߚߦߩ࠺࠲Ḯ߆ࠄߩ߽ߩߣᲧセߐࠇ
ࠆޕ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣࠬ࠲࠶ࡈߣ࠺࠲ജࠬ࠲࠶ࡈ
ߣߩቯᦼ⊛ߥࡒ࠹ࠖࡦࠣ߇ޔᄌೣ⊛ߥࡈࠖ
࡞࠼࠺࠲ߩಣℂߩߚޔಽᨆ೨ߦታᣉߐ
ࠇࠆޕ

Data entry and analysis
The data entry process is reviewed by a
senior member of the monitoring team and
compared with independent data sources to
ensure consistency.
Regular meetings between the monitoring
and data entry personnel during data
analysis is undertaken in order to resolve
any anomalies in the field data before its
analysis.
Measured
᷹ቯ(m),
ID
Number
86

ID ࠽ࡦࡃ

calculated
Data
variable
࠺࠲⒳㘃

⸘▚(c)

Data
unit
න

estimated

Recording
frequency

ផ⸘ (e)

⸥㍳㗫ᐲ

or default



࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻

Number of
data points
/Other
measure of
number of
collected
data
࠺࠲ࡐࠗ
ࡦ࠻ߩᢙ/ో
㓸࠺࠲
ᢙ

Comment

(d)87
E.1.2.01

ା㗬᳓Ḱ

%

c

5 ᐕߏߣ

100%

E.1.2.02

♖ᐲ

%

c

5 ᐕߏߣ

100%

86/133
E.2. Sampling design and stratification
The stratification process adopted by
Plantar considered the similarities that
reflect in the results of net actual GHG
removal by sinks.

QA/QC ߣ᷹ቯ
߮ࡕ࠾࠲
ࡦࠣߩ♖ᐲߩ
⏕߇⋡⊛ߢ
ࠆޕ
QA/QC ߣ᷹ቯ
߮ࡕ࠾࠲
ࡦࠣߩ♖ᐲߩ
⏕߇⋡⊛ߢ
ࠆޕ

86/133
E.2.ࠨࡦࡊࡦࠣ⸳⸘߮㓏ጀൻ
Plantar ߇ ណ ↪ ߒ ߚ 㓏 ጀ ൻ ᚻ 㗅 ߪ   ޔታ ⚐
GHG ๆ㊂ߦᤋߐࠇߡࠆ㘃ૃᕈࠍ⠨ᘦߒ
ߡࠆޕ
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Nevertheless, any changes in the number
and area of strata will be recorded
accordingly.
Few aspects, such as accidental fires,
caterpillar plague and others that may
especially interfere in the volume of wood to
be harvested and even in the definition of
sub-strata (age class) in case of anticipating
harvesting or replanting an area, are
considered for the ex-post stratification.
The forests stocks established under this
project activity are very homogeneous, once
they’ve been implemented in similar
conditions of soil, climate, landscape and
forestry management procedures.
Thus, they have the same growth tendency
and similar morphologic features for the
planted genetic sprouts.
In this sense, it’s possible to apply a system
of random definition of plot centers for
sampling plots, as it has a low variability in
the forest for the characteristics of interest.
The system is a procedure in which there’s
no restriction to casualness, which means,
all suitable plots of the population have the
same chance to be randomized in order to
compose the inventory sample.
Considering that the plantings occurred in
different dates, the substrata were
subdivided by planting year.
Therefore, to increase conservativeness of
carbon removals measurements each
substratum was considered as an
independent population and the inventories
were carried out for each one of them,
generating distinct sampling intensity and
sampling errors, increasing its
conservativeness.
The forestry management system adopted is
supported by Sops and QA/QC measures
that can assure that changes in the
stratification due to influence of grassland
vegetation in the growth of young stands
will hardly occur.
For that purpose, procedures such as
manual weed control and product
application are executed.
The adequate product concentration needs to
be determined according to a pre-assessment
of the area and its phenological stage, as per
most recent SOP.
Local aspects that may lead to changes in
the adopted silvicultural regime and any

㓏ጀߩᢙޔ㕙Ⓧߦ߅ߌࠆࠄࠁࠆᄌൻߪㆡቱ
⸥㍳ߐࠇࠆޕ
ⓠ߿ౣᬀᨋߩᤨᦼߩޔ⊒⊛ߥἫἴ߿Ძ⯻
ߩᄢ㊂⊒↢ߩઁߩߘޔⓠ᧚Ⓧߦᓇ㗀ࠍ߷
ߒߚࠅޔḰ㓏ጀߩቯ⟵㧔㦂⚖㧕߇߹ߦߥ
ࠆࠃ߁ߥᘒߪޔᓟߩ㓏ጀൻߩ㓙ߦ⠨ᘦߐ
ࠇࠆޕ
ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߢㅧᚑߐࠇࠆᨋ⫾Ⓧ
ߪૃޔㅢߞߚფ߮᳇᧦ઙޔㄝⅣႺޔ
ᨋ▤ℂᚻ㗅ߩਅߢᬀᨋߐࠇߚߚߦޔ㕖Ᏹ
ߦဋ⾰ߢࠆޕ
ࠃߞߡޔㆮવሶ▤ℂߐࠇߚ⧣ᧁߪหߓᚑ㐳
ะߣ㘃ૃߔࠆᒻᘒ⊛․ᕈࠍᜬߟޕ
ߘߩߎߣ߆ࠄࡓ࠳ࡦࠍ࠲ࡦ࠻࠶ࡠࡊޔ
ߦቯߔࠆߎߣߪޔᨋߩ․ᓽ߇ᄙ᭽ߢߪߥ
ߚߦน⢻ߢࠆޕ
ߎߩቯࠍ⇛ᑼߢⴕ߁ߎߣߦኻߔࠆ⚂ߪߥ
⊓࡞ࡊࡦࠨߩ߳࠻ࡦࡌࡦࠗޔࠅ߹ߟޕ㍳
ߩߚߦ࠲ࡦ࠻࠶ࡠࡊޔㆬ߫ࠇࠆน⢻ᕈ
ࠍోߡߩࡊࡠ࠶࠻߇ߒߡࠆޕ
ᬀᨋᣣ߇⇣ߥࠆߎߣࠍ⠨ᘦߒޔḰ㓏ጀߪᬀᨋ
ᐕߦၮ߈ߦࠄߐޔಽ㘃ߐࠇߚޕ
⚛ๆ⸘᷹ߩᕈࠍ㜞ࠆߚߦޔฦḰ
㓏ጀߪ⁛┙ߒߚ⟲ߣߺߥߐࠇࠨࠆߥ⇣ޔ
ࡦࡊࡦࠣᒝᐲߢࠗࡦࡌࡦ࠻߇ታᣉߐࠇޔ
Ḱ㓏ጀߏߣߩࠨࡦࡊࡦࠣࠛ߇↢ߓߚߎ
ߣߦࠃࠅޔᕈ߇Ⴧߒߚޕ

⧯ᨋಽߩᚑ㐳ߦ߁⨲ޔߩᬀ↢ߩᓇ㗀ࠍ
ฃߌߚ㓏ጀߩᄌൻࠍᛥ߃ࠆ SOP ߣ QA/QC ᷹ቯ
ߦࠃߞߡޔㆡ↪ߐࠇߚᨋ▤ℂࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߪᒝ
ൻߐࠇࠆޕ
㓏ጀߩᄌൻࠍ㒐ᱛߔࠆߚߦޔᚻᬺߦࠃࠆ
㔀⨲㒰߿ᧁ᧚↢↥ᔕ↪ߣߞߚᚻ⛯߈߇ታ
ⴕߐࠇࠆޕ
ᦨᣂߩ SOP ߦᓥߩ࠻ࠗࠨ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
೨⺞ᩏ߿↢⢒Ბ㓏ߦ߅ߡޔㆡಾߥ↢↥‛Ớ
ᐲ߇ቯߐࠇߥߊߡߪߥࠄߥޕ
೨ߩ㓏ጀൻߢ࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢߐࠇߡߥ߆ߞߚᄌ
ൻ߿ޔᬀᨋߩᄌൻޔᬀᨋࠨࠗ࠻ߩ․ᓽߦ
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changes in site characteristics or other
variables not considered in the ex-ante
stratification will be accordingly recorded
and considered in the ex-post stratification.
Taking into account the provisions of the
approved methodology AR-AM0005 the
project adopts more conservative approach
on sampling design patterns, plots
distribution and stratification.
For example, in case the sub-strata
inventory has an error above 10%,
considering a 95% confidence level, more
plots shall be added in the sub-strata in
order to lower the sampling error, strictly
following the approved methodology
provisions.
As presented in the section C.4 above the
total project activity area has one single
stratum and the sampling plot design and
distribution follow the good practices of
forest science methods and techniques and
were available to the DOE at the time of
validation.
The project activity forest inventory adopts,
by definition, that a sample plot shall be
located at an interval of approximately 10
hectares and that each stand shall have at
least one sample plot, regardless of the stand
size, which are geo-referenced (centre of the
plot) increasing conservativeness of
measurement.
The location of sample plots is randomly
defined.
All the original maps with the sample plots
information are filed for future
measurements.
87/133
The strata are divided into sub-strata sorted
by the date of planting (age class).
There is no differentiation in the
management system adopted for all sample
plots, as defined by the SOPs and QA/QC
procedures.
Strata and sub-strata will be verified in the
first verification and changes will be
monitored each five years.
The monitoring will be carried out through
Forestry Continuous Inventory (FCI) data
and maps.
Any changes will be recorded and presented
to the DOE at the time of verification.
E.3. Monitoring of the baseline net GHG
removals by sinks, if required by the selected

㑐ߔࠆᄌൻߪ⸥㍳ߐࠇޔᓟߩ㓏ጀൻߢ⠨ᘦ
ߐࠇࠆޕ
ᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ AR-AM0005 ߩⷙቯࠍ⠨ᘦߒ
ߡߩ࠻࠶ࡠࡊߣࡦ࠲ࡄ↹⸘ࠣࡦࡊࡦࠨޔ
㈩⟎ޔ㓏ጀൻߦ㑐ߒߡࠅࠃޔ⊛ߥࠕࡊࡠ
࠴ࠍណ↪ߔࠆޕ
߃߫ޔḰ㓏ጀߩࠗࡦࡌࡦ࠻ߢޔ95㧑ߩ
ା㗬᳓Ḱߢࠛ߇ 10㧑એߢߞߚ႐วޔ
ࠨࡦࡊࡦࠣࠛࠍᷫࠄߔߚߦޔᛚᷣ
ߺᣇᴺ⺰ߦᓥࠇߐ⟎⸳ߦᦝ߇࠻࠶ࡠࡊޔ
ࠆޕ
⸥࡚ࠢࠪࡦ C.4 ߩߣ߅ࠅࠛ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠕߩ㓏ጀߪ৻ߟߒ߆ߥߊ࠶ࡠࡊ࡞ࡊࡦࠨޔ
࠻ߩ࠺ࠩࠗࡦߣ㈩⟎ߪޔᨋ⑼ቇࡔ࠰࠼߮
ᛛⴚߩఝ⦟ᘠⴕߦᓥޔലൻክᩏߩ㓙ߦ
DOE ߩ࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢࠍฃߌࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩᨋࠗࡦࡌࡦ࠻ߪࠨޔ
ࡦࡊ࡞ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ࠍ⚂ 10ha 㑆㓒ࠍߌߡ㈩⟎
ߒޔฦᨋಽౝߦዋߥߊߣ߽৻ߟߩࡊࡠ࠶࠻
ࠍޔᨋಽߩᄢ߈ߐߦ㑐ଥߥߊޔᒻࠍၮḰ㧔ࡊ
ࡠ࠶࠻ߩਛᔃߩ⸳ቯ㧕ߦ⸳⟎ߒ⸘ޔ᷹ߩ
ᕈࠍ㜞ࠆޕ
ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ⟎ߪࡦ࠳ࡓߦቯߐ
ࠇࠆޕ
ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩᖱႎ߇ߞߚޔᚑߒߚ
ోߡߩ࿑ߪ᧪ߩ᷹ቯߩߚߦ▤ߐࠇ
ࠆޕ
87/133
㓏ጀߪᬀᨋᣣ(㦂⚖)ࠍၮḰߦḰ㓏ጀߦಽ㘃ߐࠇ
ࠆޕ
SOP ߣ QA/QC ߩᚻ⛯߈ߢቯࠄࠇߡࠆߣ߅
ࠅߦ࠻࠶ࡠࡊߩߡోޔㆡ↪ߐࠇࠆ▤ℂࠪࠬ࠹
ࡓߪห৻ߩ߽ߩߢࠆޕ
㓏ጀߣḰ㓏ጀߪᦨೋߩᬌ⸽㧔verification㧕ߢᬌ
⸽ߐࠇޔᄌൻߒߚ㗄⋡ߪ 5 ᐕߏߣߦࡕ࠾࠲ࡦ
ࠣߐࠇࠆޕ
⛮⛯⊛ᨋࠗࡦࡌࡦ࠻(FCI)ߩ࠺࠲ߣ࿑
ᖱႎ߽ోߡࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߐࠇࠆޕ
߆ߥࠆᄌൻ߽⸥㍳ߐࠇޔᬌ⸽ߩ㓙ߦ DOE ߦ
ឭߐࠇࠆޕ
E.3.ࡌࠬࠗࡦ⚐ๆ㊂ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ(ㆬ
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approved methodology:
Since the baseline scenario is the
maintenance of grassland in its peak and
steady state and the sum of the carbon stock
changes of the living biomass in the
grassland is considered to be zero, this
project activity does not require monitoring
of the baseline as per the CDM approved
methodology AMAR0005.

ᛯߒߚᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߢᔅⷐߣߐࠇࠆ႐วߦ
㒢ࠆ)
ࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߪ⫾ޔⓍ߇ᦨᄢߢቯ
ߒߡࠆ⨲ߩ⛽ᜬߢ⨲ޔߩ↢ᘒࡃࠗࠝࡑ
ࠬߩ⚛⫾Ⓧߩว⸘ߪࡠߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆߚ
ߦ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊߩߎޔᵴേߪޔᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ
⺰ AM-AR0005 ߦᓥ࠾ࡕߩࡦࠗࠬࡌޔ
࠲ࡦࠣࠍᔅⷐߣߒߥޕ

Measured
᷹ቯ(m),
calculated

ID
number88
ID ࠽ࡦࡃ

Data
variable
࠺࠲⒳
㘃

Data
unit
න

⸘▚(c)

Recording

estimated

frequency

ផ⸘ (e)

⸥㍳㗫ᐲ

or default



࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻

Number of
data points
/Other
measure of
number of
collected
data
࠺࠲ࡐࠗ
ࡦ࠻ߩᢙ/ో
㓸࠺࠲
ᢙ

Comment

(d)89

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

The monitoring of the actual net GHG
removals by sinks covers the monitoring of
the changes to the project boundary and the
assessment of changes in the carbon pools
under consideration within the project
boundary.
The monitoring procedures are designed
based on the stratification, sample frame,
and monitoring frequency.
The monitoring of the actual net GHG
removals by sinks includes:
Monitoring the changes in the
above-ground and below-ground biomass
pools of the A/R project.
Monitoring of GHG emissions within the
project boundary that result from the
implementation of the A/R project activities
such as site preparation, planting,
maintenance, fertilization, harvesting, and
accidental fires, etc.
The following equation provided by the
AR-AM0005, Section III. 5.c is used to
calculated net greenhouse gas removals by
sinks.
The ex-post calculations will be provided to
the DOE at time of verification (the ex-ante

N/A

N/A

N/A

ታ⚐ GHG ๆ㊂ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߢߪࡠࡊޔ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߩᄌൻߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
ߣ࠳ࡦ࠙ࡃ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔౝߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ
ᄌൻߩ⺞ᩏࠍⴕ߁ޕ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᚻ⛯߈ߪ㓏ጀࡈ࡞ࡊࡦࠨޔ
ࡓߣࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ㗫ᐲࠍࡌࠬߦߒߡቯߐ
ࠇࠆޕ
ታ⚐ GHG ๆ㊂ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߦߪએਅߩ
㗄⋡߇߹ࠇࠆ㧦
A/R ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ߅ߌࠆㇱਅㇱࡃ
ࠗࠝࡑࠬࡊ࡞ᄌൻߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣޕ
ᜥ߃߿ᬀᨋ▤ޔℂޔᣉ⢈ޔⓠޔ⊒⊛
ߥἫἴߥߤ߅ߦ࠳ࡦ࠙ࡃ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ߌࠆ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߩታᣉߦᏫߔࠆ GHG
ឃߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
ᣇᴺ⺰ AR-AM0005 ߩ࡚ࠢࠪࡦΥ.5 ߢ␜ߐ
ࠇߡࠆᑼ߇ GHG ๆ㊂ߩផ⸘ߦ↪ࠄࠇ
ࠆޕ
 ᓟ ផ ⸘ ߩ ⚿ ᨐ ߇ ᬌ ⸽ (verification) ߩ 㓙 ߦ
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results are available in section D.1 above).

DOE ߦႎ๔ߐࠇࠆ㧔೨ߩផ⸘୯ߪ࡚ࠢࠪ
ࡦ D.1 ߦ⸥タ)ޕ
88 PDDౝߢߩ⋧ෳᾖߩߚߦޔID࠽ࡦࡃ
ࠍ⸥タߩߎߣޕ
89 ෳᾖ࠺࠲࠰ࠬࠍోߡ⸥ߔߎߣޕ

Please provide ID number for
cross-referencing in the PDD.
89 Please provide full reference to data
source.
88

C ACTUAL, t =

I

J

K

i 1

j 1

k 1

¦ ¦ ¦

C ijk, t

㧙GHG E, t

Where

ᑼਛ㧧

C ACTUAL, t = net greenhouse gas removals
by sinks; tonnes CO2-e yr-1 for year t
i = stratum i (I = total number of strata)
j = species j (J = total number of species)
k = substratum k (K = total number of
substrata)
GHG E, t = annual GHG emissions as a result
of the implementation of the A/R CDM
project activity within the project boundary;
254ones CO2-e yr-1 for year t
88/133
E.4.1. Data to be collected in order to
monitor the verifiable changes in carbon
stock in the carbon pools within the project
boundary resulting from the proposed A/R
CDM project activity:
This section presents, based on the
provisions of the CDM approved
methodology AR-AM0005 the basic variables
that affect the changes in carbon stock in the
above-ground and below-ground biomass
pools and report the same at the time of
verification.
The following steps are followed in the
monitoring process.

C ACTUAL, t  = t ᐕߦ߅ߌࠆ GHG ๆ㊂;
tonnes CO2-e yr-1
i = 㓏ጀ i (I = ✚㓏ጀᢙ)
j = ᮸⒳ j (J = ✚᮸⒳ᢙ)
k = 㓏ጀ k (K = ✚Ḱ㓏ጀᢙ)

Monitoring frequency

Monitoring interval may depend on the
growth rate and variability observed in the
above-ground carbon pool.
Depending upon the rate of carbon
accumulation in the living biomass, the first
monitoring interval is between second and
third years, as per the QA/QC system, after
which the monitoring interval coincides with
the verification interval, which is expected to
occur at 5-year intervals, until the end of the
crediting period.
Monitoring of GHG emissions within the
project boundary

GHG E, t = tᐕߩA/Rࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߦࠃ
ࠆ࠳ࡦ࠙ࡃ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔౝߦ߅ߌࠆᐕ
㑆GHGឃ; tonnes CO2-e yr-1
88/133
E.4.1.A/R CDM ᵴേߩ⚿ᨐࡃ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߩ⚛ࡊ࡞ߢ↢ߓߚޔᬌ⸽น
⢻ߥ⚛⫾Ⓧᄌൻߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩߚߦ
㓸ߐࠇࠆ࠺࠲
ߎ ߩ  ࠢ ࠪ ࡚ ࡦ ߪ ᛚ  ᷣ ߺ ᣇ ᴺ ⺰
AR-AM0005 ߩⷙቯߦၮ߈ޔㇱ/ਅㇱࡃ
ࠗࠝࡑࠬࡊ࡞ߩ⚛⫾Ⓧᄌേߦᓇ㗀ࠍ߷
ߔၮᧄᄌᢙࠍ⚫ߒߡࠆޕ

ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩ㓙ߦᰴߩᚻ㗅ࠍ〯ޕ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ㗫ᐲ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩ㑆㓒ߪޔㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ
ᚑ㐳₸ߣᄌൻ⁁ᴫߦᔕߓࠆޕ
QA/QC ߩᚻ⛯߈ߦᓥ߁ߣᦨޔೋߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦ
ࠣߪ↢ᘒࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ₸ߦᔕߓޔ2,3
ᐕ⋡ߦታᣉߐࠇࠆߩߘޕᓟᦼ࠻࠶ࠫࠢޔ㑆
ߩ ⚳ ੌ ߹ ߢ  ߪ ࠣ ࡦ  ࠲ ࠾ ࡕ ޔᬌ ⸽
(verification) ߩᤨᦼߣหᤨᦼߦޔ5 ᐕ㑆㓒ߢ
ታᣉߐࠇࠆߣ੍᷹ߐࠇࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߦ߅ߌࠆ GHG ឃ
㊂ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
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The following three major sources of GHG
emissions are identified in the
implementation of the CDM A/R project
activity.
These emissions are recorded, reported and
accounted in the calculation of actual net
GHG removals by sinks from the project.

ᰴߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ߅ߌࠆ 3 ߟߩਥⷐ GHG ឃ
Ḯ߇․ቯߐࠇߚޕ

GHG emissions from fossil fuel
consumption;
GHG emissions from nitrogenous fertilizer
application;
The biomass burning in the project area as
a result of fire from accidental natural
causes or due to anthropogenic activities
outside the project activities.
Biomass burning is not considered for
ex-ante estimates once this is not
silviculture practice adopted in this CDM
A/R project activity.
Monitoring of the carbon stock changes
The above-ground tree component standing
on the permanent sample plots is measured
at each monitoring interval.
The approved methodology does not account
for non-tree biomass carbon pools.
This is due to the fact that the non-tree
component in the project scenario is likely to
be greater than in the baseline scenario.
This is conservative once the non-tree
biomass carbon pools and forms less than 5
percent of the total project biomass.
The changes in carbon stock in the aboveand below-ground biomass are estimated as
the difference of the carbon stocks measured
obtained at the beginning and at the end of a
monitoring interval.
Carbon stocks are estimated using biomass
expansion factor that results out of the
weighted average from all sub-strata within
the project boundary detailed in the section
C.4.
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Changes in carbon stock in the above-ground
biomass pool are estimated taking into
account the increases and decreases in the
carbon pools, under the project scenario.
The major changes contributing
to the changes in the carbon pools result

ߎࠇࠄߩឃߪ⸥㍳ޔႎ๔ߐࠇࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
࠻ߦᏫߔࠆታ⚐ GHG ๆ㊂▚ቯߢ⸘ߐࠇ
ߚޕ
ൻ⍹Άᢱ↪ߦࠃࠆ GHG ឃ
⓸⚛⢈ᢱ↪ߦࠃࠆ GHG ឃ
⊒⊛ߦ⥄ὼߥⷐ࿃࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊߪߚ߹ޔ
ᵴേએᄖߩੱὑ⊛ⷐ࿃ߦࠃࠅᒁ߈ߎߐࠇߚ
Ἣἴߦࠃࠆࠕࠛ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔౝߢߩࡃࠗ
ࠝࡑࠬΆ
ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊᧄޔᵴേߢታ
ᣉߔࠆᬀᨋᬺߦߪ߹ࠇߥߚޔ೨ផ
⸘ߦߪߞߡߥޕ
⚛⫾Ⓧᄌൻߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
ࡄࡑࡀࡦ࠻ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ౝߩㇱ⫾
Ⓧߪࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩฦ࿁ߢ᷹ቯߐࠇࠆޕ
ᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߢߪޔ㕖ᧁ⾰ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ
⚛ࡊ࡞ࠍ⸘ߒߥޕ
ߎࠇߪࠆߌ߅ߦࠝ࠽ࠪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ㕖ᧁ
⾰ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ߇ࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝࠃࠅ߽
ᄢ߈ߊߥࠆน⢻ᕈ߇㜞ߚߢࠆޕ
㕖ᧁ⾰ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ߩ✚ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ 5㧑એਅࠍභࠆߣ੍᷹ߔࠆ
ߩ߇⊛ߢࠆޕ
ㇱ߮ਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ⚛⫾Ⓧߩᄌൻ
㊂ߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ㐿ᆎᤨߣࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩ
⚳ੌᤨߦ⸘᷹ߐࠇߚ୯ߩᏅࠍ߽ߞߡ⸘᷹ߐࠇ
ࠆޕ
⚛⫾Ⓧߪ ࡦ࡚ࠪࠢޔC.4 ߢㅀߒߡ
ࠆోޔḰ㓏ጀߩട㊀ᐔဋ߆ࠄߣߞߚࡃࠗࠝࡑ
ࠬᄢଥᢙࠍ↪ߡផ⸘ߐࠇࠆޕ
89/133
ㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬࡊ࡞ਛߩ⚛⫾Ⓧᄌൻ
ߪࠆߌ߅ߦࠝ࠽ࠪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ⚛ࡊ
࡞ߩჇᷫࠍ⠨ᘦߦࠇޔផ⸘ߐࠇࠆޕ
⚛ࡊ࡞ߩᄌേࠍ߽ߚࠄߔޔਥߥᄌൻߪએ
ਅߩߣ߅ࠅߢࠆ㧧

from the following:
Changes in the area reforested over the
project period;

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᦼ㑆ౝߢౣᬀᨋߐࠇߚ㕙Ⓧ
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Increases in carbon stock in the
above-ground biomass pool due to growth.
Loss of carbon stock due to clearance of
grassland biomass to implement the A/R
project activity; and
Losses in carbon stock due to natural or
anthropogenic disturbances, such as
accidental fire and harvesting cycles.
The changes in the carbon stocks of
above-ground and below-ground biomass are
estimated as follows.

ᚑ㐳ߦࠃࠆㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬࡊ࡞ਛߩ
⚛⫾ⓍߩჇട
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߩߚߦ⨲ߩࡃࠗࠝࡑ
ࠬࠍ㒰ߔࠆߎߣߦࠃࠆ⚛⫾Ⓧߩᷫዋ
Ἣἴ߿ⓠߣߞߚ⥄ޔὼߥੱߪߊߒ߽ޔ
ὑ⊛ߥᠣੂߦࠃࠆ⚛⫾Ⓧߩᷫዋ
ㇱ߮ਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ⚛⫾Ⓧߩᄌ
േߪਅ⸥ߩߣ߅ࠅ᳞ࠄࠇࠆޕ

¨ Cijk,t =(¨CAB, ijk ,t +¨CBB, ijk ,t)44/12

(15)

¨CAB, ijk ,t = (CAB,ijk,m 2 㧙CAB, ijk,m 1) /T

(16)

¨C BB, ijk ,t = (CBB,ijk,m 2 㧙CBB,ijk,m 1) /T

(17)

where:
¨Cijk,t = verifiable changes in carbon stock
in living biomass of trees for stratum i
species j substratum k; tonnes CO2 yr-1 in
year t
¨CAB, ijk ,t = changes in carbon stock in
above-ground biomass of trees for stratum i
species j substratum k; tonnes CO2 yr-1 in
year t
¨CBB, ijk ,t = changes in carbon stock in
below-ground biomass of trees for stratum i
species j substratum k; tonnes CO2 yr-1 in
year t
CAB,ijk,m 2= carbon stock in above-ground
biomass of trees for stratum i species j
sub-stratum k calculated at monitoring
point m2; tonnes C
CAB, ijk,m 1= carbon stock in above-ground
biomass of trees for stratum i species j
sub-stratum k calculated at monitoring
point m1; tonnes C
CBB,ijk,m 2 = carbon stock in below-ground
biomass of trees for stratum i species j
sub-stratum k calculated at monitoring
point m2; tonnes C
CBB,ijk,m 1 = carbon stock in below-ground
biomass of trees for stratum i species j
sub-stratum k, calculated at monitoring year
m1; tonnes C
T = number of years between monitoring
point m2 and m1, is 5 years, as per approved
methodology AM-AR0005.
44/12 = ratio of molecular weights of CO2
and carbon; dimensionless

ᑼਛ㧦
¨Cijk,t = 㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳ j ޔḰ㓏ጀkߩޔtᐕߦ
߅ߌࠆޔ᮸ᧁߩ↢ᘒࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ
ߩᬌ⸽น⢻ߥᄌൻ㧧 tonnes CO2 yr-1
¨CAB, ijk ,t = 㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳ j ޔḰ㓏ጀkߩޔtᐕ
ߦ߅ߌࠆޔ᮸ᧁߩㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛
⫾Ⓧߩᄌൻ㧧tonnes CO2 yr-1
¨CBB, ijk ,t = 㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳ j ޔḰ㓏ጀkߩޔtᐕ
ߦ߅ߌࠆޔ᮸ᧁߩਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛
⫾Ⓧߩᄌൻ; tonnes CO2 yr-1

CAB,ijk,m 2 = 㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳ j ޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌ
ࠆᤨࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔὐm2 ߢ⸘▚ߐࠇߚޔ᮸ᧁ
ߩㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ; tonnes C
CAB, ijk,m 1 = 㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳ j ޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌ
ࠆᤨࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔὐm1 ߢ⸘▚ߐࠇߚޔ᮸ᧁ
ߩㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ; tonnes C
CBB,ijk,m 2 = 㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳ j ޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌ
ࠆᤨࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔὐm2 ߢ⸘▚ߐࠇߚޔ᮸ᧁ
ߩਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ; tonnes C
CBB,ijk,m 1 = 㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳ j ޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌ
ࠆᤨࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔὐm1 ߢ⸘▚ߐࠇߚޔ᮸ᧁ
ߩਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ; tonnes C
T =ᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߦᓥ߁ߣޔAM-AR0005 ࡕ
࠾࠲ࡦࠣᤨὐ m2 ߣm1 ߩ㑆ߩᐕᢙߪ 5 ᐕ
ߢࠆޕ
44/12 = CO2 ߣ⚛ߩಽሶ㊂Ყ; dimensionless
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Destructive sampling methods
Destructive sampling is used at the time of
monitoring.
The randomly selected trees of different
sizes are selected and their diameter at
breast height (dbh) and height are
measured.
The trees are harvested and sampled to
estimate the volume of the tree
above-ground biomass through using
destructive sampling methods.
Use of BEF method and use of local/national
published data
The changes in above-ground biomass are
assessed using biomass expansion factor
method (BEF method) and data from local
measurements and publications, as
prescribed by Section III.5.a.2 of the
AR-AM0005 methodology.
The changes that are related to
below-ground biomass and root-shoot ratio
calculation are assessed based on scientific
experiments and public available data that
were assessed through measurement in
eucalyptus plantations sites in the same
region with similar climate and soil
conditions.
In addition, the BEF and the root-shoot ratio
applied are age and density dependent based
on scientific based local publication;
nevertheless, the calculations are volume
based per area (i.e. volume per hectare).
Therefore, the following step-wised
procedures are applied in the project activity
stratum using plot level data, available local
yield data and expansion factors, taking into
account sub-stratum (age class) per unit of
area (hectare).
The source of the BEF used in this project
activity is an academic research study
(LADEIRA, 1999) developed in the same
region and river basin of the project activity,
the Paraopeba river basin.
The species used in the research was the
Eucalyptus Urophylla, which is a component
of the project entity’s hybrid clone of
Urograndis.
The eucalyptus were planted using an
equivalent (9 square meters) spacing
planting, the same used by the project entity.
Since the research considered all of the
forest lifecycle stages (ages), the BEF was

90/133
⎕უ⊛ᣇᴺ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࡦࠣߢߪ⎕უ⊛ᣇᴺ߇ߣࠄࠇ
ࠆޕ
᭽ߥޘᄢ߈ߐߩᧁ߇ࡦ࠳ࡓߦߐࠇޔ⢷
㜞⋥ᓘߣ᮸㜞߇᷹ቯߐࠇߚޕ

⎕უ⊛ᣇᴺߦࠃࠅޔ᮸ᧁㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑ
ࠬߩⓍ߇ࠍᧁޔબណޔߒࠣࡦࡊࡦࠨޔផ
⸘ߐࠇࠆޕ
ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬᄢଥᢙ߮ࡠࠞ࡞/ో࿖᳓Ḱ࠺
࠲ߩ↪
ㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩᄌേߪޔAR-AM0005 ᣇᴺ
⺰ߩ࡚ࠢࠪࡦΥ.5.a.2 ߦㅀߐࠇߡࠆߣ߅
ࠅࠬࡑࠝࠗࡃޔᄢଥᢙࠍ↪ߚᣇᴺ㧔BEFࡔ
࠰࠼㧕ߣታ᷹߮ೀⴕ‛߆ࠄߩᒁ↪࠺࠲ࠍ↪
ߡᩏቯߐࠇࠆޕ
᳇ޔფ᧦ઙߩૃㅢߞߚหၞߩ࡙ࠞ
ᬀᨋߦ߅ߡޔታ᷹ߒᬌ⸽ߐࠇߚ৻⥸⊛ߥ
࠺࠲ߣ⑼ޔቇ⊛ታ㛎ߦၮߡޔਅㇱࡃࠗ
ࠝࡑࠬߣㇱਅㇱᲧ₸⸘▚ߦㅪേߔࠆᄌ
ൻߪᩏቯߐࠇࠆޕ

ᦝߦޔBEF㧔ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬᄢଥᢙ㧕ߣㇱ
ਅㇱᲧ₸ߪ⎇ߥ࡞ࠞࡠޔⓥೀⴕ‛ߦၮ߈ޔ
᮸㦂ߣ᧚Ⓧߩ߽ߩ߇ㆡ↪ߐࠇࠆ㧧ߒ߆ߒ⸘
▚ߪ㕙Ⓧߚࠅߩ᧚Ⓧࡌࠬߣߥࠆޕ㧔i.e.
m3/ha㧕
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻᳓Ḱ࠺࠲ߩ࡞ࠞࡠޔⓠ㊂࠺
࠲ޔ߮ᄢଥᢙࠍ↪ߡޔḰ㓏ጀ㧔ᨋ㦂㧕ࠍ
⠨ᘦߒߟߟ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉ㓏ጀߦ߅
ߡޔ㕙Ⓧනߏߣߦਅ⸥ߩᚻ㗅ࠍ〯ࠎߛޕ
ߎߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߢ↪ߚBEFߪࡠࡊޔ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേታᣉၞߩหߓᴡᎹᵹၞ
㧔Paratrooperᴡ㧕ߢⴕߞߚቇⴚ⎇ⓥ
㧔LADEIRA, 1999㧕߆ࠄណߞߚᢙ୯ߢࠆޕ
⎇ⓥኻ⽎ߣߥߞߚ᮸⒳ߪ↪ߢ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠆࡂࠗࡉ࠶࠼ࠢࡠࡦ⒳Urograndisߩ᭴
ᚑ⒳ߢࠆEucalyptus Urophyllaߢࠆޕ
࡙ࠞߪဋ╬ߥᬀᩱ㑆㓒(9 ᐔᣇࡔ࠻࡞)ߢ
ᬀ߃ࠄࠇߡ߅ࠅ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉ߽ห᭽
ߩᬀᩱᣇᴺࠍណ↪ߒߡࠆޕ
⎇ⓥߪᨋߩోᚑ㐳Ბ㓏㧔ᨋ㦂㧕ࠍ⠨ᘦߒߡ߅
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calculated as an average of the age classes
applied in the research.
Step 1: Estimation of living biomass of trees
using BEF

ࠅޔᨋ㦂ߩᐔဋ߆ࠄBEFߪ⸘▚ߐࠇߚޕ

ᚻ㗅 1㧦BEFࠍ↪ߚ↢ᘒࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩផ⸘

TB AB, ijk,tree,m =V ijk,mD jBEF jk                     (18)
TB BB,ijk,tree,m = TBAB,ijk,tree,mR j                      (19)
TB AB, ijk,tree,m = above-ground biomass per
tree of stratum i species j and sub-stratum k;
tonnes d.m. tree-1 at monitoring year m
TB BB,ijk,tree,m = below-ground biomass per
tree of stratum i species j and sub-stratum k;
tonnes d.m. tree-1 at monitoring year m
V ijk,m = merchantable volume per tree
(diameter DBH and height H) in stratum i
species j and sub-stratum k (age class); m3
tree-1 at monitoring year m
D j = basic wood density for species j; tonnes

d.m. m-3 merchantable volume
91/133
BEF jk = biomass expansion factor for
conversion of merchantable volume to
above-ground tree biomass for species j
sub-stratum k; dimensionless
R j = root-to-shoot ratio appropriate for
species j (eucalyptus); dimensionless
Step 2: Estimation of the carbon stock living
biomass of trees in one permanent sample
plot

TB AB, ijk,tree,m = ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᐕmޔ㓏ጀiޔ᮸
⒳jޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌࠆฦ᮸ᧁߩㇱࡃࠗࠝ
ࡑࠬ, tonnes d.m. tree-1
TB BB,ijk,tree,m =ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᐕmޔ㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳
jޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌࠆฦ᮸ᧁߩਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑ
ࠬ, tonnes d.m. tree-1
V ijk,m = ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᐕmޔ㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳jޔḰ
㓏ጀk㧔ᨋ㦂㧕ߦ߅ߌࠆฦ᮸ᧁߩขᒁน⢻᧚Ⓧ
㧔DBH߮Hࠃࠅផ⸘㧕 ; m3 tree-1

D j = ᮸⒳jߩ᧚ኈⓍኒᐲޔขᒁน⢻᧚
Ⓧ;tonnes d.m. m-3 
91/133
BEF jk = ᮸⒳jޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߡޔᬺ᧚Ⓧ
ࠍㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ㊂ߦᄌ឵ߔࠆ㓙ߩࡃࠗࠝ
ࡑࠬᄢଥᢙ; dimensionless
R j = ᮸⒳j(eucalyptus)ߦㆡಾߥㇱਅ
ㇱᲧ₸; dimensionless
ᚻ㗅 2㧦ࡄࡑࡀࡦ࠻ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߦ߅ߌ
ࠆ↢ᘒࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ⚛⫾Ⓧߩផ⸘

TR

PC AB ,ijk ,plot, m =

¦

TBAB,ijk, tree, mCFj                     (20)

tr 1

TR

PCBB ,ijk ,plot ,m =

¦

TBBB, ijk, tree, mCFj                     (21)

tr 1

where:

ᑼਛ:

PC AB ,ijk ,plot, m = plot level carbon stock in
above-ground biomass for stratum i species j
sub-stratum k per unit area; tonnes C ha-1
at monitoring year m

PC AB ,ijk ,plot, m = ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᐕmޔ㓏ጀiޔ᮸

PCBB ,ijk ,plot ,m = plot level carbon stock in
below-ground biomass for stratum i species j
sub-stratum k per unit area; tonnes C ha-1
at monitoring year m
TBAB,ijk, tree, m = above-ground biomass per
tree of stratum i species j and sub-stratum k;
tonnes d.m. tree-1 at monitoring year m
TBBB, ijk, tree, m = below-ground biomass per
tree of stratum i species j and sub-stratum k;

⒳jޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌࠆߩߢ࡞ࡌ࠻࠶ࡠࡊޔ
ㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬਛߩන㕙Ⓧߚࠅߩ⚛
⫾Ⓧ; tonnes C ha-1
PCBB ,ijk ,plot ,m =ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᐕmޔ㓏ጀiޔ᮸
⒳jޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌࠆߩߢ࡞ࡌ࠻࠶ࡠࡊޔ
ਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬਛߩන㕙Ⓧߚࠅߩ⚛
⫾Ⓧ; tonnes C ha-1
TBAB,ijk, tree, m = ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᐕmޔ㓏ጀiޔ᮸
⒳jޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌࠆฦ᮸ᧁߩㇱࡃࠗࠝ
ࡑࠬ, tonnes d.m. tree-1
TBBB, ijk tree m = ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᐕmޔ㓏ጀ
iޔ᮸⒳jޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌࠆฦ᮸ᧁߩਅㇱࡃ
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tonnes d.m. tree-1 at monitoring year m
CFj = carbon fraction of dry matter for
species j, tonnes C (tonne d.m.)-1;
The basic wood density applied is 0.503 t
d.m. m-3, as details are presented in the
stratification section.
Step 3: Mean carbon stock within each
stratum calculated by averaging the carbon
stock across plots in a stratum.

ࠗࠝࡑࠬ, tonnes d.m. tree-1
CFj = ᮸⒳jߩੇ‛ߩ⚛ଥᢙ; tonnes C
(tonne d.m.)-1;
ㆡ↪ߒߚ᧚ኈⓍኒᐲߪ 0.503 t d.m. m-3, ⚦
ߪ㓏ጀൻߩ࡚ࠢࠪࡦࠍෳᾖޕ

ᚻ㗅 3: ోࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ⚛⫾Ⓧࠍᐔဋൻߒߡ⸘
▚ߒߚޔฦ㓏ጀߩᐔဋ⚛⫾Ⓧ

Pijk

MC AB, ijk, m =

¦

PC AB, ijk, plot, m /Pijk

(22)

p 1

Pijk

MC BB, ijk m =

¦

PC BB, ijk, plot, m /Pijk

(23)

p 1

where:

ᑼਛ:

MC AB, ijk, m = mean carbon stock in

MC AB, ijk, m = ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᐕmޔ㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳

above-ground biomass for stratum i species j
sub-stratum k; tonnes C ha-1 at monitoring
year m
MC BB, ijk m = mean carbon stock in
below-ground biomass for stratum i species j
sub-stratum k; tonnes C ha-1 at monitoring
year m
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PC AB, ijk, plot, m = plot level carbon stock in
above-ground biomass for stratum i species j
sub-stratum k; tonnes C ha-1 at monitoring
year m
PC BB, ijk, plot, m = plot level carbon stock in
below-ground biomass for stratum i species j
sub-stratum k; tonnes C ha-1 at monitoring
year m
Pijk = plot in stratum i, species j, sub-stratum
k ( Pijk = total number of plots in stratum i
species j sub-stratum k) ; dimensionless

Step 4: The carbon stock in living biomass is
calculated from the area of each stratum i,
species j and substratum k at monitoring
year t and the mean carbon stock in
above-ground biomass and below-ground
biomass per unit area, given by:

jޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌࠆㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩᐔဋ
⚛⫾Ⓧ; tonnes C ha-1

MC BB, ijk m = ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᐕmޔ㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳
jޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌࠆਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩᐔဋ
⚛⫾Ⓧ; tonnes C ha-1
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PC AB, ijk, plot, m =ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᐕmޔ㓏ጀiޔ᮸
⒳jޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌࠆㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩࡊ
ࡠ࠶࠻ࡌ࡞ߢߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ; tonnes C ha-1

PC BB, ijk, plot, m = ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᐕmޔ㓏ጀiޔ᮸
⒳jޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌࠆਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩࡊ
ࡠ࠶࠻ࡌ࡞ߢߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ; tonnes C ha-1

Pijk = 㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳jޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌࠆࡊࡠ࠶
࠻ ( Pijk = 㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳jޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌࠆో
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ᢙ) ; dimensionless
ᚻ㗅 4:↢ᘒࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛⫾Ⓧߪࡕ࠾࠲
ࡦࠣᐕtߦޔ㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳jޔḰ㓏ጀkߩ㕙Ⓧ߆
ࠄ⸘▚ߐࠇޔㇱ߮ਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ
㕙Ⓧනߚࠅߩᐔဋ⚛⫾Ⓧߪએਅߩᑼ߆
ࠄ᳞ࠄࠇࠆޕ

CAB,ijk, m =Aijk,mMCAB,ijk, m

(24)

CBB,ijk,m =Aijk,m MCBB,ijk, m

(25)

where:

ᑼਛ:

CAB,ijk, m = changes in carbon stock in
above-ground biomass for stratum i species j

CAB,ijk, m = ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᐕmޔ㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳jޔ
Ḱ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌࠆㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩᄌൻ;
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sub-stratum k; tonnes C at monitoring year

m
CBB,ijk, m = changes in carbon stock in
below-ground biomass for stratum i species j
sub-stratum k; tonnes C at monitoring year
m
Aijk,m = area of stratum i species j
sub-stratum k; hectare (ha) at monitoring
year m
MCAB,ijk,m = mean carbon stock in
above-ground biomass for stratum i species j
sub-stratum k; tonnes C ha-1 at monitoring
year m
MCBB,ijk,m = mean carbon stock in
below-ground biomass for stratum i species j
sub-stratum k; tonnes C ha-1 at monitoring
year m

tonnes C

CBB,ijk, m = ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᐕmޔ㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳jޔ
Ḱ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌࠆਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ; tonnes C
Aijk,m = ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᐕmߦ߅ߌࠆޔ㓏ጀiޔ᮸
⒳jޔḰ㓏ጀkߩ㕙Ⓧ; hectare (ha)
MCAB,ijk,m = ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᐕmޔ㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳
jޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌࠆㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩᐔဋ
⚛⫾Ⓧ; tonnes C ha-1

MCBB,ijk,m = ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᐕmޔ㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳
jޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌࠆਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩᐔဋ
⚛⫾Ⓧ; tonnes C ha-1
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E.1.08

E.1.07

E.1.06

E.1.05

E.1.04

E.1.03

E.1.02

E.1.01

90

ID
number

Sample plot ID
ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊࡠ࠶࠻
ID
Plot location

ᢙ

ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊࡠ࠶࠻

Number of sample
plots

㓏ጀߩᮡḰᏅ

of stratum

Stratum ID
㓏ጀ ID
Sub-stratum ID
Ḱ㓏ጀID
Confidence level
ା㗬᳓Ḱ
Accuracy
♖ᐲ
Standard
deviation

Data variable
࠺࠲⒳㘃

GPScoordinates

Alphanumeric

Alphanumeric

m

e

e

e

e

%

Alphanumeric

e

comment ࠍෳᾖ

comment ࠍෳᾖ

࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻(d)91

or default

ផ⸘ (e)

estimated

⸘▚(c)

%

Alphanumeric

Alphanumeric

Data unit
න

calculated

Measured
᷹ቯ(m),

100%
100%

5 ᐕߏߣ
5 ᐕߏߣ

100%

100%

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

100%

5 ᐕߏߣ

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߣฦࡈࠖ࡞࠼

ID࠽ࡦࡃ߇ฦࡑࡀࡦ࠻ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߦഀࠅᒰߡࠆޕ

ࡊࡠ࠶࠻IDߪฦࡄࡑࡀࡦ࠻ࠨࡦࡊ
࡞ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߦഀࠅᒰߡࠆޕ

㓏ጀޔḰ㓏ጀߣ߽ᮡḰᏅߪE.1.03–
E.1.04 ߆ࠄ߮ᮡḰᬺᚻ㗅ߦᓥ
⸘▚ߐࠇߚޕ

10% ࠨࡦࡊࡦࠣࠛ

95%

⸥࡚ࠢࠪࡦ E.1.1 ߩࠍෳᾖ

comment ࠍෳᾖ
100%

⸥࡚ࠢࠪࡦ E.1.1 ߩࠍෳᾖߩ
ߎߣޕ

Comment

comment ࠍෳᾖ

5 ᐕߏߣ

comment ࠍ
ෳᾖߩߎߣ
comment ࠍ
ෳᾖ

⸥㍳㗫ᐲ

Recording
frequency

Number of data
points /Other
measure of
number of
collected data
࠺࠲ࡐࠗࡦ࠻ߩ
ᢙ/ో㓸࠺࠲ᢙ
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m

m

Alphanumeric

year

Species names

E.1.17

Wood density
ᧁ⾰ኒᐲ

ᬺ᧚Ⓧ

volume

t d.m. m3

m3/ha

m

Mean tree height
ᐔဋ᮸㜞

E.1.15

Merchantable

m

Tree height
᮸㜞

E.1.16

e

m

m

m

e

c/m

m

m

provide ID number for cross-referencing in the PDD.
provide full reference to data source.

Mean DBH
ᐔဋ DBH

⢷㜞⋥ᓘ

Diameter at
Breast
Height (DBH)

Number of trees
᮸ᧁߩᢙ

Tree species
᮸⒳
Age of plantation
ࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦ
ߩᨋ㦂

E.1.14
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91 Please

90 Please

E.1.13

E.1.12

E.1.11

E.1.10

E.1.09

ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ⟎

E.11 ߮ E.12 ߆ࠄ⸘▚

ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᦼߏߣߦ᷹ቯ

100%  ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᦼߏߣߦ᷹ቯ
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ᮸ᧁࠍ
᷹ቯ
90 PDD ౝߢߩ⋧ෳᾖߩߚߦޔID ࠽ࡦࡃࠍ⸥タߩߎߣޕ
91 ෳᾖ࠺࠲࠰ࠬࠍోߡ⸥ߔߎߣޕ
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100%  ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
ࠨࡦࡊࡦࠣᣇᴺߦᓥޔฦࡕ࠾࠲
5 ᐕߏߣ
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ᮸ᧁࠍ
ࡦࠣᤨߦ᷹ቯߐࠇࠆޕ
᷹ቯ
100%  ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
5 ᐕߏߣ
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ᮸ᧁࠍ
E.1.11 ߮ E.1.14 ߆ࠄ⸘▚ޕ
᷹ቯ
E.1.13 ߣޔน⢻ߢࠇ߫E.1.15 ߆
ࠄ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉၞኾ↪ߩᑼ
100%  ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
ࠍ↪ߡ⸘▚࠼࡞ࠖࡈߪߊߒ߽ޔ
5 ᐕߏߣ
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ᮸ᧁࠍ
⸘ེࠍ↪ߒߡ⋥ធ᷹ቯߒߚ୯ࠍណ
᷹ቯ
↪ޕ
100%  ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
ࡠࠞ࡞ߩ୯ߣ᮸⒳ߩ୯߇ఝవߐ
5 ᐕߏߣ
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ᮸ᧁࠍ
ࠇࠆޕ
5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

100%  ࠨࡦࡊ࡞
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ᮸ᧁࠍ
᷹ቯ

100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊ
ࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲

࡙ࠞߩᬀᨋᣣએ㒠ࠍࠞ࠙ࡦ࠻

100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊ
ࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲

5 ᐕߏߣ
5 ᐕߏߣ

CDM-AR PDD ߦ⸥タࠅ

100%

5 ᐕߏߣ

ߢߩታ᷹ᤨߦGPSࠍ↪ߡ⸘᷹
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E.1.23

E.1.22

E.1.21

E.1.20

E.1.19

E.1.18

ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩㇱ

biomass of plots

Carbon stock in
above-ground

Ⓧ

ࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛⫾

᮸ᧁߩਅㇱࡃࠗ

biomass of tree

below-ground

Carbon stock in

Ⓧ

ࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛⫾

᮸ᧁߩㇱࡃࠗ

Carbon fraction
⚛ଥᢙ
Root-shoot ratio
ㇱਅㇱᲧ₸
Carbon stock in
above-ground
biomass of tree

ᢙ

ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬᄢଥ

Biomass
expansion
factor (BEF)

t C ha-1
c

c

c

kg C tree-1

kg C tree-1

e

e

e

dimensionless

t C (t d.m)-1

dimensionless

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊ
ࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲

Calculated

Calculated

Calculated

100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊ
ࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲

100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊ
ࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲

ࡠࠞ࡞ߩ୯ߣ᮸⒳ߩ୯߇ఝవߐ
ࠇࠆޕ
ࡠࠞ࡞ߩ୯ߣ᮸⒳ߩ୯߇ఝవߐ
ࠇࠆޕ

ࡠࠞ࡞ߩ୯ߣ᮸⒳ߩ୯߇ఝవߐ
ࠇࠆޕ

100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊ
ࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲
100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊ
ࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲

100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊ
ࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲

᷹ቯ
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E.1.26

E.1.25

E.1.24

ฦ㓏ጀߩ᮸⒳

per species

area per stratum

biomass per unit

Mean carbon
stock
in below-ground

ࡑࠬᐔဋ⚛⫾Ⓧ

ࠅߩㇱࡃࠗࠝ

ߩޔන㕙Ⓧߚ

ฦ㓏ጀߩ᮸⒳

per species

area per stratum

biomass per unit

Mean carbon
stock
in above-ground

⫾Ⓧ

ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ⚛

ࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩਅㇱ

biomass of plots

Carbon stock in
below-ground

⫾Ⓧ

ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ⚛

t C ha-1

t C ha-1

t C ha-1

c

c

c

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

100%  ో㓏ጀޔ
Ḱ㓏ጀ

100%  ో㓏ጀޔ
Ḱ㓏ጀ

100% ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊ
ࡠ࠶࠻ߩ࠺࠲

E.1.06 ߆ࠄ E.1.20 ߹ߢߩ୯ࠍ↪
ߡ⸘▚ߔࠆޕ

E.1.06 ߆ࠄ E.1.23 ߹ߢߩ୯ࠍ↪
ߡ⸘▚ߔࠆޕ

Calculated
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E.1.30

E.1.29

E.1.28

E.1.27

Carbon stock

ਛߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ

ਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ

ฦ㓏ጀߩ᮸⒳ߩ

species

stratum per

biomass of

Carbon stock in
below-ground

ਛߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ

ㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ

ฦ㓏ጀߩ᮸⒳ߩ

per species

stratum

biomass of

Carbon stock in
above-ground

㕙Ⓧ

Area of stratum
and substratum
ฦ㓏ጀޔḰ㓏ጀߩ

ࡑࠬᐔဋ⚛⫾Ⓧ

ࠅߩਅㇱࡃࠗࠝ

ߩޔන㕙Ⓧߚ

t C yr 1

tC

tC

ha

c

c

c

m

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

100%  ో㓏ጀޔ

100%  ో㓏ጀޔ
Ḱ㓏ጀ

100%  ో㓏ጀޔ
Ḱ㓏ጀ

100%

Calculated

Calculated

Calculated

ฦ㓏ጀޔḰ㓏ጀߩታ㓙ߩ㕙Ⓧ
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E.1.32

E.1.31

⸘

⚛⫾Ⓧᄌൻߩ✚

Total carbon stock
change

Ⓧᄌൻ㊂

ࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛⫾

⒳ߩਅㇱࡃࠗ

species ฦ㓏ጀߩ᮸

stratum per

per

ground biomass

Carbon stock
change in below

Ⓧᄌൻ㊂

ࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛⫾

⒳ߩㇱࡃࠗ

species ฦ㓏ጀߩ᮸

stratum per

biomass per

aboveground

change in

t CO2-e yr-1

t C yr 1

c

c

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

100%  ࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ࠛࠕ

100%  ో㓏ጀޔ
Ḱ㓏ጀ

Ḱ㓏ጀ

ోߡߩ᮸⒳ޔ㓏ጀ߮Ḱ㓏ጀߩ
E.1.30 ߣ E.1.31 ߩ୯ࠍว▚ޕ

Calculated
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E.4.2. Data to be collected in order to
monitor the GHG emissions by the sources,
measured in units of CO2 equivalent, that
are increased as a result of the
implementation of the proposed A/R CDM
project activity within the project boundary:
The GHG emissions expected from the
project result from fossil fuel combustion in
project activities, nitrogenous fertilizer
application, and accidental fires.
The increases in greenhouse gas emissions
from fossil fuel combustion and nitrous oxide
emissions from fertilizer application are
monitored and calculated based on project
monitoring data and IPCC default emission
factors.
Hence, the increase in greenhouse gas
emissions (GHGE) is estimated as follows
(see Figure 33 for the parameters for
calculating the project activity’s GHG
emissions):
Emissions of greenhouse gases from
combustion of fossil fuels for site
preparation, thinning and logging;
Decrease in carbon stock in living biomass
of existing non-tree vegetation, caused by
site preparation biomass loss (clearing of
grassland steady state due site preparation
with minimal cultivation techniques);
N2O emissions caused by nitrogen
fertilization application.
Emissions of non-CO2 greenhouse gases
from biomass burning due to accidental fires
once the firing practice is not adopted by this
project activity as good forestry management
practice;
Figure 43: Assumptions and parameters
used in the calculations of the project
activity’s GHG emissions
Pre-existing vegetation - Non-woody
vegetation

B pre,i
CF pre

2.30 t d.m. ha0.50 t C (t d.m.)-1
  

R bpre,I

1.60
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E.4.2. A/Rࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ⚿ᨐჇടߔࠆޔ
CO2e᷹ቯනߢ᷹ቯߐࠇࠆGHGឃ㊂ߩࡕ
࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩߚߦ㓸ߐࠇࠆ࠺࠲㧦

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦࠃࠆ GHG ឃߪൻ⍹ΆᢱߩΆ
⚛⓸ޔ⢈ᢱߩ↪ޔ߮⊒⊛ߥἫἴߦࠃ
ࠆ߽ߩߣߐࠇࠆޕ
ൻ⍹ΆᢱߩΆߣ㉄ൻ⓸⚛ឃߦࠃࠆ GHG
ឃ㊂ߩჇടߪࡦ࠲࠾ࡕߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠣ࠺࠲ߣ IPCC ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻ឃଥᢙࠍࡌࠬ
ߦ⸘▚ޕࠆࠇߐࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔ
ߘߩߚޔGHG ឃ㊂ߩჇടߪਅ⸥ߩߣ߅ࠅ
ផ⸘ߐࠇࠆ(ㆡ↪ߔࠆࡄࡔ࠲ߪ Figure33 ࠍ
ෳᾖߩߎߣ㧕ޕ
ᜥ߃ޔ㑆બޔⓠߩ㓙ߩൻ⍹ΆᢱߩΆ
ߦࠃࠆ GHG ឃ㊂㧧
ᜥ߃ߦࠃࠆࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬᷫዋߦ࿃ߔࠆޔ
ሽߔࠆ㕖ᧁ⾰ᬀ↢ߩ↢ᘒࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬਛ⚛
⫾Ⓧߩᷫዋ㊂(ᠣੂࠍᦨዊ㒢ߦᛥߔࠆᣇᴺࠍ
↪ߚᜥ߃ߦࠃࠆ⫾ޔⓍߩቯߒߚ⨲ߩ
㐿ნ)㧧
ᣉ⢈ߦࠃࠆ N2O ឃ㊂ޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩਛߢޔㆡᱜᨋ▤ℂᣇᴺߦ
Ἣἴኻ╷߇߹ࠇߡߥߚߦ⊒⊛ߥἫ
ἴߦࠃߞߡ⊒↢ߔࠆ CO2 એᄖߩ GHG ឃ
㊂㧧
࿑ 43:ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦࠃࠆ GHG ឃ㊂ߩ
⸘▚ߢ↪ࠄࠇࠆផቯߣࡄࡔ࠲
ᣢሽߩᬀ↢㧙㕖ᧁ⾰ᬀ↢

IPCC GPG – LULUCF, Table 3.4.2
ᣢሽߩ㕖ᧁ⾰ᬀ↢ਛߩੇ῎ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩᐔဋ⚛ଥᢙ
IPCC GPG – LULUCF, Table 3A.1.8 and Table 3.4.3

dimensionless
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Fuel consumption within the stand ᨋಽߦ߅ߌࠆൻ⍹Άᢱᶖ⾌
Activity
ᵴേ

Fuel consumption per
unit
liters

Unit

Fuel type

Source of data

න

Άᢱߩ⒳㘃

࠺࠲࠰ࠬ

92.45

ha

diesel

Plantar records

151.11

ha

diesel

Plantar records

1.31

m3

diesel

Plantar records

නߚࠅߩΆᢱᶖ⾌
㊂
Site preparation
ᜥ߃
Planting
ᬀᨋ
Thinning and
harvesting
㑆બߣⓠ
Management ▤ℂ
Stand age
ᨋ㦂

Stand
Fertilizati
on
ᣉ⢈

t - age

N
SN-Fert,t

tN
ha-1

Synthet
ic N
fertilize
r

Source of data

1, 14, 28

0,00780

Plantar records

2, 15, 29

0,00042

Plantar records

3, 16, 30

0,00013

Plantar records

0.0125

ᣉ⢈ߦࠃࠆឃߩឃଥᢙ (IPCC default: 2003 =
0.0125; 2006 = 0.01)
N2Oߩ᷷ᥦൻലᨐ (= 310 for the first commitment
period)
วᚑ⢈ᢱߩNH3 ߣ NOxߩើ⊒ଥᢙ(IPCC default =
0.1)
⥄ὼ⢈ᢱߩNH3 ߣ NOxߩើ⊒ଥᢙ (IPCC default =
0.2)

Fertilization ᣉ⢈
EF
GWP N20

310

FracGASF

0.1

FracGASM

0.2

Fossil fuel consumption ൻ⍹Άᢱᶖ⾌

EF diesel

2,83

࠺ࠖ࡞Άᢱߩឃଥᢙ (default = 2,83 Kg CO2e
l-1)

]
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97/133

97/133

GHG E, t = E FuelBurn ,t + E BiomassLoss ,t + E Non-CO2 ,BiomassBurn ,t + N2O direct - N fertilizer ,t
where:

ᑼਛ㧦

GHG E, t = annual GHG emissions as a result
of the implementation of the A/R CDM
project activity within the project boundary;
tonnes CO2-e yr-1 in year t

GHG E, t = A/R CDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ⚿ᨐࡊޔ

E FuelBurn ,t = CO2 emissions from combustion
of fossil fuels within the project boundary;
tonnes CO2-e yr-1 in year t

E FuelBurn ,t = tᐕߦ߅ߌࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ

E BiomassLoss ,t = GHG emissions from the loss

of biomass in site preparation and
conversion to A/R within the project
boundary; tonnes CO2-e yr-1 in year t
E Non-CO2 ,BiomassBurn ,t = non- CO2 emission as a
result of biomass burning within the project
boundary due to accidental fires; tonnes
CO2-e yr-1 in year t

N2O direct - N fertilizer ,t = direct N2O emissions
as a result of nitrogen application within the
project boundary; tonnes CO2-e yr-1 in year t
E.4.2.a CO2 emissions from burning of fossil
fuels
These emissions most likely result from
machinery use during site preparation and
logging.
They are strictly measured and calculated
per unit of area planted and wood volume
harvested as per the equation M.19 of
Section III of the AR-AM0005 methodology.

ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߢឃߐࠇࠆtᐕߦ
߅ߌࠆᐕ㑆ߩGHGឃ㊂ ; tonnes CO2-e yr-1

࠳ౝߢߩൻ⍹ΆᢱߩΆߦࠃࠆCO2 ឃ
㊂; tonnes CO2-e yr-1
E BiomassLoss ,t = tᐕߦ߅ߌࠆޔᜥ߃߮ᬀᨋ
߳ߩォ឵ߦ㓙ߔࠆࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩᷫዋߦᏫߔ
ࠆGHGឃ㊂; tonnes CO2-e yr-1

E Non-CO2 ,BiomassBurn ,t = tᐕߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙
ࡦ࠳ౝߦ߅ߌࠆ⊒⊛ߥἫἴߦࠃࠆࡃࠗ
ࠝࡑࠬΆߦᏫߔࠆ㕖CO2 ឃ㊂; tonnes
CO2-e yr-1
N2O direct - N fertilizer ,t = tᐕߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ
࠙ࡦ࠳ߦ߅ߌࠆᣉ⢈ߦᏫߔࠆޔN2Oߩ⋥
ធ⊛ߥឃ㊂ ; tonnes CO2-e yr-1
E.4.2.a. ൻ⍹ΆᢱߦࠃࠆCO2 ឃ
ߎࠇࠄߩឃߪᜥ߃߮ⓠߩ㓙ߩᯏ᪾ߩ
↪ߦࠃࠆಽ߇߶ߣࠎߤߢࠆޕ
ߎࠇࠄߩឃߪޔAR-AM0005 ᣇᴺ⺰ߩࠢ
࡚ࠪࡦIIIޔM19 ߦᓥޔᬀᨋ㕙Ⓧޔⓠ᧚Ⓧ
නߢ෩ኒߦ᷹ቯޕࠆࠇߐ▚⸘ޔ

EFuelBurn,t = (CSPdiesel,t EFdiesel +CSPgasoline,t EFgasoline ) 0.001
where:

ᑼਛ㧦

EFuelBurn,t = CO2 emissions from combustion
of fossil fuels within the project boundary;
tones CO2-–e yr-1 in year t
CSPdiesel,t = volume of diesel consumption;
litre (l) yr-1 in year t
CSPgasoline,t = volume of gasoline
consumption; litre (l) yr-1in year t
EF diesel = emission factor for diesel; kg
CO2 l-1
EFgasoline = emission factor for gasoline; kg
CO2 l-1
0.001 = conversion from kg to tonnes of CO2
Project participants use default emission
factors as provided in the 1996 Revised

EFuelBurn,t = tᐕߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝ
ߦ߅ߌࠆൻ⍹ΆᢱΆߦࠃࠆCO2 ឃ㊂;
tones CO2-–e yr-1
CSPdiesel,t = tᐕߩ࠺ࠖ࡞Άᢱᶖ⾌㊂; litre
(l) yr-1
CSPgasoline,t = tᐕߦ߅ߌࠆࠟ࠰ࡦᶖ⾌㊂;
litre (l) yr-1
EF diesel = ࠺ࠖ࡞Άᢱߩឃଥᢙ; kg
CO2 l-1
EFgasoline = ࠟ࠰ࡦߩឃଥᢙ; kg CO2 l-1
0.001 = ࠠࡠࠣࡓ߆ࠄCO2 ࠻ࡦ߳ߩォ឵
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ⠪ߪ 1996 ᐕߦᡷ⸓ߐࠇߚ
IPCCࠟࠗ࠼ࠗࡦߩ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻ឃଥᢙࠍ
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IPCC Guidelines.

E.4.2.b Emissions from loss of biomass in
site preparation and conversion of grassland
The emissions from loss of biomass in site
preparation and conversion of grassland are
calculated as per Section III.5.b.2 and
adopted the conservative assumption that
all baseline stratum is conservatively
identified as grassland in its peak and
steady state, independently that more than
half of the baseline strata was identified to
be “degraded areas”.
98/133

↪ߒߡࠆޕ
E.4.2.b ᜥ߃ߣ⨲ߩォ឵ߦࠃࠆࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ
ᷫዋߦࠃࠆឃ
ᜥ߃ߣ⨲ߩォ឵ߦࠃࠆࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬᷫዋߦ
Ꮻߔࠆឃߪࡦ࡚ࠪࠢޔIII.5.b.2 ߦᓥ⸘
▚ߐࠇࠆࡦࠗࠬࡌߩߡోޔޕ㓏ጀߪ⫾ޔ
Ⓧ߇ᦨ߽㜞ߊቯߒߚ⁁ᘒߦࠆߣ⊛ߦ
․ቯߐࠇߡ߅ࠅޔඨಽએߩࡌࠬࠗࡦ㓏
ጀߪ“ഠൻ⁁ᘒߦࠆ”ߣ߁⊛ߥቯ߇
ߥߐࠇߚޕ
98/133

/

E BiomassLos s, t =

¦

A i B w, i㧔㧝㧗R G㧕CF 㧠㧠/㧝㧞

t

=1

(28)

i 1

E BiomassLos s, t = 0

t

>1

(29)

where:

ᑼਛ㧦

E BiomassLos s, t = average annual decrease in

E BiomassLos s, t = tᐕߩ㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳jޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ

grassland biomass due to conversion of
grassland to forests in stratum i, species j,
sub-stratum k; tonnes CO2 yr-1 in year t
A i = area of stratum i; ha
B w, i = peak (maximum) above-ground
biomass of pre-existing non-tree vegetation
in stratum i; tonnes d.m. ha-1
R G = root-shoot ratio appropriate for
pre-existing non-tree vegetation;
dimensionless
CF = carbon fraction of dry biomass in
pre-existing non-tree vegetation; tonnes C
(tonnes d.m)-1
i = stratum i (total number of strata I )
12/44 = ratio of molecular weights of CO2
and carbon, dimensionless

߅ߌࠆ⨲ޔࠍᨋߦォ឵ߒߚߎߣߦࠃࠆ⨲
ߩࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩᐕ㑆ᷫዋ㊂; tonnes CO2 yr-1

A i = 㓏ጀ i ߩ㕙Ⓧ; ha
B w, i = 㓏ጀi ߦ߅ߌࠆᣢሽߩ㕖ᧁ⾰ᬀ↢ߩ
ㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩᦨᄢ୯; tonnes d.m. ha-1
R G = ᣢሽߩ㕖ᧁ⾰ᬀ↢ߩㇱਅㇱᲧ₸;
dimensionless
CF =ᣢሽߩ㕖ᧁ⾰ᬀ↢ߩੇ῎ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ
⚛ଥᢙ; tonnes C (tonnes d.m)-1
i = 㓏ጀ i (㓏ጀ I ߩว⸘ᢙ)

E.4.2.c Emissions from biomass burning due
to the accidental fires
The ex-post calculation of the non-CO2
emissions due to accidental fires are
monitored and estimated as per Section
III.5.b3 of the approved methodology
AR-AM000592.

12/44 =CO2 ߮⚛ߩಽሶ㊂Ყ₸,
dimensionless
E.4.2.c ⊒⊛ߥἫἴߦࠃࠆࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߦ
Ꮻߔࠆឃ
Ἣἴߦࠃࠆ㕖CO2 ឃ㊂ߩᓟ⸘▚ᱤࡕ࠾࠲
ࡦࠣߐࠇޔAR-AM0005 ߩᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰
ߩ࡚ࠢࠪࡦΥ.5.b3 92 ߦᓥផ⸘ߐࠇࠆޕ

ENon㧙CO2 ,BiomassBurn, t = EBiomassBurn,N2O,t + EBiomassBurn,CH4 , t

(30)

E BiomassBurn, N2 O, t =E BiomassBurn,C ,tN/ C ratioEF N2 OGWP N20㧠㧠/㧞㧤  (31)
E BiomassBurn,CH,t = E BiomassBurn,C ,tEFCH4GWPCH416/12

(32)

where:

ᑼਛ㧦

ENon㧙CO2 ,BiomassBurn, t = non-CO2 emission as a

ENon㧙CO2 ,BiomassBurn, t = t ᐕߩޔ⊒⊛ߥἫἴ

result of biomass burning within the project
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boundary due to accidental fires; tonnes
CO2-–e yr-1 in year t

ߦࠃࠆࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߩ⚿ᨐ↢ߓߚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߦ߅ߌࠆ㕖CO2 ឃ㊂;
tonnes CO2-–e yr-1
92 ೨ߩផ⸘ߢߪߎߩ࡚ࠢࠪࡦߩ⚿ᨐࠍ
ࡠߣߺߥߒߡࠆޕ
99/133
EBiomassBurn,N2O,t = t ᐕߦ߅ߌࠆޔἫἴߦࠃࠆ
ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߦᏫߔࠆN2Oឃ㊂; tonnes
CO2-e yr-1
EBiomassBurn,CH4 , t = t ᐕߦ߅ߌࠆޔἫἴߦࠃࠆ
ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߦᏫߔࠆCH4 ឃ㊂: tonnes
CO2-e yr-1
EBiomassBurn,C,t = t ᐕߦ߅ߌࠆޔἫἴߢΆߒ
ߚㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ⚛⫾Ⓧᷫዋ㊂; tonnes
C yr-1
N/C ratio = ⓸⚛/⚛Ყ₸; dimensionless

Ex-ante calculations consider this
sub-section result as zero.
99/133
EBiomassBurn,N2O,t = N2O emission from
biomass burning due to accidental fires;
tonnes CO2-e yr-1 in year t
EBiomassBurn,CH4 , t = CH4 emission from
biomass burning due to accidental fires;
tonnes CO2-e yr-1 in year t
EBiomassBurn,C,t = loss of carbon stock in
above-ground biomass due to burning from
accidental fires; tonnes C yr-1 in year t
N/C ratio = nitrogen/carbon ratio;
dimensionless
EF N2 O = IPCC default emission ratio for
N2O of biomass burning (IPCC default:
0.007); kg CO2-e. kg C)-1
EFCH 4 = IPCC default emission ratio for
CH4 of biomass burning (IPCC default:
0.012); kg
CO2-e. kg C)-1
92

EF N2 O = ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߩ㓙ߩN2OߩIPCC
࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻ឃ₸
(IPCC default: 0.007); kg CO2-e. kg C)-1
EFCH 4 = ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߩ㓙ߩCH4 ߩ࠺ࡈ
ࠜ࡞࠻ឃ₸ (IPCC default: 0.012); kg
CO2-e. kg C)-1

GWPN2O = global warming potential for N2O

GWPN2O = N2Oߩ᷷ᥦൻലᨐ (╙৻⚂᧤ᦼ㑆
ߦ߅ߌࠆIPCC࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯:310); kg CO2 (kg
N2O)-1

GWPCH4 = global warming potential for CH4

GWPCH4 = CH4 ᷷ᥦൻലᨐ(╙৻⚂᧤ᦼ㑆ߦ

(IPCC default for the first commitment
period:
310); kg CO2 (kg N2O)-1

(IPCC default for the first commitment
period:21); kg CO2 (kg CH4)-1
44/28 = ratio of molecular weights of N2O
and nitrogen; dimensionless
16/22 = ratio of molecular weights of CH4
and carbon; dimensionless

E BiomassBurn, C ,t =

I

J

K

i 1

j 1

k 1

¦ ¦ ¦

߅ߌࠆIPCC࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯:21); kg CO2 (kg
CH4)-1
44/28 = ratio of molecular weights of N2O ߣ
⓸⚛ߩಽሶ㊂Ყ₸; dimensionless
16/22 = CH4 ߣ⚛ߩಽሶ㊂Ყ₸;
dimensionless

A burn, ijk ,t B ijk ,t PP ijk ,t CE CF

E BiomassBurn, C ,t = loss of carbon stock in
above-ground biomass due to burning;
tonnes C yr-1 in year t
A burn, ijk ,t = annual area affected by biomass
burning in stratum i species j sub-stratum k;
ha yr-1 in year t
B ijk ,t = average above-ground biomass before
burning for stratum i species j sub-stratum
k;

E BiomassBurn, C ,t =tᐕߦ߅ߌࠆޔΆߦࠃࠆ
ㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩ⚛⫾Ⓧߩᷫዋ; tonnes C yr-1
A burn, ijk ,t = 㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳jޔḰ㓏ጀkߩtᐕߦ߅
ߌࠆޔᐕ㑆ߩࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߩᓇ㗀ࠍฃߌߚ
㕙Ⓧ; ha yr-1
B ijk ,t =㓏ጀiޔ᮸⒳jޔḰ㓏ጀkߦ߅ߌࠆޔΆ
ߔࠆ೨ߩᐔဋㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ㊂;
tonnes d.m. ha-1
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tonnes d.m. ha-1

PP ijk ,t = proportion of biomass burned,

dimensionless
CE = combustion efficiency; dimensionless
(IPCC default =0.5)
CF = carbon fraction of dry matter; tonnes C
(tonne d.m.)-1
i = stratum i (I = total number of strata)
100/133
J = species j (J = total number of species)
K = substratum k (K = total number of
substrata)

PP ijk ,t = Άߒߚࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬߩഀว
dimensionless

CE = Άല₸; dimensionless (IPCC default
=0.5)

CF = ੇ‛ߩ⚛ଥᢙ; tonnes C (tonne d.m.)-1
i = 㓏ጀ i (I = ో㓏ጀᢙ)
100/133
J = ᮸⒳ j (J =ో᮸⒳ᢙ)
K = Ḱ㓏ጀ k (K = ోḰ㓏ጀᢙ)

E.4.2.d Calculation of nitrous oxide
emissions from nitrogen fertilization
practices

E.4.2.d ᣉ⢈ߦࠃࠆ㉄ൻ⓸⚛ឃߩ⸘▚

The calculations of the fertilizers application
follows the provisions of Section III.5.b.4 of
the CDM approved methodology
AR-AM0005.

⢈ᢱ᠋Ꮣߩ⸘▚ߪᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰AR-AM0005
ߩ࡚ࠢࠪࡦIII.5.b.4 ߦᓥ߁ޕ

N2 Odirect –Nfertilizer, t = [( FSN ,t +FON , t) EFi ]44/28GWPN2O            (34)
FSN,t = NSF㧙Fert,t㧔1㧙FRACGASF㧕

   

(35)

where:

ᑼਛ㧦

N2 Odirect –Nfertilizer, t = direct N2O emission as

N2 Odirect –Nfertilizer, t = ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳

a result of nitrogen application within the
project boundary;tonnes CO2-e yr-1

FSN ,t = annual amount of synthetic fertilizer
nitrogen applied adjusted for volatilization
as NH3 and NOx; tonnes N yr-1 in year t
FON , t = annual amount of organic fertilizer

nitrogen applied adjusted for volatilization
as NH3 and NOx; tonnes N yr-1 in year t
NSF㧙Fert,t = annual amount of synthetic
fertilizer nitrogen applied; tonnes N yr-1 in
year t
EFi = emission factor for emissions from N
inputs; tonnes N2O-N (tonnes N input)-1
FRACGASF = the fraction that volatilizes as
NH3 and NOX for synthetic fertilizers;
(IPCC default: 0.02); dimensionless
GWPN2O = global warming potential for
N2O (IPCC default: 310); kg CO2 (kg N2O)-1
44/28 = ratio of molecular weights of N2O
and nitrogen; dimensionless
The table below expresses project emissions
related to biomass loss, burn of fossil fuel
and N2O direct fertilizer.

ౝߢߩᣉ⢈ߦࠃࠆ N2O ߩ⋥ធ⊛ߥឃ
 ;tonnes CO2-e yr-1
FSN ,t = tᐕߦ߅ߌࠆޔNH3 ߣNOxߩើ⊒ߩߚ
ߦ⺞ᢛߐࠇࠆวᚑ⢈ᢱߩᐕ㑆↪
㊂ ;tonnes N yr-1
FON , t = t ᐕߦ߅ߌࠆޔNH3 ߣNOxߩើ⊒ߩ
ߚߦ⺞ᢛߐࠇࠆᯏ⢈ᢱߩᐕ㑆↪㊂;
tonnes N yr-1 in year t
NSF㧙Fert,t = tᐕߦ߅ߌࠆᐕ㑆ߩวᚑ⢈ᢱ↪㊂;
tonnes N yr-1

EFi = Nࠍ᠋Ꮣߦࠃࠆឃߩឃଥᢙ; tonnes
N2O-N (tonnes N input)-1
FRACGASF = วᚑ⢈ᢱߩNH3 ߣNOX ߩើ⊒
ଥᢙ; (IPCC default: 0.02); dimensionless

GWPN2O = N2Oߩ᷷ᥦൻലᨐ (IPCC
default: 310); kg CO2 (kg N2O)-1
44/28 = N2Oߣ⓸⚛ߩಽሶ㊂Ყ₸;
dimensionless
ਅ⸥ߩߪࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬᷫዋޔൻ⍹ΆᢱΆ
߮N2Oߩ⋥᠋Ꮣߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ឃ
㊂ࠍ⸥タߒߡࠆޕ
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All numbers are related to ex-ante
information of the project.
The ex-post calculations will account for the
remaining sources of project emissions like
accidental fires.
The total emissions account for 186,739 t
CO2e which means the annual emissions of 6
225 t CO2e.
These values can be found at the TARAM
tool and calculations were presented to the
DOE at time of validation.

Biomass
decrease
ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬᷫዋ

EBiomassLoss (no
woody)

128,396

ోߡߩᢙ୯ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߩᖱႎߦၮ
ߡࠆޕ
⊒⊛ߥἫἴߥߤߩߘߩઁߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ឃ
Ḯ߆ࠄߩឃ㊂ࠍᓟ⸘▚ߔࠆޕ
ోឃ㊂ߪ 186,739 t CO2e ߣߥߞߚޕᐕ㑆ឃ
㊂ߪ 6,255t CO2eߣߥࠆޕ
ߎࠇࠄߩ୯ߪTARAM࠷࡞ߦࠃࠅ▚ߐࠇߚ
߽ߩߢࠅޔDOEߦലൻክᩏߩ㓙ߦឭߐ
ࠇࠆޕ

Total Emissions
ోឃ㊂

Emission
ឃ

N2Odirect-Nfertilizer
EFuelBurn
56,507

(negligible)
1,836
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t CO2e
ోߡߩ⚛⫾Ⓧ
ᄌൻ߮ឃ㊂
ࠍ⸘
186,739

Project
Emissions per
year
ᐕ㑆ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ឃ㊂
t CO2e/y

6,225
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93

E.1.34

E.1.33

ID number

101/133

ឃଥᢙ

࠺ࠖ࡞Άᢱߩ

ᶖ⾌㊂
Emission factor for
diesel

ߩ࠺ࠖ࡞Άᢱ

ⓠߦ↪ߒߚᯏ᧚

ᜥ߃ޔ㑆બޔ

thinning or oggings

site preparation,

machinery use for

Amount of diesel
consumed in

Data variable
࠺࠲⒳㘃

kg/litre

litre

Data
unit
න
ផ⸘ (e)

e

m

(d)94

࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻

5 ᐕߏߣ

ฦᐕ

⸥㍳㗫ᐲ

estimated

or default

Recording
frequency

⸘▚(c)

calculated

Measured
᷹ቯ(m),

100%

100%

Number of data
points /Other
measure of
number of
collected data
࠺࠲ࡐࠗࡦ࠻ߩ
ᢙ/ో㓸࠺࠲ᢙ

101/133

࠻ߩ୯߇ఝవߐࠇࠆޕ

GPG 2000, IPCC Guidelines,
ో࿖GHGࠗࡦࡌࡦ࠻. GHGࠗࡦࡌࡦ

ᜥ߃ޔᬀᨋ▤ޔℂߩ㓙ߩ࠺ࠖ࡞
Άᢱᶖ⾌㊂ߪ㕙Ⓧන(ᬀᨋ㕙Ⓧ㧧ᮡḰ
ⓠᤨ㑆/ha㧧ᮡḰⓠ㊂/hour)߽ߒߊߪ
ⓠ᧚Ⓧන(ⓠ᧚Ⓧ㧧ᮡḰⓠᤨ㑆
/m3㧧ᮡḰⓠ㊂/hour)ߢࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
ߐࠇࠆޕ

Comment
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E.1.39

E.1.38

E.1.37

E.1.36

E.1.35

₸

ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆല

efficiency

ഀว
Biomass
combustion

ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߩ

ࠗࠝࡑࠬᐔဋ⫾Ⓧ
Proportion of
Biomass burned

Ά೨ߩㇱࡃ

before burning

ᓇ㗀ࠍฃߌߚ㕙Ⓧ
Mean aboveground
biomass stock

ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߩ

ࠆൻ⍹Άᢱឃ㊂
Area affected by
Biomass burning

ࡦ࠳ౝߦ߅ߌ

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙

boundary

within project

Emission from
fossil fuel use

dimensi
onless

dimensi
onless

t d.m.
ha-1

ha

t CO2-e
yr-1

e

m

e

m

e

ࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ
೨

ᐕ㑆

ࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ
ᤨ

ฦᐕ

ฦᐕ

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

߽ߒㆡಾߥ୯߇ߥ႐วޔIPCC ࠺ࡈ
ࠜ࡞࠻୯(IPCC࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯: 0.05) ߇↪
ࠄࠇࠆޕ

Άᓟߦߊߟ߆ߩḰ㓏ጀߢࠨࡦࡊ࡞
⺞ᩏࠍታᣉ

Άߩ೨ߦߊߟ߆ߩḰ㓏ጀߢࠨࡦࡊ
࡞⺞ᩏࠍታᣉ

ߊߟ߆ߩḰ㓏ጀ߇᷹ቯߐࠇߚޕ

ᑼߦࠃࠆ⸘▚
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E.1.45

E.1.44

E.1.43

E.142

E.1.41

E.1.40

t CO2-e
yr-1

emission as a result

ࠆ CH4 ឃ㊂
Increase in nonCO2

ࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߦࠃ
t CO2-e
yr-1

c

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

5 ᐕߏߣ

c

c

ࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ
೨

e

5 ᐕߏߣ

c

t C yr-1

kg N/kg
C

5 ᐕߏߣ

e

t C (t
d.m.) -1

ࠃࠆ N2O ឃ㊂
CH4 emission from t CO2-e
-1
biomass burning ࡃ yr

ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߦ

N2O emission from
biomass burning

Ⓧߩᷫዋ㊂
N/C ratio
⓸⚛/⚛Ყ₸

ࠝࡑࠬਛߩ⚛⫾

ࠃࠆޔㇱࡃࠗ

ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߦ

to biomass burning

Carbon fraction
⚛ଥᢙ
Loss of
aboveground
biomass carbon due

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

ᑼߦࠃࠆ⸘▚

ᑼߦࠃࠆ⸘▚

ᑼߦࠃࠆ⸘▚

߽ߒㆡಾߥ୯߇ߥ႐วޔIPCC ࠺ࡈ
ࠜ࡞࠻୯(IPCC࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯: 0.01) ߇↪
ࠄࠇࠆޕ

ᑼߦࠃࠆ⸘▚
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E.1.49

E.1.48

E.1.47

E.1.46

synthetic

㊂
Fraction that
volatilizes as
NH3 and NOX for

วᚑ⢈ᢱ N ߩ↪

fertilizer N applied

Ⓧ
Amount of
synthetic

N ߩᣉ⢈ߩታᣉ㕙

㊂
Area of land with
N fertilized

㕙Ⓧᒰߚࠅߩ↪

วᚑ⢈ᢱ N ߩන

area

N applied per unit

ߩჇട㊂
Amount of
synthetic fertilizer

ࠃࠆ㕖 CO2 ឃ

ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆߦ

burning

of biomass

Dimensi
onless

t N yr-1

ha yr-1

kg N
ha-1 yr-1

e

c

m

m

At the time
of
validation

Annually

Annually

Annually

100%

100%

100%

100%

߽ߒㆡಾߥ୯߇ߥ႐วޔIPCC ࠺ࡈ
ࠜ࡞࠻୯(IPCC࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯: 0.1) ߇↪
ࠄࠇࠆޕ

ᑼߦࠃࠆ⸘▚

ߊߟ߆ߩ᮸⒳ߩᬀᨋߦ߅ߡ⸘᷹

⓸⚛⢈ᢱNߩ㊂ߪߔߴߡߩᬀᨋࠨࠗ࠻
ߦ߅ߡห㊂ߢࠅޔᣉ⢈ߪฦᬀᨋ
ᦼߩ 1~3 ᐕᓟߦታᣉߐࠇࠆޕ
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94

93

1

N2O
N-input-

Ⴧട㊂

GHG ឃ㊂ߩ✚

㊂
Total increase in
GHG emission

N2O ߩ ⋥ ធ  

N ߩᣉ⢈ߦ߅ߌࠆ

t CO2-e
yr-1

ߩឃଥᢙ
Direct N2O
t CO2-e
-1
emission of N input yr

N ߩᣉ⢈ߦࠃࠆឃ

input

ߔࠆഀว
Emission factor for
Emission from N

Please provide full reference to data source.

Please provide ID number for cross-referencing in the PDD.

E.1.52

E.1.51

E.1.50

߮ NOX ߩើ⊒

ว ᚑ ⢈ ᢱ ߩ NH3

fertilizers

c

c

e

100%

100%

100%

ᑼߦࠃࠆ⸘▚

ᑼߦࠃࠆ⸘▚

߽ߒㆡಾߥ୯߇ߥ႐วޔIPCC ࠺ࡈ
ࠜ࡞࠻୯(IPCC࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯: 1.25%) ߇
↪ࠄࠇࠆޕ

ෳᾖ࠺࠲࠰ࠬࠍోߡ⸥ߔߎߣޕ

PDD ౝߢߩ⋧ෳᾖߩߚߦޔID ࠽ࡦࡃࠍ⸥タߩߎߣޕ
94

93

Annually

Annually

At the time
of
validation

103/133
E.5. Leakage:
In this project activity leakage is assumed to
occur as a result of increased emissions
measurable and attributable to the project
activity from fossil fuel combustion (mobile
combustion) outside the project boundary.
Therefore, the form of leakage from the
project are due to travel of project personnel
and transportation of machines, cloned
sprouts, fertilizers, labor, staff and
harvested wood outside the project area.
This leakage is accounted in the project
while estimating the net GHG removals by
sinks from the project (see section E.5.1
below for the parameters used for
calculating leakage).
To monitor leakage the project entity’s
operational department will provide the
information on vehicle types used, distance
traveled and fuel consumed in the project
related travels outside the project boundary
in an annual basis to perform the
calculations according to formulae presented
in the following item E.5.1.
All information will follow QA/QC
procedures, as provided in item E.6 below.
As treated in detail in item A.5.6, the project
entity has adopted an internal policy to
prevent leakage due to the displacement of
economic activities/household displacement.
In this sense, only lands that were already
for sale in the market were purchased to the
implementation of the project activity.
In order to evaluate and confirm the
efficiency of its leakage prevention policy,
the project entity has recently prepared and
applied a structured questionnaire among
the previous owners of the project lands.
The answers confirmed that there is no
leakage measurable and attributable to the
implementation of the project activity.
Hence, no displacement of economic
activities or households attributable to the
project activity was identified in areas
outside the project boundaries that led to
deforestation and land use change for
agriculture/non-agricultural purposes, no
harvesting of fuel wood for meeting domestic
energy needs, and use of lands as pastures
for grazing/fodder collection and no leakage
emissions measurable and attributable to
the project activity was therefore identified.

103/133
E.5.ࠤࠫ
ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߢߪ࠳ࡦ࠙ࡃ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ᄖߢߩൻ⍹ΆᢱߩΆ㧔ゞਔߩΆᢱ㧕ߣ߁ޔ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦᏫߔࠆឃ㊂ߩჇടߩ⚿
ᨐ੍ߣࠆߔ↢⊒߇ࠫࠤޔᗐߐࠇࠆޕ
ߟ߹ࠅߪߣࠫࠤߩࠄ߆࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
߁ߩߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ⷐຬޔᯏ᧚ࡦࡠࠢޔ⒳
⧣ޔ⢈ᢱޔഭ⠪ࡈ࠶࠲ࠬޔ߮ⓠᧁ᧚ߩࡊ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕᄖ߹ߢߩㆇ៝ߦࠃࠆ߽ߩߢ
ࠆޕ
ࠤࠫߪḰ GHG ๆ㊂ߩ⹏ଔߩᲑ㓏ߢផ
⸘ߐࠇࠆޕ㧔ࠤࠫ⸘▚ߩߚߦ↪ࠄࠇ
ࠆࡄࡔ࠲ߩ⺑ߩࠆਅ⸥࡚ࠢࠪࡦ
E.5.1 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣ㧕
ࠤࠫߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩߚࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
࠻ታᣉߩᠲᬺㇱ㐷ߪߚߒ↪ޔゞਔߩဳޔ⒖
േ〒㔌ࡃ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊߦߚߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
࠙ࡦ࠳ᄖߢߩ⒖േߢᶖ⾌ߒߚΆᢱߩᖱႎ
ࠍ ࡦ࡚ࠪࠢޔE.5.1 ߢឭ␜ߔࠆᑼߢ⸘▚ߔࠆ
ߚߦޔᐕ㑆නߢߒߚޕ
ోߡߩᖱႎߪਅ⸥ߩ E.6.ߢ␜ߔ QA/QC ߩᚻ⛯
߈ߦᓥ߁ޕ
A.5.6 ߢ⚦߇ࠆߣ߅ࠅ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉ
ߪ⚻ޔᷣᵴേ/Ꮺߩ⒖ォߦࠃࠆࠤࠫ
ߩ⊒↢ࠍᛥߔࠆߚߩౝㇱᣇ㊎ࠍណ↪ߒߚޕ
ߘߩᣇ㊎ߦᓥ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߩታᣉߩߚ
ޔᣢߦᏒ႐ߢ⽼ᄁߐࠇߡߚߦߟߡߪ
⾼ߐࠇߚޕ
ߎߩࠤࠫᛥᣇ㊎ߩലᨐࠍ⏕⹏ޔଔߔ
ࠆߚߦ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ታᣉߩએ೨ߩᚲ⠪ߦኻߒߡࠕࡦࠤ࠻ࠍታ
ᣉߒߚޕ
࿁╵߆ࠄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦᏫߔࠆࠤࠫ
ឃߪߥߎߣ߇⏕ߐࠇߚޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦᏫߔࠆ⚻ޔᷣᵴേ߮Ꮺ
ߩ⒖ォߪޔ㕖ᨋߣߥߞߚߪߊߒ߽ޔㄘᬺ/
㕖ㄘᬺ⋡⊛ߩ↪ㅜߣߒߡߩ↪ォ឵߇ߥߐ
ࠇߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߩᄖߩߢ⏕
ߐࠇߡߥޔߚߩߘޕኅᐸߩࠛࡀ࡞ࠡ
㔛ⷐࠍ⾔߁ߚߩ⮌᧚ߩ㓸߿’ޔ㘺⪲
㓸ߩߚߩ’ߣߒߡߩ↪ߘޔߚ߹ޔ
ߩઁߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦ࿃ߔࠆࠤࠫ
ឃߪ⏕ߐࠇߡߥޕ
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E.5.1. If applicable, please describe the data
and information that will be collected in
order to monitor leakage of the proposed A/R
CDM project activity:
Under the project, leakage is from increased
emissions from fossil fuel combustion
outside the project boundary (e.g. personnel
and supplies transportation etc.) and as
previously stated no displacement of
activities occurred as a result of the project.
The transit of personnel, cloned sprouts,
fertilizers and wood will occur according to
the specific origin and destination points
which the most conservative distances are
considered in order to calculate leakage
emissions from fossil fuels.
As per the provisions of the CDM approved
methodology AR-AM0005, the fuel
consumption is specifically monitored and
calculated per measurements of the quantity
and amounts of goods, personnel transported
and the distances travelled throughout the
crediting period.

E.5.1.ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ
ߩࠤࠫߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩߚߦ㓸ߐࠇ
ࠆ࠺࠲ޔᖱႎߩ⺑
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ߅ߌࠆࠤࠫߪࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ᄖߢߩൻ⍹ΆᢱߩΆ㧔㧦
ੱຬߩ⾗‛ޔャㅍ㧕ߦ࿃ߔࠆ߽ߩߢࠅޔవ
ㅀߒߚߣ߅ࠅ⚻ޔᷣᵴേ/Ꮺߩ⒖ォߪࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ߩ⚿ᨐߎߞߚ߽ߩߢߪߥޕ
ੱຬޔ⒳⧣ޔ⢈ᢱߩ᧚ᧁޔャㅍߪ․ޔቯߩ⊒
߆ࠄ⋡⊛߳ߣߥߐࠇࠆߎߣߣߒޔൻ⍹Άᢱ߆
ࠄߩࠤࠫឃࠍ⸘▚ߔࠆߚߦ〒ߩߘޔ
㔌ߪ⊛ߦ⸳ቯߐࠇࠆޕ
ᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ AR-AM0005 ߩⷙቯߦᓥޔΆ
ᢱᶖ⾌㊂ߪࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߐࠇޔャㅍߐࠇࠆ‛⾗
ߩ㊂߿ੱຬᢙᦼ࠻࠶ࠫࠢޔ㑆ో⥸ߦ߅ߌࠆ⒖
േ〒㔌ࠍ᷹ቯߒ⸘▚ߐࠇࠆޕ
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E.1.57

E.1.56

E.1.55

E.1.54

E.1.53

95

ID
Number

104/133

Fuel consumption
for road

1km ߚࠅߩΆᢱᶖ⾌㊂

per km

Fuel consumption

ゞਔ⒖േ〒㔌

Kilometers traveled
by vehicles

ଥᢙ

〝ߢߩャㅍߦ߅ߌࠆឃ

Emission factor for
road transportation

↪ߐࠇߚゞਔߩ⒳㘃ᢙ

type used

Number of vehicle

Data variable
࠺࠲⒳㘃

litre

Litre
km-1

km

kg CO2-e
t-1

number

Data unit
න

c

e

or default

ផ⸘ (e)

estimated

࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻(d)96

m

e

e

Annually

5 years

Annually

Annually

Annually

⸥㍳㗫ᐲ

calculated
⸘▚(c)

Recording
frequency

Measured
᷹ቯ(m),

104/133

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Number of data
points /Other
measure of
number of
collected data
࠺࠲ࡐࠗࡦ࠻ߩᢙ/
ో㓸࠺࠲ᢙ

ᑼߦࠃࠆ⸘▚

↪ߐࠇߚゞਔ࠲ࠗࡊޔΆᢱ
࠲ࠗࡊߦផ⸘

↪ߐࠇߚゞਔ࠲ࠗࡊޔΆᢱ
࠲ࠗࡊߦ⒖േ〒㔌ࠍࡕ࠾࠲
ࡦࠣߔࠆޕ

࿖ౝߩߪߊߒ߽ޔߩ୯߇
ఝవߐࠇࠆޕ

↪ߐࠇߚฦゞਔ࠲ࠗࡊߩᢙ
ࠍࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ

Comment
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ᶖ⾌㊂

〝ߢߩャㅍߦ߅ߌࠆΆᢱ

transportation

105/133
The periodic review of leakage calculation
and monitoring should follow the
AR-AM0005 which states that after
establishing the leakage at the end of year 1
of the project implementation, the leakage is
monitored prior to the first verification of the
project to evaluate the validity of the
estimates of leakage made at the end of year
1.
Respecting the procedures shown above, the
periodic review of implementation of
activities is available at the TARAM Tool at
the “CER” spreadsheet.
According to the tool, reviews are expected to
occur in years 9, 14, 19, 24 and 29 of the
project’s 30 year duration.

105/133
ቯᦼ⊛ߥࠤࠫߩ⸘▚ߣࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߪᣇ
ᴺ⺰ AR-AM0005 ߦᓥ߁ޕᣇᴺ⺰ߩਛߢޔ
ࠤࠫ⊒↢ᓟ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉ৻ᐕ⋡ߩ⚳ࠊ
ࠅߦᦨߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔೋߩᬌ⸽ߦవ㚟ߌ৻ޔ
ᐕ⋡ߩ⚳ੌᤨߦߥߐࠇߚࠤࠫߩផ⸘ߩ
ലᕈࠍ⹏ଔߔࠆߚߦࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ߇ߥߐࠇ
ࠆޕ

E.5.2. Specify the procedures for the periodic
review of implementation of activities and
measures to minimize leakage, if required by
the selected approved methodology:

E.5.2.ㆬᛯߒߚᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰߇ⷐ᳞ߔࠆ႐ว
ߦᦨࠍࠫࠤޔዊ㒢ߦᛥߔࠆߚߩኻ╷
ߣᵴേߩቯᦼ⊛ߥ⹏ଔߦ㑐ߔࠆᚻ⛯߈ࠍ␜ߩ
ߎߣ
N/A
E.6.࡚ࠢࠪࡦ E.1.3ߦޔ߹ࠇߡߥࡕޔ
࠾࠲ࡦࠣߐࠇߚ࠺࠲ߦኻߒߡታᣉߐࠇࠆޔ
ㅊട⊛ߥ QA/QC ߩᚻ⛯߈ߩⷐ

⸥ߩᚻ⛯߈ߦ㑐ㅪߒޔᵴേߩቯᦼ⊛ߥ⹏ଔߪ
TARAM ࠷࡞ࠍ↪ߡ CER ࠬࡊ࠶࠼ࠪ
࠻ߢߥߐࠇࠆޕ
࠷࡞ߦᓥޔ30 ᐕ㑆ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᦼ㑆
ਛ⹏ޔଔߪ 9,14,19,24 ߮ 29 ᐕ⋡ߦታᣉߐࠇ
ࠆޕ

N/A
E.6. Provide any additional quality control
(QC) and quality assurance (QA) procedures
undertaken for data monitored not included
in section E.1.3:
Data
Explain QA/QC procedures planned for these
࠺࠲ߩਇ⏕
data, or why such procedures are not necessary.
ታᕈ
( ID number)
(High/Medium ࠺࠲ߦኻߒታᣉߔࠆQA/QCᚻ⛯߈ߩ⺑ߒ߽ޔ
ߊߪᚻ⛯߈߇ਇᔅⷐߢࠆℂ↱
/Low)
Stratum
Low
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ․ᕈࠍ㓏ጀ߇ߒߡࠆߎߣࠍ⏕
㓏ጀ
߆ࠆ
Sub-stratum
Low
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ․ᕈࠍḰ㓏ጀ߇ߒߡࠆߎߣࠍ
Ḱ㓏ጀ
⏕߆ࠆ
Sample plot
ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊࡠ࠶࠻
Plot location
ࡊࡠ࠶࠻⟎

Low

No. of trees
᮸ᧁᢙ
Diameter at breast
height
⢷㜞⋥ᓘ

Low

Tree height
᮸㜞
Wood density
ᧁ⾰ኒᐲ
Biomass expansion
factor
ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬᄢଥᢙ

Low

Low

Low

Low
Low

ฦࠨࡦࡊ࡞ࡊࡠ࠶࠻߇ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߣ᷹ቯߩߚ
ߩ߽ߩߢࠆߎߣࠍ․ቯ
৻ቯᦼߢࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߩ⚛ࡊ࡞߇ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
ߐࠇࠆޕ
᮸ᧁߩࠆࡊࡠ࠶࠻ߢ᷹ቯ࠲࠺ޕ㓸ߣ⸥㍳ߩ
ᚻ⛯߈ߪࡦ࠳ࡓߦᬌ⸽ߐࠇࠆޕ
᷹ቯ࿁ᢙ߇ᄙߎߣ߆ࠄ᷹ቯࠛߪዊߐߣ⠨
߃ࠄࠇࠆߥࡓ࠳ࡦޕౣ᷹ቯ߇೨࿁ߩ᷹ቯ⚿ᨐࠍ
ᬌ⸽ߔࠆߚߦታᣉߐࠇࠆޕ
᷹ቯ࠲࠺ޔ㓸ޔ߮⸥㍳ᚻ⛯߈ߪࡦ࠳ࡓߦ
ౣ᷹ቯޔ߮ᬌ⸽ߐࠇࠆޕ
ᢥ₂߆ࠄߩᛮ☴୯߿ߦ߅ߡㆡ↪ߐࠇࠆ୯߇
ᬌ⸽ߐࠇࠆޕ
ᢥ₂߆ࠄߩᛮ☴୯߿ߦ߅ߡㆡ↪ߐࠇࠆ୯߇
ᬌ⸽ߐࠇࠆޕ
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Root-shoot ratio
ㇱਅㇱᲧ₸
Merchantable volume
ᬺ᧚Ⓧ
Fuel use in plantation
activities
ᬀᨋᵴേߦ߅ߌࠆΆᢱ
ᶖ⾌
Fertilizer application
per ha 㕙Ⓧ(ha)ߚࠅ

Low

Low

ᢥ₂߆ࠄߩᛮ☴୯߿ߦ߅ߡㆡ↪ߐࠇࠆ୯߇
ᬌ⸽ߐࠇࠆޕ
ߢㆡ↪ߐࠇࠆ⋧ኻᑼߪ⎕უ⊛ࠨࡦࡊࡦࠣᣇ
ᴺࠍ↪ߡᬌ⸽ߐࠇࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ⸥㍳߆ࠄߩ࠺࠲߇ᬌ⸽ߐࠇࠆޕ

None

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ⸥㍳߆ࠄߩ࠺࠲߇ᬌ⸽ߐࠇࠆޕ

No. of ha fertilized
ᣉ⢈㕙Ⓧ
Area of biomass
burned
ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬΆ㕙Ⓧ

Low

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ⸥㍳߆ࠄߩ࠺࠲߇ᬌ⸽ߐࠇࠆޕ

Low

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ⸥㍳߆ࠄߩ࠺࠲߇ᬌ⸽ߐࠇࠆޕ

Number of vehicles
ゞਔᢙ
Distance in kilometers
travelled ⒖േ〒㔌(km)
Fuel consumption in
transport ャㅍߦ߅ߌ

Low

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ⸥㍳߆ࠄߩ࠺࠲ࠍᬌ⸽ޕ

Low

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ⸥㍳߆ࠄߩ࠺࠲ࠍᬌ⸽ޕ

Low

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ⸥㍳߆ࠄߩ࠺࠲ࠍᬌ⸽

Low

ߩᣉ⢈㊂

ࠆΆᢱᶖ⾌
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E.7. Please describe the operational and
management structure(s) that the project
operator will implement in order to monitor
actual GHG removals by sinks and any
leakage generated by the proposed A/R CDM
project activity:
The project entity holds large experience to
manage and supervise A/R projects, with a
highly qualified team, up to date with
researches and operational technologies,
developed and improved over time.
The project entity's management structure
is planned to cover all operational levels and
activities, from research to harvesting (See
below a summary of the project entity's
organizational chart).
The management structure is divided into
the regions where the project entity acts.
Each regional office counts with its branch
management structures, located in each
farm.
Every Branch Management controls the
entire forestry operational processes,
comprising a staff of forest analysts,
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E.7.ታḰๆ㊂ߣ A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴ
േߦࠃࠅ⊒↢ߔࠆࠤࠫࠍࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߔ
ࠆߚߦታᣉߐࠇࠆᬺ߮▤ℂߩ⺑

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߪ A/R ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠍㆇ
༡ߦߚࠆߔ〈⋙ޔᔅⷐߣߥࠆ⼾ንߥ⚻㛎߿ޔ
ᦨᣂߩ⎇ⓥޔ㐳ᦼ㑆ߦࠊߚࠅ⊒ዷޔᡷ⦟ߐࠇߡ
߈ߚᛛⴚࠍ߃ߚ⾰ߩ㜞࠴ࡓࠍߒߡ
ࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߩ▤ℂߪ⎇ޔⓥ߆ࠄ
ⓠ߹ߢޔᵴേޔㆇ༡ߩోߡߩᲑ㓏ࠍࠞࡃߒߡ
ࠆ(ޕਅ⸥ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ⚵❱ࠍෳᾖ
ߩߎߣ)
▤ℂߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ⴕࠊࠇࠆၞߏߣߦ
ಽ߆ࠇߡࠆޕ
ฦၞߩࠝࡈࠖࠬߪฦᨋ႐ߦ▤ℂᡰㇱࠍߒߡ
ࠆޕ
ฦ▤ℂᡰㇱߪᨋಽᨆᜂᒰޔㆇ༡▤ℂࠦ࠺ࠖ
ࡀ࠲〈⋙ޔᜂᒰޔᨋࠕࠪࠬ࠲ࡦ࠻ޔᯏ᧚ᠲ
❑ᜂᒰઁߦࠃࠅ᭴ᚑߐࠇߡ߅ࠅోޔߩᨋㆇ
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operational and administrative coordinators
and
supervisors,
forest
assistants,
machinery operators and others.
The Planning Management also comprises
the Quality Management structure, which
counts with forest analysts and assistants.
The farms where the project activity takes
place, Felixlândia and Morada Nova de
Minas, are subordinated to the Curvelo
branch (MG02 Unit).

༡ࡊࡠࠬࠍࠦࡦ࠻ࡠ࡞ߒߡࠆޕ

⸘↹▤ℂㇱ߇ຠ⾰▤ℂㇱࠍ▤ロߒߡ߅ࠅߎߘޔ
ߦᨋಽᨆᜂᒰ߮ࠕࠪࠬ࠲ࡦ࠻߇㈩⟎ߐࠇߡ
ࠆ߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޕታᣉߐࠇࠆ Felixlândia
ߣ Morada Nova de Minas ߩᨋ႐ߪ Curvelo
ᡰㇱ(MG02)ߩ▤ロߢࠆޕ

ᨋ࠺ࠖࠢ࠲
ᛛⴚޔ㐿⊒⋧⺣ᓎ
ᨋࡑࡀࠫࡖ
ਛㇱၞ
ᡰㇱࡑࡀࠫࡖ
CURVELO MG02
FELIXLANDIA
MG03
MORADA NOVA
MG04
⎇ⓥⅣႺࡑࡀࠫࡖ
⸘↹ࡑࡀࠫࡖ
ຠ⾰▤ℂ
⧣ᐥ▤ℂ
⽷ോޔㆇ༡࠺ࠖࠢ࠲
⽷ോޔㆇ༡ࡑࡀࠫࡖ
␠ળޔⅣႺ▤ℂㇱ
⚛ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡑࡀࠫࡖ
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E.8. Name of person(s)/entity(ies) applying
the monitoring plan:
Plantar - Belo Horizonte, Brazil;
International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development as a Trustee of the Prototype
Carbon Fund/World Bank – Carbon Finance
Unit, Washington DC, US (for details see
Annex 1).

E.8.ࡕ ࠾ ࠲  ࡦ ࠣ ⸘ ↹ ታ ⴕ ⠪ /ታ ⴕ ᯏ 㑐 ߩ ฬ
೨ޔฬ⒓
Plantar - Belo Horizonte, Brazil;ࡊࡠ࠻࠲ࠗࡊ
⚛ၮ㊄/⇇㌁ⴕ⚛㊄Ⲣㇱ㐷ޔWashington
DC, US ߩฃ⸤⠪ߢࠆ࿖㓙ᓳ⥝㐿⊒㌁ⴕ(
⚦ߪAnnex1 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣ)
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SECTION F. Environmental impacts of the
proposed A/R CDM project activity:
F.1. Documentation on the analysis of the
environmental impacts, including impacts
on biodiversity and natural ecosystems, and
impacts outside the project boundary of the
proposed A/R CDM project activity:
Silviculture activities, specially the
plantation of Eucalyptus forests, are
regularly in evidence due to their nature.
Although the eucalyptus plantations for the
production of wood for industrial and
domestic use have contributed significantly
in terms of socioeconomic development, wood
productivity and environmental
management quality of the plantations,
some adverse public reactions to this activity
are observed.
Criticisms are based on ecological and social
economical argumentations, some of them
supported by technical parameters and
others by myths and prejudice.
Among the most common arguments, the
statement that eucalyptus trees consume
more water than most crops, causing
damage to water streams and reduction of
the soil’s fertility, is one that persists.
Technical and scientific studies do not
confirm such statement.
According to Professor Sebastião Valverde
from the Federal University of Viçosa97, an
academic reference in forestry studies, a
research and comparison of the water
consumption for each unit produced of meat,
sugar cane, potato, corn, and soil,
undermines the previous argument against
the eucalyptus.
The table below shows the water
consumption of each crop in comparison to
the eucalyptus.
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࡚ࠢࠪࡦ F.ឭ᩺ࠇࠆ A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ߩⅣႺ߳ߩᓇ㗀
F.1.↢‛ᄙ᭽ᕈߣ⥄ὼߩ↢ᘒ♽ࠍߚⅣႺߦ
ኻߔࠆᓇ㗀ߩಽᨆޔ߮ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ A/R CDM
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ᄖߦ߅ߌࠆᓇ㗀ߩ
ಽᨆߩ⚦
ᬀᨋᵴേߩ࡙ࠞߦ․ޔᬀᨋߪߘߩᕈ⾰

↥ᬺ↪ᧁ᧚ޔ߮ኅᐸߢߩ↪ߩߚߩ࡙
ࠞߩᬀᨋߪ␠ޔળ⚻ᷣߩ⊒ዷߦߪචಽߦነ
ਈߒߡࠆ߇↥↢ߩ᧚ᧁޔᕈߣᬀᨋߩⅣႺ▤
ℂߩຠ⾰ߩὐߢޔ㑆ߢᧄᵴേ߳ߩኻ┙⊛ߥ
ᔕ߇ⶄᢙⷰኤߐࠇߡࠆޕ

ᛕ್ߪⅣႺ߮␠ળ⚻ᷣߦ㑐ߔࠆ߽ߩߢࠅޔ
ߘࠇࠄߪ⑼ቇ⊛ߥࡄࡔ࠲ߦၮߚ߽ߩ߽
ࠇ߫ས߿߆ࠄߊࠆ߽ߩ߽ࠆޕ
࡙ࠞߪߤߩⓃ‛ߣᲧセߒߡ߽᳓ߩᔅⷐ㊂߇
ᄙߊޔᴡᎹ߳ߩᓇ㗀߇ᄢ߈ߊფߩ⢈ᴅᕈ߇ᷫ
ዋߔࠆߣ߁ߩ߇ᦨ߽৻⥸⊛ߥਥᒛߢࠆޕ
ᛛⴚ⊛⑼ޔቇ⊛ߥ⎇ⓥߪߎߩਥᒛࠍߡߥ
ޕ
Viçosaᄢቇ 97 ߩSebastião Valverdeᢎߦࠃࠆ
ߣޔ⡺ߎࠈ߽߁ߣޔࡕࠗࠟࡖࠫޔࡆࠠ࠙࠻ࠨޔ
ߒ߮ფߩ᳓ߩᔅⷐ㊂ߩᲧセ⎇ⓥ߿ᨋ⎇ⓥ
߇ߦ࡙ࠞޔኻߔࠆߘߩࠃ߁ߥᛕ್ߦ⸽ߔ
ࠆߎߣߦߥࠆߣߒߡࠆޕ

ਅߪޔฦⓃ‛ߩ᳓ߩᔅⷐ㊂ߩ࡙ࠞߣߩᲧ
セߢࠆޕ
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Figure 46 – Ⓝ‛᳓ߩᔅⷐ㊂
CROP
Ⓝ‛
ߣ߁߽ࠈߎߒ
ߓ߾߇߽
ࠨ࠻࠙ࠠࡆ 1kg =
1000 l
Eucalyptus

BIOMASS/
HECTARE
ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ/ha
3.5t/ ha
20.0t/ ha
77.0t/ ha = 2000 l
23 a 25.0t/ha

᳓ᶖ⾌㊂

᳓ᶖ⾌㊂

(liters)/ ha

(liters) / ↢↥‛㊂

3.5millions l/ ha
40.0millions l/ ha
38.5millions l/ ha

1kg = 1000 l
1kg = 2000 l
1kg = 500 l

8.05millions l/ ha

1kg = 350 l

Source: Federal University of Viçosa
Corn, sugar cane and potato - Serviço Brasileiro de Respostas Técnicas (acesso em 10/02/2009
http://sbrtv1.ibict.br/upload/sbrt5207.pdf?PHPSESSID=6aa56910df57f5c60f1bee9de0deeaf0 )
Eucalyptus - Agência FAPESP (acesso em 10/02/2009
http://www.portaldoagronegocio.com.br/conteudo.php?id=25961 )
97 VALVERDE, Sebastião Renato.
Plantações de Eucalipto no Brasil. Revista
da Madeira, no 107, September 18th 2007.
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Regarding the eucalyptus plantations
impact in the soil, the plantations can
frequently enrich or restore the soil, due to
the large amount of woody material
deposited over the soil by the eucalyptus
trees98.
Nevertheless, the soil enrichment or
restoration will happen in soils that were
previously relatively poor and exhausted. In
this sense, when evaluating the eucalyptus
impacts (positive and negative) in the
environment, it is always extremely
important to consider the previous land use
of the plantations areas.
The project’s entity compromise to the
sustainability of its activities was reinforced
with an assessment of biodiversity
indicators done by Daniel Nepstad and Luis
Carlos Cardoso Vale99, which occurred in
2001 to comply with baseline determination
procedures required by the World Bank’s
Prototype Carbon Fund.
It served as the basis for the project entity’s
monitoring program, which includes:

(a) the conservation and maintenance of
protected areas;
(b) fauna and flora characterization
(c) monitoring of the quality of the
superficial and ground waters;

97 VALVERDE, Sebastião Renato. Plantações
de Eucalipto no Brasil. Revista da Madeira,
no 107, September 18th 2007.
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ფ߳ߩ࡙ࠞᬀᨋߩᓇ㗀ߦ㑐ߒߡޔᬀᨋ
ߪᄢ㊂ߩ࡙ࠞ 98 ߩᧁ⾰᧚ᢱ߇ၸⓍߒߡ
ࠆߚޔኈᤃߦფࠍ⼾߆ߦߒޔߩ⁁ᘒࠍ࿁
ᓳߐߖࠆޕ

ფߩ⢈ᴅൻߪߚ߹ޔ࿁ᓳߪޔએ೨ߪᲧセ⊛∳
ߖߡߚࠅഠൻߒߡߚߢ߽ߎࠆߎߣߢ
ࠆ߁߁ߘޕὐߢޔⅣႺ߳ߩ࡙ࠞ߇ਈ߃
ࠆᓇ㗀ࠍ⠨߃ߚߣ߈ޔએ೨ߩߩ⁁ᘒࠍൊ᩺
ߔࠆߎߣߪ㕖Ᏹߦ㊀ⷐߣߥߞߡߊࠆޕ

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩᜬ⛯ᕈ߳
ߩขࠅ⚵ߺߪ Daniel Nepstad and Luis Carlos
Cardoso Vale99 ߦࠃߞߡታᣉߐࠇߚ↢‛ᄙ᭽ᕈ
ᜰᮡ⹏ଔߦࠃߞߡߐࠄߦᒝࠄࠇߚߪࠇߎޕ
2001 ᐕߦ⇇㌁ⴕߩࡊࡠ࠻࠲ࠗࡊ⚛ၮ㊄߇
ⷐ᳞ߔࠆࡌࠬࠗࡦߩቯᚻ⛯߈ߦᓥ߁ߚ
ߦታᣉߐࠇߚߎߣߢࠆޕ
ߎߩߎߣߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
ࡊࡠࠣࡓߩࡌࠬߣߥߞߡࠆࡓࠣࡠࡊޕ
ߩౝኈߪએਅߩߣ߅ࠅ㧦
(a)⼔ߩోߣ⛽ᜬ
(b)േᬀ‛⋧ߩ⒳㘃ಽߌ
(c)ᴡᎹޔਅ᳓ߩ⾰ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
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(d) the establishment of management
programs in the protected areas to ensure
their preservation and expansion;
(e) the monitoring of natural resources,
accounting all changes in relation to the
flora, fauna, and water resources;
and (f) the establishment, when needed, of a
restoration program of degraded areas.
The most recent assessment of the project’s
biodiversity and environmental impacts was
developed in accordance with Brazilian
environmental legislation, the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA),
the Environmental Control Report (ECR)
and the Environmental Control Plan.
It was prepared for the plantation units
MG03 and MG04 where the project activity
is located by a multidisciplinary technical
team and included detailed analyses
developed based on diagnosis of geophysical,
biotic and social economical environments.
The environmental assessment framework
below presents all the environmental
impacts caused by the project activity found
in the study and its correspondents
categories.98
98 ALCIDES, Felipe Rodrigues.
Considerações Ecológicas Sobre Plantios de
Eucalipto – Anais do VIII Congresso de
Ecologia do Brasil, September 23rd to 28th,
2007, Caxambu, MG.
99 Prototype Carbon Fund. Brazil Plantar
Baseline Report – Appendix 5: Biodiversity
assessment and proposal for further work,
September 2001.
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(d)⼔ߩోߣᄢࠍ⋡ᜰߒߚ▤ℂࡊࡠࠣ
ࡓߩ⏕┙
(e)േᬀ‛⋧ޔ᳓⾗Ḯߦ㑐ߔࠆోᄌൻࠍ⸥㍳ߒ
ߚޔᄤὼ⾗Ḯߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
(f)ᔅⷐߣߥߞߚ㓙ߩޔഠൻߩ࿁ᓳࡊࡠࠣࡓ
ߩ⏕┙
⋥ㄭߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ↢‛ᄙ᭽ᕈ߮ⅣႺᓇ㗀
ߩ⹏ଔߪࡉࠫ࡞ⅣႺᴺޔⅣႺᓇ㗀⹏ଔ
(EIA)ޔⅣႺ▤ℂႎ๔(ECR)߮ⅣႺ▤ℂ⸘↹
ߦᓥታᣉߐࠇߚޕ

ᬀᨋㆇ༡නߢࠆ MG03 ߣ MG04 ߦࠃࠅ
⹏ଔߩḰ߇ㅴࠄࠇߚߩࠄࠇߘޕㆇ༡නߪ
㓸ቇ⊛ߥᛛⴚ࠴ࡓࠍߒޔ‛ℂቇ‛↢ޔ
⊛߅ࠃ߮␠ળ⚻ᷣⅣႺ⊛⸻ᢿߦၮ߈⊒ዷߐߖߚ
⚦ߥಽᨆ߇ߥߐࠇߚޕ
ⅣႺ⹏ଔߩᨒ⚵ߺߩਛߢ⹏ޔଔߩ㓙ߦᬌߐࠇ
ߚ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߦᏫߔࠆⅣႺᓇ㗀ߣߘࠇ
ࠄߩ⚿ᨐࠍࠞ࠹ࠧߦਅ⸥ߢ␜ߒߡࠆޕ
98 ALCIDES, Felipe Rodrigues.
Considerações Ecológicas Sobre Plantios de
Eucalipto – Anais do VIII Congresso de
Ecologia do Brasil, September 23rd to 28th,
2007, Caxambu, MG.
99 Prototype Carbon Fund. Brazil Plantar
Baseline Report – Appendix 5: Biodiversity
assessment and proposal for further work,
September 2001.
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Figure 47: ⅣႺᓇ㗀
ⅣႺᓇ㗀 – ‛ℂ⊛ⅣႺ
MG03 (Felixlândia) ߮ MG04(Morada
Nova de Minas) ߦ߅ߌࠆᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻

Analyses of the Environmental Impacts
(I)
(II) (III) (IV)
(V)
(VI)
P ,N
D,I R,I
T,P,C S,M, L,R

(VII)
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As per table above, there are positive and
negative environmental impacts of the
project activities and each of them is
classified per its nature, temporality,
reversibility, periodicity, type, and scope.
Considering the study’s scope and analysis
results, the most significant environmental
positive impact of the project activity is the
protection against erosive processes and
nutrients recycling.
The plantations establishment of
Eucalyptus protects the soil, since it
provides efficient cover due to the
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formation of a thick layer of litter.
The decomposition of the litter promotes an
increase of organic matter and the
recycling of nutrients in the soil.
In addition to these benefits, the dead wood
left over the soil improves the
micro-climate conditions, especially of the
most superficial soils.
110/133
Eucalyptus
plantations
silviculture
practices can also promote soil fertilization
through the use of fertilizers.
Natural phosphate is used for the planting
and maintenance of the Eucalyptus forests
in order to neutralize the aluminum and
add phosphorus in the long run as a
vegetal nutrient. In addition, calcium
carbonate is added to correct the soil’s
acidity, a procedure called “calagem”.
The artificial fertilization and the
correction of the acidity of the soils
intensify the microbial activity and,
consequently, increase the composition
velocity of the pesticides.
Furthermore, a good aeration and hydric
equilibrium of the latossols also contribute
to the pesticides decomposition.
Apart from the ultimate objective of this
project which is to increase of carbon sinks
through the implementation of eucalyptus
plantations; other positive impacts on the
environment promoted by the project
activities include:
an increase in the size of permanent
preservation and protected areas
comparing to the preexistence land use
conditions;
the preservation of expressive native
areas of the Cerrado ecosystem;
the adoption of the mosaic stewardship
practice;
the formation of fauna corridors to
interconnect vast native conservation areas
with forest plantations, favouring the
transit of wild animals and biodiversity
enhancement;
the establishment of monitoring
parameters and indicators;
the implementation of several
environmental initiatives, such as the fire
control program and the environmental
education program;
the elimination of the damages caused by
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the cattle trampling in the remaining
native areas and in soil compaction
process.
The relevant negative impacts were
classified based on the assessment results
indications of the parameter “High” for the
magnitude and relative importance criteria
and parameter “negative” for the impact
quality criteria.
Thus, out of the enlisted negative impacts,
only one was identified with both criteria
at the same time.
However, adopting the application of the
environmental precaution concept another
impact is also being considered as highly
relevant.
Hence, only two significant negative
impacts were identified in the study.
They are indicated below and described in
detail in the next section (F.2) of this PDD
document.
1) Increase of concentration of solids in
suspension, nutrients and organic matter
in the water streams;
2) Changes in the pluvial regime and in the
water quality of the basin.
Additional information on the treatment of
the environmental impacts of this proposed
project activity can be found in the Annex 6
of this document.
F.2. If any negative impact is considered
significant by the project participants or
the host Party, a statement that project
participants have undertaken an
environmental impact assessment, in
accordance with the procedures required
by the host Party, including conclusions
and all references to support
documentation:
In the previous section, all environmental
impacts, positives and negatives, of the
project’s activities in the forestry service
units MG03 and MG04 were listed based
on the Environmental & Social Impact
Assessment Studies prepared in
compliance with the Brazilian
environmental regulations, as provided by
the Conselho de Política Ambiental
(COPAM/MG)100.
111/133
They were classified and assessed under
the following parameters: impact quality;
sequence; reversibility; periodicity;
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temporality; spatial scope; and magnitude
and relative importance.
For the classification of the most relevant
negative impacts of the project activities in
the environment, it was considered the
parameter “High” for the magnitude and
relative importance criteria and parameter
“negative” for the impact quality criteria.
Thus, out of the twenty one negative
impacts, only one was identified with both
criteria at the same time.
However, another impact is also being
considered in this analysis due to its high
relevance.
Specific monitoring programs and remedial
measures for these relevant negative
impacts are detailed in Section F3 ahead.
Based on the study results presented in the
previous section and considering the
classification criteria mentioned above, the
most significant negative environmental
impact of the project activity is the increase
of concentration of solids in suspension,
nutrients and organic matter in the water
streams.
Although it was not detected in the study
analyses, the increase of the concentration
of solids in suspension, nutrients and
organic matter in the water streams, is a
negative effect that may be caused by the
reforestation activity and therefore to be
monitored.
Taking that into account a strict
monitoring process is adopted by the
project proponent to observe and control
the possible damages on the water quality
due to changes in its hydro biological and
physic-chemical characteristics such as:
increase of pH, reduction of oxygen levels,
increase of the salt mixture and
conductivity, changes in the aquatic
communities prevailing species more
resistant to pollution, silting up of water
streams, and changes in the water’s
physical aspect (odour and taste).
Another relevant environmental impact,
but of difficult qualification (whether
positive or negative), and which needs
further scientific studies, is referred to the
changes in the pluvial regime and in the
water quality of the basin.
The changes in the pluvial regime and in
the water quality of the micro-basin
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constitute a phenomenon of difficult
qualification once there are no technical
elements available for immediate
assessment.
The management of the eucalyptus
plantations can either increase the water
quantity of the basin or decrease,
depending on the procedures adopted.
Small dams may not continue to store
water after the forest plantations
establishment due to the interception of
the pluvial water by the trees’ crowns and
the reduction of superficial water flow as
per introduction of soil conservation
practices.
According to the study, there are two
alternatives for the minimization of the
possible losses caused by silviculture
activities mentioned above.
First, silviculture practices that effectively
result in a lower erosion rate must be
adopted.
Second, practices of soil and water
conservation also must be adopted.
In order to achieve more effective control, a
combination of both practices is
recommended in order to prevent erosive
processes and increase water infiltration
rate in the soil due to the minimization of
superficial flowage.
In the specific cases of the forest
plantations within the project activity area,
the study identified the adoption of both
practices mentioned above.
The minimum cultivation planting
technique adopted seeks to preserve the
environmental integrity of the area where
the project activity is implemented.
100 Environmental Policy Council of the
State of Minas Gerais
It includes soil preparation techniques and
monitoring of nutrients consumed in order
to prevent erosion; minimum use of
fertilizers as per the best practices in
silviculture; and the practice of leaving the
harvesting remainders in the soil to
function as a protection cover among
others.
The adoption of the minimum cultivation
planting technique, with the reduction of
soil disturbance for the planting activities
and the complete elimination of fuel
burning practices, has resulted in an
effective solution to prevent soil’s direct
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᳓㊂߇ᷫࠅޔფో߇ߥߐࠇࠆߚࡦࡊޔ
࠹࡚ࠪࡦ߇ㅧᚑߐࠇߡ߆ࠄߪዊⷙᮨߩ࠳ࡓߪ
↪ߐࠇߥߊߥࠆߛࠈ߁ޕ

⎇ⓥߦࠃࠆߣޔᬀᨋᵴേߦࠃߞߡᒁ߈ߎߐࠇ
߁ࠆ៊ᄬࠍᦨዊൻߔࠆߚߦߪ 2 ߟߩᣇᴺ߇
ࠆޕ
ᦨೋߪޔᬀᨋᓟߩᶐ㘩₸ࠍᛥ߃ࠆࠃ߁ߥᬀᨋ
⢒ᣇᴺࠍណ↪ߔࠆߎߣޕ
ᰴߦޔფߣ᳓ߩోኻ╷߇ណࠄࠇࠆߎߣޕ
ࠃࠅലᨐ⊛ߦ⁁ᘒࠍࠦࡦ࠻ࡠ࡞ߒޔᶐ㘩ࠍ㒐
ᱛߒޔߩ㕙ᵹࠍᦨዊ㒢ߦᛥ߃ޔფ߳ߩ
᳓ߩᶐㅘ₸ࠍߍࠆߚߦߪਔᣇߩኻ╷ࠍߣࠆ
ߎߣ߇ផᅑߐࠇࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേࠛࠕౝߦ߅ߡޔਔᣇߩኻ
╷ࠍ⻠ߓߚࠤ߽ࠬࠆޕ

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ታᣉߐࠇࠆࠛࠕߩⅣႺ߳ߩ㗅
ൻߩߚߦᦨޔዊ⠹ᛛⴚ߇ណ↪ߐࠇߚޕ
100 Environmental

Policy Council of the State of
Minas Gerais
ߘࠇߦߪᜥ߃ߩᛛⴚߣޔᶐ㘩ࠍ㒐ᱛߔࠆߚ
ߩᩕ㙃ߩ᠋Ꮣߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ߇߹ࠇࠆ㧧ᬀᨋ
ߩᦨༀᘠⴕߦᓥޔᣉ⢈㊂ࠍᦨዊ㒢ߦᛥ߃ࠆ㧧
ფߩ⼔᐀ߣߔࠆߚߦᱷᧁ᧚ࠍფߦᱷ
ߔޕ

ᦨዊ⠹ォᛛⴚߣหᤨߦ߁ߦ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ფᠣੂߩᛥߣޔΆᢱΆࠍቢోߦ㒰ߔࠆߎ
ߣߦࠃࠅޔფࠍᶐ㘩ߩ⋥ធ⊛ߥⵍኂ߆ࠄࠆ
ߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߚޕ
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exposure to erosion effects.
It has also promoted residual organic
matter incorporation in the soil.
In relation to soil and water conservation
practices, although the project activities’
plantation areas are located mostly in flat
lands slightly uneven, part of these areas
reveal small declines but with long slopes,
which increases the risks to erosion.
In order to mitigate the risks, retention
systems are implemented in these areas,
such as the locally called “camalhões”,
which promotes water drainage into the
stands, and the “bacias de contenção”,
which aims to retain sediments from the
superficial flowage.
In the specific case of the project activity
lands, their flat and slightly uneven
characteristics and the high permeability
of the latossols promotes the prevalence of
pluvial water infiltration over the
superficial flowage.
In adequate conditions, eucalyptus
plantations can help to control the water
superficial flowage.
However, this effect will depend on the
plants’ growth conditions and on the cover
and declivity of the soil.
As such, soil and water conservation
practices adopted in the plantations
management play a major role, once in
their absence the soil may be vulnerable to
erosive processes.
Thus, various factors need to be
considered, such as landscape and soil
characteristics and, the planting
technology, including spacing being used.
The eucalyptus, if sustainably managed
(keeping the residues in the area and
replacing the nutrients lost during the
harvesting), does not damage the soil’s
fertility (Neves, 2003).
Public data present clear evidence that the
eucalyptus plantations, in respect to the
hydric balance of the river basins, do not
differ from other forest species, showing a
medium increase of the flowing due to
harvesting and a decrease of the flowing
due to the reforestation of the basin, of
same magnitude of results as those of
similar forest species (Lima, 1986).
In addition to the environmental
assessments mentioned above, the project

߹ߚᱷ⇐ᯏ‛ߩფ߳ߩ⚵ߺࠇࠍଦߔߎߣ
ߦߥߞߚޕ
ფߣ᳓ߩ⼔ߦ㑐ߒߡޔㅧᨋࠛࠕߪਇဋ⾰
ߥᐔ㕙ߩߦ⟎ߒߡࠆ߇ߩࠄࠇߎޔ
ߩ৻ㇱߪᢳߩዊߐߥ㐳ဈߦߥߞߡ߅ࠅߘޔ
ߩߎߣߢᶐ㘩ࠬࠢ߇Ⴧടߔࠆޕ
ߎࠇࠄߩෂ㒾ᕈࠍ✭ߔࠆߚߦ“ޔcamalhões”
ߣ߫ࠇࠆޔᨋಽߩ᳓ߪߌࠍଦߔࠪࠬ࠹ࡓ߿ޔ
“bacias de contenção”ߣ߫ࠇࠆޔ⍾߇
߆ࠄᵹࠇߥࠃ߁ߦߔࠆࠪࠬ࠹ࡓ߇ណࠄࠇ
ߚޕ
ߩᐔࠄߢਇဋ⾰ߥ․ᓽߣ latossols ߩფ߳
ߩ㜞ᶐㅘᕈ߇ޔ㔎᳓ߩფ߳ߩᶐㅘࠍଦߒߡ
ࠆࠤࠬ߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߢࠄࠇࠆޕ

ㆡಾߥ᧦ઙߩਅߢߪߩ࡙ࠞޔᬀᨋߪ㔎᳓
ߩფ㕙ᵹࠍᛥߔࠆߎߣ߇น⢻ߢࠆޕ
ߒ߆ߒߩߎޕലᨐߪ᮸ᧁߩ↢㐳᧦ઙߣߩⵍ
ⷒޔ൨㈩ߦᏀฝߐࠇࠆޕ
ߎߩࠃ߁ߦߚࠇࠄߓ⻠ޔფ߮᳓ߩ⼔ኻ╷
ߪߚߞ߆ߥ߇ࠄࠇߘޔ႐วߦფ߇ᶐ㘩↪ߩ
ᓇ㗀ࠍฃߌߡߚߢࠈ߁ߎߣ߆ࠄޔ㊀ⷐߥᓎ
ഀࠍᨐߚߒߡࠆޕ
ߎߩࠃ߁ߦޔᒻ߿ფߩ․ᓽޔᬀᨋᣇᴺ߿ᬀ
ᨋ㑆㓒╬ߩⶄᢙߩⷐ⚛ࠍ⠨ᘦߔࠆᔅⷐ߇ࠆޕ

ᜬ⛯⊛ߥᣇᴺߢ▤ℂߐࠇߚ႐ว㧔ᱷᧁ᧚ࠍფ
ߦᱷߔߎߣ߿ⓠߢᄬࠊࠇߚᩕ㙃⚛ߩႯ㧕࡙ޔ
ࠞߪფߩ⢈ᴅᐲࠍᷫዋߐߖࠆߎߣߪߥ
(Neves, 2003)ޕ
࠺࠲߆ࠄޔᵹၞߩ᳓⾰ߩࡃࡦࠬߦ㑐ߒߡޔ
࡙ࠞᬀᨋߪߩઁޔ᮸⒳ߩᬀᨋߣᏅ߇ߥ
ߊޔⓠߦࠃࠆ᳓ᵹߩჇട߿ޔᵹၞߦ߅ߌࠆౣ
ᬀᨋߦࠃࠆ᳓ᵹߩᷫዋࠍ␜ߒߡ߅ࠅߩࠄࠇߘޔ
㊀ⷐᕈߪઁޔ᮸⒳ߩᨋ߇ⅣႺߦਈ߃ࠆ߽ߩߣ
ห⒟ᐲߢࠆ(Lima, 1986)ޕ

⸥ߦߍߚⅣႺᓇ㗀⹏ଔߦട߃ޔFSC(Forest
Stewardship Council)ߩⷙቯߣၮḰߦᓥߞߚ
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activity area have also been certified in
accordance with the FSC Principles and
Criteria and audited by SCS (Scientific
Certification
Systems).

⸽ࠍฃߌޔSCS(⑼ቇ⸽ࠪࠬ࠹ࡓ)ߩᬌᩏࠍฃߌ
ࠆޕ

Related documentation was presented to
the DOE, in conjunction with the
Environmental & Social Impact
Assessment Studies.
FSC certification reports are also available
on the Internet at www.scscertified.com.
Overall, the referred reports conclude that
the project entity is capable of
implementing the project related activities
within an environmentally and socially
sustainable manner, provided that the
recommended monitoring provisions are
adequately implemented.
The project activity is expected to
stimulate local and regional development
and has allowed the project entity to
implement first-of-a-kind social and
environmental indicators in its industry.
F.3. Description of planned monitoring and
remedial measures to address significant
impacts referred to in section F.2. above:
The following table summarizes
monitoring and remedial measures
implemented to address the most
significant negative impacts referred to in
section F.2.
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ⅣႺ␠ޔળᓇ㗀⹏ଔߩߚߦޔ㑐ㅪߔࠆᦠ㘃ߪ
ోߡ DOE ߦឭߐࠇࠆޕ
ESC ⸽ႎ๔ߪࠗࡦ࠲ࡀ࠶࠻
www.scscertified.com ߢ㑛ⷩน⢻ߢࠆޕ
ߘߩႎ๔ᦠߢߪޔផᅑߐࠇࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣⷙቯ
߇ㆩߐࠇࠇ߫࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉߪޔⅣႺ
⊛␠ޔળ⊛ߦᜬ⛯⊛ߥᣇᴺߢᬀᨋߦ㑐ࠊࠆᵴേ
ࠍታᣉߔࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆߣ⚿⺰ߠߌߡࠆޕ

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪߘߩࠛࠕ߮ၞߩ㐿⊒
ࠍೝỗߔࠆߎߣߦߥࠆߣᦼᓙߐࠇ␠ޔળ⊛ޔⅣ
Ⴚ⊛㕙ߢޔ㋕㍑↥ᬺ⇇ߢೋߡߩ⹜ߺ߇ߥߐࠇ
ࠆߎߣߣߥߞߚޕ
F.3.ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߣ⸥࡚ࠢࠪࡦ F.2 ߢ
⸒ߒߚ㊀ⷐᕈߩࠆᓇ㗀ߩᡷༀ╷
ਅߦޔታᣉߐࠇࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣࡊࡠࠣࡓ
߮ᡷༀ╷ࠍ␜ߔޕ
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Figure 48: ㊀ᐲߥⅣႺᓇ㗀ߦኻߔࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߣᡷༀ╷
ᓇ㗀:

᳓ਛߩ Ộ‛⾰ޔᩕ㙃⚛߮ᯏ‛⾰ߩỚ㓸‛ߩჇട

ኻ╷:
ᩮ:

㕙᳓ߩ⾰ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣࡊࡠࠣࡓߩ╷ቯ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߢⶄᢙߩᴡᎹࠍหᤨᐔⴕߢ⛔ߪߊߒ߽ޔว⊛ߦ↪ߔࠆߚ
ޔዊᵹၞߩ᳓⾰߇ᡷༀߐࠇࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ࠆޕ
ࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦࠍᵹࠇࠆᎹߩ㕙᳓ߩ‛ℂ⊛ޔൻቇ⊛ޔᓸ↢‛ቇ⊛ࡄࡔ
࠲߆ࠄߚᬀᨋߩലᨐࠍ⹏ଔߔࠆߚߦታᣉޕ
᳓ߩ‛ℂ⊛ޔൻቇ⊛ޔᓸ↢‛ቇ⊛ࡄࡔ࠲
ᐕੑ࿁ੇޔቄߣ㔎ቄߦ㓸ߐࠇࠆ⎇ⓥ↪ࠨࡦࡊ࡞ߩ⚿ᨐߦၮߊࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޕ
ࠣߪ 2003 ᐕ 12 ࠃࠅታᣉߐࠇߡࠆޕ
Plantar’s Social and Environmental Department.

⋡⊛:
ࡄࡔ࠲:
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ㗫
ᐲ:
⽿છᯏ㑐:
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Figure 49: ㊀ᐲߥⅣႺᓇ㗀ߦኻߔࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߣᡷༀ╷
ᓇ㗀:

ᴡᎹᵹၞߩ᳓⾰߮㔎᳓ߩ߷ߔᓇ㗀ߩᄌൻ

ኻ╷:
ᩮ:

Ꮉߩዊᵹၞߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣࡊࡠࠣࡓߩ╷ቯ.
ዊᵹၞߩ᳓ಽേᘒࠍୃᱜޔᄌᦝߔࠆᛛⴚ⊛ߥᄌᢙ߇ᄙߊࠆߚޔዊᵹၞߦ
߅ߌࠆ㔎᳓ߩ߷ߔᓇ㗀ߩᄌൻࠍ᷹ቯޔ㊂ൻޔᛠីߔࠆߎߣߪ㔍ߒޕᄢⷙ
ᮨߥ↪ᄌൻߪዊᵹၞߩ᳓㊂ߩჇട߽ߒߊߪᷫዋߦߟߥ߇ࠅޔਅ᳓
ࠍਅߍࠆߪߊߒ߽ޔዊⷙᮨߥ࠳ࡓࠍᐓ߇ࠄߖࠆߎߣߦߥࠆޕ
ߎߩߚޔᒁ߈⛯߈ߩ࡙ࠞࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩ߷ߔലᨐߩ⎇ⓥ⺞ޔᩏ
߇ᔅⷐߣߥࠆޕ
Viçosaᄢቇߣหߢ, Herly Carlos Teixeira Dias ᢎߩ⋙〈ߩਅޔታᣉߒ
ߚ ޕዊᵹၞߦ߅ߌࠆ࡙ࠞߩᬀᨋߣ▤ℂߣኻᲧߒߚޔ᳓ಽേᘒߦ߅ߌࠆ
ᐓᷤᄌᢙߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣࠍ⋡⊛ߣߒߡࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠣࡓᦼ㑆ߪᦨૐߢ߽ 14 ᐕߢࠅޔၞߦᦨ߽ㆡߒߚᬀᨋᛛⴚߩ⏕ቯ߇
㊀ⷐߣߥࠆޕ
ዊᵹၞ߮ၞߩ㒠㔎․ᕈߦ㑐ࠊࠆᵹ᳓㊂; ᳓⸘ߢ⸘᷹ߒߚਅ᳓; ⫳
⊒⸘ߢߩ⸘᷹ࠍࡌࠬߣߒߚ⫳⊒ᢔ㊂ߩផቯ୯; ല㒠㔎ߦࠃࠆࡊࡦ࠹
࡚ࠪࡦౝߦ߅ߌࠆფߩᵹ᳓㊂;ࠛࠕౝߩ⇣ߥࠆ႐ᚲߦ߅ߌࠆფߩ᳓ᶐ
ㅘ₸
⚿ᨐߪᲤᣣ㓸ߐࠇޔฦᦼᧃߏߣߦႎ๔߇ߥߐࠇࠆޕ

⋡⊛:

ࡄࡔ࠲:

ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ㗫
ᐲ:
⽿છᯏ㑐:

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪᓸ⺞ᢛߩᦼ㑆ߦࠆޕ
Plantar’s Social and Environmental Department.
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Other programs developed to mitigate or
minimize the other environmental impacts
are verified by the FSC certification and by
the State Environment and Sustainable
Development Secretary – SEMAD.
In addition, Annex 6 of this document
describes in detail additional programs
developed by the project entity with the
same purpose.
Another item subject to monitoring is the
project activities’ Operating Licenses.
In the process to obtain the operating
licenses for the forestry service units MG03
and MG04, the Environmental & Social
Impact Assessment Studies prepared in
compliance with the Brazilian
environmental regulations, as provided by
the Conselho de Política Ambiental
(COPAM/MG)101, were submitted for a
technical and legal evaluation by the
SEMAD.
In addition to the Environmental & Social
Impact Assessment Studies, an
Environmental Control Program (PCA) for
each unit was submitted.
The licenses were then judged by the council
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ⅣႺ߳ߩᓇ㗀ࠍ✭ᦨߪߊߒ߽ޔዊൻߔࠆߚ
ߩߘߩઁߩࡊࡠࠣࡓߪޔFSC ⸽߮ⅣႺ
ᜬ⛯⊛㐿⊒⋭(SEMAD)ߦࠃߞߡᬌ⸽ߐࠇߚޕ
ᦝߦ ᧄޔPDD ߩ Annex6 ߢޔห᭽ߩ⋡⊛ߩߚ
ߦ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉߦࠃࠅታᣉߐࠇࠆㅊട
⊛ߥࡊࡠࠣࡓߦߟߡㅀߒߡࠆޕ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߐࠇࠆߘߩઁߩ㗄⋡ߣߒߡࡠࡊޔ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩታᣉ⸵߇ࠆޕ
ᨋㆇ༡නߩ MG03 ߣ MG04 ߇ታᣉ⸵ࠍข
ࠆ 㓙 ߦ  ޔConselho de Política Ambiental
(COPAM/MG)101 ߦࠃࠆࡉࠫ࡞ⅣႺᴺᓥߞߡ
ታᣉߐࠇߚⅣႺ␠ળᓇ㗀⹏ଔ⺞ᩏ߇ޔSEMAD
ߦࠃࠆᛛⴚ⊛ޔᴺ⊛⹏ଔߩߚߦឭߐࠇߚޕ

ⅣႺ␠ળᓇ㗀⹏ଔߦട߃ޔฦㆇ༡නߏߣߩ
ᨋߦ߅ߌࠆⅣႺ▤ℂࡊࡠࠣࡓ(PCA)߇ឭߐ
ࠇߚޕ
ߘࠇࠄߩឭࠍ〯߹߃ߡ COPAM/MG ߩℂ
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board of the COPAM/MG and granted under
certain conditions.
During the validation period of the operating
licenses, annual reports assuring the
compliance with the Environmental Control
Program (PCA) and with the conditions
imposed for each unit must be prepared.
Before the expiration date of each license,
the Environmental Performance Evaluation
Report (RADA) shall be prepared by a
technical team and submitted in order to
request the license’s revalidation.
The RADA report is then analyzed by the
SEMAD which issues a statement to the
council board of the COPAM/MG.
The monitoring of the operating licenses
shall be executed as per details on the
following table.

ળߢክᩏࠍฃߌ․ޔቯߩ᧦ઙ߇⺖ߐࠇߚߢ
⸵߇⊒ⴕߐࠇߚޕ
ታᣉ⸵ߩലᦼ㑆ਛޔⅣႺ▤ℂࡊࡠࠣࡓ
(PCA)߮ฦᨋㆇ༡නߦ⺖ߐࠇߚ᧦ઙࠍㆩ
ߒߡࠆߎߣࠍ⸽ߔࠆߚߩᐕ㑆ႎ๔߇
ᚑߐࠇࠆޕ
ฦ⸵ߩᄬലߩ೨ߦޔⅣႺࡄࡈࠜࡑࡦࠬ⹏ଔ
ႎ๔(RADA)߇ᛛⴚ࠴ࡓߦࠃߞߡḰߐࠇޔ
⸵ߩౣઃࠍ↳⺧ߔࠆߚߦឭߐࠇࠆޕ
RADA ႎ ๔ ߪ SEMAD ߦ ࠃ ࠅ ಽ ᨆ ߐ ࠇ ޔ
COPAM/MG ℂળ߳ߩႎ๔߇ߥߐࠇࠆޕ
⸵ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߪਅߩ⚦ߦᓥታᣉߐ
ࠇࠆޕ

Figure 50: Operating licenses for MG03 and MG04 forestry service units.
ᨋㆇ༡න MG03 ߮ MG04 ߩᬺታᣉ⸵
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ㗄⋡:
ᨋㆇ༡නMG03 ߮MG04 ߩᬺታᣉ⸵
⋡⊛:
⸵ߩലᕈࠍࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߔࠆ
ᵴേౝኈ:
ⅣႺ▤ℂࡊࡠࠣࡓ(PCA)߮ฦᨋㆇ༡න(MG03 ߮MG04).
ߦ⺖ߐࠇߚ᧦ઙࠍㆩߒߡࠆߎߣࠍ⸽ߔࠆߚߩᐕ㑆ႎ๔߇
ᚑߐࠇࠆޕ
ᱜᒰᕈ㧦
⸵ߪ 6 ᐕߢᄬലߒߩߘޔౣઃߩߚߦޔRADAႎ๔ࠍㅪ㇌ⅣႺ
ᯏ㑐ߦឭߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥޕ
ࡄࡔ࠲:

ߩ⸵ലᦼ㑆ߪએਅߩߣ߅ࠅ㧦
MG03 – 2006 ᐕ㨪2012 ᐕ
MG04 – 2005 ᐕ㨪2011 ᐕ

ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ㗫ᐲ:
⽿છᯏ㑐:

Ფᐕ
Plantar␠ળⅣႺㇱ㐷

In addition to the maintenance of the
environmental
licenses,
the
FSC
Certification is also a strong case for
environmental control.
The forestry services units MG03 and MG04
are audited annually as per the FSC’s
principles and criteria of sustainable forest
management.
101 Environmental Policy Council of the
State of Minas Gerais
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Moreover, a specific Environmental and
Biodiversity Plan, tailored by the World
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Bank in conjunction with the project entity
and local experts, is also being undertaken.
The Plan consists of a series of indicators
that are monitored throughout the project
lifetime.
The project is expected to strongly contribute
to sustainable development within the
project region102 and in Brazil.
SECTION G.
Socio-economic impacts of the proposed A/R
CDM project activity:
G.1. Documentation on the analysis of the
major socio-economic impacts, including
impacts outside the project boundary of the
proposed A/R CDM project activity:
The Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA), the Environmental Control Report
(ECR) and the Environmental Control Plan
mentioned above in Section F.1, provide an
analysis of the major socioeconomic impacts
of the proposed project activity inside and
outside its boundaries.
These documents were available to the DOE.
In addition to these documents, the Annex 6
attached to this PDD describes in detail the
project entity’s various social initiatives and
contributions to the sustainable
development of the region.
The analysis of impacts on the
social-economic environment is based on a
diagnosis by the Environmental Impact
Assessment by Del Rey Engineering which
mainly considered the results of interviews,
in which are highlighted the local population
point of view on the alterations caused by
the project activities in the regions of
Forestry Projects MG03 and MG04 (areas
where the project activities are located).
The study has also considered the knowledge
from the Department of Social Relations and
the contributions of the environmental
management based on the principles and
criteria of the Forestry Certification of the
Forest Stewardship Council – FSC.
Areas of relevant cultural or religious
interest were not identified, as well as the
presence of traditional communities
(“quilombolas” and indigenous people) in the
region of the Forestry Projects.
This information can be confirmed by the
Environmental Impact Assessment, by
studies of the Social Relation Department of
the company, by FSC maintenance audit
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reports, and by public consultation and
public meetings held in the re-certification
processes in 2002 and 2008.
The social assessment framework below
presents all the social-economic impacts
caused by the project activity found in the
study and its correspondents categories.
Figure 51: Social-Economic Aspect Analyses.
␠ળ⚻ᷣ⊛㕙
ᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻: MG03 (Felixlândia)
߮ MG04 (Morada Nova de Minas)
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102 The set of indicators and the methodology
adopted by the project activity to assess the
sustainable development generated by the
project can be considered a first of its kind in
the project region and industry.
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⍴ᦼ (S),ਛᦼ (M),
㐳ᦼ(L)

㒢ቯ⊛ߥၞ(L), 
ၞో⥸(R), ᚢ⇛⊛
ၞ (S)

As per table above, there are positive and
negative social impacts of the project
activities and each of them is classified per
its
nature,
temporality,
reversibility,
periodicity, type, and scope.
Health and the work safety of employees are
fundamental for forestry good practices.
The company considers and respects the
work law NR31 and the ILO Guide for
forestry work.
The employees handling pesticides are
properly trained and equipped accordingly.
There’s a special scheme for the reception of
used packages.
They are sent to a specific Center of
Collection in Montes Claros.
As for Social projects, the company has
promoted a photographic research and art
exhibition emphasizing routine images and
cultural values of neighboring rural areas,
with the objective of strengthening local
self-esteem.
It also created the Plantar Choir, which
participates in various concerts contests in
the State.
Regarding employment and income
generation, there is an opportunity for the
creation of jobs in the rural area since the
project activity contributes on the opening of
more than thousand positions the area, and
from those approximately 70% in the clonal
garden are for women.
One of the initiatives for income generation
is the monthly promotion of the Rural
Producers Fair, where small producers,
neighbors to the project areas sell their
products to the company’s employees and
other guests;
Other positive social impacts promoted by
the project activities include:
Changes in regional migration flows.
Changes in life quality
Municipal Income Generation
Investments for the benefit of youth:
The relevant negative impacts were
classified based on the assessment results
indications of the parameter “High” for the

㊀ⷐᕈ:
ૐ(L), ਛ(M), 㜞 (H)
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magnitude and relative importance criteria
and parameter “negative” for the impact
quality criteria.
Hence, only two significant negative impacts
were identified in the study.
They are indicated below and described in
detail in the next section (G.2) of this PDD
document.
117/133
Additional information on the treatment of
environmental impacts of this proposed
project activity can be found in Annex 6 of
this document.
G.2. If any negative impact is considered
significant by the project participants or the
host Party, a statement that project
participants have undertaken a
socio-economic impact assessment, in
accordance with the procedures required by
the host Party, including conclusions and all
references to supporting documentation:
The Environmental & Social Impact
Assessment Studies were prepared in
compliance with the Brazilian
environmental regulations, as provided by
the Conselho de Política Ambiental COPAM/MG103.
In addition, the project areas have also been
certified in accordance with the “FSC
Principles and Criteria”.
Related documentation was presented to the
DOE. FSC certification reports are also
available on the Internet at www.fsc.org and
www.scscertified.com
All social-economic impacts, positive and
negative, of the Forest plantation
establishment within the project boundary
were featured and evaluated under the
following parameters: Impact Quality;
Followup; Reversibility; Periodicity;
Temporality; Spatial Range; Magnitude and
Relative Importance.
In this section, for significant negative social
impacts definition it was established the
“High” classification for the Magnitude and
Relative Importance criteria as in the
Environmental Impact Assessment of
Forestry Project MG03 and MG04.
For the social context were identified and
evaluated 11 impacts or social aspects, from
which only 2 are considered significant
negative social impacts.
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Based on the Environmental Impact
Assessment the following significant
negative social impacts were identified:
Perception of Insecurity:
In terms of impact, the assessment of
social-political issues highlighted a
perception of insecurity regarding
reforestation.
There’s a fear of having restrictions to the
continuity of traditional productive activities
due to possible environmental problems
caused by reforestation.
This insecurity has been noted in
Felixlândia caused by lack of water.
The insecurity is higher among rural
properties near the dense forests as peer
most interviewees and municipality leaders.
It is important that clarification measures
are adopted and the establishment of
systematic contacts in order to provide the
construction of a trust relationship,
preventing this insecurity perception to
become an organized adverse demonstration.
Weakening of communitarian organizations
and growth of the adverse demonstrations to
reforestation development and greater
communitarian organization:
The insecurity of population associated to
the dissatisfaction regarding Plantar’s
procedures (e.g. Soil conservation practices)
and the fear of forestry activities could lead
to a more consistent weakening of the
communitarian organizations.
Although there have been identified some
demonstrations against the monoculture, it’s
not possible to suggest that it is an
organized movement.
The organization of the community is
considered a positive impact since it
represents a mobilization capacity and a
more critical attitude to reforestation or any
other economic activity.
This behavior contributes to the
development of the community which is able
to demand for both public sector and Plantar
more commitment to environmental issues
and neighbouring communities’ quality of
life.
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For the significant negative social impacts,
specific social programs were proposed for
the mitigation or compensation of these
impacts.

ⅣႺᓇ㗀⹏ଔߦၮ߈ޔਅ⸥ߩߣ߅ࠅޔᗧᕈࠍ
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ࠇࠆߎߣ߇ࡈࠠࠪࡦ࠺ࠖࠕߢ⏕ߐࠇߚޕ
ࠗࡦ࠲ࡆࡘࠍฃߌࠆੱ㆐߿⥄ᴦߩᓎ⡯⠪㆐
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ၞߢࠃࠅ㜞ߣߺࠄࠇࠆޕ
‛߇⏕ߦឭ␜ߐࠇޔ᳃ߩਇᗵ߇ࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻߳ߩኻ߳ߣߟߥ߇ࠆߎߣࠍ㒐ߋߚ
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ߔࠆߎߣ߇㊀ⷐߢࠆޔ
ࠦࡒࡘ࠾࠹ࠖߩ❱⚵ޔᒙൻ߮ޔౣᬀᨋ㐿
⊒ߣᄢⷙᮨߥࠦࡒࡘ࠾࠹ࠖߩ߳❱⚵ޔኻ┙⊛
ߥⷐ⚛ߩჇᄢൻ
Plantar ߩᚻᴺ㧔㧦ფోᣇᴺ㧕ߦኻߔࠆੱޘ
ߩਇାᗵߣᨋᵴേߦኻߒߡᛴߊਇ߆ࠄࠦޔ
ࡒࡘ࠾࠹ࠖࠆߥᦝߩ❱⚵ޔᒙൻ߇߽ߚࠄߐ
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⊛ᯏ㑐߿ Plantar ߦኻߒޔⅣႺߩ㕙ߩᒝൻ
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The details of the social programs and
respective monitoring and indicators shall
be detailed in section G3.
G.3. Description of planned monitoring and
remedial measures to address significant
impacts referred to in section G.2 above:
The following monitoring and remedial
measures are being implemented to address
the impacts as per the documentation
referred to in section G.2.
Moreover, specific social indicators, tailored
by the World Bank in conjunction with the
project entity and local experts, are also
implemented.
As previously mentioned, detailed
documentation is presented in the attached
Monitoring Plan and in Annex 6.
The programs developed for the treatment of
identified significant negative social impacts
in the Environmental Impact Assessment
are described below.
Besides the description, it is also presented
verification sources and indicators for each
program.
Other social programs developed in order to
mitigate or minimize other social impacts
are verified by FSC Certification and by
Abrinq Foundation.
Figure 52: Planned monitoring and remedial
measures to address significant social
impact.
ᓇ㗀:
ᵴേ:
ᱜᒰᕈ㧦
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Perception of Insecurity ਇᗵߩ⪚⧘
Social Interaction Program ⋧ᵹࡊࡠࠣࡓ
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ᐲ
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Figure 53: ᗧߥ␠ળߦኻߔࠆᓇ㗀߳ߩኻ╷ߣ੍ቯߐࠇࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
ᓇ㗀:
ᵴേ:
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Abrinq Seal – Friend of the Children
Program
Plantar S/A is “Friend of the Children”
company.
The Abrinq Seal certifies that Plantar holds
a social interaction favoring youth which is
recognized by the Abrinq Foundation.
This recognition is due to the company’s
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Abrinq Seal – Friend of the Children Program
Plantar S/A ߪ“Friend of the Children”ߩડᬺ
ߢࠆޕ
Abrinq Foundation ᛚߩ㕍ዋᐕߩߚߩ␠ળ
ᵹᬺࠍ Plantar ߪታᣉߒߡࠆߣޔAbrinq
Seal ߪቯߐࠇߡࠆޕ
Plantar ߇ਅ⸥ߩ㗄⋡ߦදജߒߡࠆߎߣࠍฃ
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commitment to the following subjects:
Fighting Child Labor, Education, Health,
Civil Rights and Investments on Children.
In the Forestry Project Municipalities, some
investments are developed focusing youth.
Besides the Abrinq Seal, other positive
aspect of the Social Management by Plantar
is the FSC Certification, where the FSC
Principles and Criteria implementation is
annually audited, having the reports as very
important indicators.
SECTION H. Stakeholders’ comments:
H.1. Brief description of how comments by
local stakeholders have been invited and
compiled:
The project entity has invited and compiled
comments from stakeholders, regarding its
projects activities, in two stages.
A third stage will occur when the project
design document is published in the
UNFCCC website and will be opened for
public comments.
The first stage occurred in October 2001 and
encompassed contractual requisites of the
World Bank and of the Forestry Certification
entity, considering the three components of
the integrated carbon project of Plantar.
The second stage occurred in November and
December 2006, according to the Brazilian
DNA instructions for CDM project
registration, Resolution nº 1 of September
11th, 2003 (Article 3, Paragraph II).
Registered letters with invitation for
comments and a summary of the entity’s
environmental management plan were
mailed to the official address of stakeholders
listed in the DNA’s Resolution mentioned
above.
Extra stamped envelopes for easy and free of
charge mailing return were also sent.
Based on this Resolution, stakeholders’
comments were solicited regarding the
following project activities:
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1) Reforestation as Renewable Source of
Wood Supplies for Industrial Use in Brazil
2) Mitigation of Methane Emissions in the
Charcoal Production of Plantar, Brazil
During both stages, the project documents
were made available for comments in the
Prototype Carbon Fund - PFC’s website, in
the UNFCCC’s website and in the local

ߌߩߘޔᛚߪߥߐࠇߚޕ
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ᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ታᣉߐࠇࠆ⥄ᴦߢߪޔ㕍
ዋᐕࠍኻ⽎ߣߒߚ⾗㊄េഥ߇ታᣉߐࠇߡࠆޕ
Abrinq Seal એᄖߩޔPlantar ߩⴕ߁␠ળ▤ℂߩ
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㊀ⷐߥᜰᮡߣߒߡႎ๔ᦠ߇ᚑߐࠇࠆޕ
࡚ࠢࠪࡦ H.ࠬ࠹ࠢࡎ࡞࠳ߩࠦࡔࡦ࠻
H.1. ߤߩࠃ߁ߦߒߡࠬ࠹ࠢࡎ࡞࠳߆ࠄߩ
ࠦࡔࡦ࠻ࠍࠅ◲ߩ߆ߩߚߒ➏✬ޔẖߥ⺑
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߪ 2 Ბ㓏ߦಽߌߡࠫࡠࡊޔ
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ߚޕ
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ᧁ᧚ଏ⛎ߣߒߡߩౣᬀᨋ
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offices of the project entity.
The lists of stakeholders who received
invitation-for-comments letters are
presented below.

ࠦࡔࡦ࠻ࠍ᳞ࠆᦠ◲ࠍฃߌขߞߚࠬ࠹ࠢࡎ
࡞࠳ߩ৻ⷩߪਅ⸥ߩߣ߅ࠅޕ

╙৻Ბ㓏ߢࠦࡔࡦ࠻ࠍ᳞ࠆᦠ◲ࠍฃߌขߞߚࠬ࠹ࠢࡎ࡞࠳৻ⷩ:
Organization / Individual
Brazilian Association of Eucalyptus
Producers for Domestic Use
Carbonita City Hall (Jequitinhonha Valley,
MG)

ᯏ㑐/ੱ
ࡉࠫ࡞࿖ౝ↪࡙ࠞ↢↥⠪දળ

Curvelo citizens

Curvelo Ꮢ᳃

Curvelo City Hall

Curvelo Ꮢᓎᚲ

Curvelo Humanities College (Educational
Foundation of Curvelo)

Curvelo Humanities College (Curveloቇᩞᴺ
ੱ)

FASE-ES

FASE-ES

Folha de Curvelo - Curvelo Newspaper

Folha de Curvelo - Curveloᣂ⡞␠

Forestry State Institute

ㅪ㇌ᨋ⎇ⓥᚲ

Guaraciama City Hall (Jequitinhonha

Guaraciama Ꮢ ᓎ ᚲ
MG)

(Jequitinhonha Valley,

Itacambira Ꮢ ᓎ ᚲ
MG)

(Jequitinhonha Valley,

Valley, MG)
Itacambira City Hall (Jequitinhonha Valley,
MG)
Juramento City Hall (Jequitinhonha Valley,

Carbonita Ꮢᓎᚲ(Jequitinhonha Valley, ࡒ࠽
ࠬࠫࠚࠗࠬ)

MG)

Juramento Ꮢᓎᚲ (Jequitinhonha Valley,
MG)

Kudokai-Brasil Association (Curvelo Unit)

Kudokai-Brasil Association (Curvelo Unit)

Ministry of Science and Technology –
Non-objection letter

⑼ቇᛛⴚ⋭ – ᗧ⟵ࠍ໒߃ߥᢥᦠ

Municipal School Joao Batista (Curvelo/MG)

Joao BatistaᏒ┙ቇᩞ (Curvelo/MG)

NGO Amigos da Terra (Friends of the Earth)

NGO Amigos da Terra (Friends of the Earth)

Plantar Neighbours

Plantar Neighbours

Rural Workers Union of Sao Mateus (ES)

Sao Mateusㄘㇱഭ⠪⚵ว (ES)

Senator Eduardo Azeredo (MG)

Senator Eduardo Azeredo (MG)

Silviculture Brazilian Society

Silviculture Brazilian Society

State Secretary for Environmental and
Sustainable Development of Minas Gerais
State Secretary for Industry and Trade of

Minas GeraisᎺⅣႺޔᜬ⛯⊛㐿⊒ዪ㐳
Minas GeraisᎺ↥ᬺዪ㐳

Minas Gerais
The Curvelo Hospital

The Curvelo ∛㒮
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The Curvelo Retailers Association (CDL

The Curvelo ዊᄁᬺ⠪දળ (CDL Curvelo)

Curvelo)
The Divine Providence Human Promotion

㖸ੱ᧚⢒ᚑදળ/ Home of the Sao Vicente de

Association / Home of the Sao Vicente de

Paulo Children

Paulo Children
The Environmental Defence Association of

Minas GeraisⅣႺ⼔දળ (AMDA)

Minas Gerais (AMDA)

Curveloࠗࠝࡦ࠭ࠢࡉ

The Lions Club of Curvelo

Minas Gerais✚ว⎇ⓥᚲ(ITER-MG)

The Minas Gerais Land Institute (ITER-MG)
The Regional Labor Office of Curvelo

CurveloᏒഭዪ (ഭ⋭)

(Ministry of Labor)
The Town Council of Curvelo

CurveloᏒ⹏⼏ળ

The Union of Rural Workers, Small

ㄘㇱഭ⠪ޔዊⷙᮨ↢↥⠪ޔCurvelo Ꮢഭ

Producers and Curvelo Township Employees

⠪⚵ว – CUT Affiliate

– CUT Affiliate
The Workers Union of the Wood Extraction

Carbonitaᧁ᧚ណข↥ᬺഭ⠪⚵ว

Industry of Carbonita
Turmalina City Hall (Jequitinhonha Valley,

TurmalinaᏒᓎᚲ (Jequitinhonha Valley, MG)

MG)
World Rainforest Movement

⇇ᾲᏪᨋㆇേ
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╙ੑᲑ㓏ߢࠦࡔࡦ࠻ࠍ᳞ࠆᦠ◲ࠍฃߌขߞߚࠬ࠹ࠢࡎ࡞࠳৻ⷩ:
Organization / Individual
Prefeitura Municipal de Curvelo
Prefeitura Municipal de Felixlândia
Prefeitura Municipal de Morada Nova de Minas
Prefeitura Municipal de Francisco Sá
Prefeitura Municipal de Grão Mogol
Prefeitura Municipal de Itacambira
Prefeitura Municipal de Juramento
Câmara Municipal de Curvelo
Câmara Municipal de Felixlândia
Câmara Municipal de Morada Nova de Minas
Câmara Municipal de Francisco Sá
Câmara Municipal de Grão Mogol
Câmara Municipal de Itacambira
Câmara Municipal de Juramento
IEF - Instituto Estadual de Florestas
IEF - Núcleo Operacional de Florestas, Pesca e
Biodiversidade de Curvelo (Núcleo)
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ᯏ㑐/ੱ
CurveloᏒᓎᚲ
FelixlândiaᏒᓎᚲ
Morada Nova de MinasᏒᓎᚲ
Francisco SáᏒᓎᚲ
Grão MogolᏒᓎᚲ
ItacambiraᏒᓎᚲ
JuramentoᏒᓎᚲ
CurveloᏒ⼏ળ
FelixlândiaᏒ⼏ળ
Morada Nova de MinasᏒ⼏ળ
Francisco SáᏒ⼏ળ
Grão MogolᏒ⼏ળ
ItacambiraᏒ⼏ળ
JuramentoᏒ⼏ળ
ㅪ㇌ᨋ⎇ⓥᚲ
Curveloᨋ㊁ޔ᳓↥ޔᬀ‛ᄙ᭽ᕈ▤ℂࡦ
࠲(Núcleo)

IEF - Agência de Florestas, Pesca e
Biodiversidade de Felixlândia (AFLOBIO)
IEF - Agência de Florestas, Pesca e
Biodiversidade de Morada Nova de Minas
(AFLOBIO)
IEF - Núcleo Operacional de Florestas, Pesca e
Biodiversidade de Bocaiúva (Núcleo)
IEF - Agência de Florestas, Pesca e
Biodiversidade de Grão Mogol (AFLOBIO)
CODEMA - Conselho Municipal de Defesa e
Conservação do Meio Ambiente de Curvelo
CODEMA - Conselho Municipal de Defesa e
Conservação do Meio Ambiente de Felixlândia
CODEMA - Conselho Municipal de Defesa e
Conservação do Meio Ambiente de Morada Nova
de Minas
CODEMA - Conselho Municipal de Defesa e
Conservação do Meio Ambiente de Francisco Sá
CODEMA - Conselho Municipal de Defesa e
Conservação do Meio Ambiente de Itacambira
STR - Sindicato do Trabalhador Rural de
Itacambira
Centro Comunitário São Bartolomeu
Centro Comunitário Vargem Grande
Centro Comunitário de Congonhas
Centro Comunitário de Venda Nova
Sindicato Rural de Felixlândia
Sindicato dos Trabalhadores Rurais de
Felixlândia
Sindicato dos Trabalhadores Rurais de Curvelo
Sindicato dos Produtores Rurais de Morada
Nova de Minas
Associação dos Moradores do Cobu
Associação Comunitária do Meleiro
Associação Comunitária da Canabrava
APAE de Morada Nova de Minas - Associação de
Pais e Amigos dos Excepcionais de Morada Nova
AMPTRE - Assoc. dos Moradores e Produtores
Rurais de Traçadal e Região
AMPCAR - Assoc. dos Moradores e Produtores
Rurais de Cacimbas e Região
Comunidade de Campo Alegre
Lar dos Meninos Dom Orione Paróquia Nossa
Senhora do Loreto
Escola Municipal Dom Orione
Escola Municipal Duque de Caxias
Escola Estadual São José do Buriti
Escola Estadual Sérgio Eugênio da Silva
Escola Municipal João Batista
UNIPAR - Associação dos Produtores de Leite
Fórum Brasileiro de ONG's e Movimentos
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Felixlândia ᨋ㊁ޔ᳓↥ޔᬀ‛ᄙ᭽ᕈዪ
(AFLOBIO)
Morada Nova de Minas ᨋ㊁ޔ᳓↥ޔᬀ‛
ᄙ᭽ᕈዪ (AFLOBIO)
Bocaiúva ᨋ㊁ޔ᳓↥ޔᬀ‛ᄙ᭽ᕈ▤ℂ
ࡦ࠲(Núcleo)
Grão Mogol ᨋ㊁ޔ᳓↥ޔᬀ‛ᄙ᭽ᕈዪ
(AFLOBIO)
CurveloᏒⅣႺోክ⼏ળ
FelixlândiaᏒⅣႺోክ⼏ળ
Morada Nova de MinasᏒⅣႺోክ⼏ળ
Francisco SáᏒⅣႺోክ⼏ળ
ItacambiraᏒⅣႺోክ⼏ળ
Itacambiraㄘၞഭ⠪⚵ว
São Bartolomeuࠦࡒࡘ࠾࠹ࠖࡦ࠲
Vargem Grandeࠦࡒࡘ࠾࠹ࠖࡦ࠲
Congonhasࠦࡒࡘ࠾࠹ࠖࡦ࠲
Venda Novaࠦࡒࡘ࠾࠹ࠖࡦ࠲
Felixlândiaㄘ⚵ว
Felixlândiaㄘၞഭ⠪⚵ว
Curveloㄘၞഭ⠪⚵ว
Morada Nova de Minasㄘၞഭ⠪⚵
ว
Cobu⥄ᴦળ
Meleiro⥄ᴦળ
Canabrava⥄ᴦળ
Morada Nova de Minas㓚ኂ⠪ࠍᡰ߃ࠆⷫ
ߣߩળ
Traçadalㄘ↢↥⠪߮᳃ߩળ
Cacimbasㄘ↢↥⠪߮᳃ߩળ
Campo Alegreࠦࡒࡘ࠾࠹ࠖ
Lar dos Meninos Dom Orione Paróquia
Nossa Senhora do Loreto
Dom OrioneᏒ┙ቇᩞ
Duque de CaxiasᏒ┙ቇᩞ
São José do BuritiᎺ┙ቇᩞ
Sérgio Eugênio da SilvaᎺ┙ቇᩞ
João BatistaᏒ┙ቇᩞ
UNIPAR -Leite↢↥⠪දળ
ⅣႺޔ㐿⊒ߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆNGOߣ␠ળㆇേදળ

Sociais para o Meio Ambiente e
Desenvolvimento.
Sindicato dos Trabalhadores(as) na Agricultura
Familiar de Curvelo
Ministério Público Promotoria de Justiça dos
Municípios de Curvelo e Felixlândia
Ministério Público Promotoria de Justiça dos
Municípios de Grão Mogol e Francisco Sá
Ministério Público Promotoria de Justiça do
Município de Morada Nova de Minas
Ministério Público Promotoria de Justiça dos
Municípios de Itacambira e Juramento
Ministério Público do Estado de Minas Gerais
Procuradoria-Geral da Justiça
Ministério Público Federal Procuradoria-Geral
da República
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H.2. Summary of the comments received:
Most of the comments received by local
stakeholders emphasized the importance of
the project for the sustainable development
at the local, regional and national levels,
recognizing the project’s potential to enable
net GHG removals by sinks and GHG
emission reduction.
In this sense, comments were received
regarding the project activity 1 (A/R) and the
project activity 3 (industrial component –
use of renewable charcoal instead of coal
coke in the pig iron production).
Other comments have raised concerns on the
sustainability of large-scale eucalyptus
plantations.
In the second stage, comments were received
regarding project activities Reforestation as
Renewable Source of Wood Supplies for
Industrial Use in Brazil (project activity 1)
and Mitigation of Methane Emissions in the
Charcoal Production of Plantar, Brazil
(project activity 2).
Local stakeholders, like the community
center of Vargem Grande (Itacambira), the
communitarian association of Meleiro
(Curvelo), the Municipal School Duque de
Caxias (Morada Nova de Minas), Campo
Alegre Community (Curvelo) and the
Itacambira Environmental Council
(CODEMA), presented comments about the
benefits resulted from the entity’s project
activities for the sustainable development in
the local regions, and mentioned the entity
as a model to other companies on how to

Curvelo㔖⚦ㄘኅഭ⚵ว
CurveloޔFelixlândiaᬌኤዪ
Grão MogolޔFrancisco Sáᬌኤዪ
Morada Nova de Minasᬌኤዪ
Itacambira ޔJuramentoᬌኤዪ
Minas GeraisᎺᬌኤዪ
ࡉࠫ࡞ㅪ㇌⸷ዪ
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H.2.ነߖࠄࠇߚࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߩ⇛
ၞߩࠬ࠹ࠢࡎ࡞࠳߆ࠄነߖࠄࠇߚࠦࡔࡦ
࠻ߩ߶ߣࠎߤߪ ߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔGHG ๆ
߮ GHG ឃ㊂ᷫߩẜജࠍ⼂ߒߡ߅ࠅޔ
ၞ⊛ޔ࿖⊛ߥනߢߩᜬ⛯⊛ߥ㐿⊒ࠍⴕ߁ࡊ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ㊀ⷐᕈࠍᒝ⺞ߒߡߚޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ 1(A/R)ߣ 3(↥ᬺ⊛ⷐ⚛㧙㌉㋕
↢↥ߢ⍹ߩઍࠊࠅߦౣ↢น⢻ᧁࠍ↪)ߦ
㑐ߔࠆࠦࡔࡦ࠻߇ᄙ߆ߞߚޕ
ߘߩઁߩࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߪᄢⷙᮨߥ࡙ࠞㄘߩᜬ
⛯ᕈߦ㑐ᔃࠍነߖߡߚޕ
ࠦࡔࡦ࠻㓸ߩ╙ੑᲑ㓏ߢߪ↥ߩ࡞ࠫࡉޔᬺ
↪ะߌౣ↢น⢻ᧁ᧚ߩߚߩᬀᨋ(ࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ᵴേ 1)ߣ Plantar ߩᧁ↢↥ߦ߅ߌࠆࡔ࠲
ࡦឃ㊂ߩᷫዋ(ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ 2)ߦ㑐ߔࠆ
ࠦࡔࡦ࠻߇ነߖࠄࠇߚޕ
Vargem Grande (Itacambira)ࠦࡒࡘ࠾࠹ࠖ
ࡦ࠲߿ Meleiro (Curvelo)⥄ᴦળޔDuque de
Caxias (Morada Nova de Minas)Ꮢ┙ቇᩞޔ
Campo Alegre ࠦࡒࡘ࠾࠹ࠖ (Curvelo) ޔ
ItacambiraⅣႺክ⼏ળߣߞߚၞߩࠬ࠹ࠢ
ࡎ࡞࠳ߪޔᜬ⛯⊛ߥ㐿⊒ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߆
ࠄ↢ߓࠆ⋉ߦߟߡࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߒߡ߅ࠅ߹ޔ
ߚ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉࠍޔⅣႺ߳ᖡᓇ㗀ࠍਈ
߃ࠆߎߣߥߊޔᛛⴚࠍ↪ߡࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠍⴕ
߁ઁޔડᬺߦኻߔࠆᮨ▸ߣߒߚޕ
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manage technology without threatening the
environment.
The Itacambira Environmental Council
(CODEMA) requested, on its response-letter
to the entity, a list of the entity’s
environmental preservation areas within the
farm where the project is located in order to
update its database.
(Please see entity’s response in the next
section).
The Brazilian Forum of NGOs and Social
Movements for the Environment and
Development (FBOMS) answered our
request declaring a strong interest to
evaluate the project documents, but stated
the impossibility of doing so due to the lack
of the Federal Government technical and
financial support.
The forum suggested, the use of additional
sustainability criteria, quoting the example
of the Gold Standard certification.
The comments were available to the DOE.
H.3. Report on how due account was taken of
any comments received:
Regarding the comments received in the first
stage, the project participants have
addressed the GHG related comments as per
responses and reports made publicly
available on the World Bank’s Prototype
Carbon Fund Website and, also, in several
public presentations carried out by the
project entity and by the PCF over the past
seven years.
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Other comments related to the social and
environmental
aspects
of
eucalyptus
plantations have been addressed by means
of
the
socio-environmental
impact
assessment studies and of the forestry
certification
reports
available
at
www.scscertified.com.
Accordingly, the related documentation was
presented to the DOE.
The Participants Committee of the PCF has
also provided detailed replies.
The comments and replies are posted at
www.prototypecarbonfund.org for public
review.
The information on forestry certification and
related reports are available at the website
of Scientific Certification Systems,
www.scscertified.com, the independent
certification agency.

Itacambria ⅣႺክ⼏ળ(CODEMA)ߪޔ╵ߩ
㓙ߦᦝߩࠬࡌ࠲࠺ޔᣂߩߚߦࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠢ࠻߇ታᣉߐࠇࠆߦ߅ߌࠆⅣႺోߩ
৻ⷩࠍⷐ᳞ߒߚޕ
(ᰴߩ࡚ࠢࠪࡦߢ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉߩ
╵ౝኈࠍ⏕ߩߎߣ)
ⅣႺޔ㐿⊒ߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆNGOߣ␠ળㆇേදળ
(FBOMS)ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߳ߩᒝ㑐ᔃࠍ␜
ߒ⹏ࠍ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔଔߒߚ߇ޔㅪ㇌ᐭߩᛛ
ⴚ⊛⽷ޔ⊛ߥᡰេ߇ߥߚߩታⴕߩ㕖ታ
ᕈߦ⸒ߒߚޕ

ද ળ ߪ Gold Standard  ⸽ ࠍ ᒁ߈ว  ߦ 
ߒޔㅊട⊛ߥᜬ⛯ᕈၮḰߩណ↪ࠍឭ᩺ߒߚޕ
DOE ߦߎࠇࠄߩࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߪឭߐࠇߚޕ
H.3.߆ߦነߖࠄࠇߚࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߦኻߔࠆ⠨ᘦ߇
ߥߐࠇߚ߆ߩႎ๔
╙৻Ბ㓏ߢ㓸ߒߚࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߦߟߡࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߪ GHG ߦ㑐ㅪߒߚࠦࡔࡦ࠻ࠍޔ
⇇㌁ⴕࡊࡠ࠻࠲ࠗࡊ⚛ၮ㊄ߩ࠙ࠚࡉࠨࠗ࠻
߿࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉ߮ PCF ߇ㆊ 7 ᐕ㑆
ߦታᣉߒߚ⊛ߥࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߢ㐿␜ߐ
ࠇߚႎ๔ߦᓥߞߡឭߒߚޕ
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࡙ࠞࡊࡦ࠹࡚ࠪࡦߩ␠ળ߮ⅣႺߦ
߷ߔ㕙ߦߟߡߩࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߪ␠ޔળⅣႺᓇ㗀
⹏ଔ⺞ᩏߣ www.scscertified.com ߢ㑛ⷩน⢻ߥ
ᨋ⸽ႎ๔ࠍၮߦߥߐࠇߚޕ

ߘࠇࠄߩ࠼ࠠࡘࡔࡦ࠻ߪ DOE ߦឭߐࠇߡ
ࠆޕ
PCF ߩ Participants Committee ߽⚦ߥ࿁╵
ࠍㅍߞߚޕ
ߘࠇࠄߪ www.prototypecarbonfund.org ߢ৻
⥸㐿ߐࠇߡࠆޕ
ᨋ⸽ߦ㑐ߔࠆᖱႎߣߘࠇߦ㑐ㅪߒߚႎ๔ߪ
⁛┙ߒߚ⸽ᯏ㑐ߢࠆ⑼ޔቇ⸽ࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߩ
࠙ࠚࡉࠨࠗ࠻ www.scscertified.com ߢ㑛ⷩߢ߈
ࠆޕ
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In the second stage, the project entity fully
responded to the requests by promptly
mailing formal letters.
The Itacambira’s CODEMA request was
punctually fulfilled with a detailed map of
the areas of legal forestry reserve,
permanent preservation areas, and
ecological corridors connecting those
environmental protection areas in the
entity’s property in the municipality.
In relation to the comments received from
the Brazilian Forum of NGOs and Social
Movements for the Environment and
Development (FBOMS), a response letter
was sent to the institution re-stating the
invitation of their technical staff to visit the
project site.
Answering to their recommendation to use
the additional sustainability criteria, it was
clarified that the management of the project
plantations are already based on additional
sustainability criteria, as they are certified
according to the principles and criteria of the
FSC (Forestry Stewardship Council).
It was also expressed that several social and
environmental indicators are monitored,
fulfilling contractual agreements with the
World Bank that are verified by independent
auditors.
It is worth mentioning that the project
activity encompasses several social and
environmental programs which are the first
of its kind in the project entity’s sector,
providing a strong contribution to the CDM
development dividend.
Copies of the stakeholders’ responses to
invitation for comments, as well as the final
draft of the letter and the compilation
registry were handed to the DOE at the time
of validation.
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Caxambu, MG.
AliceWeb - Sistema de Análise das
Informações de Comércio Exterior via
Internet.
Available at:
http://aliceweb.desenvolvimento.gov.br/.
AMS - Associação Mineira de Silvicultura.

ࠦࡔࡦ࠻㓸ߩ╙ੑᲑ㓏ߢߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታ
ᣉߪහᐳߦᑼᢥᦠࠍㅍߞߡ ߦᦸⷐޔ100㧑
ᔕ߃ߡࠆޕ
Itacambira’s CODEMA߆ࠄߩޔᴺ⊛ߥᨋ
⼔ޔ᳗ਭోޔItacambiraᏒౝߦಽᏓߔ
ࠆߎࠇࠄߩⅣႺోࠍߟߥߋⅣႺ࿁ᑈߩ
⚦ߥ࿑ߩⷐ⺧ߦහᐳߦኻᔕߒߚޕ

ⅣႺޔ㐿⊒ߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆNGOߣ␠ળㆇേදળ߆
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ߩ▤ℂߪᣢߦㅊട⊛ߥၮḰߦၮߡࠆߎߣࠍ
╵ߩ㓙⸥ߒߚޕ
߹ߚ␠ߩ߆ߟߊޔળޔⅣႺᜰᮡ߇ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦ
ࠣߐࠇߡࠆ߇ߪࠄࠇߘޔ⇇㌁ⴕߣߩᄾ⚂ࠍ
ḩߚߒߡࠆߎߣ߇ޔᄖㇱߩળ⸘⋙ᩏੱߦࠃߞ
ߡᬌ⸽ߐࠇߡࠆߎߣࠍ⸥タ߇⸥タߐࠇߚޕ
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FUNDING
This project activity does not receive any
public funding and/or Official Development
Assistance from Annex I countries.
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Annex 3
BASELINE INFORMATION
As previously mentioned in this PDD, the
baseline study was executed by the Plantar
Carbon team in partnership with the World
Bank’s PCF.
The baseline definition was based on the
following three arguments:
1. Project area’s vegetation cover was
grasslands in years 1989 and 2000.
Data from the land eligibility report
identified the vegetation cover existing in
the project areas in years 1989 and 2000.
Past information was obtained through the
use of remotely sensed data and data
collected from the field, was also used for the
baseline assessment.
The results of actual field data are presented
below for the total area of the project activity
in both years.
1.1. Year Base 1989:
Total area of the project: 11 711.37 ha
Total area divided by strata:

ᧄࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪޔ੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠઃዻᦠΣ✦⚂࿖
߆ࠄߩ⊛⾗㊄߮/߽ߒߊߪ ODA ߪฃߌߡ
ߥޕ
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Annex3
ࡌࠬࠗࡦᖱႎ
ᧄ PDD ߢవㅀߒߚߣ߅ࠅ⺞ࡦࠗࠬࡌޔᩏ
߇ Plantar ߩ⚛࠴ࡓߣ⇇㌁ⴕ PCF ߦࠃ
ࠅታᣉߐࠇߚޕ
ࡌࠬࠗࡦߩቯ⟵ߪᰴߩ 3 ߟߩ⺰ὐߦၮߡ
ࠆޕ
1.1989 ᐕ߆ࠄ 2000 ᐕߩ㑆ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛ
ࠕߩᬀ↢ⵍⷒߪ⨲ߢߞߚޕ
ㆡᩰᕈႎ๔ߦࠃࠅࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕౝߩ
1989 ᐕ߆ࠄ 2000 ᐕߩ㑆ߩᬀ↢ⵍⷒ߇․ቯߐࠇ
ߚޕㆊߩᖱႎߪࡕ࠻ࡦࠪࡦࠣ࠺࠲߆
ࠄ㓸ߐࠇ࠼࡞ࠖࡈޔ㓸࠺࠲߽ࡌࠬ
ࠗࡦ⺞ᩏߦ↪ࠄࠇߚޕ
ߩࡈࠖ࡞࠼࠺࠲ߩ⚿ᨐߩޔਔᐕߦ߅ߌ
ࠆోࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേታᣉ㕙Ⓧߪਅ⸥ߩߣ߅
ࠅޕ
1.1.1989 ᐕᤨ㧦
ోࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ㕙Ⓧ 11,711.37ha
㓏ጀߏߣߩ㕙Ⓧ
㕙Ⓧ (ha)
3 571.25
6 717. 89
1 422.23
11 711.37

ⵍⷒᬀ↢
ഠൻ’/ⵍⷒߥߒ㧔)
ૐ’
㜞’
TOTAL
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1.2. Year Base 2000:
Total area of the project: 11 711.37 ha
Total area divided by strata:
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1.2.2000 ᐕᤨ
ోࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ㕙Ⓧ 11,711.37ha
㓏ጀߏߣߩ㕙Ⓧ
㕙Ⓧ (ha)
6 558.37
2 810.73
2 342.27
11 711.37

ⵍⷒᬀ↢
ഠൻ’/ⵍⷒߥߒ㧔)
ૐ’
㜞’
TOTAL
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As presented in section C.4, Landsat
satellite images and field collected data
confirmed the pre-existing conditions of the
area within the project’s boundaries, which
consisted of three different status of
grasslands.
For conservativeness purposes, the three
different status of grasslands identified
(high
pasture, low pasture, and degraded areas)
were classified as grassland (brachiaria spp)

࡚ࠢࠪࡦ C.4 ߢㅀߴߚߣ߅ࠅ࠻࠶ࠨ࠼ࡦޔ
ⴡᤊ↹ߣࡈࠖ࡞࠼㓸࠺࠲߆ࠄࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേታᣉ೨ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳
ౝߩࠛࠕߩᬀ↢⁁ᘒ߇⏕ߐࠇߡ߅ࠅࠇߘޔ
ࠄߪ 3 ߟߩ⨲ߩ⁁ᘒߦಽ㘃ߐࠇߚޕ
ᕈࠍࠆߚߦޔ3 ⒳㘃ߩ⨲ߩ⁁ᘒ(㜞
’ޔૐ’ޔഠൻ)ߪ⚛⫾Ⓧ߇㜞
ߊ(ࡇࠢ)ޔቯߒߚ⁁ᘒߦࠆ⨲
(brachiaria spp) ߣߐࠇ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊ߇ࠇߘޔ
ᵴേߩࡌࠬࠗࡦ㓏ጀߣߐࠇߚޕ

in its higher carbon stock (peak) and in
steady state, which formed the baseline
stratum of the project activity.
2. Project’s area was under a degradation
process.
The land eligibility study demonstrated that
the project area was under an intensive
degradation process.
As per graphics shown below, in 1989 the
size of the degraded pasture area
represented 30% of the project activity’s
area, whereas in 2000, this portion of
degraded areas increased to 56% of the total
area.
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2㧚ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߪഠൻ߇ㅴⴕߒߡࠆ
⁁ᴫߦࠆޕ
ㆡᩰᕈ⺞ᩏߦࠃࠅߩࠕࠛ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ഠൻ⁁ᴫ߇⪺ߒߎߣ߇ࠄ߆ߦߥߞߚޕ
ਅ⸥ߩ࿑ߩߣ߅ࠅޔ1989 ᐕߦߪഠൻ’߇
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߩ 30㧑ࠍභߡߚ߇ޔ
2000 ᐕᤨߦߪ 56㧑ߦᄢߒߡࠆޕ
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3. Natural regeneration is not expected to
occur within project boundary.
Natural regeneration is not expected to
occur in the project area due to the
prevailing land use, land use trends, and as
per the common practice adopted in the
region, which does not permit the
establishment of tree vegetation.
Scientific literature presents empirical
evidences that under the pre-existing land
use of the project area, which was
extensively managed grazing activities
under pastureland, natural regeneration is
avoided or faces a great difficulty to happen
due to the facts that grazing practices can
cause a decrease in quantity and quality of
the natural seed sources; and that without
human intervention the chances that
natural regeneration take place are remote.
According to GASPARINO et al. (2006) in
pasturelands, the cattle cause soil
compaction, avoiding or creating difficulties
to natural regeneration and causing soil
seed sources impoverishment in quantity
and in quality.
Based on the arguments mentioned above
and on the following parameters, the total
carbon stock was calculated for the project
area’s baseline in year 2000.

3.ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߢᄤὼᦝᣂ߇ᦼ
ᓙߢ߈ߥޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕౝߦ߅ߌࠆᄤὼᦝᣂߪޔ
ߩਥߦታᣉߐࠇߡࠆ↪ޔ↪ߩ
ะᧄᧁߚ߹ޔᬀ↢߇⏕┙ߐࠇࠆߎߣߩߥ
ၞߩ↪⠌ᘠ߆ࠄ್ᢿߒߡᦼᓙߢ߈ߥޕ
⑼ቇᢥ₂ߪޔ㕖Ᏹߦ㜞’ߢߩ’ᵴേߣ
ߞߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߩ↪ߢߪޔᄤ
ὼᦝᣂߪߎࠄߥ߆ޔߪߊߒ߽ޔ⒳ሶߩଏ⛎
Ḯߩ㊂߽⾰߽ૐਅߔࠆߚޔ㕖Ᏹߦ㔍ߒ㧧߹
ߚੱὑ⊛ߥ߇ߥ㒢ࠅޔᄤὼᦝᣂߔࠆน⢻
ᕈߪ㕖Ᏹߦዊߐߣ߁⚻㛎⊛⸽߇␜ߐࠇߡ
ࠆޕ
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⸥ߩὐߣਅ⸥ߩࡄࡔ࠲ߦၮ߈ޔ2000 ᐕ
ᰴߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߦ߅ߌࠆో⚛⫾Ⓧ㊂
߇⸘▚ߐࠇߚޕ

Parameters

න

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߩ㕖ᧁᧄᬀ↢ㇱ↢ᘒࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬᐔဋ୯
(IPCC ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯)
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߩ㕖ᧁᧄᬀ↢ߩੇ῎ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬᐔဋ⚛ଥᢙ
(IPCC ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯)
ㇱਅㇱᲧ₸(IPCC ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯)
ࡌࠬࠗࡦ⚐ GHG ๆ㊂

t d.m. ha-1

ㆡ↪࠺
࠲
2.300

t C (t d.m.)-1

0.50

dimensionless

1.60
0.00

CO2e

133/133
ࡌࠬࠗࡦㇱ⚛⫾Ⓧ = (11,711.37 x 2.3) x 0.5 x 44/12
49 382.94 tons of CO2e
ࡌࠬࠗࡦਅㇱ⚛⫾Ⓧ= 49,382.94 x 1.6
79,012.71 tons of CO2e
ࡌࠬࠗࡦో⚛⫾Ⓧ(ㇱ߮ਅㇱߩ⫾Ⓧ) = 49 382.94 + 79 012.71
128,395.65 tons of CO2e
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I. Introduction
1. The Conference of the Parties serving as
the Meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto
Protocol (CMP) at its second session,
through its decision 1/CMP.21 requested the
Executive Board (hereinafter referred to as
the CDM Executive Board) to develop
guidance for designated operational entities
on verification and validation in order to
promote quality and consistency in
verification and validation reports.
The CMP at its third session2 requested the
CDM Executive Board of the clean
development mechanism “to conclude, as its
highest priority, the validation and
verification manual as a standard for
designated operational entities” (DOEs).
The CDM Executive Board, at its
forty-fourth meeting, approved the clean
development mechanism (CDM) validation
and verification manual (hereinafter
referred as the Manual) for DOEs for their
validation and verification work.
2. The document provides requirements to
DOEs for their validation and verification
work and promotes quality and consistency
in the preparation of their validations and
verification reports.
3. In carrying out their validation and
verification work, DOEs shall follow this
Manual and shall integrate its provisions
into their quality management systems.
4. In carrying out their validation and
verification work, DOEs shall ensure that
each project activity meets all applicable
CDM requirements. The CDM requirements
include the CDM modalities and procedures
and subsequent decisions by the CMP and
documents released by the CDM Executive
Board and available on the UNFCCC CDM
website (together referred to as CDM
requirements).
5. Applicant entities (AEs) that apply for
accreditation/designation as a Designated
Operational Entity shall follow relevant
provisions of this Manual when carrying out
activities that are witnessed for obtaining
accreditation and shall integrate its
provisions into their quality management
systems.
A. Updates to the Manual
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I. ᐨ┨
1. ੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠ✦⚂࿖ળ⼏ (CMP) ߪߘߩ╙ 2
࿁ળวߢޔ⼏ 1/CMP.21 ࠍㅢߒߡ CDM ℂ
ળߦኻߒޔലൻክᩏߣᬌ⸽ߩ⾰ߣ৻⽾ᕈࠍะ
ߐߖࠆߚߦޔᜰቯ⸽ᯏ㑐߇ലൻክᩏ߅
ࠃ߮ᬌ⸽ࠍⴕ߁㓙ߩࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬࠍᚑߔࠆࠃ߁
ߦⷐ⺧ߒߚޕ

CMP ߪߘߩ╙ਃ࿁ળว 2 ߢ CDM ℂળߦኻ
ߒޔࠆߥߣ࠼࠳ࡦ࠲ࠬ“ޔDOE ߩߚߩല
ൻክᩏ߮ᬌ⸽ࡑ࠾ࡘࠕ࡞ߦᦨఝవߢขࠅ⚵
”ࠃ߁ߦⷐ⺧ߒߚޕ
CDM ℂળߪ╙ 44 ࿁ળวߢޔDOE ߇ലൻ
ክᩏޔᬌ⸽ᬺߢ↪ࠆߚߩޔCDM ലൻ
ክᩏޔᬌ⸽ࡑ࠾ࡘࠕ࡞ࠍᛚߒߚޕ

2. ࡑ࠾ࡘࠕ࡞ߪ DOE ߦኻߒߡޔലൻክᩏޔ
ᬌ⸽ᬺߦኻߔࠆⷐ᳞߇ឝߍࠄࠇޔലൻክᩏ
ߣᬌ⸽ႎ๔ߩᚑߦ߅ߌࠆ⾰ߣ৻⽾ᕈ߇ะߔ
ࠆޕ
3.  ലൻ ክᩏߣ ᬌ⸽ᬺࠍ ታᣉߔࠆߦ ߚ
ࠅޔDOE ߪᧄࡑ࠾ࡘࠕ࡞ߦᓥⷙߩߘޔቯࠍ
DOE ߩ⾰▤ℂࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߦ⛔วߔࠆޕ
4.  ലൻ ክᩏߣ ᬌ⸽ᬺࠍ ታᣉߔࠆߦ ߚ
ࠅޔDOE ߪฦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ CDM ߩోߡ
ߩㆡ↪ⷐઙࠍḩߚߒߡࠆߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ
CDM ߩⷐઙߦߪ CDM ߩታᣉᚻ㗅ߣ CMP ߦࠃ
ࠆߘߩᓟߩቯޔ߮ UNFCCC CDM ࠙ࠚࡉ
ࠨࠗ࠻ߢ㐿ߐࠇࠆ CDM ℂળ⊒ⴕᢥᦠ㧔ో
ߡ߹ߣߡ CDM ⷐઙߣߔࠆ㧕߇߹ࠇࠆޕ

5. DOE ߣߒߡߩቯ/ᜰቯࠍ↳⺧ߒߚ⚵❱ߪޔ
ቯࠍ߽ࠄ߁ߚߩᬺോታᣉㆊ⒟ክᵴേࠍታᣉ
ߔࠆ㓙ߦߪᧄࡑ࠾ࡘࠕ࡞ߩ㑐ㅪⷙቯߦᓥޔ
DOE ⥄りߩ⾰▤ℂࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߦⷙߩࠄࠇߘޔቯ
ࠍ⛔วߔࠆޕ

A. ࡑ࠾ࡘࠕ࡞ߩᦝᣂ
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6. Taking into consideration the evolving
nature of the CDM, the CDM Executive
Board, at its forty-ninth meeting agreed to
the following approach to update the
Manual:
(a) A review of the document on a six month
basis would be undertaken in the future.
The scope of such a review would include the
appropriate incorporation of evolving
decisions of the CDM Executive Board and
also allow minor editorial consistency
checks;
(b) A more comprehensive revision of the
document would take place every two years.
The scope of this type of revision would allow
the incorporation of all relevant decisions of
the CDM Executive Board, undertake
comprehensive editorial, technical and legal
consistency check as well as any other
relevant changes to improve the
user-friendliness of the Manual.
1 See decision 1/CMP.2, “Further guidance
relating to the clean development
mechanism”.
2 See decision 2/CMP.3, “Further guidance
relating to the clean development
mechanism”.
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II. Terms for validating and verifying
information provided by project
participants
1. Accurate
7. Checking for accuracy means:
(a) For quantitative data and information:
minimizing bias and uncertainty in the
measurement process and the processing of
data;
(b)  For non-quantitative information:
minimizing bias in favour of a particular
result.
2. Conservative
8. Information can be considered as
conservative if the GHG emission reductions
or removal enhancements of a project
activity are not overestimated.
3. Relevant

6. CDM ߩᰴߣޘዷ㐿ߒߡߊᕈ⾰ࠍ⠨ᘦߒޔ
CDM ℂળߪߘߩ╙ 49 ࿁ળวߢ࡞ࠕࡘ࠾ࡑޔ
ᦝᣂߩߚߩਅ⸥ߩࠕࡊࡠ࠴ߦหᗧߒߚ㧦
(a) 6 ࡩࡌࠬߩᢥᦠࡆࡘ߇᧪ታᣉߐ
ࠇࠆޔߪߦࡘࡆߥ߁ࠃߩߎޕCDM ℂળ
ߩዷ㐿ߒߡߊ⼏ౝኈߩㆡಾߥዉ߇߹
ࠇߚ߹ޔዊⷙᮨߩ✬㓸ߩ৻⽾ᕈߩ࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢ߇
ߥߐࠇࠆޕ
(b) ᢥᦠߩࠃࠅ൮⊛ߥᡷ⸓߇ޔᲤᐕ 2 ࿁ⴕࠊ
ࠇࠆߩߎޕ⒳ߩᡷ⸓ߢߪ CDM ℂળߩ㑐ㅪߔ
ࠆోߡߩ⼏ࠍขࠅㄟߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠕࡘ࠾ࡑޔ
࡞ߩൎᚻࠍᡷༀߔࠆߚߩ᭽ߥޘᄌᦝߩ
ઁޔ൮⊛ߥ✬㓸ޔᛛⴚ⊛߮ᴺ⊛ߥ৻⽾ᕈ
ߩ࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢ߇ߥߐࠇࠆޕ

⼏ 1/CMP.2, “CDM ߦ㑐ߔࠆᦝߥࠆࠟࠗ࠳
ࡦࠬ”ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
1

⼏ 2/CMP.3, “CDM ߦ㑐ߔࠆᦝߥࠆࠟࠗ࠳
ࡦࠬ”ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
2
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II.ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇ឭଏߔࠆᖱႎߩല
ൻክᩏ߮ᬌ⸽ߩߚߩ↪⺆
1. ᱜ⏕
7. ᱜ⏕ߐߩ࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢߪએਅߩߎߣࠍᗧߔ
ࠆ㧦
(a) ㊂ߦ㑐ߔࠆ࠺࠲ߣᖱႎ㧦᷹ቯߣ࠺࠲
ಣℂߩ㓙ߩᏅߣਇ⏕ታᕈߩᦨዊൻ
(b) ㊂એᄖߦ㑐ߔࠆᖱႎ㧦․ቯߩ⚿ᨐߦߔ
ࠆࠃ߁ߥᏅߩᦨዊൻ
2. ⊛
8. GHG ឃᷫ㊂߽ߒߊߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴ
േߩๆ㊂ߩჇട߇ㆊᄢߦ⹏ଔߐࠇߡߥߥ
ࠄߪ࠲࠺ޔ⊛ߣ್ᢿߐࠇࠆޕ
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3. 㑐ㅪᕈ

9. Information can be considered relevant if
it ensures compliance with the CDM
requirements and the quantification and
reporting of emission reductions achieved by
a project activity. Unnecessary data and
assumptions that do not have an impact on
the emission reductions are not considered
as relevant.

9. CDM ߩⷐઙߣ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߦࠃࠆ
ឃᷫߩ㊂ൻߣႎ๔ߦ৻ቯߩᖱႎ߇ว⥌ߒߡ
ࠆ႐วߩߘޔᖱႎߪ㑐ㅪᕈ߇ࠆߣߺߥߐࠇ
ࠆޕឃᷫ㊂߳ᓇ㗀ࠍ߷ߐߥਇᔅⷐߥ࠺
࠲ߣផቯߪ㑐ㅪᕈ߇ࠆߣߪߺߥߐࠇߥޕ

4. Credible
10. Information can be considered credible if
it is authentic and is able to inspire belief or
trust, and the willingness of persons to
accept the quality of evidence.
5. Reliable
11. Information can be considered reliable if
the quality of evidence is accurate and
credible and able to yield the same results on
a repeated basis.
6. Completeness
12. Completeness refers to inclusion of all
relevant information for assessment of GHG
emissions reductions and the information
supporting the methods applied as required.
7. Validation/verification opinion
13. Formal written declaration to the
intended user that provides assurance on
the opinion relating to the GHG emission
reductions or removal enhancements of a
project activity.
III. Principles for validation and
verification
14. DOEs shall apply the following
principles in performing validation and
verification and in preparing validation and
verification reports.
1. Consistency
15. Consistency is achieved by:
(a) Applying uniform criteria to the
requirements of the applicable approved
methodology throughout the crediting
period(s);
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(b) Applying uniform criteria among project
activities with similar characteristics such
as a similar application of the approved
methodology, use of technology, time period
or region;
(c) Applying uniform criteria to expert
judgements, over time and among projects.
16. The principle of consistency shall not
prevent a DOE from applying the most
recent decisions and guidance provided by

4. ⏕ታߢࠆ
10.߽ߒᖱႎ߇⏕ታߥ߽ߩߢޔା↪ࠍਈ߃⸽ޔ
ߩ⾰ࠍ㔍ߥߊฃߌࠇࠄࠇࠆ߽ߩߢࠆ႐
วߩߘޔᖱႎߪ⏕߆ߥ߽ߩߣߐࠇࠆޕ
5. ା㗬ߢ߈ࠆ
11.⸽ߩ⾰߇㜞ߊࠅ➅ޔࠅߢ߆⏕ޔߒ⸘
▚ࠍⴕߞߡ߽หߓ⚿ᨐ߇↢ߓࠆ႐วߩߘޔᖱႎ
ߪା㗬ߢ߈ࠆ߽ߩߣߐࠇࠆޕ
6. ቢᚑᐲ
ቢᚑᐲߣߪ GHG ឃᷫ㊂ߩ⹏ଔߦ㑐ߔࠆᖱ
ႎߣޔᣇᴺ⺰ߦᔅⷐߥᖱႎࠍోߡࠆߎߣࠍ
ᗧߔࠆޕ
7.ലൻክᩏ/ᬌ⸽ߩᚲ
13. GHG ឃᷫ㊂߽ߒߊߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴ
േߩๆ㊂ߩჇടߦߟߡߩᗧࠍ⸽ߔࠆޔ
ᗐቯߐࠇߚ࡙ࠩߦะߌߚᑼߦ⸥ߐࠇߚት
⸒ᦠޕ
III. ലൻክᩏߣᬌ⸽ߩේೣ
14. DOE ߪലൻክᩏߣᬌ⸽ࠍታᣉߒࠇߘޔ
ࠄࠍႎ๔ߔࠆߦߚࠅޔએਅߩේೣߦᓥ߁ޕ
1. ৻⽾ᕈ
15. ৻⽾ᕈߪએਅߩߎߣ߆ࠄ㆐ᚑߐࠇࠆ㧦
(a) ࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆ࠍㅢߒߡޔㆡ↪ߔࠆᛚ
ᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߩⷐ᳞㗄ߦኻߒⷙޔቯࠍ৻ߟߩߺ
⸳ቯޔㆡ↪ߔࠆޕ
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(b) ᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߩㆡ↪߿ᛛⴚߩ↪ᦼޔ
㑆ޔၞߣߞߚ㘃ૃߔࠆ․ᓽࠍᜬߟࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ㑆ߢޔන৻ߩⷙቯࠍㆡ↪ߔࠆ㧧
(c) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㑆ᦼ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ㑆ࠍㅢߒ
ߡޔኾ㐷ኅߩ್ᢿߦන৻ߩⷙቯࠍㆡ↪ߔࠆޕ
16. ৻⽾ᕈߩේೣߦࠃߞߡޔDOE ߇ᦨᣂߩ
CDM ℂળߩ⼏ࠍࠬࡦ࠳ࠗࠟޔㆡ↪ߔࠆߎ
ߣ߇ᅹߍࠄࠇߡߪߥࠄߥޕ
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the CDM Executive Board.
2. Transparency
17. Information in the validation and
verification reports shall be presented in an
open, clear, factual, neutral and coherent
manner based on documentary evidence.
18. Transparency requires DOEs to:
(a) Clearly and explicitly state and document
all assumptions;
(b) Clearly reference background material;
(c) Clearly identify changes made to
documentation.
3.
Impartiality, independence and
safeguarding against conflicts of interest
19. DOEs shall remain independent of the
project activity being validated or verified.
They shall also remain free from bias and
any real or potential conflict of interest.
20. Appendix A to the CDM modalities and
procedures specifies that DOEs shall work in
a credible, independent, non-discriminatory
and transparent manner. The structure of
the DOE shall safeguard the impartiality of
its operations. If the DOE is part of a larger
organization, the DOE shall clearly define
the links with other parts of the organization
to demonstrate that no conflicts of interest
exist. DOEs shall remain free of any
commercial, financial or other processes that
influence its judgement or endanger trust in
its independence and integrity.3
21. DOEs shall base their findings and
conclusions upon objective evidence and
shall conduct all activities in connection
with the validation and verification
processes in accordance with the rules and
procedures of the COP/MOP and the CDM
Executive Board.
22. In their reports, DOEs shall truthfully
and accurately state their validation or
verification
activities,
findings
and
conclusions.
4. Confidentiality
23. In accordance with the CDM
requirements, DOEs shall safeguard the
confidentiality of all information obtained or
created during validation or verification.4
3 See EB 31 report, paragraph 11, currently
located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/031/eb31rep.pdf>
and EB 33 report, paragraph 13, currently
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located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/033/eb33rep.pdf>
for the decision of the CDM Executive Board
on the use of laboratories and calibration
services for CDM projects by DOEs.
4 See decision 3/CMP.1, annex “Modalities
and procedures for a clean development
mechanism”, currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/COPMOP/0
8a01.pdf#page=6>.
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IV. Additional roles of designated
operational entities
24. The CDM Executive Board, has
entrusted DOEs with the functions below in
addition to validation and verification:
(a) Undertaking voluntary pre-assessment of
new baseline and monitoring methodologies
in accordance with the EB 21 report,
paragraph 14;5
(b) Identifying and submitting requests for
deviation in accordance with the EB 49
report, annexes 26 and 27.6
25. In response to reviews of project
activities associated with validation or
verification requirements7 and requests for
clarification from the CDM Executive Board,
DOEs shall provide a response and where
possible the additional information
requested.
V. CDM validation
A. Objective of CDM validation
26. The purpose of validation is to ensure a
thorough, independent assessment of
proposed CDM project activities submitted
for registration as a proposed CDM project
activity against the applicable CDM
requirements.
27. The DOE shall report the results of its
assessment in a validation report. The DOE
shall submit this validation report, along
with the supporting documents to the CDM
Executive Board as part of the request for
registration of a project activity as a
proposed CDM project activity.
28. The validation report shall include a
positive validation opinion only if the
proposed CDM project activity complies with
the applicable CDM requirements.
B. Validation approach
29. The CDM is a rules-based mechanism.
Therefore, it shall be the DOE’s
responsibility to ensure that, in accordance

ߩ EB 31 report, ࡄ  ࠣ  ࡈ 11  ߮
http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/033/eb33rep.pdf  ߩ
EB 33 report, paragraph 13 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
4

http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/COPMOP/08a
01.pdf#page=6 ߩ⼏ 3/CMP.1, annex “CDM
ߩᣇᴺ߮ᚻ⛯߈”ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
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with this Manual and CDM requirements,
these rules are complied with for any project
activities requesting registration as a
proposed CDM project activity.
30. During validation, the DOE shall assess
whether the project design of the proposed
CDM project activity meets the CDM
requirements. For this, the DOE shall, using
objective evidence, assess the completeness
and accuracy of the claims and
conservativeness of the assumptions made
in the project design document (PDD). The
evidence used in this assessment shall not
be limited to that provided by the project
participants.
31. In assessing evidence, the DOE shall not
omit evidence that is likely to alter the
validation opinion. In the assessment of
evidence, the DOE shall use the acceptable
approaches as specified in chapter V, section
E below, and the DOE shall ensure that the
project activity complies with the relevant
requirements set out in the CDM modalities
and procedures, the applicability conditions
of the selected methodology and guidance
issued by the CDM Executive Board before
submitting a request for registration.
5 See the document currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/021/eb21rep.pdf>.
6 See the documents “Procedures for requests
for deviation prior to submitting request for
issuance” and “Form for submission of
requests for deviation prior to submitting
request for issuance F-CDM-DEV-ISS ”
currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49_repan26
.pdf> and
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49_repan27
.pdf>.
7 See decision 4/CMP.1 relating to
procedures for review as referred to the
modalities and procedures of the clean
development mechanism, paragraph 41.
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32. In case the validation report includes a
negative validation opinion the DOE shall
provide the project participants with the
report and inform the CDM Executive Board
of the outcome.
C. Validation methods
1. Means of validation
33. The DOE shall apply standard auditing
techniques to assess the correctness of the
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information provided by the project
participants, including, where appropriate,
but not limited to:
(a) Document review, involving:
(i) A review of data and information to verify
the correctness, credibility and
interpretation of presented information;
(ii) Cross checks between information
provided in the PDD and information from
sources other than that used, if available,
and if necessary independent background
investigations.
(b) Follow-up actions (e.g. on site visit and
telephone or email interviews), including:
(i) Interviews with relevant stakeholders in
the host country, personnel with knowledge
of the project design and implementation;
(ii) Cross checks between information
provided by interviewed personnel (i.e. by
checking sources or other interviews) to
ensure that no relevant information has
been omitted from the validation.
(c) Reference to available information
relating to projects or technologies similar to
the proposed CDM project activity under
validation
(d) Review, based on the approved
methodology being applied, of the
appropriateness of formulae and correctness
of calculations.
2. Clarification requests, corrective action
requests and forward action requests
34. If, during the validation of a project
activity, the DOE identifies issues that need
to be further elaborated upon, researched or
added to in order to confirm that the project
activity meets the CDM requirements and
can achieve credible emission reductions, the
DOE shall ensure that these issues are
correctly identified, discussed and concluded
in the validation report.
35. The DOE shall raise a corrective action
request (CAR) if one of the following occurs:
(a) The project participants have made
mistakes that will influence the ability of the
project activity to achieve real, measurable
additional emission reductions;
(b) The CDM requirements have not been
met;
(c) There is a risk that emission reductions
cannot be monitored or calculated.
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36. The DOE shall raise a clarification
request (CL) if information is insufficient or
not clear enough to determine whether the
applicable CDM requirements have been
met.
37. The DOE shall raise a forward action
request (FAR) during validation to highlight
issues related to project implementation
that require review during the first
verification of the project activity. FARs
shall not relate to the CDM requirements for
registration.
38. The DOE shall resolve or “close out”
CARs and CLs only if the project
participants modify the project design,
rectify the PDD or provide adequate
additional explanations or evidence that
satisfy the DOE’s concerns. If this is not
done, the DOE shall not recommend the
project activity for registration to the CDM
Executive Board.
39. The DOE shall report on all CARs, CLs
and FARs in its validation report. This
reporting shall be undertaken in a
transparent and unambiguous manner that
allows the reader to understand the nature
of the issue raised, the nature of the
responses provided by the project
participants, the means of validation of such
responses and clear reference to any
resulting changes in the PDD or supporting
annexes.
D. Stakeholder consultation process
40. The DOE shall make the PDD of the
project activity under consideration publicly
available in accordance with the latest
version of the “Procedures for processing and
reporting on validation CDM project
activities”.8
41. During the validation of the project
activity, the DOE shall take into account the
comments received and the validation report
shall include details of actions taken to take
due account of the comments during the
validation process.
42. If comments are not sufficiently
substantiated or if they indicate that the
project activity does not comply with the
CDM requirements, then the DOE shall
request further clarification from the entity
providing the comment. However, the DOE
is not required to enter into a dialogue with
Parties, stakeholders or NGOs that
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37. ലൻክᩏߩ㓙ߦ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߩᦨ
ೋߩᬌ⸽ߩ㓙ߦࡆࡘ߇ᔅⷐߣߥࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ߩታᣉߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆ㗴ὐࠍᜰ៰ߔࠆߚ
ߦޔDOE ߪㅊട⊛ᵴേⷐ᳞ࠍⴕ߁ޕㅊട⊛ᵴ
േⷐ᳞㗄ߪ⊓㍳ߩߚߩ CDM ⷐઙߣ㑐ଥߔ
ࠆ߽ߩߢߪߥޕ
38. ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻⸳⸘ࠍ
⺞ᢛߒޔPDD ࠍୃᱜߔࠆ߆ߪߊߒ߽ޔㆡಾߥ
ㅊട⊛⺑ࠍⴕ߁߆ޔDOE ߇⚊ᓧߢ߈ࠆ⸽
ࠍឭߒߚ႐วߦ㒢ࠅޔDOE ߪᤚᱜភ⟎ⷐ᳞
ߣ⏕ൻⷐ᳞ࠍขࠅਅߍࠆߪߊߒ߽ޔ㗴߇⸃
ߒߚߣߔࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆߥࠇߐߥ߇ࠇߎޕ
႐วޔDOE ߪ CDM ℂળߦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ
ߩ⊓㍳ࠍ⮈ࠆߎߣߪߥޕ
39. DOE ߪലൻክᩏႎ๔ߢోߡߩ⏕ൻⷐ᳞
㗄ޔᤚᱜភ⟎ⷐ᳞㗄߮ㅊടភ⟎ⷐ᳞㗄
ߦߟߡႎ๔ߔࠆߩߎޕႎ๔ߪޔឭߐࠇߚ
㗴ὐߩᕈ⾰࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔෳട⠪ߩኻᔕࠇߎޔ
ࠄߩኻᔕߩክᩏߩᣇᴺޔPDD ߿ annex ߩᄌᦝ
ߩෳ⠨Ḯࠍℂ⸃ߢ߈ࠆࠃ߁ߥㅘᕈߩࠆ⏕
ߥᣇᴺߢⴕࠊࠇߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥޕ

D. ࠬ࠹ࠢࡎ࡞࠳ߣߩද⼏ࡊࡠࠬ
40. DOE ߪ“CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ലൻክᩏࡊ
ࡠࠬႎ๔ᚻ⛯”ߩᦨᣂ ߦᓥߞߡޔክᩏਛ
ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ PDD ࠍ৻⥸ߦ㐿ߔ
ࠆޕ8
41. ࡊ ࡠ ࠫ ࠚ ࠢ ࠻ ᵴ േ ߩ  ല ൻ ክ ᩏ ߩ 㑆 ޔ
DOE ߪฃߌઃߌߚࠦࡔࡦ࠻ࠍෳ⠨ߦߒޔല
ൻክᩏႎ๔ߢޔክᩏߩࡊࡠࠬߦ߅ߡߘࠇࠄ
ߩࠦࡔࡦ࠻ࠍขࠅࠇߚᵴേߩ⚦ࠍ⸥タߔ
ࠆޕ
42. ߽ߒࠦࡔࡦ࠻߇චಽߦౕൻߐࠇߡߥ
႐ว࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊߪߊߒ߽ޔᵴേ߇ CDM ߩⷐ
ઙߦᴪߞߡߥߣ߁ࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߩᜰ៰߇ࠆ
႐วޔDOE ߪᦝߥࠆ⏕ⷐ᳞ࠍࠍ࠻ࡦࡔࠦޔ
ឭଏߒߡ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔෳട⠪ߦኻߒⴕ߁ߒޕ
߆ߒޔCDM ߩⷐઙߦ㑐ߒߡࠦࡔࡦ࠻ࠍߒߚࡊ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߪߊߒ߽࠳࡞ࡎࠢ࠹ࠬޔ
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comment on the CDM requirements. If no
additional information or substantiation is
provided in response to a request for
clarification, the DOE shall proceed to
assess the comments as originally provided.
E. Validation requirements based on
paragraph 37 of the CDM modalities
and procedures
43. In carrying out its validation work, the
DOE shall ensure that the project activity
complies with the requirements of
paragraph 37 of the CDM modalities and
procedures.
1. Approval
(i) Requirement to be validated
44. All Parties involved have approved the
project activity.
8 See the document currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Procedures/
valid_proc02.pdf>.
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(ii) Means of validation
45. The DOE shall determine whether the
DNA of each Party indicated as being
involved in the proposed CDM project
activity in section A.3 of the PDD has
provided a written letter of approval. The
DOE shall determine whether each letter
confirms that:
(a) The Party is a Party to the Kyoto
Protocol;
(b) Participation is voluntary;
(c) In the case of the host Party, the proposed
CDM project activity contributes to the
sustainable development of the country;
(d) It refers to the precise proposed CDM
project activity title in the PDD being
submitted for registration.
46. The DOE shall determine whether the
letter(s) of approval is unconditional with
respect to (a) to (d) above.
47. The DOE shall confirm that the
letter(s) of approval has been issued by the
respective Party’s designated national
authority (DNA) and is valid for the
proposed CDM project activity under
validation. A list of DNAs is available on the
UNFCCC CDM website.9
48. If the DOE doubts the authenticity of the
letter of approval, the DOE shall verify with
the DNA that the letter of approval is
authentic.

NGO ߣද⼏ࠍⴕ߁ߎߣߪ DOE ߩ⽿ോߢߪߥ
ߒ߽ޕㅊട⊛ߥᖱႎ߿ࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߩౕൻ߇
⏕ൻⷐ᳞ࠍⴕߞߡ߽ߥߐࠇߥ႐วޔDOE ߪ
ᧄ᧪ߩࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߩ⹏ଔߦߚࠆޕ
E. CDM ߩታᣉᚻ㗅ߣᚻ⛯߈ߩࡄࠣࡈ 37
ߦၮߠߊޔലൻክᩏߩⷐઙ
43.ലൻክᩏࠍⴕ߁ߦߚࠅޔDOE ߪࡠࡊޔ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ CDM ߩታᣉᚻ㗅ߣᚻ⛯߈ߩࡄ
ࠣࡈ 37 ߦၮߠߊⷐઙߦᴪߞߚ߽ߩߢࠆ
߆ࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ
1. ᛚ
(i) ክᩏߩߚߩⷐઙ
44. ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⚵❱ో߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ᵴേࠍᛚߒߡࠆߎߣޕ
8<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Procedures/
valid_proc02.pdf> ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
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(ii) ലൻክᩏߩᣇᴺ
45. DOE ߪ PDD ߩ࡚ࠢࠪࡦ A.3 ߦ⸥タߐࠇ
ߡࠆฦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട࿖ߩ DNA ߇ᛚ
࠲ࠍ⊒ⴕߒߚ߆ߤ߁߆ࠍ್ᢿߔࠆޕDOE ߪ
ᛚ࠲߇એਅߩὐࠍߐ߃ߡࠆ߆ࠍ್ᢿ
ߔࠆ㧦
(a) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട࿖߇੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠߦෳടߒ
ߡࠆߎߣ㧧
(b) ෳടߪ⥄↱ᗧᕁߢࠆߎߣ㧧
(c) ࡎࠬ࠻࿖ߩ႐วޔCDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪ࿖
ߩᜬ⛯⊛ߥ⊒ዷߦነਈߔࠆ㧧
(d) ⊓㍳ߩߚߦឭߐࠇߚ PDD ߦ⸥タߐࠇ
ߡࠆޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ
ߒ࠲ࠗ࠻࡞ߩߎߣࠍ⸒ߒߡࠆޕ
46. DOE ߪޔᛚߩᦠ◲߇⸥(a)߆ࠄ(d)ߩ㗄
⋡ߦ㑐ߒߡ㗴߇ߥ߆ߤ߁߆ࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ
47. DOE ߪᛚࠍ᳞ࠆ࠲߇ฦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ෳട࿖ߩ DNA ߦࠃࠅ⊒ⴕߐࠇޔലൻክᩏ
ਛߩ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦኻߒߡലߢ
ࠆߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕDNA ߩࠬ࠻ߪ UNFCCC
ߩ CDM ࠙ࠚࡉࠨࠗ࠻ߢ㑛ⷩߢ߈ࠆޕ9
48. DOE ߇ᛚ࠲ࠍ⇼߁႐วޔDNA ߦߘ
ߩ⌀னࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ
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(iii) Reporting requirements
49. The validation report shall, for each
Party involved:
(a) Indicate whether a letter of approval has
been received, with clearly referencing the
letter itself and any supporting
documentation;
(b) Indicate whether the DOE received this
letter from the project participants or
directly from the DNA;
(c) Indicate the means of validation
employed to assess the authenticity if
paragraph 48 above applies;
(d) Contain a clear statement regarding
whether the DOE considers the letters are in
accordance with paragraphs 45–48 above.
50. If letters of approval contain additional
specification of the project activity, such as
the PDD version number, then the request
for registration shall be made on the basis of
the documents specified in the letter. If a
letter of approval refers to a specific version
of the validation report and the DOE
therefore is unable to submit this precise
version of the validation report, the DOE
shall take one of the following options:
(a) Insert a statement in the validation
report to indicate that the final letter of
approval has not been received and that a
request for registration will not be submitted
until it has been received;
9 See the list currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/index.html>.
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(b) Update the validation report to reflect
the receipt of the letter of approval. If this
option is chosen, validation report major
number shall remain unchanged and the
minor number shall be increased. The
validation report shall contain confirmation
that this is the only change that has been
made to the version referred to in the letter
of approval.
2. Participation
(i) Requirement to be validated
51. All project participants have been listed
in a consistent manner in the project
documentation, and their participation in
the project activity has been approved by a
Party to the Kyoto Protocol.10
(ii) Means of validation
52. The DOE shall confirm that the project
participants are listed in tabular form in

(iii) ႎ๔ⷐઙ
49.ฦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩലൻክᩏႎ๔ߦ߅ߡ
એਅߩὐࠍ⸥タߔࠆᔅⷐ߇ࠆ㧦
(a) ᛚ࠲ࠍฃℂߒߚ߆ߤ߁߆࠲ߚ߹ޔ
ߘߩ߽ߩߣߘߩઁߩ㑐ㅪᢥᦠߦ㑐ߒߡ߽⸒
ߔࠆ㧧
(b) DOE ߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߽ߒߊߪ DNA
߆ࠄ⋥ធᛚ࠲ࠍฃߌขߞߚ߆ߤ߁߆㧧
(c) ㅀߩࡄࠣࡈ 48 ࠍㆡ↪ߔࠆ႐วޔᛚ
࠲ߩ⌀னࠍ⏕߆ࠆߴߊណ↪ߒߚᣇᴺ㧧
(d) DOE ߇ㅀߩࡄࠣࡈ 45-48 ߦᛚ࠲
߇ᴪߞߚ߽ߩߢࠆߣ್ᢿߔࠆ߆ߦઃߡߩ
⏕ߥჿޕ
50. ߽ߒᛚ࠲߇ PDD ߩࡃ࡚ࠫࡦ⇟ภ
ߥߤߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩㅊട⊛ߥ⚦ᖱႎࠍ
႐ว⊓ޔ㍳ⷐ᳞ߪᛚ࠲ߢㅀߐࠇߡ
ࠆᢥᦠࠍၮߦⴕࠊࠇࠆߒ߽ޕᛚߩᦠ◲߇․
ቯߩࡃ࡚ࠫࡦߩലൻክᩏႎ๔ߦߟߡ⸒
ߒߡࠆ႐วޔDOE ߪႎ๔ᦠߩ⚦ߥࡃࠫ
࡚ࡦࠍឭߔࠆߎߣߪߢ߈ߕޔᰴߩࠝࡊ࡚ࠪࡦ
ࠍㆬᛯߔࠆߎߣߣߥࠆޕ
(a) ᦨ⚳ᛚᦠ◲߇ฃℂߐࠇߡ߅ࠄߕ⊓ޔ㍳ⷐ
᳞߽ฃℂ߇ቢੌߔࠆ߹ߢߪឭߐࠇߥߣ߁
ჿࠍലൻክᩏႎ๔ᦠߦタߖࠆޕ
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/index.html>ࠍෳᾖߩ
ߎߣޕ
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(b) ᛚᦠ◲ࠍฃℂߒߚߎߣࠍᤋߔࠆߚߦ
ႎ๔ᦠࠍᦝᣂߔࠆ߇ࡦ࡚ࠪࡊࠝߩߎߒ߽ޕㆬᛯ
ߐࠇߚ႐วޔലൻክᩏႎ๔ᦠߩࡔࠫࡖ⇟ภ
ߪᄌᦝߖߕߦࡑࠗ࠽⇟ภࠍჇ߿ߔޕലൻክ
ᩏႎ๔ߦߪޔ߇ߣߎߩߎޔᛚᦠ◲ߢ⸒ߐࠇ
ߚࡃ࡚ࠫࡦߦኻߔࠆ໑৻ߩᄌᦝߢࠆߎߣߩ
⏕ࠍޕ
9

2. ෳട
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
51. ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᢥᦠߦోߡߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳ
ട⠪ (⚵❱)߇৻⽾ߒߚᣇᴺߢ⸥タߐࠇࡠࡊޔ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻߳ߩෳടߪ੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠߩෳട࿖ߦࠃߞ
ߡᛚߐࠇߡࠆޕ10
(ii) ክᩏߩᣇᴺ
52. DOE ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇ PDD ߩࠢ
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section A.3 of the PDD and that this
information is consistent with the contact
details provided in annex 1 of the PDD. The
DOE shall determine whether the
participation of each project participant has
been approved by at least one Party
involved, either in a letter of approval or in a
separate letter specifically to approve
participation. The DOE shall confirm that no
entities other than those approved as project
participants are included in these sections of
the PDD.
53. The DOE shall ensure that the approval
of participation has been issued from the
relevant DNA and if in doubt shall verify
with the DNA that the approval of
participation is valid for the proposed CDM
project participant.
(iii) Reporting requirements
54. The validation report shall, for each
project participant:
(a) Indicate whether the participation has
been approved by a Party to the Kyoto
Protocol;
(b) Describe the means of validation
employed to draw this conclusion.
3. Project design document
(i) Requirement to be validated
55. The PDD used as a basis for validation
shall be prepared in accordance with the
latest template and guidance from the CDM
Executive Board available on the UNFCCC
CDM website.11

࡚ࠪࡦ A.3 ߩߦ⸥タߐࠇߡ߅ࠅߩߎޔᖱႎ߇
PDD ߩ Annex1 ߩࠦࡦ࠲ࠢ࠻ߩ⚦ߣ৻⥌ߒ
ߡࠆ߆ࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕDOE ߪฦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ෳട⠪ߩෳട߇ᦨޔૐߢ߽੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠߦෳടߔ
ࠆ৻ࠞ࿖એߦࠃߞߡޔᛚ࠲ߪߊߒ߽ޔ
ෳടࠍᛚߔࠆߚߩ࠲ߢㅜࠇࠄޔ
ߡࠆߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕDOE ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ෳട⠪એᄖߦޔPDD ߩߘࠇࠄߩ࡚ࠢࠪࡦߦ
߹ࠇߡࠆ⚵❱ߪߥߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ

(ii) Means of validation
56. The DOE shall determine whether the
PDD is in accordance with the applicable
CDM requirements for completing PDDs.12
10 See EB 50 report, paragraph 66, and its
annex 48, paragraphs 7-9, currently located
at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/050/eb50rep.pdf>
and
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/050/eb50_repan48
.pdf>, for contractual relationships between
DOEs and PPs.
11 See forms currently located
at<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/PDDs_Fo
rms/PD Ds/index.html>.
12 See guidelines currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Guidclarif/
pdd/index.html>.
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(ii) ലൻክᩏߩᣇᴺ
56. DOE ߪ PDD ࠍᚑߔࠆߦߚࠅޔCDM ߩ
ㆡ↪ⷐઙߦ PDD ߇ᴪߞߡࠆ߆ࠍ್ᢿߔࠆޕ

53. DOE ߪޔෳടߩᛚ߇ฦ DNA ߦࠃߞߡߥ
ߐࠇߒࠊ⇼ߒ߽ޔ႐วߦߪ DNA ߦኻߒෳട
⠪ߩᛚߦ㑐ߒߡ⏕ࠍขࠆޕ

(iii) ႎ๔ⷐઙ
54. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ᦠߪฦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪
ߦߟߡ㧦
(a) ੩ㇺ⼏ቯᦠߩෳട࿖ߦࠃࠅߘߩෳട߇
ࠄࠇߚ߆ࠍ⸥タߔࠆ㧧
(b) ߎߩ⚿⺰ࠍዉ߈ߒߚክᩏߩᣇᴺߦߟߡ
ߩ⺑ࠍⴕ߁ޕ
3. ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻⸳⸘ᦠ
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
55.  ല ൻ ክ ᩏ ߩ ࡌ  ࠬ ߣ ߒ ߡ ↪  ࠄ ࠇ ߚ
PDD ߪޔUNFCCC ߩ CDM ࠙ࠚࡉࠨࠗ࠻ߢ
㐿ߒߡࠆޔCDM ℂળߩឭଏߔࠆᦨᣂߩ࠹
ࡦࡊ࠻ߣࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬߦᓥߞߡḰߐࠇࠆޕ
11

12
10http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/050/eb50rep.pdf

ߩ
EB 50 report, paragraph 66, ߣߘߩ annex
48, paragraphs 7-9,ߣޔDOE ߣࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳ
ട ⠪ 㑆 ߩ ᄾ ⚂ 㑐 ଥ 㑐 ߔ ࠆ ᖱ ႎ
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/050/eb50_repan48.
pdf>ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
11<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/PDDs_For

ms/PD Ds/index.html>ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
12<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Guidclarif/

pdd/index.html>ߢ㐿ߒߡࠆࠟࠗ࠼ࠗࡦ
ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
12/46
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(iii) Reporting requirements
57. The validation report shall contain a
statement regarding the compliance of the
PDD with relevant forms and guidance.13
4. Project description
(i) Requirement to be validated
58. The PDD shall contain a clear
description of the project activity that
provides the reader with a clear
understanding of the precise nature of the
project activity and the technical aspects of
its implementation.
(ii) Means of validation
59. The DOE shall confirm that the
description of the proposed CDM project
activity as contained in the PDD sufficiently
covers all relevant elements, is accurate and
that it provides the reader with a clear
understanding of the nature of the proposed
CDM project activity.
60. For proposed CDM project activities in
existing facilities or utilizing existing
equipments, the DOE shall conduct a
physical site inspection to confirm that the
description in the PDD reflects the proposed
CDM project activity for the following types
of CDM project activities unless other means
are specified in the methodology:
(a) Large scale projects;
(b) Non-bundled small scale projects with
emission reductions exceeding 15,000 tonnes
per year;
(c) Bundled small scale projects, each with
emission reductions not exceeding 15,000
tonnes per year; in such case the number of
physical site visits may however be based on
sampling, if the sampling size is
appropriately justified through statistical
analysis.
61. For other individual proposed small scale
CDM project activities with emission
reductions not exceeding 15,000 tonnes per
year the DOE may conduct a physical site
visit as appropriate.
62. For all other proposed CDM project
activities not referred to in paragraphs
59–61, the DOE shall undertake the
validation by reviewing available designs
and feasibility studies and may conduct
comparison analysis to equivalent projects,
as appropriate. The DOE may conduct
physical site visit to assess the plan. For
proposed CDM project activities for which

(iii) ႎ๔ⷐઙ
57.ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߦߪޔPDD ߇ߘߩ᭽ᑼߣ㑐
ㅪࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬߦᓥߞߡࠆ߆ߩ⸥タࠍߔࠆޕ13
4.ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ⚦
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
58. PDD ߦߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߩᕈ⾰ߩ⚦
ߣߘߩታᣉߦ߅ߌࠆᛛⴚ⊛ߥ㕙ߦߟߡ⺒ޔ
⠪߇⏕ߦℂ⸃ߢ߈ࠆߚߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ
ߩ⺑߇⸥タߐࠇߥߊߡߪߥࠄߥޕ
(ii) ክᩏߩᣇᴺ
59. DOE ߪ PDD ߦ⸥タ߇ߥߐࠇߡࠆ CDM
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦ㑐ߔࠆ⚦߇ᱜ⏕ߢޔ㑐ㅪ
ⷐ⚛ࠍචಽߦࠞࡃߒߡ߅ࠅ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴ
േߩᕈ⾰ࠍ⺒⠪߇⏕ߦᛠីߢ߈ࠆ߽ߩߢࠆ
ߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ
60. ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩߚߩሽߔࠆᣉ⸳߿
↪ⵝߦ㑐ߒߡޔDOE ߪޔᣇᴺ⺰ߦ߅ߡ
ઁߩᚻᴺ߇․ቯߐࠇߥ㒢ࠅޔਅ⸥ߩ࠲ࠗࡊߩ
CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩᵴേߦ߅ߡޔPDD ߩౝ
ኈ߇ᤋߐࠇߡࠆߎߣࠍ⺞ᩏߢ⏕ߔ
ࠆޕ
(a) ᄢⷙᮨࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㧧
(b) ឃᷫ㊂߇ᐕ 15,000 ࠻ࡦࠍ߃ࠆޔ㕖⛔
วዊⷙᮨࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㧧
(c) ฦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩᐕ㑆ឃᷫ㊂߇ 15,000
࠻ࡦࠍ߃ࠆ⛔ޔวዊⷙᮨࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㧧ߎߩ
ࠃ߁ߥࠤࠬߢߪ⸘⛔ޔಽᨆߦࠃࠅㆡಾߦࠨࡦ
ࡊࡦࠣࠨࠗ࠭ߩᱜᒰᕈ߇␜ߐࠇࠆߥࠄޔ
⺞ᩏߩ࿁ᢙߪࠨࡦࡊࡦࠣࠍၮߦഀࠅߐࠇ
ࠆޕ
61. ឃᷫ㊂߇ᐕ 15,000 ࠻ࡦࠍ߃ߥߘ
ߩઁߩߩޘዊⷙᮨࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦኻߒߡ
DOE ߪㆡቱޔ⺞ᩏࠍⴕ߁ޕ
62.ࡄࠣࡈ 59–61 ߢ⸒ߐࠇߡߥߘޔ
ߩઁߩోߡߩ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦ㑐ߒ
ߡޔDOE ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻⸳⸘߿ታน⢻ᕈ⺞
ᩏࠍࡆࡘߒߡലൻክᩏࠍⴕޔห᭽ߩࡊ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߣߩᲧセಽᨆࠍㆡቱⴕ߁ޕDOE ߪ
⸘↹ࠍ⹏ଔߔࠆߚߦ⺞ᩏࠍⴕ߁ޕDOE
߇⺞ᩏࠍⴕࠊߥ߆ߞߚ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ߦߟߡߪߚߞߥ߁ߘޔᱜᒰߥℂ↱ࠍㆡಾߦ⸥
タߔࠆޕ
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the DOE does not undertake a physical site
inspection this shall be appropriately
justified.
63. If the proposed CDM project activity
involves the alteration of an existing
installation or process, the DOE shall ensure
that the project description clearly states the
differences resulting from the project
activity compared to the pre-project
situation.
13 See guidelines currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Guidclarif/
pdd/index.html>.
13/46
(iii) Reporting requirements
64. The validation report shall:
(a) Describe the process undertaken to
validate the accuracy and completeness of
the project description;
(b) Contain the DOE’s opinion on the
accuracy and completeness of the project
description.
5. Baseline and monitoring methodology
(a) General requirement
65. The DOE shall ensure that the baseline
and monitoring methodologies selected by
the project participants comply with the
methodologies previously approved by the
CDM Executive Board.14
66. To ensure that the project activity meets
this general requirement, the DOE shall
determine whether:

13<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Guidclarif/
pdd/index.html>ߢ㐿ߒߡࠆࠟࠗ࠼ࠗࡦ
ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
13/46
(iii) ႎ๔ⷐઙ
64. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߦߪએਅߩߎߣ߇߹ࠇࠇ
ࠆ㧦
(a) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ⺑ߩቢోᕈ♖ޔᐲߩክᩏ
ࡊࡠࠬߩ⸃⺑㧧

(b) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ⺑ߩቢోᕈ♖ޔᐲߦ㑐ߔ
ࠆ DOE ߩᚲޕ
5.ࡌࠬࠗࡦߣࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰
(a)ో⥸⊛ߥⷐઙ
65.ㆬᛯߒߚࡌࠬࠗࡦࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔᣇᴺ
⺰߇ CDM ℂળ߇వߦᛚߒߚᣇᴺ⺰ߦᴪߞ
ߚ߽ߩߢࠆߎߣࠍ DOE ߪ⏕ߔࠆޕ14

(a) The selected methodology is applicable to
the project activity;
(b) The PP has correctly applied the selected
methodology.
67. The DOE shall ensure that the selected
methodology applies to the project activity
and has been correctly applied with respect
to following:
(a) Project boundary;
(b) Baseline identification;
(c) Algorithms and/or formulae used to
determine emission reductions;
(d) Additionality;15
(e) Monitoring methodology.16
(b) Applicability of the selected methodology
to the project activity
(i) Requirement to be validated
68. The DOE shall validate that the selected

63. ߽ߒឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦࠃࠅ
ᣢሽߩⵝ߿ࡊࡠࠬߦᄌൻ߇ߞߚ႐วޔ
DOE ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎ೨ߩ⁁ᴫߣࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻߇ⴕࠊࠇߚ႐วߩ㆑ߦߟߡߩ⏕ߥ⺑
߇ߥߐࠇߡࠆ߆ࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ

66.ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ߎߩⷐઙࠍḩߚߒߡ
ࠆߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆߚߦ DOE ߪએਅߩߎߣࠍ
್ᢿߔࠆ㧦
(a)ㆬᛯߐࠇߚᣇᴺ⺰ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦㆡ
↪น⢻ߢࠆ㧧
(b)PP ߪㆬᛯߒߚᣇᴺ⺰ࠍㆡಾߦㆡ↪ߒߚޕ
67.DOE ߪㆬᛯߒߚᣇᴺ⺰߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ
ߦㆡ↪ߐࠇޔਅ⸥ߩ㗄⋡ߦኻߒߡㆡಾߦㆡ↪ߒ
ߚߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆ㧦
(a) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳;
(b) ࡌࠬࠗࡦߩ․ቯ;
(c) ឃᷫ㊂ࠍ․ቯߔࠆߚߦ↪ࠄࠇߚࠕ
࡞ࠧ࠭ࡓ߮/߽ߒߊߪᑼ;
(d) ㅊടᕈ;15
(e) ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰ 16
(b) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦኻߔࠆㆬᛯߒߚᣇᴺ⺰
ߩㆡ↪ᕈ
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
68.DOE ߪޔㆬᛯߒߚ CDM ℂળߦࠃࠅᛚ
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ߐࠇߚࡌࠬࠗࡦࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔᣇᴺ⺰߇ޔ
↪ߐࠇߚࡧࠔ࡚ࠫࡦ߇ലߢࠆߎߣࠍ
ߡࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦㆡ↪น⢻ߢࠆ߆ࠍክ
ᩏߔࠆޕ17

baseline and monitoring methodology
previously approved by the CDM Executive
Board, is applicable to the project activity,
including that the used
version is valid.17
14 See EB 52 report, paragraphs 34 and 35
and annexes 9 to 13, currently located at
http://cdm. unfccc int/EB/052/eb52rep.pdf.
If the DOE determines that project
participants intend to use a new baseline
and monitoring methodology, it shall, before
submitting a request for registration of the
project activity, forward the proposed
methodology, together with the draft PDD,
to the CDM Executive Board for review, in
accordance with the latest procedure and
related forms for submitting and considering
proposed new methodologies currently
located at
http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Procedures/
meth_proc05.pdf and
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/PDDs _
Forms/Methodologies/lsforms.html>.
15 See Chapter V, sections E6 below.
16 See Chapter V, sections E7 below.
17See

ޔhttp://cdm. unfccc
int/EB/052/eb52rep.pdf.ߦឝタߐࠇߡࠆEB
52 ႎ๔ᦠߩࡄࠣࡈ 34 ߣ 35 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇ᣂߒࡌࠬࠗࡦࡕޔ
࠾࠲ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰ࠍ↪ࠃ߁ߣߒߡࠆߣ
DOE߇್ᢿߔࠆ႐วޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆᣂߒᣇᴺ
⺰ࠍឭߔࠆߚߦ್ޔᢿߔࠆߚߩᦨᣂߩᚻ
⛯߈ߣ㑐ㅪߔࠆ᭽ᑼߢ
http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Procedures/m
eth_proc05.pdf ߣ
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/PDDs _
Forms/Methodologies/lsforms.html> ߦᓥ
࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߩ⊓㍳ⷐ᳞ࠍឭߔࠆ೨
ߦޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆᣇᴺ⺰ࠍPDDߩ⨲᩺ߣߣ߽
ߦޔCDMℂળߦࡆࡘࠍฃߌࠆߚߦㅍ
ઃߔࠆޕ
14

15 Chapter
16 Chapter

V, sections E6 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
V, sections E7 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

17

EB 54 report, paragraphs 22 and 23,

https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/File
Storage/JFZ3XEVTQP4S2AH5OMD8RL19W
BU60YߩEB 54 ႎ๔ᦠ ࡈࠣࡄޔ22 ߣ 23
ߣߘࠇߩઃዻ⾗ᢱ 2 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣߡߒߘޕ

currently located at
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fi
leStorage/JFZ3XEVTQP4S2AH5OMD8RL1
9WBU60Y>, and its annex 2. Procedure for
the submission and consideration of requests
for revision of approved baseline and

ᛚߐࠇߚࡌࠬࠗࡦߣࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰
ߣᄢⷙᮨCDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩߚߩ࠷
࡞ߩᡷ⸓ߩߚߩⷐ᳞ߩឭߣᬌ⸛ߩᚻ⛯߈ߪ
ઃዻ⾗ᢱ 3 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

monitoring methodologies and tools for large
scale CDM project activities. and annex

ᛚߐࠇߚࡌࠬࠗࡦߣࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰

3 .Procedure for the submission and

ߩᡷ⸓ߩߚߩⷐ᳞ឭߣ⠨ᘦߩߚߩᚻ⛯߈
ߣA/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ࠷࡞ߪ<

consideration of requests for revision of
approved baseline and monitoring
methodologies and tools for A/R CDM project
activities., currently located at <
https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/File

https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/File
Storage/EOZ5A4PIVHJTFNMDBYC2W87K
G9LX3U> and
https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/File
Storage/103TUEM7LXHQ59FGVY4O62PIA
WZRJNࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

Storage/EOZ5A4PIVHJTFNMDBYC2W87K
G9LX3U> and
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fi
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leStorage/103TUEM7LXHQ59FGVY4O62PI
AWZRJN> for submission and consideration
procedures.
14/46

14/46

69. The DOE shall apply specific guidance

69. DOE ߪࠆߥ߆ޔᛚߐࠇߚᣇᴺ⺰߽ዅ㊀

provided by the CDM Executive Board in

ߒޔCDM ℂળߦࠃߞߡឭଏߐࠇࠆౕ⊛ߥ

respect to any approved methodology.

ᜰ㊎ࠍㆡ↪ߔࠆޕ

(ii) Means of validation
70. The DOE shall determine whether the
methodology is correctly quoted and applied
by comparing it with the actual text of the
applicable version of the methodology
available on the UNFCCC CDM website.
71. A selected approved methodology applies
to the project activity if the applicability
conditions of the methodology are met and
the project activity is not expected to result
in emissions other than those allowed by the
methodology. The DOE shall determine
whether the choice of methodology is
justified and the project participants have
shown that the project activity meets each of
the applicability conditions of the approved
methodology or any tool or other
methodology component referred to therein.
This shall be done by validating the
documentation referred to in the PDD and
by verifying that its content is correctly
quoted and interpreted in the PDD. If the
DOE, based on local and sectoral knowledge,
is aware that comparable information is
available from sources other than that used
in the PDD, then the DOE shall cross check
the PDD against the other sources to
confirm that the project activity meets the
applicability conditions of the methodology.
72. If the DOE cannot make a determination
regarding the applicability of the selected
methodology to the proposed CDM project
activity then the DOE shall request
clarification of the methodology in
accordance with the guidance provided by
the CDM Executive Board.18
73. If the DOE determines that the proposed
CDM project activity does not comply with
the applicability conditions of the
methodology the DOE may proceed by
means of requesting revision to or deviation
from the methodology in accordance with the
guidance provided by the CDM Executive
Board.19

(ii) ክᩏߩᣇᴺ
70. DOE ߪ UNFCCC ߩ CDM ߩ࠙ࠚࡉࠨࠗ࠻
ߢ㐿ߐࠇߡࠆᣇᴺ⺰ߩㆡ↪ࡃ࡚ࠫࡦߩታ
㓙ߩ࠹ࠠࠬ࠻ߣᲧセߒߡޔᣇᴺ⺰߇ㆡಾߦᒁ
↪ޔㆡ↪ߐࠇߡࠆ߆ࠍ್ᢿߔࠆޕ
71.ᣇᴺ⺰ߩㆡ↪᧦ઙ߇ḩߚߐࠇࠆ႐วߦᛚ
ᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰߇ㆡ↪ߐࠇޔᣇᴺ⺰߇ࠆ߽ߩએ
ᄖߩឃ߇ߥߐࠇࠆߎߣߪ⠨߃ࠄࠇߡߥޕ
DOE ߪᣇᴺ⺰ߩㆬᛯߦᱜᒰᕈ߇ࠆ߆߹ޔ
ߚ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേ߇ᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰࠷ޔ
࡞ߦࠄࠇߘߩઁߩߘߪߊߒ߽ޔ㑐ㅪߔࠆᣇᴺ⺰
ߩ᭴ᚑⷐ⚛ߩฦㆡ↪᧦ઙߦวߞߡࠆߎߣ߇ࡊ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߦࠃࠅ␜ߐࠇߚ߆ߤ߁߆ࠍ್
ᢿߔࠆޔߪߣߎߩߎޕPDD ߢ⸒ߩࠆᢥᦠ
ࠍክᩏߒߩߘߚ߹ޔౝኈ߇ᱜ⏕ߦ PDD ߩਛߢ
ᒁ↪ࠍߣߎࠆߡࠇߐ㉼⸃ޔᬌ⸽ߔࠆߎߣߢ್
ᢿߐࠇࠆ ߒ߽ޕDOE ߇ޔၞ߮ࠢ࠲ߦ
㑐ߔࠆᖱႎ߆ࠄޔPDD ߦ↪ࠄࠇߡࠆ࠰
ࠬએᄖ߆ࠄߩห╬ߩᖱႎ߇↪น⢻ߎߣࠍ⊒
ߒߚ႐ว࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേ߇ᣇᴺ⺰ߩㆡ↪᧦
ઙߦวߞߡࠆߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆߚߦߘࠇࠄߩ
࠰ࠬߣ PDD ߣߩࠢࡠࠬ࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢࠍⴕ߁ޕ

72. ߽ߒ DOE ߇ޔㆬᛯߒߚᣇᴺ⺰ߩ CDM ࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻߳ߩㆡ↪น⢻ᕈߩ್ᢿ߇ߢ߈ߥ႐
วޔDOE ߪ CDM ℂળ߇ឭଏߔࠆࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬ
ߦᓥߞߡᣇᴺ⺰ߩ⏕ൻⷐ᳞ࠍߔޕ18

73. ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ᣇᴺ
⺰ߩㆡ↪᧦ઙߦวࠊߥ႐วޔDOE ߪᣇᴺ⺰
߆ࠄߩᡷ⸓ⷐ⺧߽ߒߊߪㅺ⣕ⷐ⺧ࠍޔCDM ℂ
ળߩࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬߦᓥߞߡޔታᣉߔࠆޕ19
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74. If the DOE has requested clarification of,
revision to or deviation from a methodology,
the DOE shall not submit a request for
registration until the CDM Executive Board
has approved the proposed deviation or
revision.
75. Under no circumstance shall the DOE
consider the submission of a request for
registration as a means of seeking
clarification from the CDM Executive Board
on the applicability of a methodology.

74. DOE ߇ᣇᴺ⺰ߩᡷ⸓ߪߊߒ߽ޔㅺ⣕ߩ⏕
ൻࠍⷐ᳞ߒߚ႐วޕDOE ߪ CDM ℂળ߇ߘࠇ
ࠄߩᡷ⸓ޔㅺ⣕ⷐ⺧ࠍᛚߔࠆ߹ߢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠢ࠻ߩ⊓㍳ⷐ᳞ߪߢ߈ߥޕ

18 See

18 EB

31, annex 12, “ୃᱜᬌ⸛ㅺ⣕ⷐ⺧ឭ
ߩᚻᒁ߈ ”
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/031/eb31_repan12.
pdf>߮ EB 27, annex 10, “ᣇᴺ⺰ߩ⛔วޔᡷ
⸓ၮḰߦ㑐ߔࠆࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬ”
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/027/eb27_repan10.
pdf>ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

EB 31, annex 12, “Clarification for

project participants on when to request a
revision, clarification to an approved
methodology or deviation”, currently located
at<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/031/eb31_repan
12.pdf>,

75. CDM ℂળߦኻߒޔᣇᴺ⺰ߩㆡ↪ߦ㑐ߒ
ߡߩ࿁╵ࠍ᳞ࠆߚߦ⊓㍳ⷐ᳞ߩឭࠍⴕ߁
ߎߣߪߞߡߪߥࠄߥޕ

and EB 27, annex 10, “Guidance

on criteria for consolidations and revision of
methodologies”, currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/027/eb27_repan10
.pdf>.
19 See

EB 31, annex 12, “Clarification for
project participants on when to request a
revision, clarification to an approved
methodology or deviation”, currently located
at <
http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/031/eb31_repan12.
pdf>, and EB 27, annex 10, “Guidance on
criteria for consolidations and revision of
methodologies”, currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/027/eb27_repan10
.pdf>.
15/46
(iii) Reporting requirements
76. For each applicability condition listed in
the approved methodology selected, the DOE
shall clearly describe in the validation report
the steps taken to assess the relevant
information contained in the PDD against
these criteria. The validation report shall
include an unambiguous validation opinion
regarding the applicability of the selected
methodology to the proposed CDM project
activity.
77. The validation report shall contain
information regarding greenhouse gas
emissions occurring within the proposed
CDM project activity boundary as a result of
the implementation of the proposed CDM

EB 31, annex 12, “ୃᱜᬌ⸛ㅺ⣕ⷐ⺧ឭ
ߩᚻᒁ߈”
<
http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/031/eb31_repan12.p
df>߮ EB 27, annex 10, “ᣇᴺ⺰ߩ⛔วޔᡷ⸓
ၮḰߦ㑐ߔࠆࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬ”
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/027/eb27_repan10.
pdf>ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
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(iii) ႎ๔ⷐઙ
76. ᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߦࠬ࠻ࠕ࠶ࡊߐࠇߡࠆ
ฦㆡ↪᧦ઙߦߟߡޔDOE ߪ PDD ߦ⸥タߩ
ࠆߩࠄࠇߎޔၮḰߦ㑐ߔࠆᖱႎࠍ⹏ଔߔࠆߚ
ߦߣࠄࠇߚᚻ㗅ࠍޔലൻክᩏႎ๔ߩਛߢ⏕
ߦ⺑ߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥޕലൻክᩏႎ๔
ߪޔㆬᛯߐࠇߚᣇᴺ⺰ߩޔCDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ᵴേߦኻߔࠆㆡ↪ᕈߦ㑐ߒߡߩᗧࠍ⸥タߔ
ࠆޕ
77. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߪ⚿ߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᨐޔ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߢ⊒↢ߒߚోޔ
ߩᐕ㑆੍ᗐᐔဋឃ㊂ߩ 1㧑એࠍභࠆ
GHG ឃߦ㑐ߔࠆᖱႎࠍ⸥タߔࠆߒߛߚޕᣇ
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project activity which are expected to
contribute more than 1% of the overall
expected average annual emissions
reductions, which are not addressed by the
applied methodology.
(c) Project boundary
(i) Requirement to be validated
78. The PDD shall correctly describe the
project boundary, including the physical
delineation of the proposed CDM project
activity included within the project
boundary for the purpose of calculating
project and baseline emissions for the
proposed CDM project activity.
(ii) Means of validation
79. Based on documented evidence and
corroborated by a site visit where required
by paragraphs 59–62 above, the DOE shall
determine whether the delineation in the
PDD of the project boundary is correct and
meets the requirements of the selected
baseline methodology. The DOE also shall
confirm that all sources and GHGs required
by the methodology have been included
within the project boundary. If the
methodology allows project participants to
choose whether a source or gas is to be
included within the project boundary, the
DOE shall determine whether the project
participants have justified that choice. The
DOE shall confirm that the justification
provided is reasonable, based on assessment
of supporting documented evidence provided
by the project participants and corroborated
by observations if required.
(iii) Reporting requirements

ᴺ⺰ߦߪߎࠇߦ㑐ߔࠆ⸥タߪߥޕ

(c) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳
(i)ലൻክᩏߩⷐઙ
78. PDD ߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߦࠃࠆឃߣࡌ
ࠬࠗࡦឃߩ⸘▚ߩߚߦ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߢታᣉߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ᵴേߩ⇛࿑ࠍࠎߛࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳
ࠍᱜ⏕ߦ⸃⺑ߒߥߊߡߪߥࠄߥޕ
(ii) ലൻክᩏߩᣇᴺ
79.⸽ᢥᦠߣࡄࠣࡈ 59-62 ߢⷐ᳞ߐࠇࠆ
⺞ᩏ߆ࠄޔDOE ߪ PDD ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ
࠙ࡦ࠳ߩ࿑⸃߇ᱜ⏕ߢޔㆬᛯߒߚࡌࠬ
ࠗࡦᣇᴺ⺰ߩⷐઙࠍḩߚߒߡࠆ߆ࠍ್ᢿߔ
ࠆޕDOE ߪᣇᴺ⺰ߢⷐ᳞ߐࠇࠆోߡߩ࠰ࠬ
ߣ GHG ߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߦ߹
ࠇࠆߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆߒ߽ޕᣇᴺ⺰߇ࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߦ߹ࠇࠆ߽ߩ߇࠰ࠬ߆
ࠟࠬ߆ࠍࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߦㆬᛯߐߖࠆ႐ว
ߦޔDOE ߪߘߩㆬᛯߩᱜᒰᕈ߇⏕ߐࠇߚ߆
ߤ߁߆ࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕDOE ߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔෳ
ട⠪߇ឭଏߒߒ߽ޔᔅⷐߥ႐วߦߪⷰኤߦࠃߞ
ߡᒝߐࠇߚ⾗ᢱ⸽ߩ⹏ଔࠍၮߦޔᱜᒰൻ߇
ㆡಾߢߞߚ߆ࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ

(iii) ႎ๔ⷐઙ
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80. In the validation report, the DOE shall
describe how the validation of the project
boundary has been performed, by detailing
the documentation assessed (e.g. a
commissioning report) and by describing its
observations during any site visit
undertaken in accordance with paragraphs
59–62 above (i.e. observations of the physical
site or equipment used in the process).
The DOE shall provide a statement whether
the identified boundary and the selected
sources and gases are justified for the project
activity.
Should the DOE identify emission sources
that will be affected by the project activity
and are not addressed by the selected
approved methodology, the DOE shall
request clarification of, revision to or
deviation from the methodology, as
appropriate, as described in paragraph 72
above.
(d) Baseline identification
(i) Requirement to be validated
81. The PDD shall identify the baseline for
the proposed CDM project activity, defined
as the scenario that reasonably represents
the anthropogenic emissions by sources of
GHGs that would occur in the absence of the
proposed CDM project activity.
82. The DOE shall confirm that any
procedure contained in the methodology to
identify the most reasonable baseline
scenario, has been correctly applied.
16/46
If the selected methodology requires use of
tools (such as the “Tool for the
demonstration and assessment of
additionality” and the “Combined tool to
identify the baseline scenario and
demonstrate additionality”) to establish the
baseline scenario, the DOE shall consult the
methodology on the application of these
tools.
In such cases, the guidance in the
methodology shall supersede the tool.
The DOE shall check each step in the
procedure described in the PDD against the
requirements of the methodology.
(ii) Means of validation
83. If the methodology requires several
alternative scenarios to be considered in the
identification of the most reasonable
baseline scenario, the DOE shall, based on

80.ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߩਛߢޔDOE ߪࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߩክᩏ߇߆ߦⴕࠊࠇߚ߆ࠍޔ
⹏ଔߐࠇߚ⾗ᢱ (߃߫ࠦࡒ࠶࡚ࠪ࠾ࡦࠣႎ
๔)ߩ⚦ࠍ⺑ߒߟߟࡈࠣࡄޔߚ߹ޔ
59-62 ߦᓥߞߡⴕࠊࠇߚ⺞ᩏਛߩⷰኤ(ߔߥ
ࠊߜޔ߿↪ⵝߩⷰኤ)ߦߟߡߩ⸃⺑ࠍ
ߒߟߟ⺑ߔࠆޕ
DOE ߪ⏕ߐࠇߚࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߣㆬᛯߐࠇߚ
࠰ࠬ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊ߇ࠬࠟޔᵴേߦ߅ߡᱜᒰ
ൻߐࠇߡࠆ߆ߤ߁߆ߩჿࠍߛߔޕ
DOE ߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߩᓇ㗀ࠍฃߌࠆޔ
ㆬᛯߒߚᣇᴺ⺰ߦ⸥タߩߥឃ࠰ࠬࠍ⏕
ߒߚ႐ว ࡈࠣࡄޔ72 ߦᓥޔᣇᴺ⺰ߩ
⏕ൻ⸓ޔᱜߪߊߒ߽ޔㅺ⣕ⷐ⺧ࠍㆡቱⴕ߁ޕ

(d) ࡌࠬࠗࡦߩ․ቯ
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
81. PDD ߪ߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉߐࠇߥ႐ว
ߦ⊒↢ߒᓧࠆޔGHG ߩ࠰ࠬ߆ࠄߩੱὑ⊛ߥ
ឃࠍℂ⺰⊛ߦ␜ߔࠪ࠽ࠝߦ⸳ቯߐࠇߚޔ
CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩࡌࠬࠗࡦࠍ․ቯ
ߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥޕ
82. DOE ߪᦨ߽ᅷᒰߥࡌࠬࠗࡦࠍ․ቯߔࠆ
ߚߩޔᣇᴺ⺰ߦࠆోߡߩᚻ⛯߈߇ᱜ⏕ߦㆡ
↪ߐࠇߚ߆ߤ߁߆ࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ
16/46
߽ߒㆬᛯߒߚᣇᴺ⺰ߢࠝ࠽ࠪࡦࠗࠬࡌޔ
ࠍ⸳ቯߔࠆߚߦ࠷࡞ ( “ㅊടᕈߩ⸽ߣ⹏
ଔߩߚߩ࠷࡞”߿“ࡌࠬࠗࡦߩቯߣㅊ
ടᕈߩ⸽ߩߚߩⶄว࠷࡞ ”ߣߞߚ࠷
࡞ߥߤ) ߩ↪߇ᔅⷐߥ႐วޔDOE ߪߎࠇࠄ
ߩ࠷࡞ߩㆡ↪ߦ㑐ߒߡޔᣇᴺ⺰ࠍ⺞ᩏߔࠆޕ
ߎߩࠃ߁ߥ႐วޔᣇᴺ⺰ߩࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬߪ࠷࡞
ߦขߞߡᦧࠊࠄࠇࠆޕ
DOE ߪᣇᴺ⺰ߩⷐ᳞㗄ߦᾖࠄߒวࠊߖߡޔ
PDD ߢ⸃⺑ߩࠆᚻ⛯߈ߩฦᚻ㗅ࠍ࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢ
ߔࠆޕ

(ii) ክᩏߩᣇᴺ
83.߽ߒᣇᴺ⺰߇߽ᦨޔᅷᒰߥࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ
࠽ࠝࠍ․ቯߔࠆ㓙ߦⶄᢙߩઍᦧࠪ࠽ࠝࠍⷐ
᳞ߔࠆ႐วޔDOE ߪ⽷ߦ㑐ߔࠆኾ㐷⍮⼂ߣ
ၞ߮ࠢ࠲ߦ㑐ߔࠆᖱႎߦၮߠߡࡊޔ
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financial expertise and local and sectoral
knowledge, determine whether all scenarios
that are considered by the project
participants and are supplementary to those
required by the methodology, are reasonable
in the context of the proposed CDM project
activity and that no reasonable alternative
scenario has been excluded.
84. The DOE shall determine whether the
baseline scenario identified is reasonable by
validating the assumptions, calculations and
rationales used, as described in the PDD.
It shall ensure that documents and sources
referred to in the PDD are correctly quoted
and interpreted.
The DOE shall cross check the information
provided in the PDD with other verifiable
and credible sources, such as local expert
opinion, if available.

ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇⠨ᘦߔࠆోߡߩࠪ࠽ࠝ
߇ޔᣇᴺ⺰߇ⷐ᳞ߦኻߒߡ⿷⊛ߢࠅ߹ޔ
ߚޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩᢥ⣂
ਛߢᅷᒰߢࠅߩઁߩߘޔᅷᒰߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆࠪ
࠽ࠝ߇㒰ᄖߐࠇߡߥߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ

85. The DOE shall determine whether all
applicable CDM requirements have been
taken into account in the identification of
the baseline scenario for the proposed CDM
project activity, including “relevant national
and/or sectoral policies and
circumstances.”20
Drawing on its knowledge of the sector
and/or advice from local experts, the DOE
shall confirm that all relevant policies and
circumstances have been identified and
correctly considered in the PDD, in
accordance with the guidance by the CDM
Executive Board.
86. The DOE shall determine whether the
PDD provides a verifiable description of the
identified baseline scenario, including a
description of the technology that would be
employed and/or the activities that would
take place in the absence of the proposed
CDM project activity.
(iii) Reporting requirements
87. The DOE shall clearly describe in the
validation report the steps taken to assess
the requirement given in paragraphs 81and
82above and shall provide an opinion as to
whether:
(a) All the assumptions and data used by the
project participants are listed in the PDD,
including their references and sources;

85. DOE ߪ“㑐ㅪߔࠆ࿖߮/߽ߒߊߪࠢ࠲
ߩᣇ㊎ߣ⁁ᴫ”ࠍߚޔCDM ߩోߡߩㆡ↪ⷐ
ઙ߇ࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߩ․ቯߩ㓙ߦ⠨ᘦߐ
ࠇߚ߆ߤ߁߆ࠍ್ᢿߔࠆޕ20
CDM ℂળߩࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬߦᓥޔ㑐ㅪߔࠆᣇ
㊎ߣ⁁ᴫ߇․ቯߐࠇޔㆡಾߦ PDD ߦ⸥タߐࠇ
ߡࠆߎߣࠍ DOE ߪࠢ࠲ߩᖱႎ߮/߽ߒ
ߊߪၞߩኾ㐷ኅߩࠕ࠼ࡃࠗࠬࠍၮߦߔ⏕ޔ
ࠆޕ

(b) All documentation used is relevant for
establishing the baseline scenario and
correctly quoted and interpreted in the PDD;

84. DOE ߪ․ቯߐࠇߚߴࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝ߇
ᅷᒰߢࠆ߆ߤ߁߆ޔPDD ߦ⸥タߩࠆߣ߅
ࠅߦ↪ࠄࠇߚផቯ⺰ޔ▚⸘ޔℂ⊛ᩮࠍክᩏ
ߒޕࠆߔ⏕ޔ
ߘߩߎߣߦࠃߞߡ PDD ߢ⸒ߐࠇߡࠆᢥᦠ
߿࠰ࠬ߇ㆡಾߦᒁ↪ࠍߣߎࠆߡࠇߐ㉼⸃ޔ
⏕ߔࠆޕ
DOE ߪ PDD ߩᖱႎࠍߒ߽ޔน⢻ߥࠄ߫ߩߘޔ
ઁߩᬌ⸽߇น⢻ߢା㗬ߩߢ߈ࠆޔၞߩኾ㐷ኅ
ߩᗧ╬ߣߞߚ࠰ࠬ߆ࠄߩᖱႎߣߢࠢࡠࠬ
࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢߔࠆޕ

86 DOE ߪޔណ↪ߐࠇࠆᛛⴚ߮/߽ߒߊߪ
CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ታᣉߐࠇߥ߆ߞߚ႐วߦ
ⴕࠊࠇࠆߢࠈ߁ᵴേߩ⚦ࠍߚ․ޔቯߐ
ࠇߚࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߩᬌ⸽น⢻ߥ⚦߇
PDD ߦ⸥タߐࠇߡࠆ߆ࠍ್ᢿߔࠆޕ
(iii) ႎ๔ߩⷐઙ
87. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߩਛߢ ࡈࠣࡄޔ81 ߣ
82 ߢឭߐࠇߚⷐઙࠍ⹏ଔߔࠆߚߩᚻ㗅ࠍ
DOE ߪ⏕ߦ⸃⺑ߒޔએਅߩὐߦ㑐ߒߡߩᗧ
ࠍ⸥タߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥ㧦
(a) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇↪ߚቯߣ࠺࠲
ߪޔෳ⠨Ḯߣ࠰ࠬࠍޔPDD ߦోߡ⸥タ
ߐࠇࠆ㧧
(b) ోߡߩ↪ߐࠇߚᢥᦠߪࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽
ࠝߩ⸳ቯߦ㑐ࠊߞߡ߅ࠅޔㆡಾߦ PDD ߩਛ
ߢᒁ↪ࠆߡࠇߐߥ߇㉼⸃ޔ㧧
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(c) Assumptions and data used in the
identification of the baseline scenario are
justified appropriately, supported by
evidence and can be deemed reasonable;
(d) Relevant national and/or sectoral policies
and circumstances are considered and listed
in the PDD;
20 See decision 3/CMP.1, annex, paragraph
45, currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/COPMOP/0
8a01.pdf#page=6>, and EB 22, annex 3,
“Clarifications on the consideration of
national and /or sectoral policies and
circumstances in baseline scenarios”,
currently located
at<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/022/eb22_repan
3.pdf>
17/46
(e) The approved baseline methodology has
been correctly applied to identify the most
reasonable baseline scenario and the
identified baseline scenario reasonably
represents what would occur in the absence
of the proposed CDM project activity.
88. The validation report shall clearly
describe other steps taken, and sources of
information used, by the DOE to cross check
the information contained in the PDD on
this matter.
(e) Algorithms and/or formulae used to
determine emission reductions
(i) Requirement to be validated
89. The steps taken and equations applied to
calculate project emissions, baseline
emissions, leakage and emission reductions
shall comply with the requirements of the
selected baseline and monitoring
methodology.
(ii) Means of validation
90. The DOE shall determine whether the
equations and parameters in the PDD have
been correctly applied by comparing them to
those in the selected approved methodology.
If the methodology provides for selection
between different options for equations or
parameters, the DOE shall confirm that
adequate justification has been provided
(based on the choice of the baseline scenario,
context of the proposed CDM project activity
and other evidence provided) and that the
correct equations and parameters have been
used, in accordance with the methodology
selected.

(c) ࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߩ․ቯߦ↪ࠄࠇߚ
ቯߣ࠺࠲ߪㆡಾߦᱜᒰᕈࠍ␜ߐࠇ⸽ޔߦ
ࠃࠅᡰᜬߐࠇߡᅷᒰߢࠆߣߺߥߐࠇࠆ㧧
(d) 㑐ㅪߔࠆ࿖߮/߽ߒߊߪࠢ࠲ߩᣇ㊎ߣ
⁁ᴫ߇⠨ᘦߐࠇޔPDD ߦ⸥タߐࠇࠆ㧧
 ⼏ 3/CMP.1, annex, paragraph 45
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/COPMOP/0
8a01.pdf#page=6>, ߮ EB 22, annex 3, “ࡌ
ࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߦ߅ߌࠆޔ㑐ㅪߔࠆ࿖߮
/߽ߒߊߪࠢ࠲ߩᣇ㊎ߣ⁁ᴫߦኻߔࠆ⠨ኤ
ߩ⏕ൻ”,
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/022/eb22_repan3.p
df> ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
20
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(e) ᛚߐࠇߚࡌࠬࠗࡦᣇᴺ⺰ߪ߽ᦨޔᅷ
ᒰߥࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝࠍ․ቯߔࠆߚߦᱜ
⏕ߦㆡ↪ߐࠇ․ޔቯߐࠇߚࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽
ࠝߪ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ታᣉߐࠇߥ႐วߦ
ߤ߁⊒ዷߒߡߚ߆ࠍℂ⺰⊛ߦ␜ߔޕ
88. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߢߪߘߩઁߦߣࠄࠇߚᚻ㗅
߿ߚࠇࠄ↪ޔᖱႎߩ࠰ࠬߩ⏕ߥ⺑߇ߥ
ߐࠇޔPDD ߦ߹ࠇࠆߘࠇࠄߩᖱႎߣߩࠢࡠ
ࠬ࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢ߇ߥߐࠇࠆޕ
(e) ឃᷫ㊂ࠍ․ቯߔࠆߚߦ↪ࠄࠇߚࠕ
࡞ࠧ࠭ࡓ߮/߽ߒߊߪᑼ
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
89. ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ឃࡦࠗࠬࡌޔឃ߮
ឃᷫ㊂ߩ⸘▚ߩߚߦߣࠄࠇߚᚻ㗅ߣㆡ↪
ߐࠇߚᑼߪޔㆬᛯߒߚࡌࠬࠗࡦࡕ࠾࠲
ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰ߩⷐ᳞ߦᴪߞߡߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥ
ޕ
(ii) ክᩏߩᣇᴺ
90. DOE ߪޔPDD ߦ⸥タߐࠇߡࠆᑼߣࡄ
ࡔ࠲߇ㆡಾߦㆡ↪ߐࠇߡࠆ߆ࠍޔㆬᛯߐ
ࠇߚᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߩߘࠇࠄߣᲧセߒߡ⏕ߔ
ࠆߒ߽ޕᣇᴺ⺰߇ᑼߩ࠲ࡔࡄߪߊߒ߽ޔ
ⶄᢙߩࠝࡊ࡚ࠪࡦߩㆬᛯࠍㄼࠆ႐วޔDOE ߪ
ߘߩㆬᛯߩᱜᒰᕈ߇␜ߐࠇ(ޔㆬᛯߒߚࡌࠬ
ࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ᵴേߩᢥ⣂߮ߘߩઁߩឭଏߐࠇࠆ⸽ߦၮ
ߠߊ)ᱜ⏕ߥᑼߣࡄࡔ࠲߇ㆬᛯߐࠇߚᣇ
ᴺ⺰ߦᓥߞߡ↪ࠄࠇߡࠆ߆ߤ߁߆ࠍ⏕ߔ
ࠆޕ
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91. The DOE shall verify the justification
given in the PDD for the choice of data and
parameters used in the equations.
If data and parameters will not be monitored
throughout the crediting period of the
proposed CDM project activity but have
already been determined and will remain
fixed throughout the crediting period, the
DOE shall assess that all data sources and
assumptions are appropriate and
calculations are correct, applicable to the
proposed CDM project activity and will
result in a conservative estimate of the
emission reductions.
If data and parameters will be monitored on
implementation and hence become available
only after validation of the project activity,
the DOE shall confirm that the estimates
provided in the PDD for these data and
parameters are reasonable.

91. DOE ߪ࠺࠲ߩㆬᛯߣᑼߢ↪ࠄࠇߚࡄ
ࡔ࠲ߦ㑐ߒߡߩޔPDD ߢ␜ߐࠇߡࠆᱜ
ᒰᕈࠍᬌ⸽ߔࠆޕ
߽ߒ࠺࠲ߣࡄࡔ࠲߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ
ࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆ࠍㅢߓߡࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߐࠇߕޔ
ᣢߦቯ㗄ߣߐࠇᦼ࠻࠶ࠫࠢޔ㑆ࠍㅢߒߡ
↪ߐࠇࠆ႐วޔDOE ߪోߡߩ࠺࠲࠰ࠬ
ߣቯ߇ㆡಾߢ߇▚⸘ޔᱜ⏕ߢࠅޔឭ᩺ߐࠇ
ࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦㆡ↪น⢻ߢޔឃ
ᷫ㊂ߩ⊛ߥផቯ߇ߥߐࠇࠆ߆ߩ⹏ଔࠍⴕ
߁ޕ
߽ߒ࠺࠲ߣࡄࡔ࠲߇ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߐࠇࠆ
ߚߦ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߩലൻክᩏߩᓟߦ
ߩߺ↪น⢻ߣߥࠆ႐วޔDOE ߪ PDD ߦ⸥タ
ߐࠇߡࠆߎࠇࠄߩ࠺࠲ߣࡄࡔ࠲ߩផቯ
߇ᅷᒰߢࠆߎߣࠍ⏕ߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥޕ

(iii) Reporting requirements
92. The DOE shall clearly describe in the
validation report the steps taken to assess
the requirement outlined in paragraph 89
above and shall provide an opinion as to
whether:
(a) All assumptions and data used by the
project participants are listed in the PDD,
including their references and sources;

(iii) ႎ๔ⷐઙ
92. DOE ߪലൻክᩏႎ๔ߩਛߢࡈࠣࡄޔ
89 ߦࠆⷐઙࠍ⹏ଔߔࠆߚߩᚻ㗅ࠍ⏕ߦ
⺑ߒޔਅ⸥ߩὐߦ㑐ߒߡߩᚲࠍㅀߴߥߌࠇ
߫ߥࠄߥޕ

(b) All documentation used by project
participants as the basis for assumptions
and source of data is correctly quoted and
interpreted in the PDD;
(c) All values used in the PDD are considered
reasonable in the context of the proposed
CDM project activity;
(d) The baseline methodology has been
applied correctly to calculate project
emissions, baseline emissions, leakage and
emission reductions;
(e) All estimates of the baseline emissions
can be replicated using the data and
parameter values provided in the PDD.
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93. The validation report shall clearly
describe how the DOE has verified the data
and parameters used in the equations,
including references to any other data
sources used.
6. Additionality of a project activity
(i) Requirement to be validated
94. The PDD shall describe how a proposed

(a) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇↪ߚోߡߩቯߣ
࠺࠲ߪޔෳ⠨Ḯߣ࠰ࠬࠍޔPDD ߦో
ߡ⸥タߐࠇࠆ㧧
(b) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇ቯߣ࠺࠲ߩ࠰
ࠬߩࡌࠬߣߒߡ↪ߒߚోߡߩᢥᦠߪㆡಾߦ
PDD ߩਛߢᒁ↪ࠆߡࠇߐߥ߇㉼⸃ޔ㧧
(c) PDD ߢ ↪  ߚ ో ߡ ߩ ୯ ߪ  ޔឭ ᩺ ߐ ࠇ ࠆ
CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩᢥ⣂ߦ߅ߡℂ⺰⊛
ߢࠆߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
(d) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ឃࡦࠗࠬࡌޔឃޔ
ࠤࠫߣឃᷫ㊂ࠍ⸘▚ߔࠆߚߦࡌޔ
ࠬࠗࡦᣇᴺ⺰ߪᱜ⏕ߦㆡ↪ߐࠇߚޕ
(e) ࡌࠬࠗࡦឃߩోߡߩផ⸘ߪ PDD ߢ
ឭଏߐࠇߡࠆ࠺࠲ߣࡄࡔ࠲ࠍ↪ߡౣ
⸘▚ߢ߈ࠆޕ
18/46
93. ክᩏႎ๔ߪ࠰࠲࠺ߚࠇߐ↪ߩઁߩߘޔ
ࠬߩෳ⠨ḮࠍߡޔDOE ߇߆ߦᑼߢ↪
ࠄࠇߚ࠺࠲ߣࡄࡔ࠲ࠍᬌ⸽ߒߚ߆ࠍ
⏕ߦ⺑ߔࠆޕ
6.ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩㅊടᕈ
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
94. PDD ߪޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴ
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CDM project activity is additional.21

േ߇߆ߦㅊട⊛ߥ߽ߩߢࠆ߆ࠍ⺑ߔࠆޕ
21

(ii) Means of validation
95. The DOE shall assess and verify the
reliability and credibility of all data,
rationales, assumptions, justifications and
documentation provided by project
participants to support the demonstration of
additionality.
This requires the DOE to critically assess
the presented evidence, using local
knowledge and sectoral and financial
expertise.
96. The DOE shall consider tools and
documents provided by the CDM Executive
Board to demonstrate the additionality of
proposed CDM project activities, as well as
specific complementary or alternative
requirements included in approved CDM
methodology.
(iii) Reporting requirements
97. The validation report shall clearly
describe all steps taken, and sources of
information used, by the DOE to cross-check
the information contained in the PDD on
this matter.
The validation report shall contain
information regarding how the DOE has
determined that the documentation assessed
is authentic, where appropriate.

(ii) ലൻክᩏߩᣇᴺ
95. DOE ߪޔㅊടᕈࠍ␜ߔ৻ഥߣߔࠆߚߦޔ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇ឭଏߔࠆోߡߩ࠺࠲ޔ
ᩮޔቯޔᱜᒰൻޔᢥᦠߩା㗬ᕈࠍᬌ⸽⹏ޔ
ଔߔࠆޕ
⽷ߦ㑐ߔࠆኾ㐷⍮⼂ߣၞ߮ࠢ࠲ߦ㑐
ߔࠆᖱႎࠍ↪ߡޔDOE ߪᛕ್⊛ߦឭଏߐࠇ
ߚ⸽ߩ⹏ଔࠍⴕ߁ޕ

(a) Prior consideration of the clean
development mechanism
(i) Requirement to be validated
98. If the project activity start date is prior
to the date of publication of the PDD for
stakeholder comments it shall be
demonstrated that the CDM benefits were
considered necessary in the decision to
undertake the project as a proposed CDM
project activity.
(ii) Means of validation
99. The DOE shall confirm that the start
date of the project activity, reported in the
PDD, is in accordance with the “Glossary of
CDM terms”.22
If the reported date is not in accordance with
the glossary, the DOE shall raise a CAR to
ensure that the start date is correctly
reported in a revised PDD.
In particular, for project activities that
require construction, retrofit or other
modifications, the date of commissioning
cannot be considered the project activity

(a)CDM ߩ೨ߩክ⼏

96. DOE ߪޔᛚᷣߺ CDM ᣇᴺ⺰ߦ߹ࠇࠆ
ઍᦧߩⷐߥ⊛⿷ߪߊߒ߽ޔઙ߽ޔCDM
ℂળ߇ឭଏߔࠆ࠷࡞ߣࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬࠍ CDM
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩㅊടᕈࠍ␜ߔߚߦ⠨ᘦߔࠆޕ

(iii) ႎ๔ⷐઙ
97. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߪ⏕ߦోߡߩᚻ㗅ߣޔ
DOE ߦࠃࠅ PDD ߩౝኈߩࠢࡠࠬ࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢߩߚ
ߦ↪ࠄࠇߚᖱႎߩ࠰ࠬࠍ⸥タߔࠆޕ
ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߪ⹏ޔଔߐࠇߚᢥᦠ߇ା㗬ߦ⿷
ࠆ߽ߩߢࠆߣߩ್ᢿࠍ DOE ߇߆ߦਅߒߚ
߆ߦ㑐ߔࠆᖱႎࠍ⸥タߔࠆޕ

(i) ႎ๔ߩⷐઙ
98.߽ߒࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ㐿ᆎᣣ߇ࠬ࠹ࠢࡎ
࡞࠳ߩࠦࡔࡦ࠻ࠍࠆߚߩ PDD ߩ㐿ᣣ
ߩ೨ߢࠆ႐วޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ᵴേߩታᣉ⼏ߩਛߢޔCDM ߆ࠄ⊒↢ߔࠆ
⋉߇ᔅⷐߢࠆߣߐࠇߚߎߣࠍ⸽ߔࠆޕ
(ii) ክᩏߩᣇᴺ
99. DOE ߪ PDD ߦ⸥タߐࠇߡࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ᵴേߩ㐿ᆎᣣ߇ CDM ↪⺆㓸ߦวߞߡࠆ߆
ࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ22
߽ߒႎ๔ߐࠇߡࠆᣣઃ߇↪⺆㓸ߣߕࠇߡࠆ
႐วޔDOE ߪޔPDD ߩᡷ⸓ ߢᱜ⏕ߦႎ๔ߐ
ࠇࠆࠃ߁ߦᤚᱜភ⟎ⷐ᳞ࠍߔޕ
․ߦޔᑪ▽ᬺ߿ᡷㅧୃߩ߆߶ߩߘޔᱜࠍ߁
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ႐วޔᬺ㐿ᆎᣣ߇ࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ㐿ᆎᣣߦߥࠆߣߪߺߥߐࠇߥޕ
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start date.
21 In accordance with decision 3/CMP.1,
annex, paragraph 43 “A CDM project
activity is additional if anthropogenic
emissions of greenhouse gases by sources are
reduced below those that would have
occurred in the absence of the registered
CDM project activity”. Note that for A/R
CDM project activities: “An afforestation or
reforestation project activity under the CDM
is additional if the actual net greenhouse gas
removals by sinks are increased above the
sum of the changes in carbon stocks in the
carbon pools within the project boundary
that would have occurred in the absence of
the registered CDM afforestation or
reforestation project activity” (see decision
5/CMP.1, annex, paragraph 18). While
specific elements of the assessment of
additionality are discussed in further detail
in paragraphs 98–121 below, not all
elements discussed below will be applicable
to all proposed CDM project activities.
22 See document currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Guidclarif/
glos_CDM.pdf>.
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100. The DOE, in accordance with the
guidance from the CDM Executive Board23,
shall determine whether it is a new project
activity (a project activity with a start date
on or after 02 August 2008) or an existing
project activity (a project activity with a
start date before 02 August 2008).
101. For a new project activity, for which
PDD has not been published for global
stakeholder consultation or a new
methodology proposed to the CDM Executive
Board before the project activity start date,
the DOE shall ensure by means of
confirmation from the UNFCCC secretariat
that PPs had informed the host Party DNA
and the UNFCCC secretariat in writing of
the commencement of the project activity
and of their intention to seek CDM status.24
If such a notification has not been provided
by the project participants within six months
of the project activity start date, the DOE
shall determine that the CDM was not
seriously considered in the decision to
implement the project activity.
102. For an existing project activity, for
which the start date is prior to the date of

⼏ 3/CMP.1, annex, paragraph 43 “GHG
ߩੱὑ⊛ߥឃ㊂߇⊓ޔ㍳ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ᵴേ߇ߥ߆ߞߚ႐วߦ⊒↢ߒߚߢࠈ߁ឃ㊂
ࠍਅ࿁ࠆ႐วߦ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪㅊട
⊛ߢࠆ”ߦᓥ߁ޕA/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ
ߦ㑐ߒߡߩᵈᗧ㧦“ታ⚐ GHG ๆ㊂߇ޔA/R
CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ታᣉߐࠇߥ߆ߞߚ႐วߩ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߩ⚛ࡊ࡞ਛߩ
⚛⫾Ⓧߩᄌൻߩ✚㊂ࠍ࿁ࠆ႐วߦޔA/R
CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪㅊട⊛ߢࠆߣߐࠇ
ࠆ”(⼏ 5/CMP.1, annex, paragraph 18 ࠍෳ
ᾖߩߎߣ) ޕㅊടᕈߩ⹏ଔߩ․ቯߩⷐ⚛ߩ⚦
߇ࡄࠣࡈ 98-121 ߢද⼏ߐࠇߡࠆ৻ᣇ
ߢޔਅ⸥ߢ␜ߐࠇࠆోߡߩⷐ⚛߇ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆో
ߡߩ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦㆡ↪น⢻ߥࠊߌ
ߢߪߥޕ
21

22<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Guidclarif/
glos_CDM.pdf>ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
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100. DOE ߪ CDM ℂળߩࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬ 23 ߦᓥ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ᣂߒ߽ߩ(2008 ᐕ 8  2 ᣣ
એ㒠߇㐿ᆎᣣߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ)߆ޔᣢሽߩ
߽ߩ(ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎᣣ߇ 2008 ᐕ 8  2 ᣣࠃ
ࠅ߽೨)߆ࠍ್ᢿߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥޕ
101. ࠬ࠹ࠢࡎ࡞࠳ߣߩో⥸⊛ߥද⼏ߩߚ
ߩ PDD 㐿߇߹ߛߥߐࠇߡߥߊߒ߽ޔ
ߪޔᣂⷙߩᣇᴺ⺰߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎᣣ೨ߦ
CDM ℂળߦឭߐࠇߚᣂߒࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ߟߡߪޔUNFCCC ߩോዪࠍㅢߓߡޔPP ߇
ࡎࠬ࠻࿖ߩ DNA ߣ UNFCCC ോዪߦࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ㐿ᆎߣޔCDM ߣߒߡߩ⊓㍳ߩᏗ
ᦸࠍ⍮ࠄߖࠆᢥᦠࠍឭߒߚ߆ߩ⏕ࠍ DOE
ߪߣࠆޕ24
߽ߒߎߩ⍮ࠄߖ߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ㐿ᆎᣣ߆ࠄ
6 ࡩએౝߦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߦࠃߞߡߥߐ
ࠇߥ႐วޔDOE ߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߩታ
ᣉ⼏ߩਛߢޔCDM ߦߟߡߪ⌀ߦᬌ⸛ߐ
ࠇߡߥ߆ߞߚߣ್ᢿߔࠆޕ

102. ࠬ࠹ࠢࡎ࡞࠳ߣߩో⥸⊛ߥද⼏ߩߚ
ߩ PDD 㐿߇߹ߛߥߐࠇߡߥᣢሽߩࡊ
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publication of the PDD for global
stakeholder consultation, the DOE shall
assess the project participant’s prior
consideration of the CDM through document
reviews and shall satisfy following
requirements:
(a) Evidence that must indicate that
awareness of the CDM prior to the project
activity start date, and that the benefits of
the CDM were a decisive factor in the
decision to proceed with the project.
Evidence to support this would include, inter
alia, minutes and/or notes related to the
consideration of the decision by the Board of
Directors, or equivalent, of the project
participant, to undertake the project as a
proposed CDM project activity.

ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦߟߡߪޔDOE ߪࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߩ CDM ߦ㑐ߒߡߩ೨ߩክ⼏ࠍ
ᢥᦠߩࡆࡘ߆ࠄ⹏ଔߒޔએਅߩⷐઙࠍḩߚ
ߔ⸽(ޕࠍឭ␜ߔࠆ)

(b) Reliable evidence from project
participants that must indicate that
continuing and real actions were taken to
secure CDM status for the project in parallel
with its implementation. Evidence to
support this should include, inter alia,
contracts with consultants for
CDM/PDD/methodology services, Emission
Reduction Purchase Agreements or other
documentation related to the sale of the
potential CERs (including correspondence
with multilateral financial institutions or
carbon funds), evidence of agreements or
negotiations with a DOE for validation
services, submission of a new methodology to
the CDM Executive Board, publication in
newspaper, interviews with DNA, earlier
correspondence on the project with the DNA
or the UNFCCC secretariat.
103. If evidence to support the serious prior
consideration of the CDM as indicated above
is not available the DOE shall determine
that the CDM was not considered in the
decision to implement the project activity.
(iii) Reporting requirements
104. The validation report shall:
(a) Describe the DOE’s validation of the
project activity start date provided in the
PDD;
(b) Describe the evidence for prior
consideration of the CDM (if necessary) that
was assessed;
23 See EB 49 report, paragraph 47, currently
located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49rep.pdf>,
and its annex 22, “Guidelines on the

(b) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠍታᣉߒߟߟޔCDM ߣߒߡ
ߩ⊓㍳ࠍ㆐ᚑߔࠆߚߦޔߦ⊛⛯⛮ޔታ㓙ߦᵴ
േ߇ߥߐࠇߚߎߣࠍ␜ߔା㗬ߢ߈ࠆ⸽ߦ․ޕ
CDM/PDD ߩᣇᴺ⺰ߩࠦࡦࠨ࡞࠲ࡦ࠻ᄾ⚂߿ឃ
ᷫ㊂⾼ᄾ⚂ߩઁߩߘޔẜ⊛ CER ߩ⽼
ᄁߦ㑐ࠊࠆᢥᦠ㧔⚛ၮ㊄߿ⶄᢙߩ㊄Ⲣᯏ㑐ߣ
ߩㅢାᢥࠍ)ޔDOE ߣߩലൻክᩏߦ㑐ߔ
ࠆᄾ⚂ޔCDM ℂળ߳ߩᣂᣇᴺ⺰ߩឭޔᣂ
⡞ߢߩޔDNA ߣߩࠗࡦ࠲ࡆࡘޔDNA ߽
ߒߊߪ UNFCCC ോዪߣߩ㑆ߢߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ߦ㑐ߔࠆㅢାᢥᦠ╬ޕ

(a) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻㐿ᆎᣣ೨߆ࠄ CDM ࠍ⠨ᘦߒ
ߡ߅ࠅߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔታᣉߩᚻߦ CDM
ᬺߣߒߡᓧࠆߎߣߩߢ߈ࠆ⋉߇วߞߚߎߣ
ࠍ␜ߔ⸽ޕ
ߎࠇࠍ␜ߔ⸽ߣߒߡߪޔߦ․ޔᓎຬળߢߩ
CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩታᣉ⼏ߦ㑐ߒߡߩ⼏
㍳⸥ޔ㍳߿ߘࠇࠄߣห╬ߩ߽ߩߢࠆޕ

103. ⸥ߦߍߚࠃ߁ߥ CDM ࠍ೨ߦ⌀
ߦ⠨ᘦߒߚߣ߁⸽߇ߥ႐วޔDOE ߪޔ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩታᣉ⼏ߩਛߢޔCDM ߪᬌ⸛
ߐࠇߥ߆ߞߚߣ್ᢿߔࠆޕ
(iii) ႎ๔ߩⷐઙ
104. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߪ㧦
(a) PDD ߦ⸥タߐࠇߡࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ㐿
ᆎᣣߩክᩏߦߟߡႎ๔ߔࠆ㧧
(b) CDM ࠍ೨ߦᬌ⸛ߒߚ⸽ߩ⹏ଔߦߟߡ
⺑㧔ᔅⷐߥ႐วߩߺ)㧧
EB
49
report,
paragraph
47
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49rep.pdf>
ߣ ߩߘޔannex 22, “CDM ᬌ⸛೨ߩ⸽⹏
ଔࠟࠗ࠼ࠗࡦ ”

23
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demonstration and assessment or prior
consideration of the CDM”, currently located
at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49_repan22
.pdf> for the guidelines.
24 See EB 48, annex 62, “Prior consideration
of the CDM form”, currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/048/eb48_repan62
.pdf>, for the standardized form.
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(c) Provide a clear validation opinion
regarding whether the proposed CDM
project activity complies with the
requirements of the latest version of the
Guidance on prior consideration of CDM.
(b) Identification of alternatives
(i) Requirement to be validated
105. The PDD shall identify credible
alternatives to the project activity in order to
determine the most realistic baseline
scenario, unless the approved methodology
that is selected by the proposed CDM project
activity prescribes the baseline scenario and
no further analysis is required.
(ii) Means of validation
106. The DOE shall assess the list of
alternatives given in the PDD and ensure
that:
(a) The list of alternatives includes as one of
the options that the project activity is
undertaken without being registered as a
proposed CDM project activity;
(b) The list contains all plausible
alternatives that the DOE, on the basis of its
local and sectoral knowledge, considers to be
viable means of supplying the outputs or
services that are to be supplied by the
proposed CDM project activity;
(c) The alternatives comply with all
applicable and enforced legislation.
(iii) Reporting requirements
107. The validation report shall describe
whether the DOE considers the listed
alternatives to be credible and complete.
(c) Investment analysis
(i) Requirement to be validated
108. If investment analysis has been used to
demonstrate the additionality of the
proposed CDM project activity, the PDD
shall provide evidence that the proposed
CDM project activity would not be:
(a) The most economically or financially

<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49_repan22.
pdf> ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

EB 48, annex 62, “CDM ᭽ᑼߩ೨ߩᬌ⸛”
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/048/eb48_repan62.
pdf>ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
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20/46
(c) CDM ߩ೨ክ⼏ߦ㑐ߔࠆᦨᣂ ߩࠟࠗ࠳ࡦ
ࠬߩⷐ᳞ߦޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴ
േ߇ᴪߞߚ߽ߩߢࠆ߆ߤ߁߆ޔክᩏߩᚲࠍ
⸥タޕ
(b) ઍ᩺ߩ․ቯ
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
105. ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦࠃ
ߞߡㆬᛯߐࠇߚᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰߇ࠗࠬࡌޔ
ࡦࠪ࠽ࠝࠍⷙቯߒࠆߥᦝޔಽᨆࠍⷐ᳞ߒߥ
㒢ࠅ߽ᦨޔታ⊛ߥࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝࠍ
ቯߔࠆߚߦޔPDD ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩᦨ
߽ᅷᒰߥઍ᩺ࠍ․ቯߔࠆޕ
(ii) ክᩏߩᣇᴺ
106. DOE ߪ PDD ߦ⸥タߐࠇߡࠆઍ᩺ߩࠬ
࠻ߩએਅߩὐࠍ⹏ଔߔࠆޕ
(a) ઍ᩺ߩࠬ࠻ߦߪ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ
ߣߒߡ⊓㍳ࠍߒߥߢࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠍⴕ߁ߣ
߁ࠝࡊ࡚ࠪࡦ߇߹ࠇࠆޕ
(b) ࠬ࠻ߦߪޔDOE ߇ၞ߮ࠢ࠲ߦ
㑐ߔࠆᖱႎࠍၮߦޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ᵴേߦࠃߞߡଏ⛎ߐࠇᓧࠆࠕ࠙࠻ࡊ࠶࠻߿
ࠨࡆࠬߩଏ⛎߇น⢻ߣ್ᢿߐࠇࠆోߡߩઍ᩺
߇߹ࠇࠆޕ
(c) ઍ᩺ߪㆡ↪น⢻ߢᒝജߩࠆోߡߩᴺߦ
ᓥߞߡࠆޕ
(iii) ႎ๔ߩⷐઙ
107. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߢߪޔDOE ߇ࠬ࠻ࠕ࠶
ࡊߐࠇߡࠆઍ᩺߇ታน⢻ߥቢᚑߐࠇߚ᩺ߢ
ࠆߣ್ᢿߔࠆߩ߆⺑ޔࠍⴕ߁ޕ
(c) ᛩ⾗ಽᨆ
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
108. ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩㅊ
ടᕈࠍᛩ⾗ಽᨆ߇␜ߒߡࠆ႐วޔPDD ߦ߅
ߡ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇એਅߦߡߪ߹ࠄߥ
ߎߣࠍ⸽ߔࠆ㧦
(a) ߽ߞߣ߽⚻ᷣ⊛߽ߒߊߪ⽷⊛ߦ㝯ജߩ
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attractive alternative; or
(b) Economically or financially feasible,
without the revenue from the sale of
certified emission reductions (CERs).
109. Project participants can show this
through one of the following approaches, by
demonstrating that:25

ࠆ᩺ߢࠆ㧧ߘࠇ߆
(b) CER ߩ⽼ᄁ߇ߥߊߡ߽⚻ᷣ⊛ߦ⽷ޔ
⊛ߦታⴕน⢻ߢࠆޕ

(a) The proposed CDM project activity would
produce no financial or economic benefits
other than CDM-related income.
Document the costs associated with the
proposed CDM project activity and the
alternatives identified and demonstrate that
there is at least one alternative which is less
costly than the proposed CDM project
activity;
25 It

109. ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߪਅ⸥ߩࠕࡊࡠ࠴
ߩߕࠇ߆ࠍ↪ߡޔએਅߩߎߣࠍ⸽ߔࠆߎ
ߣߢޔ⸥ߩ㗄⋡ߦᒰߡߪ߹ࠆߎߣࠍ␜ߔߎߣ
߇ߢ߈ࠆ㧦25
(a) ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߪ CDM ߦ㑐
ㅪߔࠆએᄖߦ⋉߇ߢߥޕ
ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ㑐ㅪߒߚࠦࠬ
࠻߮ઍ᩺ߦߟߡ⺑ߒޔዋߥߊߣ߽৻ߟએ
ߩޔCDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠃࠅ߽ࠦࠬ࠻ߩ߆߆
ࠄߥઍ᩺߇ࠆߎߣࠍ⸽ߔࠆޕ

25

should be noted that the EB 51 report,

paragraph 77, currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/051/eb51rep.pdf>
and its annex 58 “Guidance on the
assessment of investment analysis”,
currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/051/eb51_repan58
.pdf> and the requirements of specific
methodologies may preclude the use of one of
these options in certain scenarios.
21/46
(b) The proposed CDM project activity is less
economically or financially attractive than at
least one other credible and realistic
alternative;
(c) The financial returns of the proposed
CDM project activity would be insufficient to
justify the required investment.
110. The DOE shall comply with the latest
version of the “Guidance on the Assessment
of Investment Analysis” as provided by the
CDM Executive Board and with other
relevant guidance including the latest
guidelines on plant load factors “guidelines
for the reporting and validation of plant load
factors”.26
(ii) Means of validation
111. To verify the accuracy of financial
calculations carried out for any investment
analysis, the DOE shall:
(a) Conduct a thorough assessment of all
parameters and assumptions used in
calculating the relevant financial indicator,
and determine the accuracy and suitability

EB51 ႎ๔ᦠ ࡈࠣࡄޔ77ޔ
http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/051/eb51rep.pdf ߣ
annex 58“ᛩ⾗ಽᨆߩ⹏ଔߦ㑐ߔࠆࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬ”
http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/051/eb51_repan58.p
df ߣ․ቯߩᣇᴺ⺰ߩⷐઙߦࠃࠅࠪߩ߆ߟߊޔ
࠽ࠝߢߎࠇࠄߩࠝࡊ࡚ࠪࡦߩㆬᛯ߇ឃ㒰ߐࠇ
ࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ࠆߎߣߦᵈᗧߔࠆߎߣޕ

21/46
(b) ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪ৻ߟ
એߩታน⢻ᕈߩ㜞ઍ᩺ࠃࠅ߽⚻ᷣ⊛ߥ㝯
ജ߇ዊߐޕ
(c) ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ⚻ᷣ⊛ߥ
࠲ࡦߪޔᔅⷐߣߥࠆᛩ⾗ࠍᱜᒰൻߔࠆߦߪ
ਇචಽߢࠆޕ
110. DOE ߪ CDM ℂળ߇ቯߚ“ᛩ⾗ಽᨆߩ
⹏ଔߦ㑐ߔࠆࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬ”ߩᦨᣂ ߣ⊒ޔ㔚ᚲ
⽶⩄₸ߩᦨᣂ ࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬ“⊒㔚ᚲ⽶⩄₸ߩ
ലൻክᩏߣႎ๔ߦ㑐ߔࠆࠟࠗ࠼ࠗࡦ”ࠍ
ߚߩઁߩߘޔ㑐ㅪࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬߦᓥ߁ޕ26

(ii) ലൻክᩏߩᣇᴺ
111. ᛩ⾗ಽᨆߢታᣉߐࠇߚ⽷ോ⸘▚ߩ♖ᐲߩ
ᬌ⸽ߩߚߦޔDOE ߪએਅߩߎߣࠍⴕ߁㧦
(a) 㑐ㅪߔࠆ⽷ോᜰᮡߩ⸘▚ߦ↪ࠄࠇߚోߡ
ߩࡄࡔ࠲ߣቯߩᔀᐩ⊛ߥ⹏ଔࠍⴕߎޔ
ࠇࠄߩࡄࡔ࠲߇ㆡಾߢࠆ߆ߣ߁ߎߣߣ
ߘߩ♖ᐲࠍޔ↪ߢ߈ࠆ⸽ߣ㑐ㅪߔࠆળ⸘ታ
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of these parameters using the available
evidence and expertise in relevant
accounting practices;
(b) Cross-check the parameters against
third-party or publicly available sources,
such as invoices or price indices;

ോߩኾ㐷⍮⼂ࠍ↪ߡ್ᢿߔࠆޕ

(c) Review feasibility reports, public
announcements and annual financial reports
related to the proposed CDM project activity
and the project participants;
(d) Assess the correctness of computations
carried out and documented by the project
participants;
(e) Assess the sensitivity analysis by the
project participants to determine under
what conditions variations in the result
would occur, and the likelihood of these
conditions.
112. To confirm the suitability of any
benchmark applied in the investment
analysis, the DOE shall:27
(a) Determine whether the type of
benchmark applied is suitable for the type of
financial indicator presented;
(b) Ensure that any risk premiums applied
in determining the benchmark reflect the
risks associated with the project type or
activity;
(c) Determine whether it is reasonable to
assume that no investment would be made
at a rate of return lower than the benchmark
by, for example, assessing previous
investment decisions by the project
participants involved and determining
whether the same benchmark has been
applied or if there are verifiable
circumstances that have led to a change in
the benchmark.
26 See EB 48 report, annex 11, currently
located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/048/eb48_repan11
.pdf>.
27See EB 51 report, paragraph 78, currently
located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/051/eb51rep.pdf>,
and its annex 59 .Previous rulings related to
the appropriateness of benchmarks for
project activities utilizing waste heat/waste
gas for power generation., currently located
at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/051/eb51_repan59
.pdf> for further information.
22/46

(b) ╙ਃ⠪ߩ࠰ࠬ⥸৻ߪߊߒ߽ޔ㐿ߐࠇߡ
ࠆޔㅍࠅ⁁߿‛ଔᜰᢙ╬ߩ࠰ࠬߣᾖࠄߒว
ࠊߖߡࡄࡔ࠲ࠍࠢࡠࠬ࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢߔࠆ㧧
(c) ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߣࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆታน⢻ᕈႎ๔ޔ
๔߮ᐕ㑆⽷ോႎ๔ߩࡆࡘࠍⴕ߁㧧
(d) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߦࠃߞߡታᣉ⸥ޔ㍳ߐ
ࠇߚ⸘▚ߩᱜ⏕ᕈߩ⹏ଔࠍߔࠆ㧧
(e) ߤߩࠃ߁ߥ⁁ᴫߢᏅ߇↢߹ࠇࠆ߆ߘߚ߹ޔ
ߩน⢻ᕈࠍ⏕ߔࠆߚߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔෳട
⠪߇ⴕߞߚᗵᐲಽᨆߩ⹏ଔࠍߔࠆޕ
112. ᛩ⾗ಽᨆߢㆡ↪ߒߚࡌࡦ࠴ࡑࠢ߇ㆡಾ
߆ߤ߁߆ߩ⏕ߩߚߦޔDOE ߪએਅߩߎߣ
ࠍⴕ߁㧦27
(a) ㆡ↪ߐࠇࠆࡌࡦ࠴ࡑࠢߩ࠲ࠗࡊ߇⽷ോᜰ
ᮡߩ࠲ࠗࡊߦㆡߒߡࠆ߆ߩ⏕㧧
(b) ࡌࡦ࠴ࡑࠢࠍቯߔࠆ㓙ߦㆡ↪ߐࠇࠆో
ߡߩࠬࠢࡊࡒࠕࡓߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ࠲ࠗࡊ
߿ᵴേߦ㑐ㅪߒߚࠬࠢࠍᤋߔࠆߎߣࠍ⏕
ߔࠆޕ
(c) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇ਅߒߚએ೨ߩᛩ⾗್
ᢿࠍ⹏ଔߒޔߚ߹ޔหߓࡌࡦ࠴ࡑࠢ߇ㆡ↪ߐ
ࠇߡߚ߆ߩࠢࡑ࠴ࡦࡌߪߊߒ߽ޔᄌൻࠍ߽
ߚࠄߒߚᬌ⸽น⢻ߥ⁁ᴫ߇ࠆߩ߆ߤ߁߆ࠍ್
ᢿߔࠆߎߣߢ߽ࠅࠃࠢࡑ࠴ࡦࡌޔૐ⋉₸
ߢᛩ⾗߇ߥߐࠇࠆߎߣߪߥߣߔࠆߩ߇ㆡᒰ߆
ߤ߁߆ࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ

EB
48
report,
Annex
11
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/048/eb48_repan11.
pdf>ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
26

27EB51

ႎ๔ᦠ ࡈࠣࡄޔ78ޔ
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/051/eb51rep.pdf>
߅ࠃ߮ annex 59 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣ⊒ޕᾲ↪ߦᑄᾲ/
ᑄࠟࠬࠍ↪ߒߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩߚߩࡌ
ࡦ࠴ࡑࠢߩᅷᒰᕈߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆએ೨ߩ࡞࡞ߩ
⚦ߦߟߡߪޔ
http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/051/eb51_repan59.p
df>ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
22/46
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113. The CDM Executive Board clarified
that in cases where project participants rely
on values from Feasibility Study Reports
(FSR)28 that are approved by national
authorities for proposed CDM project
activities, DOEs are required to ensure that:
(a) The FSR has been the basis of the
decision to proceed with the investment in
the project, i.e. that the period of time
between the finalization of the FSR and the
investment decision is sufficiently short for
the DOE to confirm that it is unlikely in the
context of the underlying project activity
that the input values would have materially
changed;
(b) The values used in the PDD and
associated annexes are fully consistent with
the FSR, and where inconsistencies occur
the DOE should validate the
appropriateness of the values;
(c) On the basis of its specific local and
sectoral expertise, confirmation is provided,
by cross-checking or other appropriate
manner, that the input values from the FSR
are valid and applicable at the time of the
investment decision.
(iii) Reporting requirements
114. The validation report shall:
(a) Describe in detail how the parameters
used in any financial calculations have been
validated;
(b) Describe how the suitability of any
benchmark applied has been assessed;
(c) Confirm whether the underlying
assumptions are appropriate and the
financial calculations are correct.
(d) Barrier analysis29
(i) Requirement to be validated
115. If barrier analysis has been used to
demonstrate the additionality of the
proposed CDM project activity, the PDD
shall demonstrate that the proposed CDM
project activity faces barriers that:
(a) Prevent the implementation of this type
of proposed CDM project activity30;
(b) Do not prevent the implementation of at
least one of the alternatives.
(ii) Means of validation
116. Issues that have a clear direct impact30
on the financial returns of the project
activity cannot be considered barriers and
shall be assessed by investment analysis.

113. CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩߚߦ࿖ኅᯏ㑐
߇ᛚߒߚታⴕน⢻ᕈ⺞ᩏႎ๔(FSR) 28 ߩ୯ࠍ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇↪ࠆ႐วߦޔDOE ߇
એਅߩὐࠍ⏕ߔࠆࠃ߁ࠍ CDM ℂળߪⷐ᳞
ߒߚ㧦
(a) FSR ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߳ߩᛩ⾗ࠍㅴࠆቯ
ࠍਅߔࡌࠬߣߥߞߡࠆ ߪࠅ߹ߟޔFSR ߩ
ቢᚑᤨᦼߣᛩ⾗ߩቯᤨᦼߩ㑆ߩᦼ㑆ߪࡠࡊޔ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩᢥ⣂ߩਛߢࠗࡦࡊ࠶࠻୯߇ታ⾰
⊛ߦᄌൻߔࠆߎߣߪ⠨߃ߦߊߣ DOE ߇್ᢿ
ߔࠆߦߪ߹ࠅߦ⍴ޕ

(b) PDD ߮ߘߩ annex ߢ↪ࠄࠇߡࠆ୯ߪ
FSR ߦቢోߦḰߓߚ߽ߩߢࠅޔਇ৻⥌ߥὐ
ߦߟߡޔDOE ߪߘߩ୯߇ㆡಾ߆ࠍክᩏߔ
ࠆޕ
(c) ၞߥ⚦ߩ࠲ࠢޔᖱႎࠍၮߦࡠࠢޔ
ࠬ࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢߩઁߩߘߪߊߒ߽ޔㆡಾߥᣇᴺߦࠃ
ߞߡޔFSR ߆ࠄߩࠗࡦࡊ࠶࠻୯߇ᛩ⾗್ᢿࠍ
ਅߒߚᤨὐߢലߢㆡ↪น⢻ߢߞߚ߆ߩ⏕
ࠍⴕ߁ޕ
(iii) ႎ๔ߩⷐઙ
114. ክᩏႎ๔ߢߪએਅߩὐࠍⴕ߁ߎߣ㧦
(a) ⽷ോ⸘▚ߢ↪ߐࠇߚࡄࡔ࠲ߩലᕈ
߇ߤߩࠃ߁ߦክᩏߐࠇߚߩ߆ߩ⚦ߥ⺑㧧
(b) ㆡ↪ߐࠇߚࡌࡦ࠴ࡑࠢߩㆡวᕈ߇ߤߩࠃ
߁ߦ⹏ଔߐࠇߚ߆ߩ⺑㧧
(c) ၮ␆ߦࠆቯ߇ㆡಾߢࠅ⽷ޔോ⸘▚߇
ᱜ⏕ߢࠆ߆ࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ
(d) ࡃࠕಽᨆ 29
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
115. ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩㅊട
ᕈࠍ⸽ߔࠆߚߦࡃࠕಽᨆ߇↪ࠄࠇߚ႐
วޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇એਅߩࡃ
ࠕࠍߒߡࠆߎߣࠍ PDD ߢ␜ߔᔅⷐ߇
ࠆ㧦
(a) ߎߩ⒳ߩ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩታᣉࠍ
㒖ኂߔࠆ 30㧧
(b) ዋߥߊߣ߽৻ߟએߩઍ᩺ߩታᣉࠍ㒖ኂߒ
ߥޕ
(ii) ലൻክᩏߩᣇᴺ
116. ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ⋉ߦኻߒߡ⋥ធ⊛
ߥᓇ㗀 30 ࠍਈ߃ࠆ㗴ߪࡃࠕߣߪߺߥߐࠇ
ߕޔᛩ⾗ಽᨆߢ⹏ଔߐࠇࠆߩߎޕ㗴ߣߪએਅ
ߩߎߣࠍᜰߒߡߪߥ㧦
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This does not refer to either:
28 See EB 38 report, paragraph 54, currently
located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/038/eb38rep.pdf>.
29 Barriers are issues in project
implementation that could prevent a
potential investor from pursuing the
implementation of the proposed project
activity. The identified barriers are only
sufficient grounds for demonstration of
additionality if they would prevent potential
project proponents from carrying out the
proposed project activity undertaken
without being registered as a CDM project
activity.
30 See EB 50, annex 13, “guidelines for
objective demonstration and assessment of
barriers”, currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/050/eb50_repan13
.pdf>.
23/46
(a) Risk related barriers, for example risk of
technical failure, that could have negative
effects on financial performance; or

EB
38
report,
paragraph
54
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/028/eb28rep.pdf>ࠍ
ෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
29 ࡃࠕߪẜ⊛ߥᛩ⾗ኅߩޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩታᣉߩᓟߒࠍ㒖ኂߔࠆࡠࡊޔ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆ㗴ߢࠆ․ޕቯߐࠇ
ߚࡃࠕ߇ޔCDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߣߒߡߩ⊓㍳
߇ߥߐࠇߕߦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ⴕࠊࠇࠆߎߣ
ࠍ㒖ኂߒߚ႐วߦߪ߇ࠇߘޔㅊടᕈߩ⸽ߩߚ
ߩ໑৻ߩචಽߥᩮߣߥࠆޕ
28

EB 50, annex 13, “ࡃࠕߩቴⷰ⊛ߥ⸽
⹏ଔߩߚߩࠟࠗ࠼ࠗࡦ”
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/050/eb50_repan13.
pdf>ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

30

(b) Barriers related to the unavailability of
sources of finance for the project activity.
117. The DOE shall apply a two-step process
to assessing the barrier analysis performed,
as follows:
(a) Determine whether the barriers are real.
The DOE shall assess the available evidence
and/or undertake interviews with relevant
individuals (including members of industry
associations, government officials or local
experts if necessary) to determine whether
the barriers listed in the PDD exist.
The DOE shall ensure that existence of
barriers is substantiated by independent
sources of data such as relevant national
legislation, surveys of local conditions and
national or international statistics.
If existence of a barrier is substantiated only
by the opinions of the project participants,
the DOE shall not consider this barrier to be
adequately substantiated.
If the DOE considers, on the basis of its
sectoral or local expertise, that a barrier is
not real or is not supported by sufficient
evidence, it shall raise a CAR to have
reference to this barrier removed from the
project documentation;

23/46
(a) ࠬࠢ㑐ㅪࡃࠕ⽷ޔോࡄࡈࠜࡑࡦࠬߦ
ࡑࠗ࠽ࠬߩᓇ㗀ࠍ߷ߒ߁ࠆᛛⴚ⊛ߥᄬᢌߩ
ࠬࠢ╬㧧
(b) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ⾗㊄Ḯ߇↪ߢ߈ߥ
ߎߣߦ㑐ㅪߒߚࡃࠕޕ
117. DOE ߪਅ⸥ߩߣ߅ࠅޔታᣉߐࠇߚࡃࠕ
ಽᨆߩ⹏ଔߦޔ2 Ბ㓏ߩࡊࡠࠬࠍㆡ↪ߔࠆ㧦
(a) ࡃࠕ߇ታߩ߽ߩߢࠆ߆ߤ߁߆ࠍ್
ቯޕDOE ߪ PDD ߦࠬ࠻ࠕ࠶ࡊߐࠇߡࠆࡃ
ࠕ߇ሽߔࠆߩ߆ࠍ್ᢿߔࠆߚߦ⸽ޔߩ
⹏ଔ߮/߽ߒߊߪ㑐ଥ⠪(↥ᬺදળߩࡔࡦࡃ
ޔᐭ㜞ቭߪߊߒ߽ޔᔅⷐߢࠆ႐วߦߪ
ၞߩኾ㐷ኅ)ߣߩࠗࡦ࠲ࡆࡘࠍታᣉߔࠆޕ
DOE ߪࡃࠕߩሽ߇ޔ㑐ㅪߔࠆᴺᓞ߿ޔ
ၞߩ⁁ᴫޔ࿖߮࿖㓙⊛ߥ⛔⸘ߩࠃ߁ߥ࠺࠲
ߩ⁛┙ߒߚ࠰ࠬߦࠃߞߡታ⸽ߐࠇࠆߎߣࠍ⏕
ߔࠆޕ
߽ߒࡃࠕߩሽ߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߩ⸽⸒
ߩߺߢታ⸽ߐࠇࠆ႐วޔDOE ߪߎߩࡃࠕ߇
ㆡಾߦታ⸽ߐࠇߡࠆߣߪߺߥߐߥޕ
߽ߒ DOE ߇࠲ࠢޔ߮ၞߩ⚦ߥᖱႎ
ࠍၮߦ߇ࠕࡃޔታ㓙⊛ߥ߽ߩߢߪߥߣ್ᢿ
ߔࠆ႐วߪߊߒ߽ޔචಽߥ⸽ߦࠃߞߡሽߩ
⸽߇ߢ߈ߥ႐วߦࠄ߆࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ㒰ᄖ
ߐࠇߚߎߩࡃࠕߩෳᾖ᧚ᢱࠍតߔߚߦᤚᱜ
ភ⟎ⷐ᳞ࠍߔޕ
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(b) Determine whether the barriers prevent

the implementation of the project activity
but not the implementation of at least one of
the possible alternatives.

Since not all barriers present an
insurmountable hurdle to a project activity
being implemented, the DOE shall apply its
local and sectoral expertise to judge whether
a barrier or set of barriers would prevent the
implementation of the proposed CDM project
activity and would not equally prevent
implementation of at least one of the
possible alternatives, in particular the
identified baseline scenario.
(iii) Reporting requirements
118. The validation report shall:
(a) Provide an assessment of each barrier
listed in the PDD, which describes how the
DOE has undertaken validation of the
barrier;
(b) Provide an overall determination of the
credibility of the barrier analysis performed.
(e) Common practice analysis
(i) Requirement to be validated
119. For proposed large-scale CDM project
activities, unless the proposed project type is
first-of-its kind, common practice analysis
shall be carried out as a credibility check of
the other available evidence used by the
project participants to demonstrate
additionality.
This is a test to complement the investment
analysis (Step 2 of the additionality tool) or
barrier analysis (Step 3 of the additionality
tool) to confirm that the project activity is
not widely observed and commonly carried
out in the region.
31 Defined

in this context as those issues
whose impacts can be expressed in monetary
terms with reasonable certainty.
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(ii) Means of validation
120. The DOE shall use its local and sectoral
expertise to:

(b) ࡃࠕ߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩታᣉࠍ㒖ኂߒ
ߡࠆ߇ߟ৻ޔએߩઍ᩺ߩታᣉߪ㒖ኂߒߥ
߆ߤ߁߆ࠍ⏕ޕ
ోߡߩࡃࠕ߇ታᣉਛߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦኻ
ߔࠆసߒ߇ߚ㓚ኂߣߥߞߡࠆ⸶ߢߪߥ
ߚޔDOE ߪޔၞߥ⚦ߩ࠲ࠢޔᖱႎ
ࠍ↪ߡ৻ߪߊߒ߽ޔࠕࡃޔㅪߩࡃࠕ߇ޔ
ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩታᣉࠍ㒖
ࠎߢ߅ࠅᦨޔૐߢ߽৻ߟએߩઍ᩺․ޔߦ․ޔ
ቯߐࠇߚࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽ࠝߩታᣉࠍห᭽ߦ
㒖ኂߔࠆߎߣ߇ߥ߆ߤ߁߆ࠍ್ᢿߔࠆޕ

(iii) ႎ๔ⷐઙ
118. ലൻክᩏߪએਅߩߎߣࠍ㧦
(a) PDD ߦࠬ࠻ࠕ࠶ࡊߐࠇߚฦࡃࠕߩ⹏ଔ
ߩ⺑ ߦ߁ࠃߩߤޔDOE ߇ࡃࠕߩክᩏࠍⴕ
ߞߚ߆ߩ⺑㧧
(b) ታᣉߐࠇߚࡃࠕಽᨆߩା↪ᕈߩో⥸⊛ߥ
⹏ଔ
(e)৻⥸ᘠⴕಽᨆ
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
119. ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆᄢⷙᮨ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ
ߦߟߡߪޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ࠲ࠗࡊ
߇೨ߩߥ߽ߩߢߥ㒢ࠅޔㅊടᕈߩ⸽ߩ
ߚߩ৻⥸ᘠⴕಽᨆ߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔෳട⠪߇
↪ߚߘߩઁߩ⸽ߩታน⢻ᕈ࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢߣߒ
ߡⴕࠊࠇࠆޕ
ߎࠇߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ၞߢᐢߊⷰኤߐ
ࠇߕߦ⊛⥸৻ޔታᣉߐࠇߡߥߎߣࠍ⏕ߔ
ࠆߚߩޔᛩ⾗ಽᨆ(ㅊടᕈ⸽࠷࡞ߩᚻ㗅
2)߽ߒߊߪࡃࠕಽᨆ(ㅊടᕈ⸽࠷࡞ߩᚻ
㗅 3)ߩ⿷⊛ߥ࠹ࠬ࠻ߢࠆޕ
31

ߎߩᢥ⣂ߢߪޔ㊄Ⲣ↪⺆ߢߘߩᓇ㗀߇␜ߐࠇ
ᓧࠆ㗴ߣߒߡޔวℂ⊛⏕ታᕈࠍ߽ߞߡቯࠄ
ࠇࠆޕ
24/46
(ii) ክᩏߩᣇᴺ
120. DOE ߪၞߥ⚦ߩ࠲ࠢޔᖱႎࠍએ
ਅߩߚߦ↪ࠆ㧦
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(a) Assess whether the geographical scope
(e.g. the defined region) of the common
practice analysis is appropriate for the
assessment of common practice related to
the project activity’s technology or industry
type. For certain technologies the relevant
region for assessment will be local and for
others it may be transnational/global.
If a region other than the entire host country
is chosen, the DOE shall assess the
explanation why this region is more
appropriate;
(b) Using official sources and local and
industry expertise, determine to what extent
similar and operational projects (e.g. using
similar technology or practice), other than
CDM project activities, have been
undertaken in the defined region;
(c) If similar and operational projects, other
than CDM project activities, are already
“widely observed and commonly carried out”
in the defined region, assess whether there
are essential distinctions between the
proposed CDM project activity and the other
similar activities.
(iii) Reporting requirements
121. The validation report shall provide
details regarding:
(a) How the geographical scope of the
common practice analysis has been
validated;
(b) How the DOE has undertaken an
assessment of the existence of similar
projects;
(c) How the DOE has assessed the essential
distinctions between the proposed CDM
project activity and any similar projects that
are widely observed and commonly carried
out
(d) Confirmation by the DOE that the
proposed CDM project activity is not
common practice.
7. Monitoring plan
(i) Requirement to be validated
122. The PDD shall include a monitoring
plan.
This monitoring plan shall be based on the
approved monitoring methodology applied to
the proposed CDM project activity.
(ii) Means of validation
123. The DOE shall apply a two-step process
to assessing compliance with this
requirement, as follows:

(a) ৻⥸ᘠⴕಽᨆߩℂ⊛▸࿐(e.g.⸳ቯၞ)
߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߢ↪ࠆᛛⴚ߿↥ᬺ࠲ࠗ
ࡊߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆ৻⥸ᘠⴕߩ⹏ଔࠍታᣉߔࠆߢㆡ
ಾߢࠆ߆ࠍ⹏ଔ․ޕቯᛛⴚߩ⹏ଔታᣉၞ
ߪޔ߽ߒߊߪ࿖ࠍ߹ߚߋߎߣ߽ࠆޕ
߽ߒࡎࠬ࠻࿖એᄖߩၞ߇ㆬᛯߐࠇߚ႐วޔ
DOE ߪߥߗߘߎ߇ࠃࠅㆡಾߣߐࠇࠆߩ߆ߩ⺑
ࠍ⹏ଔߔࠆ㧧

(b) ⊛ߥ࠰ࠬ߿ၞߦ࠲ࠢޔ㑐ߔࠆ
⚦ߥᖱႎࠍ↪ߡ⸳ޔቯၞߦ߅ߡޔCDM
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩઁߦޔห᭽ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
߇ታᣉߐࠇߚߎߣ߇ࠆ߆ߤ߁߆ࠍ⏕ߔࠆ㧧
(c) CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻એᄖߩห᭽ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻߇ᣢߦ⸳ቯၞߢ“ᐢߊⷰኤߐࠇ⊛⥸৻ޔ
ߦታᣉߐࠇߡࠆ”႐วޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߣߘࠇࠄߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߣߩ㑆ߦᧄ⾰
⊛ߥᏅ߇ࠆߩ߆ߤ߁߆ࠍ⹏ଔߔࠆޕ
(iii) ႎ๔ߩⷐઙ
121. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߪએਅߩὐߦ㑐ߔࠆ⚦
ߦߟߡㅀߴࠆ㧦
(a) ৻⥸ᘠⴕಽᨆߩℂ⊛▸࿐߇߆ߦክᩏߐ
ࠇߚ߆㧧
(b) DOE ߇߆ߦ㘃ૃࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩሽߩ⹏
ଔࠍⴕߞߚ߆㧧
(c) DOE ߇߆ߦឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ᵴേߣᐢߊⷰኤߐࠇߦ⊛⥸৻ޔታᣉߐࠇߡ
ࠆ㘃ૃࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߣߩᧄ⾰⊛ߥᏅࠍ⹏ଔߒ
ߚ߆㧧
(d) ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇৻⥸⊛ߥ
ᘠⴕߢߪߥߎߣߩ DOE ߦࠃࠆ⏕ޕ
7. ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹
 (i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
122. PDD ߪࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ࠍ⸥タߔࠆޕ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߪឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ߦㆡ↪ߐࠇࠆᛚᷣߺࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰
ߦၮߠߚ߽ߩߢߥߊߡߪߥࠄߥޕ
(ii) ലൻክᩏߩᣇᴺ
123. DOE ߪߎߩⷐ᳞ߦᓥߞߡࠆ߆ߤ߁߆
ߩ⹏ଔߦ 2 Ბ㓏ࡊࡠࠬࠍਅ⸥ߩߣ߅ࠅㆡ↪ߔ
ࠆ㧦
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(a) Compliance of the monitoring plan with

the approved methodology.

The DOE shall:
(i) By means of document review, identify
the list of parameters required by the
selected approved methodology;
(ii) Confirm that the monitoring plan
contains all necessary parameters, that they
are clearly described and that the means of
monitoring described in the plan complies
with the requirements of the methodology.
25/46
(b) Implementation of the plan.
The DOE shall, by means of review of the
documented procedures, interviews with
relevant personnel, project plans and any
physical inspection of the proposed CDM
project activity site in accordance with
paragraphs 59–62, assess whether:
(i) The monitoring arrangements described
in the monitoring plan are feasible within
the project design;
(ii) The means of implementation of the
monitoring plan, including the data
management and quality assurance and
quality control procedures, are sufficient to
ensure that the emission reductions
achieved by/resulting from the proposed
CDM project activity can be reported ex post
and verified.
(iii) Reporting requirements
124. The validation report shall:
(a) State the DOE’s opinion of the
compliance of the monitoring plan with the
requirements of the methodology;
(b) Describe the steps undertaken to assess
whether the monitoring arrangements
described in the monitoring plan are feasible
within the project design;
State the DOE’s opinion of the project
participants ability to implement the
monitoring plan.
26/47
8. Sustainable development
(i) Requirement to be validated
125. CDM project activities shall assist
Parties not included in Annex I to the
Convention in achieving sustainable
development.
(ii) Means of validation
126. The DOE shall determine whether the
letter of approval by the DNA of the host

(a) ᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߣࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߩว
⥌
DOE ߪએਅߩߎߣࠍⴕ߁㧦
(i) ᢥᦠߩౣ⺞ᩏ߆ࠄޔㆬᛯߒߚᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ
⺰ߢⷐ᳞ߐࠇࠆࡄࡔ࠲ߩࠬ࠻ࠍ․ቯߔ
ࠆޕ
(ii) ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹߇ᔅⷐߥࡄࡔ࠲ࠍో
ߡࠎߢࠆߎߣ߇ࠄࠇߘޔ⏕ߦ⸥タߐࠇޔ
⸘↹ߦ⺑ߐࠇߡࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩᣇᴺ߇ᣇ
ᴺ⺰ߩⷐ᳞ߦᴪߞߡࠆߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ
25/46
(b) ⸘↹ߩታᣉ
DOE ߪ ࡈࠣࡄޔ59-62 ߦᓥޔᢥᦠൻߐ
ࠇߚᚻ⛯߈ߩࡆࡘޔ㑐ଥ⠪߳ߩࠗࡦ࠲ࡆࡘ
ߣ↹⸘࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേࠨࠗ࠻ߩ⺞ᩏࠍⴕ߁ߎߣߦࠃ
ߞߡޔએਅߩὐࠍ⹏ଔߔࠆޕ
(i) ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߦ⺑ߩࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦ
ࠣߩᚻߪߕߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻⸳⸘ߩਛߢታ⊛ߢ
ࠆ㧦
(ii) ࠺࠲▤ℂߣ QA/QC ᚻ⛯߈ࠍߚࡕ࠾
࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߩታᣉᣇᴺߪޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦ࿃ߔࠆឃᷫ㊂߇ᓟ
ႎ๔ߐࠇᬌ⸽ߐࠇࠆߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆߩߦචಽߢ
ࠆޕ

(iii) ႎ๔ߩⷐઙ
124. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߦߪએਅߩߎߣࠍ㧦
(a) ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹߇ޔᣇᴺ⺰ߩⷐ᳞ߦᴪߞ
ߡࠆ߆ߦ㑐ߔࠆ DOE ߩᚲ㧧
(b) ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߦ⸥タߐࠇߚࡕ࠾࠲ࡦ
ࠣߩᚻ╫߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻⸘↹ߩਛߢታ⊛ߢ
ࠆ߆⹏ଔߔࠆᚻ㗅ߦߟߡߩ⺑㧧
(c)ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ࠍታ
ᣉߔࠆ⢻ജߦ㑐ߔࠆᚲ㧧
26/47
8.ᜬ⛯⊛ߥ⊒ዷ
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
125.CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪ㒝ዻᦠΣ࿖ߦ
߹ࠇߡߥ࿖ࠍޔᜬ⛯⊛ߥ⊒ዷߩ㆐ᚑߩߚ
ߦេഥߔࠆޕ
(ii) ലൻክᩏߩᣇᴺ
126. DOE ߪࡎࠬ࠻࿖ߩ DNA ߇⊒ⴕߔࠆᛚ
࠲߇ޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ
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Party confirms the contribution of the
proposed CDM project activity to the
sustainable development of the host Party.
(iii) Reporting requirements
127. The validation report shall state
whether the host Party’s DNA confirmed the
contribution of the project to the sustainable
development of the host Party.
This may be reported together with the
DOE’s assessment of the validity of the host
Party’s approval (refer to paragraphs 49 and
50 above).

߇ࡎࠬ࠻࿖ߩᜬ⛯⊛⊒ዷߦነਈߔࠆߎߣࠍ⏕
ߒߡࠆ߆ࠍ್ᢿߔࠆޕ

9. Local stakeholder consultation
(i) Requirement to be validated
128. Local stakeholders32 shall be invited by
the PPs to comment on the proposed CDM
project activity prior to the publication of the
PDD on the UNFCCC website.

9㧚ၞߩࠬ࠹ࠢࡎ࡞࠳ߣߩද⼏
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
128. UNFCCC ߩ࠙ࠚࡉࠨࠗ࠻ߦ PDD ߇㐿
ߐࠇࠆ೨ߦޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ
ኻߔࠆࠦࡔࡦ࠻ࠍޔPP ߇ၞߩࠬ࠹ࠢࡎ࡞
࠳32 ߦ᳞ࠆޕ
32 ࠬ࠹ࠢࡎ࡞࠳ߩቯ⟵ߦߟߡߪ CDM
↪⺆㓸
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Guidclarif/gl
os_CDM_v03.pdf>ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

32 See

glossary of CDM terms, currently
located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Guidclarif/
glos_CDM_v03.pdf>, for definition of
stakeholders.
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(ii) Means of validation
129. The DOE shall, by means of document
review and interviews with local
stakeholders as appropriate, determine
whether:
(a) Comments by local stakeholders that can
reasonably be considered relevant for the
proposed CDM project activity, have been
invited;
(b) The summary of the comments received
as provided in the PDD is complete;
(c) The project participants have taken due
account of any comments received and have
described this process in the PDD.
(iii) Reporting requirements
130. The validation report shall:
(a) Describe the steps taken to assess the
adequacy of the local stakeholder
consultation;
(b) State the DOE’s opinion on the adequacy
of the local stakeholder consultation.
10. Environmental impacts
(i) Requirement to be validated
131. Project participants shall submit
documentation to the DOE on the analysis of
the environmental impacts of the project
activity in accordance with paragraph 37(c)
of the CDM modalities and procedures.

(iii) ႎ๔ߩⷐઙ
127. ലൻክᩏߩႎ๔ᦠߪ࠻ࠬࡎޔ࿖ߩ DNA
߇⥄ޔ࿖ߩᜬ⛯⊛⊒ዷߦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ነਈߔ
ࠆߎߣࠍ⏕ߒߡࠆ߆⸥タߔࠆޕ
ߎߩߎߣߪ DOE ߦࠃࠆࡎࠬ࠻࿖ߩᛚߩല
ᕈߩ⹏ଔߣวࠊߖߡႎ๔ߐࠇࠆ(⸥ࡄࠣ
ࡈ 49 ߮ 50 ࠍෳ⠨ߩߎߣ)ޕ
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(ii) ലൻክᩏߩᣇᴺ
129. DOE ߪޔᢥᦠߩࡆࡘߣၞߩࠬ࠹
ࠢࡎ࡞࠳߳ߩࠗࡦ࠲ࡆࡘ߆ࠄޔㆡቱޔએਅ
ߩߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ
(a) ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ㑐ଥ߇
ࠆߣߐࠇࠆၞߩࠬ࠹ࠢࡎ࡞࠳߆ࠄߩࠦࡔ
ࡦ࠻߇ߣࠄࠇߡࠆ߆㧧
(b) PDD ߦ⸥タߐࠇߡࠆឭଏߐࠇߚࠦࡔࡦ࠻
ߩⷐ⚂߇ቢోߢࠆ߆㧧
(c) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇ࠦࡔࡦ࠻ࠍ⠨ᘦߦ
ࠇޔPDD ߦߘߩࡊࡠࠬࠍ⸥タߒߚ߆ޕ
(iii) ႎ๔ߩⷐઙ
130. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߦߪએਅߩߎߣࠍ㧦
(a) ၞߩࠬ࠹ࠢࡎ࡞࠳ߣߩද⼏ߩᅷᒰᕈ
ߩ⹏ଔᚻ㗅ߦ㑐ߔࠆ⸥タ㧧
(b) DOE ߩၞߩࠬ࠹ࠢࡎ࡞࠳ߣߩද⼏ߩ
ᅷᒰᕈߩ⹏ଔᚻ㗅ߦኻߔࠆᚲޕ
10. ⅣႺᓇ㗀
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
131. ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߪޔCDM ߩࡕ࠳࠹
ࠖߣᚻ⛯߈ߩࡄࠣࡈ 37(c) ߦᓥߞߡታᣉ
ߐࠇߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩⅣႺ߳ߩᓇ㗀ߩಽᨆ
ߦ㑐ߔࠆᢥᦠࠍ DOE ߦឭߔࠆޕ
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(ii) Means of validation
132. The DOE shall confirm, by means of a
document review and/or using local official
sources and expertise, whether the project
participants have undertaken an analysis of
environmental impacts and, if required by
the host Party, an environmental impact
assessment.
(iii) Reporting requirements
133. The validation report shall describe
whether the project participants have
undertaken an analysis of environmental
impacts and, if required by the host Party,
an environmental impact assessment in
accordance with procedures as required by
the host Party.
F. Specific validation activities
1. Background
134. Project participants may contract a
DOE to undertake certain specific validation
activities. For such validation activities, the
DOE shall apply the general means of
validation and reporting requirements
described above as well as those described
below.
2. Project design of small-scale clean
development mechanism project activities
135. The DOE shall determine whether a
proposed small-scale CDM project activity
meets the requirements of the simplified
modalities and procedures for small-scale
CDM project activities.33
33 See decision 4/CMP.1, annex II.
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136. During its validation of a small-scale
project activity, the DOE shall confirm that:
(a) The project activity qualifies within the
thresholds of the three possible types of
small-scale project activities. It may include
more than one component; for example, a
type III methane recovery component
activity and a type I electricity component
activity;34

(ii) ክᩏߩᣇᴺ
132. DOE ߪᢥᦠߩࡆࡘ߮/߽ߒߊߪၞ
ߩᑼߥ࠰ࠬ߿ᖱႎࠍ↪ߡ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ෳട⠪߇ⅣႺᓇ㗀ಽᨆߣ࠻ࠬࡎޔ࿖߆ࠄⷐ᳞ߐ
ࠇߚ႐วߦߪޔⅣႺᓇ㗀⹏ଔࠍⴕߞߚ߆ߤ߁߆
ࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ
(iii) ႎ๔ߩⷐઙ
133. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔෳട⠪
߇ⅣႺᓇ㗀ಽᨆߣ࠻ࠬࡎޔ࿖߆ࠄⷐ᳞ߐࠇߚ႐
วߦߪޔⅣႺᓇ㗀⹏ଔࠍ࠻ࠬࡎޔ࿖߇ⷐ᳞ߔࠆ
ᚻ⛯߈ߦᓥߞߡⴕߞߚ߆ߤ߁߆ࠍ⸥ㅀߔࠆޕ

F. ․ቯߩലൻክᩏᵴേ
1. ⢛᥊
134. ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߪ․ߥክᩏᵴേࠍ
ታᣉߔࠆ㓙ߦߪ DOE ߣᄾ⚂ࠍ⚿߱߁ࠃߩߎޕ
ߥክᩏᵴേߦ߅ߡߪޔDOE ߪਅ⸥ߦ⺑ߔ
ࠆ߽ߩߣห᭽ߦ⸥ߩ৻⥸⊛ߥክᩏߣႎ๔ⷐઙ
ࠍㆡ↪ߔࠆޕ
2. ዊⷙᮨ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻⸳⸘
135. DOE ߪឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆዊⷙᮨ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ዊⷙᮨ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩߚߩ
◲⚛ൻߐࠇߚࡕ࠳࠹ࠖߣᚻ⛯߈ߩⷐઙࠍḩ
ߚߒߡࠆ߆ࠍ್ᢿߔࠆޕ33
⼏ 4/CMP.1, annex IIࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
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136. ዊⷙᮨࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩክᩏߦ㓙ߒޔ
DOE ߪએਅߩߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆ㧦
(a) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪ 3 ߟߩዊⷙᮨࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ᵴേ࠲ࠗࡊߦಽ㘃ߐࠇࠆߟ৻ޕએߩⷐ⚛
ࠍ૬ߖᜬߟߎߣ߇น⢻ߢࠆ㧧߃߫ࡊࠗ࠲ޔ
Υߩࡔ࠲ࡦ࿁ᵴേߣ࠲ࠗࡊΣߩ⊒㔚ᵴേߣߩ
⚵ߺวࠊߖ㧧34
33

approved small-scale categories35 and

(b) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪᛚߐࠇߚዊⷙᮨࠞ࠹
ࠧ 35 ߩౝߩ৻ߟߦᓥޔ㑐ㅪߔࠆ࠷࡞
߿ᣇᴺ⺰ࠍㆡ↪ߔࠆޕ

applies the relevant tool or methodology.

DOE ߪޔዊⷙᮨᣇᴺ⺰ߪޔSSC CDM ᣇᴺ⺰

The DOE shall confirm that the small-scale

36 37

methodologies are applied in conjunction

ㅪߒߡㆡ↪ߐࠇߡࠆߎߣࠍ⏕ߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥ

with the general guidelines to SSC CDM

ࠄߥ⸳ߪࠇߘޕኈ㊂ޔᯏེߩᕈ⢻/ኼ࠲ޔ

(b) The project activity conforms to one of the
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ߩ৻⥸⊛ߥࠟࠗ࠼ࠗࡦߩࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬߦ㑐

methodologies36 37, which provides

ࠗࡊ II/III ࠣࡦࡈࠖ࡞࠼ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴ

guidelines on equipment capacity,

േߦኻߔࠆࡌࠬࠗࡦߩ⼂ࠣࡦࡊࡦࠨޔ

equipment performance/lifetime, baseline

ߘߒߡઁߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ㑐ㅪ㗄ߦ㑐ߔࠆࠟࠗ

identification for type-II/III Greenfield

࠼ࠗࡦࠍឭଏߔࠆޕ38

project activities,, sampling and other
monitoring-related issues;38
(c) The project activity is not a debundled
component of a large-scale project, in
accordance with the rules defined in
appendix C of the simplified modalities and
procedures for small-scale CDM project
activities;39
(d) Whether an assessment of the
environmental impacts of the proposed CDM
project activity is required by the host Party.

(c) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪޔዊⷙᮨ CDM ࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ◲⚛ൻᚻᴺߩ appendix ߢቯ⟵ߐ
ࠇߡࠆⷙቯ 36 ㅢࠅޔᄢⷙᮨࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠍ
⚦ಽൻߒߚ߽ߩߩ৻ㇱߢߪߥޕ39
(d) ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩⅣႺ
ᓇ㗀⹏ଔ߇ࡎࠬ࠻࿖ߦࠃࠅⷐ᳞ߐࠇߡࠆޕ
137. ዊⷙᮨ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩㅊടᕈ
ߩ ⹏ ଔ ߢ  ޔDOE ߪ chapter V, section E,
subsection 6 ߦ㑐ㅪߒߡߩዊⷙᮨࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ᵴേ 40 41 ߦኻߔࠆㅊടᕈ⸽ߩ․ߥⷐ᳞ߣ
SSC(ዊⷙᮨ)ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩㅊടᕈ⸽ߩ
ߚߩ“㕖⟵ോ⊛ᦨༀ”ߦߟߡߩ⸒߇
ߞߡ߽ࠃޕ42

137. In assessing the additionality of small
scale CDM project activities, the DOE shall
refer to the specific requirements on
demonstration of additionality for small
scale project activities40 41 together with the
guidance in chapter V, section E, subsection
6 and the “Non-binding best practice
examples to demonstrate additionality for
SSC project activities”.42
34 See

EB 28 report, paragraphs 56 and 57,
currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/028/eb28rep.pdf>
for guidance on size limits for the
components.
35 Small-scale project activities that follow
the simplified modalities and procedures for
small-scale CDM project activities may not
apply a large-scale approved methodology.
However, a project activity that is within the
small- scale project activity thresholds may
apply a large-scale approved methodology if
it follows the modalities and procedures for
large-scale project activities defined in
footnote 1 above.
36 See

EB 54 report, paragraph 37, currently

located at
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fi
leStorage/JFZ3XEVTQP4S2AH5OMD8RL1
9WBU60Y> and its annex 14. General
guidelines to SSC methodologies., currently

34 ࠦࡦࡐࡀࡦ࠻ߩࠨࠗ࠭㒢ߦ㑐ߔࠆࠟࠗ࠳

ࡦࠬߪEB 28 report, paragraphs 56 ߮ 57
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/028/eb28rep.pdf>ࠍ
ෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
35 ◲⚛ൻߐࠇߚዊⷙᮨCDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ
ᚻᴺߦᓥߞߚዊⷙᮨࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪᄢⷙᮨ
↪ߩᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ࠍㆡ↪ߢ߈ߥޔߒ߆ߒޕ
ዊⷙᮨࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ▸࿐ౝߢߥߐࠇࠆࡊ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪޔ⸥ߩ⣉ᵈΣߢቯ⟵ߐࠇߚ
ᄢⷙᮨࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩᚻᴺߦᓥ߁႐วߦޔ
ᄢⷙᮨ↪ߩᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ࠍㆡ↪ߢ߈ࠆޕ

EB 54 ႎ๔ ࡈࠣࡄޔ37ޔ
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fil
eStorage/JFZ3XEVTQP4S2AH5OMD8RL19
WBU60Y>
ߣannex 14 ࠍෳᾖߐࠇߚޕ
SSCᣇᴺ⺰ߦኻߔࠆ৻⥸⊛ߥࠟࠗ࠼ࠗࡦߪ
http://cdm.unfccc.int/methodologies/SSCmeth
36
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located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/methodologies/SSCme
thodologies/approved.html>.

odologies/approved.htmlࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

37 In

37EB

information on additionality, abbreviations

44 ႎ๔ ࡈࠣࡄޔ49 ࠍ
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/044/eb44rep.pdf>ߦ
ߡෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
ℂળߪޔSSC ᣇᴺ⺰ߩ header ߇␜ߔߎߣࠍ
ࠄ߆ߦߒߚޕ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߪޔ⸥ߣหߓࡦࠢߢឭ
ଏߐࠇࠆㅊടᕈߦࠫࠤߡߒߘ⺆⇛ޔ㑐ߔ
ࠆ৻⥸⊛ߥࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬߢߪޔᣇᴺ⺰ߦࠕࠞ࠙ࡦ
࠻ߦᖱႎࠍ৻⥸⊛ߥࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬࠍ⠨ᘦߔࠆ߽ߩ
ߣߔࠆ ࠬࠢ࠶ࠖ࠺ࡦࡍࠕߚ߹ߪࠇߘޕB ߩᷝઃ
ࡈࠔࠗ࡞ C ߽߹ߚᗧߒߡࠆޕ

and general guidance on leakage provided at

<http://cdm.unfccc.int/methodologies/SSCmet

the same link mentioned above., which also

hodologies/history/c_leak_biomass/guid_biom

implies attachment C of appendix B

ass_v03.pdf> ߪᔅⷐߥᄌᦝࠍട߃ߡ SSC ᣇ

<http://cdm.unfccc.int/methodologies/SSCme

ᴺ⺰ߣߦㆡ↪ߐࠇࠆޕ

the EB 44 report, paragraph 49,

currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/044/eb44rep.pdf>,
Board clarified that the header of SSC
methodologies stating.
Project participants shall take into account
the general guidance to the methodologies,

thodologies/history/c_leak_biomass/guid_bio
mass_v03.pdf> is to be applied in
conjunction with a SSC methodology

mutatis mutandis.
38 See

EB 50 report, paragraph 51 and its

annex 30, “General guidelines for sampling
and surveys for small-scale CDM project
activities”, currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/050/eb50_repan30
.pdf> for sampling guidance. In accordance
with the EB 44 report, paragraph 50,
currently located at

38

ࠨࡦࡊࡦࠣߩࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬߦߟߡߪޔEB
50 report, paragraph 51 and its annex 30, “ዊ
ⷙᮨ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩࠨࡦࡊࡦ
ࠣ⺞ޔᩏߦ㑐ߔࠆ✚วࠟࠗ࠼ࠗࡦ”
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/050/eb50_repan30.
pdf>ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣ ޕEB 44 report, paragraph
50
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/044/eb44rep.pdf>ߦ
ᓥ࠳ࡦ࠙ࡃ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔౝᄖ߳ߩⵝߩ
ャㅍߦࠃࠅ⊒↢ߔࠆࠤࠫߪޔSSCᣇᴺ⺰
ߢߪ㒰ᄖߒߡ߽ࠃޕ

<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/044/eb44rep.pdf>,
leakage from equipment transfer from
within to outside the project boundary may
be excluded from consideration in SSC
methodologies.
39See

EB 54 report, paragraph 36, currently

located at
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fi
leStorage/JFZ3XEVTQP4S2AH5OMD8RL1
9WBU60Y > and its, annex 13 “Guidelines

39

EB 54 ႎ๔ᦠ ࡈࠣࡄޔ36, <

https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/File
Storage/JFZ3XEVTQP4S2AH5OMD8RL19W
BU60Y > ޔannex 13 “ዊⷙᮨࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ߩ⚦ಽൻ㧔࠺ࡃࡦ࠼࡞㧕ߦ㑐ߔࠆࠟࠗ࠼ࠗࡦ”,
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Guidclarif/ss
c/methSSC_guid 17.pdf> for guidance, ߮ޔ
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on assessment of de-bundling for SSC
project activities”, currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Guidclarif/s
sc/methSSC_guid 17.pdf> for guidance, and

⚦ಽൻߩ⊒↢ࠍቯߔࠆߚߩᦝߥࠆ⏕ൻߦ
㑐ߔࠆEB 46 report, paragraph 60
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/046/eb46rep.pdf>
ߪឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆCDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ㐿ᆎᣣߩᬌ
⸛ࠍⷐ᳞ߒߥޕ

EB 46 report, paragraph 60, currently
located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/046/eb46rep.pdf>
for further clarification on determining the
occurrence of debundling do not require the
consideration of the start date of the
proposed CDM project.
28/46

28/46

3. Afforestation or reforestation project
activities under the clean development
mechanism
(a) General requirement
138. The guidance provided in chapter V,
section E above also applies to the validation
of A/R CDM project activities to the extent
defined in modalities and procedures for
afforestation or reforestation (A/R) CDM
project activities43 and relevant guidance by
the CDM Executive Board.44 45
139. In addition the DOE shall confirm that
that specific requirements as defined in the
modalities and procedures for A/R CDM
project activities have been followed,
including:
(a) Project boundary for A/R CDM project
activities;
(b) Selection of carbon pools;
(c) Eligibility of land;
(d) Approach proposed to address non
permanence;
(e) Timing of management activities,
including harvesting cycles, and
verifications;

3. CDM ߩᨒ⚵ߺౝߢߩᣂⷙᬀᨋ/ౣᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ

40See

40

Attachment Ato Appendix B of

4/CMP.1, annex II, currently located at <
http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Guidclarif/ss

(a) ৻⥸⊛ߥⷐઙ
138. ⸥ߩ chapter V, section E ߦ߅ߌࠆࠟࠗ
࠳ࡦࠬߪޔA/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩᚻᴺ
43 ߮ CDM ℂળߦࠃࠆ㑐ㅪࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬ 45 46
ߢቯࠄࠇߚ▸࿐ౝߢޔA/RCDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ᵴേߩലൻክᩏߦㆡ↪ߐࠇࠆޕ44 45
139. ᦝߦޔDOE ߪ A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴ
േߩᚻᴺߢቯ⟵ߐࠇߚޔએਅߩ߽ߩࠍ․ቯ
ߩⷐઙ߇ḩߚߐࠇߚߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆ㧦
(a) A/R ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙
ࡦ࠳㧧
(b) ⚛ࡊ࡞ߩㆬᛯ㧧
(c) ߩㆡᩰᕈ㧧
(d) 㕖᳗⛯ᕈߦኻᔕߒߚࠕࡊࡠ࠴㧧
(e) ⓠࠨࠗࠢ࡞ޔᬌ⸽ࠍ▤ℂᵴേߩᤨᦼ
⺞ᢛ㧧
Attachment A߆ࠄ 4/CMP.1 ߩࠕࡍࡦ࠺ࠖ࠶
ࠢࠬBޔannex IIߣ<
http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Guidclarif/ssc
/methSSC_guid05.pdf >ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

c/methSSC_guid05.pdf >.
41 For

assessing additionality in the case of

41

5 MW ࠃࠅ߽ዋߥ߆╬ߒዊⷙᮨߩౣ↢น

small scale renewable energy projects less

⢻ߥࠛࡀ࡞ࠡࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߣޔᐕ㑆 20 GWH

than or equal to 5 MW and energy efficiency

ࠃࠅ߽ዊߐ߆╬ߒࠛࡀ࡞ࠡ▵ᷫߦ㑐ㅪߒ
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projects with energy saving less than or

ߚࠛࡀ࡞ࠡ▵⚂ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦ߅ߌࠆㅊടᕈ

equal to 20 GWH per year, see EB 54 report,

ߩ⹏ଔߦኻߒߡޔ

paragraph 38, currently located at

<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fil

<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fi

eStorage/JFZ3XEVTQP4S2AH5OMD8RL19

leStorage/JFZ3XEVTQP4S2AH5OMD8RL1

WBU60Y> and its annex 15 ߩ EB54 ࡐ

9WBU60Y> and its annex 15.

࠻ ࡈࠣࡄޔ38 ߣ annex 15 ࠍෳᾖߐࠇߚޕ

Guidelines for demonstrating additionality

5 MWߣ╬ߒ߆ዊߐౣ↢น⢻ߥࠛࡀ࡞ࠡ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߣᐕ㑆 20 GWHࠃࠅ߽ዊߐ߆╬
ߒࠛࡀ࡞ࠡ▵⚂ߩㅊടᕈߩታ⸽ߦኻߔࠆࠟ
ࠗ࠼ࠗࡦߪᦝߦ
https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/File
Storage/VK80BI3SAU4ROHX7MTN1LQ2DP
J5GZE ࠍෳᾖߐࠇߚޕ

of renewable energy projects =< 5 MW and
energy efficiency projects with energy
savings <= 20 GWH per year., currently
located at
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fi
leStorage/VK80BI3SAU4ROHX7MTN1LQ2
DPJ5GZE> for further clarification.
42 See

42 EB35,

annex 34
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/035/eb35_repan34.
pdf>ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

EB35, annex 34, currently located at

<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/035/eb35_repan34
.pdf>.
43 See

43

44 The

decision 5/CMP.1, annex.
CDM Executive Board clarified that
for project activities that have both A/R and
non-A/R components, in order to avoid
double counting of emission sources, the
emissions associated with A/R activity shall
be accounted for and clearly documented by
the A/R CDM project activity (see EB 38
report, paragraph 28, currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/038/eb38rep.pdf>)
; In accordance with the EB 42 report,
paragraph 35, currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/042/eb42rep.pdf>,
and the EB 44 report, paragraph 37,
currently located
at<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/044/eb44rep.pdf
>, the following sources related to A/R CDM
proposed project activities are insignificant
in A/R CDM proposed project activities and
may therefore by neglected in A/R baseline
and monitoring methodologies: (a) Fertilizer
application; (b) Removal of herbaceous
vegetation; (c) Transportation; (d) Fossil fuel
combustion in A/R CDM project activities;
(e) Collection of wood from non-renewable
sources to be used for fencing of the project
area; and (f) Nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions
from decomposition of litter and fine roots

44

⼏ 5/CMP.1, annex ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
A/R ߮㕖 A/R ߩⷐ⚛ࠍਔᣇߔࠆࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪޔឃ࠰ࠬߩ 2 ㊀ߩ▚ቯࠍ㒐ߋ
ߚߦޔA/R ᵴേߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆឃߪ▚ቯߐࠇޔ
A/R ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߣߒߡ⏕ߦᢥᦠൻߐࠇ
ࠆߎߣࠍ CDM ℂળߪ⊒ߒߚޕ
(EB 38 report, paragraph 28
 <http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/038/eb38rep.pdf>
ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣ); EB 42 report, paragraph 35
http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/042/eb42rep.pdf
߮ EB 44 report, paragraph 37
at<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/044/eb44rep.pdf>
ߦᓥޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ A/R CDM ᵴേߦ㑐ㅪߒߚ
ਅ⸥ߩ࠰ࠬߪᗧߢߥߣߐࠇޔA/R ࡌࠬ
ࠗࡦߣࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰ߢήⷞߐࠇࠆ㧦
(a) ᣉ⢈; (b) ⨲ᧄᬀ↢ߩ㒰; (c)ャㅍ; (d) A/R
CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦ߅ߌࠆൻ⍹⢈ᢱߩΆ
; (e) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࠛࠕߩႺ⇇ᩋߩ⸳⟎ߦ
↪ࠄࠇࠆޔ㕖ౣ↢น⢻ᧁ᧚ߩ㓸; (f) ࠲
߮⓸⚛࿕ቯᧁߩ⚦ᩮߩಽ⸃ߦࠃࠆ㉄ൻ⓸⚛
(N2O) ߩឃ
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from N-fixing trees.
See EB 53 report, paragraphs 41 and 42
and its annex 13 .Procedure for the
submission and consideration of a proposed
new A/R baseline and monitoring
methodology for A/R CDM project activities.,
currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/053/eb53_repan13
.pdf >.
29/46
(f) Socio-economic and environmental
impacts, including impacts on biodiversity
and natural ecosystems.
(b) Project boundary for A/R CDM project
activities
(i) Requirement to be validated
140. The PDD shall contain a description of
the project boundary that geographically
delineates the proposed afforestation or
reforestation CDM project activity under the
control of the project participants.
The proposed A/R CDM project activity may
contain more than one discrete area of land.

53 ႎ๔ᦠޔ
ࡄࠣࡈ 41 ߣ 42ޔannex 13
ࠍෳᾖߐࠇߚޕឭ᩺ߐࠇߚᣂߒ A / R ࡌ
ࠬࠗࡦߣ A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦኻߔ
ࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰ߩឭߣᬌ⸛ߩߚߩᚻ
⛯
߈
ߪ
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/053/eb53_repan13.
pdf >ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

(ii) Means of validation
141. The DOE shall confirm whether the
PDD contains a description of the CDM
project boundary that encircles discrete
areas of land planned for the proposed
afforestation or reforestation CDM project
activity under the control of the project
participants.
142. The DOE shall, through document
review and/or interviews, validate that the
project participants for all areas of land
planned for A/R CDM project activity:

(ii) ክᩏߩᣇᴺ
141. DOE ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߩ▤ℂߔࠆޔ
ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߢߩ
↪߇⸘↹ߐࠇࠆ㔌ᢔߒߚࠛࠕࠍขࠅ࿐ࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߩⷐࠍޔPDD ߇⸥タ
ߒߡࠆ߆ࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ

45

45 EB

29/46
(f) ↢‛ᄙ᭽ᕈߣ⥄ὼߩ↢ᘒ♽ࠍ␠ޔળ⚻
ᷣ߮ⅣႺ߳ߩᓇ㗀ޕ
(b) A/R ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙
ࡦ࠳
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
140. PDD ߦߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔෳട⠪ߩ▤ℂ
ߔࠆޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ
ߩℂ⊛ߥឬ౮ࠍߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳
ߩⷐ߇⸥タߐࠇࠆޕ
ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦߪ৻
ߟએߩ㔌ᢔߒߚࠛࠕ߇߹ࠇࠆޕ

142. DOE ߪޔᢥᦠߩࡆࡘߣ/߽ߒߊߪࠗࡦ
࠲ࡆࡘ߆ࠄޔA/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߢ
↪ߐࠇࠆోߡߩߦኻߒߡࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳ
ട⠪߇એਅߩߎߣࠍክᩏߔࠆޕ㧦
(a) ᣂⷙᬀᨋࠆߪౣᬀᨋᵴേߦኻߔࠆࠦࡦ
࠻ࡠ࡞ࠍᣢߦ⏕┙ߒߚߪࠆޕ

(a) Have already established the control
over afforestation or reforestation activities
or

(b) ᣂⷙᬀᨋࠆߪౣᬀᨋᵴേߦኻߔࠆࠦࡦ
࠻ࡠ࡞ߪ EB 44 ႎ๔ᦠޔannex 1646
ߦᜰቯߐࠇߚࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬߦᓥߞߡ⏕┙ߐࠇ
ࠆߣ੍ᗐߐࠇࠆޕ

(b) The control over afforestation or
reforestation is expected to be established in
accordance to the guidance specified in the
EB 44 report, annex 16.46
The control has to include at minimum the
exclusive right, defined in a way acceptable
under the legal system of the host country,
to perform the A/R activity with the aim of
achieving net anthropogenic GHG removals
by sinks. If the total number of documents to
be reviewed and persons/entities to be
interviewed is not less than ten, then the

⚐ੱὑ⊛ GHG ๆ㊂ࠍ₪ᓧߔࠆߣ߁⋡⊛ߢ
A/R ᵴേࠍታᣉߔࠆߚߦޔA/R ▤ℂߩᮭ㒢ߣ
ߒߡᦨޔૐߢ߽࠻ࠬࡎޔ࿖ߩᴺߢࠄࠇߡ
ࠆභᮭ߇߹ࠇࠆߴ߈ߢࠆࡘࡆޕᢥ
ᦠߣࠗࡦ࠲ࡆࡘߐࠇߚੱ/⚵❱ߩోᢙ߇ 10
એਅߩ႐วޔDOE ߪࠨࡦࡊࡦࠣࠕࡊࡠ࠴
ࠍㆡ↪ߔࠆޕ
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DOE may apply a sampling approach.
(iii) Reporting requirements
143. In the validation report, the DOE shall
describe the documentation assessed and/or
oral statements delivered by persons
interviewed (if any) and conclude on their
acceptability under the legal system of the
host country.
In a case the DOE has applied a sampling
approach, the validation report shall
additionally describe how many sites have
been assessed and how these were selected.

(iii) ႎ๔ߩⷐઙ
143. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߩਛߢޔDOE ߪ⹏ޔଔߒ
ߚᢥᦠߣ/߽ߒߊߪࠗࡦ࠲ࡆࡘ⠪ߩჿߦߟ
ߡ⸃⺑ߒ࠻ࠬࡎޔ࿖ߩᴺߩਅߢߩߘࠇࠄߩ
␜ߔ⸵ኈᕈߦઃߡ⚿⺰ઃߌࠆߎߣޕ
DOE ߇ࠨࡦࡊࡦࠣࠕࡊࡠ࠴ࠍ↪ߚ႐
วޔലൻክᩏႎ๔ߪㅊട⊛ߦޔ▎ᚲߩࠨࠗ
࠻߇ᣢߦ⹏ଔߐࠇ߇ࠄࠇߘߡߒߦ߁ࠃߩߤޔㆬ
ᛯߐࠇߚߩ߆ࠍ⺑ߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥޕ

(c) Selection of carbon pools
(i) Requirement to be validated
144. Proposed A/R CDM project activity may
account for verifiable changes in the
following carbon pools within the project
boundary: above-ground biomass,
below-ground biomass, litter, dead wood,
and soil organic carbon47.
(ii) Means of validation
145. The DOE shall determine whether the
PDD selected the carbon pools to be
considered in the proposed A/R CDM project
activity in accordance with the requirements
of the selected approved methodology.
46 See the document currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/044/eb44_repan16
.pdf>.
47 See decision 5/CMP.1, annex, paragraph
1(a).
30/46
If the approved methodology allows for an
option to exclude certain carbon pools, the
DOE shall confirm that verifiable
information has been provided to justify the
exclusion.
For this, the DOE shall ensure that all
documents referred to in the PDD are
correctly quoted and interpreted.
If relevant, the DOE shall cross check the
information provided in the PDD with other
available information from public sources or
local experts.

(c) ⚛ࡊ࡞ߩㆬᛯ
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
144.ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߩਅ⸥ߩ⚛ࡊ
࡞ߦ߅ߌࠆᬌ⸽น⢻ߥᄌൻࠍ▚ቯߔࠆ㧦ㇱ
ࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬޔਅㇱࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬޔ࠲ޔᨗᱫ
ᧁޔფᯏ⚛ 47ޕ

(iii) Reporting requirements
146. In the validation report, the DOE shall
provide a statement whether the selection of
carbon pools complies with the applied
approved methodology, and if the
methodology allows for the option to exclude
certain pools and the option is selected by
PPs, whether the exclusion is justified for

(iii) ႎ๔ߩⷐઙ
146. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߢޔDOE ߪ⚛ࡊ࡞ߩ
ㆬᛯ߇ㆡ↪ߔࠆᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߦᓥߞߡࠆ߆
ߤ߁߆ޔߚ߹ޔᣇᴺ⺰ߢ⚛ࡊ࡞ࠍ㒰ᄖߔࠆ
ࠝࡊ࡚ࠪࡦ߇ࠄࠇߡ߅ࠅޔPP ߦࠃࠅㆬᛯ
߇ߥߐࠇࠆ႐วߦߪޔ㒰ᄖߩㆬᛯ߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ᵴേߦߣߞߡᱜᒰߥ߽ߩߢࠆߩ߆ߤ߁߆ߩ

(ii) ലൻክᩏߩᣇᴺ
145. DOE ߪޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ᵴേߢ⠨ᘦߔࠆ⚛ࡊ࡞߇ޔㆬᛯߐࠇߚ
ᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߩⷐ᳞ߦᴪߞߡㆬᛯߐࠇߚ߆ߤ
߁߆ࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ
46<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/044/eb44_repan1

6.pdf>ߢ㐿ߐࠇߡࠆᢥᦠࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
ቯ 5/CMP.1, annex, paragraph 1(a)ࠍෳ
ᾖ
30/46
߽ߒᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߢ․ޔቯߩ⚛ࡊ࡞ࠍ㒰
ᄖߔࠆㆬᛯ߇⸵ߐࠇࠆ႐วޔDOE ߪߘߩ㒰ᄖ
ࠍᱜᒰൻߔࠆߚߩᬌ⸽น⢻ߥᖱႎ߇ឭଏߐࠇ
ߡࠆ߆ࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ
ߘߩߚߦޔDOE ߪޔPDD ߢ⸒ߐࠇߡࠆ
ోߡߩᢥᦠ߇ㆡಾߦᒁ↪ߣߎࠆߡࠇߐ㉼⸃ޔ
ࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ
ᒰߔࠆ႐วߦߪޔDOE ߪ PDD ߦ⸥タߐࠇߡ
ࠆᖱႎࠍߪߊߒ߽ޔࠬ࠰⥸৻ߩઁߩߘޔ
ၞߩኾ㐷ኅߥߤ߆ࠄߩᖱႎߣᾖࠄߒวࠊߖߡࠢ
ࡠࠬ࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢࠍⴕ߁ޕ
47
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the project activity.
(d) Eligibility of land
(i) Requirement to be validated
147. Project participants shall provide
evidence that the land within the planned
project boundary is eligible for a proposed
A/R CDM project activity following the most
recent version of the “Procedures to
demonstrate the eligibility of land for A/R
CDM project activities”48.
(ii) Means of validation
148. The DOE shall validate, based on
review of information that reliably
discriminates between forest and non-forest
land according to the particular thresholds
adopted by the host country (exemplary
sources are listed in the above mentioned
procedures) and a site visit, that the area of
land included within the project boundary is
eligible for afforestation or reforestation
activity.
(iii) Reporting requirements
149. In the validation report, the DOE shall
describe how the validation of the eligibility
of the land has been performed, by detailing
the data sources assessed and by describing
its observations during a site visit process.
The DOE shall provide a statement whether
the entire land within the project boundary
is eligible for a proposed A/R CDM project
activity.
(e) Conservative choice and application of
default data
(i) Requirement to be validated
150. Project participants shall ensure that
application of default data in estimation of
the net anthropogenic GHG removals by
sinks results in conservative, but not overly
conservative, estimates. An acceptable
method for satisfying the above-mentioned
requirement is provided in the most recent
version of the “Guidelines on conservative
choice and application of default data in
estimation of the net anthropogenic GHG
removals by sinks”.49
(ii) Means of validation
151. The DOE shall review the PDD to
ensure satisfactory application of
“Guidelines on conservative choice and
application of default data in estimation of
the net anthropogenic GHG removals by
sinks” in order to prevent any
overestimation of reductions in

ჿࠍߔޕ
(d) ߩㆡᩰᕈ
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
147. ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߪ⸘↹ߐࠇࠆࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߩ߇ޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ
A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേࠍታᣉߔࠆߚߩ
ㆡᩰᕈࠍߒߡࠆߎߣࠍ“ޔA/R CDM ࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩㆡᩰᕈ⸽ᚻ⛯߈”48 ߦᓥߞߡ
⸽ࠍ␜ߔޕ
(ii) ክᩏߩᣇᴺ
148. DOE ߪ࠻ࠬࡎޔ࿖߇⸳ߌߚ㑣୯(⸥ߩᚻ
⛯߈ߦઍ⊛ߥ࠰ࠬ߇ࠬ࠻ࠕ࠶ࡊߐࠇߡ
ࠆ)ߦᓥߞߡᨋߣ㕖ᨋࠍㆡᩰߦಽ㘃ߔ
ࠆᖱႎߩࡆࡘߣታ⺞ᩏࠍၮߦࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߩ߇ A/R ᵴേࠍታᣉߔ
ࠆㆡᩰᕈࠍߔࠆ߆ߩክᩏࠍⴕ߁ޕ

(iii) ႎ๔ߩⷐઙ
149. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߩਛߢޔDOE ߪޔㆡ
ᩰᕈߩክᩏ߇߆ߦၫࠅⴕࠊࠇߚߩ߆ࠍ⹏ޔଔ
ߒߚ࠺࠲࠰ࠬࠍㅀߒޔ⺞ᩏਛߩⷰኤ
㗄ࠍ⺑ߒߡႎ๔ࠍⴕ߁ޕDOE ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ౝߩోߦޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ
A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേࠍታᣉߔࠆㆡᩰᕈ
߇ࠆ߆ߤ߁߆ߦߟߡ⸥ㅀࠍߔࠆޕ
(e) ⊛ߥㆬᛯߣ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯ߩㆡ↪
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
150. ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߪੱ⚐ޔὑ⊛ GHG ๆ
㊂ߩផቯߢ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻࠺࠲ࠍㆡ↪ߔࠆ㓙ߦ
ߪޔផቯ⚿ᨐ߇⊛ߥ߽ߩߦߥࠆߎߣࠍ⏕
ߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥߒ߆ߒޕ⊛ㆊ߉ߡ߽ߥ
ࠄߥޕㅀߩⷐ᳞ࠍḩߚߔߚߩᣇᴺߪ“⚐
ੱὑ⊛ GHG ๆ㊂ߩផ⸘ߦኻߔࠆ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻
࠺࠲ߩ⊛ㆬቯ߮ㆡ↪ߦ㑐ߔࠆࠟࠗ࠼
ࠗࡦ ”ߩᦨᣂ ߦ⸥タߐࠇߡࠆޕ49

(ii) ᬌ⸽ክᩏߩᣇᴺ
151. DOE ߪ A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩᚻ
⛯߈ߩⷙቯߦᴪੱ⚐ޔὑ⊛ๆ㊂ߩㆊផቯ
ࠍ㒐ߋߚߦੱ⚐“ޔὑ⊛ GHG ๆ㊂ߩផ⸘ߦ
ኻߔࠆ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻࠺࠲ߩ⊛ㆬᛯ߮ㆡ↪
ߦ㑐ߔࠆࠟࠗ࠼ࠗࡦ ”߇ㆡಾߦㆡ↪ߐࠇߡ
ࠆ߆ࠍ⏕ߔࠆߚߦ PDD ߩࡆࡘࠍⴕ
߁ޕ
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anthropogenic emissions according to the
provisions of the modalities and procedures
for afforestation and reforestation CDM
project activities.
48 See EB 38 report, paragraph 28, currently
located
at<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/038/eb38rep.pdf
>.
49 See EB 46 report, paragraphs 45 and 47,
currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/046/eb46rep.pdf>
and EB 50 report, paragraph 41, currently
located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/050/eb50rep.pdf>
for more guidance on carbon stocks and
biomass stocks.
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(iii) Reporting requirements
152. In the validation report, the DOE shall
describe how the default data were selected
and applied. The DOE shall provide a
statement whether the use of the default
data avoids any overestimation of the net
anthropogenic GHG removals by sinks.
(f) Approach proposed to address non
permanence
(i) Requirement to be validated
153. Project participants shall specify the
approach selectedto address non
permanence in accordance with paragraph
38 of the modalities and procedures for
afforestation and reforestation CDM project
activities.
(ii) Means of validation
154. The DOE shall review the PDD to
ensure an approach to address non
permanence is selected according to the
provisions of the modalities and procedures
for afforestation and reforestation CDM
project activities.
(iii) Reporting requirements
155. The validation report shall describe the
approach selected by the project participants
to address non permanence.
(g) Timing of management activities,
including harvesting cycles, and
verifications
(i) Requirement to be validated
156. Project participants shall plan
management activities, including harvesting
cycles, and verifications such that a
systematic coincidence of verification and
peaks in carbon stocks would be avoided.

EB
38
report,
paragraph
28
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/038/eb38rep.pdf>ࠍ
ෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
48

49 ⚛⫾Ⓧߣࡃࠗࠝࡑࠬ⫾Ⓧߦ㑐ߔࠆࠟࠗ࠳ࡦ
ࠬߦߟߡߪޔEB 46 report, paragraphs 45
߮ 47
http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/046/eb46rep.pdf
߮ EB 50 report, paragraph 41
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/050/eb50rep.pdf>
ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
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(iii) ႎ๔ߩⷐઙ
152. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߢޔDOE ߪ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻࠺
࠲߇ߤߩࠃ߁ߦㆬᛯߐࠇㆡ↪ߐࠇߚߩ߆ࠍႎ
๔ߔࠆޕDOE ߪ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻࠺࠲ߩ↪ߢ⚐
ੱὑ⊛ๆ㊂ߩㆊផቯ߇㒐ᱛߐࠇࠆ߆ߦߟ
ߡߩ⸥ㅀࠍߔࠆޕ
(f) 㕖᳗⛯ᕈߦኻߔࠆࠕࡊࡠ࠴
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
153. ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߪឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ A/R
CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩታᣉᚻ㗅ߩࡄࠣ
ࡈ 38 ߦᓥߞߡޔ㕖᳗⛯ᕈߦኻಣߔࠆߚߦឭ
᩺ߐࠇࠆࠕࡊࡠ࠴ࠍ␜ߔࠆޕ
(ii) ክᩏߩᣇᴺ
154. DOE ߪ A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩታ
ᣉᚻ㗅ߩⷙቯߦᓥߞߡㆬᛯߐࠇߚޔ㕖᳗⛯ᕈߦ
ኻߔࠆࠕࡊࡠ࠴ࠍ⏕ߔࠆߚߦ PDD ߩ
ࡆࡘࠍⴕ߁ޕ
(iii) ႎ๔ߩⷐઙ
155.ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߢޔ㕖᳗⛯ᕈߦኻಣߔࠆߚ
ߦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߦࠃߞߡឭ᩺ߐࠇߚࠕ
ࡊࡠ࠴ߩ⺑ࠍߔࠆޕ
(g) ⓠᤨᦼߣᬌ⸽ࠍ▤ℂᵴേߩᤨᦼ
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
156.ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߪޔᬌ⸽ᤨᦼߣ⚛⫾
Ⓧߩࡇࠢᤨ߇㊀ߥࠆߎߣࠍㆱߌࠆߚߦޔ
ⓠᤨᦼߣᬌ⸽ࠍ▤ℂᵴേߩ⸘↹ࠍ┙ߡࠆޕ
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(ii) Means of validation
157. The DOE shall review the forest
management plan and the monitoring plan
for the proposed A/R CDM project activity to
ensure that a systematic coincidence of
verification and peaks in carbon stocks is
avoided.
(iii) Reporting requirements
158. The validation report shall describe
how the project participants have ensured
that a systematic coincidence of verification
and peaks in carbon stocks would be
avoided.
(h) Socio-economic and environmental
impacts, including impacts on biodiversity
and natural ecosystems
(i) Requirement to be validated
159. Project participants shall submit to the
DOE documentation on their analysis of the
socio-economic and environmental impacts,
including impacts on biodiversity and
natural ecosystems, and impacts outside the
project boundary of the proposed
afforestation or reforestation project activity
under the CDM.50
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(ii) Means of validation
160. The DOE shall confirm, by means of a
document review and/or using local official
sources and expertise, that the project
participants have undertaken an analysis of
the socio-economic and environmental
impacts, including impacts on biodiversity
and natural ecosystems, and impacts outside
the project boundary.
161. Should the above-mentioned analysis
lead to conclusion that any negative impact
that may be considered significant by the
project participants or the host Party was
detected then the DOE shall, by means of
document review, ascertain that a
socio-economic impact assessment and/or an
environmental impact assessment has been
undertaken in accordance with relevant host
Party regulations and the outcome of such
impact assessment is summarized in the
PDD. The DOE shall also ascertain that a
description of the planned monitoring and
remedial measures to address the negative
impacts has been included in the PDD.
(iii) Reporting requirements
162. The validation report shall describe

(ii) ലൻክᩏߩᣇᴺ
157. DOE ߪޔᬌ⸽ᤨᦼߣ⚛⫾Ⓧߩࡇࠢᤨ
߇㊀ߥࠆߎߣࠍㆱߌࠆߚߦޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ A/R
CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩᨋ▤ℂ⸘↹ߣࡕ࠾
࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߩࡆࡘࠍⴕ߁ޕ
(iii) ႎ๔ߩⷐઙ
158. ክᩏႎ๔ߪ߆ߦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇
ᬌ⸽ᤨᦼߣ⚛⫾Ⓧߩࡇࠢᤨ߇㊀ߥࠄߥ⁁
ᴫࠍ⏕ߒߚ߆ߦߟߡ⸥タߔࠆޕ
(h) ↢‛ᄙ᭽ᕈߣ⥄ὼߩ↢ᘒ♽ࠍࠎߛ␠ޔળ
⚻ᷣ߮ⅣႺߦኻߔࠆᓇ㗀
(i) ክᩏߩⷐઙ
159. ↢‛ᄙ᭽ᕈߣ⥄ὼߩ↢ᘒ♽ࠍࠎߛ␠ޔ
ળ⚻ᷣ߮ⅣႺߦኻߔࠆᓇ㗀ޔ߮ CDM ߣߒ
ߡታᣉߐࠇࠆޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ A/R ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴ
േߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߩᄖㇱ߳ߩᓇ㗀
ߩಽᨆߦ㑐ߔࠆᢥᦠࠍ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔෳട⠪ߪ
DOE ߦឭߔࠆޕ50
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(ii) ലൻክᩏߩᣇᴺ
160. ᢥᦠߩࡆࡘߣ/߽ߒߊߪၞߩ⊛ߥ
࠰ࠬ߿ኾ㐷⊛ߥᖱႎ߆ࠄ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔෳട
⠪߇‛↢ޔᄙ᭽ᕈߣ⥄ὼߩ↢ᘒ♽ࠍࠎߛ␠ޔ
ળ⚻ᷣ߮ⅣႺߦኻߔࠆᓇ㗀ޔ߮ CDM ߣߒ
ߡታᣉߐࠇࠆឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ A/R ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ
ߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ࡃ࠙ࡦ࠳ߩᄖㇱ߳ߩᓇ㗀ߩ
ಽᨆࠍታᣉߒߚߎߣߩ⏕ࠍߣࠆޕ
161. ߽ߒ⸥ߩಽᨆߢ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔෳട⠪
߽ߒߊߪࡎࠬ࠻࿖߇ᗧߣߺߥߔࡀࠟ࠹ࠖࡉߥ
ᓇ㗀߇ࠆߣ⚿⺰ઃߌࠄࠇߚ႐วޔDOE ߪᢥ
ᦠߩࡆࡘߦࠃߞߡ␠ޔળ⚻ᷣ߮ⅣႺߦኻ
ߔࠆᓇ㗀ߩ⹏ଔ߇ࡎࠬ࠻࿖ߩᴺߦᓥߞߡᒁ߈
ฃߌࠄࠇߥ߁ࠃߩߎޔᓇ㗀⹏ଔߩ⚿ᨐ߇ PDD
ߦឝタߐࠇߚ߆ࠍ⏕߆ࠆޕDOE ߪ߹ߚ↹⸘ޔ
ߐࠇߚࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩ⺑ߣᢇᷣភ⟎ߪޔPDD
ߦ߹ࠇߡࠆࡀࠟ࠹ࠖࡉߥᓇ㗀ߦኻಣߔࠆߎ
ߣࠍ⏕߆ߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥޕ

(iii) ႎ๔ߩⷐઙ
162. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߢߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔෳട
⠪߇␠ળ⚻ᷣ߮ⅣႺߦኻߔࠆᓇ㗀ߩಽᨆࠍታ
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ᣉߒߚ߆࠻ࠬࡎߒ߽ޔߚ߹ޔ࿖߇ⷐ᳞ߔࠆ႐ว
ߦߪޔ⸥ࡄࠣࡈ 161 ߩⷰὐߢ␠ޔળ⚻ᷣ
ᓇ㗀⹏ଔ߮/߽ߒߊߪⅣႺߦኻߔࠆᓇ㗀⹏ଔ
ࠍࡎࠬ࠻࿖ߩᴺߦᓥߞߡታᣉߒߚ߆ߤ߁߆ߦ
ߟߡ⸥タߔࠆޕലൻክᩏႎ๔ᦠߪ߹ߚߘޔ
ߩࠃ߁ߥᓇ㗀⹏ଔߩ⚿ᨐߣ࠲࠾ࡕߚࠇߐ↹⸘ޔ
ࡦࠣ߅ࠃ߮ PDD ߦ߹ࠇߡࠆࡀࠟ࠹ࠖࡉ
ߥᓇ㗀ߦኻಣߔࠆߚߦޔᢇᷣ╷ߩ⺑ࠍ PDD
ߦ߹ߣߡ⸒ߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥޕ

whether the project participants have
undertaken an analysis of the
socio-economic and environmental impacts
and, if required by the host Party in view of
paragraph 161 above, a socio-economic
impact assessment and/or an environmental
impact assessments in accordance with
relevant host Party regulations. The
validation report shall also mention whether
the outcome of such impact assessment has
been summarized in the PDD and a
description of the planned monitoring and
remedial measures to address the negative
impacts has been included in the PDD.
4. Project design of small-scale
afforestation or reforestation project
activities
163. Small-scale afforestation or
reforestation CDM project activities shall be
validated using the requirements for
afforestation or reforestation CDM project
activities as described in section 3 above
while taking into account the simplified
modalities and procedures for small-scale
afforestation and reforestation CDM project
activities.51
164. During its validation of a proposed
small-scale A/R CDM project activity the
DOE shall determine whether:

4. ዊⷙᮨ A/R ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻⸳⸘
163. ዊⷙᮨ A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪޔ
⸥ߩ࡚ࠢࠪࡦ 3 ߢߩ⺑ߦᓥޔዊⷙᮨ A/R
CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ◲⚛ൻߐࠇߚታᣉᚻ
⛯߈ 51 ࠍ⠨ᘦߒߟߟޔA/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ᵴേߩⷐઙߣᾖࠄߒวࠊߖߡክᩏߐࠇࠆޕ

164. ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆዊⷙᮨ A/R CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ᵴേߩലൻክᩏߦ߅ߡޔDOE ߪએਅߩߎ
ߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆ㧦
(a) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪዊⷙᮨ A/ R CDM ࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ▸࿐ౝߦ߹ࠆ߽ߩߢࠆ㧧

(a) The project activity complies with the
thresholds for the small-scale A/R CDM
project activities;;
(b) The project activity complies with one of
the types of small-scale A/R project activities
defined in appendix B of the annex to
decision 6/CMP.1 and qualifies to apply one
of the approved simplified baseline and

(b) ࡊ ࡠ ࠫ ࠚ ࠢ ࠻ ᵴ േ ߪ  ޔ ⼏ 6/CMP.1 ޔ
annex ߩ appendixB ߢቯ⟵ઃߌࠄࠇߚዊⷙᮨ
A/R ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ࠲ࠗࡊߩ߁ߜߩߕ
ࠇ߆ߢࠆޔߡߒߘޕዊⷙᮨᣂⷙᬀᨋߘߒߡౣ
ᬀᨋࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦኻߒߡ◲⚛ൻߐࠇߚࡌ
ࠬࠗࡦࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔᣇᴺ⺰ߩ৻ߟߦㆡ↪
ߐࠇࠆ㧧

monitoring methodology for small-scale
afforestation and reforestation project
activities ;
50 In

accordance with decision 5/CMP.1,
annex, paragraph 12 (c), if any negative
impact is considered significant by the

⼏ 5/CMP.1, annex, paragraph 12 ©ߦᓥ
࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊ ޔෳട⠪߽ߒߊߪࡎࠬ࠻࿖
50
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project participants or the host Party,
project participants shall undertake a
socio-economic impact assessment and/or an
environmental impact assessment in
accordance with the procedures required by
the host Party.
51 See decision 6/CMP.1, annex.
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(c) The proposed CDM project activity is not
a part of a debundled large-scale A/R project
activity, in accordance with the rules defined
in appendix C of the annex to decision
6/CMP.1;
(d) The proposed CDM project activity has
been developed or implemented by
low-income communities and individuals as
confirmed by the host Party.
5. Programme of activities
165. The CDM Executive Board has provided
guidance and procedures for registering a
programme of activities (PoA) as a single
CDM project activity52.
In validating a PoA and any CDM
programme activities (CPAs) proposed to be
included in the PoA, the DOE shall, in
general, apply the means of validation and
reporting requirements described in this
Manual.
However there are a number of
requirements unique to PoAs for which
additional instructions are provided below,
the precise extent of validation required in
each of these areas will need to be
determined by the DOE based on the type or
PoA being validated. 53
(a) Operational and management
arrangements for the PoA

߇ߥࡉࠖ࠹ࠟࡀޔᓇ㗀ࠍᗧߣߺߥߔ႐วࡊޔ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߪ␠ળ⚻ᷣᓇ㗀⹏ଔ߮/߽
ߒߊߪⅣႺᓇ㗀⹏ଔࠍࡎࠬ࠻࿖ߩᴺߦᓥߞߡ
ታᣉߔࠆޕ
⼏ 6/CMP.1, annex.ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
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(c) ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪޔᄢ
ⷙᮨ A/R ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇⚦ಽൻߐࠇߚ߽ߩߩ৻
ㇱ ߢ ߪ ߥ ߊ  ޔ ⼏ 6/CMP.1  ޔannex ߩ
appendix C ߢⷙቯߐࠇߚ࡞࡞ߦᓥߞߡ
ࠆޕ
(d) ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߪࡎޔ
ࠬ࠻࿖߇ⷙቯߔࠆㅢࠅޔૐࠦࡒࡘ࠾࠹ࠖ
ߣੱߦࠃߞߡታⴕ⊒ޔዷߐࠇࠆޕ
51

5.ࡊࡠࠣࡓᵴേ
164. CDM ℂળߪࡊࡠࠣࡓᵴേࠍන৻ߩ
CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ 52 ߣߒߡ⊓㍳ߔࠆߚ
ߩᚻ⛯߈ߣࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬࠍឭଏߒߡࠆޕ
ࡊࡠࠣࡓᵴേ߮ߘࠇߦ⚵ߺࠇࠄࠇࠆឭ᩺
߇ߥߐࠇߡࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠣࡓᵴേࠍክᩏߔ
ࠆߦߚࠅޔDOE ߪㅢᏱߢ࡞ࠕࡘ࠾ࡑޔᜰ␜
ߐࠇߡࠆႎ๔ⷐઙߣലൻክᩏߩᣇᴺࠍㆡ↪
ߔࠆޕ
ߒ߆ߒࡓࠣࡠࡊޔᵴേߦ․ߩⷐ᳞߇ᄙᢙ
ࠆߚ(ㅊട⊛ߥᜰ␜ߪਅ⸥ߩㅢࠅ)ޔክᩏࠍฃ
ߌࠆ࠲ࠗࡊߪߊߒ߽ޔᵴേࡊࡠࠣࡓߦࠃߞ
ߡޔฦࡊࡠࠣࡓࠨࠗ࠻ߢⷐ᳞ߐࠇࠆክᩏߩ▸
࿐߇ DOE ߦࠃߞߡ㒢ቯߐࠇࠆᔅⷐ߇ߡߊࠆ
ߛࠈ߁ޕ53

(a) ᵴേࡊࡠࠣࡓߩታᣉߣ▤ℂߩᚻߪߕ
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166. The DOE shall assess the operational
and management arrangements which have
been established by the
coordinating/managing entity in order to
determine whether these arrangements are
suitable for the PoA being validated.
The arrangements shall be sufficient to
ensure that the coordinating/managing
entity will have control of all records and
information related to the implementation of
individual CPAs and will be in a position to
ensure each CPA is being operated in
accordance with the specific requirements of
the programme.
Where the DOE considers the arrangements
to be unsatisfactory or insufficient a CAR
shall be raised and a request for registration
shall not be submitted until the CAR has
been resolved to the satisfaction of the DOE.
(b) Eligibility criteria for CPAs
167. The DOE shall assess the specified
eligibility criteria in the POA-DD in order to
determine whether or not these criteria are
sufficient to ensure that all CPAs would
comply with the CDM requirements
applicable to the PoA, these requirements
will include inter alia the means of
demonstrating the additionality of the CPA
and the applicability of the applied
methodology.
The eligibility criteria represent an essential
element of ensuring the smooth functioning
or programmatic CDM, therefore the DOE
may raise CARs which ensure the ease of
application of the eligibility criteria.
(c) Validation of CPAs
168. The DOE shall assess any proposed
CPA, which a coordinating/managing entity
wishes to include in the PoA, to determine
whether or not it complies with the
eligibility criteria specified in the POA-DD.
The means of validation to determine
compliance with this requirement will be
specific to the PoA.
The DOE may consider a desk review of the
documentation sufficient to determine
compliance in certain instances and may
also consider follow-up interviews and/or
site visits necessary for other types of PoA.
52 See

EB 47 report, paragraphs 70 and 72,
currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/047/eb47rep.pdf>,
for revised guidance and procedures on

166. DOE ߪࠦ࠺ࠖࡀ࠻/▤ℂ⚵❱ߦࠃߞߡ
⸳ቯߐࠇߚᵴേࡊࡠࠣࡓߩታᣉߣ▤ℂߩᚻߪ
ߕࠍޔᵴേࡊࡠࠣࡓߦߣߞߡㆡಾߢࠆ߆ߩ
⏕ߩߚߦ⹏ଔߔࠆޕ
ߎࠇࠄߩᚻߪߕߪ࠻ࡀࠖ࠺ࠦޔ/▤ℂ⚵❱
߇ฦ CDM ࡊࡠࠣࡓᵴേߩታᣉߦ㑐ࠊࠆోߡ
ߩ⸥㍳ߣᖱႎߩ▤ℂࠍⴕޔฦࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴ
േ߇ࡊࡠࠣࡓ․ߩⷐઙߦᴪߞߡታᣉߐࠇߡ
ࠆߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆߩߦචಽߥ߽ߩߢߥߊߡߪ
ߥࠄߥޕ
DOE ߇ਇචಽߣߺߥߔᚻߪߕߦ㑐ߒߡߪޔᤚ
ᱜភ⟎ⷐ᳞߇ߐࠇ⸃߇ࠇߘޔߐࠇࠆ߹ߢޔ
⊓㍳ⷐ᳞ߪឭߐࠇߥޕ

(b) CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩㆡᩰᕈߩⷙቯ
167. ోߡߩ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ᵴേࡊ
ࡠࠣࡓߦㆡ↪น⢻ߥ CDM ߩⷐઙߦᴪߞߡ߅
ࠅⷐߩࠄࠇߎޔઙߦ․ߦޔCDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ᵴേߩㅊടᕈߣ↪ࠄࠇࠆᣇᴺ⺰ߩㆡ↪น⢻ᕈ
ߩ⸽߇߹ࠇߡࠆ߆ุ߆ߩ್ᢿࠍߔࠆߚ
ߦޔDOE ߪᵴേࡊࡠࠣࡓ⸳⸘ߩਛߢ␜ߐࠇ
ߡࠆㆡᩰᕈߩⷙቯࠍ⹏ଔߔࠆޕ

ㆡᩰᕈၮḰߪޔṖߥᯏ⢻߿᭴ᚑߐࠇߚ CDM
ߩ⏕ߦᔅⷐߥⷐ⚛ߢࠆޔߚߩߘޕDOE
ߪㆡᩰᕈⷙቯߩㆡ↪ߩ◲ᤃൻߦߟߥ߇ࠆᤚᱜភ
⟎ⷐ᳞ࠍߔޕ
(c) CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩലൻክᩏ
168. ᵴേࡊࡠࠣࡓ⸳⸘ߢ␜ߐࠇߡࠆㆡᩰ
ᕈⷙቯߦ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ᴪߞߡࠆ
߆ࠍ್ᢿߔࠆߚߦޔDOE ߪࡀࠖ࠺ࠦޔ
࠻/▤ℂ⚵❱߇ࡊࡠࠣࡓᵴേ߳ߩ⚵ߺࠇࠍ
Ꮧᦸߔࠆޔឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆోߡߩ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ᵴേࠍ⹏ଔߔࠆޕ
ߎߩⷐઙߦว⥌ߒߡࠆ߆ߩ್ᢿߩߚߩክᩏ
ߩᣇᴺߪᵴേࡊࡠࠣࡓߦ․ߩ߽ߩߢࠆޕ
DOE ߪ․ቯߩ႐วߩว⥌ࠍ್ᢿߔࠆߚߦޔ
චಽߥᢥᦠߩ࠺ࠬࠢࡆࡘࠍᬌ⸛ߔࠆߎߣ߇
ࠆ߿ࡘࡆ࠲ࡦࠗࡊ࠶ࠕࡠࠜࡈߚ߹ޕ/߽
ߒߊߪᵴേࡊࡠࠣࡓߩ⒳㘃ߦࠃߞߡᔅⷐߥ
⺞ᩏߩᬌ⸛߽ࠅ߁ࠆޕ
52 ᵴേࡊࡠࠣࡓߩᡷ⸓ߐࠇߚࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬߣᚻ
⛯߈ߦߟߡߪޔEB 47 report, paragraphs 70
and 72
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programmes of activities.
53See

EB 53 report, paragraph 40, currently
located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/053/eb53_rep.pdf>
for further information.
34/46
6. Renewal of crediting period
169. When contracted to validate a proposed
CDM project activity for a second or further
crediting period, the DOE shall undertake a
thorough reassessment of the validity of the
original baseline or any updates thereto
proposed by the project participants, and the
corresponding estimation of emission
reductions for the applicable crediting
period, based on the latest version of the
procedures for renewing the crediting
period,54 the latest applicable version of
approved methodology and the means of
validation described in this Manual.
7. Changes to the start date of the
crediting period

<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/047/eb47rep.pdf>ࠍ
ෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
53 ᦝߥࠆᖱႎߪ
http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/053/eb53_rep.pdf ߩ
EB 53 ႎ๔ᦠ ࡈࠣࡄޔ40 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
34/46
6. ࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆ߩᦝᣂ
169. 2 ࿁⋡એ㒠ߩࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆ߦ߅ߌࠆޔឭ
᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩክᩏࠍᄾ⚂
ߔࠆ㓙ޔDOE ߪࠝࠫ࠽࡞ߩࡌࠬࠗࡦ߿
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߆ࠄવ߃ࠄࠇߚᦝᣂߩല
ᕈᦼ࠻࠶ࠫࠢޔ㑆ߦ߅ߌࠆᦝᣂᓟߩឃᷫ
㊂ផቯߩᔀᐩ⊛ߥ⹏ଔࠍᦼ࠻࠶ࠫࠢޔ㑆ߩᦝ
ᣂᚻ⛯߈ߩᦨᣂ 54ޔᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߩᦨᣂ
߮ᧄࡑ࠾ࡘࠕ࡞ߦ⸥タߩࠆലൻክᩏߩᣇ
ᴺࠍࡌࠬߦߒߡⴕ߁ޕ

7. ࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆㐿ᆎᣣߩᄌᦝ

170. The CDM Executive Board has revised

170. CDM ℂળߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻⊓㍳ᓟߩࠢޔ

procedures for requesting post-registration

ࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆ߩ㐿ᆎᣣߩᄌᦝߦ㑐ߔࠆᚻ⛯߈ࠍ

changes to the start date of the crediting

ᄌᦝߒߚ࠻ࠬࡎޕ࿖ߦኻߔࠆⷐઙߪ࠶ࠫࠢޔ

period in which the requirement for the Host

࠻ᦼ㑆ߩ㐿ᆎᣣߩㆃᑧߪޔᜬ⛯น⢻ߥ㐿⊒߳ߩ

Country to reconfirm that the delay in the

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ⽸₂ߦᓇ㗀ߖߕߩࠄࠇߎޔᡷ⸓

start date of crediting period will not affect

ߐࠇߚᚻ㗅ߪޔߚ߹ޔᓟ⊒㐿⊒ㅜ࿖㧔LDC㧕

project’s contribution to sustainable

ߢࡎࠬ࠻ߐࠇߡࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩߚߩ

development has been removed and these

ⷙቯ߽ࠎߢࠆޕ55

revised procedures also contain provisions
for project activities hosted in Least
Developed Countries (LDCs). 55
If project participants wish to delay the start

߽ߒ߽ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇ 1 ᐕએ 2 ᐕᧂḩ

date of the crediting period by more than one

ࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆ߩ㐿ᆎᣣࠍㆃࠄߖߚ႐วߘޔ

year but less than two years, and if project

ߒߡᓟ⊒㐿⊒ㅜ࿖㧔LDC㧕ߦࠃߞߡࡎࠬ࠻ߐ

participants of projects hosted by a LDC

ࠇߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩෳട⠪߇ 2 ᐕએ 4 ᐕᧂḩ

wish to delay the start date of the crediting

ࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆ߩ㐿ᆎᣣࠍㆃࠄߖߚ႐วߦ

period by more than two year but less than

ߪޔDOE ߪ⸥ߩ chapter V, section E,

four years, the DOE shall validate the

subsection 5(d) ߦᓥߞߡࡌࠬࠗࡦࠪ࠽

baseline scenario in accordance with chapter

ࠝߩലൻክᩏࠍⴕ߁ޕ

V, section E, subsection 5(d) above.
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171. The validation report shall contain a
description of the progress made in project
implementation.
Further, the DOE shall validate that the
project participants have obtained written
confirmation from the host Party that the
delay will not alter the project’s contribution
to sustainable development.

171. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߦߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩㅴዷ
ߦ㑐ߒߡߩ⺑߇߹ࠇࠆޕ
ᦝߦޔDOE ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇ࡎࠬ࠻࿖
߆ࠄߩޔ㐿ᆎᣣߩᄌᦝߦࠃࠅࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻߇ᜬ
⛯⊛ߥ⊒ዷߦ⽸₂ߔࠆߎߣߦᄌࠊࠅߪߥߣ
߁ⷐᣦߩᦠ◲ࠍฃ㗔ߒߚ߆ࠍክᩏߔࠆޕ

G. Validation report
172. The validation report shall include the
DOE’s final validation opinion (see
paragraphs 175–176 below).

G. ലൻክᩏႎ๔
172. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߦߪ DOE ߩലൻክᩏߦ
㑐ߔࠆᦨ⚳ᚲ߇߹ࠇࠆ(ޕਅ⸥ߩࡄࠣ
ࡈ 175-176 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣ)
173. ႎ๔ߢߪએਅߩߎߣࠍⴕ߁㧦
(a) ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ CDM
ㆡ↪ⷐઙߣߩㆡวᕈߦ㑐ߔࠆ DOE ߩ⚿⺰ߦߟ
ߡ⸥タ㧧

173. The report shall:
(a) State the DOE’s conclusions regarding
the proposed CDM project activity’s
conformity with applicable CDM
requirements;
(b) Give an overview of the validation
activities carried out by the DOE in order to
arrive at the final validation conclusions and
opinion, including a general discussion of
details captured by the validation protocol
and conclusions related to CDM
requirements;
(c) Reflect the results of the dialogue
between the DOE and the project
participants, as well as any adjustments
made to the project design following
stakeholder consultation.
It shall reflect the responses to CARs and
CLs, and discussions on and revisions to
project documentation.
174. The validation report shall provide at
least the following:
(a) A summary of the validation process and
its conclusions;
54 See EB 46 report, annex 11 .Procedures for
renewal of the crediting period of a
registered CDM project activity, currently
located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Procedures/
reg_proc04.pdf>.
55 See EB 52 report, annex 59 “Procedures
for requesting post-registration changes to
the start date of the crediting period” version
02, currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/052/eb52_repan59
.pdf>.
35/46
(b) All the DOE’s applied approaches,
“findings and conclusions, especially on:
baseline selection, additionality, emission
factors and monitoring”;56

(b) CDM ߩⷐઙߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆലൻክᩏߩታᣉⷐ
✁ߣߘߩ⚿⺰߆ࠄ್ߒߚ⚦ߦ㑐ߔࠆ৻⥸⊛
ߥ⼏⺰ࠍޔലൻክᩏߩᦨ⚳⚿⺰ߣᚲߦ
㆐ߔࠆ߹ߢߦታᣉߐࠇߚክᩏᵴേߩోኈߩ⺑
㧧
(c) ࠬ࠹ࠢࡎ࡞࠳ߣߩද⼏ߦᓥߞߡታᣉߐ
ࠇߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻⸳⸘ߩ⺞ᢛߣޔDOE ߣࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߣߩኻߩ⚿ᨐࠍᤋޕ
ᤚᱜភ⟎ⷐ᳞ޔ⏕ൻⷐ᳞߮ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᢥ
ᦠߩᡷ⸓ߦ㑐ߔࠆ⼏⺰ߩ⚿ᨐ߇ႎ๔ᦠߦᤋߐ
ࠇࠆߎߣޕ
174. ലൻክᩏႎ๔ߪዋߥߊߣ߽৻ߟએߩ
ਅ⸥ߩ㗄⋡ߦߟߡႎ๔ߔࠆߎߣ㧦
(a) ലൻክᩏᚻ㗅ߣߘߩ⚿⺰ߩ⇛㧧
54EB46 ႎ๔ᦠޔannex 11 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
⊓㍳ߐࠇߚ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩࠢࠫ࠶
࠻ᦼ㑆ߩᦝᣂߩᚻ⛯߈ߪ
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Procedures/r
eg_proc04.pdf>ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

EB 52 report, annex 59 “ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻⊓㍳
ᓟߩࠢࠫ࠶࠻ᦼ㑆㐿ᆎᣣᄌᦝᚻ⛯ߦߟߡߪ
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/052/eb52_repan59.
pdf>ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

55

35/46
(b) DOE ߇ㆡ↪ߒߚోߡߩࠕࡊࡠ࠴ߦ․“ޔ
ࡌࠬࠗࡦㆬᛯޔㅊടᕈޔឃଥᢙߣࡕ࠾࠲
ࡦࠣߦ㑐ߔࠆ⊒㗄”⺰⚿ޔ56
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(c) Information on the global stakeholders
consultation carried out by the DOE prior to
submitting the project for validation,
including dates and how comments received
have been taken into consideration by the
DOE;
(d) A list of interviewees and documents
reviewed;
(e) Details of the validation team;
(f) Information on quality control within the
team/of the validation process;
(g) Appointment certificates or curricula
vitae of the DOE’s validation team members.
H. Validation opinion
175. The DOE shall provide either:
(a) A positive validation opinion in its
validation report that is submitted as a
request for registration57; or
(b) A negative validation opinion in its
validation report explaining the reason for
its opinion if the DOE determines that the
proposed CDM project activity does not fulfil
applicable CDM requirements.
If such negative opinion is issued prior to the
submission of the request for registration of
the project activity, in accordance with
paragraph 40 (e) (ii) of the CDM Modalities
and Procedures the DOE shall provide this
validation report to the project participants,
and in accordance with paragraph 18 of the
“Procedures for processing and reporting on
validation of CDM project activities” (EB 50,
annex 48) the DOE shall notify the CDM
Executive Board that such a validation
report has been issued.

(c) ᣣઃ߮㓸ߐࠇߚࠦࡔࡦ࠻ߦኻߔࠆ⠨ᘦ
߇ߤߩࠃ߁ߦߥߐࠇߚ߆ࠍ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ߩലൻክᩏߩ೨ߦ DOE ߦࠃࠅታᣉߐࠇߚࠬ
࠹ࠢࡎ࡞࠳ߣߩోද⼏ߦ㑐ߔࠆᖱႎ㧧
(d) ࠗࡦ࠲ࡆࡘ⠪߮ࡆࡘߐࠇߚᢥᦠߩ
ࠬ࠻㧧
(e) ክᩏ࠴ࡓߩ⚦㧧
(f) ክᩏࡊࡠࠬ߮ክᩏ࠴ࡓߦ߅ߌࠆຠ⾰
▤ℂߦ㑐ߔࠆᖱႎ
(g) DOE ߩክᩏ࠴ࡓߩࡔࡦࡃߩછ⸽ᦠߣ
ጁᱧᦠ
H. ലൻክᩏߩᚲ
175. DOE ߪએਅߩߤߜࠄ߆ߩᖱႎࠍ⸥タߔ
ࠆޕ
(a) ⊓㍳ⷐ᳞ߣߒߡឭߐࠇࠆޔႎ๔ᦠߦ߅ߌ
ࠆࡐࠫ࠹ࠖࡉߥክᩏᚲ 57㧧ࠆߪ
(b) DOE ߇ឭ ᩺ ߐࠇ ࠆࡊ ࡠ ࠫࠚ ࠢ࠻ ᵴ േ߇
CDM ߩㆡ↪ⷐઙࠍḩߚߒߡߥߣ್ᢿߒߚ
႐วߦߚߞ⥋ߦ⺰⚿ߩߘޔℂ↱ߩ⺑ࠍߥߔޔ
ࡀࠟ࠹ࠖࡉߥክᩏᚲޕ
߽ߒ߽࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߩ⊓㍳ⷐ᳞ߩឭߦ
వ┙ߞߡߘߩࠃ߁ߥุቯ⊛ߥᗧ߇ߐࠇࠇ
߫ޔCDM ߩታᣉᚻ㗅ߩࡄࠣࡈ 40 (e) (ii) ߦ
ᓥޔDOE ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߦലൻክ
ᩏႎ๔ࠍઃߔࠆ“ޔߚ߹ޕCDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ߩലൻክᩏಣℂႎ๔ᚻ⛯” (EB 50,
annex 48) ߩࡄࠣࡈ 18 ߦᓥޔDOE ߪ
CDM ℂળߦޔലൻክᩏႎ๔ᦠ߇⊒ⴕߐࠇ
ߚߎߣࠍㅢ⍮ߔࠆޕ

If the negative opinion is issued after the
request for registration of the project activity
has been submitted by the DOE to the
Board, the DOE may request for the
withdrawal of the request for registration in
accordance with the “Procedures for
withdrawal of a request for registration.” 58

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ⊓㍳ߩⷐ᳞߇ឭߐࠇߚᓟ

176. The opinion shall include at least the
following:
(a) A summary of the validation
methodology and process used and the
validation criteria applied;
(b) A description of project components or
issues not covered by the validation process;

176. ᚲߪዋߥߊߣ߽৻ߟએߩਅ⸥ߩ㗄⋡
ࠍ㧦
(a) ലൻክᩏᣇᴺ⺰ߣޔㆡ↪ߐࠇߚክᩏⷙቯ
ߢ↪ࠄࠇߚᚻ㗅ߩⷐ⚂㧧

ߦุ߽ߒ߽ޔቯ⊛ߥᗧ߇ޔDOE ߦࠃߞߡℂ
ળߦߐࠇߚ႐วߪޔDOE ߪ“⊓㍳ⷐ᳞ߩขࠅ
ਅߍߦኻߔࠆᚻ⛯߈”ߦᓥߞߡ⊓㍳ⷐ᳞ߩขࠅ
ਅߍࠍⷐ᳞ߢ߈ࠆޕ58

(b) ലൻክᩏᚻ㗅ߢࠞࡃߐࠇߥ߆ߞߚࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻᭴ᚑⷐ⚛߿ߘߩ㗴ὐߦ㑐ߔࠆ⚦㧧
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56See

56CDM

ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩലൻክᩏߦ㑐ߔ
ࠆ ಣ ℂ ߣ ႎ ๔ ߦ ኻ ߔ ࠆ ᚻ ⛯ ߈ ߪ
http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Procedures/va
lid_proc02.pdf ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

the document .Procedures for

processing and reporting on validation of
CDM project activities. Currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Procedures/
valid_proc02.pdf>.
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57<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fi

See EB 54 report, paragraph 57, currently

<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fi

leStorage/JFZ3XEVTQP4S2AH5OMD8RL19
WBU60Y> ߦឝタߐࠇߡࠆ EB54 ႎ๔ᦠޔ
ࡄࠣࡈ 57 ߘߒߡ annex 28 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

leStorage/JFZ3XEVTQP4S2AH5OMD8RL1

ឭ᩺ߣᬌ⸛ᚻ⛯߈ߦኻߒߡޔ

9WBU60Y>, and its annex 28.

<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fil

Procedures for requests for registration of

eStorage/A9MIDXRO63V1YGCWTBSJP05H

proposed CDM project activities., currently

2LQEF4> ߦ⸥タߩឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆCDMࡊࡠࠫࠚ

located at <

ࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ⊓㍳ⷐ᳞ߦኻߔࠆᚻ⛯߈ࠍෳᾖߩߎ

https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/File

ߣޕ

located at

Storage/A9MIDXRO63V1YGCWTBSJP05H
2LQEF4> for submission and consideration
procedures.
58

See EB 54 report, paragraph 55, currently

58https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fil

located at

eStorage/JFZ3XEVTQP4S2AH5OMD8RL19

<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fi

WBU60Y ߦឝタߩEB54ႎ๔ᦠࡈࠣࡄޔ

leStorage/JFZ3XEVTQP4S2AH5OMD8RL1

55ߣannex 27ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

9WBU60Y>, and its annex 27,

<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fil
eStorage/AR8DSMP0JOETFN9L34X56IHYC
7WGV2>.
ߦឝタߩ⊓㍳ߦኻߔࠆⷐ᳞ขࠅਅߍᚻ⛯߈ࠍෳ
ᾖߩߎߣޕ

Procedures for withdrawal of a request for
registration., currently located at
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fi
leStorage/AR8DSMP0JOETFN9L34X56IHY
C7WGV2>.
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(c) A summary of the validation conclusions;
(d) A statement on the validation of the
expected emission reductions;
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(c) ክᩏߩ⚿⺰ߩⷐ⚂㧧
(d) ੍ᗐߐࠇࠆឃᷫ㊂ߩክᩏߦ㑐ߔࠆჿ
㧧

(e) A statement whether the proposed CDM

(e) ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆCDMࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇⸒ߐ

project activity meets the stated criteria.

ࠇߡࠆⷙቯߦᴪߞߡࠆ߆ߩჿޕ

VI. CDM Verification requirements based
on paragraph 62 of the CDM modalities and
procedures
A. Objective of verification
177. In carrying out its verification work, the
DOE shall ensure that the project activity

VI.

CDM ߩታᣉᚻ㗅 ࡈࠣࡄޔ62 ߦၮ
ߚ CDM ߩᬌ⸽ⷐ᳞㗄

A. ᬌ⸽ߩ⋡⊛
177. ᬌ⸽ᬺࠍታᣉߔࠆਛߢޔDOE ߪࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ CDM ߩࡕ࠳࠹ࠖߣᚻ⛯߈ߩ
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complies with the requirements of
paragraph 62 of the CDM modalities and
procedures.
178. Based on the applicable requirements of
paragraph 62 of the CDM modalities and
procedures, this assessment shall:
(a) Ensure that the project activity has been
implemented and operated as per the
registered PDD and that all physical
features (technology, project equipment, and
monitoring and metering equipment) of the
project are in place;
(b) Ensure that the monitoring report and
other supporting documents provided are
complete in accordance with latest
applicable version of the completeness
checklist for requests for issuance of CERs 59
and verifiable and in accordance with
applicable CDM requirements;
The CDM Executive Board provided a
standardized format for monitoring report to
improve consistency in reporting of the
implementation and monitoring of the
project activity by project participants;60
(c) Ensure that actual monitoring systems
and procedures comply with the monitoring
systems and procedures described in the
monitoring plan and the approved
methodology;
(d) Evaluate the data recorded and stored as
per the monitoring methodology.
B. Verification approach
179. The DOE shall assess and verify that
the implementation of the project activity
and the steps taken to report emission
reductions comply with the CDM criteria
and relevant guidance provided by the CMP
and the CDM Executive Board.
180. This assessment shall involve a review
of relevant documentation as well as an
on-site visit(s) in accordance with
paragraphs 59–62 above.
The information to be verified is described in
paragraph 181 below.
59See

ࡄࠣࡈ 62 ߩⷐ᳞㗄ߦᴪߞߡࠆ߆ߤ߁
߆ࠍ್ᢿߔࠆޕ
178. CDM ߩታᣉᚻ㗅 ࡈࠣࡄޔ62 ߩㆡ↪
ⷐઙߦၮ߈ޔએਅߩߎߣࠍ⹏ଔߔࠆ㧦
(a) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ PDD ߦᓥߞߡታᣉߐ
ࠇߡࠆ߆‛ߩߡోߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊߚ߹ޔℂ⊛
․ᕈ(ᛛⴚⵝ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔ
ࠣ⸘ޔ᷹ⵝ)߇ㆡಾߢࠆ߆ࠍ⏕ߔࠆ㧧
(b) CER59 ߩ⊒ⴕߩߚߦⷐ᳞ߐࠇࠆቢోᕈߩ
࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢࠬ࠻ߩㆡ↪น⢻ߥᦨᣂߩࡃ࡚ࠫࡦ
ߦᔕߓߡࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣႎ๔ߣߘߩઁߩᔅⷐᢥᦠ
ߦ⪭ߜᐲ߇ߥߊޔᬌ⸽น⢻ߢࠅޔCDM ߩㆡ
↪ⷐ᳞ߦᴪߞߚ߽ߩߢࠆ߆ߩ⏕㧧
CDM ℂળߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔෳട⠪ߦࠃࠆࡊ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩታⴕߣࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩႎ๔ߦ
߅ߡ৻⽾ᕈࠍᡷༀߔࠆߚߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣႎ
๔ᦠߦኻߔࠆᮡḰൻߐࠇߚᒻᑼࠍឭଏߒߚޕ60
(c) ታ㓙ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߣᚻ⛯߈߇ࡕ
࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߣᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߦ⸥タߐࠇߚ
߽ߩߣว⥌ߒߡࠆ߆ߤ߁߆ߩ⏕㧧
(d) ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰ߦᓥ⸥ޔ㍳࠺࠲ߩ
⹏ଔࠍⴕ߁ޕ
B. ᬌ⸽ࠕࡊࡠ࠴
179. DOE ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩታᣉߣឃ㊂
ᷫߩႎ๔ߦ↪ࠄࠇࠆᚻ㗅߇ޔCDM ߩၮḰ
ߣ CMP ߮ CDM ℂળ߇ቯߔࠆ㑐ㅪࠟࠗ
࠳ࡦࠬߦᴪߞߚ߽ߩߢࠆߎߣࠍ⺞ᩏޔᬌ⸽ߔ
ࠆޕ
180. ߎߩ⺞ᩏߢߪ⸥ߩࡄࠣࡈ 59-62 ߦ
ᓥޔ⺞ᩏߣߣ߽ߦ㑐ㅪᢥᦠߩࡆࡘࠍ
ⴕ߁ޕ
ᬌ⸽ߐࠇࠆᖱႎߩ⚦ߥ⸃⺑ߪਅ⸥ߩࡄࠣ
ࡈ 181 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
59<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fi

EB 54 report, paragraph 73, currently

located at
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fi
leStorage/JFZ3XEVTQP4S2AH5OMD8RL1
9WBU60Y>, and its annex 35.
Procedures for requests of issuance of CERs.,

leStorage/JFZ3XEVTQP4S2AH5OMD8RL19
WBU60Y> ߩ EB54 ࡈࠣࡄޔ73 ߣ annex
35 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
CERs ߩ⊒ⴕࠍⷐ᳞ߔࠆߚߩᚻ㗅ߪߩⴕ⊒ޔ
ⷐ᳞ࠍᬌ⸛ߔࠆߚߩࡊࡠࠬߣߒߡޔ
https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/File
Storage/L5E0MV6ADB3X491YJUPN7FQGH
SR2WC ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
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currently located at
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fi
leStorage/L5E0MV6ADB3X491YJUPN7FQ
GHSR2WC> for process of the consideration
of requests for issuance.
60

For details see EB 54 report, paragraph

71, currently located at
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fi
leStorage/JFZ3XEVTQP4S2AH5OMD8RL1
9WBU60Y> and its annex 34 .Guidelines for
completing the monitoring report from
(CDM-MR)., currently located at

60 ⚦ߦߟߡߪ

https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/File
Storage/JFZ3XEVTQP4S2AH5OMD8RL19W
BU60Y ߩ EB54 ႎ๔ᦠ ࡈࠣࡄޔ71 ߣ annex
34 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣ(ޕCDM-MR)߆ࠄߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦ
ࠣႎ๔ᦠࠍቢᚑߐߖࠆߚߩࠟࠗ࠼ࠗࡦߪ
https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/File
Storage/WT31XF9KVUPEMY5IAZC2LHJSN
OGR8D ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

<https://cdm.unfccc.int/UserManagement/Fi
leStorage/WT31XF9KVUPEMY5IAZC2LHJ
SNOGR8D>.
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181. The DOE’s verification of the project
documentation provided by the project
participant shall be based upon both
quantitative and qualitative information on
emission reductions.
Quantitative information comprises the
reported numbers in the monitoring report
submitted to the DOE.
Qualitative information comprises
information on internal management
controls, calculation procedures, procedures
for transfer of data, frequency of emissions
reports, and review and internal audit of
calculations.
182. In addition to the monitoring
documentation provided by the project
participants, the DOE shall review:
(a) The registered PDD, including the
monitoring plan and the corresponding
validation report;
(b) Previous verification reports, if any;
(c) The applied monitoring methodology;
(d) Relevant decisions, clarifications and
guidance from the CMP and the CDM
Executive Board;
(e) Any other information and references
relevant to the project activity’s resulting
emission reductions (e.g. IPCC reports, data
on electricity generation in the national grid
or laboratory analysis and national
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181. ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇ឭଏߒߚࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ᢥᦠߩ DOE ߦࠃࠆᬌ⸽ߪឃᷫߩ㊂ߣ
⾰ߩਔᣇߦ㑐ߔࠆᖱႎߦၮߡታᣉߐࠇࠆޕ
DOE ߦឭߐࠇߚࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣႎ๔ߩਛߩႎ
๔ᢙ߇㊂ߦ㑐ߔࠆᖱႎߢࠆޕ
⾰ߦ㑐ߔࠆᖱႎߪޔౝㇱ▤ℂ▚ޔቯᚻ㗅࠺ޔ
࠲ォㅍᚻ㗅ޔឃ㊂ႎ๔ߩ㗫ᐲ▚ޔቯߩࡆࡘ
ߣౝㇱ⋙ᩏߩᖱႎ߆ࠄߥࠆޕ

182. ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇ឭଏߒߚࡕ࠾࠲
ࡦࠣᢥᦠߦട߃ޔDOE ߪਅ⸥ߩ߽ߩߩࡆࡘ
ࠍⴕ߁ޕ
(a) ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߣኻᔕߔࠆലൻክᩏႎ
๔ࠍࠎߛ⊓㍳ᷣߺ PDD
(b) ೨࿁ߩᬌ⸽ႎ๔ᦠ(ᒰߔࠆ႐ว)
(c) ㆡ↪ߒߚࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰
(d) CMP ߮ CDM ℂળߩቯ㗄ޔ⏕ൻ
ⷐ᳞㗄߮ࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬ
(e) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩឃᷫ㊂ߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆ
ߘߩઁߩᖱႎߣෳ⠨㗄⋡ (e.g.࿖ኅ⊒㔚✂߽ޔ
ߒߊߪ⹜㛎ಽᨆߣ࿖ኅⷙቯߦ߅ߌࠆ⊒㔚ߦ㑐ߔ
ࠆ IPCC ႎ๔ᦠ)࠲࠺ޔ
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regulations).
183. In addition to reviewing the monitoring
documentation, the DOE shall confirm that
the project participants have addressed
FARs identified during validation.
C. Verification methods
1. Means of verification
184. The DOE shall apply standard auditing
techniques to assess the quality of the
information, including but not limited to:
(a) Desk review, involving:
(i) A review of the data and information
presented to verify their completeness;
(ii) A review of the monitoring plan and
monitoring methodology, paying particular
attention to the frequency of measurements,
the quality of metering equipment including
calibration requirements, and the quality
assurance and quality control procedures61;
(iii) An evaluation of data management and
the quality assurance and quality control
system in the context of their influence on
the generation and reporting of emission
reductions.
(b) On-site assessment, involving:
(i) An assessment of the implementation and
operation of the proposed CDM project
activity as per the registered PDD;
61 See EB 52 report, annex 60 .Guidelines for
assessing compliance with the calibration
frequency requirements. currently located
at<https://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/052/eb52_repa
n60.pdf> for details.
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(ii) A review of information flows for
generating, aggregating and reporting the
monitoring parameters;
(iii) Interviews with relevant personnel to
confirm that the operational and data
collection procedures are implemented in
accordance with the monitoring plan in the
PDD;
(iv) A cross-check between information
provided in the monitoring report and data
from other sources such as plant log books,
inventories, purchase records or similar data
sources;
(v) A check of the monitoring equipment
including calibration performance and
observations of monitoring practices against
the requirements of the PDD and the
selected methodology;

183. ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᢥᦠߩࡆࡘߩઁޔDOE
ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇ലൻክᩏߩ㓙ߦ․ቯ
ߐࠇߚㅊടភ⟎ⷐ᳞㗄ߦขࠅ⚵ࠎߛ߆ࠍ⏕
ߔࠆޕ
C. ᬌ⸽ᣇᴺ
1. ᬌ⸽ߩᚻ㗅
184. DOE ߪਅ⸥ߩᬌ⸽ᣇᴺࠍࠎߛߒ߆ߒޔ
ߘࠇࠄߛߌߦ㒢ቯߐࠇߥޔᖱႎߩ⾰ࠍ⹏ଔߔ
ࠆߚᮡḰᬌᩏၮḰࠍㆡ↪ߔࠆޕ
(a) એਅߩ㗄⋡ࠍࡆࡘ㧦
(i) ឭ࠺࠲߮ᖱႎߩቢᚑᐲࠍᬌ⸽ߔࠆߚ
ߩࡆࡘ㧧
(ii) ᷹ቯ㗫ᐲ߮ᱜⷐ᳞ࠍࠎߛ᷹ቯⵝ⟎ߩ
⾰ޔQA/QC ▤ℂᚻ㗅ߦ․ߦᵈᗧࠍᛄߞߚࡕޔ
࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹߮ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰ߩࡆ
ࡘ㧧
(iii) ឃᷫߩታߣߘߩႎ๔ߦኻߔࠆᓇ㗀ߣ
߁ὐߦ߅ߌࠆ▤࠲࠺ޔℂߣ QA/QC ▤ℂ᭴
ㅧߩ⹏ଔޕ
(b)એਅߩ㗄⋡ࠍ⺞ᩏ㧦
(i) ឭ᩺ߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇⊓㍳
ߐࠇߚ PDD ߦᓥታᣉߐࠇߡࠆ߆ߩ⺞ᩏ㧧
61

᷹ቯ㗫ᐲߩⷐ᳞ߦᔕߓߡ⹏ଔߔࠆߚߩࠟࠗ
࠼ࠗࡦߩ⚦ߪ
https://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/052/eb52_repan60.
pdf ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
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(ii) ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣࡄࡔ࠲ߩᚑޔว▚ޔႎ
๔ߦ㑐ߔࠆᖱႎߩᵹࠇࠍ⏕㧧
(iii) PDD ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߦᓥߞߡࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ߩታᣉߣ࠺࠲㓸ᚻ㗅߇ⴕࠊࠇߚߎߣ
ࠍ㑐ଥ⠪ߣߩ㕙⺣ߢ⏕㧧
(iv) ᬀᨋ⸥㍳ࡁ࠻⸥⾼ޔ࠻ࡦࡌࡦࠗޔ㍳
ߥߤߩઁߩ࠺࠲߆ࠄߩᖱႎߣࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣႎ
๔߆ࠄߩᖱႎࠍࠢࡠࠬ࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢ㧧
(v) ᱜᬺ߿ PDD ߮ㆬᛯߒߚᣇᴺ⺰ߦ
ߔࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᬺߩⷰኤࠍ࠲࠾ࡕޔ
ࡦࠣⵝ⟎ߩ࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢޕ
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(vi) A review of calculations and
assumptions made in determining the GHG
data and emission reductions;
(vii) An identification of quality control and
quality assurance procedures in place to
prevent or identify and correct any errors or
omissions in the reported monitoring
parameters.
2. Quality of evidence
185. When verifying the reported emission
reductions, the DOE shall ensure that there
is a clear audit trail that contains the
evidence and records that validate or
invalidate the stated figures.
It shall include the source documents that
form the basis for assumptions and other
information underlying the GHG data.

(vi) GHG ࠺࠲߮ឃᷫ㊂ࠍቯߔࠆߦ
ߚߞߡߩផቯ୯ߣ▚ቯ୯ߩ⏕㧧

186. Matters to address when assessing the
audit trail include:
(a) Whether sufficient evidence is available,
both in terms of frequency (time period
between evidence) and in covering the full
monitoring period;
(b) The source and nature of the evidence
(external or internal, oral or documented,
etc.);
(c) If comparable information is available
from sources other than that used in the
monitoring report, then the DOE shall cross
check the monitoring report against the
other sources to confirm that the stated
figures are correct.
187. The DOE shall assess that the data
collection system meets the requirements of
the monitoring plan as per the applied
methodology.
188. The DOE shall only certify emission
reductions that are based upon verifiable
evidence.
3. Clarification requests, corrective action
requests and forward action requests
189. The DOE, during its verification, shall
identify issues related to the monitoring,
implementation or operations of the
proposed CDM project activity that could
impair the capacity of the proposed CDM
project activity to achieve emission
reductions or influence the reporting of
emission reductions.
The DOE shall identify, discuss and
conclude these issues in the verification
report.
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186. ⋙ᩏ⸽〔ߩ⺞ᩏߩ㓙ߦ㗴ߣߥࠆὐ㧦

(vii) ႎ๔ߐࠇߚࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣࡄࡔ࠲ߩࠛ
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(c) ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣႎ๔ߢ↪ߐࠇߚ߽ߩߢߥ
࠰ࠬ߆ࠄߩᲧセߩߚߩᖱႎ߇↪ߢ߈ࠆ႐
วޔDOE ߪߍࠄࠇߚᢙ୯߇ᱜ⏕ߢࠆߎߣ
ࠍ⏕ߔࠆߚߦࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔႎ๔ߣߘߩ߶
߆ߩ࠰ࠬߣࠢࡠࠬ࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢߔࠆޕ
187. DOE ߪㆡ↪ߒߚᣇᴺ⺰߇ᜰቯߔࠆߣ߅
ࠅ࠲࠺ޔ㓸ࠪࠬ࠹ࡓ߇ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߦ
ᴪߞߡࠆ߆⹏ଔߔࠆޕ
188. DOE ߪᬌ⸽น⢻ߥ⸽ߦၮߚឃᷫ
㊂ߩߺ⸽ߔࠆޕ
3. ⏕ൻⷐ᳞ޔᤚᱜភ⟎ⷐ᳞߮
ㅊടភ⟎ⷐ᳞
189㧚DOE ߪᬌ⸽ᬺߩ㑆ޔឃᷫࠍ㆐ᚑ
ߒޔឃᷫႎ๔ߦᓇ㗀ࠍਈ߃ࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫ
ࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩẜജࠍ⪭ߣߒᓧࠆࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔ
ࠣߩታᣉ߿ CDM ᵴേߦ㑐ㅪߒߚ㗴ὐࠍ․ቯ
ߔࠆޕ
DOE ߪߎࠇࠄߩ㗴ὐࠍᬌ⸽ႎ๔ߩਛߢ⏕
ޔ⠨ኤߒࠍ⺰⚿ޔߔޕ
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190. The DOE shall raise a CAR if one of the
following occurs:
(a) Non-conformities with the monitoring
plan or methodology are found in monitoring
and reporting, or if the evidence provided to
prove conformity is insufficient;
(b) Mistakes have been made in applying
assumptions, data or calculations of
emission reductions that will impair the
estimate of emission reductions;
(c) Issues identified in a FAR during
validation to be verified during verification
have not been resolved by the project
participants.
191. The DOE shall raise a clarification
request (CL) if information is insufficient or
not clear enough to determine whether the
applicable CDM requirements have been
met.
192. All CARs and CLs raised by the DOE
during verification shall be resolved prior to
submitting a request for issuance.

190. DOE ߪਅ⸥ߩᘒ߇৻ߟߢ߽⊒↢ߒߚ႐
วߪޔᤚᱜភ⟎ⷐ᳞ࠍߔޕ
(a) ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹߽ߒߊߪᣇᴺ⺰ߣߩߕࠇ
߇ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߣႎ๔ߢߟ߆ߞߚ႐วߒ߽ޔ
ߊߪߘࠇࠄߦḰߒߡࠆ⸽߇ਇචಽߢࠆ
႐ว㧧
(b) ឃᷫ㊂ߩផቯߩ▚⸘ߪߊߒ߽࠲࠺ޔ
ਛߢࠛ߇ߥߐࠇޔឃᷫ㊂ߩផቯ୯ߦᓇ
㗀ࠍਈ߃ࠆ႐ว㧧
(c) ലൻክᩏߩ㓙ߩㅊടភ⟎ⷐ᳞ߢ․ቯߐࠇ
ߚᬌ⸽߇ᔅⷐߥ㗴ὐ߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔෳട⠪
ߦࠃߞߡଐὼߣߒߡ⸃ߐࠇߡߥ႐ว㧧
191. DOE ߪޔCDM ߩㆡ↪ⷐઙࠍḩߚߒߡ
ࠆ߆ߤ߁߆ࠍ್ᢿߔࠆߚߩᖱႎ߇ਇචಽߢ
ߞߚࠅਇ⏕ߥ႐วߦ⏕ൻⷐ᳞㗄ࠍឭ␜ߔ
ࠆޕ

193. The DOE shall raise a FAR during
verification for actions if the monitoring and
reporting require attention and/or
adjustment for the next verification period.
194. The DOE shall report on all CARs, CLs
and FARs in its verification report.
This reporting shall be undertaken in a
transparent manner that allows the reader
to understand the nature of the issue raised,
the nature of the responses provided by the
project participants, the means of
verification of such responses and clear
references to any resulting changes in the
monitoring report or supporting annexes.
D. Verification of specific requirements
1. Project implementation in accordance
with the registered project design document
(i) Requirement to be verified
195. The DOE shall identify any concerns
related to the conformity of the actual
project activity and its operation with the
registered project design document.62
(ii) Means of verification

192. DOE ߩᬌ⸽ᬺਛߦឭ␜ߐࠇࠆోߡߩᤚ
ᱜភ⟎ⷐ᳞㗄ߣ⏕ൻⷐ᳞㗄ߪ࠶ࠫࠢޔ
࠻ߩ⊒ⴕⷐ᳞ࠍឭߔࠆ೨ߦ⸃ߐࠇߥߌࠇ߫
ߥࠄߥޕ
193. DOE ߪࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ߮ႎ๔߇ᰴ࿁ߩᬌ
⸽ᦼ㑆ߩ㓙ߦᵈᗧ߮/߽ߒߊߪ⺞ᢛ߇ᔅⷐߣ
ߥࠆ႐วޔㅊടភ⟎ⷐ᳞㗄ࠍឭ␜ߔࠆޕ
194. DOE ߪోߡߩ⏕ൻⷐ᳞㗄ޔᤚᱜភ⟎
ⷐ᳞㗄߮ㅊടភ⟎ⷐ᳞㗄ߦ㑐ߔࠆႎ๔ࠍ
ᬌ⸽ႎ๔ߩਛߢⴕ߁ޕ
ᶋߒߚ㗴ߩᕈ⾰߿ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߩኻ
ᔕߩᕈ⾰ߩࠄࠇߎޔኻᔕߩᬌ⸽ᣇᴺ࠲࠾ࡕޔ
ࡦࠣႎ๔߽ߒߊߪഥ⊛ߥ Annex ߦ߅ߌࠆޔ
⚿ᨐ⊛ߦ⊒↢ߒߚᄌൻߦ㑐ߔࠆ⸒ࠍ⺒⠪߇ℂ
⸃ߢ߈ࠆࠃ߁ߥㅘᕈߩࠆᣇᴺߢߩߎޔႎ๔
ߪߥߐࠇࠆޕ
D. ․ߥⷐઙߩᬌ⸽
1. ⊓㍳ߒߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻⸳⸘ᦠߦᓥߞߡߩࡊ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩታᣉ
(i) ᬌ⸽ߐࠇࠆߴ߈ⷐઙ
195. DOE ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻⸳⸘ᦠߣߩࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߮ߘߩታᣉ⁁ᴫߩว⥌ߦ㑐ࠊࠆ
㗴ὐࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ62
(ii) ᬌ⸽ߩᣇᴺ
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196. The DOE shall, by means of an on-site
visit, assess that all physical features of the
proposed CDM project activity proposed in
the registered PDD are in place and that the
project participants has operated the
proposed CDM project activity as per the
registered PDD.If an on-site visit is not
conducted, the DOE shall justify the
rationale of the decision.

196. DOE ߪታ⺞ᩏࠍⴕޔPDD ߦ⸥タߩ
ࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩ‛ℂ⊛․ᕈ߇ᱜ⏕ߥ߽ߩ
ߢࠅ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔෳട⠪߇ PDD ߦᴪߞߡ
ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേࠍታᣉߒߡࠆߎߣࠍ⺞ᩏߔ
ࠆޕታ⺞ᩏ߇ታᣉߐࠇߥ႐วޔDOE ߪߘ
ߩቯߩᱜᒰᕈࠍ␜ߔޕ

197. If the DOE identifies that the
implementation or operation of CDM project
activity does not conform with the
description contained in the registered PDD,
the DOE shall conduct an assessment on the
potential impacts due to these changes
following the relevant guidelines established
by the CDM Executive Board63 and based on
this assessment, the DOE shall submit a
notification or a request for approval of
changes from the project activity as
described in the registered PDD prior to the
conclusion of the verification/certification for
the corresponding monitoring period.64
62 See decision 3/CMP.1, annex, paragraph
62 (g).
63See EB 48 report, paragraph 73, currently
located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/048/eb48rep.pdf>,
and its annex 67, “Guidelines on assessment
of different types of changes from the project
activity as described in the registered PDD”,
currently located at
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/048/eb48_repan6
7.pdf >.
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(iii) Reporting requirements
198. For each monitoring period, the
verification report shall describe:
(a) The implementation status of the project.
For project activities that consist of more
than one site, the report shall clearly
describe the status of implementation and
starting date of operation for each site.
For CDM project activities with phased
implementation, the report shall state the
progress of the proposed CDM project
activity achieved in the each phase under
verification;
If the phased-implementation is delayed, the

197. DOE ߇ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇ PDD ߦ
ᴪߞߚ߽ߩߢߥߣ್ᢿߒߚ႐วޔCDM ℂ
ળߩቯߚ㑐ㅪࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬ 63 ߦᓥߞߡࠄࠇߎޔ
ߩᄌᦝ߇߷ߔẜ⊛ߥᓇ㗀ߦߟߡߩ⺞ᩏࠍ
ታᣉߔࠆ⺞ߩߎߡߒߘޕᩏߦၮ߈ޔDOE ߪޔ
ኻᔕߔࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᦼ㑆ߩᬌ⸽/⸽ߩ⚿ᨐ
ࠍਅߔ೨ߦޔPDD ߦ⸥タߐࠇߡࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚ
ࠢ࠻ᵴേ߆ࠄߩᄌᦝߩᛚࠍⷐ⺧ߪߊߒ߽ޔㅢ
⍮ߔࠆޕ64

decision 3/CMP.1, annex, paragraph 62 (g)
ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
63
  એ ਅ ߩ ࠕ ࠼  ࠬ
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/048/eb48rep.pdf>ߢ
㐿ߒߡࠆ EB 48 report, paragraph 73 ߣߘ
ߩ annex 67,
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/048/eb48_repan67
.pdf >ߢ㐿ߐࠇߡࠆ“PDD ⸥タ㗄ߣ⇣ߥ
ࠆ࠲ࠗࡊߩᄌᦝߩ⹏ଔࠟࠗ࠼ࠗࡦ ”ࠍෳᾖߩ
ߎߣޕ
62
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(iii) ႎ๔ⷐઙ
198. ฦࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᦼ㑆ߦ߅ߡޔᬌ⸽ႎ๔
ߪએਅߩߎߣࠍㅀߔࠆ㧦
(a) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩታᣉ⁁ᴫ▎৻ޕᚲએߩ႐
ᚲߢⴕࠊࠇࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦ㑐ߒߡޔฦࠛ
ࠕߦ߅ߌࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ታᣉ⁁ᴫߣ㐿ᆎᣣࠍ
⏕ߦ⸥タߔࠆޕ
Ბ㓏⊛ߦታⴕߐࠇࠆ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߩ႐
วޔฦᲑ㓏ߢታᣉߐࠇߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩㅴ
⁁ᴫࠍႎ๔ߔࠆ㧧
߽ߒ߽Ბ㓏⊛ߥታᣉ߇ㆃࠇࠆ႐วߪޔႎ๔ᦠߪ
ߘߩℂ↱ࠍ⏕ߦ⺑ߒ੍ޔቯߐࠇࠆታᣉᣣࠍ
ឭ␜ߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥޕ

report shall clearly describe the reasons and
present the expected implementation dates;
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(b) The actual operation of the proposed
CDM project activity;
(c) Information (data and variables) provided
in the monitoring report that is different
from that stated in the registered PDD and
has caused an increase in estimates of the
emission reductions in the current
monitoring period or is highly likely to
increase the estimates of emission
reductions in the future monitoring
periods;65
(d) Any approvals of the necessary request of
notification or request for approval of
changes from the project activity as
described in the registered PDD.
2. Compliance of the monitoring plan with
the monitoring methodology
(i) Requirement to be verified
199. The monitoring plan of the proposed
CDM project activity shall comply with the
applied methodology.66
(ii) Means of verification
200. The DOE shall verify that the validated
monitoring plan is in accordance with the
approved methodology applied by the
proposed CDM project activity.
201. If during verification, the DOE
concludes that the monitoring plan is not in
accordance with the monitoring
methodology, the DOE shall request a
revision to the monitoring plan prior to
concluding its verification and making its
certification decision.
The DOE may request for revision of the
monitoring plan covering the monitoring
period under verification, for approval by the
CDM Executive Board.67
64 See EB 48 report, paragraph 73, currently
located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/048/eb48rep.pdf>
and its annex 66, currently located at
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/048/eb48_repan6
6.pdf>.
65Discrepancies may include higher water
availability than expected in the PDD, which
may increase the electricity output from a
hydropower plant, or a higher plant load
factor owing to higher bagasse availability
during the crushing season, which increases
the production of steam and electricity.
66 EB 33 report, currently located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/033/eb33rep.pdf>,
states that “the Board requested that DOEs

(b) CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߢታ㓙ߦⴕࠊࠇߡ
ࠆᬺ㧧
(c) ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᦼ㑆ߦ߅ߌࠆឃᷫ
㊂ߩផቯ୯ߩࠍᒁ߈ߎߒߚ߹ޔ᧪ߩࡕ
࠾࠲ࡦࠣᦼ㑆ߩឃᷫ㊂ߩផቯ୯ߩ߽
㜞⏕₸ߢᒁ߈ߎߒᓧࠆ PDD ߩ⸥タߣ⇣ߥ
ߞߡࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣႎ๔ߩਛߩᖱႎ(࠺࠲
ߣᄌᢙ)㧧65

(d) PDD ߩ⸥タߣ⇣ߥࠆࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩᄌ
ᦝߩᛚⷐ᳞ߪߊߒ߽ޔㅢ⍮ⷐ᳞ࠍⴕ߁ᛚޕ
2. ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߣ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰ߩว⥌
(i) ᬌ⸽ⷐ᳞㗄
199.ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߪㆡ
↪ߔࠆᣇᴺ⺰ߦᓥߞߚ߽ߩߢߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥ
ޕ66
(ii) ᬌ⸽ߩᣇᴺ
200. DOE ߪലߣߐࠇߚࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹
߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߦㆡ↪ߐࠇߚᛚᷣߺᣇ
ᴺ⺰ߦᓥߞߚ߽ߩߢࠆߎߣࠍᬌ⸽ߔࠆޕ
201. DOE ߇ᬌ⸽ߩ㓙ߦࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹߇ࡕ
࠾࠲ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰ߦᴪߞߡߥߣ್ᢿߔࠆ႐
วޔᬌ⸽ߣ⸽ߩቯࠍਅߔ೨ߦ DOE ߪࡕ࠾
࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߩ⋥ߒࠍⷐ᳞ߔࠆޕ
DOE ߪᬌ⸽ࠍฃߌࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᦼ㑆ోࠍ
ࠞࡃߔࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߩ⋥ߒࠍޔ
CDM ℂળ߆ࠄߩᛚࠍฃߌࠆߚߦⷐ᳞ߔ
ࠆߎߣ߇ࠆޕ67

64<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/048/eb48rep.pdf>
ߢ    㐿 ߐ ࠇ ߡ  ࠆ EB 48 report,
paragraph 73  ߮ ߘ ߩ annex 66
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/048/eb48_repan66
.pdf>ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

⍦⋫ߔࠆᖱႎߩ৻ߟߦ PDD ߩ୯ࠃࠅ߽㜞
น⢻↪᳓㊂߇ࠆߩߎޕ⍦⋫ߦࠃࠅ᳓ജ⊒㔚
ߩ⊒㔚㊂ߩჇട߿ߩࡆࠠ࠙࠻ࠨޔⓠᦼߦࡃࠟ
ࠬ(⛉ࠅ߆ߔ)߇ჇടߔࠆߚߦࠍࠇߘޔΆᢱߣ
ߒߚ⫳᳇⊒㔚㊂߇Ⴧടߔࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ࠆޕ

65

<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/033/eb33rep.pdf>
ߢ㐿ਛߩ EB 33 report ߢ“ℂળߪ DOE ߦ
ኻߒ‘ޔCDM ᚻ⛯ⷙೣࡄࠣࡈ 57 ߦ㑐ߔࠆ
66
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take note of the requirements of paragraph 2
of the ‘Procedures for revising monitoring
plans in accordance with paragraph 57 of the
modalities and procedures for the CDM’, and
requested DOEs to confirm in all verification
reports that the monitoring plan of the
project activity is in accordance with the
relevant approved methodology.”
67 The procedures for revising monitoring
plans are contained in the EB 49 report,
annex 28, currently located at
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49_repan2
8.pdf>.
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202. For monitoring aspects that are not
specified in the methodology, particularly in
the case of small-scale methodologies (e.g.
additional monitoring parameters,
monitoring frequency and calibration
frequency), the DOE is encouraged to bring
to the attention of the CDM Executive Board
issues which may contribute in enhancing
the level of accuracy and completeness of the
monitoring plan.
(iii) Reporting requirements
203. The verification report shall provide a
statement that the monitoring plan is in
accordance with the approved methodology
applied by the proposed CDM project
activity or that the necessary revision to the
monitoring plan or deviation prior to
submitting request for issuance has been
sought and approved by the CDM Executive
Board.
3. Compliance of monitoring with the
monitoring plan
(i) Requirement to be verified
204. Monitoring of reductions in GHG
emissions to result from the proposed CDM
project activity shall be implemented in
accordance with the monitoring plan
contained in the registered PDD68 or the
accepted revised monitoring plan.
(ii) Means of verification
205. The DOE shall confirm that:
(a) The monitoring plan and the applied
methodology have been properly
implemented and followed by the project
participants;
(b) All parameters stated in the monitoring
plan, the applied methodology and relevant
CDM Executive Board decisions69 have been
sufficiently monitored and updated as

ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߩᄌᦝᚻ⛯’ߩࡄࠣࡈ 2 ߩ
ⷐ᳞㗄ߦᵈᗧߔࠆࠃ߁ⷐ⺧ߒߚߡోޔߚ߹ޕ
ߩᬌ⸽ႎ๔ߩਛߢࡦ࠲࠾ࡕߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ࠣ⸘↹߇ㆡ↪ߐࠇࠆᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߦᓥߞߡ
ࠆ߆ߩ⏕ࠍⴕ߁ࠃ߁ⷐ⺧ߒߚޕ

ࡕ ࠾ ࠲  ࡦ ࠣ ⸘ ↹ ߩ ᄌ ᦝ ᚻ ⛯ ߈ ߪ EB49
report, annex 28 ߦ ⸥ タ ߐ ࠇ ߡ  ࠆ ޕ
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49_repan28
.pdf>ߦߡ㑛ⷩนޕ
67
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202. ᣇᴺ⺰ߦ⸥タߩߥࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ㗄ߦ
㑐ߒߡޔߦ․ޔዊⷙᮨᣇᴺ⺰ߩ႐ว(e.g.ㅊട⊛
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣࡄࡔ࠲࠲࠾ࡕޔ࠲ࡔࡄޔ
ࡦࠣ㗫ᐲߣᱜ㗫ᐲ)ޔDOE ߪࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
⸘↹ߩᐲ߿ቢᚑᐲࠍ㜞ࠆߎߣߦߟߥ߇ࠆ
CDM ℂળߩቯ㗄ߦᵈᗧࠍะߌࠆߎߣ߇
ᦼᓙߐࠇࠆޕ

(iii) ႎ๔ⷐઙ
203. ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹߇ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ߦㆡ↪
ߐࠇࠆᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߦᓥߞߡࠆߎߣߒ߽ޔ
ߊߪࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹߿ㅺ⣕ߩᔅⷐߥ⋥ߒ߇
ࠢࠫ࠶࠻ߩ⊒ⴕⷐ⺧ߩ೨ߦታᣉߐࠇޔCDM
ℂળߦᛚߐࠇߚߎߣ߇ޔᬌ⸽ႎ๔ᦠߦ⸥タ
ߐࠇࠆޕ

3. ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ࠍ㗅ߒߚ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
(i) ᬌ⸽ⷐઙ
204. ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേߦࠃࠆ GHG ឃᷫߩ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߪ PDD ߦ⸥タߐࠇߚࡕ࠾࠲ࡦ
ࠣ⸘↹ 68 ߪߊߒ߽ޔᡷ⸓ޔᛚᷣߺߩࡕ࠾࠲
ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߦᓥߞߡታᣉߐࠇࠆޕ
(ii) ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩᣇᴺ
205. DOE ߪએਅߩߎߣࠍ⏕ߔࠆ㧦
(a)ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߣㆡ↪ߐࠇࠆᣇᴺ⺰ߪࡊ
ࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߦࠃߞߡㆡಾߦታᣉߐࠇࠆ㧧
(b) ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ޔᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰߮
㑐ㅪߔࠆ CDM ℂળ 69 ߩቯߢ⸒ߐࠇߡ
ࠆోߡߩࡄࡔ࠲ߪචಽߦࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߐࠇ
ㆡቱᦝᣂߐࠇࠆߪߦ࠲ࡔࡄޕએਅߩ߽ߩࠍ
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applicable, including:
(i) Project emission parameters;
(ii) Baseline emission parameters;
(iii) Leakage parameters;
(iv) Management and operational system:
the responsibilities and authorities for
monitoring and reporting are in accordance
with the responsibilities and authorities
stated in the monitoring plan.
(c)The accuracy of equipment used for
monitoring is in accordance with the
relevant guidance provided by the CDM
Executive Board and is controlled and
calibrated in accordance with the monitoring
plan;
(i) Monitoring results are consistently
recorded as per approved frequency;
68 In accordance with decision 3/CMP.1,
annex, paragraph 56 “Project participants
shall implement the monitoring plan
contained in the registered project design
document”.
69 For example, a decision at the thirty-fifth
meeting of the CDM Executive Board
provides clarification for the project
activities that apply the approved
methodology AM0001. This asks the DOE to
check the value of “w” based on the past one
year period during verification, which was
not clearly stated in the approve
methodology.
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(ii) Quality assurance and quality control
procedures have been applied in accordance
with the monitoring plan.
(iii) Reporting requirement
206. The verification report shall state that
monitoring has been carried out in
accordance with the monitoring plan
contained in the registered PDD or the
accepted revised monitoring plan.
The report shall list each parameter
required by the monitoring plan and clearly
state how the DOE verified the information
flow (from data generation, aggregation, to
recording, calculation and reporting) for
these parameters including the values in the
monitoring reports.
4. Assessment of data and calculation of
greenhouse gas emission reductions
(i) Requirement to be validated
207. GHG emission reductions achieved
by/resulting from the proposed CDM project

㧦
(i) ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ឃଥᢙ㧧
(ii) ࡌࠬࠗࡦឃଥᢙ㧧
(iii) ࠤࠫଥᢙ㧧
(iv) ▤ℂታⴕࠪࠬ࠹ࡓ㧦ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߣႎ๔
ߩ⽿છߣᮭ㒢ߪࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߦᓥ߁ޕ

(c) ࡕ ࠾ ࠲  ࡦ ࠣ ߦ  ↪ ߐ ࠇ ࠆ ⵝ  ߩ ♖ ᐲ ߪ
CDM ℂળ߇ឭଏߔࠆ㑐ㅪࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬߦᓥ
ߦ↹⸘ࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔᴪߞߡ▤ℂޔᱜߐࠇ
ࠆޕ
(i) ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩ⚿ᨐߪᛚߐࠇߚ㗫ᐲߦᓥ
ߞߡ৻⽾ߒߡ⸥㍳ߐࠇࠆޕ
68 ⼏ 3/CMP.1, annex, paragraph 56 “ࡊࡠ
ࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߪ PDD ߦ⸥タߐࠇߚࡕ࠾࠲
ࡦࠣ⸘↹ࠍታⴕߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥ”ߦᓥ߁ޕ
ߣߒߡ ╙ޔ35 ࿁ CDM ℂળߢߪᛚᷣߺ
ᣇᴺ⺰ AM0001 ࠍㆡ↪ߒߚࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ
ߦኻߒߡ⏕ൻⷐ᳞㗄ࠍឭ␜ߒߚߚߩߎޕ
DOE ߪޔᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߦ⸥ߐࠇߡߥ
“w”ߩ୯ࠍޔㆊ৻ᐕᬌ⸽ᦼ㑆ߦၮߡ࠴ࠚ࠶
ࠢߔࠆࠃ߁᳞ࠄࠇߚޕ
69
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(ii) QA/QC ▤ℂᚻ⛯߈ߪࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߦ
ᓥߞߡㆡ↪ߐࠇߚޕ
(iii) ႎ๔ⷐઙ
206. ᬌ⸽ႎ๔ߪ ߇ࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔPDD ߦ⸥タ
ߩࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߪߊߒ߽ޔᡷ⸓ߐࠇߚ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߦᓥߞߡታⴕߐࠇߡࠆߎߣ
ࠍႎ๔ߔࠆޕ
ႎ๔ߢߪࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߢᔅⷐߣߥߞߚฦࡄ
ࡔ࠲ߩ৻ⷩࠍߍޔDOE ߇ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
ႎ๔ߩᢙ୯ࠍࠎߛߎࠇࠄߩࡄࡔ࠲ߩᖱႎ
ߩᵹࠇ(࠺࠲ߩᚑޔว▚⸥ޔ㍳ޔ▚⸘ޔႎ
๔)ࠍߤߩࠃ߁ߦᬌ⸽ߒߚ߆ࠍ⏕ߦ⸥ߔޕ

4.࠺࠲߮ GHG ᷫ㊂ߩ⸘▚ߩ⹏ଔ
(i) ᬌ⸽ክᩏߩⷐઙ
207. CDM ᵴേߩ⚿ᨐᷫߐࠇߚ GHG ឃ㊂
ߪㆬᛯߒߚᣇᴺ⺰ࠍ↪ߡ⸘▚ߐࠇࠆޕ
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activity shall be calculated applying the
selected methodology.
(ii) Means of verification
208. The DOE shall determine whether:
(a) A complete set of data for the specified
monitoring period is available.
If only partial data are available because
activity levels or non-activity parameters
have not been monitored in accordance with
the registered monitoring plan, the DOE
shall opt to either make the most
conservative assumption theoretically
possible in finalizing the verification
report70, or raise a request for deviation
prior to submitting request for issuance, if
appropriate;
(b) Information provided in the monitoring
report has been cross-checked with other
sources such as plant log books, inventories,
purchase records, laboratory analysis;
(c) Calculations of baseline emissions,
proposed CDM project activity emissions
and leakage, as appropriate, have been
carried out in accordance with the formulae
and methods described in the monitoring
plan and the applied methodology document;
(d) Any assumptions used in emission
calculations have been justified;
(e) Appropriate emission factors, 71IPCC
default values and other reference values
have been correctly applied.
(iii) Reporting requirement
209. The verification report shall contain:
(a) An indication whether data were not
available because activity levels or
non-activity parameters were not monitored
in accordance with the registered monitoring
plan as well as any actions taken by the
DOE to ensure that the most conservative
assumption theoretically possible has been
made;
70 For

details see EB 26 report, paragraph

109 (b), currently located at

(ii) ᬌ⸽ߩᣇᴺ
208. DOE ߪએਅߩὐࠍ⏕ߔࠆ㧦
(a) ․ቯߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᦼ㑆ߦ߅ߌࠆ৻ㅪߩ࠺
࠲߇ឥߞߡࠆ߆ޕ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߦᓥߞߡᵴേ᳓Ḱ߽ߒߊߪ㕖
ᵴേࡄࡔ࠲ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ߇ߥߐࠇߥ߆ߞ
ߚߚߦޔㇱಽ⊛ߥ࠺࠲ߒ߆↪ߢ߈ߥ႐
วޔDOE ߪᬌ⸽ႎ๔ߩᚑ 70 ߦߚࠅ߽ᦨޔ
⊛ߥផ⸘ࠍⴕ߁߆ޔ߆ࠇߘޔㆡಾߢࠆߣ
ߐࠇࠆ႐วߦߪⷐⴕ⊒ޔ᳞ࠍឭߔࠆ೨ߦޔㅺ
⣕ⷐ⺧ࠍⴕ߁ޕ

(b) ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣႎ๔ߦࠆᖱႎߪޔᬀᨋ⸥㍳
ࡁ࠻⸥⾼ޔ࠻ࡦࡌࡦࠗޔ㍳⎇ޔⓥಽᨆ╬
ߩઁߩ࠰ࠬߣࠢࡠࠬ࠴ࠚ࠶ࠢߐࠇߡࠆޕ
(c) ࡌࠬࠗࡦឃ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߦࠃ
ࠆឃ⸘ࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔߪ▚⸘ߩࠫࠤޔ
↹߮ㆡ↪ᣇᴺ⺰߇ቯࠆᑼߣᣇᴺߦᓥߞߡ
ታᣉߐࠇߚޕ
(d) ឃ㊂⸘▚ߢ↪ߚቯߪᱜᒰൻߐࠇࠆ㧧
(e) ㆡಾߥឃଥᢙޔ71PCC ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻୯ߣߘ
ߩઁߩ㑐ㅪᢙ୯߇ㆡಾߦㆡ↪ߐࠇߚޕ
(iii) ႎ๔ⷐઙ
209. ᬌ⸽ႎ๔ߦߪએਅߩߎߣࠍ㧦
(a) ᵴേ᳓Ḱ߽ߒߊߪ㕖ᵴേࡄࡔ࠲߇ࡕ࠾
࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߦᓥߞߡࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ߇ߥߐࠇߥ
߆ߞߚߚߦ߇࠲࠺ޔ↪ߢ߈ߥ߆ߞߚ߆ߤ
߁߆ ߚ߹ޔDOE ߦࠃࠅޔℂ⺰ᦨ߽⊛ߥ
ផ⸘߇ታᣉߐࠇߚ߆ߦߟߡࠍ⸥タ㧧

70

⚦ߦߟߡߪ
http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/026/eb26rep.pdf
EB26,paragraph 109 (b)ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

ߩ

<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/026/eb26rep.pdf>.
71

For application of ex-post grid emission

71 ⊒ⴕᲑ㓏ᦼ㑆ߩᓟߩࠣ࠶࠼ឃଥᢙߩㆡ

factor during issuance stage see EB 51

↪ߦߟߡߪޔℂળ 51 ࡐ࠻ࠍෳᾖߩߎ

report, paragraph 89, currently located at

ߣߪ⚦ޕ

<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/051/eb51_rep.pdf

http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/051/eb51_rep.pdf ࠍ

> for further information.

ෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
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(b) A description of how the DOE
cross-checked reported data;
(c) A confirmation that appropriate methods
and formulae for calculating baseline
emissions, project emissions and leakage
have been followed; and
(d) An opinion if the assumptions, emission
factors and default values that were applied
in the calculations have been justified.

(b) ߤߩࠃ߁ߦႎ๔࠺࠲ࠍ DOE ߇ࠢࡠࠬ࠴
ࠚ࠶ࠢߒߚ߆ߩ⚦㧧
(c) ࡌࠬࠗࡦឃ㊂ࠆࠃߦ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔ
ឃߦߚߩ▚⸘ߩࠫࠤޔㆡಾߥᣇᴺߣ
ᑼ߇↪ࠄࠇߚߎߣߩ⏕㧧
(d) ⸘▚ߢㆡ↪ߐࠇߚផ⸘ޔឃଥᢙ߮࠺ࡈ
ࠜ࡞࠻୯߇ᱜᒰൻߐࠇߚ߆ߤ߁߆ߦߟߡߩᚲ
ޕ
E. ㅊട⊛ᬌ⸽ᵴേ
1. ⢛᥊
210.ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪ߪ․ߥᬌ⸽ᵴേࠍⴕ
߁ߚߦ DOE ߣᄾ⚂ࠍࠊߔߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆޕ
DOE ߪ৻⥸⊛ߥᬌ⸽ᣇᴺࠍߣࠅߩࠄࠇߎޔᵴ
േࠍⴕ߁ߦߚࠅޔManual ߩᧄ࡚ࠢࠪࡦߩ
ⷙቯ߮ chapterΨ ࡦ࡚ࠪࠢޔC,D ߢ⸃⺑ߒ
ߚႎ๔ⷐઙߦᓥ߁ޕ

E.

Additional verification activities
1. Background
210. Project participants may contract a
DOE to undertake certain specific
verification activities.
The DOE shall apply the general means of
verification and follow the reporting
requirements described in chapter VI,
section C and D above in carrying out these
activities as well as the provisions of this
section of the Manual.
2. Request for dev
211. If the project participants have deviated
from the provisions of the registered
monitoring plan, the DOE shall submit a
request for deviation prior to submitting
request for issuance72 as well as a request for
deviation form73 through the dedicated
interface on the UNFCCC CDM website
before providing its verification conclusion
or making its certification decision.
The DOE in the request shall provide
complete, clear, and precise assessment and
a description of the impact of the deviation
on the emission reductions from the project
activity.
212. A request for deviation is appropriate
only if a change in the procedures for
estimating or monitoring emissions was
required due to a change in the conditions or
circumstances of the proposed CDM project
activity after it was registered as a proposed
CDM project activity.
The deviation shall be project-specific and
shall not deviate from the methodology to
the extent that a revision of the methodology
would be required.

2. ㅺ⣕ߒߚ႐วߩⷐ⺧
211. ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ෳട⠪߇⊓㍳ߒߚࡕ࠾࠲
ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߩⷙቯ߆ࠄㅺ⣕ߒߚ႐วޔDOE ߪ⊒
ⴕⷐ᳞ 72 ࠍⴕ߁೨ߦㅺ⣕ⷐ⺧ࠍⴕޔㅺ⣕ⷐ⺧
↳⺧ᦠ 73 ࠍ UNFCCC CDM ࠙ࠚࡉࠨࠗ࠻ߩ
ኾ↪ࠗࡦ࠲ࡈࠚࠬࠍㅢߓߡޔᬌ⸽⚿ᨐ߽ߒ
ߊߪ⸽ߩቯࠍⴕ߁೨ߦឭߔࠆޕ

213. A request for deviation is not suitable if:

213. ㅺ⣕ⷐ⺧ߪએਅߩ⁁ᴫߢߪㆡಾߢߪߥ
㧦
(a) ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣࡊࡦ߇ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰
ߦᴪߞߚ߽ߩߢߥ㧧ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߩᡷ⸓

(a) The monitoring plan is not in accordance
with the monitoring methodology applied by

DOE ߪⷐ⺧ࠍⴕ߁㓙ߦߪޔቢోߢޔ⏕ߢޔ
⚦ߥ⹏ଔߣ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᵴേߩឃᷫ߆
ࠄߩㅺ⣕߇ਈ߃ࠆᓇ㗀ߩ⚦ࠍឭߔࠆᔅⷐ߇
ࠆޕ
212. ㅺ⣕ⷐ⺧ߪޔCDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴേ߇⊓
㍳ߐࠇߚᓟߦ⁁ߩ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔᴫ߇ᄌൻߒߚ
ߎߣߦ߁ឃߩផቯ߽ߒߊߪࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣߩ
ᚻ⛯߈ߩᄌᦝߦ㒢ࠅߩߘޔភ⟎ߪㆡಾߣߐࠇ
ࠆޕ
ㅺ⣕ߪࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻නߢ⊒↢ߔࠆ߽ߩߢ
ࠅޔᣇᴺ⺰ߩᡷ⸓߇ᔅⷐߣߥࠆ߶ߤޔᣇᴺ⺰߆
ࠄߕࠇߡߪߌߥޕ
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the project activity; submission of a request
for revision of the monitoring plan would be
more appropriate;74
(b) The request would result in revisions to
the approved methodology;
(c) The request would result in a change in
default parameter values other than those
given in the approved methodology.
72See

ⷐ⺧ࠍⴕ߁߶߁߇ࠃࠅㆡಾߢࠆ㧧74

EB 49 report, paragraph 64, currently
located
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49rep.pdf>
and its annex 26, currently located at
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49_repan2
6.pdf> for procedure. This procedure and its
related form, along with the "Procedures for
requests to the Executive Board for
deviation from an approved methodology"
(EB 49, annex 4), replace the “Procedures for
requests for deviation to the Executive
Board (version 02, EB 24, annex 30)” and its
related form and includes revisions in the
procedures with respect to requesting
deviation prior to submitting the request for
issuance.
73 See EB 49 report, paragraph 64, currently
located at
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49rep.pdf>
and its annex 27, currently located
at<https://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49_repa
n27.pdf> for the form.
74See Chapter VI, sections E3.
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214. A request for deviation that is approved
by the CDM Executive Board applies only to
the monitoring period under verification. If
the deviation from the provisions contained
in the project documentation is to continue
in future monitoring periods, the DOE shall
submit a request for revision of the
monitoring plan.75
215. The verification report shall determine
whether and how the monitoring report
reflects the application of the approved
guidance from the CDM Executive Board
regarding the request for deviation.
3. Request for revision of
the monitoring plan
216. If the monitoring plan is not in
accordance with the monitoring methodology
applied to the registered CDM project
activity and/or does not reflect the actual
monitoring activity based on the registered
PDD, the DOE shall submit a request for

(b) ⷐ⺧ߦࠃࠅᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߩᡷ⸓߇ߥߐࠇ
ࠆ㧧
(c) ⷐ⺧ߦࠃࠅޔᛚᷣߺᣇᴺ⺰ߢឭଏߐࠇߡ
ࠆ࠺ࡈࠜ࡞࠻ࡄࡔ࠲એᄖߩ୯ߩᄌᦝ߇ⴕ
ࠊࠇࠆޕ
72EB 49 report, paragraph 64 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
ਅ⸥ߩURLࠍෳ⠨
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49rep.pdf>
߹ߚߘߩᚻ⛯߈ߦ㑐ߔࠆ annex 26 ߪਅ⸥ࠍෳ
ᾖ
ߩ
ߎ
ߣ
ޕ
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49_repan26
.pdf>
ߎߩᚻ⛯߈ߣ㑐ㅪߔࠆࡈࠜࡓߪ" ޔᛚᷣߺ
ᣇᴺ⺰߆ࠄߩㅺ⣕ߩℂળ߳ߩⷐ⺧ᚻ⛯ " (EB
49, annex 4)ߦᓥ“ޔℂળߦኻߔࠆㅺ⣕ⷐ⺧
ᚻ⛯ (version 02, EB 24, annex 30)” ߣ㑐ㅪߔ
ࠆࡈࠜࡓ߆ࠄ⟎߈឵߃ࠄࠇࠆᦨޕᣂ ߢߪ⊒
ⴕⷐ᳞ߩ೨ߩㅺ⣕ⷐ⺧ߦ㑐ߔࠆᚻ⛯߈ߩਛߩᡷ
⸓ࠍޕ
EB
49
report,
paragraph
64
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49rep.pdf>
ߣߘߩ annex 27
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49_repan27
.pdf>ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ

73

74 Chapter

VI, sections E3 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣޕ
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214. CDM ℂળߦᛚߐࠇߚㅺ⣕ⷐ⺧ߪᬌ⸽
ࠍฃߌࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᦼ㑆ߦߩߺㆡ↪ߐࠇࠆޕ
߽ߒࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᢥᦠߦ⸥タߐࠇߡࠆⷙቯ߆
ࠄߩㅺ⣕߇ޔ᧪ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᦼ㑆ߦ߽ᒁ߈
⛮߇ࠇࠆ႐วߩ↹⸘ࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔᡷ⸓ⷐ⺧ࠍ
ឭߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥޕ75
215. ᬌ⸽ႎ๔ߢߪޔታ㓙ߦߦ߆ߪߊߒ߽ޔ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣႎ๔߇ㅺ⣕ⷐ⺧ߦ㑐ߔࠆ CDM ℂ
ળߩᛚᷣߺࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬߩㆡ↪ࠍᤋߒߡ
ࠆ߆ࠍ್ᢿߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥޕ
3. ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߩᡷ⸓ⷐ⺧
216. ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹߇ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ߦㆡ↪ߐࠇߚࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰ߦᴪߞߡߥ
ߪߊߒ߽ޔ/ዏߟ PDD ߦၮߚታ㓙ߩࡕ࠾
࠲ࡦࠣᵴേࠍᤋߒߡߥ႐วޔDOE ߪ
CER ߩ⊒ⴕⷐ᳞ࠍⴕ߁೨ߦޔUNFCCC CDM
࠙ࠚࡉࠨࠗ࠻ߩኾ↪ࠗࡦ࠲ࡈࠚࠬࠍㅢߓ
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revision of the monitoring plan76 as well as a
request for revision of monitoring plan
form77 via a dedicated interface on the
UNFCCC CDM website prior to requesting
issuance of CERs.
217. The DOE shall ensure that the level of
accuracy and completeness78 in the
monitoring and verification process will not
be reduced as a result of the proposed
revision. The DOE shall, using objective
evidence, assess the accuracy and
completeness of each proposed revision to
the monitoring plan including the frequency
of measurements, the quality of monitoring
equipment (e.g. calibration requirements,
and the quality assurance and quality
control procedures).
218. The verification report shall determine
whether and how the monitoring report
reflects the application by the project
participants of the approved guidance from
the CDM Executive Board regarding the
request for revision of the monitoring plan.
4. Differences between requests for
deviation and requests for revision of the
monitoring plan
219. The table below illustrates the
differences between requests for deviation
and requests for revision of the monitoring
plan.
Comparison between requests for deviation
and requests for revision of the monitoring
plan

ߡ ↹⸘ࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔ76 ߮ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹
ࡈࠜࡓ 77 ߩᡷ⸓ⷐ⺧ࠍⴕࠊߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥ
ޕ
217. DOE ߪࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ߮ᬌ⸽ᚻ㗅ߩ♖ᐲ
ߣቢᚑᐲ 78 ߇⸘↹ߩᡷ⸓ߦࠃߞߡ៊ߥࠊࠇࠆ
߇ߥߎߣࠍ⸽ߔࠆޕDOE ߪቴⷰ⊛ߥ⸽
ࠍ↪ߡޔฦᡷቯ᩺ߩ♖ᐲߣቢᚑᐲࠍߩߘޔ᷹
ቯ㗫ᐲⵝࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔߩ⾰㧔e.g.ᱜⷐ᳞ޔ
QA/QC ᚻ⛯߈)ࠍ⹏ޔଔߔࠆޕ

218. ᬌ⸽ႎ๔ߢߪޔታ㓙ߦࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣႎ๔
߇ CDM ℂળ߇ᛚߒߚࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߩ
ᡷ⸓ⷐ⺧ߦ㑐ߔࠆࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬߩㆡ↪ࠍᤋߒߡ
ࠆ߆߆ࠆߡࠇߐߥ߇ࠇߘߦ߁ࠃߩߤߚ߹ޔ
ࠍ⏕ߔࠆޕ
4. ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߩㅺ⣕ⷐ⺧ߣ
ᡷ⸓ⷐ⺧ߩ㆑
219. ਅ⸥ߩߪࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߩㅺ⣕ⷐ⺧
ߣᡷ⸓ⷐ⺧ߩ㆑ࠍߒߡࠆޕ

ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߩㅺ⣕ⷐ⺧ߣᡷ⸓ⷐ⺧ߣߩᲧ
セ

ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߩㅺ⣕ⷐ⺧ߣᡷ⸓ⷐ⺧ߩᲧセ
ㅺ⣕ⷐ⺧
ቯ⟵

ⷐ᳞ߐࠇࠆᢥᦠ

ᬌ⸽ᦼ㑆ߦ߅ߌࠆ⊓㍳ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ
࠻ᢥᦠ߆ࠄߩᄌᦝ(Ꮕ)ߦ㑐ࠊࠆޔ
CDMℂળߩቯࠆࠟࠗ࠳ࡦࠬߩ
ᑼⷐ᳞
- Ꮕⷐ᳞↳⺧ᦠ   
(F-CDMDEV-ISS)
- ߘߩઁ㑐ㅪ⾗ᢱ

ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߩ
ᡷ⸓ⷐ⺧
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣᣇᴺ⺰ߦᓥ߁ߚ
ߩ♖ߩࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕߚ߹ޔᐲ߮/
߽ߒߊߪቢᚑᐲߩᡷༀߩߚߩޔ
CDMℂળߦኻߔࠆࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ
⸘↹ᡷ⸓ߩᑼⷐ᳞
- ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ᡷ⸓ⷐ⺧↳⺧ᦠ
(F-CDM-REVMP)
- ᡷ⸓ߒߚࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹
- DOEߩലൻߦኻߔࠆᣇ
- ߘߩઁ㑐ㅪ⾗ᢱ

ឭ

UNFCCCߩwebߩኾ↪ࠗࡦ࠲
ࡈࠚࠬ ࠍㅢߓߡޕ
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UNFCCCߩwebߩኾ↪ࠗࡦ࠲
ࡈࠚࠬ ࠍㅢߓߡޕ

ᵈ: Ꮕⷐ᳞߽ߒߊߪࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ᡷ⸓ⷐ⺧ߪ⊓ޔ㍳ߐࠇߚPDDߩᄌᦝߦ㑐ߔࠆࠟࠗ࠳ࡦ
ࠬߩⷐ᳞ߦߪㆡ↪ߢ߈ߥޕ
75 See EB 43 report, paragraph 58, currently
75 EB 43 report, paragraph 58 ࠍෳᾖߩߎߣ ޕ
located
at <http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/043/eb43rep.pdf>
<http://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/043/eb43rep.pdf>.
76 The procedures for revising monitoring
76 ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߩᡷ⸓ᚻ⛯߈ߪ EB 49,
plans are contained in the EB 49, annex 28, annex
28
ࠍ ෳ ᾖ ߩ ߎ ߣ ޕ
currently
located
at <https://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49_repan28.
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49_repan2 pdf>
8.pdf>
77 The form for revising monitoring plans are
77 ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ᡷ⸓↳⺧ᦠߪ EB 49, annex
contained in the EB 49, annex 29, currently 29
ࠍ
ෳ
ᾖ
ߩ
ߎ
ߣ
ޕ
located
at <https://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49_repan29.
<https://cdm.unfccc.int/EB/049/eb49_repan2 pdf>
9.pdf>
78 Completeness refers to inclusion of all
78 ቢᚑᐲߣߪ GHG ឃᷫ㊂ߩ⹏ଔߦ㑐ߔࠆ
relevant information for assessment of GHG ᖱႎߣޔᣇᴺ⺰ߦᔅⷐߥᖱႎᣇᴺ⺰ߦᔅⷐߥᖱ
emissions reductions and the information ႎ ࠍ ో ߡ   ࠆ ߎ ߣ ࠍ ᗧ  ߔ ࠆ ޔ ߫ ߃  ޕ
supporting the methods applied as required. DOE ߇ᬌ⸽ߩᲑ㓏ߢࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߦ߹
For examples, if the DOE identifies an ࠇߥ㕖Ᏹᤨߩឃࠍ⏕ߒߚ႐วߩߎޔឃ
on-site generator for emergency which was ߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆΆᢱᶖ⾌ߩࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ߇ߎߩᚻ⛯
not included in the monitoring plan during
߈ࠍㅢߒߡࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߦ߹ࠇࠆᔅⷐ߇
the verification process, the monitoring of
ࠆޕ
fuel consumption of this generator should be
included in the monitoring plan via this
procedure.
45/46
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F. Verification report
220. Following the principle of transparency,
the verification report shall give an overview
of the verification process used by the DOE
in order to arrive at its verification
conclusions. All verification findings shall be
clearly identified and justified.
221. The verification report shall provide the
following:
(a) A summary of the verification process
and the scope of verification;
(b) Details of the verification team;
(c) Findings of the desk review and site visit;
(d) All the DOE’s findings and conclusions as
to whether the proposed CDM project
activity has been implemented in accordance
with the PDD, the compliance of the
monitoring plan with the monitoring
methodology, the compliance of monitoring
with the monitoring plan and assessment of
data and calculation of GHG emission
reductions;
(e) A list of each parameter specified by the
monitoring plan and a clear statement on
how the values in the monitoring report

F. ᬌ⸽ႎ๔
220. ㅘᕈߩේೣߦᓥޔᬌ⸽ႎ๔ߪ DOE ߇
ߣߞߚᬌ⸽ᚻ㗅ߩోኈࠍޔᬌ⸽⚿ᨐࠍ␜ߔߦ
ߚࠅ␜ߔࠆᔅⷐ߇ࠆߩߡోޕᬌ⸽ߦ㑐ߔࠆ
ᚲߪ⏕ߦ․ቯߐࠇᱜᒰᕈ߇␜ߐࠇࠆޕ
221. ᬌ⸽ႎ๔ߪએਅߩὐࠍ㧦
(a ) ᬌ⸽ᚻ㗅ߣᬌ⸽▸࿐ߩⷐ㧧
(b) ᬌ⸽࠴ࡓߩ⚦㧧
(c) ⺞ᩏ߮⺞ᩏߦ߅ߌࠆᚲ㧧
(d) DOE ߩోߡߩᚲߣ CDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻ᵴ
േ߇ PDD ߦᓥߞߡታᣉߐࠇߚ߆ࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔ
ࠣᣇᴺ⺰ߦࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹߇ᴪߞߡࠆ߆ޔ
ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹߮㧳㧴㧳ឃᷫ㊂⸘▚ߣ
࠺࠲⹏ଔߦᴪߞߚࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ߇ߥߐࠇߡ
ࠆ߆ߤ߁߆ߩ⚿⺰㧧

(e) ࡕ࠾࠲ࡦࠣ⸘↹ߢᜰቯߐࠇߡࠆฦࡄ
ࡔ࠲ߩ৻ⷩߣࠣࡦ࠲࠾ࡕޔႎ๔ߩਛߩᢙ୯
߇ߤߩࠃ߁ߦᬌ⸽ߐࠇߚ߆ߩ⏕ߥ⺑㧧
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have been verified;
(f) An assessment and close out of any CARs,
CLs or FARs issued to the project
participants;
(g) An assessment of remaining issues from
the
previous
verification
period,
if
appropriate;
(h) A conclusion on the verified amount of
emission reductions achieved.
222. The DOE shall describe all
documentation supporting verification in the
verification report and make it available on
request.
G. Certification Report
223. Certification is the written assurance
by the DOE that, during a specified time
period, a proposed CDM project activity
achieved/resulted in the reductions in
anthropogenic emissions by sources of GHGs
as verified.
224. The certification report shall constitute
a request for issuance to the CDM Executive
Board of CERs based on the verified amount
of emission reductions stated in the
verification report.
Once submitted and published, the request
for issuance of CERs is deemed final and a
withdrawal of the request for issuance of
CERs is considered as a cancellation of the
written certification of the verified amount
of emission reductions.
The CDM Executive Board has provided
procedures for the withdrawal of a request
for issuance of CERs.79

(f) ోߡߩ⏕ൻⷐ᳞㗄ޔᤚᱜភ⟎ⷐ᳞㗄
߮ㅊടភ⟎ⷐ᳞㗄ߩ⹏ଔߣ⚦㧧
(g) ೨࿁ߩᬌ⸽ᦼ㑆߆ࠄᒁ߈⛯߈ᔅⷐߥ㗴ὐ
ߩ⹏ଔ(ᒰߔࠆ႐วߩߺ)㧧
(h) ᬌ⸽ߐࠇߚឃᷫ㊂ߦ㑐ߔࠆ⚿⺰ޕ
222. DOE ߪᬌ⸽ႎ๔ߦ߅ߡޔᬌ⸽ߦ↪ߚ
ోߡߩ⾗ᢱߦߟߡ⺑ߒߦ⺧ⷐޔᔕߓߡߘࠇ
ࠄࠍ㐿ߔࠆᔅⷐ߇ࠆޕ
G. ⸽ႎ๔
223. ․ቯߩᦼ㑆ߦ߅ߡޔCDM ࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ᵴേߩ⚿ᨐޔᬌ⸽ㅢࠅੱὑ⊛ߥ GHG ឃߩ
ᷫࠍ㆐ᚑߒߚታࠍޔDOE ߇ᢥᦠൻߒߚ߽ߩ
߇⸽ߢࠆޕ
224. ⸽ႎ๔ߪޔᬌ⸽ႎ๔ߦ⸥タߐࠇߚឃ
ᷫ㊂ߦၮߚ CER ߩ CDM ℂળ߳ߩ⊒ⴕⷐ
᳞ߣߥࠆޕ
৻ᣤޔឭߐࠇ⊒ⴕߐࠇߚ႐วޔCERs ߩ⊒ⴕ
ߩߚߩⷐ᳞ߪޕࠆࠇߐߥߺߣ⊛⚳ᦨޔCERs
㧔⸽ឃᷫ㊂㧕ߩ⊒ⴕߩ⺧᳞ขਅߍߪޔឃ
ᷫ㊂ߩᬌ⸽㊂ߩᦠ㕙ߦࠃࠆ⸽ᦠߩขࠅᶖ
ߒߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
CDM ℂળߪޔCERs㧔⸽ឃᷫ㊂㧕ߩ⊒
ⴕߩ⺧᳞ࠍขࠅਅߍࠆߚߩᚻ㗅ࠍឭଏߒߡ
ࠆޕ79

These procedures ensure consistency, ߎࠇࠄߩᚻ㗅ߪ࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊޔෳട⠪ߣ DOEs
enhance transparency and provide clarity to ߦኻߒߡ CERs ߩ⊒ⴕߩߚߩⷐ᳞ࠍขࠅਅߍ
project participants and DOEs regarding the ࠆߚߦᔅⷐߥᚻᲑߣߎߩࠃ߁ߥขࠅਅߍߩᗧ
necessary steps to withdraw a request for ߦߟߡ⽾৻ޔᕈࠍ⏕ߒޔㅘᕈࠍ㜞ޔ
issuance of CERs and the implications of ಽ߆ࠅᤃߊ⺑ߔࠆޕ
such a withdrawal.
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For details see EB 54 report, annex

79 ⚦ߦ㑐ߒߡ
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33, .Procedures for withdrawal of a requests

ᾖߩߎߣ⸽ޕឃᷫ㊂ߩ⊒ⴕⷐ᳞ขࠅਅ

for issuance of certified emission reductions.,

ߍߩᚻ⛯߈ߪޔ
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